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THE BRONZE STATUETTE OF KHONSERDAISU
IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM

By H. K. hall

With Plates i and ii

The British Museum possesses a fine bronze statuette (No. 14466) of the hereditary chief

Khonserdaisu (Chonsortais), who held various priestly offices under Psamatik I (PL i).

It is 14 ins. (35’5 cm.) tall, and of very good style. The eyes are inlaid with silver,

Khonserdaisu (‘^Khons showeth himself '’) stands with left foot well forward, clad in a

clinging freely-gaufired garment of linen with a long and broad apron in front, gaufired

vertically. On the upper part of his body he wears a priestly ‘deopard-skin” garment;

no real leopard-skin but a close-fitting coat of fine linen in the form of a leopard-skin,

with imitated tail and claws, which covers the left shoulder and passes beneath the right

shoulder. One claw emerges from under the right shoulder, another lies on the right

thigh, while the third and fourth fall on the left hip, hanging from either side of the

shoulder. This priestly garment has a broad border and is decorated all over with rings

representing the spots of the leopard. From the left shoulder runs a stole-like vertical

band with a royal inscription, which passes behind the left fore-arm and ends above

the foremost of the two panther’s claws on the left hip of the figure. This band is

continued over the left shoulder and descends again, with an inscription, across the

left half of the back to the waist, and then curves down vertically to the root of

the tail, where it ends (PL ii). The gaufired dress ends squarely low on the calves of

the legs. The leopard-claws are roughly cut with four talons: the tail is conventionally

bulbed at its end and is marked by a number of small chevrons, angle upward. It is

34 ins. (8*85 cm.) long from its root. The claws are f in. (1*95 cm.) across. The stole-like

band is in. (1 cm.) to 4 in. (1*25 cm.) broad. The feet, which are complete, and
executed in rather a summary manner, are 2| ins. (6 cm.) long. Each has a tang 14 ins.

(3*85 cm.) long by in. (2*1 cm.) to in. (1 cm.) broad.

Khonserdaisu originally held a figure of a god in his hands, presumably Osiris, which
has now disappeared, since it was separate from the main figure. Its rectangular

pedestal, 4^ in. (2 cm.) square, is cast in one piece with the rest, and remains. The
missing figure was secured in it (being let in in the usual Egyptian manner) by a })in,

also gone, which passed through the pedestal parallel with the body of the main figure

by means of two holes in its upper third. The left arm is half bent, and the

hand that carried the god is open horizontally, supporting it a little below the

level of Khonserdaisu’s navel. The right arm is bent at the elbow at right

angles, and the hand, spread out, secured the upper portion of the figure of

the god half-way between the navel and the breast. On the bare right shoulder

is incised a figure (perhaps tattooed on the man himself) of Osiris (Fig. 1)

wearing the atef-cvovfn and holding the crook and ‘"whip,” and on the right l-

arm immediately below the shoulder is a cartouche, much worn, but apparently containing

the royal name of Psamatik. The head is shaven, the face shows the usual glabrous

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvi.
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o H. R. HALL

priestly visage, not however without character. The nose is slightly depressed at the tip

by accident. The eyes, as has been said, are inlaid in silver. The ears are not pierced.

On the front of the apron is incised a scene (Fig. 2) of the dead man adoring Osiris,

who stands carrying the uas and wearing the feathered white crown

without the ram's horns. The dead man is in the same half-length

gauffred garment that the figure itself wears, but the “leopard-

skin’’ coat is not indicated, probably on account of the smallness

of the scale. The height of the figure is 1 in. (2 ‘5 cm.). It holds

both hands up in adoration and is shaven-headed as before.

Between these figures is an offering-table heaped high with fruit

and flowers, above which is cut the inscription (by Osiris)
| ,

“prince Osiris,” (by the man) ^'Khonserdaisu.” Above

the group is the symbol of heaven, From immediately below the centre of the

back of the left hand supporting the Osiris figure begins an inscription in a vertical

band which is interrupted by the incised scene described above. This band is in.

(1 cm.) broad above and 1 in. (1*25 cm.) below. The inscription (Fig. 3) reads, beginning

with the royal titulary on the stole-like band on

the front of the leopard-skin garment, ending in

one of the paws : the usual titulary of Psamatik I,

ending rather abruptly under the left arm

;

followed below by the man's name and a sentence

of uncertain meaning, above and below the scene

of offering to Osiris described above :

“The Chief of Upper Egypt, Khonserdaisu

[ ], I am the [...],” followed by the in-

scription on the back of the leopard-skin, “ whom
he (i.c. the king) praiseth and loveth, his upright

servant the Hereditary Chief and Governor of

Upper Egypt, mr-hnt in Hierakopolis, in the

territory of the Serpent Mountain, the governor (?)^

, Khonserdaisu deceased.”

The signs of the royal titulary are mostly

well and deeply cut, but those of the rest of the

inscription are inferior, often merely scratched

;

and they have since suffered from oxydization, so

that here and there they are illegible. It is how-

ever clear that Khonserdaisu’s city was Nut-ent-

bak or Hierakopolis (not the well-known Hiera-

konpolis), the chief town of the Dii-hefi or

“ Serpent-5Iountain ” nome, the 12th in Upper

Egypt, called ApolUnis minor civitas to distinguish it from Apollinopolis parva, the

ancient Qesi, modern Kus. It was between the modern Kaw and Abutig. The meaning
of the curious signs which are, with the exception of the queried sign,

clear enough, escapes me, nor have either Prof. Griffith or Mr. de Buck, whom I have
consulted, been able to explain them; possibly they are “enigmatic” writing.

The figure is a very fine example of a Saite bronze. Nothing is known of its

provenance. It has been repaired or completed anciently here and there by the insertion

of small pieces of bronze.
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MISCELLANEA

By G. P. G. SOBHY

With Plates iii-viii

1. The Persistence of Ancient Facial Types Amongst Modem Egyptians

It was a curious coincidence that I should notice the striking resemblance, of the
facial features at least, between one of the patients of my section at Kasr el-‘Aini

Hospital, and the newly-found statues of Akhenaten, supposed to be caricatures of the
king. I reproduce photographs of the patient and the statues, and leave the reader to
be impressed by the resemblance; in order to make it much more striking, I resorted
to the trick of photographing the patient with the double crown on his head. The face
view belongs to another statue of the same king. Pis. iii and iv.

The patient, M. H., was admitted to my ward suffering from pulmonary tuberculosis.
He was about twenty years of age, born in Cairo, and had never leit the city in his life.

As far as he can remember, his people have always lived in Cairo, and are not known to
have come from any other part of Egypt.

He is physically weak, but apart from his chest complaint, does not suffer from
anything else. A detailed examination of his endocrine glands was made and they all

appeared to work normally, except that there was a very low blood pressure, due to
hyposecretion of the adrenals very common in tuberculosis. His sexual organs are of
normal development. The pituitary gland does not show any deviation from normal.
The importance of this finding is to show the persistence of the type of Akhenaten in

that there is no need at all to resort to any pathological theory to explain
the rather extraordinary shape of the king’s features.

The signs of Erohlich’s Syndrome do not obtain in their entirety in the statues of
Akhenaten, and it seems to me that one cannot very well diagnose this disease in a
person without having known him in the flesh. It must be remembered that this
Syndrome means total impotence and consequent sterility, unless it is acquired late in
life, which is exceedingly rare. Yet we know that King Akhenaten had three daughters.
The conformation of the body observable in the statues, particularly the exaggeration
of the size of the breasts, can be seen to-day amongst living Egyptians who tend to
become obese.

2. Demotica

Looking through the papyrus fragments preserved in the National Library in Cairo,
I came across some Coptic, Arabic and Demotic papyri. The Arabic I leave alone. The
Coptic show no particular interest except in their script, which is cursive and very
difficult to read; I may publish them on some other occasion, but the type is not
unknown. The Demotic papyri are, however, of particular interest: firstly because they

1—
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t3eloiig to two well-known papyri already published and may fill gaps in the published

works, however unimportant they may be; secondly, because the fact that they have

been found together in the Library proves the hypothesis put forward by Professor W.
Spiegelberg that the two original papyri must have been found together. I give photo-

graphic reproductions of them, although they are unfortunately so fragmentary that one

cannot make any connected sense out of them. I must say here that it was due to the

kindness of Sir H. Thompson that I paid any attention to them and identified them.

Plates v-viii.

Fragments A, B, C and E (Pis. v-vii) are all parts of the Petubastis papyrus published

by Professor Spiegelberg in his vohime entitled Der Sagenh'eis des Konigs Petubastis,

Leipzig, 1910, Apart from the general resemblance of the script, the identity is proved

by the following writings:

A. I, s. Jmj:A — exactly as it is written elsewhere in the

papyrus.

A. II, 4, and bottom line. ~<’nh hr, exactly as it is written elsewhere in the

papyrus.

A. I, 17 et passim, B. 5. n Kmg.

A. I, 14.

B. 6, 8, 9, 11. boat. Etc.

C. 4. dl-f^ — *‘2iCHU).

C O C-J-o,? ivcb n ^Imn. Etc,

Fragments F and G (PL viii) belong to the Insinger papyrus published by Lexa
(Paris, Paul Geuthner). This document consists of a series of chapters, she 4, but it has
lost the first four and half the fifth, beginning in the middle of Chapter 5, shc4 5.

Fortunately Col. ii, 1. 3 of our fragment G begins t-sbn mh 24, which shows that the
ends of lines of Col. i and the remnants of 11. 1-2 of Col. ii are parts of the first chapter.

The phrases beginning with tni (1. 4), (Avepe, 11. 6, 7, 8, 9), are very common in the
Leyden MS, of Insinger.

Fragment D (PL vii) is in a different hand, but it seems also to be a fragment of a

moral work, judging by such words as 'yty (h 4), “famine, disease,” as Sir H.

Thompson tells me, (1. 7) — ccy2£ni = sdiiy ^ counsel
;
<^i9ry (1. 8) = hvh

= defect, sin; 8) = SM'5f= co^ = folly
; (1. l?,) = md-hn =

AV€Tfcion= evil.

3. The Persistence of Ancient Egyptian Words in Modern Arabic

W hile V alking in the streets of Old Cairo one day, I came across a party of boys
playing ball. The game is played in the following manner: a brick is placed on end on
the ground, and a guardian stands next to it to control the play of the other party, who











Plate V.

Fragment A of the Petubastis Papyrus.
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THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF A MAGICAL FORMULA
By CAMPBELL BONNEK

With PI. ix, figs. 3 and 4

111 the Berlin magical papyrus 5026, 11. 126 ff., in the course of a A,o709 addressed to

Apollo, these words occur; i^(o 6 helva, ocrrt? arot a7n]VTT)<Ta, Kal h^pov p^oc eSayprjao)

TTjv Tov peyiarov aov ovoparo^i yvoiatv, ov t) yjr^(poi; 0^(\6. The text of this papyrus was

newly collated for Preisendanz’s edition by Wilcken and Kroll, and we may therefore

accept the numeral 9999 as correct, although Parthey read only 0p, After the numeral

follows a long series of combinations of the vowels, extending over four lines of the column.

In a note on the passage Preisendanz remarks, “ Der Zahlen\vert 9999 ist aus den

Vokalgruppen nicht ermittelbar.” No single group nor the sum of them all will yield this

number. To search for a formula which would give this numerical value would be the

idlest of idle tasks; but since a coincidence has suggested to me a plausible explanation of

the number, it seems worth while to call it to the attention of those who are interested in

Graeco-Egyptian magic.

About two years ago I purchased in Athens a “ gnostic ’’ stone which is a good speci-

men of a type known from several other examples

(PL ix, fig. 3). It is a dark red jasper, shading at

the lower right-hand edge into dark green, oval in

shape, and about 19 by 14 mm. in size; the setting,

a modern gold ring of good workmanship, covers a

small part of the margin. The centre of the field

(Fig. 1) is occupied by a figure of the child Harpo-

crates seated upon a lotus in a papyrus boat, of

which the right-hand extremity is rudely shaped into

the head of some animal, possibly an ox. The god
faces to the left, his right hand is raised to his mouth, and with his left he holds a whip,
the lash hanging over his shoulder. Above his head are three scarabs in a horizontal row,

under these the moon to left and a star to right. Facing the figure of Harpocrates are

three birds (hawks?) in a vertical row, behind him three goats similarly arranged. Under
the boat to left there are three crocodiles vertically arranged, to right three snakes. The
whole design is surrounded by a serpent with his tail in his mouth. On the back of the
stone is an inscription cut in the rough capitals with strongly marked serifs which are

characteristic of such stones (Fig. 2). It reads

XABPAX
cbNECXHP
d>IXPO
ONTPCaI
000X00
BOOX

The letters are not crowded and each line seems meant to represent a separate word.
The words have no meaning in either Greek or Coptic and are probably jargon.

At any rate I found in them nothing significant beyond the circumstance that all the

Fk. 1.
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seven vowels occur in their proper order. However, I remembered the formula, and in the

course of casual reading I have noted some other cases in which it occurs. It is found on

the reverse of a green jasper Abrasax stone in the Southesk Collection (Catalogue of the

SouthesJc Collection of A7itique Gems^ i, PI. xiii, No. 1); in this case the letters are some-

what crowded and there was no effort so to divide them as to give a line to each word.

Otherwise the agreement with the reading of my stone is exact. In the catalogue of

the gems of the Bibliotheque Nationale (Cabinet des Medailles) Chabouillet describes a

haematite (No. 2196, p. 293) which has on the obverse a design similar to that on my
stone, Harpocrates and the triplets of animals, with traces of the common legend

ajBXavaOavaX^a, and on the reverse the seven vowels in seven different arrangements

and a legend of which the following letters remain: a7)iovt')(a/3pa)^(f)V€a'^ fcpo<f>vvp. There

is, or was, also in the Cassel Museum a stone for which I have to rely upon the description

and rude illustration given by Kopp (Palaeographia Critica, iv, 266 If.); the figure given

in Matter’s Histoire Critique dii Gnosticisme (PI. iii, fig. 4) seems to be derived from an

untrustworthy source. On the obverse is Harpocrates seated on a lotus in the right half

of the field, in the left stands an adoring cynocephaius. Above, the moon and a star.

There is also the legend eh Zev^ SapaTrt?. On the reverse Kopp reads the inscription

X<oL^p \
a')(^(f)if€cr

I XVp^^XP \

o(l>vvp(0(l)
\

v'^po(f)vvp
|

ccKf)O)'^co0o)X '
/Sai'^wcocoxa^

\

0pacra^So^
| X^P^^

aXe
I

^avSp, The engraver has carelessly repeated two words of the x^^P^X formula, and

has given <hvxpo for the second time. Further evidence of his inattention is to lie

found in the omission of v from the common magical word Aaivx^^o^X' may be

remarked, discovers a meaning in Hebrew for the syllables x^^P^X X^P^^XP*^’
since in order to do so he has to remove them from their connexion, it is doubtful

whether this is anything more than a coincidence.

Finally, Matter (op. cit., PI. iin, fig. 5) illustrates a stone in the Strasliourg lilirary

which he was the first to publish, and as to which his report may be taken as trustworthy.

It represents a scarab with a jackaPs head, surrounded by the '^a^pa^ formula as it

appears on my stone with one difference only, <f>o>xo for It is likely that oth(*r

stones with the same inscription could be found, but the point needs no further emphasis.

The fact that the formula is found on the backs of magical stones shows that it is a ‘‘name

of power”; compare P. Loud, xlvi, 450 fi. (p. 196 Preisendanz), where directions are

given for the making of a magical ring with a name engraved upon the liack of the storn*.

The x^/^P^X formula occurs with various palaeographical corruptions in the magical

papyri. Thus it is found in Paris 2391 (PMimaut), 1, 79 and again at 1. 152 f., in

PBerlin 5025, 1. 142, and finally in PBerlin 5026, 1. 140 f. The last instance, it will be

observed, is only about ten lines removed from the number-name 9999 with which we
started, and belongs to the same invocation to Apollo.

While reading over the Berlin papyri in Preisendanz’s excellent new edition, it occurred

to me to try whether any numerical value of significant appearance was associated with

the formula on my ring-stone, especially since its recurrence on other stones and in the

papyri seemed to mark it as important. The result follows

:

Xa^pax 600+1+2+100+1+600 1304

(t)ve(TXVP 500+50+5+200+600+8+100 1463

<f>iXpo 500+10+600+100+70 1280

(fivvpa) 500+50+400+ 100+800 1850

<f)a)X(o 500+800+600+800 2700

2+800+600 1402

9999
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This is sxirely not a coincidence. It is true that not one of the papyrus examples

of the formula will iziv(‘ the result that appears above, because of the corruptions which

ahect them all— for ^ for v for y. o for o) and others. But the stones agree closely

enough to establish the right reading, and even the variants in the papyri evidently

proceed from the version which appears in perfect form on my stone and on that in the

8outhesk Collection.

It is wortli noting that two other words associated with the formula on the

Cassel stone also have significant numerical values. In the case of a,8paaa^ (365) this has

long been known. jSati^xcocjocox gives the palindromic number 3663, which has a m^-stical

import<ui<‘e in the great Paris magical papyrus (Bibl. Nat. suppl. gr. o^4), 1. 938; see

Hopfner, (h'iccJnH‘JhAcgi/ptli;cher Offenbaningszauher, i, 181, and Dornseih, Das Alphabet

iff Mgsfil: and Magic. 105 and 172.

Although it has only a slight connection wdth the principal subject of this note, I take

this opportunitv to call attention to an iso-

])S(‘})hic ecpii valent of /2a/7';^ft>coceY wdiich appears

not to have been observed. It occurs on an-

other stom^ in my possession, an oval jasper

15 bv 10-5 mm. in size, wdth the design cut in

th(‘ longer dimension (PI. ix, fig. 4). The stone

is dark green except for an area of red covering

the upper part of the obverse face and showing to some extent on the bevel, which in this

stone is verv broad; the reverse face of the stone measures only 11 by 7 mm. This also is

Fi^. 3. Fi^. 4.

a llarpocrates stone (Fig. 3). The god sits facing left on a lotus in a boat, his right hand

fitted to his mouth, his left liolding a w'hip as in the other specimen. His feet rest upon

what a])])ears to fir a small altar or an altar-like footstool. On the stern of the boat, behind

the god, sits a cvnocephalus. on the prow' a ])ird. apparently a cock. Under the boat is

cut the w'ord alBi pKox^yo-acci^. the numerical value of which is 3663.

The Ix'vel is completely encircled ])y an inscription which begins just under the left end

of the obverse face, a^epafjL^veOayovXepeOe^av (Fig. 4). Exactly the same letters are repeated,

beginning liow'ever at the other end of the series, on the small reverse face of the ston'^.

That tin* two parts of the inscription wa^re intended to make a palindrome is showm by

the fact that the List letter of the inscri})tion on the bevel is not aligned wdth the others,

but is placed low'or and slightly turned, as if to guide the eye of the reader on to the

reverse face, w'here the letters va are placed close to the av of the bevel,

I do not remember any other instance of the w'ord a^ipicoxcocraco^i, but the inscription

on the bevel and the reverse of the stone is a version of a now well-known formula,

of wdii(*h several cases (wdth various readings, of course) are noted by Preisendanz

Wli'fH r StHdiof, XF.T, II f.) and Eitrem {Papgri Oslooises. i, p. 35).

The occurrence of a number-name on the obverse of this stone may raise the question

whether the palindrome on the bevel and the reverse might not also have been constructed

with a view^ to some signifi(vant numerical value; but this is very doubtful. The sum of

the letter-values in one or another of the versions of it comes near enouorh to 3663 too
suggest that the exact number might be obtained by some manipulation of the text, and
by aliow'ing one of its two parts to difler slightly from the other. But such experiments

are scarcely w'orth w'hile.

Another instance of the ^a/3pay formula is to be found on the remarkable heart-shaped

bronze amulet in the University of London collection wLich is described by Professor

Petrie (Atnidets. 30-31; Pis. xxii and xlix). It placed on the upper left-hand quarter of
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the obverse side. Almost all of the letters are there, but the parts of the formula have

been so intermingled with other words and symbols that it is not surprising that the editor

did not see that they belonged together. Because of this oversight there are probably

some slight misreadings, though this cannot be determined without inspection of the

original; and some of the interpretations proposed for individual words or syllables

(Petrie, 30, cf, E. Peterson, Rh. Mus. 75, 421) can scarcely hold. The amulet deserves to

be re-examined with closer attention to its relations with other gnostic amulets, for it

contains subjects which appear again and again upon the stones. The maker has lavished

upon this one piece enough of the familiar magical symbols and formulas to make a dozen

amulets of the ordinary type.

In conclusion I would call attention to two other names or formulas which appear to

have significant equivalents in numbers.

In the great Paris papyrus (iv, 2428 Preisendanz) the name of the Agathos Daimon is

given on the authority of Epaphroditus, presumably the maker of a magical book, as

follows: avcol cf^cop'^^oy (f>vvvv opo'^^^cooyt. The numerical value is

608 +861+2800 -f2100 + 1180-f-2450 -9999.

I find no significant numbers in the alternative formula, the 'Ap7ror/cvov<pi X0709 which is

mentioned in 1. 2434, and which is given in full, as Preisendanz points out, in one of the

Berlin magical papyri (Preisendanz i, 28).

This second occurrence of a name represented numerically by a succession of nines may
serve as an excuse for mentioning a sacred name with the value 99. In two passages of

the Leyden papyrus J 395 (most conveniently consulted in Dieterich, Abraxas, 6
)
these

words occur in an invocation: to Se cjyvcrifcov aov 6vop.a alyvTrrtcrTL • ']a\8a/3cteipL. The form

of the name is corrupt in the papyrus, but this restoration is virtually certain
;
cf . Dieterich’s

note on p. 6
,
also p. 46. In one of the passages there stand the additional words yp/ippLara

6 Kareariv. Since there are actually ten letters in the name, this must mean, as Dieterich

perceived, that ei is treated as a single sound equivalent to iota. The numerical value of

AaX^^aSaip is then found to be 99.

This case would be of little interest but for the circumstance that (99) evidently had
a talismanic value in Coptic writings—a point which would have escaped me but for the

kindness of my colleague Professor W. H. Worrell. In Zvitschr, f. dg. Spr., xxiv, 73, Stern

calls attention to the occurrence of the symbol qe in religious texts, and explains it (following

Agapius Bsciai) as an allusion to the parable of the flock of a hundred sheep—the writer

of the symbol putting himself in the place of the lost sheep and invoking the prayers of

the other ninety-nine, viz., his fellow Christians. On p. 102 of the same volume Springer

explains it as a numerical equivalent for dpyv (1 I 40+8 +50 — 99), and shows that this

tradition passed into the church literature of the early Middle Ages. Worrell found the

number at the beginning and at the end of the prooemium of a Coptic homily on the

Archangel Gabriel, and again at the end of the work; see his Coptic Manuscripts in the

Freer Collection (vol. x of Universitg of Michigan Studies, Humanistic Scries), 327, n. 2 .

If AaXSa^aip is a number-name, it is probable that the sacred or talismanic character

of the number ninety-nine is older than its use in either magical papyri or Christian docu-

ments, and any explanation based upon either of these sources alone should be accepted

only in a limited sense.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvi. <-7
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FUNERARY DESIGNS ON PREDYNASTIC JARS

By G. D. HORXBLOWEE

With Plate ix, figs. 1 and 2

The funerary character of many decorated jars of all three Predynastic periods has

long been generally recognized, as also has that of the designs painted on them. The

function of the jars themselves was to hold the various provisions required by the dead

man in the Underworld, while that of the designs was, by magico-religious means, to

ensure him a supply of these provisions, or at least of the meat of the animals depicted

in the designs, and in some cases, as we shall see, to * promote his welfare in other

directions. In this function the designs are the true ancestors of the painted and carved

scenes on the tomb-walls of later periods.

Leaving aside plain pottery and that decorated skeuomorphically, we first meet with

free designs in the white-on-red class of the Early Predynastic period; they consist

largely of animals for hunting, with a few hunting scenes
;
reeds are commonly depicted

and probably represent the marshy hunting-grounds^. Their purpose was eiddently the

supply of food to the dead of a people who were primarily hunters, the Libyans of the

Later Capsian race who at that time had settled in Egypt this function is clearly

seen in a fragment of pottery representing a hippopotamus and his hunters, with their

harpoons, found by Brunton at Kaw^. Agriculture was of course practised by them,

as it was by the Badarians before them, and may perhaps have received a share of

recognition in funerary designs in the case of two jars discussed in a previous article

which seem to portray a fertility rite carried out by men and women together'^. The

^ S(‘0 Fetri(\ Prehistoric Pis. xvi-xviii, <iiid, for reeds, PL xv.

- See Journal, XV. 33. Uhilde li.is given a Liter .‘ind inure general statement of the matter in The nio.'it

ancient EaM^ 70-7.

•’ Prunton and ( aton-Thompson, The Badaria n Pirilization, 54 and PL xlviii, 3. The harpoons appear

to he furnished with looped coils of rope.

^ Jintmal, XV, 33, n. 3. This would he a priiniti\e nte executed perhaps by medicine’^ men and

women, or chiefs and their wives
; it followed prohahly on the discovery, from experience with cattle, more

or Ic'^s domesticated, of the function of paternity, a discovery so striking and so vital that the function

would he readdy invc'^ted by the ])rimitive imagination with mighty magic power. A good example of the

sur\ i\.d t>f such rites into modern times is to 1)e seen in the orgies practised at the spring festival in parts

of India where pre-Ar\an customs still prevail fsf‘e ILKtintrs Enc. of FicL and Ethics, v, 869j. With the

develo[)ment, in civilized states, of kingship and divine dispensations, these functions would naturally

devolve on gods and kings ; the god had, in Egy])t, his wife and, in Babylonia, bis concubine (see

Herodotus, i, LSI ami 182, Blackman in ILiMimjs Ene„ x, 21JC and Sidney Smith, A Bohylonian fertility

rite in ././i.J.N., (Jet. 1928, 857) and in both countries the “divine marriage” (Upas ydgos) was regularly

celebrated. With respi'ct to kings, I need only ivfer the reader to Erazers Golden Boiajh i'2nd ed.), I, 154 ft*.,

for many instanc(‘s of their connexion with fm-tility ; in Egypt we have the additional particularity that

the king's position was incomplete without his marriage to a royal princess, and the sed festival, as

expLiincd by Newberry, ensured his continued power for the [irosperity of the country by a new marriage
vith a royal lady uhen occasion commanded. bSoe also A. M, Ilocart, A7y?y.s/o/>, 101-4.)
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original object of this rite was probably increase of animals, but, as agriculture expanded

to become the dominant source of food-supply, the rite was doubtless extended to grain-

production^, In the case of the two jars above-mentioned it is difficult to hazard an

opinion as to the kind of food-supply for which the rite was intended, perhaps for both,

but in any case the object of the design was to ensure sufficient provision, whether meat

or corn, for the dead man.

Among the designs of this period is sometimes found the boat, but it is scarce and

probably signifies no more than a means of transport for the dead hunter in the pursuit

of his calling in a marshy land, though in some cases, of very rare occurrence, the boat

depicted may have served for traffic. In the succeeding age, the Middle Predynastic,

the boat becomes an important feature in the decoration, and appears to have a new

signification, of more formal character and well defined. Several explanations of its

exact function have been proposed, as, for example, that it forms part of a religious

procession by water, the women with upraised arms being onlookers in the act of

adoration or of religious dancing, but we may ask why women only, and not men,

should be portrayed in this act and observe that, while boat-processions of the gods are

well known in the time of the New Empire, it is most improbable that ceremonies so

highly organized were performed in that primitive age, and, even if they were, they

could hardly be considered as of material service to the dead man, so a function more

nearly related to his personal needs must be sought for. In this search the most

prominent feature meeting us is the almost general portrayal on the boats of ensigns,

now commonly accepted as ancestors of the later nome-signs; it is noteworthy that,

according to Newberry’s summing-up^, four-fifths of the ensigns are referable to Delta

nomes, mostly of the west, the great majority being of the Harpoon-nome, which he has

shown good reason to think was of outstanding importance at this time as a centre of

ship-traffic with the countries of the Eastern Mediterranean. Further, the jars are found

in graves throughout Upper Egypt, from Gizah to Nubia, though most common in

Middle Egypt, and, if they were made for the dead of all the country alike, we should

expect the great majority to be referable, from their ensigns, to Middle and Upper

Egypt, whereas the contrary is the case. When to this fact we add the comparative

rarity of the jars, averaging, according to Newberry's census, about two per thousand

in graves explored, it becomes certain that they were not used by all men in general

but only for a special category, mostly from the Delta. These were probably travelling

traders; the object of the painted boats was to convey them on their death, magically,

to some desired destination, certainly not to a heaven, for none existed then for them,

and so it must have been an earthly spot, in fact, as we shall see, their native home;
the purpose of the ensign was to make clear the destination of the boat, this being, in

the majority of cases, the Harpoon-nome, a district of voyaging traders who were

naturally busy on the Nile as on the sea.

^ Most prnhai)ly we have here the link between human fertility and that of crops, ])y way of c.ittle,

ex[>l.iining the seeming libciviousne.ss of so iiirUiy scas(Hi<d rites and customs connected with agriculture.

For an account of some of the modern forms of these rites bee J. Frazer, Tlv‘ iJubhjn Bofnjh^ 2ntl ed., u,

205-9.

2 In Liverpool Ainifds, 191.3, v, 137 42, with later additions which I have' lieeii kitrlly allowed to note

Xewberry adduces the presence of the tlamingo in the designs as an .idditional indication of the northern

connexion of those jars, init elsewhere he has depicted the state of Upper Egypt in early times as full t)f

marshes such as the flamingo would haunt
; it was prohahly cipially native to both parts of the Egypti.in

river-land, as were tlie varmus antelopes of the designs to the desert-land.
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The attraction of the birth-place is to many peoples most powerful and they hold it

great hardship to die at a distance from it; they look upon themselves as part of a

great whole, a tribe or clan, centred in it, a whole consisting not only of the living

members of the clan but, very really, of the dead also, the old and venerable who had
so great a share in shaping the fates of the living. Thus the tombs, the dwelling-places

of those venerable ones, attained to great importance, and the birth-place became a

thing divine—in Egypt even a goddess, under the name mshnt. Under the Middle
Kingdom the exiled Sinuhe made his greatest moan on the prospect of dying far from
his birth-place :

” What,” asked he, "is a greater matter than that my corpse should be
buried in the land where I was bornU’ In our days Egyptian feeling on the subject is

still ]jeculiarly strong: burial in one's own village is the unquestioned norm, it is still an
insult to tell a man that he cannot point to his father’s tomb, no fate is more dreaded
than burial at sea, connexion with one’s cradle-place is ardently desired, in death as in

life. A remarkable illustration of this feeling existed some thirty years ago, and still

perhaps does exist, in the Wadi Natrun {Nitri(i). Works had been established for some
yearj5 by the Salt and Soda Company and labour was drawn from the nearest villages in

the Nile valley, Kafr Baud and Beni Salamah, both remote from urban centre-^ and, like

all such villages, of strongly parochial feelings. The workmen, though they spent most
of their lives in the wady, never ceased to count themselves as integral parts of their
mother-villages and they lived in separate hamlets called respectively after these villages,

Kafr Baud and Beni Salamah. They carried these feelings to such a point that they
would always, if possible, prevent a birth or death from taking place in the wady; those
about to die and women on the point of childbirth were hurried over the desert to their
distant mother-village. If attachment to birth-place can go so far to-day, after millennia
of destructive cultural influences, it must have been strong indeed in predynastic times,
but in them the man dying far from his native home could have no hope of reaching it

alive; he was buried where he died, but with the consolation that, by means of the
magic boats, he could at least be earned spiritually to the beloved spot, his destination
being ensured by the ensign so emphatically displayed. His wattle hut, whose shape is

mflected m the cabins on the boat, is sometimes indicated on the jars {Prehistoric Egypt,
§ 44) as IS the wild ox or antelope which is to serve as part of his funerary provision!
He is guarded, too, by the kindly mother-goddess, fulfilling her world-wide function of
protectress of the dead, her image, with arms outstretched protectingly, being often
added on the magic jar^.

Though the boat designs are characteristic of the Middle Predynastic period, rare
examples have been found in the preceding age, painted cleanly and vigorously in white
hne--thus early had river traffic begun-but in the Middle period, with its constant
contact with other cultures, whether by Syria or Palestine or over the Red Sea, this
tralhc was greatly increased and the jars painted with boats take a regular place in the
funerary customs of the countrv.

The deigns, if the interpretations suggested above are correct, indicate no longer a
mainly hunting race, as do those of the Early Period, but a settled people, practising
regular trade, for whom the hunter as food-getter was only an auxiliary; still, though
agricu ture had become the vital industry of the country, it was not yet sufficiently

* XV, 3C.

‘-.is r L’Anthropotoyi^^ 18!)S, PI. iii) • also iar

!‘h f d
PL x,xvi un.HG:?, Several features diaracter-of 11,0 Middle lonod appear n«,radieally m the Early: .see Frankfort, Studie.,, 1, 09 .
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organized to gain the place in the funerary designs that it did, so abundantly, on the later

tomb-walls; the hunter doubtless still procured valuable supplements to the grain-food

of the country and the animals which he pursued are depicted on the jars, but often

quite subordinately. The delay between the establishment of agriculture and its recogni-

tion in funerary designs has two probable chief causes, the ingrained conservatism of

man in social and funerary matters and the fact that hunters, men of strength and

decision, still formed the aristocracy of that age, the corn-grower taking the same

position with regard to them as, in Europe, the industrialist of last century took with

regard to the lauded gentry. The hunter's high status lasted long, as we see from the

protodynastic monuments in which the king, leader though he was in an outstandingly

agricultural state, was still represented as a mighty chief in hunting —witness the votive

palettes illustrated in Capart, Debuts (1st ed.), PI. i, and figs. 155 and 156 and. perhaps,

157 and 158; the high officials of the Middle Kingdom and later, with their usual

ambition, imitated the king and are depicted on the walls of their tombs as great

hunters, though often, doubtless, mostly sedentary scribes, if the portrait-statues, of at

any rate the New Empire, with their roils of fat, do not malign them^.

Let us now turn to the other human element occasionally depicted on the jars, the

men. They are of rare occurrence and, if we may judge by the tall jar in Berlin

Museum, No. 13831, illustrated by Schafer and Andrae {Die Kunst des* alten Orients, 192),

they represent hunters, for the men there depicted appear to be slaughtering giraffes,

and in most scenes where they appear they are apparentlv^ armed with clubs: in this

case they are just auxiliaries for procuring food for the defunct. On the otlier hand

they may perhaps have been the painted representatives of the figures of men in the

round found in tombs, of which characteristic examples are published in the frontispiece

of Prehistoric Egypt] these may be held to represent dead ancestors, protectors of their

descendants, an explanation borne out by the attitude of a rare figure of a man, in

baked clay, in the British Museum (see Journal, xv, 36 and PI. vi, no. 5), which has the

arms stretched out in exactly the same way as the broad-hipped female figures identified

in that article with the mother-goddess as protectress of the dead. There is every

reason to believe that in the earliest stages of Egyptian culture ancestor-cult was as

strong as it is to-day in most primitive peoples, running parallel, through many genera-

tions, with that of the mother-goddess, and that if it never attained to the rank of

official religion, as it did in the Far East, the reason was its subordination to the later

official cults, first the Osirian—though that was, in essence, founded on it—and next the

solar. Nevertheless it constituted the veritable foundation of the vast system of

funerary practices that so overweighted Egyptian life and has left its traces all through

Egyptian culture (see my article in Ancient Egypt, 1929, Part iv).

1 111 their uiaiuteuaiiee of the idea ef hunters us ari'^teerats they may hr coni^jured uitli the n< h

parcen^fs who, even till the [>reseiit eeiitury, considered tlu‘ cor^tly jiurveyaiice of a.'^ an inunirtant,

indeed almost necessary step for their soei.il amhitions. But the amhition of the K^j^yptian wortliy, thnm;li

doubtless savouring of the social, was priin.irily religious, to rank when de.ul with king?, and thus become
a tilt candidate for the paradise which was once reserved for roy<ilty alone.

Another touch of unreality in the hunting scenes may be noted: des])it(‘ the faithfid ob.x.erv.ition

usually shown in the representation of wild be.ists, we fret^innitly tind among them such strange monsters

as the griffin and the serpent-necked pard, relics of savage imagination, as well <is the fallow deer,

unknown, as the strange rendering of the antlers would alone inform us, in their time, if not always. (See

Max Hilzheimer in Borchardt's Dns Grahd^nkmal des E>n{yi^ ii, 1G9-171. For further light on

this obscure subject we must await the publication of the much truncated fragment of an antler found in

peculiar surroundings by Petrie’s expedition at Kaw in 19:^3.)
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\\ itli regard to the waved lines so commonly painted on the jars, there can be little

doubt that they should be interpreted as water, which was recognized in Egypt from
very early times as an essential element for life and for fertility, and so, of course,

indispensable in the After-world as in this: later, too, this sign became the hieroglyph
for water.

Another element in the jar-designs deserving of notice is the figure of the bandy-
legged dwarf. This is very rare in pot-decoration and perhaps the example from
Nakadah in the Cairo Museum, no. 11557, is unique (see fig. 1 and 2, after Quibell, Cat.

of Arch/nc Objects in the Cairo Museum, PI. xxii); the jar itself is unusual, with a large
central mouth and four subsidiary small ones round it; it is of the red-on-buff class, of
the Middle Predynastic period. The dwarf-figure here appears for the first time, it

would seem, in Egyptian art; it was rare and remained so in the following age, but it

was probably not wholly absent, for it appears again in the earliest protodynastic times

Fi-. 1. Fig, 2,

in the ivory figurines found in the main temple-deposit at Hierakonpolisi and, in female
form, in one of the group of ivory figurines in the British Museum, no. 32144, ’illustrated
in the Guide to the Egyjdiun Collections, 24, fig. 8, to which reference has been made by
me in Journal, xv, 37, as showing a Mesopotamian connection’^. Some of the impish
figures on button-shaped and other seal-like amulets of the First Intermediate period
generally running or dancing, often inverted, as on Mesopotamian cylinder-seals may
perhaps be inspired by the dwarf (Petrie’s Buttons and Design Scarabs, PI i 27-29 ’etc )•

he appears as an amulet in this period, placed by Brunton in the Eighth Dynasty (Qau
and Badan, ii, PI. xciii, P. 3 and, perhaps, P. 6 of the Sixth Dynasty; see also Vol. i
Pis. xxxii and xxxiii), and on a scarab of the Hyksos period (Newberry, Scarabs, PL
XXV, no. t) The figure of the bow-legged Bes, so popular in later times, was doubt-
less largely founded on that of the dwarf and eventually took its place- he like the
Mesopotamian figure, never attained to the rank of true godship but remaine’d a mere
godling, though an important one, as did the equally popular Taurt, and like her hewas concerned with childbirth.

’ ’

‘ iic‘rako/t/>olis, I, FIs. xi and xviii (i)),

- Two Min.lor o.xanii.los were in the .MacCr. g„r chcction, see Capart, op. dt., fw 12-7 V very cru.to
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irhe dwarf had his place in magic, of which Mr. Warren Dawson gives two instances

from papyri^; the first, from the Leyden Pap., i, 348, p. 12, lines 2-6, is called the

‘'spell of the dwarf’’ and consists, according to the amended translation with which he

has kindly supplied me, of an incantation which was to be recited ‘‘four times over a

dwarf of clay to be placed on the top of the head of a woman who is giving birth”;

the second is in the Harris Magic Papyrus and consists of the following invocation:

“ 0 thou dwarf of heaven ! thou dwarf whose face is big, whose back is long and w’hose

legs are short.” The dwarf is here a creature of mystery with magic powers for the

facilitation of childbirth, and his connection with Bes, the genius attendant on these

occasions, is explained; he is not a natural human dwarf like those shown on the

monuments^, who are treated in every way like normal beings, and it is very possible

that his origin may be the human embryo, always a favourite element of magic, and

that in the course of time he became confused, somewhat naturally, with the familiar

achondroplastic man. The amuletic ‘twins’ are probably a fortified form of the dwarf.

Bes being intimately connected with childbirth, it is not very surprising that he should

be made to assume certain motherly duties such as that of suckling, of which an

amusing instance is afforded by the group illustrated in PI. ix, fig. 2, from a private

collection
;

it is in frit with green glaze splashed with black but with most of the colour

degraded; height 4| inches; of late date; Bes holds on his lap a Horus-like child and

gives it the breast, a crouching baboon is between his knees, two others are at his back

and one at each side. The base of the group was a lotus flower, which at this time was

a symbol of Isis as well as of Horns; it is now broken away but traces are left at the

back. A cylindrical hole, nearly half an inch in diameter, was bored from the bottom

some way up into the group which would thus seem to have been fixed to the top of a

^ In “Pygmies, Dwarfs and Hunchbacks in Ancient Egypt" in Anaoh^ of Afediod ll/stor//, :x, IDT)

(see 324). Here are collected accounts of many dwarfs and representations of dwarfs, with inedieal

details and numerous illustrations. The passage from the Harris pa})yrus is given in full by Hax Muller,

IHgifptiaii Afi/thology^ 22.

^ The stelae of two deformed dw.irfs wore discovered in the tomb of King Seinei’khet of the Fii'st

Dynasty and the remains of tw’o buried in that tomb (Rogid Tonihs i, 3, and PI. xxxv, nos. 3() and 37).

Others are known from statues in the Cairo iMuseuin : they appiMi* to have been familiar tigures, euiphned

at times for the fashioning of jew’elry, as may be seen in the Fifth D\ nasty tomb of Ptahhotep at Sakkarah

or in that of Anta (Petrie, Deshasheh^ 8, and PI. xiii
;

PI. v show's a dwarf standing on the prow of a boat

and apparently about to use a sling). Dw'arfs, not ill-shapen, seem also to have been employed as temple-

beadles (Xaville, The Festival Hall of 0sorkon^ ii, 30-31). Several early monuments of dw'arfs are known,

mostly of men in responsible positions; one of them, Seneb, discovered by the Expedition of the Vienna

Academy of Science, 1926-7 {The Tinies^ April 7th, 1927) w^as a superintendent of dwxarfs, a man of

property, married to a lady of rank, Sentites (“royal acquaintance"). Another, Khnuniliiitep, wuis in a

responsible position as “keeper of the wardrobe’’; ^laspero even called him a “nobleman”, and dev^ited a

chapter to him and dw'.irfs in general {Egyptian Art^ tiMiisl, 85 fl’.). An alabaster tigure of a dw'arf wms

found in Tut^ankhamCin’s tomb, a girl steering a boat, published in The Illastrated London Xeivs^ July 6th,

1929, 12-13 ; the technical description of the deformity, achondroplasia^ is there given by a leader of the

medical profession, but hardly seems to ajqdy to the girl as illustrated
;
in this opinion 1 have the support

of Warren Daw'son, wdio rightly insists, in his paper on dw^arfs, on the distinction to be drawm betw'cen the

deformed native dwarfs {nnur) and the well-formed pygmies {dng)^ probably Xyam-nyams from the Sf)uth,

so prized by Egyptian kings from early times. He thinks that the girl in question was of the latter class,

for she has negroid hair and is well formed but for her legs, which the artist has ai)parently found difficult

to manage in the space at his disposal, for he has ended by adopting an acln aidroplastic conventicui. Finally

Brunton tells me that he recently found at Badari some osseous remains of a dwarf wuth true achondro-

plasia.
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rod, perhaps a ceremonial one. This manifestation of Bes will recall the jars in his

shape, also of late date, which seem to connect him with the giving of milk^; at this

time too, if not earlier, he is connected with fertility rites as seen in the “Bes

chambers’’ found at Sakkarah^ where the grossly phallic figures of the godling, with

their female companions, show him to have served as a magic instrument for the

promotion of human fertility.

The ivory figurine of a dwarf mentioned above (p. 14) pointed to Mesopotamia, and

there we shall find him often engraved on cylinder-seals, as a phylactic charm commonly

associated with the crouching ape—another link, perhaps, with Egypt—and with the

nude goddess; an example exhibiting all three is shown in PL ix, fig. 1^: from this

association we may infer that the dwarf was connected with motherhood, the more so

since he is sometimes in company with the frog, which in Egypt symbolized fecundity

(see Hfjksos and Israelite Cities^ 31-2)—probably through its connection with water, the

great fertilizer—and may have had the same signification in Mesopotamia also, where it

appears as early, according to Langdon, as 3500 b.c. {Art and Archaeology, xxvi, 168).

Though literature is silent on the case we can hardly doubt that some very old principle

common to Egypt and Mesopotamia underlies the concept of these three figures, ape,

dwarf and frog, and that it may be associated with the mother-goddess.

Another popular cult-figure, Ptah-Sukur'^, may be supposed to owe his dwarf shape

and bowed legs to the earlier mascot, from whom indeed he may be a derivative,

adopted syncretically into the Memphite system of theology, probably at a late date:

with this figure we may couple the late one of the deified sage, Imhotep.

One of the most common elements in the designs on the jars of the Middle Pre-

dynastic period is the spiral coil which sometimes fills in voids in the scheme of

decoration, but more often constitutes its sole element. It has been explained as

skeuomorphic, representing a coiled reed-plait used to guard from breakage during

transport the stone jars which were the prototype of the majority of the pots of this

period; but the stone vessels were heavy and very precious, fashioned with much labour,

and could hardly have been intended for uses requiring frequent transport; further,

the coils themselves are of all sizes and are dotted about on all parts of the jars on

which they occur; as subsidiary elements, when placed round the rim, they become
concentric semicircles. Before finally accepting this interpretation it would seem well

to ask whether a more likely one can be found. It may be possible that the designs

represent coils of rope, for rope, with its immense powers of assistance to primitive

man, must have appeared to his simple mind as a thing of great magic, superhuman
and good to arm himself with in the Afterworld as in this; an actual example of a rope
thus coiled may be seen in the representation of a ship in the mastaha of Pehenuka, of

^ Stv Juarivd, XV, 40, no. ?j. FiuMurs nf suckling TTorus siiuilir to the one illiistr.itecl arc in the

Ilritisli Mum'iuh, nos. 11820, 21)207 and 2737d, dcscril^Ml as of the Twenty-Sixth Dynasty and a>s serving

as to^K^, of wands. There is also on(‘ in the Ashiuoleaii ^Luseuni, no. 830 The connection of Bes
witli the mother goddess is a[)|)arently indicated again in the fragment of a terra-cotta plaque in the
British Museum illu'^ti-ated in the (iukh' t<> O'/v cd imd ftoinai) Life, fig. 28, where she is portrayed in a
shrine, nude, between two figures of the godling.

- See Quihell, Ex<\t cutions <ft [, 12-14,

From Delaporte, Ci/liadcfs ordntuvx do Lon ere fliy kind permission), PI. 82, no. 9. On a cylinder-.seal

published in danciod, viii, 200 and PI. viii, no 3, by Sidney Smith, an ape alone is shown.
* The vocalization of Snknr is adopted in acetirdance with Sayce’s suggestions recorded in Journal

VIII, 208 (thlinder no. 2).
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the Fifth Dynasty, now in Berlin^. Support for this suggestion may be found in the

fact that many peoples, even to-day, attribute magic power to cords tied in knots 2
,
and

that this superstition was current in ancient Egypt, where one of the very signs for

‘‘protection” is a row of knots on a rope, the hobbling-rope sa. In certain passages of

the Pyramid Texts it is said that the king “knots the cord” (§§ 399 c and 511 a) or that

it is knotted for him (§373 c); the words are referred by some to the tying up of boats

and by others to the ceremonial lassoing of a bull; the latter explanation seems

authorized by § 286 e, which speaks of the king’s lassoing, and the former by § 1742 b

—

“the ropes are tied and the boats brought together for...”; in any case the knotting

was ceremonial and must have been indued, in the beliefs of those days, with magic

power. Again, Miss Murray has shown {Ancient Egypt, 1922, 14-19) that the early

draughtsmen refrained from depicting knots in detail but simply recorded general

impressions of them, for fear of their magic qualities. These qualities are equally

evident in nets, compact as they are of knots; they are still used in Egypt as a

prophylactic charm; sorcery is much feared by young men in the period preceding

marriage, especially the spells purporting to cause them to fail in their marital duty;

on such occasions they will often wear nets next to their skin to avert the evil. Nets,

too, composed the dress of the rowing virgins who were to divert King Snefru from his

sadness in one of the tales of King Cheops and the magicians (Westcar Pap.); they had

a magic virtue and could hardly have been prescribed by the sorcerer, as has sometimes

been suggested, to rejoice the king with the sight of the girls’ uncovered beauty, for

that was at his command, of course, at any time; rather they served to keep off the

evil influences causing the king’s melancholy. The network of beads laid on the breasts

of mummies served likewise to guard against evil powers and it seems probable that in

this idea we can find the connection between the words snw, ‘network’, and Sni,

‘ exorcise
’

With knots we may place the spiral coil, a common element of decoration in many
phases of art; an excellent example of an interlaced closed spiral, formed from the

^ SeeBorchardt, 165, fig. 24. Sails rolled on an unstepped mast and ending in similar coil>

are shown in a low-relief of the Eighteenth Dyiiasty illusti*ated by AVreszinski, Atlas, i, PL 287. Rolls of

papyrus rope for binding a boat in the process of building are depicted in Deshasheh, PL v
;
they are coiled

in a different pattern.

“ Superstitions about knots are common in many lands
;
knotted cords occur freely as amulets in

Egypt as well as in Mesopotamia and have actually been found in tombs (see Petrie, Amulets, 29, no. 131 ;

see also AYarren Dawson, Magician and Leech, 67, 71 and 129). The seven-knotted cord was used in

Babylonia against Lahartu (now sometimes read as Lamaltu), the gi’isly witch-monster who, like her

Egyptian counterpart, snatched babies from their cots (see Ancient Egypt, iii, 68); in a neighbouring

country, Arabia, we have the verse in the last chapter of the Koran aimed at witches “who blow on

knots” (see also Sale’s note).

For knots in general sSb R. Campbell Thompson, Semitic Magic, passim {i\ Index) and Frazer, The

Golden Bough (2nd ed.), i, 394 fL, who gives parallels to the modern Egyptian custom recorded above and

makes it clear that while knots and nets in magic are objects of fear for their inhibitory powers, they are

also often credited with great protective virtue.

The so widespread pastime of string-figures (‘cat’s cradles’) must have its roots deep in magic
;
when

we note how the Eskimo make certain figures to accompany their songs which themselves have a magic

purpose, for fishing, hunting, etc., and further that there are taboos connected wfith some figures (see

K. Haddon, CaCs Cradles, xv), we have every reason to think that magically they serve, or once did serve,

as complicated developments of the knot.

3 Gardiner, Grammar, 506, V 1.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvi. 3
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coiling of a rope and used as a decoration on a red-on-buff jar, is illustrated in Ancient

Egypt, 1928, iii, 68-69; we may well surmise that it was introduced by the artist as a

useful talisman for the defunct. In the same place an illustration is given of a very

early rope- or wire-design from Mesopotamia, on a golden 'seal’ (more probably an

amulet) of Queen Shub-ad. To this may be added another on a cylinder-seal found in

the A Cemetery of Kish and illustrated in E. Mackay’s Report, PL vi, no. 16; the

design is formed by an interlaced arrangement of two equal lengths of cord in loops; it

was probably of talismanic nature, for the earliest engraved cylinders seem to have

been amuletic, consisting of cylindrical beads, such as are common in ancient Meso-

potamia, made apotropaic by the engraving on them of designs of magico-religious

import. None of the specimens from Kish bore names, which in the earliest periods are

exceedingly rare; they were perhaps added at first as an assurance that the protective

powers of the amulet should be concentrated on its owner; the use as seals would be a

later development and even then they would retain much of their original magic power.

The earliest Egyptian engraved cylinders seem also to be apotropaic, many being clearly

destined only for funerary service.
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A NEW LETTER TO THE DEAD

By ALAN H. GARDINER

With Plate x, figs. 1-3.

It is a true and surprising fact that new types of Egyptian antiquities, like troubles,

never come singly ; and an annoying variation of this fact is that never does an

Egyptologist publish a book on any topic without some fresh piece of relevant material

coming to his knowledge too late for inclusion. The subject of the present article is a

hitherto unknown and particularly fine ^‘letter to the dead'’ belonging to the Haskell

Oriental Museum in Chicago, where it bears the number 13945. Permission to publish

this was most kindly given to me by Professor Breasted, who also provided the excellent

photographs reproduced in Plate x. Like several of the other letters of the same

category published by Professor Sethe and myself in our joint work Egyptian Letters to

the Dead (London, Egypt Exploration Society, 1928) the new example is inscribed in bold

and typical hieratic of the First Intermediate Period (between the Sixth and Eleventh

Dynasties) on a vessel of red pottery
;
but contrary to custom, that vessel is here a jar-

stand without bottom, and with a lip at the top. The dimensions are : height 23 cm.,

diameter at top 9 cm., diameter at bottom 12 '5 cm.

The eight vertical columns of hieratic, with a short additional column (8 a) between

cols. 6 and 7, are so clearly legible in the Plate that no hand-facsimile is needful. There

are one or two palaeographic difficulties, but on the whole the decipherment is plain

sailing. The hand closely resembles that of the Kaw bowl {op. cit., Pis. 2, 3). The text

runs as follows :

(
1 )

/wvwvv

A

AVWWv <5

(
2

)

/^/VWV^A /WW\aA

Ik Q

^ o\\
I ^

^ D

/vw/vv\
JH

"y AwwA
) j

/VvWWv
(
6

) ra

,
/vw/vv\ AWWA

o <

/VA\VV\

£1^
,

^ AVWA'v

a --

Ji!p^(8)
i [1

'

• k:::? 0

y /WAVA

AA\VW\

Avawv

A*/A\A

;i ’1
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Supplementary line between cols. 6, 7

:

1 J

s

^ ^ has a different form everywhere else in this text, but there seems no alternative
;

has its

characteristic form, and is certainly not ^ Q seems very probable, there being a faint cross-stroke

which makes ^ impossible
; ^ is certain. The column divides into two parts, as often at this

period. ^ is badly made, and open at the left side. ^ A quite abnormal form, for which analogies

are found in the Gebelen coffin at Turin (G 1 T 61 and the ornamental text on the back) and, as Sethe

points out Stcindorff, Grabpi.nde^ ii, PI. 18. ^ Deleted signs.

Translation.

(1) This is an oral reminder of that ivhich I said to thee in reference to myself:
—

'‘Thou

hnowest that Idu said in reference to his son: (2) 'As to whatever there may he yonder {'I)
,
I

u'ill not alloiv him to be afflicted of any affliction'. Do thou unto me the like thereof!"

(3) Behold now there is brought {to thee) this vessel in respect of ivhich thy mother is to make
litigation. It were agreeable (4) that thou shouldst support her. Cause now that there be

born to me a healthy male child. Thou art an excellent Spirit. (5) And behold, as far those

two, the serving-maids who have caused Seny to be afflicted, {namely) Nefertjentet and Itjai,

(6) confound {i) them, and destroy for me every affliction which is {directed) agamst my ivife

;

for thou knowest that I have (7) need thereof {]). Destroy it utterly! As thou livest for me,

the Great one shall praise thee, (8) and the face of the Great God shall be glad over thee; he

shall give thee pure bread ivith his two hands.

Additional remark:—(8 a) Moreover I beg a second healthy male child for thy daughter.

Commentary.

To those who have studied the letters to the dead published in the volume by Sethe
and myself—references to which will frequently be made below without specially naming
it—no great insistence on the similar form exhibited by the new Chicago specimen will

be necessary. The opening recalls the Cairo text on linen and the Kaw bowl; the central

portion here, as everywhere else, contains the gist of the writer’s petition and mention
of the persons whose malevolent influence he is suspecting; the promise of reward to the
deceased addressee, if the petition be granted, is paralleled by the Berhn bowl. Thus the
formalism characteristic of all Egyptian art which Dr. de Buck has recently discussed so
ably in his inaugural address to the students of Leyden University is once again illus-

trated most convincingly in this new accession to an otherwise entirely individual class

of writings. The Chicago letter also displays that vague and allusive fashion of desig-
nating the personae dramatis which is typical of the class. There can be no doubt but
that the unnamed writer of the letter is addressing his dead father; thus much is

indicated by the precedent which he quotes from the lips of a certain Idu whose identity
is entirely obscure. ^'Thy mother^’ in 1. 3 must be the writer’s paternal grandmother.
The writer’s wife is obviously the Seny of 1. 5 : this is shown by hmtii) ‘‘my wife” in
1. 6. In 1. 8a an additional request is made on behalf of “thy daughter,” and the logic
of the situation seems to show that this must be the writer’s sister. Whether the two
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evilly-disposed serving-maids mentioned in 1. 5 were dead or still alive when the letter

was written does not emerge.

What is entirely new in the Chicago letter is the appeal to a dead parent for male

offspring. The maxims of Ptahhotpe and Ani, among other of the ancient writings, had
already taught us that the desire of the ancient Egyptians for sons was no less strong

than that felt by their modern descendants. But the adoption of this particular method of

satisfying the desire is a novelty. As if for the very purpose of corroborating the thesis

with which I started my article, a little figure of a woman carrying a child and bearing

the inscription May a birth be given unto thy daughter has just come to light in

the Berlin collection, and is discussed in a note by Dr. Siegfried Schott appended below

(see PI.
, 4). It seems likely that this figure was deposited in the tomb of a deceased

father in the expectation that he would use his power in the netherworld to secure

fulfilment of the offerer’s wish.

In the philological notes which follow reference is made to some interpretations by
Professor Sethe. On becoming acquainted with the Chicago text I sent a transcript

thereof to my co-author in the book on the letters of the dead, and was glad to find

that in most points our translations of the new specimen agreed with one another.

Line 1. Tmv-r, see op. cit., p. 14; the determinative ^ only here. For sufiix

1st pers. sing., whereas everywhere else in the text the suffix is omitted, cf. the Kaw
bowl, II, 4 (with the note), our view of which is thus happily confirmed. How the sign

^ in the proper name is to be explained I do not know. In my opinion it is quite im-

possible to read ^Hdu the younger.”

2. It seems necessary to take wmit and ivnt as respectively the imperfective and the

perfective participles, fern, in reference to a neuter notion, and perhaps intended to

cover all contingencies
—

‘‘what is and may be yonder.” ’Zm, i.e. in the netherworld, as

in the phrase ntyiv im. I take this obscure little phrase to be a deprecatory or sceptical

qualification of Idu’s promise to guard his son from sorrow; he cannot be sure what

powers he will possess beyond the grave. It is unusual grammatically to find a phrase

introduced by ir “as to” without resumptive pronoun in the main clause.

iV-fcm, with the det. found at this period for mr “be painful” and hid “pain” (see

on III, 3), is not rare in the magical texts for “suffer,” “be afl3.icted,” e.g. in the

Metternich stela, 1. 6, where it is certainly contrasted with rsiv “rejoice,” but I doubt

whether the rendering traurig sein of the Berlin Worterbuch quite hits the mark
; in the

Pyramids ^^ or nsed only of a diseased condition of the hair (521, 2055,

2056), but is parallel to mr “be ill.” I prefer to consider it almost synonymous with

this last verb.

’Zr m m(i) mitt irt is doubtless a part of the speech to his father which the writer

now recalls, but not a part of the speech of Idu. Mitt irt, see my Eg. Gramm., 88,

n. 1.

3. It is difficult to believe in as a writing of the demonstrative adjective,

but there seems no alternative. MnUt is a rare word, of which the only example avail-

able to me at the moment is on the Turin altar bearing the cartouche of Phiops {Trans.

Soc. Bibl. Arch., iii, 117) where the addition ™ “water” confirms the rendering SchaJe

fur Wasser given by Wb. But the natural way of interpreting the first sentence of 1. 3

is to take it as referring to the vessel, together with its inscription, on which our letter

is written; one would then compare ^ Sinuhe, B 181.

If this view be taken the word mnUt must have a wider significance, “pottery vessel”

or the like, for as I have stated, the Chicago letter is written on a jar-stand.
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’Irt mivt*k wdc mdw kr-s is difficult of interpretation. Sethe suggested as a rendering

diesen Knig...der von deiner Mutter gemacht ivorden ist, damit deswegen gerichtet werde.

But irt fvdr mdw as a phrase occurs in ii, 9 (see the note thereon) and in other texts of

this period, and if a past action had been meant, would not irt^n have been written?

The form irt has every likelihood of being Gunn’s prospective relative. If, therefore, we
must render in some such way as ‘Gn respect of {or over) which thy mother is to {or will)

make litigation'’ the writer must be anticipating an intervention on his behalf by his

paternal grandmother. The clause, it must be confessed, is very obscure.

4. My translation assumes the standpoint adopted at the end of the last note.

Sethe, translating AngeneJim ware es, wenn du xhn zustimmtest, takes the suffix -ito refer

to /y mnfjt, not to inwt-k. Still, for a personal suffix after '«// one can quote Ptahhotpe

(ed. Devaud) 72 (Ms. L), o ^ L certainly right in

its remark on ufr. z. J, sicher beistimmen.'' The evidence for the word is collected in

my Sotes on...Sinu}u% p. 31.

5. Since ipt{g) not only stands before its noun, which is apparently unknown else-

where, but also has the determinatives it seems better to render ''those two,

(namely) the serving-maids,” with hiktg in apposition. as perf. act. part, is

unusual in writing out the g, but this may be due to the form being a dual.

In writing the names of the two servants as Neferjentet and Itjai instead of

Neferthentet and Ithai I formally renounce my previous practice. SteindorS has rightly

introduced tj for » in the new English Biideker’s Egypt. Tj is both nearer the probable

original pronunciation, and also suits the fact that tj is to what dj is to d.

Sethe writes with regard to Xfr-tntt:^' Der Name zcigt dass das Gefdss aus Dendera oder

Achmun kommtN In favour of the former provenance one could quote the name Adiv in

1. 1; for Idw see Petrie, DendereJi, 5. 6, and for NfrAntt see Schafer-Lange, no. 20568.

Still, it was stated when the letter was acquired that it came from Girgah, and the

information seemed better assiued than many other indications of the kind.

6. ZIu as a transitive verb is unknown to me elsewhere
;

for its intransitive use,

with some such meaning as ‘'be in confusion”, see the note in my Admonitions, p. 28.

'Idr, imperative, here and in 1. 7, is commonly so written in the Pyramid Texts.

H JiT' ^ ^ dnw is a word for "need,” see my note. Journal, ix, 18, n. 8. It is,

however, very difficult to say what the entire clause ntt irr-i dmv im here means. In
the translation I have suggested "that I have need thereof.” But at least equally
probable would be ' that I am doing the needful therein,” i.e. helping as much as I can.
Possibly neither of these suggestions hits the mark.

7. The identity of the "Great Goddess” is uncertain. If the vessel really came
from Denderah, she would of course be Hathor.

8. T wrb is common in Eleventh Dynasty formulae of ofiering
; see Polotsky,

Zii den Inschriften der IL Dgnastie, § 70, i.

8rt-. Dbh doubtless first person, not imperative. If the deleted signs are really 1]^,
the writer will have begun to address his father by name {cf. 1), but will have thought
better of it, being deterred by the lack of space.
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DTE BITTE U3I EIN IvIND AI F EIXER DRABFIGUR
DES FBUHEX MITTLEITEX REICHES

Von SIEGFEIED SCHOTT

Hierzu Tafel x, 4.

An der Figur einer Frau (Taf. x, 4), die auf der linken Hiifte ein Kind tragt, des

Berliner Museums^ aus der Zeit des friihen Mittleren Reiches ist auf dem rechten

Oberschenkel folgende Inschrift angebracht:

^‘Moge eine Geburt gegeben werden Deiner Tochter S/?/’ Die Verstiimmelung der

beiden Vogel der Inschrift zeigt, da5 die Figur in ein Grab—da der Vater angeredet ist—in

das Grab des Vaters der Sh gegeben wurde. Die Figur ist einer der sogenannten

“Beischlaferinnen” und als solche unbekleidet, geschmiickt und beinlos. Auf einer

zweiten^ ahnlichen Figur des Berliner Museums fehlt die Inschrift. Der Sinn der Gabe

ist wohl der folgende: Wie diese Figur einer Beischlaferin des Toten ein Kind hat, soli

auch seiner Tochter ein Kind geschenkt werden. Die Tochter selbst oder ihre Fainilie

hat dem Vater Beischlaferin und Kind geschenkt, damit er nun seinerseits mit der

ganzen Macht eines zauberkrMtigen Toten fiir die gewiinschte Geburt sorge. Da die

Bitte weder in der imperativischen Form ''Gieb!” noch in der 2. Person “Mogest Du
geben!” abgefasst ist, scheint an eine direkte Zeugung durch den Toten nicht gedacht

zu sein.

' Iiiv. No. 14017. IIoliP der Figur 12 cm.: ?ius dem Handel.

- Inv. No. 12764.
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REGARDING RECEIPTS IN THE ZENON ARCHIVE

By W. L. WESTEEMANN.

In the recent years of active publication of the Zenon papyri Professor Girolamo

Vitelli and Mr. C. C. Edgar have presented from the Zenon archive twenty-three receipts

of a particular type for small amounts of money paid to farmers upon the estate of

Apollonius, with one acknowledgment of receipt of ten axes^. All of them are dated in the

year 29 of Ptolemy Philadelphus-. All of those which are fully preserved are in duplicate,

and the same duplicate form is to be assumed for the fragmentary receipts P. Cairo

Zenon I 59138 and 59139. The upper, or concealed, text was folded, tied with a knotted

piece of papyrus with a clay seal over the cord^. The lower text alone was visible. To this

list I add the following three receipts from the Zenon papyri in the library of Columbia

University.

P. Columbia Inv. no. 220.

January 24, 256 b.c. Philadelphia.

5 in. X 3 in.

The document came to Columbia University with the upper text still unopened and
seal in place. About three quarters of the seal was preserved. The figure upon the seal

seems to be that of a ram’s head with horn curling downward and to the left over the neck.

According to W. F. Edgerton a sun disk may possibly be identified over the ranfs head.

The writing, which is the same in both texts, is crude. It runs across the fibres. The inner

text is not so carefully done as the outer one. Note line 2 and the omission of ek before

ivTTvpKTfjLov m line 4. Edgar has noted this carelessness as characteristic of a number of

the inner textsh
a.

(eT0V9) fc6 Xoia^ ’Ept-

eu9 ’Epieci)? €19 KOTTiav

T?}9 K07rdSo<; hdveiov

{apovpSiv) 7 av{a) {rerpm^oXov), (yivoprai) (Spaxp^al) /3, Kal ivirv-

5 pi<jp.ov {apovpwv) 7 av{a) (rerpco^oXov), (yivovrai) (Spa^/xat) /9.

(Space of I inch.)

a.

(erov^i) k6 Xoid^ ’Ep£ev9

’Ep4€C09 6t9 ^v\0KOTtI-

av T7)9 ^o7rd8o9 Sdveiov

1 P.S.I. IV, 338.

2 Including P.S.I. iv, 323, which the editors originally dated in the year 21. See Vitelli in P.S.I. vi
Addenda et Corrigenda, x. The list is P.S.I. iv, 323, 336, 337, 338, 339; v, 506, 507; vi, 560; P. Cairo
Zenon, i, 59102, 59103, 59104, 59111, 59113, 59114, 59115, 59116, 59117, 59118, 59119 59127 59128 59137
59138, 59139.

’ ’ '

2 Edgar has published photographs of three of these in the original state with the upper, or inner text
unopened, in P. Cairo Zenon, i, PI, xxii.

'

** P. Cairo Zenon, i, 59104.
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(apovp&v) y dv{a) {rerpco^oXov), (yivovrat) (Spa^/^at) y8, fcal

10 €19 €V7rvpta/jL[o^v (dpovp&v) y dv{d) (rerpdii^oXov)^

{yivovrat) {Spa)(pial) /8.

“Year 29, Choiak 1. Erieus, son of Erieus, has received as loan for cutting out the

brushwood upon three arouras, at four obols, total two drachmas, and for burning upon

three arouras, at four obols, total two drachmas.”

The three arouras of lines 4 and 5 are the same. The pay for the work is at four obols

per aroura for each of the two operations. The translation for /coird^ given in Preisigke's

Worterbuch, “pruned olive tree^,” based presumably upon several references to Theophrastus

in which the word occurs, is quite inapplicable here. In P.S.I. iv, 323, P. Cairo Zenon, i,

59116, 59117, 59118, in P. Col. Inv. no. 270, IP and here, the word means “brushwood.”

P. Columbia Inv. no. 285.

March 4, 256 b.c. Philadelphia.

2 in. X 3J in.

The document was originally in duplicate, but only the tops of three letters of the

outer text show upon the fragment as we have it. Two fragments of the clay seal still

cling upon the verso, but the figure is not distinguishable. The writing is that of a

practised clerk and runs with the fibres.

(6T0L>9) fc0 Tv^t t.

’Ap^t/3to9 et9 ^vXoKOTTiav

dpovpdyv y Spa^ptd^ iirra rpioy-

^oXov,

(Space of f inch.)

5

Line 4 is shredded badly at the right end, but no traces of further lettering appear.

“ Year 29, Tybi 1. Archibius has received seven drachmas three obols for chopping out

wood upon three arouras.”

P. Columbia Inv. no. 215.

Oct. 18, 257 B.c. Philadelphia.

5| in. X 4 in.

This receipt was written by one of the practised clerks of the farm administration.

The hand is small and fine, the writing along the fibres. About three quarters of the clay

seal remain, with papyrus cord attached. The figure upon the seal cannot be interpreted.

^acrCXevQVTO^ YiToXepLalov rov

YiroXepiaLov (eVou?) kO Meuop^
opioXoyel nao‘i9 2a7roi}T09

Sia ^\{y7}aLov

(Space of J inch.)

rrapd Tlavafcearopo^ rov

Trap' 'ATToXXtovlov f[t]9 ^vXoKorrlav

/cal i/jt7rvpi(Tix[o\v (dpovplov) yS {Spa')(^fid<;) e.

(Space of 1 inch.)

^ “ Gestutzter Olbaum ” in Preisigke, s.ik

2 Published in 3Iemoirs of the American Academy in Rome, vi (1927),

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvi. 4
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^^a(TikevovTO<; WroXe^iaiov tov IIto-

Xefiaiov S[6)]t^/3o? (eVov?) fc0 Meaop^ Ky,

ofxoXoyet Udai^ SaTToOro? Bed

^YLyTjcTiov

ex^iv Trapd UavaKecropo^^ tov

Trap KiToKKoavlov el^ ^vXokottlclv

Kal ipLTrvpLapbov (dpovpoyv) /3 (Spay/^a?) Trevre,

The lower version (outer text) is followed by a demotic version of three lines. Two of

these are at the bottom of the recto, the third upon the verso. The sheet was inverted to

write the line upon the verso, so that it is directly opposite the last demotic line at the

bottom of the recto. Spiegelberg has translated the demotic versions of the similar receipts

P.S.I. 338 and 337 in P.S.I. ix, 1010 B and C. P. Cairo Zenon, i, 59012 also has a demotic

version following the Greek text (see Edgar's Plate xxii).

“ In the reign of Ptolemy, son of Ptolemy Soter, year 29, Mesore 23. Pasis, son of

Sapous, through Hegesias acknowledges receipt from Panacestor, agent of Apollonius,

of five drachmas for chopping out wood and burning upon two arouras.’’

The operation of ^vXofcoTria was a part of the original preparation of the land to fit it

for cultivation^ by cutting out the brushwood and its roots. The work was done with axes^

and corresponds to what is called “ grubbing in American farm parlance. The brush and

roots were then gotten rid of by burning [ipbTrvpLafxos).

The larger part of the receipts of this t}"pe have been published since M. Schnebel

completed his book upon Egyptian agriculture in the Hellenistic and Eoman period. The

new evidence confirms his view that the process of cutting and burning the brushwood was

not a part of the yearly field operations such as were the plowing, sowing, weeding and

harvesting^. This is strongly indicated by the fact that all of the extant ^vXonoTtLa receipts

are of the year 29 of Ptolemy Philadelphiis. Panacestor, who was still managing from

Philadelphia the gift estate of the dioecetes, Apollonius, was laying out in that year

numerous small sums of money for wages and loans in order that the process of clearing

the land for cultivation might be completed. This money Apollonius must furnish: and

there is recent evidence that the busy finance minister found the demands of Panacestor

irritating. On Choiak 30 of year 29 Panacestor wrote to Zenon stating that he had no

money and needed some to carry on, for the planting of the croton and sesame, for the

cutting out of the brushwood [eU t^v ^vKoKoiriai’) and for moving the wheat Four and

a half months later, on Pachon 15, Panacestor wrote to Zenon, who was at Alexandria

with Apollonius, asking that Zenon use his influence with the great man in Panacestor’s

behalf. Panacestor appended copies of two letters. The first was a brief letter of Apollonius

in which he called Panacestor sharply to task: ‘'I am struck with amazement at your

neglect in that you have written nothing, either in regard to the estimate of the crops or

in regard to the collecting of the wheat. Even now, therefore, write me what the situation

is in both respects^.” The second appended letter is the long reply of twenty-two lines

from Panacestor to Apollonius, containing explanations and stating among other things

1 Michael Schnebel, Bie LaaduirUchaft ha hdleaistischea Aegyptea^ i, 20-24.

2 In P.S.I. V, 506 a farmer receipts fer ten axes which were loaned him by Panacestor for the purpose

of cutting out brushwood.

3 As opposed to my own earlier view presented with the publication of P. 'Wisconsin, i, in Journal,

IX, 86-87.

^ P.S.I. V, 490. ^ Ibid., V, 502.
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that he had been occupied with measuring the land planted to sesame and the land

covered with brushwood {Tr)v ^vXirivY, It is refreshing to note that Panacestor denies

with a rather fine dignity the charge of neglecting his duties. C. C. Edgar has recently

published a fragmentary letter of the Zenon archive which he regards as probably

connected with this incident and as being written by Apollonius to Panacestor^. The

formula of salutation, names of the writer and of the person addressed and the customary

docket on the verso, which usually gives a date, are all lost. Nevertheless 1 think that

Edgar is right in ascribing the letter to Apollonius and regarding the addressee as

Panacestor. The gist of the first eleven lines is apparent despite their broken condition.

The writer expresses his displeasure that shrubby land should appear among that

formerly listed (as cultivable ?),
'' and that too when we have expended so much upon the

(brushwood?)^.’’ It is clear that the writer, whether Apollonius or not, considered that

when the land had once been cleared of brushwood growth, it should not be necessary to

repeat the operation.

Additional information upon the point comes from P. Columbia Inv. no. 270. It is

a lease of 100 arouras made out in the year 30 of Ptolemy II by three Greeks. They had
taken over the land from Zenon, who had succeeded Panacestor as agent of Apollonius in

charge of the estate near Philadelphia. Zenon agreed to make to the three lessees a number
of advances in kind and money, at a fixed amount per aroura in all cases. The advances

were to include seed grain in wheat and barley, expense money, and advance for Aveeding

—

both of these reckoned in barley at so much per aroura—and for grubbing, if brushwood
should be found growing upon the land, as much as might be agreed upon to be a sufficient

advance upon each aroura^. All of these advances were to be repaid to Zenon by the

lessees at the time when they paid the rent, and without any interest charge. It is clear

that the need of seed grain, expense money and money for Aveeding was regarded as

constant and annually recurring, as Schnebel has explained. The necessity of an advance
to meet the expense of ^vXoKOTria Avas contingent upon whether the land was originallv

overgrown with shrubbery or not, or upon the care with which the work of eliminating

brush and roots had already been done. The primary task in the whole process of re-

claiming the neAv land in the Fayum had been the great engineering problem executed by
the government of Ptolemy II of rebuilding the dam at the entrance of the Fayum and
of canal excavation and 'dike construction connected Avith the requirement of irrigating

the land^. By accepting the grant of his 10,000 arouras Apollonius had assumed the

responsibility of crop returns from it as soon as possible. A part of the estate Avas farmed
directly by the estate management under the guidance of Panacestor®. For the remaintler

of it the immediate need Avas to get the proper type of farmers to take OA^er the land and
to enable these farmers to function. Those A\'ho could be obtained to undertake the

^ Ibid.y A% 27-29. - V. Cairo Zeiioii, in, 59387.
^ Ihid.^ 10-11, Kol Tavra ro^aovTov dfjyvpLov dvTjXwKurcou els T7)v ic[ . For this last word

I suggest K[o7ra§a.

^ P. (’ol. Inv. no. 270, r, 9-12, in Meui. Am. Acad, in Rotne.^ ah (1927). The essential words ,ire kh'i eo-

^vXoKO'nlav iiw efXTTiTrTr^i KOTriis daov (w crvyKpL6f/ iKavov eivai SibdaOai els €Kd(TTr)i' cipnvpwv. Mj original

translation of edv ip7TLTrTr)i KOTrds-, ‘"if brushwood deA'elops,’' gives a wrong impression. In P. Cairo Ziaion,

III, 5951 1 there is a record of payments to twelve men for Avorking at the ‘‘ brush, overrunning ' the land,

eiv Tr}v erriTpex^vo-av KOTrdba.

^ Paul A iereck, Philadelphia., Leipzig (1928), 30; M. RostOATzeff, A Large Estate in Eggpt in the Third
Century B.C.., Madison (Wisconsin), 1922, 2.

^ C. C. Edgar in P. Cairo Zenon, ii, 59292 introd. and Westermann in 3Iem. Am. A^ad. in llomi% vi

(1927), 13.

4-2
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obligations of tenantry were either men of Greek name who leased large tracts from

Apollonius and farmed upon a large scale as illustrated by P. CoL Inv. no. 270^, or

Egyptian farmers who rented small tracts from the manager Panacestor or his successor,

Zenon, and did their own farming. The Egyptian farmers certainly, in many cases also

the Greek big lessees, had not the requisite capital to finance in its entirety either the

immediate work of clearing the land {^vXoKoiria, or ^vXoKOTrla T979 kottoZo^) or the

necessary annual tasks of cropping the cleared land, namely the planting, sowing, weeding,

harvesting, and moving the produce. To meet this situation a definite policy of advancing

to the farmers small loans in money or in its grain equivalents was followed by the

management of the Apollonius estate. This was not a new thing. In the Revenue Laws of

Ptolemy Philadelphus, which were passed in year 27, the government had made provision

for supplying sesame and croton seed to the cultivators, who were compelled to set out

these oil producing plants in the interest of the government monopoly of oil manufacture

This regulation may have been passed solely in the interest of the government control of

the entire process of oil production. Lille Papyrus 5, however, which is of the same year

as the Revenue Papyrus, supplies unmistakable evidence that the Ptolemaic government

was advancing wheat, barley and hay seed to the royal peasants^. One of these was

to receive one artab of seed wheat per aroura, the consideration being that he should cut

out the brushwood and clear the land at his own expense^. The practice on the part of the

government of advancing the seed may possibly be explained as a necessary economic

measure based upon the government’s desire to obtain a good return from the state lands

by providing a good quality of seed. If this be the case the provision of seed would have

to be ascribed to the same policy of enlightened self-interest which urged the Egyptian

autocracy, both under the Ptolemies and under the Romans, to prescribe the exact types

of crops to be cultivated upon the lands which the state peasants rented from it, in the

interest of conservation of the soil through enforcement of a proper crop rotation^. But it

is more probable that the practice must be ascribed to an actual lack of the seed or of the

capital requisite to buy it. At least the receipts for advances for labour, which we are

discussing, can only be explained on the basis of lack of funds with which to start the

farm operations.

Twelve government orders of the year 35 of Ptolemy II have been pubhshed recently

which have a connexion with the receipts of the Zenon group®. They are orders of higher

officials in the government hierarchy to officials of lower rank to advance old wheat, old

barley, or mixed wheat and barley as loans to military settlers (cleruchs). In these orders

there is no specification regarding an interest charge. In six cases these loans were made,
without further explanation, for Kclrepyov, In two cases the loans are made as Sdveca el^

Kcirepyov and for the gathering of the autumn sesame"^; in one case for ''seed” and the

^ Generally these Greeks sub-leased the land, hence acted as middlemen lessees. Cf. Paul Viereck on

the custom of sub-leasing by the cleruchs in his Philadelphia^ 26.

~ Bernard P. Grenfell, Revenue Lairs of Ptolemy Philadelphus^ Oxford, 1896, XLi, 14-19. Cf. P. Petrie,

II, 39 (a) and the corrections and note upon it in in, 88.

Jouguet, Collart, Lesquier, Papyrus (drees de Lille (P. Lille), Paris, 1928, 5.

^ Ibid
,
22-24. One artab of seed per aroura was, and continued to be, the most usual allowance made

by the government to the farmers of state land in Egypt, although differences from this ratio have been
noted, See Schnebel, Die Landicirtschaft^ 126.

s Ibid., 127-29.

6 P. Lille, i, 39-50.

“ P. Lille, I, 41, 42.
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fcdrepyov^; in another case for Kurepyov and TrocoXoyta^; and in P. Lille, i, 49 the loan is

for xylocopia without icdrr^pyov expressed. The word Kurepyov is difficult of interpretation

in the Lille documents. It is not the loan itself (which is expressed as Sdvecov). The

meaning seems to be given in P. Ham. 24 lines 10, 13, 18. This is a syngrapJie of the third

century b.c. in which a military allotment holder acknowledges receipt of two drachmas

per aroura on his holding as Karepyov and promises to pay back the Karepyov when he

turns in the sesame crop which he is cultivating. Since it is to be paid back, the word

Karepyov cannot refer to a field operation. It seems to mean ‘‘expense money,'’ like the

advance made in barley in the Zenon lease, P. Col. Inv. 270, 10, which is said to be “for

expense outlay” (etV dv'qXcdpua) and where the dvrfKwpa is distinctly an expenditure upon

one of the farm operations. The weeding and the cutting out of the brush are mentioned

separately. The hdveiov ek Kdrepyov in the Lille documents must, therefore, be regarded

as a loan “ for outlays ” in the preparation of the soiP.

The confusion which has existed in regard to the Panacestor-Zenon duplicate receipts

of the year 29, as to whether they are loans or payments for wages can be easily

resolved. In analysing the receipts of that year it became apparent to me that there were

two types one a receipt for wages paid, the other a receipt for a loan. Upon the land of

Apollonius' estate which was being farmed directly by him, Panacestor hired the labour

for cutting out the brushwood and burning the brush, at a regular rate of two drachmas

and a half per aroura when his agreement was made on the piecework basis. When he

leased plots to small farmers he was accustomed to make advances of money to them
which carried no interest charge and were payable at the time when the rent was due.

This money the farmers needed to help them pay for the labour which they hired to clear

the land. The rate which Panacestor had fixed for these loans to his indigent lessees was
four obols to the aroura. The receipts P. Col. Inv. nos. 285 and 215 are therefore of the

wage receipt type®. No. 220 is of the loan type {Sdveiov in line

^ P. Lille, I, 50.

^ P. Lille, I, 47. On the basin of a passage in P. Lille, i, 5, 12, M. SchnebLt has decided, with the

editors of the Lille volume, that TroioXoym wan a type of labour connected w ith making the land arable.

The translation in Preisigke, though thoroughly juntified etymologically, doen not apply in the

Lille documents. See Schnebel, Landicirtschaft^ 23-24, 214-15. To Schnebehn agricultural argument the

fact is to be added that the Karepyov of P. Lille, 45 in identified an TroioXoyta on the verso of the name
document.

^ So also the editors of P. Lille, i, 39-50 traimlate haveiov els Karepyov an “pret pour train de travaux

sur leurs terren ” although they had previously (p. 192) expressed a preference for interpreting the word

Karepyov in the sense of a farm tank.

^ t:?tated by Edgar in the introduction to P. Cairo Zenon, i, 59117. Professor Vitelli called the loan

published as P.S.I. iv, 323 a riceviita di salarlo^ explaining it as an advance payment of wages.

^ As suggested by Edgar, lue, cit.

® The other clear examples of wages for grubbing and burning at 2^ drachmas jxir aroura are P.S.I. iv,

339 ;
P. Cairo Zenon, i, 59104, 59127. P.S.I. iv, 338 is probably also a wage receipt for this work. Although

the amount per aroura is not given the total is 1 2 drachmas 3 obols which would be at the rate of 2 drachmas
3 obols on 5 arouras. A farmer with the same name, Phernouthin (see P.S.I. ix, 1010 A, note 1), had
received his advance for grubbing and burning on his rented land in P. Cairo Zenon, i, 59110.

' The clear examples at 4 obols per aroura for grubbing and burning are P.S.I. iv, 323 ;
P. Cairo Zenon,

I, 59116, 59117, 59118. In P. Cairo Zenon, 59116 the fact that it is a ddveiov is not expressed. In the three

others the word ^dveiov occurs. If the two operations of grubbing and burning are mentioned separately

the rate of the advance for each type of work is the same. See P. Cairo Zenon, i, 59117, 59118, and P, Col.

Inv. no, 220 above.
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Among this group of receipts of year 29 there are two acknowledgments of money
received for weeding (e/? iBoravia/xov)^. These must also be regarded as loans similar to

the advances without interest for eliminating the brush and roots, although they are not

so classified by the use of the word havetov. In P. Cairo Zenon 59128 the farmer

acknowledges receipt of eight drachmas total “ for weeding of his own land (therefore

a loan); and in P. Cairo Zenon, r, 59119, the rate for weeding is at two obols per aroura

which is a half of the rate of the loans for grubbing and burning. This exact difference

between the heavy work done by men and the lighter work of weeding, which can be done

by boys, has already been established for the Zenon period ^

The advances of seed were made in kind^ and grain might also be advanced in lieu of

money to assist the farmers in having their labour done^. In one instance a loan made to

one Xicias for the purpose of repairing embankments^ was made at the rate of an obol per

man for each of ten men working. One obol per day was the customary wage for heavy
farm labour in the time of Zenon; but we are not justified in assuming that the full pay
of these dike workers \Yas met by the loan, because we cannot know how many days they

were expected to work to complete the task of repairing the embankments, A comparison

of the wages paid for hacking out and burning brush in our receipts with the money
loaned to assist the farmers in having the work done, shows a ratio of about four to one.

That is, the wages paid were at the rate of fifteen obols per aroura, but the advances w^ere

only four obols per aroura. It is clear, therefore, that the advances were in the nature of

assistance and encouragement in having the work done, but did not meet the full cost of

the labour.

1 P. Cairo Zenon, i, 59119, 59128.

- P. Lond. Inv. no. 2313, and P. Wisconsin, r in Journal^ ix, 1923, 90.

^ P. Cairo Zenon, i, 59113, 59114.
^ P. Cairo Zenon, I, 59113, e;(et crnep^a Kp{idav) dp(ru/3as) koX Savetov d/)(ra^as) rpeis.
^ P. Cairo Zenon, i, 59111.
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A NOTE ON THE CORONATION RITES IN
ANCIENT EGYPT

By MILITZA MATTHIEW

With Plate xi

Among the statuettes of the Cairo Museum are some which represent a crawling

Pharaoh pushing before him his name written in sculptured hieroglyphs. Thus we have

Ramesses II crawling and pushing a square base on which three figures are sitting,

those of Rer, Amun and a child
;
under them the sign 3=zr is represented, the whole giving

the name of the Pharaoh^. The meaning of this statuette is explained by two others

—

42143 and 42142.

Of 42143^ (PI. xi, figs. 1 and 2) only fragments are left, but they are sufficient.

Here, too, was represented a crawling Ramesses II, pushing before him his sculptured

name; the base of this statuette is decorated with branches of persea, on the leaves of

which the cartouches of the king are written.

We find similar persea leaves with names of the king on the base of the statue of

Ramesses II, 42142^, also crawling (PI. xi, fig. 3). The object which the Pharaoh held

in his hand is lost, but I have no doubt that it was the sculptured representation of his

name. In style and workmanship this statue is the best of all. Legrain, describing it,

mentions that the form of the name is that used in the early part of Ramesses IPs reign

and that the king himself is, doubtless, very young.

The inscription on this statuette (as well as those on the others), the form of the

name, the age of the king, and especially the persea branches bearing cartouches— all

this would seem to indicate the event on the occasion of which these statuettes were

made, namely, the coronation. It is known that at the coronation the name of the

new king, or rather the whole of his new titulature, was solemnly proclaimed and then

written by the gods on the leaves of the sacred persea of Heliopolis^, This moment,
like that of placing the crown on the king’s head, was one of the most important in all

the ceremony. With this rite was probably connected the presentation of the king’s

name to the god. The king (as often when presenting an offering) crawled towards the

god, slowly pushing before him either the sculptured representation of his name, or his

cartouches, etc.

This fact is confirmed not only by our statuettes, but also by reliefs. Thus, on one
fragment® of a relief Amenophis III is shown crawling towards a sitting deity (Amun?).
He holds in his outstretched hand two cartouches attached to a complex handle.

Statuettes like the above were consecrated in remembrance of this rite, as can also be

^ Legrain, Statues et statuettes^ il, No. 42144, PI. vi,

2 Op. cit., 9. 3 Op. cit.j PI. V. ^ Op. cit.^ PI. iv.

^ Moret, Dll caractere religieux de laroyaute pharaonique, 102
;
Lefebure, Larhre sacre dHeliopolis, in

Sphinx, V
;
Erman-Ranke, Aegypten, 396.

® Prisse, Monuments, xi, 5.
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seen from the reliefs. Among the scenes in the Subu‘ temple there is a representation of

a statue of Ramesses II ^ holding his name in his hand in front of a statue of Tefnut^.

The inscription clearly shows that here we have the coronation rites.

We know that statues were also consecrated in commemoration of other moments

of the coronation festival. In the Cairo Museum there is a group representing the

placing of crowns on the king’s head by Horus and Seth(?)^. Among the scenes in the

temple of Amenophis III at Luxor we see the king presenting incense to Amun; behind

him stands one of the priests holding a small statue imitating the action of the king^.

Such statuettes, consecrated in remembrance of different moments of rites, were usually

brought to the god along with the other offerings^.

The importance of the king’s presentation of his name to the god is very great we

have but to recall the prominent place held by name-magic in ancient Egypt to realize

the significance of this rite. The knowledge of the name of a god or of a man gave the

magician complete power over him. The supreme importance of the inscribed name

as a means of procuring eternal life is universally known, as well as the fact that the

Egyptian believed his name to be just as essential a part of himself as his body, his

soul, his double and his shadow.

Taking all this into consideration we may say that, in performing the rite of giving

his name to the god, the king placed himself entirely in the power of that god and at

the same time secured for himself eternal life, since his name, taken by the god, was

believed to be preserved on the sacred fersea of Heliopolis. Just as Bata lived so long

as his heart was inaccessible on the top of the tree, so the Egyptian king hoped to live

eternally, having placed his name on the sacred Heliopolitan tree, where the names of

the gods themselves flourished®.

I L., />., Ill, 182^.

- That it is a statue and not a living king is shown by the base under the figure.

" Borchardt, Sintuen and ii, Xo. 620, Bl. 116.

^ ( hiyet, L(‘ tomple de L<)tixoi\ tig. 120 .

Op. tigs. 104 and lOo. ^ Left'bure, op. cit., 6.
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THE SECRET CHAMBERS OF THE SANCTUARY
OF THOTH

By F. W. green

The various explanations suggested as to the meaning of this phrase in the Westcar

papyrus seem to me hardly satisfactory. Dr. Alan Gardiner in his interesting article in

Journal, xi, 2-5, gives the translation put as title to this note. I do not think, however,

that this is all that can be made out, and so put forward the following suggestion, having

regard to the story itself rather than to the philology.

I venture to think that the writer of the story as it now stands did not really know
what the mysterious ipwt were. In order to bring forward certain points relevant to the

conclusion I wish to draw, I give a shortened and somewhat free rendering of certain

passages though they may be familiar to the reader.

After the recital of the wonders done by the magicians of old times, Hrddf arose

and spoke saying, ‘‘We have heard about the magicians of the past and their doings, the

truth of which we cannot verify. Now I know of things done in your time.” Pharaoh

Khufu asks what they are. Hrddf says there is a commoner, Ddy by name, who resides in

pd-^nfrw . . knows how to replace a decapitated head, tame a lion... he also knows

the number of the pdivt of the chamber of Thoth.

Now his majesty Khufu had been engaged for some time seeking for the

'1 D

that he might make a copy thereof for his own tomb.

Here instead of pdwt, something stretched, we have ipwt, something like '‘account,’’

“plan.” The writer seems to be confused, and uses indiscriminately two words of somewhat

similar sound which may also have conveyed to him somewhat similar ideas, such as a

stretched string for marking a wall, and a succession of lines in list form.

To proceed with the story. Ddy is summoned to the court with every mark of respect

that he may impart the knowledge to the Pharaoh. On his arrival his powers are tested

by various practical demonstrations to the complete satisfaction of Khufu, who then says,

‘'How about the report that you know the number of the
[ ]

of the chamber of

Thoth?” Then Ddy said, “I know not the number, 0 King, but I know the place they are

in.” Then his majesty said, ‘'Where then?” Then Ddy said, “There is a flint box in the

2^ called in Heliopolis, it (or they) are in the box.”

The ^ called inay be ‘'chart room” or perhaps “Drawing Office” where plans

were made or stored.

Then his majesty said, “Go and bring it to me.” Then Ddy said, “My lord, I may
not bring it.” Then his majesty said, Who will bring it to me? ” Ddy replies, “ The eldest

of the three children yet in the womb of Rwddd4 destined to hold the supreme office

^ Whether the deterininati\'e be the seal or the hariiii sign does not affect my argument.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvi. 5
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in all this land/’ In other words the sceptre will pass away from Khufu’s dynasty. Khnfu

is naturally cast down at the news, but is consoled by Ddy, who tells him it will not

happen till after the time of his grandson. Then follows the well-known story of the

miraculous birth of the three children, whose names are those, but thinly veiled, of the

first three Pharaohs of the Fifth Dynasty. That is, the ipwt are brought by the new

dynasty.

The earlier pyramids may for all practical purposes be said to be uninscribed; the door-

ways in the pyramid of Zoser hardly count. But with the incoming of the Fifth Dynasty

a great break with this traditional austerity takes place : large stretches of wall are covered

with ordered columns of magical utterances, in more or less set sequence; and in each

pyramid the text follows more or less one original scheme.

I suggest that the scheme or plan of these utterances rather than the design of the

chambers is the mysterious ij)wt.

These long lines of religious texts, set out in certain order, were something quite out

of the way, and the report of them and of their magical value must have impressed those

who were living at the time of their execution, and a rather hazy account was handed

down to the compiler of the Westcar text. He could not have seen the pyramid texts

himself; they w^ere closed up.

The text of Chap, lxiv of the Book of the Dead was found written in blue on a

brick or slab, whatever that may mean, in a temple of Thoth; a somewhat similar case.

And it may not be amiss to note that all modern editors of the pyramid texts have been

compelled to number the speeches.

It may be argued, of course, that Khufu did not embellish his ‘^horizon” with these

magical formulae as he doubtless would have done could he have come by the sealed

patterns”; but after all the Westcar papyrus is not an historical document, and further,

the end of the story, which may have explained matters, is unfortunately missing.
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THE RELATIONSHIP OF AMUN TO ZEIS AND HIS
CONNEXION WITH METEORITES

By G. A. WAINWEIGHT

In the spring of last year I published an article^ which I venture to hope sufficiently

proved that Amun of Thebes was a god of the air, a sky-god; that his sacred object at

Thebes was a meteorite; that he was intimately connected with, if not actually derived

from, his far older neighbour Min, the thunderbolt-god of Koptos; and that the omphalos

of Zeus-Ammon^ at the Oasis of Ammonium (Siwah) had of itself certain characteristics

which associate it with the weather. I am now able in the present article to draw attention

to three further points which are of considerable importance for substantiating this view

of Amun.

The first is to be found in the well-known identification of Amun with Zeus, the

sky-god, or, as more commonly conceived, the thunder-god of the Greeks.

It now turns out that this was no mere view of syncretizing Greek travellers and

students of the classical period. Nor yet was it due to some supposed local variation in the

LibyanAmmon of Siwah and Cyrenaica, which might have made possible the approximation

of two gods who were essentially diSerent. We now get back behind Zeus-Ammon
of Libya, who is late, and find that the identification had been made direct between

Zeus and Amun of Thebes himself, and at a date that long precedes the appearance of

the Libyan Ammon upon the scene. Some thirty years ago the late Dr. Hogarth dug

out the Dictaean Cave in Crete; one of the holiest spots for the Zeus worshipper; the

place where Zeus was born; where he begot his son Minos; and finally where he gave

him the law^. Here were found many hundreds of votive objects including nearly five

hundred bronzes. These included nineteen human figurines, one of which was a statuette

of Amen-Kec of the usual Egyptian workmanship and still wearing his high feathers.

Dr. Hogarth figures it in his plate and describes it as follows, “A small statuette

(Nos. 1, 2), crowned with the plumes of Amen Ra (accidentally bent back), is of good

Early New Empire work, and may be held to have been dedicated in the cave about

900 B.c. by an anticipator of the classical identification of Zeus with the Egyptian

^Ammon The approximate date is satisfactorily established by the fact that “with

very rare and sporadic exceptions the Dictaean antiquities do not come down lower than

the Geometric period, i.e., probably the opening of the eighth century That this

object could have been deposited in this holiest of spots shows that Amun of Thebes and

1 Wainwright, The Aniconic Form of Amon in the Nev' Kinifdom^ ia Amt. Sen'., xxviii, especially

183-187.

2 In the writing <»f Ammon and Zeus-Aramon, a god known t(t us from Greek M)urce.s, the Greek

spelling with the double m is retained almost perforce, and though it introduces a lack of uniformity into

the article it at least serves to distinguish this form of the god from his Egyptian prototype.

3 Hogarth, The Dictaean Cave, in The Aniival of the British School at Athens, vi,

* Op. cit., 107, and PI. x, figs. 1, 2. ° Op. cit., 115.

5—
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Zeus had already been identified by that early date. At this time the identification

could only have been made because the natures of the two gods were simi ar, an no as

the result of any metaphysical speculations. That Zeus was the sky-god, w o ru e e

storm and hurled the thunderbolt, is too well known to need emphasizing, and, as remar e

at the beginning of this article, there is much evidence to show that Amun was a very ^mi ar

god. Even if he left the thunderbolt itself to his near neighbour and relative Min ot

Koptos, he at least possessed the meteorite, an object that is still commonly con use

with it even in Europe to-day^.

Another point is one that arises from the fact that, a moribund city in Macedonia

having been colonized on account of a meteorite/s failing there, the head of Zeus-Ammon

was put on its new coinage instead of Poseidon’s, which that of the old city had orrm.

This took place at Cassandria on the peninsula of Paliene, the most westerly of t e

three claw-like promontories that project from the coast of Macedonia. The original city

there had been called Potidaea, had been devoted to the worship of Poseidon ,
after

whom it was named, and had put his figure, or that of his trident, on the major part

of its coinage from 500 b.c. or even earlier^. Its history was very troubled and after

Philip of Macedon had captured the city in 358 b.c. the coinage ceases entirely^. Later

on Cassander founded a new city on the old site, which he called Cassandria after his

own name. This was about the year 316 b.c.^, but it was not until it had received a

Roman colony under Augustus that it became sufficiently important to issue coins of its

own once more®. When it did, however, a most remarkable change is found to have

come over the types employed, for the old-established Poseidon is superseded by Zeus-

Ammon on the earliest Roman coinage that we possess, i.e. that of Claudius, Vespasian

and Domitian'^. However, the old worship of Poseidon could not be crushed entirely,

but finally, in the early third century a.d., came back into its own once more. This was

on the coins of Caracalla, where Poseidon at last succeeded in displacing the newcomer^.

What was the influence that was sufficiently strong to impose this new god, Ammon,

on one so firmly entrenched in the affections of the people as Poseidon shows himself to

have been ? It stands to reason that it could have been one of no mean character, but

must have been the result of some very signal and notable event. Now, in the history

of the occupation of this site we have the record of just such an occurrence as the re-

quirements demand. It came in the fall of a meteorite, which was considered a prodigy

of sufficient importance to bring about the settlement at Cassandria of the Roman colony

which issued the new Ammon-type of coinage. This portent Pliny refers to in his chapter

on stones which fall from the skies. Here he speaks of the famous meteorite which fell

^ As may easily be discovered by talking to one’s friends. For published statements of the fact see

O. T. Prior, A Guide to the Colleetkrn of Meteorites (in the British Museum), 1926, 10; A. S. E. Ackermann,

Popular Fallaj'ies^ 1923, 376.

2 Herodotus, viii, ch. 120. Cf. Thucydides, iv, ch. 129.

^ B. V. Head, A Catalogue of the Greek' Coius in the Britisk Museum^ Macedonia etc.^ xxxviii, 99, 100;

Ilistoria XiDuoruni, 212.

^ Id., Ilistoria Xinaonnn, 212.

Strabo, C. 330, No. 25. For the date see Pauly-Wissowa, Reid-Encyclopddie^ s.v. Kassandros^ col. 2299.
c For the sending of the colony see Pliny, Nat. Hist. (ed. Teubner), iv, ch. 10 (17) and ii, ch. 58 (59).

For the coinage see B. V. Head, Historia Ximornm, 213.
’ B. V. Head, A Catalogue of the Greek Coins in the British Mitseun^ Macedonia etc.^ 65, Nos. 3, 4, 5, 6.

Nos 1,2 show no god at all,

? Id., op. cit. 66, No. 7.

\
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at Aegospotami, and then goes on to speak of others of which he knows, saying, and

one is worshipped at Cassandria, which city, once called Potidaea, was founded on account

of that circumstance^/’ It is evident from this that when attention had been called to

the spot by the fall of the meteorite, and the colonists had arrived, they had to look round

and decide which deity it was who had sent the sign, in order to place themselves under

his protection. Be it noted that although Poseidon’s old association with the place still

continued, as is shown by their use of his figure and trident in later times, yet it was

not to him that they ascribed the divine intervention. It was a form of the sky-god to

whom they looked. Had there been nothing to guide them as to which of his manifold

forms they should choose, they might have selected any that they happened to fancy
;
let

us say Zeus Katrms" if they wanted a foreign form, or they might merely have called the

stone Zeus KaTTTrwra?, as was done at Gythion^, and have left it at that. But, by what is an

extremely lucky chance for this enquiry, that form of the sky-god which was called Ammon
happened to be very well known in the neighbourhood. In the first place he naturally enjuyed

considerable prestige in Macedonia and Thrace owing to Alexander’s claim to be his son.

Then again there had been a good deal of Ptolemaic influence in this part of the world.

But over and above all this, which is general in its nature, there is a more particular and

at the same time an older connexion between Ammon and this corner of Macedonia. It

is, that long before the time of Alexander this god had been firmly established at the

neighbouring city of Aphytis only a few miles away. Hence, as his nature was such that

it was suitable to ascribe the meteorite to him, it was he who was selected as being very

prominently before the eyes of any people in this district who were thinking about sky-gods.

His worship had apparently been introduced at Aphytis by the mere chance that it was

a Spartan and himself a devotee of Ammon ^ who was besieging the city towards the

end of the fifth century b.c. While so engaged he had a dream in which his god

appeared to him and told him to raise the siege, which he did, at the same time explaining

to the Aphytaeans what had happened and recommending them to sacrifice to Ammon
This they evidently did, and moreover regularly put his head upon their coinage, as has

already been pointed out.

Anyhow we are not concerned with the question of how he came to be known in this

neighbourhood, but with the fact that here we find Ammon selected as patron deity of

a city which worshipped a meteorite, and in fact owed its very colonization to its fall.

If the argument in my previous article be correct as to the nature of the sacred object

at Thebes, then Cassandria in Macedonia would provide us with a second city where a

meteorite served Amun or Ammon in the capacity of sacred object. This new information,

therefore, lends powerful support to the evidence that has already been brought to show

that Amun was a sky-god, a god of the atmosphere, and that his aniconic sacred object

at Thebes was indeed a meteorite.

In closing attention may be drawn to one more scrap of information, which now
appears in a light that is probably significant, and adds its quota, such as it is, to the

rapidly accumulating evidence for the relationship between Zeus-Ammon and the

^ Pliny, Hist. (ed. Teubner), ii, ch. 58 (59).

^ For a discussion of the meaning of the word and references, see PaulyAVissowa, Real-EfK'jdopadk^

s.v. Kappotas.

3 For the devotion of Sparta to Ammon, see A. ?>. Cook, Zeus, i, 351-352, For Lysanders, see the

references in the next note.

^ Plutarch’s Lives, Lysander, g xx; cf. also Pausanias, Description of Greece, iii, ch. 18, § 3.
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meteorite. It is to be found in tbe state of affairs at Gytbion, a city of Laconia in tke

Peloponnesus. Xow, it was near this city that there had fallen the well-known ''rough

stone” already referred to, which was called Zeus KaTr-TrooTa? "Zeus fallen down^,” and

which, therefore, was clearly a meteorite. In view, then, of all that has gone before it

can hardly be mere chance that Gythion was one of those few cities in Greece which

possessed a temple dedicated to Zeus-Ammon‘S. Though unfortunately our information

does not actually associate the one with the other, yet the presence of both Ammon
and the meteorite at one more site is very suggestive and reinforces the numerous

pieces of evidence that have already been brought forward indicating a relationship

between them.

Adding the information deduced in this article to that contained in my previous one

we have now a considerable body of evidence to show in the first place that Amun’s
nature was similar to that of Zeus, that they were in fact both sky-gods and that this

was the cause of their identification. Secondly it shows that Amun was a meteorite-god.

^ Pdusdiiias, Description of Greece, ill, cli. § 1.

" Gp. cit., in, ch. 22, ^ 8.
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SOME WOODEN FIGURES OF THE EIGHTEENTH AND
NINETEENTH DYNASTIES IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

PART II

By H. E. hall

With Plates xii-xiv.

In the first part of this article, Journal^ xv, 236-8, 1 published a number of the more

striking wooden female figures in the British Museum. The second part is devoted to

the male figures in the same material.

The dignified gentleman. No. 2319, in his gaufired linen half-dress (with apron, but

without the more ceremonious cape which we see in No. 2320, below), and wearing a

simple wig of numberless ringlets, or quite possibly his own hair parted in the middle

(that was a vogue of Amenophis Ill’s day), appeals to me the most (PI. xii). The

figure of his small son is carved in relief, in the old style, at the side of the plinth of the

paternal statuette; he is clad in nothing, not even a necklace or an earring, but has

large ring-holes in his ear-lobes. The face of the man has been slightly rubbed, but not

in any way to afiect the features, which are very fine, as the full-face photograph,

PI. xii, left, shows. It is a most worthy piece of carving, and no doubt more or less of

a portrait. The eyes and brows were originally inlaid. The right hand has been broken

off above the wrist. The left foot is well advanced: the space between the legs is filled

up as a plinth, and on the left side of this the figure of the son is carved. The man
stands at the end of a pedestal measuring Ilf ins. (29*8 cm.) long by 3f ins. (9*5 cm.)

wide by If ins. (4*2 cm.) high: on every side there is a raised border av. f in. (0*65 cm.)

wide. The man’s figure is 16-| ins. (41*85 cm.) high, that of the boy 5f ins. (14*6 cm.).

The object is made of a light, rather coarse, wood, covered with gesso painted black

to imitate ebony. It is in an excellent state of preservation, with but few cracks. It is

not inscribed, but from the style it cannot be later than the earlier part of the reign of

Amenophis III.

No. 2320 (PI. xiii, figs. 1, 2), which belonged to the Salt Collection of 1821, is a more
pompous gentleman, and a less interesting one. He wears full dress of gauffred linen with

the swinging apron in front and the cape over the upper arms and shoulders. His wig is

of the usual duplex type common under the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Dynasties, with

the ‘‘lappets” of curls hanging in front of the shoulders, which probably originated early

in the Eighteenth Dynasty in the wearing by men of a short wig over their own hair (as

the women often did), which was canted down from behind the ears in front of the

shoulders. His face, of which only the chin is slightly damaged, is uninteresting and has

a self-satisfied smirk. Both arms are pendent, but the left hand is extended while the

right is clenched to grasp a horizontal staff which has disappeared, leaving as usual merely

the hole in the fist to mark its original presence. The left arm has been broken and
mended with iron nails in modern times. The feet have both gone, with the pedestal,
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otherwise the condition is good, in spite of cracks. The wood is hard. There are traces

of paint on the face and wig. The figure stands 11| ins. (29*35 cm.) high. I should date
it to the latter part of the reign of Amenophis III, c. 1390 b.c.

Far more interesting is the much damaged but delightful little figure of the noble
or dignitary seated on the ground and reading a papjrrus-roll (No. 2331 ;

PL xiv, figs. 1, 2).

It is carved in sycamore-wood. He wears full-dress and the double wig. Whether intended
or not, the head, which is bent slightly forward, has a perceptible inclination towards
the right shoulder, giving the effect of attention to what is being read. The legs have
almost, the left hand has entirely, disappeared. The face is badly mauled. Of the
papyrus-roll the end may be seen in PI. xiv, fig. 1, laid over the reader’s right thigh. It is

most regrettable that this figure is not in better condition. It is now 4 ins. (10*2 cm.)
high. Its date may be placed in the reign of Tuthmosis IV or early in that of

Amenophis III (1420-1400 b.c.).

Like 2319, No. 32748 (PI. xiii, figs. 3, 5), a standing figure, has both arms pendent and
the left hand open, the right grasping the head of a staff, carried horizontally. Only
the head remains in the usual hole through the fist. This figure’s head is clean-shaven
and wigless, and he wears only a kilt with a small gauffred flap-apron, cut up rather
high in front. The figure is painted red with black mouth, eyes, and brows. The
features are rubbed, but in no case can they be regarded as having been anything like
a portrait. The figure is of no particular distinction. It is 8 ins. (20*45 cm.) tall and
stands at the end of the usual rectangular pedestal, 5| ins. (13*6 cm.) long by 1| ins.

(4 45 cm.) wide by f ins. (1*65 cm.) high, which is of a different and harder wood, and
unpainted.

A good but badly preserved figure, No. 2322 (PL xiv, figs. 3, 4), from the Salt Collection,
1921, has been dated to the Twenty-second Dynasty on account of the form of the wig, but
I think it may equally well be of the Eighteenth Dynasty. The wig is a short bob just
below the ears, which are hidden, with the front curls cut away in two, the side-curls in
three, steps. The man wears a rather complicated waistclout, without decoration, with a
broad band round the waist, and a long tie-end falling down in front on the left side
from over the band. Arms and legs are both partly broken off, most being left of the
right arm. The face is badly mauled. Eyes and wig were painted black. It is now
9iins. (23*5 cm.) tall.

^io. 37926 (PL xiii, fig. 4), though uninscribed, is really an ushabti, a rais ’’-ushabti,
but IS unusual as an ushabti because the legs are cut free, and though no work of art, is
interesting as giving a good idea of costume under the Nineteenth Dynasty. The formal
ouble wig is worn, large wheel ear-studs, a short beard, the gauffred robe with kilt but,

aparently, not the cape; and elaborate sandals, which are very large, the feet being out
of all proportion to the rest of the figure. The arms are crossed on the breast. The
pre IS parly all painted red with the exception of wig, beard, and features which are

Wue-black, and white vertical bands on the kilt to give the appearance of the gauffring
The figure is roughly cut. The feet were broken off and have been rejoined. There is a
ong crpk pwn the back. It stands on a small pedestal in one piece with the feet
l^ms. (3-85 cm.) square, and is itself 7i ins. (18*55 cm.) high.

These are all interesting figures, and worthy of note.
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COSMETICS, PERFUMES AND IJs CENSE IN
ANCIENT EGYPT

By a. LUCAS

Cosmetics are as old as vanity. In Egypt their use can be traced back to almost the

earliest period of which burials have been found, and it continues to the present day.

The ancient Egyptian cosmetics included eye-paints, face-paints, and oils and solid

fats (ointments), all of which are here considered.

Eye-Paints.

The two commonest eye-paints were malachite (a green ore of copper) and galena

(a dark grey ore of lead), the former being the earlier of the two, but being ultimately

largely replaced by the latter, which became the principal eye-paint of the country.

Both malachite and galena are found in the graves in several conditions, namely, as

fragments of the raw material, as stains on palettes and stones on which this was ground

when required for use and in the prepared state (kohl), either as a compact mass of the

finely ground material made into a paste (now dry) or more frequently as a powder.

Malachite is known from the Badarian and earliest predynastic period until at least

the Nineteenth Dynasty^, while galena does not appear before late predynastic times

and continues until the Coptic period^.

The crude form of both malachite and galena was often placed in the graves in

small linen or leather bags. The prepared form has been found contained in shells®, in

segments of hollow reeds, wrapped in the leaves of plants and in small vases, sometimes

reed-shaped.

When kohl is found as a mass, as distinct from a powder, this has often manifestly

shrunk"^*® and has also sometimes acquired markings from the interior of the receptacle^,

from which it is evident that such preparations were originally in the condition of a

paste, which has dried. With what the fine powder was mixed to form the paste has

not been determined, though, since fatty matter is absent"^, the use either of water or

gum and water seems probable.

The composition of the ancient Egyptian kohl has been described by several writers

:

for example, by Wiedermann® (from analyses by Fischer); by Florence and Loret^® (who

also quote Fischer’s analyses and in addition give particulars of a few earlier ones and

^ G. Bninton, Qauand Badari, 1, 63,

2 G. Brunton and G. Caton-Thompson, The Badarifui Cirilisothjn, 31, 41, Srj-.ST, 10L^ 103, lOO.

2 W. M. Flinders Petrie, Prehistoric Eg^ipt, 43.

A. Wiedermann, Varieties of Ancient Kohl, in Medirm, AV. M. Flinders Petrie, 42, 43.

G. Brunton, op. cit., 13, 31, 63, VO.

® Shells were also employed as receptacles for pigment other than eye-paint.

~ A. Wiedermann, op, cit., 42.

^ Particularly noticed in the case of dry pastes in shells. A. AViedennann, op, rit
,
41-44.

A. Florence and B. Loret, Le coUyre noir et le collyre cert, in FoniVes it Dachovr, J. de ^lorgaii,

1895, 153-164.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvi. 6
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of two of their own); by Barthoux^ (who examined various specimens thought to be

kohl) and by the writer^ (who has analysed a large number of specimens, the results of a

few of which have recently been published)^.

The results of the analyses referred to, omitting those of Barthoux, which will be

dealt with separately, show that the material was galena in 37 cases out of 58 ^ (approxi-

mately 64 per cent.), while the rest included carbonate of lead^ (2); black oxide of

copper (1); brown ochre (5); magnetic oxide of iron (1); oxide of manganese (6);

sulphide of antimony® (1); malachite'^ (4), and chrysocolla, a greenish-blue ore of

copper (1).

It will be seen that only one of the specimens consisted of an antimony compound

and only three others contained any antimony compound and those only a trace,

manifestly present as an accidental impurity. The general idea, therefore, that ancient

Egyptian kohl always either consisted of or contained antimony or an antimony com-

pound is wrong, and hence it is most misleading to term it stibium (an early Latin

name for sulphide of antimony, transferred later to the metal), as is sometimes done. The

mistake possibly arose from the fact that among the Komans an antimony compound,

called by Pliny® stimmi and stibi, was employed in eye-cosmetics and eye-medicines.

Lane states^ that the ordinary Egyptian kohl of his day consisted of smoke-black

(soot) made by burning either a cheap kind of frankincense or the shells of almonds and

that the special quality used on account of its supposd medicinal properties contained,

besides carbon, a variety of other ingredients, which he enumerates, and which include

lead ore, but among which there is no mention of any antimony compound. The

present-day Egyptian kohl also consists of soot, made according to Brunton^® by burning

the qurtum plant (Carthamus tinctorius), and is applied by means of a small wooden, bone,

ivory or metal rod, the tip of which is moistened with water and dipped into the powder.

Brunton states that these rods only began to appear in the Eleventh Dynasty, and he

suggests that before that time the kohl was put on with the finger. Budge found^^ that

certain specimens of modern kohl from the Sudan consisted of black oxide of manganese.

Barthoux’s account of the composition of ancient Egyptian kohP^ is very disappoint-

ing, as the dates and particulars of origin of the specimens, as well as the number of

each kind examined, are omitted. Although the correctness of the analytical results is

not questioned, it is doubtful whether several of the specimens were eye-paints and

whether others were even cosmetics of any sort. The greater proportion consisted

wholly or partly of galena
;
the rest included carbonate of lead

;
a compound of antimony

and lead (the only one in which any antimony compoimd occurred); vegetable black

(Le. soot obtained by burning vegetable matter); compounds of arsenic (both with and
without admixed iron pyrites, some being orange-coloured and probably none of them

1 .F. Barthoux, Les fards^ pomrtKides et coidvvn^ dans Vantiqnite^ Congres hit. de Giog.., Le Caire,

Arrif 102.“), iv, 1920, 2.“')t-256.

- A. Lucas, Amdent Egyptian Materials., 59, 104, 146-7. 3 q Brunton, op. cit., 70.

^ Two with trace of sulphide of antimony and five with carbon.

One with trace of sulphide of antimony. 6 Xineteenth Dynasty date.

^ One specimen was mixed with resin, but Florence and Loret {op. cit., 161) contend that this was a

medicinal prep<iration and not kohl.

s Xati/ral Historg, trans. J. Bostr)ck and H. T. Riley (Bohn’s Library), xxxiii, 33, 34.

» E. W. Lane, The Manners and Customs of the Modern Egyptians (Everyman’s Library), 37.
1*^ G. Brunton, op. cit., 63. n E. A. Wallis Budge, The Mummy, 2nd ed., 1925, 259.

The word employed is ^^fardsf which is used apparently to mean eye-paints and not cosmetics

generally.
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cosmetics) and chrysocolla. Another of the specimens Barthoux suggests may have been

composed of bitumen impregnated with aromatic essences. This is described as being

chestnut-brown, which is not the colour of bitumen, and apart from the improbability

of bitumen having been employed for such a purpose, for which it would be most

unsuitable, it is very unlikely that aromatic essences as separate entities, that could be

employed for impregnating other substances, were known to the ancient Egyptians, since

to obtain them a knowledge of distillation would be necessary, and the evidence at

present available makes it probable that this process was not discovered until a very

late date^. A further specimen was rose-coloured and consisted of a mixture of common
salt, sodium sulphate, haematite and organic matter, but the composition makes it

doubtful whether it was a cosmetic of any sort, and it was almost certainly not an

eye-paint. Wax and fatty matter occurred in several instances, but these specimens,

although they may have been ordinary cosmetics, were probably not eye-paints, since all

the specimens of kohl analysed by Fischer^, Florence and Loret^, and the writer, have

been free from these substances. In a few cases, too, resin (sometimes aromatic) was

present, but these also are unlikely to have been eye-paints, since all the specimens of

kohl analysed by others have been free from resin. In one case it is true that a powder

examined by von Baeyer consisted of malachite and resin, but Florence and Loret con-

sider this to have been a medicament and not an eye-paint on account of the inscription

on the receptacle^. Although resin is frequently found in graves, particularly in those

of early date, close to or associated with the eye-paint materials malachite and galena,

there is no evidence to show for what purpose it was used^, and, as already mentioned,

all the prepared eye-paints analysed have been free from resin, except the few specimens

reported by Barthoux, and that these were indeed eye-paint needs confirmation.

The materials of the early eye-paints, malachite and galena, are both products of

Egypt, malachite being found in Sinai and in the eastern desert and galena near Aswan

and on the Red Sea coast. The additional materials occasionally employed later, namely

carbonate of lead, oxide of copper, ochre, magnetic oxide of iron, oxide of manganese

and chrysocolla are also all local products, the only exceptions being compounds of

antimony, which, so far as is known, do not occur in Egypt, but which are found in

Asia Minor, Persia and possibly also in Arabia®.

According to the ancient records eye-paint was obtained in the Twelfth Dynasty

from the Asiatics’^ and in the Nineteenth Dynasty from Koptos®, while eye-cosmetics

(whether the same material is meant is not clear) were received in the Eighteenth

Dynasty from Naharin in western Asia® and from Punt^®»^^. Although there was no

necessity for the Egyptians to import eye-paint from abroad, since all the materials

employed, except the rarely used antimony compounds, occur naturally in the country,

there would not have been any difficulty in obtaining it from Asia, where the various

materials also occur. The eye-paint from Koptos that so puzzled Max Muller may well

have been galena from the Red Sea coast, but what eye-cosmetic could have been brought

^ P. 45. 2 ^ Wiedermann, op, cit., 41-44. ^ Florence and Loret, op. cit.^ 153-ir)L

^ Florence and Loret, op, cit., 161. ° Pp. 48, 52, 53.

« R. F. Burton, {a) The Gold Mines of Midian, 1878, 168, 375, 390; (5) The Land of Midian, IS79,

I, xxir, 194.

" J. H. Breasted, Ancient Records of Egypt

^

i, 620, n.d.

® W. Max Miiller, Egyptological Researches, ii, 1910, 88-89.

^ J. H. Breasted, op. cit., it, 501. J. H. Breasted, op. at., ii, 265, 272.

A. Erman, The Literature of the Ancient Egyptians, trans. A. M. Blackman, 247.
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from Punt is a question not easily answered. Punt is chiefly associated with odoriferous

gum-resins used as incense (which in the list of articles obtained are enumerated

separately), but these are not cosmetics, though they were sometimes employed to impart

a fragrance to cosmetics (ointments). It is certainly possible, however, although it seems

unlikely, that some mineral substance, not native to Punt (since none likely to have been

sent to Egypt is known to occur there) may have reached Egypt by way of Punt, in the

same manner as, in Roman times, produce from India was carried to ports on the African

coast and thence transhipped to Italy. If this be so, the eye-cosmetic referred to may
have been malachite or galena, which were the principal eye-paints of ancient Egypt
and both of which occur in Arabia^'

Pace-Paints.

In addition to painting round the eyes, the ancient Egyptian women probably some-
times also coloured their cheeks, since this is the most reasonable explanation of certain

red pigment found in the graves associated with palettes^ and as stains on palettes

and stones^ on which it was ground for use. This pigment is a naturally occurring red

oxide of iron, generally termed haematite, but which would be more correctly described

as red ochre ^

Oils, Fats and Perfumes.

An important class of ancient Egyptian cosmetics consisted of oils and fats (oint-

ments), and their use is frequently mentioned in the ancient records^^^^i and by several

of the Greek and Roman writers^^. That in a hot, dry climate, such as that of Egypt,
oils and fats should have been applied to the skin and hair was only natural, and the
practice still persists in Nubia, the Sudan and other parts of Africa. The oil was
probably of more than one kind, that used by the poorer classes, according to Strabo
being castor oil, which grows wild in the country and is still used for the same purpose
in Nubia at the present day. Of solid fats the choice was small, being limited to
animal fats.

From purely theoretical considerations alone it is exceedingly probable that fragrant
substances were sometimes added to these oils and fats, not only to render them more
pleasing, but also to mask the tendency of such materials to become rancid and dis-

agreeable, Fortunately, however, it is not necessary to rely on conjecture as there is

definite evidence that such indeed was the case, as may now be shown.

1 Iv. 1. Burton, i>p, at., ia)141, 204, 210, 22^, 300 : (/m i, xi, xxi, xxiii, do, 66, 75, 76, 267,
- R. F. Burton, op. rit., uo 11, 204, 300

;
[}>) i, xxii. 2G6, 269

;
ii, 191, 242.

(A M. Firth, Ar<’h. of Sohia, Report for UUa-UAJ, 157.
^ M. Flinders Petrie, cit., 37.

• \V. M. FIin<leis Peti'ie und E. Mackuy, He/hpo/i.% Kafr Amrnar and Shor<fa. 18.
Bruntou .Hid (4 ( 'aton-TUoijii[>son, 31.

4. K. (^uibell, Archaic Object^, Vat. Uen. da Meseeda Qnire, i, 226, 227.
^ Ch Brunton, (yy, *‘>t., 62.

269 ; II, 53.

•’ lied oohre, which was the only red viguient known in ancient Egypt until very late, was also much
empl.oy fer painting tombs and other objects, as also by the scribes in writing, and it is found in graves
ap,irt altogether from palettes and from any suggestion of its use in personal adornment.

J. H. Breasted, op. cit., v (Index), 123, 149.

A. Eniian, op, cit., 8, 61, 99, 102, 156, 202, 207, 209, 244, 246, 249. 12 p, 45
1= Vcnijraphij, tivuLs. H. C. Hamiltnii and AV. Faknuer fBnlm’.s Library), xvii, 2, 5.
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The modern liquid scents and perfumes are solutions in alcohol of various odoriferous

principles derived from the flowers, fruits, wood, bark, leaves or seeds of plants, but more
generally from flowers. Such perfumes cannot have been known in ancient Egypt at any
very early date, since to produce most of them, as well as to produce the alcohol to

dissolve them, a knowledge of the process of distillation is essential, and this was almost
certainly not discovered until a late period, the earliest reference to it that can be traced

being one by Aristotle^ in the fourth century b.c. Pliny also mentions distillation^, and
from the methods he describes it seems clear that even in his time (first century a.d.)

the process was in a primitive and, therefore, presumably early stage.

After alcohol, the next best medium for absorbing and retaining odours is fat or oil,

a fact that is largely made use of at the present day to abstract the scent from flowers,

the petals of which are placed in layers of solid fat or soaked in oil, the perfume being

afterwards removed by means of alcohol. This method, at least in its entirety, must
have been xmknown until the process of separating alcohol by distillation from fluids

containing it was discovered, though a partial application of it would have been possible

without alcohol, since when the fat or oil was thoroughly impregnated with the perfume,

if the exhausted petals had been picked out or otherwise removed, a scented fat or oil

would have remained. A method of this kind was practised by the Greeks in the time

of Theophrastus^ (fourth to third century b.c.), the oil most used being that from the

Syrian halanos^ [Balanites aegyptiaca), though olive oil and almond oil were
also employed. A similar method was also in use by the Eomans of Pliny’s day^ (first

century a.d.), various plants being left to steep in oil and then pressed, or sometimes
boiled in oil. That a corresponding process was also employed in Egypt seems indicated

by Pliny’s enumeration of various oils among the constituents of Egyptian unguents®.

Egyptian unguents are described by both Theophrastus and Pliny. The former

states that one was made from several ingredients, including cinnamon and myrrh
(the other ingredients not being named), and a second from quince®. Pliny says

that Egypt was the country best suited of all for the production of unguents^, and that

at one time those most esteemed in the Roman world were from Mendes®, and he

describes the Mendesian unguent as being of a very complex composition, consisting

originally of oil of ben [balaniis), resin and myrrh, but at a later period containing oil

of bitter almonds (metopium), olive oil [omphaciuni), cardamoms, sweet rush, honey, wine,

myrrh, seed of halsamum, galbanum and turpentine resin®. This same writer also states

that the ben nut {myrohalanum), which grew in the country of the Troglodytae, in the

Thebaid and in Ethiopia, yielded an oil particularly suitable for unguents^®: also that

Egyptian elate^^ or spathe^^ and the fruit of a palm called adipsos^'^ were all used in making
unguents; he also mentions another Egyptian unguent made from cijprinum^ which he states

was an Egyptian tree^^ and which was probably henna, the leaves of which are odoriferous.

In connexion with henna it may be mentioned that the leaves were possibly used in

ancient Egypt, much as they are to-day, in the form of a paste to colour the palms of

the hands, the soles of the feet, the nails and the hair. Thus, the Romans certainly

employed henna, an Egyptian shrub, for colouring the hair^^, and probably therefore the

' Meteoroloyica, ii, 2. - Op. dt., xv, 7 ;
xvi, 21.

^ Empury into Plants., trans. A. Hort (Loeb Library), Concerning Odonrs, ii, 341.

^ Op. fiV., 341, 345. Up. cit., xiii, 2 ; xv, 7.

‘ Op. eiV., 353, 355. s Op. cit,, 355. ^

Op. eit.y XII, 4C; xv, 7.

’

Op. rit., XII, 47. Ojn cit., XII, 51.

Op. cit.j XIII, 2.

Op, cit., XIII, 6.

Op. cit., XII, 02.

Op, cit., XXIII, 40.Oj>. cit., XII, 51.
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Egyptians also, and Elliot Smith describes the hair of the mummy of Honttimihou

(Eighteenth Dynasty) as being dyed a brilliant reddish colour, which he suggests was

done with henna L Naville states that the finger nails of an Eleventh Dynasty mummy
he examined were tinted with henna and Maspero thought that the hands of

Ramesses II were stained jaune-clair par les parfums’’^ Elliot Smith, however,

suggests that the latter were merely discoloured by the embalming material, which may

be the case also with the mummy to which Naville refers, as it almost certainly is with

the staining of the finger nails of the mummy of Yuaa in the Cairo Museum. Newberry

has identified twigs of henna from the Ptolemaic cemetery of Hawara^

Besides the perfumes from plants already dealt with and in the absence of animal

perfumes (the principal being ambergris, civet and musk), for the use of which in ancient

Egypt there is no evidence, the only other likely odoriferous substances that remain for

consideration are the plant products, resins and gum-resins, for the use of which to

perfume oils and fats there is a certain amount of positive evidence, that may now be

considered.

The statement of Theophrastus that a certain Egyptian unguent contained myrrh

has already been (juoted, as also that of Pliny that resin, turpentine resin, myrrh and

galbanum entered into the composition of the Mendesian unguent, and to these may be

added some slight evidence from the Egyptian records and from the tombs. Although

as a rule, there is little to suggest that any of the oils, fats and ointments, so frequently

mentioned in the records, were scented (there being usually either no description of the

material or merely a statement of the purpose for which it was employed), there are

several exceptions, namely one instance in which the smell of unguents” is referred to%

two others in which ‘'sweet oil of gums”® and two in which “ointment of gums”"^

respectively are named and, since gums are not odoriferous, but since resins and gum-

resins are even to-day often wrongly termed gums, the names suggest a possibility that

the oil and ointment referred to may have been perfumed by means of fragrant resins

or gum-resins.

From the tombs the evidence leaves much to be desired, but definite facts are

gradually being accumulated. Fatty matter has often been found in graves, and this

frequently possesses a strong smell but probably in no instance is the smell the

original one, nor can it reasonably be called a perfume; in all the cases known to the

writer it has always been a secondary smell due to chemical changes that have taken

place in the fat, and it is often suggestive of rancid coconut oiP^ and in one instance of

valeric acid^^ Very few examples of this fatty matter have been analysed, and there is

no definite proof that any of the specimens were cosmetics, though in one instance this

is very probable. Sometimes the fatty matter consists largely of mixed palmitic and

‘ (I. I'ilhot Smith, Th‘ Mu Cat. Oen. da Musee da Caire., 19.

- K. 7Va' Djina'iftj 7\t,iide at Deir-eCDakari., I, 1907, 44.

(h Klliut Smith, op. rtt.., Oo- L
^ r. K. Nowhorn, On th.ti I ^‘(jctahle Demaias di'^cocertal in the Cemeterp of Hawara^ in Hairaray Diahmu

and Ar.^rnoo^ \V, M. Flindoi’'' Petrio, '>0.

A. Krmaii, op, 150. ^ J. H. Breasted, op. cit.y iv, 497, 498.
' J. II. Breasted, <>jk cit., iv, 470, 477.

^ W. M. I'daiders Petrie, The llopal Toiahs of the First Dynasty., I, 14.

G. A. Vv’ainwnyht, Datohish^ 14.

W. M. Flinders Petrio and J. F. (^uibell, Na<iada and Balias, 27, 39, 40.

‘‘ A. Lueas, in The 'Tomb vt Tat-aakh-Amen, Howard Carter, ii, Appendix, il, 176, 177.
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stearic acids^^^*^, probably representing an original animal fat, while in other cases it

consists chiefly of stearic acid^*^, which suggests that it was at one time castor oil. Four

specimens examined have been mixed with solid material that has not been identified^*

but which in one instance was possibly a balsam^. According to Pliny®, however, the

Roman perfumers of his day (and possibly, therefore, the Egyptian perfumers also)

thought that gum or resin added to a cosmetic fixed the perfume, and it seems possible

that the solid matter referred to may have been not a fragrant resin or gum-resin added

to perfume the fat, but a non-odoriferous gum or resin used to fix a perfume obtained

from some other source. Five specimens of material, all very much alike, from different

compartments of a toilet box of imknown date examined by Gowland gave results from

which he concluded that the material consisted of beeswax mixed with an aromatic resin

and a small proportion of vegetable oiF.

Eight specimens of materials of unknown date, thought to be perfumes, examined

by Reutter, are stated to have consisted generally of a mixture of all or most of the

following-named substances, storax, incense, myrrh, turpentine resins, bitumen of Judea

perfumed with henna, aromatic vegetable material mixed with palm wine or the extract

of certain fruits (such as cassia or tamarind) and grape wine These analyses were made
on very small quantities of materials (from 0-498 gram to 2*695 grams), and the con-

clusions are much too definite for the chemical results obtained. Thus, that a very

minute residue of black material, suggestive of bitumen and containing sulphur, was

obtained from each specimen is not questioned, but the evidence is not sutticient to

prove that this was bitumen of Judea. Such a residue is not infre((uent in the case of

organic substances of the nature of those examined, especially when they are several

thousands of years old. That bitumen was added to perfumes and in such very small

proportions as the black residue represented is not only not warranted by the evidence,

but is most improbable. The correctness, too, of the identification of so many different

substances in the one mixture, particularly when dealing with such small quantities as

were examined, needs confirmation.

Incense.

Since the word incense (Latin incendere, to burn or kindle) has the same literal

meaning as the word perfume, which is the aroma given off with the smoke (per finmwi)

of any odoriferous substance when burned, incense, therefore, should be included in any

description of ancient Egyptian perfumes.

^ A. Lucas, in The Tomb of Tut-anhh-A'nien^ llowai-d Carter, ii, A[)peiulix, ii, 170, 177.

- vV, M. Flinders Petrie and J. E. Qui!»ell, Xaqada and Balias,

^ A. 0. Chapinan and H. J. Plenderleith, Examination of an AncitoU Egyptian ^ Tui-a nkh-Amnn)

Cosmetic, in ((^) Jovni. Chera, Eoc., cxxix (lOi^O), 1^014-2619
;
in The Tomb of Tat-<fnkh-Aincn, Howard

Carter, ii, Appendix, iv, 206-210.

^ J. E. Quibell, The Tomb of Yuaa and Thnin. 7o-77. Analysis by tlie writer.

® These included the specimen examined by Chapman and Plenderleith .iiid previously by the writer

together with three apparently somewhat similar specimens examined by the writer.

® Op. cit.y XIII, 2.

W. Gowfand, Froc. Bibl. ArcA., xx (1898), 268-269.

® L. Reutter, Analyses des parfnms t;gypticns in Amadns da Eercice dc^ Anti<i, de l'<:gypt>\ xiii tl914i,

49-78.
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That incense was employed in ancient Egy^t there can be no doubt. Both incense^ *2

and incense burners (censers)^ are mentioned in the ancient records and the offering of

incense is shown in the illustrations to the Book of the Dead^*^ and is very frequently

pictured in temples and tombs and incense and incense burners have been

found in graves.

At what date incense was first used in Egypt is uncertain, but the earliest references

that can be traced are of the Fifth^^ and Sixth^^ Dynasties respectively, and an incense

burner of the Eighth Dynasty® has recently been discovered. The earliest certain

incense of w’hich the writer has any knowledge is from the end of the Eighteenth

Dynasty, which was in the shape of small balls similar to those so frequently depicted

on monuments". Incense of the Ptolemaic period from the graves of the priests of

Philae found by Keisner was also partly in the form of balls and partly as discs®. It is

recorded, too, that incense was among the foundation deposits of the tomb of Aahmes I®,

but that this was prepared incense, such as that just mentioned, needs confirmation. It

is described as being in pieces" and is much more likely to have been the dark brown
resin, lumps of which so frequently occur in graves, particularly, but not exclusively, in

those of early date. The purpose for which this resin was employed has never been

determined, and it is possible that it may have been for use as incense. As a rule, the

smell produced when this resin is burned is not fragrant according to modern ideas,

being very like that of burning varnish, but occasionally specimens are found that are

aromatic. If incense, this resin was the foreninner of the more sweet-smelling and
probably much more rare and expensive frankincense and myrrh and, if not incense,

then the almost entire absence in graves of one of the most commonly employed
materials in the religion and magic of ancient Egypt remains unexplained^''". Possibly,

too, even after frankincense and myrrh became known in Egypt their use was restricted

to special occasions on account of their rarity and price, a more easily obtained and
cheaper material being employed for ordinary purposes and by the poorer people, which
would explain the occurrence of this brown resin in the graves of all periods and of all ranks.

The two best known and most important modern incense materials are frankincense

and myrrh, which may now be described.

Frankincense or Olibanum.

This has been regarded from a very early period, and is still regarded, as true or

genuine incense. It is a fragrant gum-resin occurring in the form of large tears, generally

^ .1. U. \ \ ludox I, 134.

- A. Ena, in, 33, 31, 40, 01, lOA 1<)3, tOd, 133, 200, 235, 230, 247, 287, 293.
•’ J. H. linxi-^tcd, V ('Index), ll'X

‘ E A. W'.dhs EudL,^', Th*’ i>j hlv rtc., ISOO, Pts. 6, 7.

J5riti>h Mu^c'uin, Th>> of Aoi, ISOO, PI. v.

' E. K. Ayrtniu < ( dirrelly atnl A. E. P. A\'eigall, Alpdos, iir, 1004, 34.

A. I.uiMs, ui Tht‘ T<ofih of Tiif-^ndh-Aiaon^ Howard ( ’arter, it, Appendix, ii, 184.
H. A. Keisner, Arr},, of Sul, lUpio't for T, 85.

^ f. Erunton,
; '/>) uto! tt, C; PI. Ixxxviil, OBil.

H A. Rei'^ner^ r//., 7s^ 83, S5, 80, 87, so, 00, 01, 02.
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73, 7S, !)!».

>- W. M, FliTulfis I-rtiic, Ihouh'rr!,, 3t. 1'.
,1, Tf. llre.isted, oy). cH., i, ICl.

d. H. Pre.i'^ti'il, <,p r/>., r, 330, 300.
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of a light yellowish-brown colour, though the purer varieties are almost colourless. It is

translucent when fresh, but after transport (which is necessarily the condition in which

it comes into commerce) it becomes covered with its own fine dust, produced by friction

between the pieces, and the outside is then semi-opaque. Most other incense materials

are more definitely coloured, many of them being dark yellow, dark yellowish-brown or,

in a few cases, grey or black. The white incense, therefore, mentioned in the Papyrus
Harris^ (Twentieth Dynasty) suggests frankincense, since this is more nearly white than

any other incense material. Pliny states that whiteness was one of the features w^hereby

a good quality of frankincense (Latin, Thus) might be recognized-, and its name in

Hebrew, Greek and Arabic signifies milk-white.

Frankincense is yielded by certain trees of the geniis Boswellia, growdng principally

in Somaliland and southern Arabia. A variety of frankincense, however, is obtained

from Commiphora pedunculata, which grows in the eastern Sudan near Gallabat^ and also

in the adjoining parts of Abyssinia. The statements in the ancient records, therefore,

that incense reached Egypt from Negro tribes in the Sixth Dynasty^ and from Punt in

the Eighteenth® and Twentieth® Dynasties in no way conflict with it having been

frankincense, since Punt (whether Somaliland or southern Arabia) is the home of frank-

incense, while the Negro tribes dwelt to the south of Egypt, and a product of Punt or

of the eastern Sudan might easily have passed through their country on its way to

Egypt. Even the incense obtained from Retenu'^, Zahi^and Naharin® in the Eighteenth

Dynasty may have been, at least in part, frankincense, since there w^ould not have been

any great difficulty in a product of southern Arabia reaching western Asia, though, on
the other hand, this source suggests some other kind of incense material.

Pliny states in one place^® that the frankincense tree (Thus) grew in Carmania and
Egypt, into which latter country it was introduced by the Ptolemies, but in another

place^^ he says that it was ladanum (Ladanum) that was found originally in Carmania,

and that was planted by order of the Ptolemies “in the parts beyond Egypt.”

The trees brought by Hatshepsut’s expedition from Punt, which are depicted on the

walls of the queen’s mortuary temple at Der el-Bahri, are termed myrrh by Breasted^ 2

and frankincense by Naville^® and are stated by Schofi^^ to be Boswellia Carteri, the

frankincense tree of Dhofar in southern Arabia. Representations of about 30 trees, or

parts of trees, still exist on the walls of the temple, two forms being shown, one having

luxuriant foliage and the other quite bare, but whether they are the same tree depicted

differently or at different seasons of the year, or whether they are two entirely different

trees there is nothing to indicate. In any case, however, they are drawn in so conventional a

manner that there cannot be any certainty about their identity. Schoff takes note only

of the trees with foliage (which are those usually copied) ignoring altogether those

1 J. H. Breasted, ojo. rit., iv, 233, 239, 299, 344, 37G. - xii, 32.

2 Through the courtesy of the District Commissioner, Gallabat, the writer has able to obtain some
of this incense for examination. There are also specimens in the Imperial Institute Museum, Lt)ndon.

^ J. H. Breasted, op, T, 336, 369. J. H. Breasted, rit., ii, 265.

^ J. H. Breasted, op. cit., iv, 130.

- J. H. Breasted, op. rit., Il, 447, 472, 473, 491, 51S, 525, 616
^ J. H. Breasted, op. rit., ii, 462, 509, 510, 519. ^ J. H. Breasted, op. u, 4S2,

Op. cit., XII, 31. Op. rit., XII, 37,

12 J, H. Breasted, op. cit., ii, 264, 265, 272, 288.

12 E. Naville, The Temple o f Deir el-Bdhari, ill, 12.

i"! H. Schoff, notes to The Periplus of the Erythraean Sea, 1912, 218.
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without foliage, and he says that the rich foliage cannot be meant to represent the

bare, thorny, trifoliate, but almost leafless myrrh tree, nor the almost equally leafless

varieties of Somaliland frankincense.” It seems possible, however, that the trees without

foliage may be intended for these very things.

Among the imports into Egypt in the Roman period on which duty was levied was

frankincense ^ (both African and Arabian), and Pliny states^ that this material was

prepared for sale (presumably by cleaning and sorting) at Alexandria.

Lane says^ that the Egyptian women of his day chewed frankincense in order to

perfume their breath.

The incense from the tomb of Tut-ankh~Amen, already mentioned, which has been

examined by the writer, is possibly frankincense.

Myrrh.

Myrrh, like frankincense, is a fragrant gum-resin and is obtained from the same

countries as frankincense, namely, Somaliland and southern Arabia. It is derived from

various species of Balsamodendron and Co^nmiphora, and occurs in the form of yellowish-red

masses of agglutinated tears, often covered with its own fine dust; it is never white or green

and so cannot be either the white^ or green^ incense referred to in the ancient records.

In Breasted’s translation of these records it is stated that myrrh was obtained from

Punt (Fifth®, Eleventh'^, Eighteenth®, Twentieth® and Twenty-fifth^® Dynasties) and from

Genebteyew^ (Eighteenth Dynasty), which is in agreement with its known origin. Even

the receipt of myrrh from Retenu^^ in western Asia (Eighteenth Dynasty) is not impos-

sible, since it might readily have reached Retenu from Arabia.

Theophrastus and Pliny have already been quoted^® for the statements that myrrh

entered into the composition of certain Egyptian unguents, and Plutarch mentions the

use of myrrh as incense in Egypt

Myrrh has been identified by Reutter in ancient Egyptian perfumes^® (undated),

and specimens of gum-resin from certain royal and priestly mummies of the Eighteenth,

Xineteenth, Twentieth and Twenty-first Dynasties respectively examined by the writer

were probably myrrh^®.

Incense other than Frankincense and Myrrh.

Satisfactory incense materials other than frankincense and myrrh are very few and

must have been still fewer in ancient Egypt, since such substances as benzoin and

camphor from the Far East and, in the earlier periods, the products of India were

probably not then available. Speculation, however, as to what might have been

employed is of little value and may be misleading, and only those materials will be

mentioned for the use of which in Egypt there is some evidence, and these are limited

to galbanum, ladanum, and storax, which may now be described.

1 11. SehotT, op. cit., 289. - Op. xii, 32.

^ J. H. hreastod, op. at., iv, 233, 239, 299, 344, 376
® J- H. Breasted, op. iiit., i, 161.

W. H. Breasted, op. cit., ii, 265, 274, 276, 277, 321, 486.

9 J. H. Breasted, op. e^V., iv, 130, 210, 407.

J. H. Breasted, op. cit., iv, 929.

J. H. Breasted, op. cit., ii, 491.

hU <t,id Ouns, French trans., M. Meuiiier, 1924, 164.

3 E. W. Lane, op. cit.., 194.

•'" J. H. Breasted, op. nt., ii, 572.

* J. H. Breasted, op. cit., i, 429.

J. H. Breasted, op. cit., ii, 474.
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Gaibanum.

This is a fragrant gum-resin generally occurring in masses of agglomerated tears and

is of a light brownish-yellow to a dark brown colour, with often a greenish tint; it has

a greasy appearance and, though usually hard, it may occasionally be of semi-solid

consistency; it is a native of Persia and a product of various species of the umbelliferous

plant Peucedanum, of which P. galbaniflorum is the most important. This is the only

incense material that is at all green known to the writer, though it is stated^ that

frankincense may occasionally have a greenish tint. As there would not have been any

difficulty in gaibanum reaching Egypt from Persia in the Eighteenth Dynasty, this may
well have been the green incense mentioned in the ancient records^. According to Pliny

gaibanum was one of the constituents of the Mendesian unguent, and it is mentioned in

the Bible as entering into the composition of Jewish incense^. There is no record of

gaibanum having been found in ancient Egyptian graves.

Ladanum.

This, unlike the other incense materials described, is a true resin and not a gum-

resin; it occurs in dark brown or black masses, which are often viscid or easily softened

by handling, and is obtained from various species of Cistus that grow in Asia Minor,

Crete, Cyprus, Greece, Palestine, Spain and other parts of the Mediterranean region,

though not at the present time in Egypt. Pliny, however, states ^ that the Ptolemies

introduced the Cistus into ‘‘the parts beyond Egypt,” from which it follows, if the

statement is true, and if Egypt be meant, first, that the Cistus has been grown in the

country and second, either that it was not grown previous to the time of the Ptolemies

or, that, if once grown, it had disappeared.

Newberry has recently suggested® that the ancient Egyptians were acquainted with

ladanum as early as the First Dynasty. From purely theoretical considerations this is

only what might be expected, since, even if ladanum was not an Egyptian product, it

was abundant in countries bordering the Mediterranean with which Egypt had inter-

course and from which it might easily have been obtained. No positive evidence,

however, can be found for this early use. The earliest literary references known to the

writer for the use of ladanum in Egypt are in the Bible, where it is stated that certain

merchants carried ladanum into Egypt from Gilead'^ and that Jacob sent ladanum to

Egypt as a present to his son Joseph®. The date of this record is probably not earlier

than the tenth century b.c. and possibly as late as the eighth century b.c. Incidentally

it may be noted that the sending of ladanum from Palestine to Egypt suggests that

ladanum was not at that time a product of Egypt. The next literary reference in date

order that can be traced is the one already quoted from Pliny in the first century a.d.

In modern times Lane states that it was customary for the Egyptian women of his day

to chew ladanum to perfume their breath^.

So far as is known, the only instance of ladanum having been found in connexion

with ancient Egypt is a specimen of Coptic incense of the seventh century from Faras

1 P. H. Butler, in Em:y. Brit., 11th ed., 1910, Art. Fninkincease. The present writer, wlio has

examii\ed a large numhcr of specimens of fraukinceiise from diftercnt sources, h.is never seen any with

even the slightest tinge of green colour.

^ J. H. Bre.isted, op. cit., ii, o72.

^ Exodus, XXX, 34 (Revised Version).

® Jovnud, XV (^1929), 94.

(Jenesib, xliii, 11 (Revised Version).

^ Op. rit., XIII, 2.

^ Op. cit., XII, 37,

" (Ji’nrsis, xxxvii, 2.’) (Revised Version;.

^ E. W. Lane, op. cU., 194.
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near Wadi Haifa, which was examined by the writer and the results published some

years ago^. This was a fragrant, black resin containing 31 per cent, of mineral matter

and is believed to be ladanum.

Storax,

Storax (Styrax) is a balsam obtained from the tree Liquidamber orientalis, belonging

to the natural order Hamamelidece^ indigenous to Asia Minor, It is a turbid, viscid

greyish liquid having an odour like benzoin and belongs to the same class of bodies, the

distinguishing feature of which is that they contain either cinnamic or benzoic acid,

storax containing the former. At one time the name storax was applied to the solid

resin obtained from Styrax officinalis, which somewhat resembles benzoin. Eeutter has

identified storax in Egyptian mummy materiaP and in ancient Egyptian perfumes®, both

unfortunately undated.

Miscellaneous Incense Materials.

Specimens of various miscellaneous materials of ancient Egyptian origin submitted

as incense have been examined by the writer from time to time and may now be

described. One of these was Coptic incense of the same date and from the same place

as that already described when dealing with ladanum. This second specimen, however,

was very different; it was in irregular-shaped pieces of a dark reddish-brown colour,

translucent when freshly fractured, very resinous-looking and possessed a fragrant smell.

On analysis it proved to be a true resin, as distinguished from a gum-resin, and there-

fore could not be frankincense, myrrh, galbanum or storax, and its colour was not that

of ladanum; it was not identified^. A specimen of material found by Legrain at Karnak
was dull and opaque in appearance, and on analysis proved to be a true resin mixed
with 76 per cent, of limestone dust. Although described by the finder as incense, it is

suggested that it was a cementing material similar to that discovered at Karnak a few
years later by Fillet and examined by the writer^.

That frankincense occurs in the Sudan has already been stated, but in addition there

are also other materials that might be employed as incense, though whether they have
been so used and to what extent they occur is unknown. The writer has examined two
of these, one Gafal resin stated to be obtained from Balsamodendron africanum and the
other the product of Gardenia Thunbergia. The Gafal resin was in the shape of irregular-

shaped masses, yellowish, light brown or dark brown in colour and generally translucent
and very resinous-looking. The Gardenia Thunbergia product was also in irregular lumps,
but very different in appearance from the Gafal resin; it varied in colour from a light

yellowish-brown to black and was entirely opaque. Both materials are fragrant gum-
resins and seem very suitable for incense purposes.

Resin of Unknown Significance from Egyptian Graves.

Resin is one of the commonest materials in ancient Egyptian graves of all periods,
and particularly in those of predynastic and early dynastic date, but the use of this
resin has never been explained. It is now suggested that it may have been for incense

1 A. Lucas, Prefer Materials used by the Ancient Egyptians in Embalming, Cairo, 1911, 31-32.
- L. Heutter, 1)e Vianhaamement avant et apres Jesus-Christ, Paris, 1912, 49, 59.
^ L. lifutter, Anabji^es dv-'^ parfams egyptiens, in Annales du Service, xin (1914), 49-78.
^ M. Piliet, Annales du Sercice, xxiv

( 1924 ), 64 -65 .
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purposes. That resin was employed in mummification, as varnish, as a cementing
material and for beads and other personal ornaments is well known, but the particular

resin now referred to is a marked feature in burials long before mummification was
practised and almost certainly, too, before resin was used for the other purposes
mentioned. It is of several kinds, generally of a dull brown colour on the outside, but
brighter and more resinous-looking in the interior; very friable and with a characteristic

faceted appearance when fractured, though occasionally reddish-brown or reddish-yellow

and translucent and then very like colophony in appearance. A considerable amount of

chemical work has already been done by the writer on these materials^ and this is being

continued, but as yet their botanical source has not been identified. Some of the

specimens, however, are true resins and not gum-resins, which suggests coniferous trees

from Asia as their origin.

Conclusions.

The various facts enumerated make it highly probable that ancient Egyptian incense

consisted, in part at least, of frankincense and myrrh obtained from Somaliland and
southern Arabia, as generally accepted, but that other materials, including galbanum
and storax from Asia and ladanum from Palestine or southern Europe were also

employed, though possibly not until a comparatively late period. It is suggested, too,

that the brown resin so common in Egyptian graves of all periods, but particularly in

those of predynastic and early dynastic date, may have been the original incense

material employed in Egypt, which continued in use as a cheap substitute for frank-

incense and myrrh, especially for burial purposes, even after more fragrant materials

were known. It is further suggested that this early resin was procured from Asia.

^ A. Lucas, Presercative Materials used by the Ancient Egyptians in Emhalniing, 20-49.
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THE TOMB OF AAHMOSE, SUPERVISOR OF THE
MYSTERIES IN THE HOUSE OF THE MORNING

By ALAN W. SHORTER

With Plates xv—xvii

This tomb is situated in that part of the Theban necropolis known as El-Khokhah,

on the east side, just above the tomb of Surere*^, and bears the number 241 in Gardiner-

Weigall, Topographical Catalogue of the Private Tombs of 38-39, vii b, 2; vm b, 2.

The following account is based upon material very kindly lent to me by Dr, Alan Gardiner,

consisting of full notes and hand-copies of inscriptions made by him when in Egypt, and

of the drawings of scenes by Mrs. N. de G. Davies here reproduced. I have also had the

opportunity of discussing this paper with Dr. Gardiner, and the benefit of his suggestions.

The tomb consists of a transverse chamber running roughly east and west, and an

inner chamber now completely blocked up with mud. The scenes are painted upon a

bluish background in the west bay, and on what was apparently a white background in

the east bay, and contain no elaborate coloured hieroglyphs at all, but the work is good
and widely spaced out as in the tomb of Ineni. Unfortunately, however, the damage
done by modern intruders is great, and there are signs of burning. We can assign the

tomb of Aahmose to the early Eighteenth Dynasty, and perhaps to the earlier part of

the reign of Tuthmosis III.

Description of the Scenes.

Entering the tomb and turning to the left, we find the first part of AVall E (see

Fig. 1) occupied by a scene in which Aahmose is shown inspecting agricultural activities

on his estate. The great man stands on the right, facing the door, as he should, for he
comes from the realms of the dead^, and holds a walking-stick in his right hand and the

baton of office in his left. He is back to back with the offerer of the adjoining scene,

and both figures occupy the centre of the wall, so that there is room above for the ex-

planatory legends, and below for the whole of the lowest register. This extends the whole
breadth of the wall, unlike the rest of the agricultural scenes, which occupy only the
space in front of the aforementioned figure of Aahmose and the door.

The sequence of pictures begins at bottom left and proceeds upwards. First come
the hoeing of the ground, the sowing and the ploughing, all in the lowest register. In
the register immediately above, all that is now visible is a man reaping. Higher up, in
the second register from the top, two men carry an enormous basket of reaped corn to
the threshing-floor (PI. xv), where it is trodden out by three oxen, one of which thinks
it worth while to enjoy the privilege allowed it by the Deuteronomist. A man sweeps
the grain together ready to be removed, and in the top register we see a scribe recording
the amount of the heap in which he stands. Before him a man shovels the grain into a
corn-measure, while on the left men carry it away in sacks to the conical granary

,
where

^ Davies-Gardiner, Tomb of A/nenemhet, 18.
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it is emptied in through the aperture near the top. In front of the granary is a charming
representation of a she-ass. It will be noticed that in this scene the labourers wear over

their white waist-cloths a leather net, with a square patch left in the middle to meet the

wear of sitting. For an actual specimen of such a net see Petrie, Arts and Crafts of
Ancient Egypt, Fig. 140^.

The hieroglyphs above Aahmose (PL xvi, A) are merely outlined in red and filled in

with blue paint. We may translate what remains as follows:

Beholding the seasons of summer, \inundation'] and winter hy the child [of the nursery^

Aahmose,...'^

The second scene on Wall E shows Aahmose and his wife seated on the right, facing

the door, while a man clad in the vestment of leopard-skin, perhaps their son, makes
offering to them. Between him and the recipients stands the table of good things with

5

Fig. 1.

a wine-jar behind, and the officiant pronounces the ritual words with right arm raised,

and left arm grasping the skin in the usual way. Under the wife’s chair is a pet monkey
eating fruit (see Fig. 2).

The inscription above him (PL xvi, B) may be translated as follows:

'' Recitatio7i : Take to thee every oblation, every good and sweet thing, cool water.. .and

milk.. An full tale

The text (PL xvi, C) above the seated pair runs as follows:

The Hereditary Prince ayid Count, Supervisor of the Mysteries in the House of the

Morning, the Scribe of the God's Book, Aahmose.... His wife, beloved, the mistress of

the house, Aahmose, justified before the [Great] God, Lord of the West."

In the lowest register, barely separated from the ploughing scenes, are visible remains

of baskets of fruit, loaves, etc., as a supplement to the table of offerings above.

The scene which occupies Wall F represents the dead man and his wife adoring

Osiris. The god, depicted in mummy form, wearing the white crown of Upper Egypt
and holding in his hands the crook and flagellum, stands in a shrine on the right with

his back to the land of the dead. The legend above him is unusual and interesting

(PL xvi, D and Note D, p. 60):

^‘Osiris, Chief of the Westerners, Onnophris the jtistified, Lord of Eternity, who set to

1 For other examples in toiiib-pamtiug see at., tig. 70(Meimai and Newberry, Reklmiaru, PL xxi
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fight the slaughter of the Two Lands, son of Nut, heir of Geh, [^o] whom was given [the

heirship ?] in the presence of all the gods to be ruler of all that the sun-disc encircles, while

he was (yet) in the womb before he had been bom'^
Behind the god in a single vertical line we find the well-worn prayer for the safety

of royal or divine persons (PI, xvi, E):

All protection, life, stability, well-being (?) and health, all enlargement of heart around
him forever!^’

Before Osiris is a well-loaded table of offerings, behind which stand Aahmose and
his wife. Unfortunately their heads and much of the legend above them have been cut
out, but the words spoken by Aahmose seem similar to those spoken by the deceased in

the Introduction to the so-called Negative Confession, Chapter cxxv of the Book of

the Dead. We may translate the inscription (PI. xvi, F) thus:

'"‘Giving praise to Osiris, doing obeisance to Onnophris, extolling the Lord of the Necro-
polis in [aZZ?] his many names, by the Hereditary Prince [and Count],,.,he saith:,.,Chief [of
the Westerners]...! have come ’’

Turning now to Wall A and beginning from the west corner, the first scene in the
upper register shows Aahmose and his wife receiving offerings. They sit on chairs facing
to the right, before a table laden with food; underneath the wife’s chair was a goose,
whose open bill is all that is now visible.

Before the table stands the offerer with right arm raised in the familiar fashion,
while with the left he holds almost horizontally a hs vase, out of which pour streams of
water. Horrible attempts have been made to cut out these three figures. The inscrip-
tion above the man and woman (PI. xvii, G) reads:

"‘The Hereditary Prince and Count, Supervisor of the Mysteries in the temple {^) Child
[of the nursery-] Aahmose justified. His wife, his beloved, mistress of the house, Aahmose
jushJiedN

The speech of the offerer (PI. xvii, H) runs thus:
‘‘ Recitation : Take to thee invocation-offerings of bread and beer, oxen and fowl, every

good and pure thing, alabaster and clothing, incense and unguent, all oblations and all
fresh plants, all sweet fruits',..,

,
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To the right of the last scene we find two registers of mtisicians (PI. xv) who are

performing at the banquet, and behind them sit the guests who have been invited to

share the good things with the owners of the tomb. Here again serious damage has been

done both to the musicians and to the songs they are singing, which are fully written

out above them. Beginning from the left in the top register, the first player was a

harpist, but only the top of his harp now remains. The burden of his song (PI. xvi, I) is:

How happy is the temple.,. which passeth the day...and the King of the Gods is

therein !
’’

The second musician is a lute-player, and one is surprised to see the pendulous

stomachs, savouring of the Amarnah period in art, with which the artist has endowed

both him and the man behind him. We may infer that the artist of this tomb considered

a sedentary occupation such as that of musician to have an unfortunate effect upon the

figure. The lute-player sings (PI. xvi, J):

How poiverful is Amen-Ree the divine lover, when he shmes forth in Karnak his city,

the lady of life!’^

The third musician plays on a small harp of four chords, carried high up. Before him

are the words of his song (PL xvi, K):

The beautiful face... the Power, the lover, at whom the gods desire to look, as the mighty

one who cometh forth from the horizon!''

Behind the top register of musicians are a man and woman, seated on a reed-mat

before a table of offerings and a wine jar. All that is now visible, however, is a portion of

the man, who smells a lotus flower, and the feet of the woman; her twm hands grasping

his waist and right shoulder can also be seen. It is possible that these two guests are

the parents of either Aahmose or his wife.

In the lower register the female section of the troupe is performing; first a row of

three women clapping hands, with their song written in front of them (PL xvii, L) in

which they chant the praises of Amtin:

All folk, all folk of the House of [Ammi] are in festival; it is happy, for Amcn-ReC,

he is the lover of the Prince!"

Next come a female flute-player and a woman beating a rectangular tambourine.

An attempt to cut them out has destroyed whatever there may have been in the way

of an inscription, but there is not space for a song.

Behind these women sit more guests on reed matting, two men and two women,

perhaps cousins, or brothers and sisters. The further man holds a lotus bud in his right

hand and the nearer a handkerchief in his left, while the further woman lays her hand

on the latter’s shoulder in gentle caress.

Beneath the seated figures of Aahmose and his wife and the two registers of musicians

extended a lower register, now almost entirely cut out and without hieroglyphic legends;

it showed priests performing funerary ceremonies, and three priests making ^ hnw

“jubilation”^, a lector-priest, etc. are still visible, facing left. Behind the lector is

perhaps a trace of a man performing int rd “bringing the foot”^.

Passing the blocked-up chamber, we find the first part of Wall B devoted to yet

another scene of Aahmose and his wife receiving offerings. They sit, facing right, before

the usual well-stocked table, which is crowned with flowers, while a standing man
performs the required service.

The accompanying inscription (PL xvii, N) calls the dead man:

'"The Hereditary Prince and Count whom the King of Upper Egypt hath made great,

^ Davie«-Clcirdiner, simeaemhet, 78. ^ Op. nt., 93 th and xviii.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvi. 8
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whom the King of Lower Egypt hath advanced, whose ka the Lord of the Two Lands hath

made, the Supervisor of the Mysteries in the temple.,, the Royal Scribe Aahmose, justified

The words recited by the ofierer are as follows (PI. xvii, M):

'‘Take to thee lotus floivers and plants and lotus buds, when they recur as every bloom

and every herb of sweet odour at its season; cool water and incense, joints and offering-

requirements iyi full tale, that thy ka may he satisfied with them for ever and everT

The second part of Wall B contains two registers which continue as far as the corner,

the upper one showing the deceased engaged in spearing fish and hunting birds, the

lower one showing fishermen busy at their tasks. The upper scene is designed according

to the usual conventions. On either side of a papyrus clump is a small boat; in that on

the left stands Aahmose spearing fish, while in the right hand one he knocks down birds

with his throw-stick, the two figures of him facing to the centre. The inscriptions over

this scene get fainter and fainter as one goes to the right and finally become quite

illegible. The text (PL xvii, 0) over the man spearing fish reads:

""Traversing the marshes and visiting the bird-pools, diverting the heart and spearing

fishes in the distant marsh-lands, by the Hereditary Prince and Count, the Confidant of the

Jjord of the Two Lands, the Supervisor of the Mysteries in the House of the Morning, the

Scribe of the God's Book, who doeth according to what is in the heart of the King, Scribe

beloved of him, Child of the Nursery, Aahmose, justified''

Of the inscription over the throw-stick scene all that is legible is the beginning

(PL xvii, P):

"Diverting the heart ”

The scene of fishermen in the lower register is also of the conventional kind. Reading

from left to right, we see men drawing in a drag-net, then a man cutting up the fish

caught, and finally men with the drag-net closed. No trace of hieroglyphs is visible at

all in this scene.

The end wall C was certainly occupied with a scene of hunting wild animals, but it

is now almost entirely destroyed. Aahmose is seen striding forward and behind him is

a woman, while to the extreme right are traces of some trees and a gazelle, but this is

all that is visible. The inscriptions, too, are illegible.

Coming at last to Wall D, we find the first part of it given up to a scene of purifica-

tion. On the left sit Aahmose and his wife facing right, before a table of offerings,

behind which stands a man who throws water over them from a vessel in his hands.

All that is now left of the officiant is his two hands and the vessel, from which proceed

two streams of water, one falling on Aahmose and the other on his wife, who sits behind.

The inscription over the seated pair (PL xvii, Q) rims thus:
" The Hereditary Prince and Couyit, who conducteth the festival of Bastet, who conducteth

the festival of all the gods, who goeth around the lands and traverseth the foreign countries

seekmg advaydages [for?] his [lord?]. Royal Scribe, Child of the Nursery, Aahmose, justified

before the Great God, Lord of the West."

The words spoken by the officiant (PL xvii, R) are the ancient formula:

Thy purification is the purifications of Horus, Seth, Thoth and Spreader-of-pinions.

There have been given to thee the ivaters which are in the two eyes of Horus, the two red

vessels. Thoth, join him together! What appertains to [him] is complete."

All the hieroglyphs of this scene are painted in blue on a red ground.
The second section of Wall D is divided into two registers, in which funerary priests

bring objects connected with the daily cult of the dead^ towards the seated figures of

^ For full di^cusjsiuii of this and of acoompanyingscenes relating to it see Davies-Gardiner, op. dt., 73
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Aahmose and his wife described above. The priests walk left from the tomb-door which
leads out to the land of the living, and they wear a white strip across their bodies^.

Beginning from the left, in the upper register we have a man carrying a pot of burning
incense and a pot containing grains of incense, a man carrying a pot with grains of

incense, a man with a piece of papyrus (?), and a man who wears a leopard-skin vest-

ment under his white strip, carrying a bowl (?).

In the lower register are a man carrying a wsk-coWsiT^ blue and yellow, with hawk-
heads, a man with two strips of linen which hang down, and lastly a man carrying a

feather. The two middle men in the upper register, judging from their gestures, are

chanting.

The ceiling is of a fairly common-place pattern (Fig. 3) which consists of alternate

lines of blue and green lozenges on a white ground with a red centre
;
the black rings

surround a yellow centre, and all spots are black.

Fig. 3.

Only on the end of the central longitudinal plank which bisects the ceiling, at the

left end of the chamber, are there legible hieroglyphs (PI. xvii, S). We have a statement

of the occasions on which Aahmose hopes that funerary offerings will be made in his

tomb:
“ ...in the course of every day, in all the festivals of Heaven and of Earth, for the ka of

the Hereditary Prince and Count, the favourite of the Good God, the Royal Scribe beloved of

him, Aahmose, justified

^

The Titles of Aahmose.

The noble Aahmose is known to us only by his tomb, and we would gladly learn

more of him. By far the most interesting of his titles is that of SuperHsor of the

Mysteries in the House of the Morning. This title has been fully discussed by
Dr. Blackman in Journal, v, 148 ff., and it will there be seen that hitherto it has been

known to be held only in the Old Kingdom and in the archaizing Saitic period
;
this is

the first occurrence of it in the long intervening dynasties. In the Old Kingdom the

dignity was sometimes borne by persons of the highest rank who held the offices of

Vizier and Chief Justice, some of whom were also sons of kings. It was closely connected

with offices of palace administration and the royal adornment, and Dr. Blackman has

^ As e.g. op. cit., XYiii and xxi.

8—2
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clearly shown that the holders assisted in the purificatory ceremonies performed on the

monarch in the temple-vestry (originally the toilet-chamber of the adjoining palace)

known as “The House of the Morning,” and in the washing of the dead king’s corpse

which would secure for him eternity.

The title of Scribe of the God’s Book was held in company with the aforementioned

title by Weshptah, a Vizier and Chief Justice in the Fifth Dynasty^. ^‘Conductor of the

festival of Bastet” and ''conductor of the festival of all the gods” are semi-priestly

titles which accord well with that of Supervisor of the House-of-the-Morning ceremonies.

Of the title "Child of the Nursery,” it need only be said that the royal nursery is of

course meant^ and that the dignity is borne by many nobles of high rank. It probably

means that the holder was educated among the Pharaoh’s children, after the fashion of

Ptahshepses, who was brought up with the children of Menkaurer and Shepseskaf.

Finally, if we are to believe Aahmose’s statement that he is one "who goeth around

the lands and traverseth the foreign countries seeking advantages [for?] his [lord?]”, we
may perhaps infer that he was despatched on missions abroad, either political or com-

mercial, connected with the much-embracing office of Eoyal Scribe.

Notes on the Inscriptions.

Plates xvi and xvii.

A. 2. A tiny trace of the top of seems to be left.

3. Top of (\
is left. Restore ][^].

4. On the writing out of hrd see below, footnote 2.

6. Probably the last line.

B. 2. Room for [^J]-
5. After comes a sign, or part of a sign, which is horizontal.

7. This line may belong to A, which adjoins B on the left, but this is unlikely,

as the signs are well above the offerer (see foregoing description).

We are probably to understand jpr-lc n Cnhw, "thy house of the living.”

D. The text above Osiris in his shrine is of considerable interest as being a

definite exception to the conventional list of titles which is generally given

to him in tomb-scenes, and no parallel example is known to me. We are

referred back to the dim past, and the legend of Osiris, when, even after

Horus had defeated Seth in bloody conflicts and had brought his father to

life again, the arch-enemy played his last card, and arraigned his divine

brother before the council of gods in Heliopolis on charges of which the

nature is not clearly known, but which were certainly directed against his

claim to the throne of Egypt. But, as the Pyramid Texts^ tell us, Seth lost

his case. ''The Two Truths heard (the case), Shu was witness. The Two
Truths commanded that the thrones of Geb should revert to him (Osiris), that

he should raise himself up to that which he desired,...that he should unite

those who were in Nun, and that he should bring to an end the words in

Heliopolis.”

1 BLicknmu, op, cit.^ 150,

(nxrdiner, Proc. Bihl ArrL, xxxix, .32. The writer there states that the tomb presents, as far as

he knows, the only examples of the title with hrd written out; elsewhere the word appears simply as
I owe the reference to Mr. Glauville.

3 Sethe, Pprcaaidertej'te^ §§316-318.
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2. “who set to right the slaughter of the two lands.” A title sometimes given
to Osiris as the god who ascended the throne of Egypt to bring peace and
plenty after the strife between Horns and Seth.

5-6. Some word meaning “heirship” should undoubtedly be restored here, but the

spacing in Gardiner’s hand-copy is not certain.

9. As frequently, it is here stated that the triumphs of Osiris had been fore-

ordained, even before his birth,

F• It is probable that all the lines in this inscription were originally of the same
height.

4. The repetition of ni •/ is probably dittography. Perhaps [^] to be restored

after the second rn-fy and luu j certainly after

6. Compare Q 4-7. Perhaps we should here see a title such as ^ ^
(or ^

V)
^

given in Davies, Five Thehan Tombs, 14, note 8. Since, in the preceding line 5,

is naturally to be restored after rpf’ty, one of these two titles could be

conveniently fitted into it.

8. Here begin the actual words of Aahmose’s address. The text is too frag-

mentary to admit of certain reconstruction, but it seems similar to the

address of the deceased to the god in the Introduction of the Negative Con-

fession in Chapter CXXV of the Book of the Dead^. In this line the top

of is apparently left. All the lines were probably the same height.

G. 3. Eestore

4-5. These two Lines were short on account of need.

I. Varying forms of this song are found in tombs of the Eighteenth Dynasty,

and examples may be found in Davies-Gardiner, op. cit., 64, Pis. v, xv. In

our text very little can be lost.

J. 2. ntr mrty. The epithet mrwty or mryly is generally passive in meaning, “the

beloved one,” but in Berlin Worterbuch, it, 104, it is suggested that as the

epithet of the god Amun it may be active, “lover.” See also Erman, Agyplische

Grammatih, 4th ed., § 430.

K. 3. After mrty read
y
probably.

L. 4-6. siv m mrr Jiki. Observe this early instance of the Pronominal Compound sw.

See Gardiner, Grammar. § 124. For the construction, see Davies, Five Theban

Tombs, PI. xxvi, r^-hpr-ki-Rc ntr mrr [t\w.

M. 2. Only a trace of the second \ ( ? )
is left.

3. For the first occurrence of the third person plural suffix-pronoun -w in the

Eighteenth Dynasty in hv-w “they are,” see Gardiner, op. cit., § 34, note 13.

The clause here is either circumstantial, “when they recur,” or virtual

relative, “which recur.” For the latter see op. cit., § 323, but the first alter-

native seems the more likely. The preposition hr must have been omitted

before the infinitive dhn, as frequently in later times.

N. 2. After shnt read probably.

O. 8. Restore [';ic] after pr, as seen by Davies.

Restore

Q. 7. Restore probably [^].

1 Budge, Te.vty II, 118 tf.
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K. In connection with this important scene of the purification of the dead couple

Blackman, Journal, v, 117 ff. should be read.

Fox the wording of the formula compare Sethe, Pyr,, §§330, 842, 1233;

Budge, Book of Opening the Mouth, passim, e.g. ii, 3; Moret, Rituel chi culte

divin journcdier, 171 ff.; Griffith-Newberry, El-Bersheh, Pis. i, x, with the

restoration given by Blackman, op. cit,, 119.

With regard to the deity Dicn-f^nw ^^Extender-of-talons” or ‘^Spreader-oL

pinions Dr. Gardiner has given me the following references : Pyr., § 1098,

and for this writing Chassinat-Palanque, Fouilles d'Assiout, 116, 124, 172

(fully spelt out on 127). For a full discussion of the name see Zeitschr. /. dg,

Spr,, Lviii, 94 ft

6. After tm read probably

Restore after irt.
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NOTES ON CERTAIN PASSAGES IN VARIOUS
MIDDLE EGYPTIAN TEXTS

By AYLWARD M. BLACKMAN

These notes are the result of discussions on points of grammar and syntax which

I have had with my pupils from time to time, during the last few years, in the course of

my lectures at Oxford on Middle Egyptian Literary and Historical Texts.

(1) Sinuhe^l^Q. Gardiner in his

Notes on the Stonj of Sinuhe, 171, translates;

—

Forth he came against me xchere I stood,

and I posted myself near him. I propose the following rendering, which, to my mind, is

not only more accurate grammatically but gives a better sense:

—

Then he came forth

against me while 1 waited, for 1 had posted myself near him.

ch(‘ not uncommonly means ‘^to waif (e.g., Pyr., § 1197; Lebensynilde,!

;

Blackman,

Meir, lY, 43). Di-n4 is surely pluperfect here. If the Egyptian writer had meant to say

what Gardiner represents him as saying, would he not have written iiv di-nd wi%

(2) B 183.
J]

^
' Gardiner,

and Erman (Literatur, 49 f.) are in agreement as to the meaning of this sentence, the

former translating:

—

Thou hadst not spoken in the council of the nobles that thine utterayices

should be bayuied, and the latter:

—

Du hast m der Beratuyig der Rate nicht so geredet, dass

man sich deinen JVorten widersetzte. Both seem to have overlooked the fact that yyidtc yn

means “to speak against

a

meaning that suits this passage admirably. Translate

therefore:

—

Thou didst 7iot speak ayaiyist the counsel of the ynagistrates, that thme utterayices

should he gainsaid.

(3) Sinuhe B 187. T tl? i'l M* Gardiner, op. cit., 67, rightly rejects

his original translation of the words ivRnk spssiv, du sollst lange geyriesseyi die herrlicheyi

Dinge, there being no authority for this sense of ivRi. He furthermore states that “of

the active meanings of that verb 'to place,’ 'to offer,’ 'to add,’ 'to leave,’ none is here

suitable.’’ He therefore suggests that wRi must here bear its common intransitive sense

“to endure,” “live long,” a suggestion which entails the insertion of the preposition w
before spssw, and he emends the text accordingly.

Textual emendation is always to be avoided if possible, and in this case, as wiU be

seen, it is really unnecessary. In certain passages in Wenayyiini and Papyrus Lansing the

verb wsh clearly means “to stack,’’ “heap up,” and “to stow” (a cargo on board ship):

hmwiv nti m tf whrt hrp p^ ht hr wRif, The %vorkyy\an who is in the dockyard carries the

timber and stacks it {Pap. Lansiyig, 5, 2): ptr ph p/ ph yi ttik tt-ht tuf ivih, Behold, the

last of thy timber has arrived ayid is stacked {\\ eyiamun, ii, 48—49; similarly ii, 62), Thou

art one that ahouyideih in crews skilled iyi rowing \ nnw tsyiv yidyyi yyi fi wpi, Their cries are

pleasant while carrying and stoiving {Pap. Lansing, 15, 7).

' E.g., Berlin II, 179; Pyr., ^ U) 'mdir m rnf dii', '‘them that speak evilly au.iinst his name'):

Xewberry, Hekhnutra, vii, 14 = (iareUnei‘, ZeUAchr, 1 . <uj. rx, (JS.
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Iq view of these examples ivih'k spssw n didvsn surely means Mayest thou stow away
(or ''lay up,"' ''set aside'') the fine things of their giving. It might be pointed out that
the English ‘‘set aside'’ and the Egyptian iv^h are exact parallels in their twofold mean-
ing of "'to store up,” ‘'put by,” “save,” and “lay aside,” “take ofi.” For wih used in

the latter sense see Section (8), p. 65 below.

(4) Sinuhe B 258-259. J P .f Gardiner
translates :—It is no small matter that thy corpse should he buried without escort of Pedtiu,
and Erman’s rendering is practically identical {op. dt., 54).

Considering all the evidence collected by Gunn and Gardiner as to the meaning of

n sdmfi n sdn^oif, nn sdmfi the words nn srr cbt hit-k must surely mean Thy burial ^vill

not be a small matter {i.e,, Sinuhe will have a fine and costly funeral). Such a rendering
is indeed necessitated by the exactly parallel phrase = This bread
and beer will not be trijiing {Siut. i, 295, quoted by Gardiner, Grammar, § 445, who
evidently [see ibid., n. 4] now takes the same view as I do as to the meaning of nn srr
ill the Si/iuJic passage).

i\« h.s-Z' in the second half of the passage I regard as passive sdm-J negatived and
would translate hs-l- in Pdtijw, Thou shah not be escorted hj Pedtiu, as the parallelism
with nn srr cht hit-k and the sense demand. In § 424, 3 of his Grammar Gardiner states
t hat there is no sure ground for assigning to the passive sdm-f either nn hs-h or other
examples like it, i.e., nn snr-h [Urh., iv, 116, 6; 147, 17; 498, 9; 1220, 13), nn hsf-k
{op. cit., 520, 9). However, in addition to what I have already said in favour of my own
rendering of nn hs-h as against Gardiner's, it is to be noted that all the verbs in the
main clauses parallel with n)i snc-h seem to be prospective, in view of The
harvest iriU come to thee (in abundance) (Vrh., iv, 116, 15; 148, 10; 499, 4)?^

(5) Sin uhe B 268-269.
] ..ti j i' , T ,

^
1
^ i "

' K 1a Then brought they
their necklaces, (their rattles, and their sistra) in their hands. Gardiner in his Notes, 269,
points out that is for 7^^“" (i

, ^ ,

but “is probably a mistake, though some parallels
(Eighteenth and Nineteenth D^asties) can be quoted, e.g., ^pi, Nav., Deir el Bahari,
56, •j I, L.. D., Ill, 141b,

, ,
L., D., iii, 140c, 19.” However, I have during the

last year or two noted several in.stances in Middle Egyptian texts of the 3rd pers. fern,
sing, suffix |i taking the place of the 3rd pers. plur. [i

,

'

' ,
and without the plural strokes,

ju.st as in the sentence under discussion. They are as follows:

(a) As for this tomb which I have made in the desert of Todjeser, in the midst of thefathers
who formed my flesh, the nobles of earliest time, the possessors of monuments, such as held
office in the days of old\ them of primordial date, that first made the land of Hehet since the
time of Keb, L.--

^

it (the tomb^) in order to embellish a
placp among them, i.e., the ancestors {Leiden, v, 4).

(b) She is the wife of a priest of Ref that hath conceived three children of Ref, lord of
Sakhebu; and he hath said concerning
them, that they will exercise this beneficent office {Pap. Westcar, 9, 9-11).

• hir u,r hurt, lit. “ the po-^^eesors of monuments a.s ancient of office (see flardiner, Orarnmfir
S !t<>, gi.

’

- A ‘•torub,-’ is iiM-cuIiiie, so would be more correct than .sh For a .similar loo.se use of st, see Pap

• Thi.s .seems to me more probable than Oardiuor.s “ho liath promised her” (Orammar, 420j and
hnn.iiiB -cr hdt /.u ilir gosagt/ wIiigIi would surely he hr dJ-p-f p-s.
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(c) And Djedi said: What, pray, is this mood, 0 King, my lord? Is it on account of

these three children? ^ ^ ^

^

^ ^^ P >
Herewith 1 sa/yi unto

thee: Then thy soyi, then his son, {and) then one of them {Pap. Westcar, 9, 12-14).

(^) f iHflP’
chamber uj)on

them and her {Pap. Westcar, 10, 7).

See also TJrh., iv, 657, 16-17
; 658, 5, for two more examples.

(6) Sinuhe B 287. ^ ^^ of him that hath beheld thy

face will not blench. On p. 107 of his Notes Gardiner says that ^yt is a crux and may be

corrupt, and on p. 162 rightly points out that it can only be a sdmfiorm, not a fern,

substantive, and so Devaud’s suggestion that it may be connected with the verb iwi

{Pyr, 924) is to be ruled out.

Both Gardiner and Devaud (see e.g., Rec. de trav., xxxviii, 198) have overlooked

the fact that this iii-rad. verb lyt occurs again in the variant form in Ship-

wrecked Sailor, 112, and also in association with hr, “face,’’ i.e., Fear not, fear not, good

fellow. thy face blench (lit. blench not as to thy face).

(7) SmwAe B 305-306. T • tl^eir

rendering of this sentence:

—

There was made for me a sepulchral garden, in which ivere

fields, in front of my abode, and Man machte mir einen Garten {'1) in der Totenstadt{'i) mit

Ackern darin, angesichts der Stdtte{'t), Gardiner and Erman agree in taking m hit n as a

compound preposition “in front of,” though Gardiner {Notes, 116) owns that he can

cite no other instance of this.

In the stele of Khentemsemti, however, line 11 Hieroglyphic Texts from Egyptian

Stelae, do., in the British Museum, ii, 9), m hit in
^

according to

Sethe^, used as a temporal adverb^, and the sentence is to be rendered: I came first unto

his Majesty. In the passage with which we are concerned in the Story of Sinuhe m hit

may also well have this temporal meaning, as I indeed had suggested when lecturing on

this text some time before I had read Sethe’s note on m hit in the Khentemsemti text.

I then, as I do now, translated the passage :

—

There was made for me (or assigned to me)

a tomb-garden, where there were fields formerly as far as the town, i.e., the ground now

covered by Sinuhe’s tomb-garden had formerly been occupied by fields extending as far

as the town of Lisht.

(8) Pap. Westcar, 5, 11-13. 'X ^ ^

S .C5 \ 1 I 4X,f,Ti-UP5T:P,
Erman {Literatur, 68) translates:

—

imd man gebe dicse Netze diesen Frauen anstatt{\)

ihrer Kleider; while Maspero {Popular Stories of Ancient Egypt, 1915, 28) renders

ivHi hhsw'sn simply by as clothing. Surely wHi is the perf. pass, partic., the construction

being that dealt with in Gardiner, Grammar, § 377, and the passage should be translated:

—

and give these nets to these women, whose garments have been laid aside. The partic. tvHi

is in the masc. sing, form because nn (li) precedes the fern. plur. noun hnwt (Gardiner,

op. dt., § 511, 2).

(9) Pap. Westcar, 5, 15-20. Then one who was at the steering-oar {'I]

with her side-lock, and a fish-pendant of new turquoise fell into the water.

became entangled

tuajft:::
ra « ^ ^

1
' > ^ ,-T, f

^

^ See Gardiner, op. dt, § 414, 5. Gardiner’s translation {op. dt., 421) ‘‘of whom I said” seems to me
unlikely. Would not dd'tid r-sa he recpiired?

2 ErUiuterungea zu den aegyptisdi. Lesestdekei)

,

llo.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvi.

Cf., too, Urk., VI, 27, 9-10.

9
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™
^

1 , M
^

-
1 ^ 1

published translations ^ chr^^s gr-ti

nn hnt ivn-in p^g^s rmn gr nn Init is rendered by: ctnd she became silent and ceased rowing

y

and her side became sileyit and ceased rowing. Erman explains ‘ she became silent by

suggesting in a footnote that the girls sang at their rowing to help them to keep time,

as is done on Nile-boats to-day.

All translators seem to have overlooked the fact that a by no means xmcommon

meaning of gr is ‘^to desist/’ ‘‘cease/’ “stop/’ a meaning that also possesses in

Coptic-. The following examples will suffice :—ih gr ni hrw, So would the land cease from

noi^e [Admonitions, G, 1); dr ntt ir gr m ht ph sslim ib pw n hrwij. For as to him that

desisteth after attack, he is a strengthener of the enemg^s heart [Aegypt, Inschr, aus den

konigl. Museen zii Berlin, 1157, 9).

With regard to in n hnnoi-tn, it is usually taken for granted that hnnm4n is a

corrupt writing, since a geminated iiiae inf. verb in the form sdnimf is quite abnormal.

But is it possible to accept the reading as it stands and explain it thus ? In n hyi-n-tn

would mean either “do vou not row?”^ which in this context is a senseless question,

‘’Were you not rowing?” (in the past), equally senseless, or “Cannot you row?” (without

any hint as to duration). Might, not n sdmaif with gemination possibly express the

English “not go on doing” something? In that case in n hnnai-tn would mean “Are

you not going on rowing?
,
or “Can you not go on rowing?”, which gives exactly the

meaning required in this particular context.

The whole of this passage in Fap. Westcar would then be rendered:

—

And she stopped

still and rowed not, and so her side stopped still and rowed not. And his Majestg said: Can

ge not go on rowing? And they said: Our stecrsivoman hath stopped still and roweth not.

(10) Pap. Westcar, 7, 17-20. 'j to III view of the

examples of similar formulae of greeting quoted by Gardiner and Sethe in their Egyptian

Letters to the Dead, 13, and of Sethe’s note in his Erlduterungen zu den aegyptisch.

Lesestiicken, 38, my translation of this passage in Journal, xm, 189, needs correcting

and should run as follows :—Thy condition is like that of one that liveth before becoming

old.^[though) in old age, the time for death, enwrapping, burial,—sleeping on^ until day-

break, free from malady, etc.

(10) Pap. Westcar, 8, 15-17. And his Majesty said: Have brought unto me the

prisoner^ thtt is in the prison, on whom sentence hath been passed. And Djedi said:

“"1 iiiUi rl T I'

But not unto a man, 0 King, mg lord. Behold, one has never commanded to do the like

thereof uido the Noble Flock.

This is the obvious rendering of m-k n wddw, etc., and is, indeed, the only syntac-

tically possible one, for mP regularly introduces a statement of fact, past or present, and
never (so far as I can find) a question. Erman however, failing to grasp the true

significance of t^ cirt spst translates :—Nichf doch an einem 3Ienschen, o Konig mein Herr.

Sieh, brjiehlt man nicht lieber ctwas solches an dem herrlichen Vieh zu tun? stating in a

footnote that the cattle are designated “herrlich” as being the property of the king.

Erman is compelled to turn an assertion into a question because, if the words cwt spst

‘ Eniuui, op. At., CS
; :Masi»cro, op. cit., 28 ; Griifith in Petrie, Egyptian Tales, i, 18.

- StniidortK KopfiSi'hc'i ILt iido'urtet'hm'h, 2 ST).

•• Hdr A a participle and i.', parallel with C //h in line 17 .

^ ‘‘The,” wot 'ka, [alsoncr,’’ liecause of /Uy.

’’ Op. i'it., 71 .
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bear the meaning he assigns them, and yet the sentence containing them is translated as

I have translated it above, the narrative would shortly afterwards make Djedi act in

direct contradiction to his protest, for an ox is brought in and its head cut off. But

even so Erman does not really avoid the diflBculty caused by his interpretation of

U (’wt spst, for Djedi does not at once, as one would expect, experiment on a quadruped,

but on a goose {smn).

As I have pointed out for some time past in my lectures on Pap. Westcar, ‘*the

Noble Flock’' must mean human beings, a view that finds confirmation in the well-known

passage in The Instructiori for Merikcrer, 131:— i S.'"

^

tended are men, the flock of God. Since putting forward this suggestion in my lectures,

and while in the midst of writing this article, I found that Professor Spiegelberg had also

come to this conclusion, which he has expounded in Zeitschr. f. dg. Spr., lxiv, 89 f.,

with further confirmatory evidence.

(11) Pap. Westcar, 9, 8-9. And his Majesty said: ^^^ i^w

Dardiner in his Grammar, p. 420, translates :—Indeed 1 should like it!

But as regards what thou hast said, ivho is this Reddjedet? He takes, almost certainly

rightly, ddy*k as equivalent to ir iu ddy-k, but regards ddy as a perfective pass,

participle and not as a prospective relative, as does Gunn. The latter translates :—/ shall

he pleased with it, what you are going to say (in answer to my question)
;

icho is she, this

Reddjedet ?

I agree with Gunn, as against Gardiner, in regarding ddy-k as prospective relative

form, but at the same time venture to offer the following translation, which differs

somewhat from that of either of these two scholars:

—

Indeed, I irant it! (i.e., the

information about the secret chambers). (But noiv for) that which thou art (or perh. ^vast)

about to tell (me)—who is this Reddjedet?

(12) Paj>. Westcar, 10, 4. i 2 , ^ [T"] ,T,
^

the correct translation is:—il/^ mistresses, here is the lady (i.e, my icife^) in travail! (lit.

Behold, it is the lady ivho is in travail), and it is difficult for her to give birth, and not as

Erman and all other translators render, Meine Damen, seht, liier ist cine Frau, die in

Wehen liegt, etc. In view of the following ntt, st must be defined and cannot mean
“a lady.”

(13) Paf. Westcar, 11, 15-17.
sic 2

Strange to say, this passage is not quoted by Gunn on either

pp. 26-32 or xv f. of his Syntax, among the examples of his postulated prospective pass,

participle. Yet it certainly favours his suggestion, for a chamber that ran he locked up

suits the context better than a locked-up chamber, the usual rendering^.

R iwt-n hr hnt <m) mhty is left incompletely translated by Erman: bis wir wieder-

kommen Griffith renders: Until we return northward, dancing
\
and Maspero : Until

we return dancing northwards.

nOr

^ A Modern Egyptian in similar circumstances would say es-sitt, the lady/’ meaning “ my wifc.“

2 The pi. determ. « is either a mistake of the scribe for which it resembles, or, owing to thi>

similarity, was omitted by the scribe, an omission made the easier by the initial in of the next woi\l

mhty.

3 Erman, op. cit., 75; Maspero, op. rit., 39 f.; Griffith in Petrie, Egyption Tates, i, 41. Gardiner,

who does not accept Gunn^s prospective pass, partic., omits to record this occurrence of— as he would

doubtless regard it—the old perfective in a virtual relative clause {(Jratnmar, 317, n. 10).
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All the translators have overlooked the fact that iivt hr means ‘^come back from”

a place, etc., and, with following infinitive, '^come back from doing ’ something,

e.g., iivt-i hr hmt hrd b(U, When I came from Egypt I icas do^vncast (Gardiner-Peet, The

Inscriptions of Sinai, 26, 5-6); iioii hr irt sivH^nl hr^s, 1 came hack from doing (sc. irt) that

on account of which 1 had passed by {Hieroglyphic Texts from Egyptian Stelae, (fee., in the

British Museum, ii, 574, 13-14).

The whole passage quoted should therefore be translated :—Pray you, put the one

bushel of barley here in a chamber that can be{l) locked up, until %ve come back from danemg

(^in) the north.

(14) Pap. Westcar, 12, 15-16. And her brother said \into her: ^ ^
^

' i As^ ^ H L^] ^ M ^ ‘ hitherto published translations of the words

ir is irt p/ iyt entirely disregard grammar and merely aim at making some sense of what

the translators obviously regard as a corrupt or anyhow practically unintelligible group

of words.

But if is be taken as an interrogative particle, and irrt as an imperfective pass,

participle feminine and the subject of ir, j)i iyt being the object, quite good sense is

obtained and the rules of grammar strictly preserved, viz., Doth what hath to be done^

mean (lit. ')nake) coming unto me and my taking part (lit. 1 talcing |>/r^) in the betrayal?

might of course be read Tt? irt{i)4, which would make even better sense:

—

Doth

what thou wouldest do mean coming unto me., etc.

(15) Shipwrecked Sailor, 32-45. A storm burst forth while we ivere yet at sea, ere we

approached the land. We flew before the wind {fidio dcw, lit. the wind ivas carried, i.e., by

the saiP) and it made a howling {1), a wave of the sea being therein of eight cubits.

A n
-

' Vr s;

a E i

The translation of these lines that I am about to offer

is the result of many discussions with my pupils during my lectures on this text:—
the mast struck^ it (the wave, i.e., went overboard) for me. Then the ship perished, and

of them that were therein not one survived. And 1 u'as cast on to an island by a wave of the

sea, and 1 spent three days alone, ivith mine heart {only) as my companion, lying helpless

within the crow^ s-nest, for I had swooned.

It is just possible that Irf whmyt does not mean '‘it made a howling” but “it

redoubled (its fury),” lit. “it did a repeating.”

The force of the dative nd in in ht hh n-t s{y), “the mast struck it (the wave, i.e.,

went overboard) for me,” may be “taking me with it”; otherwise the sailor would have
gone down in the ship.

Sdr not infrequently has the meaning “be inert,” “inactive,” “helpless,” as Gunn
has pointed out on p, 28 of his Syntax, and to assign this meaning to sdr^kwi in line 42
suits the context admirably.

K^p n ht has caused considerable difficulty, but is generally taken to mean “the
shelter of a tree.” In the two other instances where it occurs k^p^ has a distinctly con-

crete meaning—a constructed hiding-place or shelter. The phrase “the mast struck it

(the wave) for me,” i.e., probably went overboard taking me with it, closely connects the

^ See Gordiner, Ora/nmar, 371,

- For this idiom see Gardiner, Sote.f on the Stont of Sinv.he, 93; Devaud, Sphinx, xili, 94-97; Rec. de
x.xxviri, 19.7.

^ See Eniuin, Zeitschr. f,
<nj. Spr., xLiii, 8, note 2. ^ pLA^aud, op. cit., 195 with note 1.
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sailor with tlie mast, and, if my interpretation of n4, ^'ioi me,'’ is correct, it was on the

mast that the sailor was washed ashore. I suggest, therefore, that Avp n ht does not

mean ‘'the shelter of a tree,” but “the shelter of the mast,'’ the crow’s-nest^. That

is to say the sailor was on the look-out in the crow’s-nest when the mast went overboard

and was washed ashore still in it and “lay helpless” in it for three days.

Kni-n4 swyt, lit. “I embraced the shadow,” is explained by Erman, who translates

sdr-kwi m n ht, “ich schlief unter einem Baumdach(
?

j” as meaning “ich suchte ihn

auf.” If my rendering, however, of sdr-kivi m k^p n hi is correct, kni*n4 sivyt cannot

mean “I sought the shade,” for the sailor was already in the k^p when the ship was

wrecked. I have therefore supposed that the words “I embraced, ’ or “had embraced, the

shadow” are not to be taken in their literal sense, but mean “I had swooned." Compare

the somewhat similar conception of fainting in the Arabic idiom “he has

swooned,” lit. “it has been covered or veiled upon him.”

(16) Sliipivrccked Sailor, 47-50. I found Jigs and grapes there, all manner offine leeks,

sycamore figs un-notched and notched^, ^ ^

°
^ ^

jl
,
and cncnmbers as though they xoere

tended.

Erman^ and Griffith^ leave mi i'r4{wys untranslated. Maspero^ gives a free render-

ing, “at will.”

^Ir4{iv)'S is the 3rd pers. fern. sing, of the passive s(hn4'ivf, evidently used instead of

the 3rd pers. plur., because tlie subject of the verb consists of a number of nouns

denoting inanimate objects®.

The verb iri bears the meaning “to cultivate,” “tend” in more than one other

instance. The best example is in Fap. MilUngen, 2, 11-12:—

^

cnltivated barley. Another is :—Thou rejoicest in thy tillage in thy portion of the Field of

laru; thy provision is what thou hast tended (Urk., iv, IIG, 13 f.);

.SIC

and also, I am inclined to think :—1 ploughed ivith my yoke of oxen (nfrwt)
(itlll V

.

in the fields of my own tending^ {Urk., iv, 132, 10).

For mi, meaning “as though,” “as if,” cf. mi mn sw idln m ibw, as if a man of the

marshes should behold himself in Elephantine {Sinuhe B 225).
SK-

(17) Shi'pwKcled Sailor, 74-76. .I, Jr’

generally accepted translation of this passage is:—T//ou art

speaking unto me, hut 1 hear it not. I am in thy presence and my wits have flown. I cannot

help thinking that sdm has here the same meaning “understand” that it possesses in

three New Egyptian instances known to me.

() He came, and the first cow entered the byre. And she said unto her herdsman

:

Behold, thine elder brother standeth tvaiting for thee {chr r-lut-k) with his lance in order to

slay thee. Flee thou from before him. wn4nf hr sdm j)^ dd tnjf iht ]4wti. And he under-

stood what his first cow had said [Pap. d'Orb., 5, 7-9).

() nn mn wr n im4n vwf sdyn mdt kmt, Surely there is oyie among you that under-

standeth Egyptian! (Wenamun, 2, 77).

^ For a crow’s-nest on the masts of Egyptian and other ships see Erinan-Rank(% A^’gypUu, 048, fig,

2 See L. Keimer, Ancient Egypt, 1928, Oof.
;
Acta Oricntalia, 1028, 287 fli

^ Op. at., 58. Op. cit., 8:i.
'* Op. cit., 101.

^ Such a use of the 3rd pers. sing, fern, suffix does not seem to he noted in the grammars
;
but cf. the

use of this suffix noted in Gardiner, Orannaar,
5^ 511, 2 ;

see aho above, Section 5, pp. 04 -5.
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(c) Thine heart is heavier than a great monument of an hundred cubits in height and

ten in thickness, that is finished and ready for loading, thm-nf nfw f'sft sdmmf indt n m rmt,

It hath mustered mang sailors, and it hath understood the ivords of the men {Pap. Lansing,

2, 4-5).

Possibly then our passage should be translated:—Thou art speaking unto me, yet

I understand it yiot. 1 am in thy presence and my ivits have flown.

(18)

Shipwrecked Sailor, 86-88. And I made ansiver unto him, ^ 1

J I^ hands being folded in his presence. Erman^ translates

etvyd hnn \—indem ich die Arme vor ihr kriimmte ; Maspero^, my hands hanging doivn before

him. Erman in his note on these words in Zeitschr. f. dg. Spr., XLiii, 12, says: Die

‘ gekrummten ' Arme bezeichnen die bekannte demlitige Stellung der Agypter, eine

Yerneigung wobei die Arme herabhiingen und leicht gebeugt sind.” But the modern

Egyptian, when addressing or being addressed by a superior, regularly stands with his

hands folded on his middle, sometimes covering them with the sleeves of his kuftan, if

he happens to be wearing that long-sleeved garment. Surely this is the attitude described

by civy-i hnn in our passage, and hnn must also bear the same meaning in Pap. Prisse,

5, 11.

(19)

Lehensmilde, 91-93. Behold my name is abhorred on thine account, more than the

odour of birds,
i'll

^
willotvs

where the geese are.

In the Golenishchef Glossary the word hwA is listed next to which

apparently means a muddy or swampy place

It also occurs twice in Pap. Lansing, where in the first instance^ it is associated with

the throwing of the boomerang and thus with waterfowl and sport:—m rdi ib-k n t^ bwH
mikh? kmi sp. Set not thine heart on the hwU, put behind thee throwing and hurling (

2
,

1 ).

In the other instance the word is merely associated with amusements and dissipations

which the writer denounces^:—The hiat is before thee every day, like a chick after its

mother. Thou scttest ojf^ to the dance. Thou consortest with revellers. Thou makest thyself a

dwelling in the brewers' quarter, like one that craveth to drink beer (8, 4-6).

It is clear from these examples that bwH means a swampy piece of ground overgrown

with bushes, haunted by wildfowl, and frequented by sportsmen out fowling, i.e., a

“covert.” Accordingly r bwH nt triw hr msyt is to be translated:—more than the covert

of willows where are the geese.

(20)

Lebensmude, 98-99. Behold my name is abhorred on thine account,

Erman originally'^ translated these words:—mehr als ein Weib, gegen das zu dem
Manne Ltlge gesagt wird, and more recently^:—mehr als der eines Weibes ivenn gegen sic

Liige zu dem Manne gesagt wird.

‘ OfK nf., r>9. - Op. rit., 102.
*’ See Berlin, Tr/>., ti, Erman-Lange, Papyrits Laa.dvy, 52.

' See Blackman-Peet, Jour at, xr, 285. '• Op. cit., 291.

Feet and I trandated
(| ^ Thou gicest v:ap to dancing. But rdl wH r’

in view of the use of in (’optic, can only mean “direct one’s way to,” “go to,” e.g., Now {Father

LonginxO dicAHay nt the ninth niilestone of Atexandrla, being distant nine miles, T€Cg^iM€

nec't-OTOi ccyine ilcoiq, And the wouian was going {thither) seeking him (Zoega, Catalogus, 337,

lines 27 ft ).

’ (Jespraeh eines Lehensmuden, 55. ^ Literal a r, 127.
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In support of his rendering of Uy as ‘‘husband/’ Erman refers to Petrie, Koptos,

XII, 2, where this meaning is made clear by the suffix 5
,
“her man.” But if the author

of the Lehensmude had meant “husband” in the passage in question, he would surely

have written Uy-s and not the quite indefinite Uy, As the passage stands it can only

mean:—more than a woman against -whom a lie hath been told^ on account of a man, i.e.,

she has lost her reputation owing to malicious gossip about a supposed lover.

(21) Lebeyisniilde, 99-101. Behold my name is abhorred on thine account,

^ ~
f|] p

Erman, both in his critical edition of the text {Gesprdch,

55) and in his Literatur (127), has failed to grasp the meaning of these words, render-

ing them in the latter work mehr als der eines starken Kindes, gegen das gesagt ivird, es.,.

seinem Hasser.

If msdw is a perf. pass, partic., as I have long assumed—and this is also Gardiner’s

view^—the obvious, in fact only possible, translation of these words is:—more than a

sturdy child concerning ivhom it is said: "'He helongeth to his hated oyte (i.e., ru’ai!).” ‘*His”

of course refers to the child’s mother’s husband, to whom what he regards as the off-

spring of his wife’s adultery is all the more odious because it is such a fine-looking child.

(22) Lebensmiide, 132-131:. Death is in my sight (i.e., I regard death) to-day like the

odour of myrrh, £ I] O q ‘ Erman translates iccnn

7nan am tvindigen Tage unter dem Scgel sitzt, and states in a footnote that the meaning

probably is that “ one is relieved from rowing,” and so can sit at ease. But why is htnv

plural? One would expect the singular, and Erman, be it observed, renders the word as

though it were singular.

It should be pointed out that in Demotic plural of ^ sail,”

means “awning^.” That, I venture to suggest, is also the meaning of htnv in the passage

we are discussing, which should accordingly be translated:—like sitting under an awning

on a windy day.

(23)

Berlin 11753^. Boundary which has been made. ..to prevent any iSl ubian going

northward from passing it either by land or in a boat, and any cattle of the Nubians,

[AXJ
'

Breasted® translates:—except a Negro who shall come to do trading in Iken, or with a

commission. Every good thing shall be done with them, but without allowing a ship of the

Negroes to pass by Heh going down stream, for ever.

This rendering entails textual emendation, namely substituting iry{w) ht nbt for

irt4w nbt, which Breasted following Erman' regards as an error of the engraver.

Gunn’s translation® is a much better one:

—

except a Negro who may come to traffic

in Iken, or on public business. Everything (i.e., any affairs) that one may do is good (lawfid)

with them, but not permitting any boat of the Negroes to jyass by, but is not altogether

satisfactory.

1 is pasjsive used in a virtual relative clause, the antecedent being undetined. Had it been

defined, the perf. pass, partic. ddt would have been substituted.

2 Grammar, ^ 361, p. 279.

3 Literatur, 129.

4 Spiegelberg, Der Sagenkreis des Konigs Petubastis, nos. 262, 286.

o Aegyptische Lischriften aits den lonigl. Nitsern za Berlin, 255 f.

® Ancient Records, i, § 652. ' Ibid., footnote 2. - Syntax, 5 (20).
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Complete sense is obtained if nfr is taken as an adverb and not as the old perfective^,

viz.:—Save for a Nubian ivlio may come to do traffic in Ihen, or on an errandy any business

that one may transact"^ laufully ivith them, but without permitting a boat of the Nubians

going north to pass HeJi, for ever, *

This adverbial use of nfr is also exemplified in one of the two stelae of Amenisenb

in the Louvre (C 11, line 3)^:—ir inv'Jc nfr m t^ ht-ntr nt pHh ntr^ Spend thine old age

happily in the temple of thy god. Compare the same adverbial use of d%v in Pyr, § 16 a:—
0 Osiris, take to thee every one that Unis hateth

|
speaJceth evilly in

his name, and in f jl speaketh evilly against him^,

^ GiMininaticMllv nfr can be old perfective, for — “something,” “anything,” can be masculine

Ghirdiuer, Graniumr, 9*2, 2).

“ Irt['i)'tiv tJ>t is in apposition to swnt rind ivpt,

Samuel Sharpe, Eyiiptian Inni.riptiomi from the British Mvseifin find other Sources, ii, PI. 24; Sethe,

XesestdcLe, 7 0.

^ Xewborry, Rel'hniara, vii, 14 = G.Lrdincr, Zeitschr. f. mj. Spr., lx, 68.
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A BRONZE STATUE OF A CAKE-CARRIER

By WILHELM SPIEGELBERG

With Plates xviii and xix

Plate xviii shows a statuette cast in solid bronze in the possession of Mrs. Essil

Rutherston, widow of the well-known connoisseur and collector Charles Rutherston, in

London, which she has kindly allowed me to publish.

Figures of servants in bronze are exceedingly rare, and on this ground alone the

statuette deserves to be known. It is admirably preserved—only the feet are missing

—

and is about 16 cm. high. It represents a youthful, slender man, clad only in the double

kilt with centrepiece (sliento), carrying on his closely-cropped head a tray with a tall

pile of cakes. Professor Scharff informs me that the Berlin Museum possesses similar

figures of cake-carriers cast in solid bronze (Inventory numbers 13126^ and 22718 2), and I

have to thank him for the photographs here shown (PI. xix, figs. 1,2). These, however, are

represented kneeling and are of much rougher work than the Rutherston statuette,

which shows very firm and sure modelling. The body is slender and well proportioned,

without, however, any indication of the muscles, rather drily and smoothly modelled in

the routine manner which would suggest the Late Period, 8th to 4th centuries b.c., if

one were prepared to venture oneself upon the diJB&cult ground of the dating of Egyptian

bronzes. The face is somewhat coarsely worked up. The figure shows none of that

freshness which in spite of a certain constraint comes out in the bronzes of the Middle

Kingdom^, none of the soft elegance of the New Kingdom, but rather a sureness acquired

in the school of tradition, which, while it produces a slightly jejune efiect, yet wins

admiration by the certainty of its forms. One more detail deserves mention, though I

do not venture to make use of it for purposes of dating^: it is the treatment of the

girdle from which the apron hangs. It differs from that of the Middle Kingdom bronzes

mentioned above, producing a more naturalistic effect by its curved treatment of the

lines.

As the statuette here shortly described merely adds one more to the number of

bronzes which cannot be dated with certainty, I add here another which is in my own
possession, which has the advantage of being safely datable by means of its inscription.

It is a small praying figure^ (PI. xix, fig. 3), cast solid, which once sat in front of the figure

of a deity®, probably, to judge by the inscription, Keith, to which it was attached by a

common base*^ which is now lost. The figure is clad in the simple kilt (without centre-

piece), the goffering of which is indicated by parallel lines which stand out effectively

1 10 cm. high. ^ 7*5 cm. high.

3 S. Fechheimer, Kleinpkistik\ Ph. 43-47. They are of more artibtic importance than our btatuettc.

^ The valuable remarks of Evers, kStaat avs deni Steia^ ii, 34 ff., give no help in the case of our statuette.

® 6*5 cm. high. It is well preserved
;
only the tips of the fingers of the left hand are broken off.

® Cf. e,g, the groups given by Daressy, Statues de divinites {Cat. ge/i., Cairo, PI. 30 (38518; and PI. 46

(38913).

^ The figure wa.s let into this by means of a tang still preserved beneath the feet.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvi. 10
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against the smooth surface of the surely and finely modelled body. The head, too, on

which the line of the close cut hair is indicated only in front as far back as the position

of the ears on either side, by an incised line which is not continued behind the ears on

to the back of the head, betrays in its simple yet sure modelling, not devoid of a certain

grace, the spirit of Saite art. Any doubt on this point is removed by the inscription on

the back-pillar, which runs down the centre of the back, beginning at the shoulders and

ending at the heels, and is cast in a single piece with the figure. The text runs:^

One would at first be inclined to read Nit Psmth si Pipp or H^pp, ‘'Neith-Psammeti-

chus, the son of ?hpp or H^ppP But no personal name Nit-Psmth is known to me, and

such a form would not be easy to explain. I therefore conjecture that after the name
of the goddess Neith is to be added, and that the translation is “May Neith preserve

alive Psammetichus son of ^hj^pP ^ In any case the name Psamnietichus, as well as the

style of the inscription, points to the Twenty-sixth (Saite) Dynasty.

^ In the original the signs face the right.

- A formation from the name of the deified King Phiops (^) which occurs elsewhere in the formation

of names of Saite date. Cf. O.L.Z., V (1902), 44-5. I <idd, as further names of this type,

Pd-f tjir Pjj ‘‘His breath is in the hands of Phiops” {Ann. Serv..^ i, 285 = Cairo 39221),

Ts-Pp-prt ‘‘Phiops brings forth (b seed'’ (op. cU., xxi, 33), and ’/••/ n hsl-n^Pp “He is a

distinguished one of Phiops'’ (Stele Frankfurt, Sndd. SteJen^ III, No. 28, Pis. x, xi).
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EGYPT AND THE AEGEAN IN THE
LATE BRONZE AGE
By J. D. S. PENDLEBURY

With Plates xx—xxiv.

The object of this paper is to lay stress upon the importance of the archaeological

finds in Egypt, Crete and Greece, and to attempt, with their help, to construct a con-

sistent picture of the relations between Egypt and the Aegean in the late Bronze Age,

rather than to enter into a discussion of the influence exercised in the realm of art by
one upon the other.

Egypt must be the basis of our enquiries, for Egypt alone possesses a chronology

accurate enough to date events to a year, and Egypt alone possesses contemporary

records which we can read. It is therefore chiefly from the Egyptian point of view that

this paper is written. The evidence to be taken will be mainly composed of Egyptian

objects found in the Aegean and of Aegean objects found in Egypt^.

Egypt and Crete.

With Crete, Egypt had always been in close relationship, a relationship which may
involve some community of blood-, certainly a relationship which stood the test of the

troubled First and Second Intermediate Periods. Predynastic and Early Dynastic stone

vases have come to light at Knossos, in contexts which, if not quite certain, clearly imply

very early contact^ (PL xxi); scarabs and button-seals of the First Intermediate Period

and the Middle Kingdom were found in the Messara plain and elsewhere*^; a Middle King-

dom statuette and an alabastron-lid of King Khyan from Knossos also go to show that

Egyptian imports were prized in the Middle Minoan Age h If no Early Minoan work has

yet appeared in Egypt®, and if the Middle Minoan pottery is restricted to but two areas"

^ I have collected all the former evidence in my
^
nf which thi.'> paper a direct ontcDiuo

In any note on Egyptian objects found in the Aegean, the number in he.ivy type refers to that work, where

the full basis of dating is given.

- See Evans, Palace of Mittos^ ii, 1, p. 22 ff. and the references given there.

“ 21-28
;
Evans, Palace of Minos^ i, Go, 8G, tigs. 2<S, 31, 32, ooh

;
ii, 1, p[). 30, 31, 57, tigs. 12, 27, 28.

^ Agios Onouphrios, 1-3, 5 ;
Evans, Cretan Pictugraphs (Supplement), 105 ff.

Agia Triada, 6-8
;
Memorie del Re(fle IstitaAo Lombardo^ xxr, 24S ff., PI. vii xi.

Marathokeplialon, 48, 49
;
’A^yaioXfjyKor AeXrtoi/, 1018 (Sut>tdeinent), 21, tii;. 7.

Mokhlos, 50, 51 ; Seager, Exploration'^ iii tJiC ICand of ^[u>‘ldux^ 54 ; E\an'<, P. e/' JA, i, bg. 53.

Platanos, 54-56; Xantlioudidcs, The Vaulted Totub^ of ihr Me^mra^ 117, PK. xiv, xv,

Dictaean Cave, 14; Evans, P. of 190.

Gournes, 16-18
; 1915, GO : 1918, 55, 5G, PI. iv, v.

^ 29, 30 ;
Evans, P. o/ J/., i, 2<80, tig. 220; op. c/7., 419, fig. 3045,

^ For the pottery found by Petrie in the Royal Tombs of the First Dynasty at Ai)ydos and claimed by

him UkS Aegean (Petrie, lio}fal Tombs, ii, 4G) see Frankfort, iSivdies in the Earlg Potterg of the Near East^

I, 105-111, where it is proved to be of Xortli Syrian origin.

^ Abydos: Garstang, Liverpool AnnaU^ 1913, 107, Pis. xiii, xiv,

Ilaragah: Engelbach, Ilarageh^ 10 ;
Evans, P. of M., n, 1, Hg. il9.

Lahffn: Petrie, Kahun.^ Garob and Hatrara^ 21 tf., lllahiin, Kakn.n and Garoh^ 5, P). 1.

10-2
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(PL xxii), we must remember how much the deep deposit of the Delta still covers, and

hope for the money to excavate the seaport through which the trade must have

passed. It is possible however that we have in an Eleventh-Dynasty sepulchral relief an

actual representation of Minoans bearing ingots of tin, a relief which, as Sir Arthur

Evans says, strikingly anticipates the ^'Tribute-Bearers” of the tombs of Senmut and

others^.

But it is with the period after the resurrection of Egypt from the Hyksos oppression

that we have here to deal. Professor E. Meyer has recently put forward a fascinating •

if unprovable—theory that the success of the war of liberation was due to the alliance

of the Theban kingdom with Crete, and that Queen Aahhotep actually married a

Minoan prince, in whose dominions she gathered her armies and with whose help she

finally drove the usurper from the land^. However that may be, there is no doubt that

with the advent of the Eighteenth Dynasty the relations between the two countries

became very close indeed.

Before we go on to give proofs of this, it will perhaps be as well to discuss the name

by which the Egyptians called the Cretans. Are the Keftians of the monuments

Cretans, or must they be relegated to Asia, while Crete is to be looked for among the

‘'Peoples of the Isles”?

Wainwright has tried very ably to prove that the general identification of the

Keftians with the Cretans can no longer be upheld^. Keftiu he identifies roughly with

Cilicia: the Cretans, he maintains, are referred to among the Peoples of the Isles. His

arguments are threefold, and are drawn (I) from the geographical lists; (2) from the

types of objects borne by the tribute-bearers in the tombs of Senmut (where he admits

it is Minoans—though here unnamed—who are depicted), Bekhmara (where the inscrip-

tion states that both Keftians and the People of the Isles are present), Menkheperrasenb

(where the Keftians come with Asiatics), and Amenemheb (where the Keftians are said

to come alone )^, to which we may now add the recently published tomb of Useramun
(where figures identical with those in the tomb of Senmut, Le. admitted Minoans

appear^); (3) from the costumes and general appearance of the tribute-bearers themselves.

From the geographical lists he argues that, since Keftiu appears four times grouped

with the Asiatic countries of Naharin, Asy, Kadesh, Tunip, Kheta, Mannus (= MaUus in

Cilicia), etc., it must be looked for among them. And since Kheta, Asy, Naharin and
Mannus more or less enclose the district of Eastern Cilicia, it is only natural to look for

Keftiu in the middle of these boundaries, "that is to say in the Gulf of Issus, and in

close connexion with North Syria.”

1 Evans, P. of ii, 1, p. 176, fig. 90.

2 Meyer, Geschichte des Altertmas, ii, 1, p. 59. His proofs however hardly seem adequate. The title

‘^Princess of the Coast of the Hau -1101)11’' sounds suspiciously like “Count of the Saxon Shore,” and may well

have been a title created when the temporary fall of the Minoan thalassocracy after M.M. II left the sea

open to raiders from the islands (llau-nebu). Nor is there any good proof of the Queen’s marriage to a

^Minoan. Such an event would surely be mentioned specifically.

^ G. A. Wainwright, Liverpool Anard% vi, 24 ff. Although H. R. Hall has refuted him on general

grounds (Jo^irtud, i, 201, n. 2, Recuell Chcuapollion^ 321), and more particularly in Essays in Aegean
Archaeology presented to Sir Arthur Ecans^ 31 ff., Wainwright’s theory has been largely ignored and has

not elsewhere been paid the compliment of the detailed examination which it deserves.
^ The testimony of this tomb will not bo called on, since the figures do not ev^en conform to Wain-

wright’s Keftians. They are long-cloaked, long-bearded, yellow-skinned. They are in fact pure Syrians

wrongly labelled.

^ De G. Davies, Bidlttin of the Metropolitan Museum, Xew York, 1926.
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Unfortunately we cannot rely too much on such arguments. Wainwright himself

a little earlier actually speaks of Crete in a way which could be taken to imply its close

geographical connexion with Rhodes and the coast opposite

But, supposing for the moment that Keftiu is Crete, how else could an Egyptian
scribe refer to it? He has to give a list of foreign countries—of the particular ones

which bring presents—and he does so. If one of these countries is a long way from the

rest, he is not going to make special mention of the fact. Indeed it is more than
doubtful whether he knew their geographical positions himself.

If any country of the West that could be identified with certainty, as—say—Italy

or the Mainland of Greece, was specifically mentioned in the lists, and if in spite of that

Keftiu was always grouped with Asiatic countries it would be different. But as a matter
of fact the opposite is the case. In the tomb of Rekhmara, where the paintings show
the nations of the world bringing tribute to the king’s majesty, the inscription runs-:

“Coming in peace of the Great Ones of Keftiu [and] the Isles in the midst of the sea.'’

Here, then, in the only place where the isles are mentioned, Keftiu appears grouped with

them and not with the nations of Asia^. Again: “the tribute of Punt, the tribute of

Retenu, the tribute of Keftiu, together with the booty of all lands’’^ surely implies

that the three countries named are typical of the South, North and West, in fact Africa,

Asia and Europe.

Lastly Wainwright sees a connexion between Gebail (Byblos) and Keftiu in the

following passage: “Presents which his Majesty (Tuthmosis III) received in Zahi (Phoenicia),

consisting of cedar wood. Keftiu ships, Gebail ships, etc.”^, to which he adds a note,

“Is it only a chance that Keftiu is once again mentioned in connection with Byblos and
cedars,, though here the places are not parallel to each other? The passage runs: ‘Men
do not sail northwards to Byblos to-day. What shall we do for cedars for our mummies,
with the produce of which priests are buried, and with the oil of which [chiefs] are

embalmed as far as Keftiu’?”®. But could anything more certainly separate Keftiu from
Byblos? If Keftiu were in the Gulf of Issus, it would be as if someone in Devonshire

wrote “Men do not drive northwards to London to-day. What shall we do for newspapers,

with which the minds of [men] are lightened as far as Hampstead?”
In any case I do not see that on the strength of these inscriptions Keftiu can be

geographically connected with Asia, still less with anv particular part of Asia,

We now come to the objects carried by the envoys (PI. xx). Wainwright has given an

exhaustive analysis, and has attempted to obtain the purely Keftian objects by a process

of elimination, and in the same way to determine the Island objects. His method however
is open to some doubt. He first takes the offerings carried by obvious Syrians; he then

subtracts these types from those brought by the Keftians and Islanders. The remainder

he arbitrarily divides into Keftian and Island, giving the islands everything that looks

Aegean. Now he claims these Islanders as Minoans, yet among their offerings he finds

several things identical with those brought by the Syrians, which, as I have said, he

arbitrarily attributes to Syria, declaring their presence among the Islanders to be due
to confusion. It is difficult to see why the opposite should not be the case, viz. that the

^ Op. czV., 25. - Sethe, fV/-., tv, 1008, 14.

It is even not quite eerhuii whether “the Isles in the Midst uf the Sea” are not in apposition to

Keftiu. It seems however safer to take them separately, though AVainwright cannot distinguish between
an “Asiatic’’ Keftian and a “Minoan” Islander among the figures in the tomb,

^ Sethe. Urk., 1004, iv, 5 ff, ^ Breasted, Ancient ReeorAs. Il, 402.

^ Gardiner, Adnioiiitions.^Zil,
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presence of these objects among the Syrians is due to confusion, and that they are exactly

what they appear to be at first sight, Aegean, or in many cases (since he cannot dis-

tinguish an Islander from a Keftian by his dress) Minoan. If Wainwright could produce

actual finds from Syria identical with, or even closely resembling these, he would have a

stronger case. But merely to say that whatever a Syrian brings (however Minoan it

looks) must be Syrian and nothing else, while the offerings of a Keftian or an Islander

may come from anywhere, seems to me to be very false reasoning.

He is also gratified by the fact that the ‘^purely Keftian’’ remainder obtained by

this process of subtraction does not correspond to the offerings in Senmut. But that is

not the way to look at it. The jug held in the right hand of the last figure in Senmut
is identical with the jug held in the left hand of an ingot-bearer from Rekhmara; the

two Vaphio cups (though they are absurdly enlarged) find an exact parallel in Men-
kheperrasenb

;
the bowl, though not identical, belongs to a class which is found both in

Menkheperrasenb and Rekhmara; while the sword also finds a counterpart in Men-
kheperrasenb^. Thus we see that five out of the eight objects from Senmut are found

elsewhere (and chiefly in the tomb of Menkheperrasenb, where Wainwright would say

there are no Minoans since the Islands are not mentioned). Similarly with the tomb
of Useramun. The bulFs-head rhyton is also found in Menkheperrasenb and in

Rekhmara; the griffin’s head in Rekhmara: the fine statuette of a bull is paralleled in

Menkheperrasenb, while the jackaTs-head rhyton is also found there as well as the

Vaphio cup (see Plate xx for a comparison of types). Thus out of the sixteen objects

brought by men who, though not labelled, are manifestly Cretans, ten are found in other

tombs, six of them being brought by the unmixed Keftians of Menkheperrasenb. Now
this is a very high proportion when we think of the extraordinary diversity of objects

which the Cretans might have brought.

This being so we can safely and naturally recognize Minoan workmanship in the

bull’s-head, lion's-head, and grifiB.n’s-head rhytons which appear in the tombs, while fully

admitting the possibility of such Minoan works of art being brought and offered by
Syrians from Kadesh, Retenu or Naharin^. The bull’s-head rhytons which form part

of the Keftian offerings in Rekhmara and Menkheperrasenb are paralleled not only by
one in Useramun, but also by finds in the Little Palace at Knossos^ and the Fourth
Shaft Grave at Mycenae 4. The lion’s-head rhyton from Rekhmara recalls that from
Knossos \ The griffin’s-head rhyton is found not only in Rekhmara but also in User-
amfm^, while the jackal’s head from Menkheperrasenb is also paralleled there, and by
an example in the Brussels Museum of a dog’s-head rhyton^.

The great ingots of metal perhaps cannot be taken as definite evidence, because they

^ Tho original drawing of the sword xvi, PL xivj shows deanitely that it had no midrib and is

tliorefore identical with the example from ^lenkheperrasenb. Wainwright, on the authority of Miiller,

who saw the i)aintings many yc.irs later, has givtai it a midrib and so (rightly) compares it with Aegean
exarni)les <d' which one is found in Rekhmara; see Liverpool d/ninls, VI, 42.

- Cj. Hall, Ij.S.A., VIII, 174. See Plate xx for the following paragraphs.
" Compare Wainwright, X. 47, 71, with F. o/ J/., ii, 2, 530 fF., fig. 330.
» Karo, Jahrhnch des D>jatSQh<^fi Archnjlogischea lastitats, 1911, 249, and for an exam})le “in the flat/’

rj\ PI. i, which is a sketch of a fresco from Tiryns.

^ (\)mpare Wainwright, X. 45, X. 46, with P. o/ J/., ii, 2, fig. 542.

Compare Wainwright, X. 48, with P. o/d/., n, 2, fig. 337.

J
Compare Wainwright, N. 7:2, witli P. of J/., ii, tig. 471, an.l cle Mot, Recue ucckeohffique, 1904'-!,
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appear also in the Syrian tribute and elsewhere^; but this peculiar shape, representing,

as Mr. Seltman has shown the hide of a bull, has been found in such quantities in

Crete that at least it cannot be used to prove the bearers Asiatics^. It was the normal

Minoan ingot.

The “Vaphio” cup carried by the Keftian in Menkheperrasenb is purely Aegean^.

The statuette of a bull from the same tomb approximates far more to the spirited

Minoan bulls than to the listless, lifeless animals from Cappadocia which Wainwright

gives, while a very similar statuette is held by a Cretan in Useramun^
The tall fluted vase with two handles from Rekhmara is identical with one which

Wainwright himself admits to be of Aegean origin^.

The vase with the goat’s head upon it has no exact counterpart in Crete, but we
must remember how little metal work survives; and, where in pottery we have such a

parallel as the example from Palaikastro, there is no inherent improbability in its being

Cretan^. There is of course another possibility, and that is that the goat’s head is

merely a lid or stopper, in which case it can be compared to a vase from Menkheperra-

senb, where a bull’s head is so used, whose horns and general appearance are so Minoan

that it can hardly be dissociated from the bull’s-head rhytons®*

The fillers also find their natural home in Crete, and, in spite of one of them being

carried by a Syrian, we can deny them, in the absence of tangible proof from excava-

tions, all connexion with Asia, while the occurrence of hitherto unknown patterns,

handles and shapes among them can be accounted for by the fact that no metal filler

has yet been found in Crete

The roll of stuS from the tomb of Menkheperrasenb is surely a natural offering from

any country, and need not be called upon to prove an Asiatic origin for its bearer^®,

particularly since in his other hand he carries a biill’s-head rhyton, which, as we have

seen, is purely Minoan.

The same may be said for the beads, which after all are such small objects that the

artist as a matter of fact gave them completely Egyptian shapes

The ivory tusks in Rekhmara which are used as a proof of Asiatic origin, are, as

Wainwright has perhaps not noticed, carried by a man who holds in his other hand
a jug which is admittedly an ^Msland” type^^. It would surely be carrying too far the

^ Wainwright quotes Peet, Stone and Bronie Ages in Italy

^

2S1, hut the examples given there arc

almost entirely from the Aegean. Wainwright, Q. 52, N(\ 107, is simply several ingots together.

- Seltman, Athens^ its History and its Coinage^ 4.

^ In fact one of the envoys in Rekhmara carries an “Island’’ jug in his other hand.

^ Compare AVainwright, 91, with Schliemami, Myeenae (English), fig. 317 ;
P. o/ J/., ii, 2, fig. 337, and

with Wainwright, 101, 102.

^ Hall, in Essays presented to Sir A. Evans^ 37, 38 ;
compare Wainwright, 85, with P. of J/., ii, 2, fig. 471,

pp. 649 fi*.

^ Compare AYaiuwright, 90, with Wainwright, 92.

^ Compare Wainwright, 79, with B.S,A,^ x, 206. A Syrian however appears to be carrying one, rf Hall,

Awient History of the Near East^ PI. xv 1, but see Hall, B.S.A.^ viii, 174.

® AVainwright, D. 58.

^ Compare Wainwright, G. 14, 41, 42, 66, 67 and 83, with P. of M, ii, 2, Supplementary Plate xxiv.

AA’'ainwright, Al. 70.

AYainwright, 86, 105, but compare Brunton and Engelbach, Guroh, PI. xliv, Xo. 70, G. Many even

better examples come from ‘Amarnah, where the body of the bead is blue and the bottom yellow, a change

of colour perhaps representing Lipis lazuli and gold, which is indicated here.

AYainwright, 0. 50, but cf. P. o/J/., ii, 2, p. 741th AYainwright, 94.
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principle of not letting the right hand know what the left hand does to give two different

nationalities to the two sides of the body. The other so-called tusk from Menkheperra-

senb is so small that I feel it may well be intended for a silver throwing-stick, and as

such it is evidence neither for nor against an Aegean origin^.

The swords again prove nothing. Wainwright, as I said above, attributes to the Senmut
sword a midrib, which was probably not there-. It is therefore identical with one from

Menkheperrasenb while the sword from Rekhmara possesses a midrib, which is an

admitted characteristic of Aegean weapons^. All three however are slashing swmrds, and

as such distinct from the Minoan rapier^. They therefore prove nothing either way.

It seems then that in these representations we have some confusion of types,

but, whereas among the Syrian envoys we find much that is, on the evidence of archaeo-

logical finds, demonstrably Minoan, among the Keftian and Island envoys there is

nothing which on similar evidence can be called Syrian or indeed Asiatic®
;
and until fresh

proofs, furnished by actual excavation, turn up, I think we are justified, wherever a

type foreign to its bearer is shown, in postulating the natural confusion of an Egyptian
artist faced with the task of portraying a mixed crowd of foreigners'^.

Wainwright next turns to the costume. The unnamed people of Senmut he admits

are as Minoan in figure and dress as can be reasonably expected, and the same may be
said of the figures from Useramun.

With regard to the Keftians of Rekhmara, Menkheperrasenb, and Amenemheb^
however, he sums up his judgment as follows: While the kilt seems to contain the

same original idea as does that of the cup-bearer in Crete, in the working out of that

idea very considerable differences of detail appear, just as would naturally happen
supposing the two to be’ natural developments of that idea®. It is also allied to a Syro-

Asia Minor type.

The boots and curls, though like those of Crete, can be found nearer Cilicia than
that island, and in the same Asia Minor area as the kilt. The beard, while known in

Greece, does not appear in Crete till later, and the locks seem to be independent of all

allied fashions.”

Wainwright again demands of his artist almost photographic reliability in detail,

though he allows confusion in the tomb of Rekhmara, where codpieces have been added
to all and sundry, a confusion, he says, due to the presence of the codpiece among the
People of the Isles (his Cretans), whose presence is expressly stated in this tomb alone.

1 Wainwright, O. 73; cf. P. of ii, 1, p. 178, note 2.

A\ uinwriglit, 100, but see aimvright, p. 42, note 3, and the original drawing reproduced in
XVI, PI. xiv.

Wainwright, L. 09. ^ Wainwright, 90. Cf Evans, Prehisloric TomU of Knossos. 56 ff.

^ Cf Hall, XVI, 256; though earlier broadsword>s have hceii found cit Mallia (date M.M. I),

FouiUes fh Molfia^ i, PL 1.

" Many of the great bowls appear to sir iw more Egyptian influence than anything else (see Hall, Essays
presented to .Sir Arthur Erans, 35, 3(i)

;
one or two of them are given a spiral decoration to make them look

Aegean. The lotus vase (AVainwright, H. 68) finds its nearest parallel in similar pottery forms from
Tell el-‘Amarnah. His type E, as he says, recalls an Egyptian /les-vuso, while E. 62, 63, 64 all closely
resemble an Egyptian alabaster form from the Koyal Tomb at Isopata. Cf. Evans, Prehistoric Tombs of
Kiiossos, fig. 125, S. 2.

^ For all the comparisons made above see PI. xx. s See above p. 76, note 4.

May it not he equally duo to the difierenee between a native Cretan artist and a foreign Egyptian
aitist copying the same thing? boi in&tance, the codpiece is misunderstood even in Senmut and User-
amun. P. of if., II, 2, p. 737.
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Unfortunately on this theory the Keftians have revenged themselves by inflicting their

kilt upon the Islanders, so that the two nations become inseparable. They are in fact

so alike in looks and in the things they carry that if they exchanged clothes no one

would know the difference!

His remarks about the kilt, however, are nevertheless to be considered. He points

out that the kilts of the Keftians are long, while the loincloths of the Cretans are short;

that while in the latter the patterns are uniform all over, in the former the patterns are

in bands, each kilt containing several patterns. He says that this shape of kilt and this

type of pattern in bands appear in Asia Minor and North Syria^, and that the tassels

find their nearest parallel in the figures from the Warrior Vase and among the Sea

Raiders of Ramesses IITs time. This is certainly a formidable array of arguments. But
longer kilts appear at Knossos in the Procession Fresco^, and it must be remembered
that what we see figured there and in similar scenes is the state costume” which

perhaps an artist who had only seen them in '’travelling kit” might not know. In any

case the principle of both the Cretan and the Keftian kilts is the same, and a parallel

has yet to be found in Asia for the combination of thick belt, kilt and bare upper body.

The Keftian in the tomb of Puemra has a patterned border to his plain kilt, as have the

Cretans of Senmut and Useramun. The Minoan kilt is always bordered with a band of

a different pattern from the rest, and is girt with a belt of a different pattern again, as

with the Keftians. The tassels in the tomb of Eekhmara may find their nearest parallel

in the costume of the Warrior Vase and the Sea Raiders, but that looks very much as

if those who wear them are Islanders from the rest of the Aegean

^

i.e., part of the Minoan

Empire. Lastly, it must again be enquired why the Islanders are indistinguishable from

the Keftians if they do not form part of the same culture circle.

The question of the sandals is made more difficult by Wainwright’s acceptance

of his own theory and his dismissal of Cretan parallels as similar but unnecessary, since

he can produce examples from "nearer home.” One of his examples^ from Ivriz on the

Cilician border has no particular resemblance and suffers from the further disadvantage

of being later in date, while his illustration of a boot worn by a Syrian in the tomb of

Amuneseh shows a far simpler method of lacing than anything employed by the Keftians^.

On the other hand we have only to compare the sandals worn by the Keftians of

Rekhmara with the foot of an ivory figurine from Knossos to see that they are identical".

With regard to the hair, Wainwright admits that in Rekhmara, where the Keftians

are—conveniently—mixed up with the People of the Isles, their locks are shown just

like the long wavy locks so well known in Crete®; in Amenemheb they are naturally

the curled locks of the Syrians, for as was said above they are Syrians wrongly labelled;

in Menkheperrasenb, he says, the figures show a combination of the two fashions, a row

of curled locks like the Cretans, but much shorter, falling only to the shoulder'^. Shorter

^ Wainwright, 65, PI. xv; his examples however can hardly be called kilts. They are more long tunics

and never occur with a bare upper body. The pattern in bands which he shows is on a long robe.

" P, of M., II, 2, fig, 472. And a longer development of the kilt was often worn (Hall, CivUization of

Greece in the Bronze Age, fig. 239). ^ AVainwright, PL xv, Xo. 23.

4 Ibid. No. 24. It is not lacing at all, but one brt^ad strap which passes over the instep.

^ The two are placed side by side for comparison in P. of d/., ii, 2, p. 727, tig. 455.

® May not the apparent horn, rising above the ear of one of the tigures, be rather the wing of a bird

worn as a plume? Cf. the “Captain of the Blacks” Fresco, P, of M,, ii, 2, PL xiii.

~ This is not quite accurate; they come down w’cll over the shoulder and in one case fall nearly to the

elbow.

Jouni. of Egypt. Arch. xvi. 11
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locks or, apparently, pigtails however are seen in a fragment of a steatite rhyton from

Knossos^. For the curls there are many Minoan parallels, of which I need only

mention the young prince of the Chieftain Vase from Agia Triada, to oppose the one

Cilician example of much later date from Mallus which is put forward^. The hair of the

Keftian from Puemra is even more characteristically Minoan, and a glance comparing

the coiffures of the tribute-bearers from all these tombs will show how they are in all

essentials the same, and how completely they differed from those of any Syrian, and of

any Cilician, so far as we know^.

Now the question of beards would be more serious if we were not in the happy

position of being able to dismiss it. The ‘‘Chief of the Keftians” in Menkheperrasenb

is bearded, but he is also yellow-skinned and Semitic in profile. He is obviously wrongly

labelled. It is also by the same stupid blunder that the people in the tomb of Amenemheb
have been labelled Keftians at alH.

Finally the physiognomy of the Keftians is as distinct as it can well be from that

of any Asiatic nation that we know of. Their straight noses the deep red colour of

their skins, their clean-shaven faces, all mark them off from the aquiline, yellow-skinned,

bearded Semites, and from the high-beaked Hittites. The Egyptian had a wonderful

knack of giving the essentials of a nation, he was a true caricaturist, and in these tombs

he has given us a remarkable series of pictures of the straight, slender IVIinoan envoys,

though he may not have worked from a photograph or even a model.

We can therefore answer the objections to the identification of the Keftians with the

Minoans as follows:

1. Keftiu is always spoken of as a western land, a perfectly good description of

CVete. So far from being connected with Asia as against the Aegean, it is always,

wherever distinction is desired, contrasted with Asia, and in one case definitely mentioned

in connexion with the Islands.

2. The offerings brought by the Keftians contain a large proportion of Minoan
objects and many that may well be Minoan. The doubtful cases are usually bowls, which
are quite indeterminate, and a few vases which display Egyptian influence. In no case is

anything shown which can be proved by the results of excavation to be Syrian.

3. The costume and general appearance of the Keftians, apart from the kilt, is

31inoan and finds no contemporary parallel in Asia. The kilt may be a fashion which
we do not know, but it is certainly not Asiatic. The Keftians are nowhere distinguished

from the Islanders, who may have formed part of the Minoan Empire.

1. We cannot expect photographic accuracy in an artist who did not copy from a
model. All we can expect is a general impression of Minoans, and that is what we get.

We are then justified in regarding the Keftians as representatives of Minoan Crete and

—

especially when accompanied by the Men of the Isles—of her empire®,

^ P, (4' M., II, 2, tig. 4S0. Cf. Hall, Civ. Cr. Brovze Age^ 121, n.

- We cannot deny connexion between Crete and Mallus {P. o/ J/., ii, 2, p. 656), but that is no reason
for putting Keftiu there. Cf. also Hall, op. ci7., 203.

•' Cj. llcdl, Ilecneil ChanipoUioa^ 322.

^ See above, p. 76, note \.

The Keftian from the tomb of Puemra has an aquiline no.se. Is this a personal peculiarity, a slip of
the arti.sPs h.iiid or a confusion with the Semites around him^ The colour of his skin however is a true
‘•Keftian’* red. The same is true of one of the Keftians in Rekhmara; of. Hall, viii, 164.

Keftiu in fact could be used like ‘‘Rome” either in the narrow or broader meaning, i.e. either
geographically or politically, cf. Hall, Recveil ChampolUon, 323.
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It is now time to turn to the objects brought to light by excavation, which finally

prove the close connection between Keftin and Egypt.

In Crete the following works all date from the Early or Middle Eighteenth Dynasty

or are found with L.M. (Late Minoan) I and II pottery^ (PI, xxi).

1. From the palace of Agia Triada comes a typical vase of banded alabaster, found

with L.M. I pottery and two other vases in Cretan stone imitating well-known Eighteenth-

Dynasty shapes. From a chamber-tomb close by comes a steatite seal of Queen Tiyi,

found with L.M. 16 and a little L.M. II pottery^.

2. From the tombs of Kalyvia, the necropolis of Phaestos, come two similar vases

of alabaster. Unfortunately the chamber-tomb in which they were found was re-usod

in the immediately succeeding period, but the position of the vases seems to point to

their being part of the first interment, which took place in L.M. I®.

3. The Palace at Knossos has nothing of this period to show us, and we must turn

to its necropolis and to the great Royal Tomb at Isopata, where were discovered ten

alabaster vases of types ranging from the Hyksos Period to the middle of the Eighteenth

Dynasty, as well as beads, two ape-amulets and a frog-amulet, all of which can be

paralleled by finds in mid-Eighteenth-Dynasty contexts in Egypt. These objects, which

formed part of the original funerary furniture of the tomb, must have been deposited at

the end of L.M. 16 or at the beginning of L.M. ID.

4. At Pyrgos, on the great Minoan road which runs from sea to sea, was found a

L.M. \a larnax, which contained amethyst and carnelian beads, of shapes which, although

originating in the Hyksos Period, continue down into the first half of the Eighteenth

Dynasty

5. Palaikastron on the east coast of the island produced two Egyptian figurines of

ivory which, though found with L.M. I and II pottery, must probably be dated to the

Middle Kingdom. Whether they are survivals from the importations of a previous period

or were bought by some Keftian as ''genuine antiques’^ it is of course impossible to say^.

6. At Agios Onouphrios near Phaestos, there came to light a scarab of the mid-

Eighteenth Dynasty. Its context however is very corrupt, including Middle Kingdom
scarabs and E.M. pottery^.

7. From some unknown provenance comes an early Eighteenth-Dynasty scarab now
in the Candia Museum®.

The following vases from Egypt can all be dated to L.M. I (PL xxii).

1. At Anibe in Nubia a L.M. la squat bowl was found in an early Eighteenth-

Dynasty grave

2. From Arinant, the ancient Hermonthis near Luxor, came a similar squat bowl

in the British Museum which can be dated slightly later to L.M. 16, It has however

unfortunately no context^®.

^ As was said above, p. 75, n<*>te 1, the nimihers in heavy type hehn’e the references refer to my
Aegyptiaca^ where the basis for dating and the museum iiuiubers are given. Wherever details in thi^ priper

differ from those given in Aegyptio-na this is to be considered the revised version.

2 9, 10 ;
Moimiaenti xintichi, xiii, 62 ;

xiv, Too. - 19, 20 : Mon. Aitt., xiv, 554.

^ 31, 45; Evans, Prehistoric Tornhs^ 146 ff. ^ 57
;
P. fg J/., ii, 1, p. 75,

^ 52, 53; B.S.A. Supplement, i (1923), Unpahlishcd objects from PalaiJcastro., 125, PL xxvii ; Hall,

Civilization of Greece in the Bronze Age., 273, n.

^ 4 ;
Evans, Cretan Pictographs (Supplement), 105 ff.

® 68 ;
Candia Museum. Case 11, No. 52. Pennsyi cania Museum Journal, i, 47, hg. 31.

Brit. Mus. A. 651 ;
Perrot-Chipiez, Histoire de Fart, vi, 925, tig. 485 ;

Forsdyke, Cat. PI. viii

;

Hall, xieg. xirchaeology, PL xxi, et passim.

11-2
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3. From Gurob came another L.M. I a squat bowl from an early Eighteenth-Dynasty

grave^.

4. From the grave of Maket at Lahun, which can be dated to the reign of

Tiithmosis III, comes an L.M. 16 squat bowl,-

5. From another tomb of the reign of Tuthmosis III at Nakadah comes a stirrup

vase, which, since it was obviously not intrusive and is said by Petrie to be of a very

early type, may well be of this style

6. From a tomb of similar date at Sakkarah come a L.M. 16 squat bowl and a

shallow cup of the same date‘s.

7. From some unknown provenance come two L.M. la squat bowls in the Cairo

Museum and the magnificent L.M. 16 oenochoe now at Marseilles^.

No object which can be dated to L.M. II has as yet appeared in Egypt®, It is

perhaps possible to find a reason for this. Somewhere at the end of the 15th century b.c.

Crete suffered an overwhelming catastrophe, and it is possible, if not highly probable,

that this catastrophe overtook most of the island before it had reached the L.M. II stage

of culture. L.M. II was in fact a true Palace Style, originating at Knossos and at once

taken up by the rich inhabitants of Phaestos and Agia Triada, but only filtering through

gradually to the provinces. Thus while Knossos goes up in flames at the end of its

L.M. II period", as do Phaestos and Agia Triada^, this stage of development has not

been reached by Gournia^ and Mokhlos^® when the disaster overtakes them. Pseira

indeed has had time to import a few vases of the new style but she is destroyed before

that style becomes generaP^. Palaikastro has begun actually to enter the period proper^^,

but only a few houses, and those the richest, have any L.M. II stratum, and the fact

that the destruction of the whole town was obviously simultaneous clearly shows, when
taken in conjunction with a similar phenomenon at Zakro^^, that L.M. 16 in the provinces

is contemporary with L.M. II in the great centres.

Although, then, there is no L.M. II pottery from Egypt, yet we need not assume
that intercourse between the two countries ceased any great length of time before the

catastrophe took place, and we can also see that this catastrophe must have been com-
plete and must have wrecked the whole island simultaneously. Until then, however,
Egypt and Crete had the closest relations.

But with regard to L.M. Ill there is. a very different tale to tell. No L.M. Ill

pottery has been found in Egypt and in Crete there are but two Egyptian objects

in a context of this date (PI. xxiii).

1 Bninton and Engelbach, G^f/'oh^ PL xiii. - Petrie, Illahui, Kahun and Guroh, PI. xxvi.

3 Petrie and Quibell, Xaqnda (tad B<dla.^^ 69. The vase is unfortunately not illustrated. I do not
know where it i^^,

Firth and Gunn, PL xlii. I was at first inclined to see a mainland type in the shallow cup
on account of its high handle. The pattern within however is purely Minoan.

^ Cairo Museum, :2612.‘), 2G12G
;
Marseilles Museum, 1043. Cf. also P. o/ J/., ii, 2, p. 508, fio-. 312.

r. ofWP IT, 2, p. 538. " Evans, vii, 92.

^ \l<x\\A\(dTi\ Rendiconti deirAccadentia dei Linceij ^ Hawses (Journia 21 43.

Seager, A.J.A., xili, 285 fF.

Seager, Excet cations on thr Island of Pseira, 10 ff.

Kosanquet, B.iS.A., ix, 281.

Ibid. A further prodf perhaps is that at the little village of Platy up in the Lasithi Plain, where there
was no evidence of a disaster, L.M. Ill followed straight on to L.M, I; see B,S.A., xx.

1 use L.M. Ill (Late Minoan III) to designate Cretan pottery only; for the “Mycenaean - pottery
from the islands and the Greek mainland 1 use the term L.IL III (Late Helladic III).
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1. An alabaster vase from a tomb near Isopata^.

2. A late Eighteenth-Dynasty scarab from a tomb at Zapher Papoura^.

The Keftians no longer bring their presents, and the Amarna letters make no

mention of them^. It therefore seems as if this strong connexion and relationship,

which had lasted from the earliest times and which had become so close during the early

and middle Eighteenth Dynasty, was completely broken by the disaster which destroyed

the towns of Crete. We are probably justified in putting this break between the two

countries somewhere in the reign of Amenophis III, since it is in his reign that the last

mention of Keftiu occurs^, and since the scarab of his queen Tiyi from Agia Triada is

the latest datable Egyptian object found in Crete before the catastrophe.

Egypt and the Rest of the Aegean.

We now come to the relations of Egypt with the rest of the Aegean, particularly

with the mainland of Greece.

There can be no doubt in this case what the Egyptians called the inhabitants of the

Aegean. They are the ‘'People of the Isles in the midst of the Sea.'’ It is not surprising

that this term should apply to the mainland as well as to the islands, for not only is

the mainland of Greece insular in character, but also when the term was originally coined

it is very doubtful whether the Egyptians knew anything more of the inhabitants than

that they came from the midst of the sea—and were therefore, probably, all from some

island or other—and that they were all subject to Crete.

The references to them on the part of the Egyptians up to the middle of the Eighteenth

Dynasty are as follows:

1. The gods of Egypt and the Isles of the Sea ’".

2. The Isles of the Great Circle. (Tuthmosis I)®.

3. Causing thee to smite the dwellers in the Isles in the midst of the Sea. (Tuth-

mosis III)'^.

4. Filling the heart of the king in all foreign lands [and] the Isles in the midst of

the Sea. (Tuthmosis III)^.

5. Coming in peace of the Great Ones of Keftiu [and] the Isles in the midst of the

Sea. (Tomb of Rekhmara)^.

These references are scanty and vague enough, but after the reign of Amenophis III

—in the Amarna letters in fact—we begin to hear of the actual tribes who were probably

included in the Men of the Isles and are generally known nowadays as the Peoples of

the Sea.” Akhenaten mentions them generally and they seem to increase in importance

until we get the whole list of them in the accounts of the battles of Merenptah and

Ramesses III—Akaiwasha and Danauna, Zakaray and Shakalsha, Shardana and Lukki

and Pulesatha^®, showing that the Isles included some of the coast lauds of Asia Minor,

while a body of Danauna had appeared in Syria as early as the Amarna letters

1 46
;
Candia Museum, Case ^6, No. 1583. “ 47

;
Evans, PreJnstoric TomhA of Kno^sos^ Si).

3 We can hardly count the inscription of Ramesses II (Mariette, Ahj/doSj il, PI. 2^1 as he notoriously

copies his predecessors’ lists. In this inscription in fact he also mentions Naharin, which had ceased to exi^t.

Nor can two late Nineteenth-Dynasty scrawls prolong the life of the Keftians. Cf Hall, C.B.U.A.^ 207.

L., 2)., Ill, 88a. ^ Gardiner, Die Erziddung des Sinuhe^ Taf. 12a, line 211, pp. 12, 13.

Breasted, Ancient Records^ li, 73. ' Op, at., ii, G60.

^ Birch, Meinoires de la Societe Impericde des Aniiquaircs de France, xxiv, 1S87-S, 4.

Sethe, Url\, iv, 1098, 14. See Hall, B.S.A., viii, 175 ff.

Letter 151, in WincklePs edition.
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The finds tell the same story. No Egyptian object has been found in a Middle

Helladic or in a Middle Cycladic context. No M.H. or M.C. object has been found in

Egypt Pottery of the succeeding period, Early Mycenaean or L.H. I, has only appeared

once in Egypt and then in a very doubtful context—the ‘‘pits of the dogs” at Abusir^.

Pottery of the Middle Mycenaean or L.H. II period is not found in Egypt, unless we

accept one very doubtful example which is well out of its context in the tomb of

Menthuherkhepshef of the Nineteenth Dynasty at Thebes ^ (PI. xxii).

1. From Mycenae in the Early Mycenaean period come two objects which may be

Egyptian, though I can find no parallel to them in Egypt. Both are faience vases from

the shaft-graves, and on one is the earliest representation of a Shardana warrior^. From

a tomb of this period or early in the next comes a fragment of an Old Kingdom stone

bowF. From another chamber-tomb dated to Middle Mycenaean times comes a mid-

Eighteenth-Dynastv alabaster vase, which may well have been brought over from Crete,

since it was found with another vase of Egyptian alabaster but Minoan workmanship

and a L.M. II vase of the true Palace Style®. W e must also add, though this was quite

unstratified, the little faience ape, bearing a cartouche of Amenophis II, which was found

somewhere on the Acropolis'^.

2. From the Argive Heraeum comes an early Eighteenth-Dynasty scarab found with

Early ^Mycenaean pottery®. An alabaster vase and a faience vase, found with Middle

^Mycenaean pottery in the tholos, may well be importations from Crete, since a number

of Chetan objects—steatite lamps, etc*—were found with them^.

3. At Yaphio, in the undisturbed pit in the tholos, dated to Middle Mycenaean times,

was found a baggy vase of banded alabaster of mid-Eighteenth-Dynasty shape, together with

a silver spoon and a pointed alabaster amphora^®. Here again there is the possibility of

their having been imported from Crete, since the famous gold cups found with them are

certainly of Minoan fabric.

Taking these two periods, Early and Middle Mycenaean (L.H. I and II), together, we

find that there are at the most two objects of the period in Egypt, one of which is in

a much later deposit; and that from the three sites on the Mainland, Mycenae, the

Argive Heraeum and Yaphio, come eleven Egyptian objects of a date not later than the

middle of the Eighteenth Dynasty, of which two may not be Egyptian at all, one is

quite unstratified and six may well have been brought over from Crete and not direct

from Egypt (PI. xxi).

But when we come to the Late Mycenaean or L.H. Ill period, it is obvious that

something has occurred to throw Egypt and the ^‘Peoples of the Isles” together^^.

^ Tlic shenls from Lahuii (British Museum A. 278-9, called

—

faiite de mieux—Middle Helladic) are

SyriaTi and, ^Ir. R. W. Hutcliinson tells me, can be paralleled from Sedment.

- Arv/iaoloifischer Aiizeifiei^ 1899, 57, fig. 1.

^ Davies, Fice Thalxui Tohihs^ PI. xli. It may well, however, be a very “provincial” example of

L.^r. 16. 89
,
90

; Schuchhardt’s Schlieniann^ 213 and 208, fig. 198.

- 97 ;
from tomb 518. Athens National Museum. Case 53.

98
;
Bosanquet, J.II.S,, xxiv, 324, PI. xivc.

85
;
Hall, viii, 188, fig. 30. « 105

;
Blegen, A.J.A., 1925, 427.

103
,
104

;
XXV, 336.

72-74
;
Ts<nintas, ’E(^7;/[xepts 1889, 153, 154, PL vii, 17, 18.

I use the term “ People of the Isles ” because the pottery following, while totally clifiTerent in fabric,

and in most of the patterns, particularly those on the shoulders of stirrup vases, from that of Crete, is of

a type which is common enough in the Argolid but especially frequent in Rhodes and, to some extent, in

Cyprus. Tlie term therefore implies the inhabitants of the Aegean excluding Crete.
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The evidence is as follows (PL xxiv)^:

1. From Abydos comes a stirrup vase, unstratified above an early Eighteenth-

Dynasty house and another stirrup vase also unstratified from Gadra^.

2. From Asyut comes a stirrup vase, context unknown^.
3. From Aswan comes a stirrup vase from an early Nineteenth-Dynasty grave

4. From Balabish come four stirrup vases and two pilgrim bottles, all from the

late Eighteenth-Dynasty cemetery^.

5. From Gurob come nineteen stirrup vases in deposits ranging from the reign of

Amenophis HI or Akhenaten to that of Eamesses II; a stirrup vase, a piece of a jug

and part of a filler which belong to the very beginning of the style
;
and another stirrup

vase—these last four unstratified

6. From Memphis comes a sherd from a stirrup vase, unstratified, from the temple

of Merenptah of the Nineteenth Dynasty®.

7. From Mostai comes a stirrup vase from a necropolis of the Nineteenth Dynasty
which has been re-used in the Twentieth Dynasty^®.

8. From Eifah come two stirrup vases and a jug from the late Eighteenth-Dynasty

tombs

9. From Eikkah come three stirrup vases and a pilgrim bottle from Eighteenth-

Dynasty or later burials

10. From Sakkarah comes a stirrup vase said to be from a Fifth-Dynasty grave^^!

11. From Sedment come three stirrup vases and one jug, all from late Eighteenth-

Dynasty deposits

12. From Tell el-Amarnah come countless fragments of bowls, jars, cups, goblets,

jugs, bottles, and stirrup vases, from the city of Akhenaten {i.e. c. 1370-1340)^^.

13. From Thebes come stirrup vases from the modern Kurnah^^, a cup and sherds

from the palace of Amenophis III^" (to which may be added a stirrup vase said to come
from the grave of a grandson of Pinezem I of the Twenty-first Dynasty; if it does, it

is a case of later re-use, for the vase is certainly considerably earlier

From some unknown provenance come five stirrup vases in the Cairo MuseunC®.

1 All this pottery following belongs to the first half of the Late Mycenaean period (Ij.H. Ilia), No
Late Mycenaean B (L.!!. III6; has yet appeared in Egypt, cf. Eorsdyke, Cittnlo<jiLe of hi the British

Museum^ i, 1, p. xliii.

- Petrie, Ahydos^ ill, PL Iviii.

^ Edgar, Catalogue of Greek Vases hi the Cairo Maseum^ No. 26120.

^ Cairo Museum, 46224.

^ Elephantine Museum. Fimrnen, Die Krctisck-Mgkeiiische Kidiifr^ 90.

Wainwright, Balabish^ PL xxv. Cairo Museum, 47084.

' Eorsdyke, Catalogue^ A 081-983.

^ Petrie, Kahuu, Gurob and Ilatcara^ PL xxviii
;

Illahini^ Kahun and Gurob^ Pis. xvii, xix, xx
;

Engelbach and Brunton, Guroh^ PL xxix
;
Boat, Garob^ PL xvii. Cairo Museum, 47070

;
British Museum,

A 981-980
;
Ashmolean ^hiseum, 801-803.

^ Voitrie, Memphis^ ii, PL xxii. Ann. Scri\^ xii, 209-213. Cairo Museum, 43735.

Petrie, Gizeh and Rifeh, Pis. xxiii, xxvii. Engelbach, Riqqeh, PL xxii.

Furtwaengler, MgkenischeVasen, 31, No. 150.

Petrie and Brunton, Sedment, Pis. lix, Ixv. Cairo Museum, 47011
;
Ashmolean Miuseum.

Petrie, Tell el-Amarna, Pis. xxvi-xxx
;
Borchardt, Mittheilungen des Deutsehen Orientalgesellsrhuft,

52 (1913), 53 ;
Foi’sJyke, Catidogue, 183 tf. British Museum, A 090-009

;
British School at Athens, etc.

Edgar, Catalogue, 3. Cairo Museum, 26131. Arch, Anz., 1899, 57.

Hall, Oldest Cirilization of Greece, tig. 28. British Museum, 22821.

Cairo Museum, 26127, 26128, 26130, 26132, 26133.
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Examining the above list we see that wherever these vases are found in an undisturbed

deposit that deposit is of the reign of Amenophis III or later.

The Eg^’ptian objects which have been found in the Aegean also go to show that

the connexion had suddenly strengthened. They, again, may be summed up most
conveniently as follows (PL xxiii)i:

1. In chamber-tomb 2 at Asine, Persson discovered the half of an Old Kingdom
hornblende-porphyry bowl, and the ivory head of a duck, which may be dated with
great probability to the Eighteenth Dynasty^.

2. Inside the doorway of chamber-tomb 2 at Dendra the same excavator found
an alabaster vase^.

3. Mycenae at this period seems to have imported a large number of Egyptian
objects. From a house north-east of the Lion Gate come the fragments of two faience

plaques, one inscribed with the name of Amenophis III, the other with the beginning of

the royal name^. From a house to the south-west of the Acropolis comes a scarab

bearing the name of Queen Tiyi-^. From tomb 49 comes a blue faience vase inscribed

with the name of Amenophis III®. From some other chamber-tomb appear three wine-
jars of a type very uncommon before the ^Amarnah period'^; the pottery in this case is

unfortunately not given. In tomb 526 were discovered two scarabs which approximate
to types common in the reign of Amenophis IIP. From the unstratified earth obstruct-

ing the doorway and dromos of the ‘‘Treasury of Atreus’’ comes an alabaster vase^;
while from a similar unstratified deposit in the “Tomb of Clytaemnestra ” comes another
vase of the same type^®.

4. From under the temple of Poseidon at Calauria comes an early Eighteenth-
Dynasty scarab, which is however in a safe Late Mycenaean deposit

5. The tholos at Menidi has produced four pottery amphorae similar to those from
]\Iycenae mentioned above, datable to the end of the Eighteenth Dynasty. The
context ill which they were found is unfortunately mixed, but they probably belonged
to the earliest interment^-.

6. An alabaster vase from Chalcis in Euboea is said to come from one of the Late
Mycenaean tombs excavated by Papavasileiou, though it is not mentioned in his publica-
tion

7. In tomb 39 at lalyvsos in Rhodes were found three scarabs, one bearing the name
of Amenophis III, the two others being possibly a little later^"^.

* riiles» >t,ite4 thry aiv .ill well .stratitied in Late Mycenaean (L.H. IIIj deposits.
149, 150 ; K‘r^^on, IM. xxxix. 148; Persson, Kungagraven i Dendra^ 1.50.

* 86, 87; Ts(»uutaft, ’Kr/>, 1801, PL iii
;
^^ewell, xxvi (1904), 258.

88; Lsountas, A](p. 1SS7, PL xiii.

*’ 91 ; Ts<uuitas, tigs. 10, 10^/.

‘ 92, 94; Ibountas, sivKrjvaL, 213 L, tigs. 1, 2.

95, 96; ('niiihindtjo Aw'und (Illubtratioiis), i, IfJG. 99- BH A x''v .356
100; XXV, 367.

;
this luistratitled in Aeggptiaca.

151 ; Ath. iHUo, .300 tL, tig. 20. I was wrong in calling

153, 156; Lolling, Kvpp^Agrah hei Mniidi, PL ix, 1~4.

287; Athens National Museum, Terracotta Room I, Case 173, No. 13645.
iorsd\kc, ././/.A., xxxi, 114. For farther evidence see my report in the forthcoming publication of

lalysos by Protessor Mauiri. The scarab of Amenophis III is Brit. Mus., 70-10-8, 130; Hall, Catalogue
of Syfrnhs, No. P.)lo. It was erroneously said by Fiirtwangler-Loschke, Mgk. (Text), PL E, 1, p. 75
to be fastened to a ring of silver wire.

^
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8. From Kameiros in Rhodes come three late Eighteenth-Dynasty scarabs unstrati-

fiedK It is also noteworthy (c/. above, p. 86, note 11) that most of the pottery of this

period found in Egypt is of a distinctly Rhodian type.

We thus obtain a total from eight sites of

:

1. Egyptian objects stratified in Late Mycenaean (L.H. Ill) deposits:

() Datable before the reign of Amenophis III, 2.

() Datable to the reign of Amenophis or later, 15.

(c) Datable before or after the reign of Amenophis, 4. A total of 21.

2. Egyptian objects unstratified of the reign of Amenophis III or later, 6.

We are now in a position to look at the combined evidence from Egypt, Crete and

the rest of the Aegean, and to summarize the results obtained.

1. The Keftians are the Cretans. They appear regularly throughout the Eighteenth

Dynasty until the reign of Amenophis III, when mention of them ceases.

2. Egyptian objects are common in Crete until the end of L.M. II, when they

practically disappear. A seal of queen Tiyi, wife of Amenophis III, is the latest datable

object found before the fall of the Minoan power.

3. Cretan pottery of L.M. I, a style which in many parts of Crete lasts until the

catastrophe, is found in Egypt until just before the reign of Amenophis III. No L.M.

Ill pottery is found in Egypt.

4. The People of the Isles are the inhabitants of the Aegean, including the mainland

of Greece. Mention of them is rare and vague until the reign of Amenophis III.

5. Egyptian objects are very rare and confined to three sites on the mainland

during the Early and Middle Mycenaean periods (L.H. I and II), and in most cases may

well be imports via Crete. In the Late Mycenaean (L.H. Ill) period, however, a flood of

Egyptian objects appears, many of which can be dated to the reign of Amenophis III.

6. Early and Middle Mycenaean pottery appears only twice in Egypt, in both cases

in very doubtful contexts. Late Mycenaean however appears in enormous quantities,

and its first appearance is in the reign of Amenophis III.

Historical Conclusions.

It is clear that the opening of relations between Egypt and the Mainland and

Islands coincides with the fall of the Minoan state and the destruction of its political

and commercial importance, and it is difficult to believe that there is not some historical

connexion between these two facts. The date can be put somewhere in the reign of

Amenophis III.

No satisfactory explanation of the disaster which overtook the Cretan cities has been

put forward^. It has been generally attributed to the men of the Mainland, who, desirous

of the treasures of the great palaces, or chafing under the foreign yoke, swarmed down

on to the island and in the spirit of a Danish raid on East Anglia sacked and burned the

cities, retiring to leave heaps of smoking ruins, to which the survivors crept back,

dispiritedly to rebuild and carry on the old culture. This theory however will not

explain the facts. No mere raiding parties would desolate the island so completely and

^ British Museum, 64-10-7. 904, 60-2-1. 105, and Gem Room, Gase 60 k, Xo. 254.

2 Cambridge Ancient History, ii, 442 tf. Sir Arthur Evans, P. of JL, ii, 1, p. 320, gives reasons for

supposing the overthrow of Knossos, at least, to be due to an earthquake ;
the destruction of the cities as

a whole, however, must be attributed to human agency. Myres and Frost, Rho, 1914, 458, just stop short

of making the suggestion which I give below.

Joum. of Egypt. Arch. xiv. 12
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bring utter and simultaneous destruction alike on palace and small town. Such an ex-

pedition as this savage devastation implies would need great organization and what must
practically have amounted to a united effort and an alliance for a particular purpose.

At the time of its downfall Crete shows no weakness; no scattered shiploads of vikings

could have laid her low.

Nor can it have been for the purposes of colonization. The lingering, dying civiliza-

tion of L.M. Ill shows hardly a trace of mainland influence^.

It cannot have been mere revenge for former supremacy. That is not how things

happen. The French did not pursue the English across the Channel in the I5th century

A.D., nor did the Americans attempt an invasion after driving the English from the

colony. I do not say that revenge did not enter into the matter. We may take the

story of Theseus and see how perhaps the continued tribute of youths and maidens to the

bull-rings of Minos may have been the "'scrap of paper” that united the powerful

Minoan colonies and dominions in the Aegean against their masters. But the cause is

deeper than that, and perhaps the evidence may be interpreted as follows.

In L.M. I and II Crete possessed an empire which extended over a large part of the

southern mainland of Greece as well as the islands-. This empire had probably become
to a large extent independent, though subject to tribute, and, increasing in prosperity,

desired an outlet. The most profitable trade in the Eastern Mediterranean at that time
was undoubtedly the Egyptian trade, and it was of that trade, as we have seen above,

that Crete obviously held the monopoly. To what straits the overseas dominions were
reduced may perhaps be seen from the legend of Jason, who is the first to attempt to

open up the wealth of the Black Sea**^, This attempt was hazardous in the extreme, nor
were the results particularly rich when compared with the wealth accumulated by Crete

as the result of her monopoly of the Egyptian markets. Accordingly, we may imagine,

these subjects of ^linos banded themselves together, perhaps under Theseus^, and,
the enormity of the tribute of youths and maidens arousing national enthusiasm, they
collected their fleets and set out deliberately to destroy the power of Crete and to open
up the way to Egypt and to fortune. M as there a great sea battle in which the galleys

of Minos were overwhelmed by the long ships of the Men of the Isles? Was the power
of Knossos already broken by an earthquake? Was there treachery and a rising of the
poj)ulace ? e shall never know. But after that wild year Crete lay in the dust, and
desolation reigned from Agia Triada to Palaikastro, and her destroyers sailed away, as
two hundred years later departed the ravagers of Troy. Surely that is how it happened.

The hard-won trade between Egypt and the Aegean opens at once, but it has its

difficulties. Mainland and islands have never been at unity for long, and, just as after
the united effort of the Persian Mar the old jealousies broke out, so now the allies

^ See pfirticuLirly ^[nekcn/ie, L.S.A., xi, ’220 ft. Xo Minvan pottery, even of the latest fabric, has been
found in Crete, and the Lret.in stirrup va^^cs, for instance, could never be confused with Rhodian or
Algol ic example^.

1 lie o\ erw heluiingly Mino.in character of the Mycenaean civilization of South Greece can only be so
exptuned. l>ut was it a deliberate conquest, a gradual exteiibion of trading centres or the act of some
disowned Minoan chief, who like ^[osihkatze in Matahelelaiid, may have founded a new dominion I

Jf it is objected that the Argonauts are traditionally only a generation before the Trojan AVar it must
be leineiabeied thrit thev are of the suine generation as The.seus. Traditional history always telescopes
important events and characters.

^

Aichaeology is tlie champion of tradition, and w^c have no reason to cast aside the one man whom
ancient tiaditiun connected, it not with the fall of Knossos, at least with the liberation of her subjects.
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separated, many of them no doubt to return to a congenial life of petty local fighting

and robbery. With the fall of the Minoan thalassocracy the Mediterranean was made
safe for piracy. It is no mere coincidence that towards the end of his reign Amenophis III

has to increase his coastal police to check the Lycians and others who disturbed the

peace of the seas around the Delta This sudden necessity must have arisen very shortly

after the fall of Crete.

So began the connexion of Egypt with the Aegean. Crete was so utterly wiped out

that we need not be surprised at the Atlantis legend, whose claims to historical accuracy

Mr. Frost has so fascinatingly put forward-. It must have seemed exactly as if the

island had sunk, for here were these Peoples of the Sea, of whose existence somewhere
on the far side of Crete the Egyptians had been vaguely aware, coming direct to Egypt
with their wares exactly as if Crete had never existed.

These relations, once established, are peacefully kept up for a century and a half,

even through the troubles of Akhenaten’s reign and those of his successors^. But in the

reign of King Merenptah Egypt was threatened with a desperate attack, not only from
her neighbours the Libyans, but by a confederacy of the Peoples of the Sea and in their

black ships come the Achaeans and the Shakalsha, the Tursha and the Lycians swinging

their long swords and thirsty for the wealth of Egypt. The old Pharaoh broke the in-

vaders at the battle of Piari and Egypt had peace for a generation, until in the time of

Kamesses III the Isles were again restless and disturbed among themselves, and Egypt
again had to face a joint invasion by land and sea. But Pharaoh is a general and the

Peoples of the Sea are trapped and slaughtered, and Egypt is troubled no more.

The leadership of this second invasion has been attributed with great probability to

Agamemnon the son of Atreus^. This not only fits in with the accepted date of the

Trojan War, but, as I hope to show, goes far towards explaining it.

What however nothing will explain is the more than Pelopid stupidity of these two
invasions. The Peoples of the Sea and Egypt, as we have seen, had traded peacefully

with one another for nearly two centuries. Some of the Tursha had even settled in

Egypt®, and the Shardana were mercenaries in Pharaoh’s service. There is no doubt
that it was the Aegean which benefited most from this intercourse, and this makes
the sudden hostility all the more inexplicable^. In any case the result was utterly

disastrous to Achaea. After her escape from this latest danger, Egypt shuts herself up.

* Amarna Letters, 28 CWinckler). Breasted, Illstunj of Eg fjpt, 338; Cuiahridge Aucifut IlUtorg^u^ U8-

^ XXXIII, 191 ff.

^ Cf. the list of })ottery above and the many imitations of stirrup vases in faience, f.g. von JhsNing,

Fagencegefasise in cleoi Cairo Museum, '21 f., 3676, 3677 ; At/o Mitt., 1898, Bl. viii, 6, 7, in alabaster.

Griffith, Tell el-Tahudigeh, PL xv, Xo. 15. Cf. Hall, C.C.B.A., 222.

Myres and Frost, A7m, 1914, 446 ffi, refer this invasion tt> the getieration of the Argonauts. But now
that Atreus seems to have become a historical character, it is difficult to dissociate him from the leader-

ship of the Achaeans and Sea Peoples.

^ Myres and Frost, Klio, 1914, 446 fi’.

® They had settled particularly at Guroh, where Petrie found their cemetery hvf. Petrie, Kohmi, (Joroh

and Haicara, 33, 36, 40). It is to settlements such as these that I would attribute the coarsely-made
stirrup vases which are usually considered to be Egyptian imitations.

^ Are we to imagine a sudden reversal of policy by the new “Achaean" dynasty of Atreus, or may the
“political circles” of Achaea have been misinformed, and led to believe that Egypt would be overwhelmed
by the Libyan invasion, and that their only chance of reaping any profit would be to join the invaders and
share the spoils ? AVe have of course no evidence for this. But I think we are justified in giving the
Heroic Age of Greece its place in the general history of the Eastern Mediterranean.

12-2
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There is no more commercial intercourse. Egyptian ports are closed and the appearance

of a sail on the horizon is a call to arms^. Achaea is cut off from her great source

of wealth; where can she turn?^ Asia Minor is a nest of pirates and the Hittites are

still strong enough to resist foreign influence. There are two possibilities, the West

and the Black Sea. Eemembering the attempts of Jason, in the days when once before

Egypt had been a closed country, and the wealth of Colchis with which the Argonauts had

returned, the chiefs of Achaea turn to the Black Sea. But in the days of Jason

Troy had not yet become the strong and powerful city that she now was, keeping the

Black Sea trade as her pet preserve, just as two centuries earlier Crete had kept the

Egyptian trade So history repeated itself, and this time too men could find a senti-

mental reason for a war of economic necessity. As previously it may have been the

human tribute for the bull-ring so now it was the rape of Helen which united the scattered

states. The Achaeans may have felt that they were fighting for Helen and their

honour; actually they were fighting as their forefathers had fought for their prosperity

and their power among nations.

In these pages I have suggested that the downfall of Crete was due, not to a

wild barbaric raid with mere aimless looting and destruction as its object, nor to a

colonizing impulse on the part of the Mainland, but to the economic necessities of the

powerful Cretan colonies in the Aegean and their desire to control the rich commerce
with Egypt.

Secondly I have very tentatively suggested that the stupid and violent rupture of

these hard-won relations with Egypt was the direct cause of the Trojan War and ultimately

of the downfall of the Achaean power.

My evidence is drawn from Egypt alone, and is confined to the tangible results of

excavation. It can be supplemented by a comparison of the artistic influences exercised

both by Egypt on Crete and the Aegean and by Crete and the Aegean on Egypt But
into that difficult country I have not ventured.

^ Cf. Odyssey 14, 1. 245 ff.

2 Far a hint of this see Xilsson, The Miaoan-Mycenaean Religion^ 39.

3 And as many centuries later the Carthaginians and Phoenicians kept the trade with Britain and
Spain. T. W. Allen has objected that the Black Sea trade of that time was not worth having, but of that

we have no proof one way or the other, except that the Argonauts thought it worth while trying and when
we get into the historical period it was certainly extremely rich. The alternative theory that the cause of

the Trojan War was a colonizing impuhe can hardly be upheld since no colonies were founded till centuries

later and in any case it was not Troy which stood in the way but the dying Hittite Empire.
^ See particularly H. Frankfort’s Chapter i in The Mural Paintings of El ^Aniarneh.
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The following abbreviations have been used in quoting periodicals

:

A.E. = Ancient Egypt.

A.J.A. ^ American Journal of Archaeology.

A.J.S.L.= American Journal of Semitic Languages.

Ann. Serv.~ Annales du Sei'vice des Antiquiies

d'igypte.

A.Z.=Zeitschnft far dgyptiscke Sprache.

B.M.F.A.y Boston ^Bxdletin of the Museum of Fine

Arts., Boston.

B.M.M.A.— Bulletin of the Metropolitan Miiseuni of

Art., Mew York.

B.P,W. = Berliner Philologische Wochenschrift.

B.S.R.G.E. = Bulletin de la Societe Royale de Geo-

graphic d^igypte.

Bull. Inst. fr. d^arch. or. — Bulletin de Vlnstitut

frangais d^archeologie orientale du Caire.

Ckron. Eg.— Chronique d^igypte.

D.L.Z. = Deutsche Literaturzeitung.

I. L.N. — Illustrated London Mews.

J. A.O.S.— Journal of the American Oriental Society.

J.M.E.O.S.— Journal of the Manchester Egyptian

and Oriental Society.

J.R.A.I. — Journal of the Royal Anthropological In-

stitute.

J.R.A.S.— Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society.

J.S,O.R.= Journal of the Society of Oriental Re-

search.

Liverpool A nnals= Annals of Archaeology and
Anthropology published by the University of

Liverpool.

O.L.Z. = Orientalistische Literaturzeitung.

Q.

S.P.E.F. = Quarterly Statement of the Palestine

Exploration Fund.

Rev. arch. = Revue archeologique.

R.E.A.= Revue de VEgypte ancienne.

W.Z.K.M. — ^Viener Zeitschrift fur die Kunde des

Morgenlandes,

Z.D.M.G.— Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenland-

gesellschaft.

Je tiens a dire en eommen9ant ce bulletin bibliographique, et de la fa9on la plus nette, Timpression

que j’eprouve d’avoir compulse les nombreuses fiches dont je presente ici le groupement. L’egyptologie,

comme beaucoup de disciplines speciales, est en train de s’enliser dans un marecage d’erudition. Qui pent

se vanter de pouvoir suivre encore le mouvement de la science ? J’ai eu k peu pr^s tout en mains, je me
suis bien garde de tout lire et meme de tout parcourir. A quoi bon ? On recommence taut de fois les

memes taches, plus ou moins bien, faute de savoir qu’on les a dej^, accomplies. Ma consolation, en faisant

ce travail de bibliographic, interrorapu trop souvent par mes autres travaux, est d’arriver, peut-etre, k

eviter k Ihin ou I’autre de mes collogues une perte de temps. La Fondation Egyptologique Reine Elisabeth

reunissant a peu prfes toute la bibliographic de Tegyptologie, au jour le jour, se doit d en mettre le bilan

sous les yeux du public savant. Peut-etre certains me reprocheront-ils d'avoir commis des erreurs ou

des oublis, de ne pas avoir suivi le classement ideal. Mieux que n^importe qui, je me rends compte des

nombreuses lacunes et des imperfections de mon travail. J’ai fait de mon mieux et j’esp^re qu’on voudra

bien se demander, avant d’etre trop severe, si I’on pourrait faire davantage sans dist>oser de nombreux
collaborateurs devoues. Je tiens k dire, comme I’annee passee, combien les releves de rOrientalistische

Literaturzeitung m’ont ete precieux. Mr. G. Bovy, bibliothecaire de la Fondation, a de nouveau assemble

avec soin les fiches des divers unites bibliographiques qui lui passaient sous les yeux.

Je voudrais formuler un voeu : les auteurs ne pourraient-ils prendre 1’habitude de donner a leurs travaux

des titres indiquant avec precision la portee de leurs publications
;
ou voudraient-ils s’habituer k resumer

eux-m^mes le r^sultat de leurs etudes en quelques lignes k la fin de leurs articles et de leurs livres ? Ils

simplifieraient singuli^rement la tdche des bibliographes et empecheraient de multiples erreurs.

Bihliographie

:

H. Gauthier, Bulletin bibliographique 1925-26, dans le B.S.R.G.E.., xiv, 217-43;
J. J. Marquet de Vasselet, Repertoire des catalogues du Musee du Louvre, Paris; Catalogue de la

Bibliotheque idouard Maville., Geneve
;
Compte-rendu par W. Wreszinski, dans O.L.Z.., xxx, col. 159-60

de Ida A. Pratt, Ancient Egypt, Sources of information in the Mew York Public Library (1925). La
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publication longtemps attendue de Bertha Porter et Rosalind L. B. Moss a commence a paraltre sous

le titre: Topographical Bibliography of ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphic Texts, Reliefs and Paintings.

I. The Theban Necropolis, Oxford. Cest le premier essai de veritable systematique en egyptologie.

Conservation.

A. S[cott], Laboratory Notes: Egyptian leather roll of the seventeenth century B.C., dans The Brit.

Mas. Quarterly, ii, pi. xxxiv a, h, with a note by H. R. H[all], expliqiie par quels precedes il a ete

possible de derouler le rouleau de cuir B.M. 10250. A. Gradenwitz, La Reparation dune statuette antique

par Ielectrolyse, dans La Science et la rie, avril 1927, 347 et 2 fig., decrit le traitement d’un bronze d’Isis.

A. Lucas, The Necklace of Queen Aahhotep in the Cairo Museum of Antiquities, dans Ann. Serv., xxvii,

69-71, donne le resultat d’un examen technique du collier decrit differemment par Bissing et Vernier.

Armingon, Zc Reginxe des antiquites et des fouilles en Egypte, Paris, dans la Re cue politique et parle-

'mentaire, cxxxiii, no. 396 (1927), 296-308, discute le probleme des concessions de fouilles et du partage

des objets decouverts. M. Pillet, Les Causes de la destruction des ruines de Karnak, dans le Bull, de

rlast. (TEgypte, ix, 136, resume line communication qui formera un chapitre du prochain Guide descriptif

de Karucik. F. Cabrol, Courrier Anglais. En Egypte. Fouilles, dans la Revue des Questions historiques,

1927, 195-6, est une courte note sur TOsireion d’Abydos et le grand sphinx de Gtzeh.

Vuir aussi Jean Capart, La Tombe aux Gaepes, dans Chron. Eg., ii (1927), 116-8 avec 1 fig.

Fouilles et Travaux.

J. II. Breasted decrit les travaux divers engages par son institut, dans une brochure sans date : The

Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago. On remarquera sur la couverture la photographie d’un

pectoral au nora d’Amenemhat III, decouvert k Megiddo. Voir aussi : Breasted*s latest discoveries dans

El Palacio (Santa Fe), xxii, 521-2.

Miss W. M. Crompton, Recent Excavations in Egypt, dans le J.M.E.O.S., xiii, 19-20, resume les

dernikres trouvailles et insiste sur la decouverte du tombeau du prince Hardadef k Gtzeh.

J. Bairii:, The Glamour of Near East Excavation, Londres, 1927, contient deux remarquables photos

int'dites des fouilles de Reisner a Gtzeh : Boat-pit et Tomb of Kar.

Je n’ai pas vu R. Eustace, Hidden treasures of Egypt, Londres.

alter V RESZiNSRi public un important rapport sur une expedition en Egypte au cours de laquelle

il a visitu de nombreuses localites pen connues : Bericht nher die photographische Expedition von Kairo his

Waih Haifa zicecks Abschluss der Materudsammlung fur rneinen Atlas zur altdgyptischen Kulturgeschichte,

Halle, dans les Schnften der Konigsberger Gelehrten Gesellschaft, iv. Geisteswissenschaft. Klasse, avec

77 planches. L ne courte notice est publiee par Pauteur sous le titre: Photographische Expedition nach
Aegypten und Aubien, dans Forsekungen und Fortschritte, iii, 199-200; un compte-rendu dans A.E.,

1927, 94.

X. Reich public dans le J.A.O.S., XLVii, 273-4, un compte-rendu de J. Baikie, Egyptian Papyri and
Papyrus-Hunting (1925).

O. Ivoefoed-Petersen, dans O.L.Z., xxx (1927), col. 97-9, resume I’histoire des fouilles en Egypte
publit'e par G. Howardy, Fra Faraos Land, Copenhagen, 1925.

el-Melek. Le memoire de A. Scharff (1926) est I’objet de corapte-rendus par H. Bonnet, dans
O.L.Z., xxx, col. 467-9, et H. Kees, dans D.L.Z., xlviii, col. 2006-11. Bonnet exprime des doutes au
sujet des conclusions gench'ales de Scharff.

Ahydos. Une courte note sur les travaux du cenotaphe de Sethi dans la Revue des Musees et Collections
archeologiques, ii, 324, marque une certaine lenteur dans I’information.

E) meat. I.L.A

.

publient dans leur numero 4586 du 12 mars, 429, avec 2 figg., une note sur le Serapeum
d’Errnent decouvert par R. Mond. Voir aussi A.J.A., xxxi, 361.

Fayyiim. Miss G. Caton-Thompson, Explorations in the Northern Fayurn, dans Antiquity, i, .326-40
a\ec 8 planches, continue a publier les resultats de ses importantes recherches. Son memoire sur The
neolithic industry of the Northern Fayurn Desert (1926) est analyse par S. Reinach, dans la Rev. Arch.,
XXVI, 304.

Gizeh. Deux courtes notices sont publiees dans Archiv fur Orientforschung, iv, 39 et 117.
La tombe de la mere de Kheops a ^te I’objet de nombreus commentaires : A Pharaonic burial of the

Pyramid Age, The oOOO-years-old tomb of the mother of Cheops, dans I.L.N., no. 4588, 26 mars, 537-9 et
figg.; J. Capart, La Mire de Kheops, dans Chron. Kg., no. 4, 126-9; Queen Hetepheres, dans Art and
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Archaeology^ xxiv, 191
;
Hetep-Heres, Mother of Cheops^ dans A.J,A.^ xxxi, 361 ; La Tomhe secrete de la

reine Retepheres^ dans Beaux Arts, v, 130 ; S. Keinach, La Tortibe de la mere de Cheops, dans Rev. Arch.,

XXV, 393; G. A. Reisner, And the Tomb teas empty, dans El Palacio, xxii, 522; id., Hetep-Heres,

mother of Cheops, dans B.M.F.A., Boston, xxv, special number; id., The archaeological significance of the

tomb of Hetep-heres, dans Art and Archaeology, xxiv, 89-93 et 5 tigg. ; id., The Tomb of Queen Hetep-heres,

dans B.M.F.A., Boston, xxv, 54; The 5000-years mystery toinh of Hetepheres: the mother of Cheops, dans

L.L.N., no. 4586, 12 mars, 436-7 et figg.
;
The Tomb of Queen Hetepheres, dans Antiquity, i, 216-18 et 2 pi.

La tombe de Meresankh est decrite dans les travaiix suivants : G. A. Reisner, The Torah of Meresankh,

a great-granddaughter of Queen Hetep-Reres I and Sneferuio, dans B.M.F.A., Boston, xxv, 63-79 et

20 figg.; ID., The first recorded fair hair on “a brow of Egypt. A remarkable painted tomb discovered at

Giza, dans I.L.N., no. 4603, 69 et figg.; La tomhe de la petitefille de Cheops, dans Rev. Arch., xxvi, 180;

Granite Sarcophagus of Princess Meres-Ankh, dans B.M.F.A., Boston, xxv, 60.

Les fouilles de H. Junker dans les mastaVjas sont decrites dans Vorlaufige Bericht uher die fnnfte

Grabung der Akademie bei den Pyramiden von Gizek, dans le Anzeiger der Akad. d. 117^-5. in Wien, phil.-

hist. Klasse, 1927, no. xili, 94-160 avec 10 pi. et un plan, resumees par leur auteur: Die Grahungen der

Akad. d. Wiss. in Wien auf der Nekropole bei den Pyramiden von Gise, Winter 1037, dans Forschungen und

Fortschritte, III, 274-5 et 2 fig.; Mastaha du nain royal Seneb, dans Beaux Arts, v, 146; La Tomhe de

Seneb, dans la Rev. Arch., xxv, 394.

Sur le Sphinx on peut lire : M. Fillet, Le Sphinx desensahle, dans la Revue de Vart ancien et moderne,

LI, 51-55 et 5 figg.
;
Sphinx relieved of its shroud of sand, dans Art and Archaeology, xxiv, 44 et 2 figg.

Gurob. Guy Brunton et Reginald Engelbach, Guroh (British School of Archaeology in Egypt and

Egyptian Research Account), piiblient le resultat des fouilles faites en 1920.

Heliopolis. H. Gauthier, line Toinbe d^epoque snite d Heliopolis, dans Ann. Serv., xxvii, 1-18, 4 figg.,

decrit une tombe d’un pfei'e divin, conternporain de la XXVI^^ dynastie, contenant des textes empriintes an

Livre des Pyramides et an Livre des Morts et un mobilier funeraire compreuaiit une interessante serie

d’amulettes. Pourquoi ne pas lire le nom du defunt ts-t wlh-xb-r^l

Heou. Une fouille de quelques jours en bordure de la necropole de Tell Heou a fait decouvrir une

chapelle d’epoque romaine dependant de cataconibes d’animaux sacrcs. Une tombe du moyen empire

de la necropole m^me a donne une serie curieuse de figurines on terre cuite dhin type pen frequent

:

J. Capart, Rapport sur une fmille faite du Ih au 30 fevrier 1017 dans la nevropolu de Heou, dans Ann.

Serv., XXVII, 43-8, figg.
;

id., Une Semaine de fouilles a Tell-Heou, dans Chron. Eg., no. 4, 105-11 et 4 figg.

Marsa Matruh. 0. Bates, Excavations at Marsa Matriih, dans Harvard African Studies, t. viii, Cam-

bridge (Mass.), 1927.

Qau. Sous le titre Qau and Badari I, Gey Brunton nous donne la premiere partie des resultats des

recherches executees pendant plusieurs annees par la British School of Archaeology dans le district

de Qau. Deux volumes seront necessaires pour Tetude des monuments de la a la XI® dynastie.

On notera particulierement le chapitre d’Alan H. Gardiner sur une coupe dont rinscription hicratique

est un precieux exemple des “Lettres au morU’au sujet desquelles hauteur annonce un travail special

public en collaboration avec K. Sethe.

Sakkdrah. Une courte notice est publide dans Archiv flir Orientforschung, iv, 39.

Temenos de Djeser: C. M. Firth, Excavations of the Service des Antiquite's at Saqqara, dans Ann. Serv.,

XXVII, 105-11 avec 3 pi., public un i)remier rapport sur les appartements souterrains dc la my.sterieuse

tombe du Sud. Le style des reliefs royaux obligera peut-etre h, reprendre I’etude de la date precise des

reliefs de Heb-sed trouves par Petrie a Memphis (The Palace of Apries). J. Ph. Lauer, Etuxle sur quelques

monuments de la 111^ dynastie (Pyramide a degres de Saqqarah), dans Ann. Serv., xxvii, 112-33 avec 7 ph,

donne les restitutions sensationnelles des tombes des i)rincesses, des propylees et des murs d’enceinte.

On lira en outre: J. Capart, A Saqqarah, dans Chron. Eg., no. 4, 122-6 et 3 figg.
;
Ch. Picard, Le

Protodorique de Saqqarah et les origines du dorique, dans la Revue des Etudes andennes, xxix, 241-55

;

M. Werbrouck, Les Eleves, dans le Chron. Eg., no. 4, 132-6 et 2 figg.

Partie meridionale de la necropole. G. J^quier, Rapport preliminaire sur les Fouilles executees en

1936-1937 dans la partie memdionale de la necropole, dans Ann. Serv., xxvii, 49-61 avec 5 ph, rend compte

des progr^s de ses tra\^ux autour de la pyramide de Pepi II. Le temple a donne nombre de reliefs

importants, entre autres les exercices gymnastiques des Libyens, des fragments de statues de prisonniers

etrangers, dont-les tetes, ^‘d’une facture tr5s energique et vivante, sont toutes difierentes.'’ L’auteur emet

rhypoth^se singuli^re que les petites pyramides sitiiees au sud de la pyramide royale n’auraient pas servi
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de sepultures pour les reiues, mais joueraieut un role religieux. Voir une note du ineme auteur : Fouilles

de petites pyramides, dans le Bulletin de VArt ancien et moderne, 1927, 256,

Region de la pyramide de Teti. J. E. Quibell et A. G. K. Hayter, Excavations at Saqqara. Teti

Pyramid^ North side, publient les resultats de fouilles executees en 1912-13 et 1913-14 a proximite des

niastabas de Mereruka et Kagenini, On y a decouvert des sepultures romaines, de la basse epoque

pharaonique, du uouvel empire, du moyen et de Tancien empire. C’est un exemple typique de la super-

position des ensevelissements a Saqqarah. Le tombeau de Kaemhest a donne une importante peinture

du siege d’une ville avec une echelle d’assaut svr roues. Les fouilleurs ont rencontre sans doute une
cachette de pillard moderne ou les fragments de plusieui’s tombes attendaient “en serie” Toccasion

favorable de vente. (Les noms pi. xv doivent etre lus Mry^ et Sity\ pi. xix la chanteuse d’Amen de Pr-nfr

s’appelle Mry Citons encore la jolie serie de modules de bateaux, greniers, ateliers divers de

deux tom]>es de la periode heracleopolitaine.

Tell el ^Amarnah. H. FRxVNKFOrt, Prelirniaary Report on the Excavations at Tell El '‘Amarnah 1926-27,

dans Journal, xiii, 209-218 avec pi. xliv—liv decrit ses decouvertes dans le Temple d’Aten, dans la

residence de Paiiehsy (un remarquable sanctuaire domestique), le Hall of Foreign Tribute (enigmatique

construction) et la partie nord du site de la ville. Les peintures du palais du nord qui seront bientot

reproduites dans un ouvi’age special, sent de pures merveilles. Citons enfin la delicieuse t^te de princesse

en quartzite, gardee par le musee du Caire avec le sanctuaire de Panehsy. Voir en outre de H. Frank-
fort, Recently discovered paintings from Tell el Amarna, dans The Bw'lington Magazine, LI, 233-9 avec

1 pi. ; The City dedicated to the sun-disc: New Tell el-Amarna Finds

f

dans I.L.N., no. 4603, 46-7 et figg.

Mrs 0. Ransom Williams publie un vibrant appel de fonds en faveur des fouilles de TEgypt Exploration

Society: A plea for Tell el Amarna. Voir aussi Archivf. Orientforschuag, iv, 117,

Thebes. Rive droite. IT. Chevrier, Rapport sur les travaux de Karnak (novembre 1926—raai 1927)

dans Ann. *SV/’r., xxvii, 134-53 avec 6 pi., a demonte la colonne de Taharqa, continue a extraire du IIP
pylone les fragments de sanctuaires de la XVI 1 1^ dynastie, eteudu son chantier an temple d’Amenopiiis IV,

etudie les remblais du temple de Khonsou, recherche les depots de fondation du meme et fait quelques

trouvailles de derail. Citons parmi ces dernieres un tr^s beau morceau d’une construction de Sesostris I^^

Les fouilles de Medamoud se poursuivent avec succ^s : M. F. Bisson de la Roque, Rapport sur les

fouilles de Medamoud (1926), dans les Fouilles de VInst.fr. Jarch. or. du Caire. Rapports iv. Voir aussi:

The Excava.tions at the temple of Medamud. Great discoveries in Egypt. New light on the Xlllth dynasty,

dans I.L.N., no. 4598, 990-1 avec 12 figg. et un resume de Tarticle du Times du 24 mai, dans la Rev. Arch.,

XXVI, 180.

Rive gauche. R(JBERt Mond et W. B. Emery, Excavations at Sheikh abd el Gurneh, 1925-6, dans
Liverpool xinaals, xiv, 13-34 et pi. i— xxxix continuent avec succes lem’ travaux de deblayement et de

conservation des tombes thebaines. L’oeuvre la plus importante s’ach5ve chez Ramose dont la chambre
souterraine a ete completement videe. La tombe de Paheqmen est reproduite sur les pis. xx—xxxi. Voir
aussi A.J.A., xxxi, 360-1.

Les travaux de copie dans les tombes thebaines pour compte du Metropolitan Museum se sont con-

tinues activernent pendant Thiver 1925-26; The Egyptian Expedition, dans B.M.X.A., Dec. 1926, Part II

(oublie dans la bibliographic precedente). Voir A.J.A., xxxi, 360.

Le resultat general des fouilles de Mond a Thebes a etc expose an public a Liverpool : Egyptological

Exhibition (The Mond Excavations) at the Liverpool Central Technical School, July 4th to 16th, 1927.

Les fouilles de Deir el Medineh en 1926 sont decrites par leur auteur B. BRUYkRE, Rapport sur les

fouilles de Deir el Medineh (1926), dans les Fouilles de VInst. fr. Jarch. or. Rapports preliminaires, Vf

,

avec 9 pi. et figg.

E. Schiaparelli nous a enfin donne Tedition si longtemps attendue de sa decouverte de la tombe de
Kha k Deir el Medineh : La tomba intatta dell’ architetto Cha, neUe necropoli di Tebe. Relazione sui

lavori della Missione archeologica italiana in Egitto {anni 100d~10^0), vol. ii, Turin.

Nnbie et Soudan. Le dernier rapport sur rArchaeological Survey of Nubia, dont Tirapression avait

etc commencee en 1913, vient enfin de paraitre, nouveau temoignage de I’extr^me conscience de i’ceuvre

executee par Reisner et Firth; C. M. Firth, The Archaeological Survey of Nubia, Report for 1010-1911,
Cairo. *

F. Ll. Griffith continue ses rapports: Oxford Excavations in Nubia, 49-55, dans Liverpool A
XIV, 57-116, pi. xl—Ixxx

; compte-rendus de.s paragraphes anterieurs par A. Wiedemann, dans O.L.Z., xxx,
cols. 168-9 et 479-81. Voir aussi A.J.A., xxxi, 361-2.
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Les fouilles de H. Junker a Ermeime soiit Tobjet de compte-rendus de H. Bonnet, D,L.Z.^ xlvii,

no. 52, et de F. Ll. CtRIFFITh, dans Jounial^ xiii, 272-4; celled de Toschke par le meme, ibid. 27o-G.

Encore un mumoire sur dcs fouil]es doja aneiounes : Ohio Bates et Dows Excacatioas at

Gammai^ dans Harcard African i:itHdics^ viii, 1-121, 72 pL et 3 cartes: Gaiumai est situc a la 2*‘ cataracte

dll Kil au Slid de Wcidy Haifa.

Publications de Textes.

Signaluns d’abord une rcedition : Kurt Sethe, Urkitnden der IS. Di/nastie^ i. Zweite, verbesserte

Auflage. Urkiiiiden des agupt. Altcrtunis. 4*-' Abteilung. Ilcft 1. Une rapide collatiun ru'a niontrc des

uioditications aux pages 15, 16, 17, lb?, 19, 20, 23, 25, 32, 33, 34, 38, 40, 41, 42, 40, 48, 54, 55, 57, 58, 65, 08,

71, 74, 75 et /8.

{a) Sites en Egypte.

Medamond. Un nouveau rapport de Pabbe E. Drioton, Medamoudj Les Iascriptions., dans Foinlfes

de VInst. fr. d^arch. or. llapports preliiainaircs., iv, avec 3 planches: plan des inscriptions, relief des

chanteuses et relief des inusiciens. Une introduction resume les renseignements fournis pai‘ les textes,

notamment sur la theologie de Menton, le taureau sacre et les guerisons, les fetes du temple, etc. Notons

les statues de Maanaklitef et de Minmose, cette derniere avec le texte historique relatif aux campagnes de

Thoutmes III.

Mitrahhicu Battiscombe Gunn, The Stele of Apries at Mitrahiaa., dans Ann. Sere.., xxvii, 211-37 avec

1 pL, dotine enfin une cMition soignee de la stele d’Apries, counue des 1859 et qui se r<ittache par sun style

et son contenu a la serio des decrets de TAncien Empire.

F'auri. Qui croirait qu'il existe encore de grands textes historiques graves sur des rochers le long <lu

Nil? Voir cependant Fedition par F. Ll. Griffith duuie longue inscription : The Ahydos Decree of Seti I

at Fanri., dans Journal., xiii, 193-208 avec les pi. xxxvii—xliii. En appendice on trouvera une nouvelle

traduction du decret de Ramses III a Elephantine.

Sauiet el Meitin. H. Kees, Ein Klogelied aher das Jeaseits, dans A.Z.., LXII, 73-9 et 2 hgg., edite et

commente une inscription, d’une tonibe de la XIX® dyiiastie, accompagnant une scene de fiuich’adles.

Thebes^ G. Lefebvre, Les Colonnes de I'hypostyle du tempie de Khoasou., dans An.n. Sere.., xxvi, 1926,

139-47, public les textes qui demontrent les euipietements de pouvuir de Herihnr, travaillint theorique-

ment sur les ordres de Ramses XL
G. Loukianoff, Un troisihne texte du Pohae de Pentaour S'>fr la face ouest du teraple de Lou.ror, dans

le Budl. de Vlastitut d'Egypte, ix, 57-66, a decouvert quelqiies fragments d’une version du fameux texte

poctico-historique, suffisaiits pour comlJcr quelqucs lacunos.

Plusieurs compte-rendus out cHe publics au sujet de TtMition par N. de G. Davies et A. IL Gardiner

de la tombe de Huy: S. A. B. Mercer, dans Ic J.SJJ.R., xi, 156
;
^V. R. Dawson, dans le Astatic lleeiem.,

xxiii, 324; ’W. Vreszinski, dans O.L.Z., xxx, col. 161-2. Du meme auteur O.L.Z.^ xxx, col. 96-7, un

compte-rendu de N. de G. Davies, The Torah of two smlptors at Thebes.

Le Metropolitan a public le cinqui^me et dernier volume de Fadmirable serie coiisacrce a la memoire

de Robb de Peyster Tytus: N. de G. Davies, Two Rajacssidc tombs at Thebes. Robb de Pt^/fster Tytus

Memorial Series, v. II s^igit de redition faite suivaiit le modele adopte des tombes dV^serhet (no. 51; et

d’Apy (no. 217). Voir B.M.M.A., xxii, 262-3.

Le P. Dhorme, d<insla Rerue hibligue, 153, siguale Touvrage de L. Spclccrs sur les textes des Pyrauiidcs.

L’autcur dans la Rer. des Etudes aacieaaes, 221-2, rcpoiid a certaines critiques de Moutet.

(5) Musees dicers.

Berlin. A. SchaRFf, Ein Denkstein der rtrmischen Kaiserzeit aus Achmim, dans A.Z., lxii, 86-107, public,

traduit et commente la st^le no. 22489 rccemment acquise ct qui date de re])oque d’Hadricn. Elle donne

la serie des divinites d’Achmim, puis Penumeration pompeuse des litres religieux tr5s intch*essants du

defiuit, sa biographic clogicuse conventi(Uinclle, Pappel aux scribes appelcs les ouvriers de Thot et I’cquipe

de PIbis, enfin un chant du harpiste vantant le dtifunt.

Caire. J. Cerny, (^uelgues Ostraca hieratiipi*>s inedits ds Thebes au Musee du, Caire, dans Ann. Sere.,

xxvii, 183-210
;
G. Daressy, Quelgues Ostraca de Bihan el Molouk, ibid., xxvii, 161-82, ctudient plusieurs

textes de la necropole thebaine. Le plus curieux est sans doute celui qui nous montre le tribunal des

ouvriers exeryant scs functions. 11 serait interessant de savoir oil se trouvent conserves les ostraca Car-

narvon cites dans la note de la p. 203.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvi. 13
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Une (jeuvre capitale, accueillie avoc faveur par Ics egji)tologues, est le Catalogue des Papyrus hieratiques

du Musee du Caire^ dont le premier fa>scicule a paru. L’auteur Waldemar Golenischeff nous donne

d’abord ies textes religieiix; Prieres a differentes divinites h noms bizarres pour procurer bon accueil

aupr^s d’Osiris Id-biry
;
Le livre egyptieii “ Que mon nom fieurisse” (Livi*e deuxi^me des respirations)

;

Textes du Livre des chap. 27, 135 et 182 accompagnes de textes nouveaux
;
Recueil d’incantations

pour le salut du roi pendant les douze heiires de la nuit
;
Fragments de pri^z*es pour le saint du roi,

et pour ‘‘celiii qiii est sur sa couclie”
;
Rituel des Offrandes a Amenhotep

;
partie d’un rituel de Sokar-

Osiris
;
Decrets d’Amen

;
Decret redige au nom de trois hypostases de Montou et Rituel d’“Ouverture de

la bouche.”

A. IL Gardiner, An administraiu'e letter of protest, dans le Journal, xiii, 75-78, reprend I’etude de la

lettre de I'Aiicien Empire trouvee a Saqqarah.

Pul)lieation par H. Junker d’une stele proveiiant des fouilles du Glzeh et conservec sans doute au

Caire(?) : Die Sude des Hofarztes 'I/j, dans le A.Z., LXIII, 53-70 et pi. ii. Voir plus loin.

G. Lefebvre, Stele de Van V de Meneptah, dans Ann. Sen\, xxvii, 19-30 avec 2 pi., publie aprfes trente-

ciuq aiiJs de disparition au fond d^un canal, le texte de la stele dite d’Athribis et qui est une des sources

historiques du rogue de Meneptah. La stele est entree maintenant au musee du Caire.

G. Lefebvre, Sur t'dge du grand pidtre d’Amen Bakenkhonsou, dans R.E.A., i, 138-43, publie et corn-

mente le texte de la statue no. 42155 du Caire precisant certains points de la biographic du grand pretre

dont la statue de Munich a donne le curriculum vita\

Signalons ici les etudes de H. Sottas, Sur trois fragments dun double de la pierre de Rosette provenant

dElefhantine, Memoires de VAcademie des Inscriptions, XHi, ii, Paris, 1927, et Notes complementaires sur le

de'cret en Vhon.neur de Ptoleniee IV, dans la Revue de VEgypte ancienne, i, 230-42, et le compte-rendu par

H. O. Lance, dans O.L.Z., xxx, col. 248 des Beitrage de ypiECELBERC (1925).

W. Spiegelberg, Ein zu'cites Exemplar des Dekretes des Haremheh aus Abydos, dans O.L.Z., xxx,

col. 329 a identitie le fragment do Lacau, Steles, no, 34162.

Edinburgh. Un papyrus de basse epoque “ Que mon nom fieurisse,’’ dans W. R. Dawson, On two

Egyptian Mummies..., dans les Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, i (1926-7), 293-4.

Leningrad. Je regrette de ne pouvoir dire avec precision ce que contient le Papyrus Prachow,^ publie

.sous le nom de B. Turaieff en 1927 par hAcademie de Leningrad. Photographies indistinctes d’une ecriture

hieratique anormale thebaine. Sans doute une piece du dossier de la necropole thebaine k la fin du nouvel

empire.

San Francisco. H. F. Lutz, Egyptian Tomb Steles and Offering Stones of the Museum of Anthropology

and Ethnology of the University of Cahjornia. {University of California Publications. Egyptian Archaeo-

logy, IV.) Leipzig, Ilinrichs, 1927, puldie un catalogue tres sommaire, avec Indices des StMes et Tables
d’otfrandes provenant des fouille.s de Reisner a Gizeh, Xaga ed Der et Der el Balias conservees au Musee
de rUnivcrsite a San Francisco. Quarante-neuf planches, dont deux en couleurs, apportent de nombreux
matcri.iux d etude. A signaler pour leur beaute artistique les “pancartes” de Wp-n-nfrt, de Nfr et de
Hwfw-nht.

Histoire.

Ti*aites generaux. Je n’ai pas vu P. Bosch Gimpera, Historia de Oriente publiee a Barcelone.

D. Davidson, A connected History of Early Egypt, Babylonia and Central Asia, Leeds, 1927, est un
livre formidable, plein de revelations pyramidales que les simples methodes de critique historique ne
reussiront jamais a egaler.

Donald A. Mackenzie a ecrit un charmant petit livre pour la jeunesse sous le titre de The Story of
Ancient Lgypt, Londres, 1927. Mais pourquoi a-t-il permis a son editeur de rejiroduire sur la couverture
line epouvantable caricature de Tart egyptien et des hieroglyphes ?

Tony Sev’erin public a Likge une seconde edition de son Histoire ancienne de VOrient, augmentee de
“Lectures” accompagnant chacun des chapitres.

A signaler de nombreux compte-rendus de divers ouvrages : J. H. Breasted, Histoire de VEgypte
(1926) par E. C., dans La Revue beige, uov. 1927, iv, 287-8; Emile Suys, Homines et ckoses dEgypte,
dans la Revue catkolique des idees et desfaits, 7® annee, 1927, 7-9; J. Nippgen, dans VEthnographie, N.S.
15 avril—15 dec,, 1927, 131-2.

The Cambridge Ancient History, i, par Jean Charles, dans Bahyloniaca, ix, 1926 (1927), 227-31 ;

t. I k V par G. Radet, dans la Revue des Etudes anciennes, 1927, 319-25
;

t. iii—iv par Ehrenberg, dans
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Historische Zeitsehrift, 136 (1927), 168 et D. C. MacGregor, dans The English Historical Review, 42 (1927),

414-6. Le premier volume des planches, prepare par C. T. SELTiiAX, a paru a Cambridge, 1927. On pent

douter que les lecteurs de I’histoire se declarent satisfaits de rillustratioii qui leur est donnee, En tous

cas pour r£g3 pte on ne les a gu^re favorises.

G. Foug^:res, G. Contexau, etc., Les Freniieres Cimlisations, par U. Ph. Boissevain, dans Museum,

XXXIV (1927), 303-5; par A. Jard^, dans la Revue de synthise historiqae, dec. 1927, 79; R. Lautier, dans

la Revue histonqiie, sept. 1927, 143-5; G. Smets, dans la Revue helge de philologie et d^histoire, vi (1927),

357 ;
U. Kahrstedt, dans Historische Zeitschnft, cxxxvi (1927), 535; Besnier, dans la Revue des questions

histoHques, LV (1927), no. 2; A. Vincent, dans la Revue des questions historiques, lv (1927), 423; John A.

Maynard, dans le J.S.O.R.y xi (1927), 154; E. B. Allo, dans la Revue des sciences philosophiques et theo-

logiques, 1927, 342-4; A. Merlin, dans le Journal des Savants, 1927, 39-42, et enftn leJ.R.A.S.,

1927, no. 1.

E. G. Klauber et C. E. Lehmann-Haupt, Geschichte des alien Orients, 3^* edit. 1925, par F. Schacher-

meyr, dans Z.D.M.O., lxxxi (1927), 284-7; A. Moret et G. Davy, From Tribe to Empire, Londres (1926),

par S. A. B. Mercer, dans le J.S.O.R., xi (1927), 79-80.

A. Moret, Le Nil et la eicilisation egyptienne, par B. van de Wlle, dans le Bull, hihliographique et

pedagogique du Musee helge, 1927, 101-5; P. L. Couchaud, dans le Mercure de France, 15 mars 1927, 687

;

A. Vincent, dans la Revue des questions historiques, lv (1927), 429; R. Macnier, dans la Revue Jethno-

graphie et des traditions popidaires, vii (1926), 298-9; A. Wiede^iann, dans Archiv fur Orientforschung,

TV (1927), 30; L. Speleers, dans la Revue helge de philologie et Jhistoire, vr (1927), 845-7
;

P. Dcrandin,

dans La Geographic, 1927, 339; H. Gauthier, dans le Bulletin de la Societe royale de geographic d'Egypte,

XIV (1927), 212-4; G. Radet, Revue des etudes ancienaes, 1927, 74-6; R, ^yLILL, dans la Revue eritiqio

cthistoire et de litterature, xciv (1927), 390-7. La traduction anglaise a paru a Londres en 1927 sous lo

titre : The Nile and Egyptian Civilization.

B. PoRTNER, Geschichte Aegyptens in CharaJcterhddern (1926), par R. Anthes, dans O.L.Z., xxx (1927).

col. 160; A. ScHARFF, daiis D.L.Z., xlviii (1927), 470-1
; W. Spiegelberg, Historische Zeitsrhr., cxxxvi

(1927), 608.

A. Rostovtzeff, History of the Ancient World (1926;, par NuRLUND, dans Historisk Tidsshrift, 9*" serie,

V (1927), 486.

F. ScHUBART, Von der Flugelsonne zurn Halhmond (1926), par M. Blanckenhorn, dans Petermann

Mitteilungen, LXXiii (1927), 113; Fr. Geyer, dans les Mitt. a. d. hist. Lit., nuuv. sth'ie, xv (1927), 213 et s. :

A. ScHARFF, dans O.L.Z., xxx (1927), col. 560-L

G. Sergi, Le prime e le piii antiche civilta (1926), par G. Furlani, dans Aegyptus, viii (1927 ), 178-88.

A. Weigall, a History of the Pharaohs, i (1925 ), par C. J. Kraemer, jun., dans Classical Weekdy, xx

(1927), 176
;
par W. v. Bissing, dans B.P. W., xlvii (1927), col. 21-2. Le deuxienie volume: The Twelfth

to the Eighteenth Dynasties, s. paru a Londres en 1927. On eii trouvera un compte-rendu par S. A. B.

Mercer, dans J.S.O.R., xi (1927), 239-40.

Nouvel Empire. F. Bilabel a public un important volume sous le titre de; Geschichte VnrderasicH'.

mid Aegyptens vom 10.-11. Jahrhundert v. Chr. {Bihliothek der Klassischen Altertumswissensehaft^ 3 ,

Heidelberg, 1927. L’ouvrage est divise en deux parties : I’expose historique d’abord, comprenant 203 page^

dont rhistoire d'Egypte de la p. 13 5, la p. 133. Ensuite des recherclies de detail qui occupent pr^s de

trois cents pages ou les egyptologues trouveront beaucoup a glaner et k discuter.

John A. Wilson, The texts of the battle of Kadesh, dans VA.J.S.L., xliii (1927), 266-87, publie un

resume de sa dissertation sur la bataille de Kadesh, en proiaettant p()ur bientdt unc edition plus eumi)lete

avec notes critiques et explicatives.

Un pokme conserve ptir un ostracon de Turin peiinet a W. Spiegelberg, Die ersten Hegierungsjahre

Ramses lY, dans O.L.Z., xxx (1927), col. 73-6, de demontrer que les quatre premieres annees du regne de

Ramsks IV out ete une periode de guerre civile. Le pokrne celebre le retour a Tordre et ramnistie accordoe

par le roi.

Divers compte-rendus : de A. M. Blackman, Das hunderttorige Thehen (1926), par E. Kornkmann,

dans Vergangenheit und Gegenwart, xvii (1927), 166; de Jean Capart et M. A\ erbrouck, Thehes. La

Gloire Jun grand passe (1925), par R. Enking, dans Literarisches Zentralhlatt, lxxviii (1927), 137 et s.
;

par N. Reich, dans J.A.O.B., xlvii (1927), 270-1
;
de G. Steindorff, Die Blutezeit des Pharaonenreiehes

(1926), par F. W. voN Bissing, dans B.P.W., xlvii (1927), col. 51-4; H, P. Blok, dans Archiv fur

Onentforschiing, iv (1927), 1 10-11 ; W. Czermak, dans W.Z.K.M., xxxiv (1927), 146 et s.
;
par H. R. ILu r

,

13-2
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dans le Journal^ xiii, 1927, 130-1
;

S. Laudersdorfer, dans Bayerisches Blatt /. d. Gymn. Schulw.^ LXiii

(1927), 174; A. Moret, dans la Rev. critique cPkist. et de litL, xciv (1927), 401 ;
Spiegelberg, dans

O, L.Z.^ XXX (1927), col. 160-1
;
et dans Wiener Blatt far d, Freunde der Antil'e^ v (1927), 125.

Periode d^iniania. G. v\a.n der Lefuw, Achnaton. Eeii religieuse eu cxesthetiscbe Revolutie in de

veertiende Eeiuv voor Christus, Amsterdam, 1927, resume aussi exactement que succinctement toute la

crise du regne d’Amenophis IV.

A. H. Sayce, The Hittite Correspondence ivith Tut-anl'h-Ame-Fs v:idoit\ dans A.E.^ 1927, 33-5 et 1 fig.,

donne une nouvelle traduction de la correspondance echangee entre la reiiie d’Egypte, S-ankli-Amen

(Oiikhes en Amen) et le roi des hittites Subbiluliumas. (Petrie dans une courte note ecrit: Onkhes en

amen, afterwards named Onklies-eii-aten....'’ C'est evidemment le cuiitraire qu’il a voulu dire.)

P. Hippolyte Boussac, Borne historic paintings of the reign of Tut-anl'h-Arnen^ dans Art and Archaeo-

logy, XXIV (1927), 151-S avec 9 fig., aurait bieu fait de dire que la tombe de Huy dont il reproduit quelques

croquis a ete pubiiee par TEgypt Explorcition Society, The Thehan Tonihs Series, iv, 1926, oil I’on trouvera

des planches donnant une idee exacte du style de ces peintures.

G. Koefo ED-Petersen, dans O.L.Z., xxx (1927), col. 861-2, analyse I’interessant livre de James Baikie,

The Amama Age (1926).

Basse-Epoqve. H. B. Hall publie dans The Cambridge Ancient History, vi (1927), 137-66 et 576-7,

une vue d’ensemble de Thistoire d’Egypte dans les derniers slides precedant la conquete d’Alexandre.

Thcreau-Dangin, dans une communication a TAcad. des Inscr., Cornpte-rendvs 1927, 198, signale la

di'couverte a Tell-alimar (Til-Barsip) sur la rive gauche de TEuphrate, des fragments dhme stde d'Esar-

haddon erigee vers 670 av. J.-C. On y voit deux captifs, dont I’un est le fils de Taharqa.

Les egyptologues seront reconnaissants a Edwyn Bevan de leur avoir donne une nouvelle histoire

d’Kgypte sous la dynastie ptolcmaique : A history of Egypt under the Ptolemaic dynasty. Londres, 1927.

Chronologic. Je n ai pas vu H. Bruce Hannah, Problems in ancient Egyptian Chronology, dans le

Joarn. of the Department of Letters of Calcutta, xiv (1927), no. 4, 31 pp.

G. Contenau, Chronique de la qidnzaine. Archeologie, dans le Alercure de France, 15 avril 1927, 478-85,

plaide en favour de la chronologie breve. Je n’ai pas vu non plus L. Helaporte, Projets diarticles du

rocabulaire historique. Chronologic, dans la Rev. de synthese historiqae, decembre 1927, 28-31.

L. Borchardt, Bemerkiingen zur agyptischea Chronologie, dans Z.D.Al.O., N.S., vi (1927), pp. xli—xlii,

resume une conference sur Fimportance des dates de pleine lune pour la chronologie.

K. Sethe, Die Jahresrechnung unter Ramses II und der Xameaswechsel dieses Eonigs, dans le A.Z.,

LXii (1927), 110-14, montre que Harases II comptait ses annees d’apres la date du couronnement
;

il

degage en meme temps Pargument chronologique der ivant des chaiigements du nom du roi, sans ou avec

Pajunction setep-en-Ile.

LVtude de W. Struve, Die Ara otto M€v6(j)peais und die EIX. Dynastie Alaneihos, dans le A.Z., LXiii

(1927), 45-50, cherche par une serie ddiabiles conjectures a identifier M€v6(f)pr]s, eorrige en MevoefyOrjs, avec

Seti I Merneptah. Le rccsultat confirmerait une fois de plus Pexactitude des listes de Manethon et fixerait

une nouvelle date Sothiaque.

K. Weill, Bases, rnethodes et resultats de la chronologie egyptienne (1926), est Pobjet de compte-rendus

de E. Cavaignac, dans la Revue des etudes anciennes, 1927, 325-6
; de G. Contenau, dans Syria, viii

(1927), 353-4; de M. A. Murray, dans A.E., 1927, 104-5 (critique vigoureuse).

Ch. Legrange, Lecons sur la parole de Dieu, m, partie. Chronologie des pevpies anciens, Bruxelles,

1927, est un cxemple troublant de mystique moderne.

A. Galderini publie dans Aegyptns, viii (1927), 381, un compte-rendu de W. Kubitschek, Grundriss

der antiken Zeitra hnung, Munich, 1927.

Civilisation. Je groupe sous cette rubrique quelques travaux donnant des vues d’ensemble ou des

aper9us particuliers sur la civilisation egyptienne et difficiles a classer sous d’autres litres.

Er. Breccia, La sehiaritu nelV antico Egitto e i suoi rapporti con lo sriluppo della civiltd egiziana, dans
le B.S.R.G.E., XV (1927), 71-5, montre parfaitement que Pesclavage egyptieu prfisente un caract5re tr^s

particulier, nullement comi)aruble a Pesclavage dans Pantiquitc classique.

Je n’ai pas vu E. Cavaignac, La \ le dun egyptien il y a oOfJO ans, dans le Larousse ^nensuel, ycvnyier

1927, 331-2 avec 2 fig.; ni J. B. C^rouzet-Ben-Aben, Le Feminisme dons Vam. Egypte, dans la Revue
Cniversitaire, Paris, 1927, 159-60.

J'avoue ne i^as avoir eu le courage de suivre les hautes considerations philosopbiques du Hr. Viktor
P..NGELHARDT, Oeschiehte der geistigen Kidtur, ii. Die geistige haltur Aegyptens, Babyloaiens und Judas,
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Leipzig, 1927 (Egypte, pp. 9-81). Des notes telles que : “pour les mathematiques egyptiennes, voir toutes

les grandes histoires des mathematiques
;
pour I’astronomie egyptierme, voir toutes les grandes histoires

de Pastronomie et des sciences naturelles ” sent un peu deconcertantes.

Les egyptologues j^arcouiTont avee surprise et etonnement le gros livre de Donald A. Mackenzie,
Ancient Civilizations^ from the Earliest Times to the Birth of Chnst, Londres, 1927. Combieii de livres

doivent-ils editer avant que le public abandonne certaines notions qui lui sont liberalernent distnbuees
dans cet ouvrage coinrne des certitudes scientitiques ? Je recommande finalement comnie typiques, les

pp. 35 a 40. Ce sont les idees defendues par Elliot Smith, Egypt^ the pioneer of civilisation^ resumees
dans le J.M.E.O.S.^ xiii (1927), 9-10. On a peine a croire que Phumanite ignorerait le metier de char-

pentier si les Egyptiens n'avaient eu la pens^e de faire des cercueils pour leurs morts.
On lit avec plaisir les livres de Harold Peake et Herbert J. Fleure, Peasants and Potters ]

Priests

and Kings {The Corridors of Ttme^ t. iii et iv), Oxford, 1927, pleins de faits, de rernarques et de suggestions,

mais supposant resolus la plupart des probl^mes que font surgir les decouvertes archeologiques recentes.

L’illustration est interessante. A signaler dans Priests and Kiags^ le fig. 10, p. 31, photographic du fameux
papyrus de Kahun decrivant le lever heliacal de Sirius sous Senusret III.

M. A. Murray, Notes on some genealogies of the Middle Kingdom^ dans J.A"., 1927, 45-51, discute le

problbme des manages consanguins, prouves par les genealogies.

La coutume de porter la barbe est etudiee savamment par Hugo Motefindt, Btudien tiher Geschichte

xind Verhreitung der Barttracht, dans Anthropos, xxii (1927), 828-64 {Egypte^ pp. 842-54).

L’ouvrage de W. Spiegelberg, Die Glavhwkrdigheit von Herodots Bericht uher Aegypten... a paru
maintenant en edition anglaise: The credibility of Herodotu^ account of Egypt in the light of the Eyptian
Monuments, with a few additional notes by the translator Aylward M. Blackman, Oxford, 1927. Compte-
rendus par Flinders Petrie, dans Antiquity, i (1927), 384, et par W. R. Dawson, dans VAsiatic Review,

XXIV (1927), 311-12. L’edition allemande est analysee et appreciee par H. Sottas, dans la Rev. critique

didst, et de litt, xciv (1927), 245-6; P. A, A. Boeser, dans Museum, xxxiv (1926-27), 244; H. Kees,
dans Hist. Zeitschr., cxxxvii (1927), col. 132

;
S. A. B. Mercer, dans le J.B.O.R., xi (1927), 98 ;

M. Pieper,
dans O.L.Z., xxx (1927), col. 166-7

;
E. Unger, dans Forschnngen und Fortschritte, iii (1927), 258.

Smile Suys a public sous le titre de Vie de Petosiris, grand pretre de Thot d Ilermopolis la Grande,

Bruxelles, 1927, un resume fort vivant des resultats principaux de la decouverte de Lefebvre a Hermopolis.

Un chapitre a ete reproduit dans les Etudes, Paris, cxc (1927), 342-55: La vie quotidienne dans VEgypte
pharaonique. Dans Vintimite. Plusieurs compte-rendus ont ute publics ; H. Bonnet, dans O.L.Z., xxx
(1927), col. 938; S. Reinach, dans la Rev. arch., xxvi (1927), 305; C. A. L., dans la Semaine Egyptienne,

1927, 17 ;
J. VAN OoTEGHEM, dans Hurnanitas, 1927, 176-7

;
B, van de Walle, dans la Rev. catholique

des idees et des faits, 1927, 9-12, et dans la Rev. hihliographique, Bruxelles, 1927, 411-12. Voir aussi Jean
Capart, Le Tomheau de Petosiris, dans le Chron. Eg., ii (1927), 111-16 avec 6 fig.

[M. Werbrouck], Thebe, De roem van een groot verleden aan de kinderen uitgelegd, Bruxelles, 1927, est

Pedition en langue flamande de Falbum scolaire public par la Fondation Egyptologique Reiue Elisabeth.

Citons enfin qiielques compte-rendus d’ouvrages plus anciens : E. A. AVallis Budge, Egypt (1925), par

W. ScHUBART dans O.L.Z., xxx (1927), 240-1
;
G. Jequier, Histoire de la civilisation egyptienne (1925),

par P. P. ScHEBESTA, dans Anthropos, xxii (1927), 336; A. Moret, Rois et dieux dEgypte (1925), par

Jos. R. Lukes, dans B.P.W., 1927, 753
;
AV. Otto, Kidturgeschichte des Altertums (1925), par H. 1. Bell,

dans le Journal, xiti (1927), 125; par A. Calderini, dans Aegyptus, viii (1927), 204-5; par H. AI. R.

Leopold, dans Museum, xxxiv (1926-7), 188-9; par AA^ AA^underer, dans Bayer. Bl. f. d. Gyinn. Sehulu\,

Lxiii (1927), 248; AA\ J. Perry, The Children of the Sun (1923), par R, Thurnwald, dans O.L.Z., xxx
(1927), col. 330-3; AV. Radcliffe, Fishing from the earliest times (1926), par AI. A. AI(urray), dans A.E,,

1927, 26-7
; H. Schneider, Kultur und Denken der alien Aegypter (1924), par E. Kornemann, dans Ver-

gangenheit und Gegenwart, xvii (1927), 165.

Geographie.

La carte des mines d*or de Nubie, du Musee de Turin, est reproduite dans l.L.N., 28 mai 1927, no. 4597,

p. 950 et 1 fig.

Henri Gauthier continue avec une admirable regularite la publication de son Dictionnaire des noms
geographiqves contenus dans les textes hieroglyphiques. Le tome iv de fQ it comprend 226 pp. A^oir un
compte-rendu de H. Sottas, dans le Bull, de la Soc. de linguisiique, 1927, 189-90.
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Fritz HoiiiiEL, Etkmlogie und Geographie des Alien Orients^ Munich, 1904-26, eat Fobjet de compte-

rendus de Y. Christian, dans xxxiv (1927), 136-41, et de H. Gauthier, dans le B.S.R.G.E.,

xi\’ (1927), 214-15, qui ecrit : “Ce magnifique et meritoire ouvrage vient fort heureiisement combler une

lacune et nous donne pour la premiere fois un traite methodique et eomplet de geographie historique de*

I’iincien Orient.” Voii* ciussi S. A. B. Mercer, dans le xi (1927), 245-6.

J. Lozach, a eiation et geographie, 11. EOhservation aerienne de Vilgypte^ dans le B.S.R,G,E,^ xv (1927),

85-94 avec 9 pL, montre les grands services que I’aviation pent rendre a la connaissance de la vallee dii

Nil. Je signale particuli^irement la pi. vi, avec le site de la pyramide d’Abou-Roache.

Le «/. XIII (1927), 16-17, donne le resume d’une conference du Dr. Aylward M. Blackman
sur The City of HeraJcleopolis Magna^ its Art^ Literature^ and Political History.

W. Spiegelberg, La Ville de Prw-nfr., dans le Delta^ dans la R.E.A.., i, 3-4 (1927), 215-17, rassemble

sept textes relatifs a cette ville oil Ton ‘‘adorait Amon-Ra, Seth et Astarte, c’est-a-dire des divinites du
Xuuv'el Empire.”

L^n excellent article de O. A. Wainwright, El-Hihah and Esh-Bhurafa and their connection with

Herakleopolis and Cusae^ dans les Ann. Serv.j xxvii (1927), 76-104 avec 1 pL, ^claire Phistoire et la

geographic de la Moyenne-Egypte.

A signaler plusieurs articles sur le Fayoum: G. Hug, Le etude de geographie physique

historique (avec note complenientaire), dans le B.S.R.G.E..^ xa^ (1927), 1-44, 45-50, avec 1 pi. et 1 carte;

ID., Un plan ea relief da Fayou/n^ ibid., 169-72, avec 2 pi.
;

AY. M. Flinders Petrie, The Fayiim lal^es^

dans Xatare^ 12 fevrier 1927, 238.

L’istlirne de Suez e.st etudie par Cl. Bourdon, Les routes anciennes et les pistes^^ dans Visthme de Buez.,

dans le Ball, de Vlnstitut dfEgypte^ ix (1927), 93-104, et H. Guthe, Die Landenge von Sues im Altertum,

dans la Zeitschr. des deutschen Palastina- Vereins., L (1927), 67-92 avec 1 carte.

La region desertique de Pouest est decrite par plusieurs auteurs : Bertelot, LAfnque sahanenne et

soudanaise.^ ce qifen ont connu les Anaens^ Paris, 1927 ;
A. Azadian, LOasis de Siouah et ses sources., dans

le Bidl. de Vlnstitut d'Egypte, ix (1927), 105-14
;
G. Hug, LOasis de Khargah et le desert lihyque d'^apres

an article recent, dans le B.S.R.G.E., xv (1927), 51-7
;

J. Joleaud, Sioua, la grande oasis d^Arnmoii du
de'sert lihyque, dans la Revue gene'rale des Sciences, 15 mars 1927 ;

E. Stromer, Ergehnisse rneiner For-

schiuigsreisen in die Wilsten Aegyptens, dans Forschungen und Fortschritte, ill (1927), 269-70.

A citer enfin une curieuse etude de Przyluski, Xonis de villes indiennes dans la geographie de Ptolemee,

dans le Bull, de la Soc. de linguistiqae, xxvii (1927), 218-29, oil Pauteur souligne les rapports avec des

localites egy|)tiennes.

Voyages en Egypte. {a) Anciens

:

Plusieurs auteurs ont avec succ^s reconstitue les impressions des
touristes antiques: H. Idris Bell, Greek sightseers in the Fayum in the third century B.C., dans Symholae
Osloenses, fasc. v, 1927, 5 pp. ; G. Seure, Les Imprornptus touristiques aux tomheaux des rois, dans la Rev.

des etudes anciennes, xxix (1927), 341-76 (Compte-rendu par S. Reinach, dans la Rev. Arch., xxvi (1927),

305) ;
id., Touristes anciens aux tomheaux des rois, dans le Journ. des Savants, 1927, 168-78, 262-71, 307-8

(tirage a part, Paris, 1927).

(5) Modernes. Je me borne a enregistrer h la suite la litterature nombreuse sur ce sujet: E. Arnhold,
Was ieh in Aegypten sah, Breslau, 1927 ;

P. Bluysen, Sur la route des Indes en Mediterranee onentale et

en Egypte, Paris; Paul Cloet, Au Pays des Pharaons, dans Journ. des Voyages, 15 decembre 1927;
Et. Combe, Le Voyage en Orient de Hans Jacob Ammann dans le B.S.R.G.E., xiv, fasc. 3-4

(1927), 173-89; ID., Lettres de Afure, consul de France a Alexandrie, a Algr le comte de Choiseul-Goajjier,

a.uihassadeur de France a la Suhhme Porte, ibid., 191-207
;
A. de Burbure, Nos premieres relations avec

^ dans le Chron. Eg., ii, 167-74
;
G. de Nera^al, Le Voyage en Orient, Paris, 1927 ;

Jehan d’Ivray,
En coyageant sur les hords du Nil, dans Sciences et Voyages, 14 avril 1927, 8-10 avec 6 ill.

;
Andor

Kelemln, Tut~ankh~Amen Foldjen, Budapest, 1927 ;
J. Meier-Graefe, Aegyptische Reise. I. Assuan,

dans Die A cue Rundschau, xxxviii (1927), 277—93, chajjitre detache de son iiiteressaiit volume : Pyramide
und Tempel, Aotizen iv’dhrend einer Reise nach Aegypten, Palastina, Griechenland und Stamhul. Berlin,

1927; E. Meyer, Chdentreise, dans Forschungen und Fortschritte, iii, 29-30; Hans Much, Das Eivige
Aegypten, Dresden, 1927 ;

H. Th. Obbink, Op Byhelsche Bodem, Egypte-Palestina-Syrie, Amsterdam,
1927

;
Yictor Ottmann, Das Wunderland am Nd. Fine Reise nach Aegypten und Palastina, Berlin, 1927

;

Renan, Lettres au docteur Gaillardot, dans la P<.ev. des Deux Mondes, 15 juillet 1927, 369-90; Hanna
R\dh, Solskicans Land. Bkildringar i ord och Bild fran det Ganila och Nya Egypten, Stockholm, 1927

;
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Paul Tkesson, Le Journal de voyage du Comte Louis de Saint Ferriol et la decouverte de la stele de

Kouhariy daus le Bulletin de Vhist.fr. dVareh. or.., xxv^ii (1927), 29-37 (le timge a part ])orte 1926) ;
ID., Le

voyage du Comte de Saint Ferriol a travers le desert arahique et la peninsule du Sinai dVapres son Journal

inedit, dAnB la Rev. hihlique, 1 janvier 1927, 62-76; M. Valloton-Warney, Sur une six-roues. Egypte,

Syrie, etc,, Paris, 1927.

Quelques compte-rendus : de L. Sphinx-Erlehnisse, Studien und Gedanken aus meineni Auf-

enthalt im Lande der Wunder (1926), par R. Anthes, dans O.L.Z., xxx (1927), col. 473-4; J. Guthman,

Bilder aus Aegypten (1925), par H. Wolb\ ibid., col. 565-6; Alfred Kaufmann, Einges Stromland.

Land und Meiisch in Aegypten, \)‘xr A. Scharff, ibid., col. 472 et 473, par II. O. Lange, dans D.L.Z.,

XLViii (1927), 773; par J, Nippgen, dans \Ethnographie, 1927, 135-6.

Atlantide. L’Atlantide et ses rapports avec TEgypte revieiiiient a la mode, grace a Paul Borchardt,

Aieue Beitrage zur alien Geographie Nordafrikas u.nd zur Atlantisfrage, dans la Zeltschrift der Geselhehaft

fur Erdkunde, 1927, 197-216. P. Coulssin et Du Bos y consacrent des articles dans le Mercure de

France, 15 fevrier, 15 mars, 1 inai, 15 juin 1927. Voir aussi Helmuth Th. Bossert, Zur Atlantisfrage,

dans O.L.Z., xxx (1927), col. 649-55.

Relations Etrangeres. Le tres important memoire de K, Sethe, Die Achtujig feindlicher Fiirsten, Volker

und Dinge anf altagyptischen Tongtfassscherhen des 'niittleren Reiches (1926), a etc Tobjet de nombreux

compte-rendus d’ensemble: T. G. Allen, A new Example of Egyptian Magic, dans A.J.S.L., xliv (1927),

68-9
;
F. Ll. Griffith, dans le Journal, xiii (1927), 274-5

;
T. E. Peet, dans O.L.Z., xxx (1927), col. 673-6 ;

A. ScHxVRFF, Aegypten in seinen iiltesten Beziehungen zum Westen und Osten, dans Forschungen und Fort-

schritte. III, 65-6; B. van de 5Valle, Les Listes execratoires du Moyen Empire egyptien, dans les Annales

de VAcad, royale d\ircheologie de Belgique, lxxiv (1927), 1-14. Des etudes de detail sur les meincs tcxtes

seront citees ci-dessous,

Asie. Albrecht Alt, Die asiatischen Gefahrzonen in den Aechtungstexten der 11. Dynastic^ dans la

A.Z., LXiii (1927), 39-45, etudie les consequences historiques des textos execratoires pour la c()nnaiss<incc

de TAsie et le point reel ou commenyait le pays ennerni. Voir A. Lod.s, Documents egyptiens sur la Pa-

lestine aux environs de Van HOOO avant J.’-C., dans la Rev. dillistoire et de philosophic religieuse, 1927,

451-3. Voir aussi R. Dussaud, dans les Compte-rendus de VAcad. des Inscr., 1027, 92. L’uuvrage du

meme auteur, Topographie historique de la Syrie antique et medievale, Paris, 1927, est particulierement

important pour les campagnes egyptiennos.

C. A. Lazzarides a public dans la Sernaine egyptienne une serie d etudes : Aper<^u sur les relations

poUtiques de VEgypte avec les et<(ts de V Asie centrale a Vepoque de Tel-el-Amarna, no. 27-8, sept. 1927, 11-1 1

et 1 fig.; EEgypte ancienne. Effets de la politique egyptienne de Vepoque de Tel-el-Amarna sur les relations

economiques de VEgypte avec les Etats de VAsie centrale, no. 29-39, octobre 1927, 19-20; EEgypte

ancienne. Organisation de Vempire pharaonique d\isie a Ve'poque de Tel-el-Amarna, no. 35-6, 25 novembre

1927, 17-20 et figg.

ERistoire die peuple dJsrael des les origines jusqiVa Van 70 apres J.-C., par P. Montet (1926), est

annoncee par A. Vincent, dans la Rev. des questions historiques, Liii (1927), 423.

Le probl^me du iiom des Pheniciens a plusicurs fois occupe les egyptologues {fnhic). Voir dans Syrbf,

VIII (1927), 182-5, le resume par R, D[ussaud] de V, Berard, Le nom des Pheniciens (1926).

G. Contenau, La Civilisation phenicienne est Fobjet d’un compte-rendu par E. AV. von BissiNCi, dans

D.L.Z., XLVIII (1927), cob 1815-20.

Dans A, Barrois, Fouilles a Neirab, dans la Rev. hihliqne, 1927, 257-65, est signalcc la decouverte de

scarabees. Le Bulletin de L. H. Vincent, ibid., 447-78, releve a plusieurs endroits les rapports avec

PEgypte. Voir aussi du meme EAnnee archeologique cn Palestine, ibid., 419-25, les fouilles alleniandes a

Balata-Sichem. Du meme encore, dans Syria, viir, fouilles de Beisan, Megiddo, etc,

Les fouilles de Flinders Petrie en Palestine sout decrite dans Egypt over the Border, dans A.E., 1927,

1-8 et 4 fig., et dans Palestine Treasures, LL.F., 2 juillet 1927, no. 4602, 10-11 et fig.

G. Roeder, Eine agyptische Steinfgur aus Kleinasien, dans O.L.Z., xxx (1927), col. 545-8 avec 1 planche,

attire Tattention sur une figurine en pierre, du moyen empire, decouverte h Vakhscht Han, a Pest d’Angora,

et conservee au musee de cette ville. La statuette tr^s typique est au nom d’un Keri, fils de la dame Ity.

C’est un cas interessant h ra})procher de celui la “dame d’Adana'’ au Metropolitan Museum. (Remarquer

la forme du crane de Keri.) Voir sur la meme statuette: T. G. Allen, A middle Kingdom Egyptian

Contact with Asia Minor, dans A.J.S.Ij., xliii, 1927, 294-6, et p. 295 pour la decouverte k Kiirigin Kaleh,

pr^s de Yakhschl Han.
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Belsan. A,E,, 1927, 106-8 doiuie uii resume precis de Particle de Alan Rowe, The New Discoveries at

Beth-Smi, public dans Q.S.P.E.F., April 1927, (Temples egyptiens des XVIIP—XX® dyn.) Voir aussi

A. Rowe, Canaan links with Eijypt^ Crete and Cyprus: New Beisan relics^ dans LL.N.^ nov. 12, 1927, 856-7,

ct Cidt objects some SSOO years old, discovered during the excavations at Beisan, ibid., nov'. 26, 192/, 955.

Les rnemes docouvertes soiit Pobjet d'articles par le P, Dhorme, Les Fouilles de Beisan, dans la Rev, hiblique,

1927, 98-101 et dans Archiv fur Orientforseining, iv (1927), 115. (Specidement la nccropole d'apres Museum

Journal (Philadelphia), xviu (1927), 9-45, 25 fig. et 1 pi.)

Byhlas. P. Montet, Un Egyptien, roi de Byhlos, sous la XIF dynastic. Etude siir deux scarabees de

la collection Clercq, dans Hyria, viii (1927), 85-92 et fig. attire Pattention sur des scarabees d’amethyste

provenaut sans doute de la tombe royale no. IV de By bios. Mais pourquoi se refuser d’admettre qu’un

prince de Byblos ait pris un nom egyptien? Voir P. Montet, Deux scarabees de la collection Clercq acquis

d Ceheit ftar M. Peretie, dans les Coraptes rendus de VAcad., 1927, 32-3.

M. Dunand, La CinquAhne campagne de fouilles de Byblos (mars^

—

j^io 1926), dans Syria, viii (1927),

92-104 avec pi. xxiii—xxvii, deerit les nouveaux developpements dans Pexploration da temple et de la

necropole de Byblos, A signaler une inscription de Kheops et une statuette egyptienne du moyen empire

(pourquoi Pauteur dit-il que e’est une statuette de femme?). Voir Compte-rendus de VAcad,, 1927, 34-6.

M. PiLLET, Le Temple de Byblos, dans Syria, viii (1927), 105-12, pi. xxviii—xxx ;
R. Dussaud, Note

additionnelle, ibid., 113-25 et fig., completent le rapport de M. Dunand. Voir aussi S. Earoche, Byhlos

d^apres les fouilles recentes, dans le Larousse mensuel, mars 1927, 360-1 avec 4 fig. Une etude critique sur

la date des objets decouverts dans les diverses campagnes est faite par Fr. W. von Bissing, Die Funde in

den Ternpela von Byhlos und ikre zeitliche Bestimmung, dans Archiv fur OHentforschung, iv (1927), 57-66.

MishrifL Au cours de ses fouilles de Paiicienne Qatna, M. du Mesnil du Buisson a decouvert un

s^ihinx au nom de la princesse Ita, fille d’Arnenemhet II
;
une statue egyptienne en albatre, un scarabee

hyksos. Voir dans Syna, viii (1927), ID., Les Ruines dEl~ Mishrife' au nord~est de Homs, 13-33, EA ncienne

Qatna ou les ruines dELMishnfe au N.-E. de Ho/ns, 277-301; R. Dussaud, Les fouilles de Mishrife, 189-91.

Dans les Coniptesa'cadus de VAcad., 1927: A. Moret, Inscription hieroglyphique gravee sur un sphinx

trouve d Misknfe, 116-7; voir aussi 111 et 136; DU Mesnil du Buisson, Compte-rendu sommaire des

fouilles de Mishrife {Qatna), 246-54. Enfin dans Archiv far Orientforsekung, iv (1927), 114 et 245.

Pitru. Sur Pidentification de ce site par G. D. Hogarth, voir M. Pieper, dans 0,L.Z., xxx (1927),

col. 16-17.

Sinai. Les fameuses insci'iptions alphabdtiques du Sinai ont ete rapportees au Musee du Caire par les

soins de K. Lake, R, P. Blake ct A. W. Johnson, The Serabit Inscriptions, dans les Ann. Serv., xxvii

(1927), 238-40. Voir aussi A.J.A., xxxi (1927;, 363-4; Archiv fnr Orientforsekung, iv (1927), 117.

Quelques travaux sur les problemes souleves par ces inscriptions: B. L. Ullman, The Origin and

Development of the Alphabet, dans A.J.A., xxxi (1927), 311-28; M. Cohen, Les articles de G. Furlani,

K. Sethe, H. Grinime et I. Zoller sur la question de Veeriture sinaitique, dans le Bull, de la Soc. de

linguistiqiie, 1927, 164-7
;
N. Peters, Das Sinaischriftproblem, dans la Theologische Zeitsekr., xxvi (1927),

15 ct s.
;

G. Ryckmans, La Mention du Sindi dans les inscriptions protosinaitiques, dans le Museon, xl

(1927), 201-4 et 1 pi. AV. Spiegelberg, dans le D.L.Z., xlviii (1927), col. 1441-2, ecrit un compte-rendu

de K. Sethe, Der Ursprung des Alphabets', A. von Hoonacker, dans le Museon, xl (1927), 132-4, un

compte-rendu dc H. Grimm E, Die Losung des Sinaischriftprohlems (1926).

Cret*\ H. R. Hall, Keftiu, dans Essays in Aegean Archaeology presented to Sir Arthur Evans, 31-41

avec pi. iii et iv, montre une fois de plus qu’en depit des controverses, Keftiu signifie premierement

(primarily) la Crete, et que les representations des gens de Keftiu nous montreut les Minoens de Crete

a Papogee de la splcndeur de leur civilisation. Dans le meme recueil, pp. 91-9 et pi. xv—xvi, T. E. Peet

etudie The Egyptian ^Vriting-Board B.M. 56Jf7, hearing Keftiu N'ames, et montre combien cette liste de

noms soi-disant Kefti donne peu de bases serieuses pour Petude de la langue cretoise.

H. R. Hall, A Predynastic Egyptian Double-Axe, reproduit pi. v du mtmie recueil unc double hache

en silex provenant de Haute Egypte, et rappelle Pexistence du culte de la double-hache dans PEgypte

primitive.

L’etude de A. Evans, The early Nilotic, Libyan and Egyptian relations vnth Minoan Crete (1925), est

analysee par G. Furlani, dans Aegyptus, viii (1927), 188-9.

P. CLOCHfi, Ilistoire grecque. Fouilles d Cnossos, dans la Rev. historique, 1927, 87, signale les vases

predynastiques egyptiens trouves en Cr^te. Voir aussi pour les rapports avec PEgypte, M. J. Marinatos,

La civilisation ancienne cretoise, 1927 (en grec).
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Signalons les fantaisies niediterraneennes de J. Rendel Harris, Traces of ancient Eg/fpt in the Medi-

terranean et More about Egypt and its colonies, dans les Woodbrooke Essays, nos. 1 et 6, Cambridge, 1927.

Greee et colonies, dans la Rev, histonque, janv.—fevr. 1927, P. Cloche signale des ivoires egyptiens a

lalysos, des terres-cuites a Egine et uii tombeau egyptisant a Styrn[)liale.

F. CuMONT decrit les Xoueelles decouvertes a Cyrene, Le Temple dflsis, dans le Journ. des Savants, 1927,

318-22.

Philologie.

Le grand developpement des etudes de philologie egyptienne depuis plus d'une generation trouve Na

codilioation, en (tuelque sorte, dans VEgyptian Grainmar, Oxford, 1927, publiee par Alan H. Gardiner.
Plusieurs comptes-rendiis en out ete donnes immediatement par A. C[alderini], dans Aegyptns, viii

(1927), 376 ;
F. Ll. Griffith, dans Journal, xiii, 279-81

;
Kuentz, dans Bull, de la Soc. de linguistique

de Paris, xxviii (1927); M. A. M[urray], dans A.E., 1927, 100-1
; G. Ort, dans Syria, viii (1927), 255-6.

On doit regretter qu’au rneme moment paraissent deux grammaires destinees aux commen^ants et qui

n’ont pu se servir de Toeuvre de Gardiner. Elies sent demodees le jour meme de leur publication : SAiiUEL

A. B. Mercer, An Egyptian Grammar with Chrestomathy and Glossary, Londres, 1927. (Critique severe

par R. 0. Faulkner, dans A,E., 1927, 60-1
;
avec reponse de J. A. Maynard, ibid., 94-5

;
courte annonce

par S. Reinach, dans la Rev. Arch., xxvi (1927), 306), et J. Farina, Gramrnaire de Vancien egyptien (hiero-

glyphes). Edition fx’an^aise par Rene Xeuville, Paris, 1927. Compte-rendus par R. O. Faulkner, dans
A.E., 1927, 60-1 et Y(incent), dans la Rev. biblique, 1927, 626.

Le travail de Kurt Sethe, Die Vokalisation des aegyptischen (1925), est annonce par W. Spiegelberg,
dans O.L.Z., xxx (1927), col. 241-2. Deux recherches de detail de vocalisation : K. Sethe, Die angebliche

Bezeichnung des Vokals e im Demotischen, dans la A.Z., lxii, 8-13 et H. Grimme, Ein ccrlorengcglaubtcr

Laut des Altagyptischen (etude du son 1), dans O.L.Z,, xxx (1927), col. 85-8.

Le grand dictionnaire d’ERiiAN-GRAPOW, Worterbuch der agyptischen Sprache (3^ livraison, 1927), est

l objet de compte-rendus par A. Moret, dans la Rev. critique Jhist. et de lift., xciv (1927), 402-3 et de
S. A. B. Mercer, dans le J.S.O.R,, xi (1927), 155-6. Voir aus.si H. Grapow, Das Worterbuch der

agyptischen Sprache, dans Forschiinyen und Fortschritte, iii (1927), 127-8. W. Spiegelberg, Die Kon~

junktion hr rC ^‘zu der Zeit wo, wann, wenn, da, weil,’’ dans la A.Z., lxii (1927), 42-3
;

II. Kees,

Textkritische Kleinigkeiten, 1. hv: sdh cc, r “jem. verfluchen, verdammen,’’ ibid., LXiii (1928), 75-8, et

B. Gunn, The word
,
ibid., LXII, 1927, 83-5, precisent le sens de quelques expressions.

Quelques travaux s’occupent des rapports de Tegyptien et des langues des peoples voisins : Frida
Behnk, Lexikalische Beitrage zur agyptisch-semitischen Sprachvergleichu ng, dans la A.Z., LXII (1927), 80-3

;

M. Cohen, Sur le nom <Tun contenant d entrelacs dans le monde mediterraneen (5-6^= pot), dans le Bull,

de la Soc. de linguistique. xxvii (1927), 81-120; ID., Du verhe tidarna dans le groupe couchite (rapjxorts

avec i’egyptien), ibid., 169-200; F. Lexa, Coniment se revelent les rapports entre les langues hamitiques,

semitiques et la langue egyptienne dans les grammaires des pronoms personnels, des verbes et dans les

numeraux cardinaux 1 d 0, dans Philologica, 1927 ;
K. Sethe, Die a'gyptische Ausdrucke fur ^^Jedcr'’’ und

ihre semitischen Entsprechungen, dans Zeitschr, filr Sernitistik, v (1927), 1-5.

La brillante etude de H. Grapow, Die bildlichen Ausdrucke (1924), est encore Tobjet de compte-rendus

de L. B. E(llis) dans A.E., 1927, 62 et de K. Tallqvist, dans O.L.Z., xxx, col. 935-6.

Kurt Sethe, Zum Narnen Pharhaithos, dans la A.Z., LXiii (1928), 99, etablit philologiquement le

rapport du nom Pharbaithos avec ^ ^
°

.

H. O. Lange, dans O.L.Z., xxx (1927), col. 935, rend hornmage a la haute valeur de K. Sethe, Er-

lavtcrungen zu den aegyptischen Lesestkeken, Leipzig, 1927.

Ceci est plutot uiie curiosite pour les cgyptologues : H. Quentin, Sur la forum indeclinable du rnot

Pharao dans les manuscrits de la Bihl. lutina, dans Bihlica, viii (1927), 92-4.

Pour Fhistoire de la decouverte des hieroglyi)hes on lira avec interet : H. Sottas, Notes complenicntaires

sur le dechiffrement des hieroglyphes, dans le Bull, de I'Inst.fr. cVarch, orient,, xxvii (1927), 59-78, ct du
raeme : Un Precurseur cdlemand de Champollion{?), ihid., 83-7.

Pal^ographie.

Ed. Naville, Vecriture egyptienne (1925), est analyse et critique encore par M. Bourguignon, dans

Hnnianitas. ii (1927), 69; H. Jensen, dans O.L.Z., xxx (1927), col. 929-33; M. A. M[urray], dans A,E.,

1927, 28; H. O. Lange, dans D.L.Z,, iv (1927), 2385; V[incent] dans la Rev. biblique, 1927, 625-6.
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Hilda Petrie a soigneusemeiit rassomble toutes les formes d’hieroglyphes des deux premieres dynasties:

Egyptian Hieroglyphs of the first and second Dynasties^ Londres, 1927.

L. Keimer, a Note on two hieroglyphs^ dans A,J,S.L.^ XLin (1927), 226-31, determine les oiseaux re-

presentes par^ et ^ (voir k Science), M. Fillet, Be VOhjet represente par le signe dans la R.E.A.^

I (1927), 157-75, cherche a demontrer que le signe mn represeiite ime palissade.

La recente liste des hicu’oglyphes etablie par Alan H. Gardiner pour sa grammaire est imprimee sous

le litre: Cahdogue of the Egyptwn Hieroglyphic Printing Type^ Oxford, 1927, Voir dans The Periodical

^

xii, 1927, 14.

La curieiise etude de Won Kenn, Origins et evolution de Vecriture hieroglyphique et de Vecriture chinoise

(1926), est Tobjet de compte-rendus de B. Belpaire, dans la Rev. helge de philologie et dEistoire^ vi (1926),

282-4
;
H. Jensen, dans O.L.Z.^ xxx (1927), col. 999-1000 ; A. Ungnad, dans la W.Z.K.M.^ xxxiv (1927),

146 et s. Voir aussi Rev. hihlique^ janvier 1927, 566.

H. O. Lange, dans O.L.Z.^ xxx (1^^^)? col. 470, analyse la these de S. Schott, (Intersuchnngen zur

Schriftgeschichte der Pyramidentexte (1926), qui se rapporte plus au precede de composition qu’a Phistoire

de Tccriturc.

Signalons la nouvelle edition des deux premiers volumes de G. Moller, Hieratische Palaographie^

Leipzig, 1927.

P. A. A. Boeser, dans O.L.Z.^ xxx (1927), col. 354-6, rend compte de W. Spiegelberg, Deinotica^ i

(1925).

Religion.

Generalites. Plusieurs compte-rendus unt etc publics encore de I’excellent recueil de Th. Hopfner,
Fontes historiae (1922-5), par 0. C. Bayer, dans Bl. f d. Gymn. Schulw., lxiii (1927), 184; A. Moret,
dans la Rev. critique, xciv (1927), 197-8

;
dans Wien. Bl. f. d. Freunde d. AntiJce, iv (1927), 166, et dans le

Journal, xiii (1927), 130.

Les traites genuraux de Robinson, An Outline Introduction to the History of Religion, et Richard
Kreglinger, Hevolution religieuse de Vhiunanite (1926), sont analyses par C. Clemen, dans O.L.Z., xxx
(1927), col. 461-3.

G. Roder, Die dgyptische Religion, dans Clemen, Religionsgesckichte, 59-78 et fig. 34-48, est illustree

surtout de monuments du Musee Pelizaeus.

S. A. B. Mercer, dans J.S.O.R., xi (1927), 163, analyse rapidement J. G. FRxVZER, The Worship of
Nature (1926).

Wilhelm Bayer, Die Religion der altesten agyptischen Inschriften, Anthropos, xxii (1927), 404-29
et 889-910, continue sa minutieuse etude sur la religion egyptienue d’apr^s les inscriptions des premieres
dynasties.

Je groupe ici un certain nonibre de travaux qui touchent plus particuli^rement aux aspects divers de
la religion: G. W. B. Huntingeord, Further notes on Dualism in African Religions, dans A.E., 1927, 98-9

;

M. J. Lagrange, HHennetisrne (origine cgyptienne), dans le Correspondant, 1927, 648-65; Jacques Le-

Une serie de compte-rendus d’ouvrages touchant a des j^robl^mes religieux : Lorenz Durr, Die Wertung
dc.'i Lehens un alien Testament and un antiken Orient (1926), par Gottfried Quell, dans O.L.Z., xxx (1927),
col. 365-6; Wilhelm Engel, Die Schicksalsides im Altertuni (1926), par H. Guntert, dans B,P.W., 1927,
col. oo5-6

;
par A. Lesky, dans D.L.Z., iv (1927), 665 et s.

;
par K. Latte, dans Gnomon, iii (1927), 252,

et par H. Leisegang, dans O.L.Z., xxx (1927), coL 464-5. La th^se de J. M. Linforth, Herodotus avowal
of Silence in his account of Egypt (1924), est annoncee par AYolf Aly dans B.P.W,, xlvii (1927), col. 897.

Citons deux bulletins: A. Bulletin des religions hahylonieimes et assyriennes, Appendice:
Egypte et Phenicie, dans Recherches de science relig., fevrier 1927, 51-7; P. Sinave, Religion egyptienne,
dans Rev. de sciences philosoph. et theol., juillet 1927, 340-2.

Dieux. Signalons d’abord un petit article. Family-gods in Egypt, dans El Palacio (Santa-Fe), xxiii
(1927), ^-9. On trouvera des details sur plusieurs dieux egyptiens dans J. G. Frazer, Les Dieux du del,
Pans, 192<, S. A. B. Mercer, Babylonian and Egyptian Triads, dans J.S.O.R., xi (1927), 137-41, montre
que la realite pratique des triades dans la vie religieuse, k Texception du groupe Osiris, Isis et Horus, est
absolument negligeable.
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Notons r^tude de Louis Robert, Epigraphica, V. Rhglement de Prihxe mr le culte des dieux egyptiens^

dans la Rev. des Etudes grecques^ XL (1927), 220-3.

L’ouvrage de W. A. Jayne, Tke Healing Gods of ancient civilizations (1925), est analyse par S. A. B.

Mercer, dans le J,S.O.R.^ xr (1927), 247.

Thomas Milton Stewart, The symbolism of the Gods of the Egyptians and the light they throv: on
Freemasonry^ Londres, 1927, apprendra aux egyptologues bieii des choses etranges qu’ils ignorent. Je leur

signale les considerations sur le signe de vie a la page 118.

Akephalos. L'importante etude de K. Preisendanz (1926) est analysee par Eitrem, dans Gnomon,
1927, 176 et s.

;
H. Leisegang, dans O.L.Z,, xxx (1927), col. 567, et M. A. M(urray), dans AH., 1927,

103-4.

Bes. Fr. W. von Bissing publie un bronze hellenistique : Eine hellenistische Bronzefgur des Gottes Bes,

dans les Mitteilungeyi des d. archaol. Inst., Athenische Abteilung, l (1925), paru en 1927, 123-32, pi. iv—

v

et fig. Voir aussi C. Picard, Apollon, Bes et les Oalates, dans le Bulletin da Musee d/Art et dhistolre de

Geneve, v (1927), 52-63 et 3 fig,

Hathor. A. M. Hocart, Phallic offerings to Hathor, dans Han, xxvii (1927), 140, etudie certaines

offrandes faites au temple de THathor de Deir el Bahari; dans le meme journal, 150-3, on trouvera un
article de G. D. Hornblower, Further Fotes on phallism in ancient Egypt.

Horus. E. Chassinat, Le Temple dHorus Behouditi d Denderah, dans la R.E.A., i (1927), 298-308,

montre que Tedifice appele '•'‘Mar du roi Senousrit, que Ton appelle Pa Harhehouditi^^ se trouvait reelle-

ment a Denderah et non k Edfou. Henri Sottas ajoute quelques Remarques cornplementaires sur le diea

Harkhentekhtai, dans le Bull, de VInst.fr. d^arch. or., xxviii (1927), 89-90.

Imhotep. Le ministre de Djeser, sous sa forme divine, est etudie par J. Avalon, Imhotep, VEsculape

des Egyptiens, dans Aesculape, fev. 1927, 36-40 avec 4 fig. Le livre de J. B. Hurry (1926) est Tobjet de

compte-rendus de R. Anthes, dans O.L.Z., xxx (1927), col. 937; AV. F. Edgerton, dans A.J.A., xxxi

(1927), 279-80; S. A. B. Mercer, dans J.S.O.R., xi (1927), 157, et A. H. Sayck, dans Antiquity, i (1927),

504-5.

Isis. L. B. Ellis, The Sistrurn of Isis, dans A.E., 1927, 19-25, examine k propos d’un autel du musee de
Nimes, les formes tardives de la deesse et son evolution iconographique sous I’influence du ohristiaiiisme.

Citons egalement: P. M£dan, Le livre XI des metamorphoses dWpalee. Ce qui etaient les 'mysieves d Isis,

Paris, 1927, et Oh. Picard, Sur la patrie et les peregrinations de Demeter, dans la Rev. des Etudes greciptes,

XL (1927), 320-69, ce dernier contestant I’origine egyptienne de Demeter, suutenue par P. Foucart.

Osiris, Les myst^res, la passion d’Osiris sont des themes toujours repris. Voir P. Cloche, Les religions

mystenosophiqxies de N. Turchi, dans la Rev. historique, i (1927), 103; L. de Grandmaison, Dieux marts et

ressuscites, dans les Recherches de Science relig., avril 1927, 97-126. Sur J. G. Frazer, Atys and Osins (1920),

voir G. Rodst, dans la Rev. des Etudes anciennes, 1927, 76-8, et IL Leisegang dans O.L.Z., xxx (1927;,

col. 1052.

La nature d’Osiris est etudiee par Frank-Kamenetzk.1, Uher die Wasser- und Bauinnatar des Osiris,

dans VArchiv fur Religionsuissenschaft, xxiv (1927), 234-43.

On trouvera plaisir et profit a la conference d'ALEX. Moret, La Mise a mort du dieu en Egypte, Paris,

1927. (Fondation Frazer. Conference 1.) Peut-etre ne sera-t-on pas toujours d’accord avec I’auteur sur

tous les points. Dans son compte-rendu de la Rev. Arch., xxv (1927), 397-8, S. Reinach en vante
“ I’orthodoxie frazerienne.”

Serapis. A noter deux dtudes: E. Kornemann, Aus der Gehurtsstunde elnes Gottes (Serapis), dans les

Mitteil. d. Schles. Gesellsch. f. Yolkskunde, 1927, 1-19
;
Th. Zieliwsky", La Sibylle, Trois cssais sur la

religion antique et le christianisme. (2^ essai : Timethee et la fusion du culte dTsis et des mystores

d^Eleusis, Paris, 1927.)

Rois. Signalons Timportant travail de J. Cerny, Le Culte d^Amenophis P^ chez les ouvriers de la

necropole thebaine, dans le Bull, de VInst. fr. d\trch. or., xxvii (1927), 159-203 avec 9 pi., et letude de

A. Wiedemann, Die Uquptischen Kaniqsqraber nad ihre reliqionsqeschichtliche Bedentunq, dans Volker-

kunde (1927), 40-6 et 120-8.

G. Daressy, Sur le Naos de Semtsret I^ trouve d Karnak, dans la R.E.A., i (1927), 203-11 et j)l. vi—vii,

attribue au culte de Sesostris le naos decouvert par M. Pillet et depose maiiitenant au Musee du
Caire.

Anirnau.v. L. B. Ellis, A Graeco-roman Apis, dans A.E., 1927, 9 et 1 fig., publie et commente une
statuette decouverte a Cologne.

14—2
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Piir Tetude des iioms composes siir la forme Til-dieu-^m~iv^ W. Spiegelberg, Anemho (Cn-m-7ir\ le dieu

taiireau d^Athribis, dans la R.E,A.^ I (1927), 218-20, determine le nom de I’animal sacre “le beau de

visage ” du dieu Hatl-htL

A. Jacoby, Der angehliche Eselskult der Juden und Christen^ dans Archio far Religions'Wiss..i xxv (1927),

265 et s. est h ajouter au dossier de Seth-ane.

K. Sethe, Atiim ah Icktmrnion^ dans A.Z.^ LXiii (1927), 50-3, 1 fig., publie une admirable statuette

d’Ichneumon du musee de Vienne, et moiitre eii la rapprochant de figures du naos de Saft el Henne que

c’est une forme d’Aturn d’Heliopolis.

Cl. Gaillard, Les animaiix consacres a la divinite de Vancienne Lgcopolis^ dans les Ann, JServ.y xxvii

(1927), 33-42 et 7 fig., dcmontre que “les animaux sacres d'Oupouaouat, la divinite de I’ancienne Lyeopolis,

etaient choisis parmi les chiens errants ou demi-sauvages.”

Le culte des lions a Tell Mokdam est Tobjet d\in article de H. P. Blok, Ret Jnds der Leeiiwen in

Leohtopolis^ dans le Bulletin von de vereeniging tot hevordering der kenais van de antieke heschavingj ii,

no. 2, 10-13 et pi.

EIntennediaire des chercheurs et curieux, xc (1927), col. 754-5 et col. 897, reciieille quelques notes sur

les chats dans la religion egyptienne.

Rituels, H. Kees analyse critiquement dans O.L,Z.^ xxx (1927), col. 242-4, Petude de G. Foccart, La
belle fite de la vallee (1924).

H. O. Lange, Ein liturgisches Lied an Min^ dans les Sitzungsh. der preuss, Akad. d. lIYss., xxviii (1927),

331-8, partant de Pexamen dhme stble du musee de Pcirme, donne un remarquable exemple de la persis-

tance des textes religieux des Pyramides ^ Pepoque grecque.

Samuel A. B. Mercer, Some Religions ideas in the seventeenth chapter of the Book of the Read,, dans
J.S .O .R,^ XI (1927), 217-21, presente un essai de classification des idees religieuses contradictoires

assemblees dans le chapitre XVII du Livre des Morts. E. Naville, Le Chapitre 11^ du Livre des Morts^
dans la R,E.A., i (1927), 245-9, critique la traduction du chapitre 112 donnee par K. Sethe. Fr. AY, von
Bussing, Totenpapyros eines Gottesvaters des Arnon, dans la A.Z., LXiii (1927), 37-9 et 1 ph, analyse un
papyrus a vignettes du Livre des Morts, presentant de nombreuses variantes et des textes nouveaux qui
demanderaient une etude approfondie.

S. K. K. Glanville, Note on the nature and date of the of Nakht. B.M. 10471 and 10473,
dans le Journal, xiii (1927), 50-6 et pL xix—xxi, publie la notice de deux livres des morts de Xakht, dont
Pun sur vedin.

Magie. Dans son livre Magie nnd Zauherei hi der alien Welt, Berlin, 1927, Kurt Aram consacre de
nonibieuses pages (153-271 avec fig. et pi.) k la magie egyptienne. L’auteur, generalement bien informe,
a des i-eniarques intercssantes et justes.

Xous devons a H. O. Lange, Der magische Papyrus Harris, dans les Publications de VAcad, de Copen-
hague (xiv, 2), une nouvelle edition du papyrus magique public par Chabas en 1860.

E. Drioton, EOpinion Pun sorcier egyptien, dans la R.EA., i (1927), 133-7, publie une nouvelle
furmule de conjuration avec menaces aux dieux qui n’ecouteraient pas la voix de Pexorciste. AY.R. Dawson,
Ihe number seven ^ in Egyptian texts, dans Aegyptus, viii (1927), 97-107, a reuni tons les exemples de
Pinfluence magique du nombre sept et de ses multiples.

Les amulettes de la boucle et de la vie, et leurs rapports originaires, sont etudiees par H. Schafer,
Das sogenaunte Bhit der Isis'^ und das Zeichen Lebenf dans la A,Z,, lxii (1927), 108-10.

La coutume de briser des vases au cours de ceremonies funeraires a caraetbre conjuratoire, est ex-
pliquee irar de nouveaux^textes decouverts par S. Schott, Die Zeremonie des Zerbrechens der roten Tbpfe
dans la A.Z., LXiii (1927), 101, et K. Sethe, Zu der Zerenionie der Zerbrechens der roten Topfe ibid
101 - 2 .

’

Le livre de F. Lexa sur La Magie dans Vtgypte antique (1925) est Pobjet de compte-rendus et
d^analyses par E. G. Allen, dans A.JS,L., xliv (1927), 66-7; H. Bonnet, dans ZD.M.G,, vi (1927),
177-8

;
P. L. Couchaud, dans le iVercure de France,^ 15 juin 1927, 725

;
AY. R. Dawson, dans Vac Asiatic

Revieir, xxiii (1927), 668-9; C. Lagier, dans les Etudes, cxci (1927), 593-600; H. O. Lange, dans la
D,LZ., IV (1927), col. 346 et ss.

;
Al. A. AI(urray), dans A.E., 1927, 27-8, et dans Man, 1927, 57 ;

J. Ferraud, dans le Journ, Asiatique, 1927, 320-6; N. Reich, dans Anglican Theological Rev., x (1927-8),
58-9; E. Remy, dans le Bull bibliogr, et pedagogique du Musee beige, 1927, 130-1

;
P. Sinave, dans la

Rev, des sciences philosoph. et theoL, 1927, 340-1
;
L. Thorndike, dans Isis, 1927, 450-2, et par A. AYerner,

dans le Bidl. of the School of Oriental Studies, London Institution, iv (1927), 661-3.
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Le livre de H. W. Obbink, Be magische Betehenis van den naani (1925), est I’ubjet des compte-rendus

de H. P. Blok, dans 2^Iusevm, xxsiv (1926-7), 136-7; H. Bonnet, dans la Z.D.M.G., vi (1927), 175-7

;

L. Durr, dans OX.Z., xxx (1927), col. 562-3, et H. Kanke, dans la Theologische Literalarzeitung, lii

( 1927), no. 2.

A. Wiedemann, dans O.L.Z.^ xxx (1927), 756-7, montre le manque de competence de Karma, Astrology

of the ancient Egyptians^ Londres, 1924.

Voir enfin W. Deonna, Aniulettes de VEgypte contemporaine^ dans la Rev. cVEthnograpfde et des tra-

ditions populaires, 1926 (tirage a part 1927), 237 a 244.

Religion des Aforts. Je n’ai pas vu M. de R. Dina, La destinee^ la niort et ses hypotheses^ Paris, 1927.

Fr. Schmalz, Totenkult ha altea Aegypten^ dans Der Erdhall^ i (1926-7), 241-5 avec tig., est uii court

article de vulgarisation.

M. Weynants-Ronday, Paradis egyptiens^ dans le Chron. Eg.^ in (1927), 52-77, analyse les doctrines

sur les mondes mysterieux ou vivaient les ames desincarnees.

H. Kees, Ein Klagelied ither das Jenseits., dans A.Z,^ Lxii (1927), 73-9, public d’apr6s line tombe du

nouvel empire a Sauiet el-Meitin, iin nouveau texte pessimiste sur Texistence d'outre-tombe.

H. P. Blok, Zur altagyptisckea Vorstellung des Himmelsleite/\ dans Acta Orientalia., vi (1927), 257-69,

nous apporte line etude precieuse des idees sur les echelles que le mort emjdoie pour escalader le ciei.

Le livre de H. Kees, Totenglauhen und Jenseitsvorstelliingen (1926), est analyse et critique par

H. Bonnet, dans la Z.D.M.G.^ vi (1927), 179-89, et par G. Roder, dans O.L.Z.^ xxx (1927), col. 933-5

—

celui de W. B. Kristensen, Het lecea %iit den dood (1926), par Miedema, dans Alaseam^ xxxiv (1927),

311-2, et X. dans Theologische Blatter^ vi (1927), 19-22—les deux ouvrages par 11. Asselbergs, Antieke

godsdienstea., dans Vragen van den dag^ XLII (1927), t. a p., 8 pp.

Les statues des defunts et le rule qu’elles joueiit dans le culte funeraire soiit etudiees par G. Marro,

R corpo € la statv.a del definiio aelV Egitto antico^ dans Archivio Italiano di Psicologia^ V (1927), t. a p.,

53 pp. et 4 pi. Le livre de M. Weynants-Ronday, Les Statues civantes (1926), er^t analyse par T. G. Allen,

dans A.J.aS'.Z., xliv (1927), 65-6
;
H. Bonnet, dans O.Z.Z., xxx (1927), col. 671-2

;
W. R. Dawson, dans lo

Journal.^ xiii, 278-9
;
William F. Edgerton, dans A.J.A..^ xxxi (1927), 402-3; A. Goffin, dans la Ptev.

hibliographique beige., viii (1927), 59-60, et M. A. Murray, dans Man^ xxvii (1927), 228. Voir aussi

M. Stracmans, dans la Rec. beige de philologie et d^hist.., 1927, 929.

Science.

Je citerai d'abord deux articles k portee generale : L. Keimer, Von der Bedeutung der Naturicissen-

schaften fiir die Aegyptologie^ dans VArchiv fkr Geschichte der Mathematik^ der Xatarwissenschafien und

der Techniky x (1927), 87-102 et fig.; et Percy E. Newberry, Aegypten als Feld fur anthropologische

Forschiing, dans Der Alte Orient, xxvii, 1927.

H. Wieleitner, War die Wissenschaft der alien Aegypter icirklich nur praktisch?, dans Isis, fevrier

1927, 1-28, reKve ce qufil y a d’inexact k considerer la science egyptienne comme essentiellenient pratique.

Afathe'/natiques. Le Papyrus Rhind et les questions qui s’y rattachent ont fait I’objet de plusieurs

travaux : O. Gillain, La Science egyptienne. Ilarithrnetique au Aloyen Empire, avec une preface de

J. Bosmans, Bruxelles, 1927 (compte-rendu de M. Jacquemod, dans Aegyptus, viii (1927), 372-4) ;^G. Loria,

La loi d^evolution propre des mathematiques, dans Scientia, 1927, supplement 127-37
;
A. Rey, Novceau

coup d’oeil sur la mathematique egyptienne, dans la Rev. de synthese histoHque, xliii (1927), 27-35. L‘ouvrage

de O. Neugebauer, Die Grundlagen der agyptischen Bruchrechnung (1926), est analyse par K. Reide-

meister, dans O.L.Z., xxx (1927), col. 471-2. Je n'ai pas vu O. Neugebauer, Z}ir Eutstehung des Sexa-

gesimalsystems, dans les Ahk. d. Ges. d. llYss. zu Gottingen, Math.-phys. Klassc, xiii, 1927.

S. R. K. Glanville, The Alathernatical Leather Roll in the British Afuseum, dans le Journal, xiil, 232-9

et pi. Iviii—lxii, edite un nouveau document du nouvel empire relatif au calcul des fractions.

R. W. Sloley, Note on parrtholic cones (avec remarques de Sir Flinders Petrie), dans A.E., 1927,

16-17, soul^ve un interes.sant probKme de geometrie,

Les questions de mecaiiique traitees d’interessante mani^re par L. Croon, Lastentransport beini Bau

der Pyramiden (1925), sont analysee.s par L. Borchardt, dans O.L.Z., xxx, (1927), col. 757-9, Voir aus>i

Lefebure des Noettes, La conquite de la force matrice animate. I. La periode antique (L’Egypte), dans

la Nature, 15 janv. 1927, 49-55.

Le traite de A. Lucas, Ancient Egyptian Alaterials (1926), est Tobjet de compte-rendus par G. A.

Auden, dans The Antuquanes Joura., vii (1927), 336-8
;
dans Antiquity, i (1927), 497, et A.E., 1927, 57-8.
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G. A. ^YAINWRIGHT, Obsidian^ dans A.E.^ 1927, 77-93, donne des raisons de croire que I’obsidienne

d'Egypte provient de TArmenie.

H. Garland et C. O. Bannister, Ancient Egyptian Metalhirgy^ Londres, 1927, presentent une premiere

ebauche d’une oeuvre d’une exceptionnelle importance pour I’histoire des sciences. Voir les compte-rendus
de E. Thurlow Leeds, dans Antiquity^ i (1927), 377-8; E. 0. Lippmann, dans O.L.Z.^ xxx (1927),

col. 672-3; T. Eric Peet, dans Liverpool Annals^ xiv (1927), 119-21
; dans A.E., 1927, 58-9. A. Lucas,

Copper in ancient Egypt

^

dans le Journal^ xiii, traite en particulier de la question du cuivre, aussi bien au
point de vue des gisements que de Forigine de la metallurgie. Voir aussi T. A. Rickard, Meteoric iron in

Antiquity^ dans Man^ xxvii (1927), 79-80.

Warren R. Dawson, The Substance called Didi by the ancient Egyptians^ dans le juillet 1927,

497-503, propose de reconnaitre dans le didi^ si souvent discute dejk, Fhematite de Nubie.

Dans les publications de la Berliner Gesellschaft fiir die Geschichte und Bibliographic des Brauwesens,

1926-7, a paru une copieuse etude sur la bi^re : Bier nnd Bierbereitung bei den Volkern der Urzeit. I. Bahy-
lonien und Aegypten.

C. A. Mitchell, Marking-ink in ancient Egypt, dans A.E,, 1927, 18, communique le resultat de son
etude microscopique et micro-chimique d’une marque sur un Huge de momie du British Museum : ce n’est

pas comme on Favait cm, une “ encre indelibile.”

Astronomic. L. Borchardt et P. V. Neugebauer, Beobachtungen des Fr'uhaufgangs des Sirius in

Aegypie'll im Jahre dans O.L.Z., xxx (1927), col. 441-9, publient les resultats de leurs observations
du lever de Sirius.

Zoologie. Les oiseaux du Nil continuent a former le sujet de recherches nombreuses: Bengt Berg,
Met de trekcogels naar Africa, La Haye, 1927 ; R. E, Moreau, Birds in ancient Egypt, dans The Nineteenth
Century and a ftei\ cii (1927), 500-7 (egalement au point de vue artistique)

;
L. Keimer, A Note on tivo

hieroglyp/is, A.J.S.L., (1927), 226-31 Neophron perc7iopterus L.

;

^ Gyps fuhus Gm.)
;

ID., Compte-rendu de Ch. Kuentz, Eoie du Nil {Ghenalopex legyptiaca) dans Vantique Egypte (1926), dans
O.L.Z., xxx (1927), col. 353-6.

L Egypte est consideree dans M. Joleaud, Bes orxgxnes de la domestication d^apres la paleontologie
et Varcheologie, dans la Rev. d'Hist. natwrelle appliquee, Paris, 1927. Certaines espkes d’animaux sont
^tudiees par G. D. Hornblower, An huinped Bull of Ivory, dans Journal, xiri, 221-5 et pi. Iv

;
Max

Hilzheimer, Daraa schaeferi Hilzh., dans la Zeiischr. fur Sdugetierkunde, ii (1927), 68-73; M. Joleaud,
[La Cheere egyptienne\, dans le Bull, de la Soc. nationale Jacclimatation de France, avril 1927, 49-50.

Les chevaux decouverts c\ Saqqarah (J. E. Quibell et A. Oliver, An ancient Egyptian Horse, Ann.
Sere., xxvi (1926), 172-6) sont regardes par G. Guemard comme etant les fameux chevaux de Ramses II a la
bataille de Qadesh, dans le Bull, de Vhist. Jilgypte, ix (1927), 130. Voir eutin R. D(ussaud), Les chevaux
de Cilieie et les chars egyptiens au temps de Salomon, dans Syria, viii (1927), 189.

Botanique (y cornpris Fagriculture). EEthnographic, avril—decembre 1927, 1-4, publie un resume de
F. Hartmann, Les Enseignements ethniques qiCa'pporte Vetude de Vagricidture de Vancienne Egypte.

0. Mattirolo, 1 eegetali scoperti nella tomba delV architetto Kha e di sua moglie Mvnt nella necropoli
di Tebe, dalla Missione archeologica italiana, dans les Atti della Reale Accad. delle Scienze di Torino, LXi
(1926), 545-68, d^crit les nombreux produits vegetaux decouverts h Deir el Medina dans la tombe de Kha,
exposee au musee de Turin.

Par G. Elliot Smith, The Beginning of xignculture, dans Nature, no. 2985, January 15, 1927, 81-2,
I’origine de I’agrieulture remonte a I’Egypte dont les premiers habitants ont cultive Torge indigfene. La
tli^se de I’origine dgyptienne est egalement soutenue par M. Gompertz, Corn from Egypt. The\eginning
of Agriculture, Londres, 1927. Voir en outre: A. Forestier, Corn in Egypt before the Pharaohs: Pre-
dynastic husbandry, dans I.L.N., no. 4582, 2 fevr. 1927, 271 et fig.; H. Ranke, PJiug {Aegypten), dans le
Reallerikon der Vorgeschickte, xi (1927), 119, pi. 39 ; A. I^Ioret, Le ble il y a SO siecles, dans zi Nature,
15 avril 1927 (diflereuce specifique^entre le ble snmerien et IVgyptien)

;
de Varigny, Ble de momie, dans

le Chron Eg., no. 5, decembre 1927, 100-1 (le vrai ble de momie ne pousse pas).

On doit il L. Keimer une serie de travaux remarquables sur la botanique : Le Potamogeton lucens L.
dans I’Egypte ancienne. Un exemple de tradition dan.s les repr&entations figurees egyptiennes, dan.s la
R.E.A., I (1927), 182-97 et fig.; Papyrusstengel als Genussmittel, dans le J.S.O.R., xi (1927), 142-5; sur
la culture de.s Agues de sycomore; Eine Bernerkung zu A 7nos 7, 14,

dans Biblica (Rome), viii (1927), 4^-4,
ct fiprachliches und Sachliches :a e<VK(n 'Frucht der Sykomore.’ Eine etymologisch-archaologisch-botanische
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Untersuckung^ dans Acto. Orientalia^ vi (1927), 288-304
;
sur le lotus : Monuments de VEggpte gnco-romahie^

dans le J.S.O.R., xi (1927), 260-1. Son livre, I>ie Gartenp/lanzen im alien Aegypten, est annonce par

S. A. B. IMercer, dans le J.S.O.R.^ xi (1927), 81, Son etude, Bemerkungen zur Sckiefertafel von Hiera-

konpolis^ est resumee par M. A. Murray, dans A.E., 1927, 63.

Citons, enfin, Ch. Dubois, E Olivier et Vhuile olive dans Vaacienne Egypte. II. {Epoque romaine)^

dans la Rev, de philologie, de lilt, et ckhist. anc.^ i (1927), 7-49.

Medecine—Anthropologie. A signaler en premiere ligne une serie d’interessantes etudes par Warren R.

Dawson : Artificial deformatiom of the skull: a suggestion as to the origin of the custom^ dans The Enicet^

5 nov. 1927, 1001-2 (origine egyptienne a Timitation du crane d’Amenophis IV)
;
Early ideas relating to

conception^ contraconception and sex-determination, dans The Caledonian Medical Journ., xiii (1927), 296-

302; Pygmies, Dwarfs and Hunchbacks in Ancient Egypt, dans Annals of Medical Hist., ix (1927), 315-26,

avec 53 fig. ; The Beginnings of Medicine: Medicine and Surgery in Ancient Egypt, dans Science Progress,

XXII, no. 86, October 1927, 275-84.

H, Junker, Die Stele des Hofarztes Hry, dans A.Z., lxiii (1927), 53-70 et pi. ii, donne des details

interassants sur la specialisation de la medecine egyptienne. Voir aussi : E. X. Fallaize, The Wellcome

historical medical museum, dans Man, xxvir, no. 69, June 1927, 100-5 et fig., et Dr. Pniower, Zur
Geschickte des Studiums der Medizin, dans Arztliche Alitteilungen, xxyiii (1927), 113-15. H. C. Slomann,
Contribution d la paleopathologic egyptienne, dans les Bulletins et Mhnoires de la Soc. d^antliropol. de Paris,

VIII (1927), 62-86 avec 3 pi., etudie la maladie WOnch-Vtus de Copenhague soufirait de

spondylite tuberculeuse—le cas de la Reine de Fount, luxation de la hanche—et deux cas de paraly.sie

infantile.

All point de viie de ranthropologie, on consultera; W. H. Worrell, A Study of races of the ancient

Near East, Cambridge, 1927; compte-rendu par A. Meillet, dans le Bull, de la Soc. de linguistique

de Pans, xxviii, 1927 ;
Douglas E. Derry, A Study of Cranio^ from the Oasis of Siicah, dans Harvard

Afncan Studies, viii (1927), 204-22 et 3 pi.; Kazimierz Stolyhwo, Aegyptische Population von der Zeit

der XVIII. Dynastic der Pharaonen in Theben, dans les Sitzimgsb. der Anthropol, Gesellsch. in Wien (1925-6),

1926-7, 59-60.

AVarren R. Dawson a continue ses etudes precises sur les momies : On two mummies formerly belonging

to the Duke of Sutherland (with supplementary note by M. L. Tildesley), dans le Journ<d, xiii, 155-61,

pi. xxxvi et 1 fig.
;
On two Egyptian mummies preserved in the Museum of Edinburgh, dans les Proc. of the

Soc. of Antiquaries of Scotland, I (1926-7), 290-6
;
Making a mummy, dans le Journal, xiii, 40-9 et pi. xvi

—

xviii; Contribution to the history of mummification, dans les Proc. of the Royal Soc. of Medicine, xx (1927),

832-54 avec fig.

Dans Et. Combe, Le Voyage en Orient de Hans Jacob Ammann {1012-13), dans le B.S.RM.E., xiv

(1927), 188-9, on trouvera une note curieuse sur la Mumia. Voir aussi A. Sach, Autopsies performed on

hundreds of Egyptian Mummies, dans Art and Archaeology, xxiv (1927), 44.

La note de R. Weill, H Unite de valeur shat et le papyrus de Boulaq, no. 11. Precisions et

rectifications, dans la R.E.A., i (1927), 243-4, est a retenir pour Tetude des questions de metrologie.

Litterature.

On doit a Aylward M. Blackman une traduction de Touvrage fondamcntal d^A. Erman : The Litera-

ture of the ancient Egyptians, Londres, 1927. Compte-rendu par W. R. Dawson, dans ILl^vbiJic Revieic,

XXIV (1927), 308-10.

Max Pieper, Die aegyptische Literatur, Berlin, 1927, esvsaie de donner une vue d’ensemble de revo-

lution de la litterature de Tancienne Egypte. Voir un compte-rendu de A. Calderini, dans Aegyptus, viii

(1927), 378.

L^edition et la traduction d’A. Erman et H. O. Lange du Papyrus Lansing est I’objet de coinpte-rendus

de W. Spiegelberg, dans O.L.Z., xxx (1927), col. 564-5, et de H. P. Blok, dans Museum, xxxiv (1926-7),

229-30.

Le joli petit livre de C. Elissa Sharpley, Anthology of ancient Egyptian poems (1925), est analyse par

X, Reich, dans J.A.O.S., xlvii (1927), 272-3.

H. Schafer, Holderlin und der Sonnengesang von Amamia, dans la Z.D.M.G., vi (1927\ xli, resume
une communication faite au Deutscher Orientalistentag, Hamburg 1926 sur Tidentite d’inspiration poetique

independante chez Amenophis IV, le psalmiste et le po<^te allemand.
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G. Roder, Aliag^ptische Erziihlungen uiid Mdrchen, Jena, 1927, est une edition illiistree de toutes ies

‘^‘jolies histoires^’ de rancienne Egypte. On y trouvera des recits tres vivants peu connus en dehois du

domaine des egyptologues. M. Pieper, dans O.L.Z.^ xxx (1927), col. 21-4, critique vivement Ulrich

Steindorff, Marchen und Geschichten der alien Aegypter (1924).

Le livre de sagesse d’Amenemope continue a susciter toute une litterature : Max Pieper, dans O.L.Z.^

XXX (1027), col. 349-52, analyse Tedition de H. 0. Lange (1925). II place la redaction du livre a une date

recente (XXYI® dyn.). Voir en outre; T. Lengo, '‘^Sapieiiza^^ di Anien-em-ope^ dans Bilycknis^ xvi

(1927), 372; A. Mallon, La ^^sagesse^' de Vegyptien Amen-em-ope et les ^‘Froverhes de Salomon;^ dans

Biblica, viii (1927), 3-30 ; The Wisdom of Amenemope and the Book of Proverbs, dans VA.J.A., xxxi (1927),

363-4; L. Th. Lefort, St Fachyme et Amen-em-ope, dans Le M^ise'on, xL (1927), 65-74, et compte-rendu

par R. Dr(aguet), dans la Rev. ddiist. ecclesiastique, juillet 1927, 665,

4V. 0. E. Oesterley, The Wisdom of Egypt and the Old Testament in the light of the newly discovered

‘^Teaching of Amen-em-opef Londres, 1927, souligne Finfluence de la pensee religieiise dlsrael sur FEgypte.

Le meme probleme est bien indique par L. W. Grensted dans son compte-rendu de: The Psalmists

:

Essays on their religious experience and teaching, their social background, and their place in the development

of Hebrew Psalmody, by H. Gressmann, H. W. Robinson, T. H, Robinson, G. R. Driver, A. M. Blackxian.

Edited with an Introduction by D. C. Simpson, Oxford, 1926, dans Liverpool Annals, xiv (1927), 43-4.

A. Moret, EEducation (Tun prvnce royal egyptien de la IX^ dynastie, dans les Compte-rendus de VAcad,

des Inscr., 1927, 267-79, donne une nouvelle analyse-traduction du Papyrus de Petersbourg 1116 a, pre-

cedee d’une introduction sur Feducation des princes et d’un expose des conditions historiques sous le regne

des heracleopolitains.

E. Lexa, Papyrus Insinger. Les enseignements moraiix d^un scribe egyptien an siecle apres

Paris, 1927, est la reedition annoncee depuis longtemps dejk du Papyrus du musee de Leyde.

J. Cerny, De^ix nouveaux fragments de textes litteraires connus depuis longtemps, dans la R.E.A., i

(1927), 221-6, avec 2 fig., a retrouve a Turin deux fragments des textes suivants: “Conte du revenant” et

“Poeme sur le char du Roi.” L’edition des ostraca delaisses dans beaucoup de musees est une des taches

les plus urgentes de Fcgyptologie.

M. Pieper, Zur Datierung des Schifsbruchigen, dans O.L.Z., xxx (1927), col. 737-8, date le conte du

naufrage du commencement de la XI I® dynastie.

A. M. Blackman, Some philological and other notes, dans le Journal, xiii, 187-92, etudie les passages

suivants: (1) Salutation de Dedi par le prince Hardedef, V^estcar 7. 17 et s.
; (2) le mot “pourboire’’

dans Westcar 11. 6 et s.
; (3) le passage difficile du Eloquent Peasant B 1, 168-71, et (4) Piankhi Stele,

ligne 1.

Jean Capart, Le ^^Theme'^ de la hataille de Kadesh, dans le Chron. Eg., lii (1927), 45-7, attire

Fatteution sur le probleme souleve par la decouverte due a Botti d’une replique du texte de Kadesh,

s'appliquant a Thoutmtis III.

Archeologie.

Prehistoire. L’ouvrage de J. DE MorGxVN, La prehistoire orieniale (1925-6), est Fobjet de compte-rendus

de U. A(ntonielli), dans Historia, i (1927), 120; de R. D(ussaud), dans Syria, viii (1927), 352-3; de

A. ScHARFF, dans D.L.Z., xlviii (1927), col. 1616-20. Voir aussi Bull, de la Soc. prehist. de France,

1027, 386-7.

A. ScHARFF a public dans la collection Morgenland. Darstellungen aus Geschichte und Kultur des alten

Orients, no. 12, un excellent resume de ce que Fon sait au sujet du prehistorique egyptien: Grundzkge der

aegyptischen Yorgeschichte, Lei])zig, 1927. II a cependant cede a Fillusion de croire a la continuite de

civilisation entre la prehistoire et FEgypte des premieres dynasties. Resume dans la Z.D.M.G., vi

(1927), xxxviii, sous le titre: Der heutige Stand der agyptischen Vorgeschichtsforschung \
compte-rendu

de G. Roder, dans Ypek, 1927, 105-7
;
de S. R. K. Glanville, dans le Journal, xiii, 281-2

;
de

0. Menghin, dans D.L.Z., xxviii (1927), col. 2547
;
de S. Reinach, dans la Rev. Arch., xxvi (1927),

304; de P. Schebesta, dans xiiithropos, xxii (1927), 669-70.

A. ScHARFF, Xeues aus dem vor- und friihgeschichtlichen Saal der agyptischen Ahteilung, dans les

Berliner Museen Berichte, xlviii (1927), 53, 56-61, et 11 fig., attire Fattention sur les acquisitions recentes

du Musee de Berlin. Le meme auteur donne dans O.L.Z., xxx (1927), col. 6-12, un important compte-

rendu de Carl Schuchhardt, Alt- Europa, 2® edition, Berlin, 1926.
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La prohistoire du nurd de I’Afrique et ses rapports avec 1 Egypte e^t etudiec suigueuseineut par

E. Baumgartel et F. Brotzen, Sieinzeitlickes Material aii$ den sadlichea Mittebiteerht adeni im Masevnn

fur Volkerkunde, Berlin, dans la Fraehistonschc Zeitschr.^ xviii (1927), 01-111 et pi. x—xv.

Les resultats generaux de Texpluration par L. Frobenius dos graffiti dn desert de XuLie sont expOM's

dans les Mitteilangen des Forschimgsinstituts far Kvltarmorphalogie in Frankfurt am Main^ 2*^ Heft, 22-30,

avec fig. et 2 pi.

Lc prc-chelleen d’Egypte est illustre par Particle de E. Passemahd, Le Chalossien en France^ en EggpO'

et en Sgrie^ dans Sgrla, viii (1927), 342-51
;
voir du mcme : Mi.-ision en Syrie et au Lihan^ dans le Ball, de

la iSoc. prehist. de Francefyniwietv 1927, 70-2. Au mcnie bulletin, 43-4, se trouvc une note do Oudet, de

Mortillet, et Vignard, H propos des rnogens de rbduation de certains travavx executes par les pre~

historiques et les Egyptiens. A. Royer, Au sujet de la statuette prehistoriqae de Bacigttanu sul Panaro

(steato2>yge), dans EHomme prehistoriqae,^ 1027, 9-23, chcrclie dc-> elements de cuinp<irais(jn en Egypte.

Le Bull, de la. Soc. prelast, de Franct^ 1927, contient deux notes de M. Yignard, SUex de Xaghamadi

(p. 236), et Un galet perfore de la province de Minieh (p. 169).

Hippolyte Boussac, Les Galets colories da Mas-dbizil,^ dans La Xatare,, no. 2760, 1 inai 1927, 3^5-90

et fig., s’efforce de demontrer que Icn fameux cailloux teiuoignent d’iutiuences orientales, [uineipalement

egyptiennes, vers 2000 ans avant iiotre erei ^).

G. D. Hornblower, kiorae predynastic carvings^ dans le Journal,^ xiii, 240-6, pi. Iv, tig. 1, 3-5, et

pi. Ixiii, public une dent d’hippopotame sculptee en forme humainc, une autre termince en figure d hippo-

potame et un hi}>popotame en marbre. Flinders Petrie public Bmall objects from X^agadeh.^ dans A.i?.,

1927, 14-15 et fig.

L’etuele de E. Xaville, Edge da. cuicre en Egypte (1924;, est analysec par II, AV., dans deeembre

1927, 545-6.

Voir enfin H. J. E. Peake, The beginning of civilLat ion,, dans le J.R.A.L, LVii (1927), 19-38.

Musees: Berlin. A. SuHxVRFF, aas deni Vor- und Frahgeschichtlichen Saal der agypiisclan

Ahtcilung,, dans Berliner Museen Berichte, XLViii (1927;, 56-61, 11 fig.; ycr'.,eicknis der Eraccrbungmi nun

Mai bis Oktohcr: Aegyptische Abteilung,, ibid., 22. H. R. Hall, The house of the sculptor at Tell el Amurno,,

dans I.L.X., 19 mars 1927, 469-71, avec 13 ill., communique sos impressions en face des oeuvres de ratelicr

de Thoutmks. La belle Xefertiti est reproduite sous le titre : One of the most beautiful aonien in history^

dans I.L.X.,, 31 Dec. 1927, 1194. L’extraordiiiaire singe au nom de Xar Mer est signale dans Art and

Archaeology., XXIII (1927), 88; on entrou\erade belles reproductions dans II. Fechheimer, Eine agypt-

ische Tierstatue aus der ersten Dynastic, dans Kanst und Kiinstler (1927 87-8, 1 pi. et 2 fig. Ab_>ir aussi

:

Z.D.M.G., VI (1927), xxxix,

Boston. D. D(unham), Xeir installation in the Egyptian Department, dans le B.M.F.A. Boston, xxv

(1927), 96-8 avec 2 fig. Museum of Fine Arts, Boston Students' O aide to the History of Art as rtprese/fird

at the Museum. I. Sculpture of the Ohl Empire in Egypt, 1927 (autogr.).

Brooklyn. L"ne stHe d’ancien empire de Ren-n-itf-s est reproduite dans A. Susan Hutchinson,

Before movable type, dans The Brooklyn Mascvux (puirterly, October 1927, 129.

Caike. X^otice sommaire des prineipaiav mona ments par les conservaAeurs du Musee, Le Cairo, 1927 .

E. Vernier, Bijoux et orfevreries. Catalogue general, lxxxiv, fasc, 4, 385-519, et pi. Ixxxii-cxiii.

Chicago. T. George Allen, ^1 unique statue of Senmut, dans A.J.S.L., xliv 1927), 49-55 et fig.,

public la tres curieuse statue tie Senraut, portant dans les bras la princesse Xeferu-Ra, achetcC' par lc

Field Museum, Le Handbook of the Egyptian Collection : Art Institute (1923) de T. G. Allen est annonce

par H. R. Hall, dans le Journal, xiii, 127.

Copenhagge. Xy Carlshcrgfondet og dets Virksonihed IttOj-E. Et Jubilacumsskrift, Copenhague, 1927.

{Egypte, 27 et 43-7.) M. Mogensen, Fragment d'une tite du roi Kha.-f-ra d la Glyptothequc Xy Carlsberg,

dans la Revue de vAgypte ancienne, i (1927), 227-9 et pi. viii.

Hamburg. H. Kohlhaussen, Die Enrerhungen der Justus Brinkmaan-Gesellschaft, dans Der Cicerone,

XIX (1927), 639-42, 1 fig. (p. 641 relief d’Aiicieu Empire, buste d’homme) ; R. Schapire, Justus Brinck-

mann-Gesellschaft in Ilanihurg, dans Der Kunstaxinderer, ix (1927), 224-9 (palette en scliistc : oisoaii

—

figure en pate de verre).

Hildesheim. G. Roder, Die agyptische Grahkammer in Hildesheini, dans Forschungen und Fortschritti\

in (1927), 217-18 et 2 fig.; id., Die Mastaha des Uhemka im Pelizae us-Museum zu Hildesheim, Wien-

liausen, 1927, 16 pp. et 12 pi.

La Haye, Museum Schearleer. H. P. Blok et L. Keimeu, Een aegyptische u'ydingsstele vit la ten tyd,

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvi. 15
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daiLs lo Bo.lL can Lh> c>‘ceeni<jin<j to hccocderinfj dec kennis ran de antieke heschavingy ii, no. 2, 13-16, fig.

et pL, piiblicnt une .stole baite avee representation de deux deesses du sycomore.

Lkyde. Le inu^ee a prete une partie de ses collections pour une exposition d'art egyptien a Amsterdam

:

Olds coor de Tcnioonstellinij can cgyptischo kuust uit hct Itifkinuseum van Oitdkeden te Leidetiy te houdea te

Ainsterdani IJ maart—S niui IV By Amsterdam, 1^27, 28 pp. avec 8 fig.

Le volume de W. D. van Wungaahden, Besckrijcijig.,.y t. xrii, de monumenten van het nieiuve Ihjk m
van saitischen Tgd. Lgkmzen en /givazenkistcjt (1926;, est Tobjct de compte-rendiis de T. i'l Allen, dans

A.J.S.L.y XLiv (1927;, 67-8; F. Ll. Griffith, dans le Jonrnaly xiii, 274; II. Kanke, dans O.L.Z.yXXX

(1927;, col. 862-3.

AV. D. VAN WiJNGAARDEN, Bestchiining en herkomst van het monument van Sehekhotep /T, dans Oudheid-

kundige Mededeelingen uit '$ Rgkstnuseum can Oudheden te LetdeHy viii (1927), 14-21, avec 5 fig., montre

cpie le soi-disant antel do gran it de Sebekliotep lY est plus probablement une base de naos, provenant de

Goptos uu d’Aklimim.

Le musL'C egyptien de Leyde a eelLLre son centenaire : ^V. D. van Wijngaarden, Het eeuivfeest der

eggptische Verzamrhng te Letden, dans I ragen. c<Ln dyn dag (192 <), 8 pp. (tirage a part).

L<jndres, British Museiun. H. R. Hall, The Head of an Old Man {no. SiSSd) in the British Museumy

dans le Journal, xiii, 27-0 et pi. xi—xii, publie et cdudie un des joyaux de la sculpture egyptienne an

British Museum : une tete de vieillard, peiit-etre saite, pcut-etre plus ancienne. Le menie publie une

admirable tete de Thoutm^s III ou d’Hatsbepsout : Head of a monarch of the Tathinosid House in the

British Museumy ibid., 133-4 et pi, xxvii—xxx ;
ainsi que trois hipiiopotames en faience: Three Hippo-

pota ntas-Figures of the Middle Kingdoniy ibid., 57-8 et pi. xxii—xxiii. M. Fred^ricq edite la serie, si

riche, des cuillers a fard : The ointment spoons in the Egyptian section of the British Museuniy ibid., 7-13 et

pi. iii—ix.

Les belles copies de jjeintures thebaines executees
2
)ar ^I. et Mme Davies jjour comtitc de A. H. Gar-

DINER, out cte deposees ^lar ce dernier au British Museum: voir Brit. Mas. i-fiarterly^ i (1926-7), 93-5

et 2>1. hi (les Kefti;. Les nouvelles acquisitions sont aimoncces dans la meme revue, ii (1927-8;, 41-2 et

1>L xxii (statue curieuse de B<iiyempermenkh <ivec la main a Li bouche, et ouchebti de Amenhotep-Hui

et 63-4 et 2>1- xxxviii (fi’Csque d'El Amarna), xxxix (vases 2
>eints;, xl a (ouchebti dh\ineno

2
:>his III).

Londres, Cnicersity College. AV. M. Flinders Petrie, Objects of daily use (British School of Archaeo-

logy in Fgvqjt, t. 42;, Londres, 1927, contient beaucouj) d’objets excoiitioimellement rares et curieux.

Paris, Lourre. Gii. Boreux, Rapport sar I'administratioa et la conservation des Musecs nationaux

pendant Canne'e JVJj: Bipariement egyptietiy dans le Journ. des Arts.^ XLiX (1927), 3.

New York. L entree au ^[etru2)olitan Museum de Li collection Carnarvon est un evencment dans

riiistoire des Musces : A. M. Lythgoe, The Carnarron Egyptian CollectioHy dans le i>,J/.J/.A., xxii (1927),

29, 31-40 a\oc lig., et 62, rindication du don uiervcilleux du a la gfuierosite dc Edward 8. Ilarkness. Yoir

LL.X.y uo. 4585, 5 mars 1927, 382-3 et tig., reijris dans le Ratriote illustre, Bruxelles, 27 mars 1927, 200-1

et fig., sous le titre : Trente sdcles de I'art de VEgypte au Musee de Xeiv York.

PiiiLADELPHiE. (J. H. Dam, The Touih chapel of Ra-Ka-PuUy a Court official of 2650 B.c.y dans The

Museum Journ., Pliiladeltdiia, xiii (1927), 188-200 et 4 fig. Yoir A. ./.A., xxxi (1927), 473.

Turin. C. Seellanzoni, R Maseo di Torin.Oy dans Le Vie df Italia e delT A /nerica. latino

y

Milan, xxxiii

1 1927 443-53 et fig., avec
2
)hotogra

2
>hic de la grande stele dc Mem dc la XP‘ dynastic avec une dis2)osition

rare dans ra2>pcl aux
2
>Ecti‘es,

2
>i'etresses, chanteurs, chantcuses, musicieiis, musicieunes et gardes du

tenqdc.

Yiknne. i ebersicht der ivunsthistorischen Raimnlu ngetiy Yieiine, 1927, section egy2)tienne, 133-55

^anciennes collections et finiilles de Junker).

Quelqiies catalognes dc rente contenant des objets cgy
2
)tiens : Collection of the M. D. Benzaria Company.

Rersafii Art and Spanish Furniture. 4-5 mars 1927, New York. American Art AssociaiioUy 1927. The
Alphonse Kann Collection. Part I, consisting of Egyptia/n tvorks of Art. New York, janvier 1927

(nos. 21-55 et 17 fig.).

Yeunon, Allnutt, Tracey, Catalogue of antiquities dV., including priniitice implementSy Assyrian

sculpture
,
Egyptian objects. Londres, Sotheby. 30 mai 1927.

b. Sevadjian, BessinSy aquarelles a.ntiquites egyptienaes, grecqiieSy ro/nainesy composant la col

lection de J/. S. Sevadjian. Paris, Hotel Droiiot, 1-3 juin 1927.

M. Monda, Revue des rentes de Hat. Hotel Drouut. Vente du IV mai IVBy dans le Figaro artistique du
23 juin 1927 ; buis sculj)te de la XA^lIP dynastic adjugc 46,100 frs.
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M. Makaugoni, La Collection Gnalino, dans VAmovr cle I'Art, janvier 1927, 1 et s. : Groupe de famdie

d’ancieii empire.

AuriaNT, Les collections: etfij^Uieiincr do. colunel BooXiu, dans V laterui^dinre de-': ehercheors et carieuj',

10 fevrier 1927, 90.

Art.

Helen Gardner, Art through the (tcfer. An, Introduction to its hi-'^torif cfud siffniflranee^ Londros, 1927,

ou Tiirt egyptien trouvc la place qiiil meritc dans uno hi.stoire gcncralo de Tart ('13-93 et pi. 2-1 S'.

Je n’ai pas vu E. Marty, HUtoire nnirerselle de Fart (TEgypto;, Paris, 1927.

H. Martin, Hart egyptien, Tart assyrien, Vart perse, Paris, 1929 (la grammaire des styles), est execute

en trois mot.^ par H. Bonnet, dans O.L.Z., axx .('1927), cul. 071. Jo no euiin.iis p<is A. von Salis, Die

Kunst des Altertnrns, ^Vildpark-Potsdani, dont un conqite'rondu a etc dcnnc dans Wiener Blotter f, d. Ft\

d. Antihe, iv (1927), 107. L'edition italienne de A. Springer, Monuole di starin deW arte. 3^ edit. I. Arte

antica, a etc publico par Corrad<j Ricci, Bergaine, 1927 (Egyi)to, 13-98 et tig.k

J. CapaRT, Docunients pour serrir if Vetude de Fort egyptien. I, Pari'', 1927, est un grand rociieil do

cent planches de monuments egyptien^ de valour artistirpie, inconnus ou insuth^amment publics, prove-

nant de TEgypte ou des niusces d'Eiirope et d'Amcu’irpie.

La valeur absolue de Tart egy])tien est expu.sce })ar H. Schafer, Aegyytisehe u^nd heutige Kunst. Zo.r

SteJlung der agyptischcii in der Welticonst, d.ins Die AntiJee, iii (1927 , 187-297, 4 pL et 83 tig., et ])ar

H. Bulle, II 'ertu'Uff der ogyptischen Kunst, ibid., 298-86. L.i question des ‘‘om]U‘unts'’ (4 des “intluencos''

est traitee par H. P. Blok, Oatleening en Iniioed, Leiden, 1927. Ou se ileuiande comment, a moin?^

d’etre aveugle nc, on puisse ecrirc siir I’art egyptien dans le sens de AV. Worringer, Aegyptisehe Kan-d.

Prohlenie Hirer Wertung, Munich, 1927. Voir Ic compto-rendu de (4. Roder, dans Tpefc, 1927, 107-P).

Les livres de F. van Goethem, Les Syrnhofes de H'stheiique dons Vart egyptdn, et De Syrnholen der

'AVysheifV' in de hunst ron het iJo^ten^ Anvers (autographic ', 1927, ne soiit quo des reveries sans pertinence.

F. 4V. von Bissing, Die oostersehe Grondslog der Kun.ggeschidenis, est Tobjet de compte-rciidu?' de

L. Keimer, dans le J.S.O.R., xi (1927), 80-l^ et de M. Pieper, dans O.L.Z., xxx (1927), col. 244 9.

Gh. Boreex, KArt Egyptien (1926), est analyse ou simpleiuent .innonce par H. Bonnet, dans t}.L.Z.,x\x

(1927), col. 249; Y. de la Briere, dans les Etu.des {Palps'!, 20 mars 1927, 769; A. Drioton, dans le

Joura. des Savants, mai 1927, 223-5; A. Goffin, d.ins la Her. hihliographupte hclge, viii (1927), 96-7
;

E. Lambert, dans la Rev. critifqne, xciv (1927), 299-6, et S. Keinach, dans la Gazette des Bronx Arts,

XV (1927), 127. Jean Capart, Art Egyptien. Etudes et Hi.goire, i, prir X. Reich, dans le J.A.O.S., xlvii

(1927), 270-1. II. Bonnet, dans O.L.Z.

,

xxx (1927 , cul. 347-9, critique avee sympatbie L. Curtius, Die

antike Ku'iUt^ i (1923). L’ouvrago, fort bien f.iit, de H. IvEES, Aegyptisehe Kunst, est I’objet d un long

comjjte-reudu critique de M. Pieper, dans O.L.Z., xxx (1927), col. 896-61.

M. VON Recklinghausen, Reehtsprofil und Lialsprojll in der Zeiehenku list der alien Aegypter, dans la

A.Z.y LXiii (1927), 14-36 avec 17 fig., est important })oar rap[)reeiatioii du do.'^iii egyptien. On ^ora

I'econnaissant a AV. E. AAPvre, Egyptian artids‘ signotures.^ dans A.J.S.L., xltii (1927), 189-207, davinr

reuni les signatures coniiues d’artistes egyptieiis.

L’etude d un theme iconograpliique e^t etudie par AA". L>. van \A ijngaardkn, Jlet adeloor-mota'f in de

egyptish-coor-aziatisehe cultuuru'ereld, Interno tifoioles Arehir jur Ethnogrophie, xxviii i]92< >, clxxi-

clxxxiii. H. Schab^er, Ein Quellenirerk ziir ogyptischen Floehkun.':t.. dans le ReperUn'ium jur Kunstu'issra-

schaft, XLViii (1927), 148-9, lone de AA'reszinski.

Arts Industriels. Ceramique. H. Frankfort, Studies in early pottery of the near Eitst. 11. Asia, Europe

and the Aegean, and their earliest internlftions. Royal AnthropcAojieal Institute. Orcosionol Papers, no. 8.

Compte-reiidu par J. P. Droop, dans Liverpool Annah, xiv (1927), 122-3. Faut-il dire qiie les prohleine'^

egyptieiis soiit souveiit traites au cours de ces page::. ? A^oir uii long coinpte-rendu soiilignaiit ces deiTiier''

dans A.E., 1927, 52-7.

Textile. E. Flemming, Textile Kunste, Weherei, Stirkerei, Spitze. Gesehichte, Teehmk, Stileniiriekrlang,

Berlin, coiitient unaper^u des textiles egyptieiis de lVpo([ue [)haraoiii([ue et de temps plus recents (pp. lt>-

24, fig. 3-7, pp. 32-46, fig. 9-16, et pp. 51-3).

Metal. L’ouvrage de G. AIoller, Die Metallkun-d der alten Aegypter (1925), est Tohjet d’uu conqRe-

I'endu de C. R. AA^’illiams, dans A.J.A., .xxxi (1927), 134.

Nattes. A^oir L. Iveimer, Flerhiwerk aus Ilalfagras im aUen and neuen Aegypten. dans O.L.Z., xx.x

(1927), col. 76-85, 145-54.
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G. Jequier, dans son etude A propos de la danse des Mouaou^ dans la R.E.A.^ i (1927), 144-51, cherche

a determiner Porigine des Kakerou.

Pal'L Brandt, Sc/uif)aidf^ Arheit 2tnd Bildeiido Kmist im Altertum und Mittelalter^ i, Leipzig, 1927,

consacre de nombrcuses pages interessante.'^ a TEgypte (pp. 13-50, fig. 1-49 et 1 pi. en couleurs). L’auteiir

a neglige de dire a qui il emprunte ses illustrations.

Architect a rt\ G. Jequier, Les Temples nieniphitcs et thehains des engines h la XVIIT dynastie, 2®

edition, Paris (1927), ajoute deux planches eonsacrees aiix temples do Djeser h Saqqarab.

H. Junker esqui^^^e les resultats generaux de ses etudes mu* les mastabas de Gtzeh : Die Entidchlnng

der Mastahu nof dem Urahcrfelde con Gisc^ dans la Z.D.M.G,, VI (1927), xl; J^on der agyptiseken Baukunst

des Alten Reiches^ dans la A.Z., lxiii G927), 1-14 et 1 fig.

A propos des colonnes, voir Fr. AV. von Bissing, Der Urspning der agyptiseken Pflanzensaule raid der

binneliertea PfeiJem dans Forsrh^rngea und Fortschritte^ iii (1927), 57. G. Darebsy etudie un trace d’une

voi'ite datant de la HI® dynastie, dans les Ann. Seri\, xxvii (1927), 157-60. R. Engelbach, An Architeefs

project from Thehes^ dans Ana. Serr., xxvri (1927), 72-5 et 1 pi., public un ostracon de la vallee des Rois,

du ^tusi'e du Cairo.

Je lUai p.is vu M. Poete, L'ecolution des villes. Les villes egyptiennes^ dans la Rei\ des cours et des

conftrenoes, Paris, 15juillet 1927, 639-62. Citons en passant: A. Forestier, Houses of Antupdty. Domestic

Life in ancient Egypt., Greece and Rome., dans l.L.N.y no. 4609, 20 aout 1927, 308 et snppl. en couleurs.

G. RoDer a ecrit rartielo OhclisJ:., dcins le Reallexikon der Vorgeschiclite., ix (1927), 149-50 et pi. 180.

IvouviMge de E. Baumgartel, Dolmen vnd Mastaha (1926), est Pobjet des compte-rendus de Th.

Domrart, dans O.L.Z., xxx (1927), col. 94-6, et de E. Ivornemann, dans Vergangenheit und Gegemcarty

XVII (1927 ', 165; R. Enking, dans Literarisches Zentralhlatty Lxxvrii (1927), analyse J. Capart, DArt
Egyptien. I. EArchitecture.

Pyramidcs. L. Borchardt. Die Bavgescldchte der Pyrandde des Snefru hei MedunXy dans la Z.D.M.G.y

VI (1927), xxxix, est I’amionce d’un travail important (public cn 1928). Sur ID., Langen und Riehtungen

der rier Grundknnten der gros.sen Pyrandde hei Gizc (1926), voir Fr. 4V. von Bussing, dans B.P. TK, XLVii

(1927), col. 1010-12.

G. Jequier, Les pyramidcs non funerairesy dans les Cofnpte-rendv.s de VAcad. des lnsa\y 1927, 188-93,

pivscnte des fails de nature a reconsidLU’er le probleme des petites pyramidcs dites “de reines.” J. Capart,
La Pyrandde de Meidoum^ et Autouv des PyranddeSy dans le Chron. Eg.y ii (1927), 118-22 et 129-32, >sont

des souvenirs et impressions de voyage.

T- Eric Pekt, The great Pyramid: Facts and Fanciesy dans le J.ALE.O.S.y xiir (1927), 8-9, est un
resume de confLh'ence. Remarqiier Phyputhe^e relative aux dimensions du grand passage h la pyramide
de Kheops. Vuo pf>lemi([uc s’est elevee entre 0. Gillain et P. Graeffe : P. Graeffe, La Grande Pyramide
d'Kgypte. Reponse a M. 0. Giulatn, Bruxelles, 1927

;
0. Gillain, La legende de la grande pyramide d^E-

gyptCy dans le Chron. Eg.y ii (1926-7), 175-9; P. Graeffe, Xa grande pyrarnidcy ibid., Ill (1927-8), 86-8;
(_). Gillain, De quoi confondre les sceptiquesy ibid., 88-90. K. Kleppisch, Willkur oder Mathexnatisehe
Veherlegvng heim Baa der Chenpspyramide? Munich, 1027, essaie d’eclaircir le probleme des rapports de
nombre dans Petablissement du plan de la pyramide.

B. Ste’WART, The v'ltness of the Great Pyraniid : the Anglo-Saxon vacCy their identity
y
history and

de.Hinyy Londres, 1927, est un temoin marquant du dercglement de pensee de certains milieux modernes.
Th. Moreux, La. scienee mysFrieuse des Pharaons (1925), est finemeut jugee imr S. Schott, dans O.L.Z.y
xxx 1 1927), col. 561-2. Voir aussi deux notes par John Owen; The reputation Cheops built et Smyth and
Tayloi'y dans I.L.X.y no. 4586, 12 mars 1927, 452 et 454.

Une note: Areheologie de Minorpm^ dans La Geographieyixxi\\^ic\^r. 1927, 121-2, otablit des compa-
raisons entre les talayot.s des Balearcs et les pyramides (?).

Sculpture. G. Roper, Die 'vorgeschichiliche Plastik Aegyptens in ihrer Bedeutung far die Bildung des
aujyptischen Sdls (1926), est signale par G. H. L. dans VA nthropologicy xxxviii (1927), 545.

Dans G. Kowalczyk, Decoratice sculpturcy icith an introduction by August Kostei'y Londres, 1927, les

pi. i--xiv reproduisent des monuments egyptiens.

4. 4\ . \ ON LissIng, Lehci emeu Ropf des Alten ReichSy dans le Muiichner Jahrhuch der hildenden
hunsty i\ (1927), 1-7, 1 }>L et 4 fig., edite a\ec un eopieux conimentaire une tete d’ancien empire apparte-
nant a une collection })rivce; L. Ghassinat, Une Ute de femme egyptienne de VAncien Ernpirey Paris, 1927,
prcseiite une autre pi5ee. Je regrette de dire que je les consid^re, rune et Pautre, comme trha suspectes.

H. R. Hall attire rattention sur la re-semblaiice entre la reine Tiyi et Tutaiikhamon: The portrait-heads
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of the Egi/ptian queen Teie and of King Tutankhamen dans LL.X.^ no. 4570, 1 Jan. 1927, 20-7 et 4 fig.

E. S. Thomas, An ethnological coincidence, dans le B.iS.U.G.E.^ xiv (1927), 101-4 et 1 pi., attire I'attention

sur les ressemblances entre les types Masai et les sculptures du gruupe dit de Tanis.
M. Stracmans resume une conference de J. Lefrancq sur IJ E.-^thetiquc de la smdpture eggptiennc, dans

la Rev. beige de 'phdoloyie et janv.—mars 1927, 929. Les discussions de Hodenw.vldt (1921) et de
E. Loewy (1925), sur 1 influence de 1 Assyrie ou de PEgypte sur les sculptures grocques archaiques, sunt
resumees dams xxxi (1927), 485.

Une tete royale de basse epoque, dans le commerce, est publice dans The Antiquarian Quarterly,
Londres, ii (1927), 06, 1 fig.

Reliefs. F. M. voN Bissing, Urher cine Grahicand aus Manphis in Mtoichen, dans le ^[unchener
Jahrhuch der hddenden Kunst, i, 1927 (^), 207-24 avec 4 fig., public deux fragments romarquables de la

fin de la XVIIP dynastic, provenant de Saqqarah, et un pauiieau du Musee Kastuer a Haiiuvre. II ctudie
specialement le type de la deesse du sycomore. Le mOrne auteur: Der Meister des Reliefs des Lcidener
Harniaisgrobes entdecktf, Forschungen und Fortschrittc, iii il927), 73, attribue cos reliefs a rautcur
du tombeau d’Horemheb et Tidentifie au chef de tons les artistes Amenemant.

G. Roeder, Die Kapellen zu'Cier nuhischer Fursten in Dehod und Dakke, dans Klio, xxi (1927), 447-9
(voir aussi Z.D.AI.G., vi (1927), xl), rdsume ses impurtantes reinarques sur le dessin et i’exccution dc.s

reliefs de deux temples nubiens (Pctude complcde dans la A.Z., Lxiii, 1928).

M. Werbrouck, Les pleureuses du tamheau de Mera, dans la Chron. Eg., iii (1927), 48-51 et lig., fait

connaitre un des plus charmants reliefs de Tancien empire.

Deux monuments dans le commerce: A. E. K(night'), An eighteenth-dynasty s^qrnlchral sieh\ dans
The Antiquarian Quarterly, ii (1927), 129-30 et pi. xi (coloration de Sekhmet), et An Egyptian head of a

princess. A studenfs trial piece, ibid., 70 et pi. (modele de face de reine, cp. ptolcinaaptc).

Scarabees. M. Pieper, Die loissenscJafftHche Bedeotung der agyptischen Skar<d>aen, dans la Z.D.M.G., vi

(1927), xli; Particle Skarahten, meme auteur, dans Paaly-Kroll,t. iiia, col. 447-59, est Tobjct d'un

compte-rendu de A. Wiedemann, dans O.L.Z., xxx (1927), col. 564.

Armes. F. W. Koppers, The study of African hows and arrows, dans Anthropos, xxii (1927), 022-4,

presente de Pinteret pour Parc egyptien. H. Bonnet, Die WayTen der Vo/ker des Alien Orients (1926), ost

Pobjet de plusieurs compte-rendus, de A. Calderini, dans Aegyptus, vin (1927), 377-8; H. Kees, dans
la Z.D.M.G., Lxxxi (1927), 287-90; S. A. B. Mercer, dans le J.S.O.R., xi (1927), 245; G. Ruder, dans
D.L.Z., XLViii (1927), col. 1555-7

; Sidney Smith, dans Is Journal, xiii, 277-8, et de E. Unger, dans Hist.

Zdtschr., cxxxvii (1927), 130.

W. Wolf, Die Bewaffnung des altagyptischen Heeres (1920), est Pobjet de conqde-rendus de S. A. B.

Mercer, dans J.S.O.R., xi (1927), 81-2; A. :\[oret, dans la Rec. critique, xciv (1927), 401-2; Ranke,
dans Hist. Zeitschr., cxxxv" (1927), 313; G. Roder, dans D.L.Z., xlviii, col. 1555-7, et A. \Viedem.\nn,

dans O.L.Z., xxx (1927), col. 245-0.

Toutankhamon. Musee du CAire. Notice somniaire des ohjets prorcnant dc la tonihe dc Tinitankhamoii.

paries conservateurs du Musee. 2« edit., (’aire, 1927. Voir J. Gapart, Les Tresors de Tont-Ankh-Auion,

dans la Chron. Eg., ii (1927), 103-5.

Le second volume de la narration ofiicicllc de rexplorati(Ui do la tombe a pant sous le titre : II. Carter,
The Tomb of Tut-ankh-arnen, ii, Londres, 1927. Compte-rendus ilans I.L.X., no. 4580, 12 mars 1927, 440 et

454; par R. C. C. Clay, dans Antiquity, i (1927), 498; par W. R. Dawson, dans The Asiatic Rec., xxiii

(1927), 657-65; par W. Wolf, dans O.L.Z., xxx (1927), col. 1000. L'cdition luJlandaise porte le titr(‘’

Het Graf van Tut-anch-Ainon, ontdekt door xeylen Graaf Carnarvon ev Ifoicard Carter, Vertaling van

A. Moresco, Amsterdam, 1927 ;
Pedition allemande : Tut-anch-Aniun. Ein agyptisehes Konigsgrah. Bd. ii.

mit einem Beitrag : Zur Geschichie der agyptischen Kunst ron den Anfangcn his Tut-anch-A laun von

G. Steindorff, Leipzig, 1927. Compte-rendus par A. Scharff, dans D.L.Z., xlviii (1927), col. 1701-5;

par P. P. Schebesta, dans Anthropos, xxii (1927), 1030-1. LVVlition tclicque de Lkxa est analysee par

Jos. R. Lukes, dans la B.F. TP., 1927, col. 753-7. Le premier volume est annonee par N. Reich, dans le

J.A.O.S., XLvii (1927), 273.

Certains objets de premier ordre sont publics des Icur arrivee au Masco du Cairo dans I.L.X., no. 4579,

22 janv. 1927, 117-22; no. 4583, 19 fcv. 1927, 297 ;
no. 4584, 20 fev. 1927, 348, 350-7 (les bijoux ct leur

disposition sur la mornie); no. 4592, 23 avril 1927, 709 (le roi dans la barque), 725 -31 (figures do divinitcL,

bijoux, eventail, coffres et bateaux); no. 4004, 10 juillet 1927, 100-11 ct 122 (})alcttcs do scribe, bnitcs a

iiiiroir, bijou.\).
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Kertos, To^it-aiil'h-Amon^ 'Supplement du no. de juin 19:27 de Vecho de Vassociation des anciens eleves

de^ fnr>'A des eeolf^s eliretieiines^ Bruxelles, est un urtiele de vulgarisation. L<i Rehicaraation de Tout-ankli-

Af/w/?, dans Yllluslnftion do P<iris, no. 4300 du 2Z avril 1927, 410, est Techo d’unc fete mondaine au Cairo.

Deux l)reve'> notes sur la toiubc faincuse : dans la Rer. xxv (1927), 229, et dans^lr^ and Archaeo-

XXIII (1927\ 41 (sur le replacement de la momie dans le sarcophage).

( T. l)AiU>sY, Detf !' stu.tULttes fxaet'tin'es (U'f'C inserlption^ i/isohtoSy dans la Il.E.A.^l (1927),

212 b d«»nne le texte de deux oucliobtis en sa possession, au nom d'uu Amenapt, avec inscriptions rappe-

laiit le Lliapitre V du Livre des ^Morts. 4e signale des exemplaires analogues ii Oxford, Princeton, Berlin et

Biuxelles.

B^ftrutLV. E. AssMann a A-rit Farticle Schitf {Ae<ippteii)^ dans le ReaULexiJcoa der Vorgeschichte^ xi

P927), 2o0-l, pi. Go et 06. Lc‘tudo du gouvernail a ete faite par W. F. Edgerton, Ancient Egyptian

Stef^rieg dans VA.J.S.L., XLiii : 1927), 25:)-G5. A. E. IvfNruHT;, Sea-Craft of the ancient,% dans The

Aiit(<ianri<fii (pj.artcrbj^ ii (1927), 117-27 et tig. 77-127, est un article de vulgarisation (fig. 82-4, vases

}nvlii>toriques avec bateaux).

Tvouvragc de Cn. Boreux, L‘Art de la navigation, est Tobjet do compte-rendus de Carlini et Vivietxe,

d.uis le Jaurtf, f/# v sarant^^ novenibre 1927, 385-93 ; de S. B. K. (Ilanville, dans le Journaf xiii, 122—4.

A. IvdsTER, SeeJaJirteu der Alien Aeggpttr (fleereskunde, xiv, 0) (1925), est aimonce par R Henniu,

dans Prt<'rtnanu's MiW'H » Lxxiii (1927), 112, et par K. Kretschmer, dans O.L.Z., xxx (1927),

eol. 170 -1. A. Ko'^rER, Srhffahrt und Handelscerh hr des ttstHchett Mittehneeres tin A. vnd ?. Jahrtansend

r. ('hr. Alien Orient, Beilieft 1), e^'t analvA par E. Kornemaxn, dans Vergangenlieit vnd Oegenvxirt., xvii

(1927), 108. Le livre de H^xmola and R. C. Anderson, The saili/ig-ship^ sir tkonsand pears of history (1926),

cst l'oi)jct dam compte-rendu de H. H. Brindley, dans 71ie Antirpiaries Jonrn.., vii (1927), 88-91.

1a > canots de papyru'. de I'Egypte trouvont leur contre-partie moderne : U. Reuelsperger, Lac Tehadj

daijs la (Jeograpitie ei>nuiiereiahj^ fcvrier 1927, 61-04,

Vftentents. E. Drkjton, Lecuhition du costunte dans VEgypte antique, dans L'Ethnographic., avril

—

<leccmbre 1927, 19-23; W. Spiegelberg, Alteiegyptischc gefuehelte {plissierte) Leinvmndstoffe^ dans les

XXVII (1927), 154-0 et 2 pi.; id., Zu den altaegyptischen gefaltelten Leinenstoffen., ibid., 241;

R. Yallois, Xotes hihUographiqucs d'arcJfeulugie et d histuire. E industrie da vetenient en Egypte., dans la

la v. des Etudes juillet —''Optcinbre 1927, 244-6.

JJift rs. K. (iRr)BER, Kijnltrspieliewj a ns (dter Zeit. Berlin, 1927. Deux compte-rendus de H. Gress-

MANN, Altorientalische Bilder lu/n Alien Testament, par (). Eisspeld, dans In ZeitscJtr. far AHssionsl'iuide

Vnd Religionsn'iss., xLii (1927), 269, et J. IIempel, dans E.L.Z.^ xlviii (1927), col. 2089. E. A. W. Budge,
Thn jnvuuny. 2"‘ talit, C^imbridge, 1925, ost critirpie par H. Bonnet, dans O.L.Z., xxx (1927), col. 351-2,

et louc par S. A. B. Mercer, dans le J.S.O.R., xi (1927), 78-9.

Droit.

J, Cernv et T. E. Beet publient un contrat de mariagc de la XX*-' dynastic: .1 'niarriage settlement of
the tn'r„tiefh dynasty. Ad unpuhlished dueunient from Tnrin, dans le Journal, xiii, 30-9 et pi. xiii—^xv.

En apiiondice (*st public un ostracon do la collection Gardiner.

F. Breccia etudie re'>(4avage egyptiea : La schiardii n.ell antico Egitto e i suoi rapportl con lo soiluppo

della ticiUa egrJan.a, dans le B.S.R.iJ.E., xv (1927), 71-5.

51. 8an Xicolo recherche rintiuencc du droit asiatiquc siu’ Ics contrats de manage do I'epoque perse:

Vord rasiatisches Reehtsgut in den agy^gi.><chen Eherertragen der Perserzeit, dans O.L.Z., XXX (1927), col. 217-

21. Dn trouvera daii''. le Joura. Aslatique, net.—dee. 1927, 342, le compte-rendu d’une conference de
A. Morlt sur les legislations et les coutumes relatives ,iu caractere do la proprietii et k la elevoliition

dt‘s successions on Egy})te. Voir aussi Egypte <iiicienne et Bhovtan, dans LAsic francaise, mai 1927, 186

(dualiMue administratif).

Biographies.

a. BOJdite, Ch. Boreux, Georges Bfnklite (1857-1926), dans la R.E.A., i, 250-78 avec 1 portrait;

A.J.A., 192 <, 99; La Geogruphie, mars—avril 1927, 300; Honiniitge a G. Beneditc, La Renaissance,

19 ni.irs 102 i, 9: Les ohseques d un egyptologue, dans le Bulletin de r<frt ancien et 'moderne, no. 738, mai
1927, 139; iferemony a la memoire de G. Benedite (tu Mvsee du Loucre, le 12 mars 1927, dans les Beaux-

^1/*A V, 15 avril 1!)27, 130.

II. Brvg.seh. (t. bTEiNDOREF, Zihn lao. (Jehurtstog Heuvneh Brugscli's, dans Forschiuigen and Fort-

siJiriite, in (1927 ),
47-8.
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Champolhon le Jeinie. G. Gabrieli, Letters of ChanipolUoa la Jevn<\ dans xxxi (1927), 473.

C. Lagier, Autour de la Pierre de Rosette^ Bruxelles, 1927, reunit une serie d’etudes a propus dii decliillre-

ment des hieroglyphes par Chainpolliou : comptc-rendu par L. Jalabert, dans Etvdes^ Baris, 20 mars
1927, 757.

Aaron Lmher. Kurt Sethe, Aaron Euiher, Professor der Aegyptolofie in B^dtirnore^ Al, A<u\>^

la d.Z, LXii (1927), 130-1.

E, XaviUe. A. M. Blackman, dans Ic J.R.A.S., avril 1927, 400-8; M. Boule. dans E Atdhrogohnjie,

XXXVI (1927), 600; 11. Gauthier, dans le B>dl. de VInst. dEgypb\ ix (1927), 134 5; H. R. Hall, dan^ le

Journal^ xiii, 1-6 et 1 portrait; J. A. M(aynardj, dans le xi G927), 167; S. Rihnach, dans
la Rev. Arch., xxv (1927), 216, et dans la A.Z., lxii (1927), 132

;
A.J.A., xxxi (1927), 359 ;

Rer. des que.<iiuns

scientijiqnes, janvier 1927, 177.

E. SchiaparellL A. Calderini, dans Acgyptus, viii (1927), 337-8.

O. Schweinfnrth, L. Keimer, (Jeorges Sehfvetnturth et ses recherehes s>ir la jiore yha.raonupie, d.ins la

R.E.A., I (1927), 198-202.

E. von itReglin. Xoack, dans VArchaologischer Anzeiger, 1927, col. 426.

II. Sottas. R. 4\ EILL, dans VAmtaaire de I'Ecole pratique des haafes Ktndes, 1927-8, L5-23; A.J.A.,

XXXI (1927), 359
;
A. Moret, dans la Her. ardn, xxv (1927), 219-20, et dans le Journ. dex Dtbot^, 11 janvier

1927 ;
P. Jouguet, dans Aegyptvs, viii (1927), 112-13.

A. Moret. Biographie par Ch. Boreux, dans le L<(rousse incnxvel dhistn', vii (1927), 440- 1.

J/. Baud. Y. OsTRUGA, L ne Egyptologue, dans les Amtales poUtiqiU'S et litt., 20 in irs 1927, 300.

P. Jouguet. Article dans la Semaine egyptieane, 4 noveinbre 1927.

Varia.

Je lie pense pas necessaire de detailler le contenu dc^-^ nonibrouses notes de la Citron. Eq., ni les XoCs
and Xeics de A.E., 1927, 32, 64, 112, ct du Journal, xiii, 79-83 et 261-7.

AV. Hpiegelberg annoncc la fondation da Seininaire d’Egyptolo^^ie de rUiii\ ersite de Alunieb :

Seminar fur Aegyptologie, dans Jvhilauins FestsCi rift der Unir<‘rsitat Mdi>clic/t, 1927, l'^3-4. F. \V. vox
Bissixg, Aufgohen der Aegyptologie, les Sud<leutsche Monatxlteftf\ xxxin i 1927

),
426-9, trace

un programme de recherches. Plusicurs auteui's souhgnent la.euvre de Li Pondation Egyptolo^aique Peine
Elisabeth: G. Gabrieli, Z« Fondazione egittoiogica helga Piegina Elisalndto'' C le sue pnhhlb'a/nod. dans
Aegyptus, Vlli (1927), 169-74; O. Gillain, dans la Rer. francoJCge, vii (1927), 292-8 et 4 hg., et dans
“ Voir et Lire'^ de Bruxelles, ii (1927 ), 254-5 et ill.

;
M. Stracmans, dans Art et Tourisnv>, iv (1927;, 141-3

et tig. La Citron. Eg. est appreeiee p.ir S. Peinach, dans la Rev. Areh., xxvi (1927;, 303-4.

AVb S. Blackmyx nous a donne un premier livre, [)lein de theses eurieuses et bien obsorvees: The
FelluJiin of Upper Egypt: their religious, soeiol and ii>d)i'ttrial Uje to-day, irith spreio! reference to snrritais

from Ancient Tunes, Londres, 1927
;
eompto-rendu par AV. P. Dawson, d.iiis Asiatic Rev., xxiv 1 1927 312 3.

On ne sait trop dans quelle categoric classcr le livre de Tii. Eeigel, Aegyptcn ut>d der inod< me Mct'seh^

Em Beitrag zam Erlehen der Seele in L>i ndsclnfi and Kanst, Bt*rlin, 1927, aiiqutd \V. Schubarf, d.uis

O.L.Z., XXX (1927), col. 566-7, a consacre un article eeiasant.

A'oiei quelquos romans ou ecrits litteraires : Carl AIaria Kaufmann, Die Vtrlorene Stadt, Roman oa.^

dem dgyptischen Ausgraherh'hen, Berlin, 1927
;

P. Feyal (tils) et H. Allorge, fliriakris^ Paris, 1927
;

St. Kolauzkowski, Le Pharaon (etude sur le roman de Bileslas Brus), daiis Le Fiandeoa^ x (1927

77-81; I). MerezhkoVsKY, Akhnaton, King of Egypt, Londres, 1927: AI. Cavgvlikri, Stdit) le ale d'ta'o

{in Egitto J/JOO anni fa), Florence, 1927 (compte-rendii clogicux par A. Calderini, dans Acgypta<, vm
(1927), 203-4); D. AIerejkovsky, Les Mysdres de 1 Orient. Egyqde, BaJ>yloHe, Pans, 1927; Z. C. Zanni:,

Oceultisme occidental et esoterisme oriental, Lausanne, 1927
;
A. Lebey, Isis et Pulhts. Diahngne d'Orl nt U

ddfeeident, Paris, 1927 ; J. d'Hennezel, Visions d'hypogtes. dans la Chron. Eg., iii, 36-41; A. AVeigall,

Flights into xiniiquity, Londres, s.d. (1927 1).

L. Thomas, Le centenaire da morinonisme, dans Xllladration, no, 4404, 30 juiilot 1927, 110-11^ iMppello

quo parmi les livres sacres du mormunisine se trouvent des papyru's cgyptieiis.

Le Fantomo du British Museum est evoque daiis la note: The ""ghost"' anyone may see at the British

Aluseuni, dans I.L.K., no. 4584, 26 fvv. 1927, 342-3. Le meme journal, no. 4619, 29 octobre 1927, 760,

represente une peinture de Pompei : .1 caricature office drunlen Ethiopia ns, feo.<ting in on e.vedro beside

the Kile, and threatened by a crocodile: A icall-paintinag from the House of Tages at Pompei.

Jean Cabart.
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The work is again divided as follows :

§ 1. Literary Texts. H. J. M. Milne, British Museum.
vj 2. Religion, Magic, Astrology (including texts). A. I). Nock, Clare College, Cambridge.

§ 3. Publications of non-literary texts. 11. I. Bell, British Museuui,

§ 4. Political History, Biography, Administration, Topography and Chronology. J. G. Milne, 20 Bard-

well Road, Oxford (Ptolemaic and Graeco-R(unan Periods), and N. H. Baynes, Fitzwalters,

Northwood, Middlesex (Byzantine and Arab Periods).

^ 5. Social Life, Edueatjon, Art, Economic History, Numismatics and ilctrology. J. G. Milne (Ptole-

maic and Graeco-Roman), and N. H. Baynes (Byzantine and Arab).

^ 6. Law. F. DE ZuluETA, 37 Norham Road, Oxford.

^ 7. Palaeography and Diplomatic. Miss M. E. Dicker, 21 Elm Bank Mansions, London, S.W. 13,

§ 8. Lexicography and Grammar. R. M^’Kenzie, St John’s College, Oxford,

^ y. General AVoiks, Bibliography, General Notes on Papyrus Texts. H. I. Bell.

^ 10. Miscellaneous and Personal. H. I. Bell.

The following abbreviations have been used in quoting periodicals

:

A.Z. — Zeitsvhrift f^/.r injyptiscke Sprache and Altar-

tiifuska nda.

Ani. Hist. Rev.— American Historical Rerica:.

A.J.A. — American donrnal of Arckamohajy

,

Am. Jovrn. Phil. = American Joa.rnal of Philology.

Anc. E(jypt = Ancient Egypt.

A rchir— A rch iv far 1\ipycusforschuny.

A rch. f. Pel. — Archie far Reli(jionsa'isscnsc]i(f.ft.

Boll. fL class. ~ Bollettino diflofogia classica.

Btdl. bibl. €t ped.=- Balletin bibliograpltupie et pl-

dagogigae d>i Masee Beige.

Bull. Soc. Arch. d\[lcj'. — Balletin de la Eo <

’iete

Royole d\i rchfologie dWhwa ndrie.

B. Z. = By'-.o.ntinische Zeifschrift.

Chron. d'Kg.~Chroni<iue cVEgyptc.

VI. Phil . — Classical Philology.

Cl. <pLart. = Cla.'isical (ptarterly.

Cf Ree. = Classical Rericiv.

Cl. W eekly — t 'lassical I Veekly.

C. -R. -Ic. In'icr. ct B.-L. = Coinptes-Reiolns de I Aca-

demic des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres.

I). Lit.-Z.= Deatsche Literatarzcitnng.

G.O.A. — Cottingische Oelehrte Anzeigen.

Hist. Z. — Historische Zeitschrift.

J. H. S. =Jovrnal of HelIea ic Sto.dies.

J.R.S. — Journal of Roman Etudies.

Jahrb. f. Lit. = Jahrhuch far Liturgiovissenschaft.

Journal — Joa/rnal of Egyptian Archaeology.

Joa.rn. Ear. = Journal des Savants.

N

.

(j.G. — Xachrichten der (Jesellschaft dev

schaften zu Gottingen.

O. L.Z. = Orientadistiseke Litteratur-Zeitung

.

Phil. W^och. = Philologische Wochenschrift.

Reck. sc. relig. — Recherelies de science religieusc.

Rev. arch. — Revue arclieologiqne.

Rev. belge= Revue beige de philologie et d^histoire.

Rev. de phil. = Revue de philologie.

Rev. ddust. eccL — Revue ddastoire ecclesiastiquc.

Rev. et. <inc. — Revue des etudes anciennes.

Rev. et. gr. — Revue des etudes greeqans.

Rev. last, dr. fr. ct etr.—- Revue de ridstou’e du droit

francais et etranger.

Rev. last, rel. — Revue de Ihistoire des religions.

Rhein. Mus. — Rheimsches Museum fur Philologie.

Ra\ di fl. = Rivista difilologia classica.

Eitzungsb. — Eitzungsherichte.

Eymb. Oslo. — Eymbolae Osloenses.

Theol. Lit.-Z.^Theologischc Literaturzeitung.

Z.f. Kirehengesch. = Zeitschriftfur Kirchengeschicktc.

Z. f A^umism. Zeitschrift fur Numismatik.
Z. neat. W iss. — Zeitschrift fur neutestamentUche THs-

senschaft.

Z. Ea.v.-Stift.^ Zeitschrift der Eavigny-Stiftung.

1. Literary Texts.
General. A survey of the new textual evidence provided by papyri is made by Dr. B. A. van Groningen

in his inaugural lecture as Hoogleeraar of Greek Language and Literature at Leiden, 23 Jan. 1929, based
largely (Ui Oldfather. Similarly, in Rer. ft. gr., xlii, 250-87, P. Collume discusses the effect on theories
of transmission caused by the ‘'eclecticism” of the papyri.
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1. LITERARY TEXTS

Powell and Baiiber'S) second series of JVr’ Chapters in Greek Literature^ linody uientionod la.^t }eai\

includes essays on the new Calliuuichus, Menander, Later Epic Poetry, Later Lyric <iud Murali':)!, Xcw
historical fragments, Diatribe, Music, Medicine, with appendix on new Hesiodea. Review by M. Buwra
in CL Rev., XLiii, 181-3, and by H. J. R[use

?J
in JJLiS., xlix, 300-1.

The British ^luseum Catalogue of Literarg Papgri is reviewed by Kxox in JourujiJ^ xv, 130-41, witli

important metrical observations, restorations, and interpretations, particularly in Semonidcs, the Dramatic

Lyrics, Poseidippus and Partlienius. Reviewed also by F. Wiegaxd in Litteris, 1020, 31-2. Noticed by

W. Baueu in TkeoL Lit.-Z., liv, 4.

The new P.S.L, vol. ix, contains: Homer, Hesiod: llirngoug and Hcutuin, Isocrate.s: Paneggrieus,

[Hipponax, Eriniia], Doric mythological fragment, [^Coma Bereiiiecs, (4nomological, Iambi scholia], Logic

fragment, Christian Liturgical fragment. Eor the first editions of the items bracketed see last year's

bibliography.

In Am. Journ. Phil., L, 255-05, 386-0, C. \V. Keyes tRiblislies papyri of extant authors m Columbia

LTniversity— the Phaedrus, Isocrates : Kara riov a'o(f)La'TOir, At>ollouius : Argo/iau.tica, iv, GT5-0C, 724-

44; two further fragments of Homer from It. v and Od. xvii. In 1. 354 of the latter is a new reading

4Ve may here mention an interesting article in PJieiit. Mus., lxxviii, 221-3, by E. PeteusEX, Die

Bedeiitang der ^KiavPAkklamation, illustrating the meaning in the [)at)yri from Chrysostom rrfpi Kevoho^la^.

P. finds no evidence for the identification of NeiXo? and but he omits to mention the crucial

instance in Brit. Mus. Lit. Pap. 230, 11. 8, 0.

Epic. A late poet of the Noiinus school is edited, from a papyrus binio (Jr. Vindob. 297S8 a—c;,

by H. Gerstixgek as Paraprepios von Panopolir^ Kidyllieu etc. u/td zicei Briefe des Gregorios con Saziani.^

in Sitzungsb. Wie/i. Ak. 208: 3, 1028. Pampre[>ios died in 488, and the t)resent book cannot be much later.

Reviewed by E. A. Barber in CL Rec., xliii, 237-8, by P. Maas in Gnomon, v, 250-2, with many sug-

gestions, and by O. ScHisSEL in Phil. Woeh., 1020, 1073-80. Sec also K. Hokxa in D. Lit.-Z., 1020,

2349-51.

In Papiri Alilancsi (‘C4egyptus,'’ S. Scientilica), vol. i, 1-3, are published fragments of Aeaeid i, 638-40,

649-51, with word for word Greek version from a 4/5 cent, patiyrus.

The identity of the British Museum Diongsioca is settled once for all by R. Keydell in Phil. Woch.,

1929, 1101, who equates B.M. frag. 1, recto, 1. 4 with frag. 26 of the Bo.ssarica of Dionysius in Muller,

Geogr. Gr. Min., ii, xxviii, thus confirming an e.irly surmise of Kenyon’s.

The Certamen forms the subject of an rirticle by C. (tALL.vvotti, Genesi e tradizione letteraria delV

agone tra Ilomero ed Esiodo, in Ric. di flL, N.8. vii, 31-50, and also inst)ires a note in CL (puirt., xxiv, 40,

by T. 5V. Allen, who regards its purpose as concealed literary criticism.

AViLAMOWtTZ restores, in Hermes, LXlii, 376, -i line of Euphorion [^Berliner Klassiker Tcj'te, v, 57, 1. 7/,

ijcrTgairTeTo [^Trepcfji^.

Lyric. VitellLs edition of the now Erinmi fragments i now P.8.1, loou ) is reviewed by P. 51aas in

D. Lit.-Z., 1929, 116-17, and by Vooliano in Gnomon, v, 171, 288. Their suggestions, and tliose of other

scholars, are incorporated in the Addenda to P.S.I., ix.

Elegiac. From the new Coma Berenices (now P.S.L 1002; Housm.^n emends Catullus 66. 54 in Ci Rni\,

XLIII, 168. In CL Phd., XXIV, 290-2, H. W. Presc()TT suggests for 1. 2 bf)[v$' See aLo E. Fkaenkkl

ill Gnoraon, v, 265-8, L. CasTiglioni in BolL fil. class., xxxv, 268-0, and Maas in D. Lit.-Z., 1020, 612-14.

Scholars disagree about the interpretation of u ttwi/t-ws

—

l)po(ror in P. Oxy. 207!), 33. Wilamuwitz in

Hernves, lxiv {Lesefrtfchtc, cci.xv) puts a stot> at bidnjov, and thinks Iva means '‘where.’’ P. Friedlander

in Ilennes, LXiv, 383-4, makes Iva final, depending on rUid rcgrirds a TvavTius as a t>arenthesis. Tins

seems the most natural way. He reads eX[aut'aj in 1. 5. Ida Karr in Phdoiogus, lxxxiv, 173-8, would

read ubpoaov ! She makes suggestions also for frs. 0. 30 and 6. 8 i Pfeiffery 51. Pohlenz in A.G.G., 1020,

150-5, disregards questions of st>ace in his suggestions for P. Oxy. 2070.

The scholiast of B.5I. Lit. Pap. 181 is himself t)uz/led, if A. XViestrand’s restorations in Era nos, xxvii,

116-18 from Homeric scholia arc sound. P'rom lemmata in the same Pap. 181, 51ilne restores P. Oxy.

2070, 11-12, in CL Rev., xliii, 214, n[t Kara XcTrrd
;

coS€ jiiv]. It looks as if the sliorter poems of Mim-

nermus had also female titles.

Ill P. Oxy. 2080 (Aituf, ii, 68;, Powell reads gqygvov got TTr^pv-y^a-aiv errou, in CY. (piart., XXII, 113.

A new theory about the Ibimburg elegiacs in ColL'cLuiea Ale.candriaa
, pp. 131-2, is de\ eloped by

A. Momigliano ill BolL fl. class., 1029, 151-5: PjfJ Ignoto irruzionc dei Gahiti iu Siri<f al tempo di

Antioco III

^

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvi. 16
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PkeirsENDanz revie\\\'5 F. Wifstrand, Stifdicit zur (jriech. Antfwlogie^ in Z>. Lit.-Z.^ 1928, 2449-50. W.
iLscB ptipyriis evidence.

Drama. An event of the firjit importance in Jensen’b long awaited Menandn reliquiae in papgris et

memhraais i^erc<itae now at hibt published by Weidmami. Commended by Wilamowitz in Onomon^ v,

465-9, who, however, regrets the lack translation.

Epitrepuutes 359 is emended by K. F. \s

.

Schmidt in Phil. Woeh., 1929, 861-4. Reads iyiavrov rot OdKovra.

In LXiv, 267-70, Korte shows why he would keep vnoxpveros in Epitrepoates 117. The same
play, 1. 416, is restored by ^\^ E. J. Kuiper from a schulium to 1258. Reads eTrdraf, 6 E
///ocebs] Tu^ vcj)pvs, in M/ie//iosp/ie^ LVii, 163-5. Kuiper also makes important suggestions, ib., 235-44, on

the role of Simniias.

E. ScinvAHTZ in Herniei^^ lxiv, 1-15, proposes interpretations of the Perikeiromene. F. Miltner does

the same for the Sarnia in Afitth. d. Vercius liass, Philolog. za Wien., 1027, 60-7. L. A. Post publishes

Menandrea in Cl. (pwrU., xxiil, 209-12.

Parts of three columns of a new comedy (with characters Laches and Moschion) are published by
\ ITELLI in Stud. ital. di fil. cla{<s., X.S. vii, 235-42. The MS. can be dated 59—60 a.d.

Another important event is the Loeb Herud<(s (disguised as Herodes) by Knox. It includes also

llipponax, Cercidas, and the Choliambic Poets, and is crammed with riches, including one inediturn,

t>. 256. Commended, with many suggestions and some amioy.ince, by Maas in D. Lit.-Z., 1929, 1864-8.

In MneniOrgae^ LVii, 191-2, Vs. A. L. Vreekex points out the correct translation of Herodas iv, 69-71.

dvtjXaXa^ iiv etc. = I would have exclaimed (in .idmiration) “Pm frightened the ox will hurt ine.'^

IIelge Lyngby writes in Era/tos, xxvi, 52-8, on the Xloix^vrpLa Mime (P. Oxy. 413). For the alleged

Kanareso in this 5Iimo, see now Appendix III of Weiv Chapters by Rev. E. P. Rice.

Ichneuttfc 3U2 (Pearson) is restored by ¥. Marx in Rhein. Mas.., Lxxviii, 224 as piv aiojAo[i/

(pnpeLi'T] = Ld\lu.Ul ajUTllium.

An important article on the new llippona.r (now P.S.I. 1089) is publishal by K. Latte, with un-
ilinching restorations, in Hermes., LXIV, 385-8. He thinks Petronius used it, but doubts if the author is

not Liter than Ilipponax. See too the Loeb Uerodas, p. 62, and C. Coppola in Stuxli ital. di jil, class..,

X.S. vii, 85-8.

Ilistorg. An article on Lacharcs and Demetrius Poliorcetes by AV. S. Ferguson in CL Phil., xxiv, 1-31,
Uses P. Oxy. 2082.

(-'[ASTKILKIXI] in Boll. Jil. class., xxxv, 212^1:5, makes suggestions relative to Levi’s article on P. Oxy.
2088 <ind Serviits Tullius.

In Sgmb. OsLk, \ II, 92, S. P. Thomas writes on the Thucydides text (P. Oxy. J376).

MhLAMowiTZ reviews Jacoby's Fragmente der grieeh. HSU>riker in D. Lit.-Z., 1928, 2149-50,
New livigments ui historical works are discussed by E. M. Walker in Xea: Chaqners, 66-75.
Masic. The important article on “Creek Alusic in the Papyri and Inscriptions'^ by J. F. Mguntford

in Aetr Chapters, 2nd scr., 1 l()-83, should be consulted.

Muthematiciy. lu 67. Phil., xxiv, 321-9, F. E. Robbins publishes from the 2nd cent. P. Mich. 620 a
series (d m.itheniatical problems. Probably a schoolbook.

Medicine. The Anongmi Londieen.sis latriea is treated by E. T. AYiTUiNirroN in Mew Chapters, 183-8.
A 3rd—4th cent, recipe for restoring the hair is published by 8. MOller in Grieeh. Papyri aus dem

Berliner Museum, 1929, 81-2, fnmi Pap. Leri. 11317 recto.

Oratory. l^OHLhs Sprarhe dcs IJypereides is reviewed by D. C. IIesseling in Museum, xxxvi, 174 and
by J. Sykutris in D. Lit.-Z., 1929, 702-5.

’ ’

An Encomium on Demosthenes is published from the 2nd cent. V. Mich, lo in Trans. Am, Philol. Ass.,
LVII, 275-95, ]>y AV. Everett Llakk.

In Hermes, Lxiv, 491-7, Luria returns to the subject of the connexion between Antiphon Sophistes
and the Alexander of Euritiides.

See too the important article by W. M. Edw.xrds in Ncc: C/uij>iers, 88-124, entitled “Dialogos, Diatribe
.Moleto.’-

Philosophi/. An extremely important volume has been published by Vogli.vso, Epicuri et Epkureorum
.Scripta in Hercuhin. I’apjrk sen-ata CW'eidmaim, 1028). rie\-io\vod, with many suggestions, by K. Phi-
Lirt-sON in AV/.L., 1020, 127-49, and also in /tie. dijil., X.S. vii, 101-0. See also note ih., 290

P. Shorey in Cl. Ekil., .xsiv, 400-10, writes on Plato .rad the Stoic oi.Loarcv in the Berlin Thcaetetm
Commentary.
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Philodeinus is the subject of notes in Ric. dt vii, 244-0, with references to Gregory yazicUizen and

Quintilian; an<l E. Orth in Phil. HWl, 1029, 12:)-7, also gives ro.'.torations.

A papyrus of Plato’s PoUticifi^ 30S e is puhlisheil by G. Kudheiki in Sytnh. Oslo.., vin, 92-4. No
important readings.

Ronutncp. A }>olatod review of F. Zimmermanx’s thesis, Do Churitovis oodioe Thohnno., which appeared

in 1922 in Pldlolot^u.% Lxxvni, :130-S1, published by L. (’astioltoxi in Otuonon, v, 127 9, and a

further note in Roll. fd. vlui^s
^
xxxvi, 158-9.

2. PtELiGiox, Magic, AsTiioLoriv.

{Lidvdiitg Toots.)

Geiieral. A. Wiedemaxx’s bibliography, Agifpttsoho RoUgioa {Aorh. j\ RcL, xxvi, 331-01) contains

much that bears on this period.

F. Bilabel, Die groko-<(<iiiptts<‘hoii Poste {Xeiie IDidelheoger Jahohneher^ 1929, 1-51 : dedicated to

G. Vitelli on his SOtli birthday) is of quite exceptional interest and value. After some general remarks

on nomenclature etc., 1>. pul dishes a now Heidelberg pa[)yrus (Inv. Nr. is 18) giving a list of feasts witli

agyvpiKai rgxipat', they include rin<l he ascribes it with rea>son to the neighbourhood of Uendera.

He then gives the data available from other calendars, Greek and hieroglyphic, and .idds a most valuable

list (d festivals with testitinoda (rebutting incidentally Bkauxixoer’s suggestion, XAPM02YNA {IRo nios.,

Lxiii, 484-5)). It brings out the very great strength of the native religious eUunont. [I c<in add only a

reference for Pc/ to Tertullian, De haiAisiuo., 5, discussed by me in Joani. TheoL Stud.., xxviii, 289 -90,

and by Dolger, A alike und Choi.Aoiitfi m., i, and the puzzling ^v(jTap^ui...\\\€^av^p€La<i '2.€\€vk€'kw in Keil-

VON Prf:mersteix, Kr.ster Reit^cla rii'ht., 20, no. 27 n, 1. 20, which [lostulates <in ayiov SeXecKao?, on wliich

of. J.IT.S., XLViii, 42, note 114. It should further be remarked that the ordinary Osiris festival, 17-20

Athyr, does not appear in the calendars of Hoknopaiu Nesos or Edfii or Esnah : this may be due tiKunission

or there may have been local variations.]

J. B. Hurry, Imhotep., is reviewed by Cii. Boreux, Roo. hist, rel., xcvii, 282 S (instructive and

laudatory).

O. AVeix REICH, Gohet ifud ^yif^>der., Ziroi Ahhuidhrugon vur Roligioas- uad Literxtorgosohii'hte., otfprinted

from Genethliakua WilhoLu Seh'mid zuni siehzigAea Goha otstog cmi Fehruao lU P.i dargohraeht {Tnhmgeo

Beitrdge zur Altertumsins.'ietisch<ift., v, 8iuttgart, Kohlliammer, 1929), pp. 1(‘>7 4G4, handles with great

learning and penetration Gehetsf'goisnius rpiMvers for evil to be averted and turiKnl els('whenp and the

miraculous opening of doors. In this I'onncxion he discusses various passages fnun magic p.ipyri

(pp. 343 ff.), also the of the Serapeum (3G9, 4G t). [Compare ,i cpieer type of altars wutli windows

in them known in Cyprus and in a Alithr.ieum discovered liy Fr. Drexkl, Do^ KosteH StooLstndt {(Jhoo-

geryyianuch-rdtische Limes., 33, 1919), 89.]

IIAN0EION. Religiose Te.ote des Grieehontu ,a^ in Yerbindung mit Gerhard Kittel und Otto Weix-

RETCH herausgegeben von Hermaxx Klkixkxecht (Stuttgart, K<»hlhammer, 1929, pp. xvi -f 1 15) is a very

serviceable anthology.

Ptoleyanie. II. Volkmaxx, Stodmu :nm NemosiskoU (J/v7o /'. Pr/., xxvi, 20G-321, with 2 plaU'sl,

presents an excellent conspectus of new material mainly from Egyt>t, dismisses the two Neinosoia at

Alexandria, points to an Egyptian equivcdeiit of Nemesis as a cause for her populinty in Egypt, and

treats her role as a goddess of victory wurshiptied by the army and in the theatre. V. is a w'elcome

addition to the ranks of students in this held.

P. Roussel, Ua aouvel hyyyiue d Isis {Rev. et. gr.., 1929, 137-98), gives a penetrating commentary on

the hymn found by Salac at Cyme and its analogues, e.g. the hymn oX Cyrene (for which the analogy of

Euripidean and New Comedy prologues is to be noted. CV. AViaxreich, Arch. f. Rel., xviii, 38 tf. The

prologues profess also to be revekitions). His discussion, pp. 19411'., of the o})scure process by which the

Graeco-Roman mysteries of Isis took shape is also valuable.

To the question of the Ptolemaic (poio-ipopos W. XV. Tarx returns in a [lostcript to L. R. Farxell,

Hellenistic Rider-Gult: Interpretation of tiro texts {J.II.S.., xlix, 7’'^-89).

R. Reitzexsteix, Die Ildlenistisehen Afi/sterienreligionen, is reviewed by E, Bickel, Phil. Work., xlix,

196-207
;

S. R[eixach], Rev. arch., xxx, 179; E. Brieai, Zur Frago nook dmi Coi^prung dec hellonistisrheu

Mgsterien, by K. H. E. De Jox<. Alusenui, .x.xxvi, 199-1 ; K, Kerexyi, Dio g rieo}nsi'h-onentahsohr Ronnht-

19—2
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I ratin' in reliijiouiitje^vldchtlirhn' Beleuohtnng, by A. Boulanger, Rev. e't. <(nc.^ xxxi (1929), 64-5, and

L. Scali, Boll. tU. XXXVI, 3G-41
;
E. Williger, Eogios^ by P. I. Mpratsiotes, Byz.-neugr. Jahrh..^ vi,

543-4.

W. Deonna, Trrrei^ gr^'ca-^gyptimnie^.^ Rcr. <n'ch..^ xxiv (1929), 281-90 (with one ^ilate), publishes

;iii Athene t\pe and two interesting altiir-bearing tigures (one the head of a Silenus, the other the head of

cl Woman) wliith he connects with processiimal usages.

Ronoii}. A very W(4conie event is the publication of Franz Cumont, Les religions orientales dans le

gaganUnie romaia (^uatricme edition pubhee sous les auspices du Musi'^e Guimet. Paris, Geuthner, 1929,

pp. xvi-{-339, with IG plates and 13 figures i. This famous book rc-appears with a new chapter, on the

mystiules of Bacchus at Home, with a complete revision of the very full notes at the end, and with an

.ulmirable selection of illustrations. It is of the greatest use to the s^iecialist and, at the same time,

an ideal introduction to the subject. CuMUNT has also in his paper Cne representation du dieu Alexandrin

d>i tnnips {C.-U. Jc. Liser.^ 192S, 274-Js2} published a bas-relief of Aion and Kore, and discussed the fusion

at Alexaiidri.i of the local god Aion with the Persian Zervan.

F. WoKMALD, A Fragiiieid of Are<nuds deiding xltli Religious Festivals [Journal, XV, 239-42), publishes

an interesting and puzzling text relating to festiv.ils at Oxyrhynchus.

11. B. W[alters], a relief of Sarapis (British Altfseina Quarterly, iv, 4-5, pi. vi), publishes a curious

basalt disk, of the latter half of the 1st century a.d., dedicated to Sarapi.s, with a strange inscription ending

TO BACIAAIN ANE0HKEN, and on its other side a bust of the radiate deity wearing the calathos.

I learn from Phil. Woch., XLIX, 857, that A. SaLAC\ Listy flologicF\ liv, Hlidha archrieologikd, 289-

3gE pid'lislies a glas-, IxRtle with a panorama of Puteoli, apparently showing the Serapeum, and suggests

that the bottle was u>ed to bring Xile water for religious purposes and that the inscription FELIX fie

ZESAis c'VM tv IS lias magical signiticance.

K. Scott, (h^tanaiLs propaganda and Antonfs dk ^va EnniKTATE (Class. Phil., xxiv, 133-41
), is a

valuable contribution to the religious politics preceding Actium.

Magic. A. S. Hunt, A Cryptogram b)flprinted from Proo. Brit. Acad., xv, 1929, pp. 10 and plate,

2 f.m), publishes a sm.ill .Michigan magical pa})yrus written in disguised Greek letters and brilliantly

deciphered by him. It gives directions for making oneself beautiful. K. Preisendanz briefly announced
the di.scovery in (Jnomon, V, 457-8, <ind has since dealt with it in an important review, Phil. TFoc/l, xlix,

l;)44-9. [ITis suggestion that, 1. 4, Tvcpinvos: is a slip for ’Ocripeo)? and, 1. 5, a slip for is

very reasonahle : the error may of course have taken place in the writeFs mind.] The work has also been
re^ ioweil b\ .V. ]). Nock, (_lass. xltti, 238. woukl add a remark on 1. 13 [uTrdJy'yeXXe t<i KgvitTu

r/js: gvin(t>id'pov Oeiis "hrdtjs. If, as Preisendanz urges, the tirst few lines are addres.sed to Isis, this is not,

as Hunt m.ikes it, part of the prayer: it is an injuncti<m directed to the man using the charm, and
ludihng him recite oi- threaten to recite the secrets of the goddess. A parallel for this sort of shorthand
is the eomiuoii use of Xiiyoy \e.g. 1. 2203 of the great Paris papyrus). I withdraw my suggestions on 4 and
^ f. Is laxo) ill 21 for hiKcOfi, and not as Pr. suggests for laco ? ‘God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob’ would
l>e li.ibic to a misunder.-^tanding like that which has made the proper name 2a/3aa)(9 out of ‘Lord of hosts.’]

A. S. Hunt, An Inca/itation in the Ash/nolean Alusenrn (Journaf xv, 155—7), puhlishcs an interesting
lo\ e-cliarm attached to a clay tigure : it is not.ible for its homosexual intent (henee the sentimentalism
(I, 14', (TvvKcirdgeL^ov rev yfroxiis ug(j)or€f)(on, absent from ordinary erotic magic) and for these invocations,

(1. O) «5a)Z'u fiApacrci^ 7rii'[o]uTi k(il and (1. 22) 5io) aScavni, oii^furrf dcov, ov €TLV rcoi^o^fu tco oKeiOivov

liiom Kd't fidoivaL. H. reprints a Ilawara charm published by J. G. Milne, Archiv, v, 393, which he inter-

prets as a lovo'chanu and not a defixio, })erhaps rightly . here two women are concerned.
A. I), Nock, <Tre< f Magical Papyri [Journal, xv, 219 35), gives, r> propos of the new edition by

I’reisknu VNz, an ai count of the genesis of this literature, urging that its substratum had taken shape
by tlie iirst ciTitury of our era, bringing it into connexion with the Pythagorean revival, and discussing
a my-ti<‘ strain sometiine>> aizparent in it and its relation to Pistis Sophia. He shows also that a
com[)ari.son of P. i\, 33o fl. with a Cairo lo.id tablet points to an original earlier than either. [F. C. Buukitt
draws my attention a propos of p. 22o| to the fact that in the Monastery of Ep^jhanius there are ostraca
giving tlu‘ lieatheii (planetary) days of the week : i.e. they had to he taught to monks about a.d. 600.]

S. Eituem, Zu PhUostrafs lleroikos {Symh. Oslo., viii, 1-51), is a very valuable study of the picture
Phib.-^tratus gives .>f heroic cuitus and of the continual revelations received by the dpir^Xovgyos from
1 lotesiLiiis. E. lUviN with the [lamllel thus aflbrded to magic papyri, e.g, uecmKri?, and stre.sses Neo-
[nthagorean influence on the I’hilostrateaii ideal.
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K. Preisendanz, Papyri grarcae niagii'ae^ I, has been reviewed by Th. Holfner, Unomony v, ;

P. COLLART, Rev. de phiL, Ser. 3, iii, 313-14
;
H. J. Pose, €L Urv.^ xliii, 74 ~5 : A. D. XoCK, ./. //.*S’., xlix,

124: Vi. Bauer, TheoL Lit.-Z., liv, 102-4: an anonyinnus writer, Jnurjial <>/ Religion, ix, 153-4.

Lexa, La magie dans VEgypte anvienne, has been reviewed by .1. Toi'Tatn, Jaiim. de^ Sav.. B)2U,

12b-34; P. Montet, Rw. et. 31, (>8 9; A. Vi. Shorter, Jonr/nd, xv, 137-S: (hi. Borecx, Rw. hi.'it.

reL, xcvii, 120-31 (very hi^di iiraise).

Lynn Thorndike, History ofiaagie^ has lieon reviewed bv P. A[LrHANDihiY], Rev. hist, vd., xcvii, 147;

O. Bauernfeind, Die Worte dtr Pamouen ini iS[i(rhxLsevangeliaia,\yy E. Fasciikk, Tln-ol. Lit.-Z., liv, 482-3;

Synib. Oslo., iii-v by J. Behm, ih . 58(5-7.

Astrology. Vatalogus vodictfoi astrologorirm graecorn ni: codiciun Parismoriini pavteni prinaini <h‘S< ripsit

Fu. CcMONT. Tomi viii, Pars i. (Bruxelles, M. Lamertiu, 1929. Pp. vi4-292, 1 plate.} Thi> admir.iblo

volume complete.s the record of the Paris MSS. and gives new fragments of A"ettiu> V.ilens and Uiietoriu>,

the Metkodtts of Hermes and other valuable ULiterial.

Boll-Bezold-Gundel, Hteniglunhe uad Hterndeotuag, is reviewed by O. (’asel, Jahrh. f. Litorg.,

VIII, 309; K. Ch. Schmieder, Geschiehte der Alrhnuie, and Fr. Strunz, A.'^trohnjir Alrhemit^ ^fystlk, by

P. VoLKER, Theol. Lit.-Z., liv, 111. We may note in passing J. vox Xe<,elein, Die Miihrieiehen dts

Hinvniels in der indischea Mantik ( Arch. f. Rel., xxvr, 241-95: njg, 249 on colours of heavenly bodies).

Hennetica. F. Brauxinger, Uatersnehungen

,

is f.ivourably reviewed by M. Hirelius, Gnouion, v,

lGl-5.

Christianity. C. Schmidt, Neve Fvnde :n den alten nPAHEIS nAYAOY {Sitznngsh, Prenss. A Lad., 192!),

VII, 176-83), gives a tinst account with extracts of .i p.ipyrus now at Hamburg, containing [larts of the dcLs*

of Paul, which are apart from one exception not pre.serveil in the ('o[)lic fragments at Heidcllferg, mchule

the episode quoted by Nicephorus <ind a .saying quoted by Origen, and according to S. show th.it tlie.se

Acts were not heretical. The full publication will bo eagerly awaited.

H. A. Sanders, A aeirly discovered leaf of the Frnr Psalter {Httrv. Theol. Rev., xxii, 391-3), publishes

one of the missing leaves, found in Kelscy^s 1927 purchase: it covers Ps 146. 9—^148. 1.

H. A. Sanders-C. Schmidt, Minor Prophets, has been reviewed by F. G. Kexvox, Journal, xiv, 329-

30, H. I. Bell, Cl. Rev., xliii, 89-90, H. St. John Thackeray, Joani. Th<‘ol. Stud., xxx, 218-9.

Thackeray also \n A papyrus scrap of patristic writing (ib., 179 91, with plate), discusses .a fragment

in the MS., emends it hrilliantly and, on linguistic gnainds, makics the m(»st attractive .siigge>.tion th.at it

is a fragment of a lo.st kt^pvkclu hy ('lemciit of Alcxandri.i.

H. Gerstinger, Paniprepios run Pa nopol is, Eidyllion...und zivei Uriefe dcs Gregorios von Ntizian': im

Pap. Gr. Viadoh. ityUsS a-c {Sitzungsh. Ak. UVasl Wien, 208, 3 Abt., 1928;, publishes two poems of the

Nonniaii school which he ascribes to one Panqirepios (interesting as specimens of the surviv.il of dissn.d

tradition and mythology) and Greg. Xaz., Fpp. 80 (86; and 90 (41;.

E. DE Faye, whose death is a .serious blow, Hnished before it his large work on Origen [Gvigi ne, sa vie,

son ceuvre, sa pensee, ii, iii, Paris, Lcroux, 1927, 1928. pp. in + 2 18 and 3g7).

C. DEL Grande, Lituvgiae preres hyrnni Christia novn ni e pupyris eoUe<‘ti, is reviewed by S. Leipoldt,

O.L.Z., 1929, 366.

Vi. Foerster, Von Valentin zu IlcraJcleon, is reviewed by Vi. Volkkr, Theol. Lit.-Z., liv, 4S7-9()

(serioiLs critici.sms), J. M. Greed, Journ. Theol, Stud., xxxi, 106-7, and anonymously in JofirnaJ of

Religion, IX, 158; H. Louentz, De Kgyptische Kerkordening cn Jlippolytus van Rom, by J. A. Bunixsox,

Jovra. Theol. Stud., xxxi, 93-6.

G. Michels, Die Akkiainationcn in der Tuvflitv rgie [Jahrh. f. Lit., viii, 76- 85), incFlcntally .sliows the

close resemblance between the ve.sting of the neophyte m white and his acclamation hy the people in

the Coptic-Ethiopic Ordo eonfirmationis of Alexandria and the conclusion of the initiation of Lucius

in Apub, Met. xi.

H. Linssen in the course of his article BE02 2QTHF [Jahrh. f. Lit., viii, 1-75: important for the

clas.siheation of the liturgical nnitcrial;, suggests I'p. 16) th.it P. 0\y. 405 is liturgital and rem.irks ('p. 40)

on the particular value of material from Egypt for the study of the development of Ghristian wor^ilip,

and (p. 44) on the po.ssibility that the Ethiopic rite preserve^ an early type of Alexandrian practice. He
concludes that the liturgical use of irwrip) and its cori'clativos is to be ext>laine(l from tlie Hellenistic

background and not from Biblical us.ige, and supports tiiis view with a wealth of learuiug and of acuti'

observation. [Some reference .should he added tt> Philonie usage: rf. my Early Gentile Christianity, 91 f]

AVe must certainly allow that Hellenistic use has counted for a good deal. At the same time two [>uints
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may be observed. (1) We do not ap})arently find 'itjaovs (T(i>Tt]p with crtoTrjp as a pure cult epithet (like

Zevs o-oirr/p, etc.) ; (rcorijp retains much of its sense as a no'iaai agentis^ as for instance in Kvptos Kai ator^p

ijpoiv 'irjo-ovs XpKTTos and in main' phrases with an article, ’l^froas- 6 o-wrr/p. This use with the article has

of course itself abundant Hellenistic analogy : it is normal for rulers. [A plain rroorr/p occurs in PhiL 2. 11

as quoted in (’lenient, I'lrrrrptf/ e.y Thoodoto^ 42 from a Valentinian source 'irja-ovs Xpterrof

<ro)T}]p^ wlua'c a. is an addition. Tut here we have to remember that o rrcoTTjp is the Valentinian title for

Chrir^t, po.ssibly because to them the sotoriological work, rather than the historical personality, was every-

thing. For (T. as a proper name, cf. P. Hxy. 1566, crcori^p.] (2) The actual popularity of (r<^Tr)p must

have been in some measure connected with the idea that it was a synonym for Jesus (Luke 2. 11: Tjinssen

64: cf. Matth. 1, 21, KaXecreis ro ovopa avrov ^IrjiTovv, nvrot yap craaret rhu \aov avrov dno rdiv dpaprifov avrdyv).

A. D. XocK, Liturgknl ]dotes {^Joani. TheoL Stud., xxx, 3-'^l-95), discusses the Anaphora of Serapion

in its relation to Egyptian liturgical tradition and in particular the way in which the Institution narrative

is attached to what f'omes before; also the origin of intercessions introduced by pvr'jo-OrjTi.

We may in conclusion mention a work which will be of very great service to .students in this and other

fields. Patrologkie enrsus complctvs acenrnate I.-P. J//ga’a series graeca. Theodorvs Hoppxer Tnde.v

locupletis^imus tani in opera oninia oiiiid}ini auctonDu ceteruni quam iu adicctas pracffitiones dissertationes

GOn( lucntotioiieii otnne.^ oninvini niroiorm doctoruni recentiuni per capitida operuni omnia argnmenta com-

pfeetcii^. At'cedlt indicuhiH afirtorum e.r ordine toraorwm indicidun nuctorum ex ordine alphahetico quorum

operuni titnJlA cditkoiinn reefidioruin eonspectusi adnectitnr indiculu.<i methodicu^. Tomus i, fasciculus i :

Tom 1-17. ('P.seudo-C’Iemens—Origenes.) [Paris: Heuthner : 1928, pp. 1-96.] This is a really full analysis

of the contents of the Pntrologia
,
not merely of the ancient texts but of the modern discussions therein

reprinted. Its convenience .uid usefulne.ss are obvious, and Professor Hopfner is to be congratulated on

another mlmirable wrirk of .self-sacritice in the cairse of scholarship.

3. PublicATioxs of Nox-Literary Texts.

(X.P>. Mir,c('llat>ron?. Jiotes on and Corrections of documents prerio'usly piddished are referred to in 9.

Ileoieirs, ichen snjficiently important for mention, are noticed here.)

(Jencral. J. Wolff reviews vol. iii, })art 2 of the Sainmelhuch {O.L.Z., xxxii, 345-6). P.S.I., ix, part 1

has l>een reviewed hy P. Jouguet in lice, de phil., 3rd ser., iii, 77-9, and hy F. ZuCker in B.Z., xxix,

94-5. For part 2 sec below, lloman-Byzantine. P. (Jornell i has been reviewed hy A. v. Premersteix

(AV/o, xxii, 164-5), F. ZucKER {O.L.Z., xxxii, 842-5), A. E. R. Eoak {Chiss. Phil., xxiv, 421-2), and

M. Rostovtseit (Cl. Wcrhly, xxii, 92 f.
;
known to me only from Phil. Woch., XLix, 1198); P. Bouriant

l)y F. ZucKER (D. Lit.-Z., 1929, 799-S0.5), A. E. R. Boak (C/a.ss. Phil., xxiv, 420-1), and A. HeLMLixger
{Her. k . anc., XXXI, 184-5)

;
and B (I.U. vii by M. Rostovtseff {(Jnomon, v, 435-40).

Claire Preaux bus published an intere>.ting and readable article on the evidence contained in private

letters as to education in Eg\4)t, translating miiny of the letters referred to. Of course, for a systematic

study of the .subject, this ovitlence must be supplemented by that of other documents, hut the article is

an excellent piece of ndgarisation, to use a haiuly French term, and furnishes even to the scientific

worker a useful conspectus ot the material. Lettres prive'es grecques dlEgypte relatives a Peducation, in

Rec. beige, vni, 757-800. For papyrus letters .see also chapter III, ^"Letter Writing,” by C. C. Edgar
(“The Zenon Papyri”), and C. J. Ellixgiiam (“Letters of Private Persons”) in Powell and Barber^s

iVew Chapters in the History of (Jreelc Literature, 2nd Series, 1929.

Ptolemaic. C. Preaux reviews P. Cairo Zenon, iii, in Chroniqne d'Egypte, iv, 299-303. The Demotic

ilociimciitN of the Zenon archive have been edited witli his usual mastery by W. Spiegelberg in a volume

which is numbered Ileft 8 of his Demotischc Studien, though in a larger format than its predecessors.

Die demotischen Erkunden des Zenon-Archies, Leipzig, Hinrichs, 1929. Pp. viii+ 37, 10 plates.

An edition by Vi L. Westermaxx of an important and interesting huiypappa on slaves, the date of

which appeals to be the hegiiiiiing of tlie 2nd century b.c,, reaches me as this goes to press. Westermann
discu.s.'^es in detail the vaihius problems raised or suggested by the duiypappa. Upon Slavery in Ptolemaic

Egypt, ^sew York, 1929, Columbia L'niversity Press. Pp. iii -j- 69, 1 plate.

SriEGELBERG, bcsides the Zenon })ai>yri referred to, has also published an important Demotic papyrus

at Berlin which contains on the recto a fragment of regulations for civil action.s, probably, in Siiiegelberg’s

view, belonging to the eyx<npio^ vnpos, and on the verso a li^t of Egyptian priests, indicating the amount
of their t('X€(ttikop. A us eincr agyptischen Zi rilprozessordnung der Ptolemaerzeit (-j-.? vorchristL dahrh.)

(Ahh. Bay. Ak.. Ncu(' F(4gc, 1, 1929;, Muiichcn. P[>. 22, 1 plates.
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W. Kunkel in <in article on the alienation of catoecic land publi.'ihcs three of the pajiyri (all of the

late Ptolemaic age, 1st cent, b.c.) the evidence of which he uses. Uber die Verdusserung voii Kotoehenland^

in Z, Sav.-Stift,^ XLViir, 2<S5-313.

Ptolemak-Roman, The long-expected fuse. 1 of the Milanese Papyri, edited by A. Calderini, has now

appeared. Apart from one literary text it consi:>ts entirely of documents, of which no. 2 is the Ptolemaic

sale of a palm-grove already published by (‘alderini in the lleofell ChanipoUioii^ <uid the others are

of the early Roman period and form a single group, being the family papers of a certain Harthotes of

Theadelphia. Xone of these papyri is of outstanding importance, but they form a u^^efal addition to our

rnatcricil, and are edited with translations and a great wealth of eoiuuientary. Paplri MUnue/^i (Pubbl. di

‘‘Aegyptus,” S. Scient., vol. i), Parte i, Collczione Jacovclii-Vita, Milano, Universita Cattolica del Sacro

Cuore, 1928. Pp. i-viii, 1-63, nos. 1-12.

Roman. H. Sanders has published an important and interesting Latin birth certitic<ite found at

Karanis, in which the birth of illegitimate twin children “ex incerto patre is recorded, and which refers

to the leges Aclia Sentia and Papia Poppaca. A Birth Certificate of the year IJ^A J. •/.>!., xxxii,

309-29, 4 plates. This and one of the certificates published by Gceraud (see Joaraaf xv, 120) are the

.subject of a communication by K. Cagnat, who reproduces the texts with brief notes. iioaceaiu:

certificats de naissance egyptiens, in Joarn. 1929, 74-7. Sanders’ text is also di^cussetl in valuable

articles by E. Ccq {Les loU d^A*igmte sur Ics declarations de naissa.nce^ in Melanges Paul boiirniei\ 1929,

119-33) and Egon Weiss {Zur RechtssteUvng der nneheliehen Kinder In der Kaiserieit., in Z. Sav.-Btift.y

XLix, 260-73;. 8ee aKo 6, B. iv.

N. V. Clauson publishes with a detailed and valuiblc commentary a most interesting register in five

columns dating from a.d. 104. It is the register of a customs house and is of special note because of its

comparative fullness of detail, its good preservation, and the unusually large number of commodities

mentioned. A Customs House Registry froni Rouian Kgypt (/h id), in Aegyptus, ix, 210-80.

A letter of the 2nd century from a certain Claudius Agathos Eaimon to a friend iMined Sarapion

is a useful addition to our material for tracing the development of the (’hancery hand. 1 hough strictly

private in character, it was clearly written by a clerk trained in or strongly influeneeJ by the otfieial

style ;
and the sender, who was probably a high ofticial, merely subscribes in an informal band at the end.

It is edited by H. Gerstingeu, Ein neucr Beitrag zur (Jeselachte der griechischen a mtliehen Iva nzletschrifi

{Pap. Or. Vindoh. in llVe/cj/* Stadien, XLVII, 168-72.

E. BiLABEL has published a small but very interesting fragment of a document dating from the end

of the 2nd century, oii the verso of which is a list of festiwds. It furnishes the st..iiting-puint foi .i most

valuable article on Graeco-Egyptian festivals, for which sec 2 above. Die grako-agyptisehen Feste,\\\

Neue Heidelherger Jahrhneher, 1929, 1-51 (text on pp. 4-6). In comiexion with this may be mentioned

the rather later but hardly less interesting account of a festival .)!• festivals published by F. Wurmald:

A Fragment of Accounts dealing mith Religious Festicals, in Journaf xv, 239-42.

In an appendix to thdv Municipal Administration iti the homan Bnipire vPriiicetou, 1926), h. 1. Abboit

and A. C. Johnson republish a large number of documents illustrating the subject. These include 45 fiuui

Egypt (pp. 507-71), consisting of both inscriptions and papyri.

Reference may here be made in passing to the eryptogra[>hic pa})\rus published b\ lit NT '^see 2

above) and the arithmetical problems published by Robbins 1).

Roman-Byzaatine. The second fasciculus of P.S.I., ix contains only one papyrus (no. 1079, a fragment

of a letter) dating from before the Christian era; the remainder are of the Roman .uid Byzantine pcih^ds,

and there are also some important liter.iry papyri, for which see ^ 1 above. The most noteworthy of the

documents are: 1063, receipts for the deposits of recruits in the Cohors L Aug>fsta Praetona Lxsitanomm

equitata ; 1066, an undertaking by a yeco^erpr^,^ present himself for the service of the
; 1067,

a request for an (Antinoopulis) ;
1072, a lease from Oxyrhvnchus with interesting provisions;

1075, a petition which is of interest for the domestic relations of the petiti(aicr
; 1077, which mentions a

detachment of the sixth legion posted at Lycopohs
;

107s, which provides what is apparently the earliest

mention of the eras of O.xyrhyiichus ;
and 1080, a letter, the writer of whieli announces the sending of

toys for “little Tlieon.” Papiri greci c latini, IX, 2, pp. 07-214, nos. 1062-96 and indices. {Pubbl. dclhi

Soc. Italiana.) One papyrus in this volume (no. 1075) had previously been the subject of an article by

G, Scherillo ill Rend. Ist Lombardo, lxii, which is however inaccessible to me.

The papyri in the municipal library of Gothenburg have been very well edited by H. Frisk, Twenty-

one are published in full with commentary, the others described, sometimes however with the complete
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text. ;MGst of the documents are not of great importance, but several offer ^^oints of note, and nos. 3, 7

and 13 arc of rather exceptional interest, the first concerning Oaracalla’s visit to Alexandria, the second

being a document relating to the suppl}' of glass windows in the baths, etc., and the last a letter con-

cerning disturbances at Lycopolis. Papi^rus grecs cP h> Bihliotheque Municipale de Gothcmhourg, Goteborg,

Wettergren & Kerbers Fdrlag, lb:J9. (Goteborgs Hog^kolas Arsskrift, xxxv, 1929, 1.) Pp. 59, 2 facsimiles.

3 kr. Reviewed by F. Zucker xxix, 95-7) and H. I. Bell {CL Rev.^ xliii, 237).

Another meritorious Swedish publication is that by S. :MoLLER of thirteen Berlin papyri of the

Rr>nian and early Byz.intine periods. They are excellently edited, with an elaborate and indeed super-

fluously lengthy commentary, and with traii'^latioiis, ,ind all offer some point of interest. No. 1 is perhaps

the most noteworthy : it is a buAva-is, remarkrible in coming from Euergetis near Lyco2)olis (EvepyeVis- r;

Kuril XvKoiv TTji' XaiiTTpiiv TTuXtv)^ in mentioning eponymous 2>riest^ ( in a.d. 300 I), and in containing an

occurrence of the word uvayvcoarijs in a seii'^e new to jjaijyri, i,e. a 2)erson who reads over a contract to

an illiterate contractor. No. 2 is the beginning and end of P. Oxy. 1203, and contains the exxu'ession

err^ €K(TTpo(f)p, for which >ee Studi Bou ffute, iii, 65. No. 4, besides ^everal other interesting features, is

dated by the KaiVapo? Kpdrrjo-LS. No. 5 mentions eTrirrjprjrai e^coTTuX?;? Km ixnvodeo-pov {siC; or Xc;(-, ^.e.

Xa;^ai^o^eVpoi; ? Schubart) No. 9 is an interesting letter about the delivery of official documents to

the \oyL(rTr]pu)v. No. 10 Is ail equally interesting letter relating to viticulture, in which there is a very

noticeable eftbrt after stylistic elegance. No. 11 is another letter which, des^iitc its imj^erfection, is of

considerable interest, and No. 13 contains a reciiie for a hair restorer. It may be remarked in jiassing—and

the remark would be a2>pr‘->2U’i<ite to some other editions also—that the volume Avould be much more

convenient to use if (1) the date of each document were clearly noted at the beginning, (2) the serial

niimhcr of c.ich were inserted at the of every page after the first, (3) a table of i>a2)yri indicating the

nature of each were given at the beginning or the end of the volume. Oricrhitii'he Papyri am dein Berliner

Musetfni. Iiiaug.-l >iss., (lotehorg, 1929, Flanders Boktryckeri. Pp. viii 4-9.5, 2 |4ates. Frisk has imblished

an article on this publication with new readings and useful notes, and a revised text of the first document.

Zli einigen f*eaedterten Berliner Papyri, in Aegyptns^ x, 87-95.

Frisk has himself 2)iiblished four Berlin j^'d^yri. They are : 1. Three fragments of an aTroc^ao-i? of

A.D. 200, too imperfect for its exact subject to be discovered. 2. A ])etition to the hiKULobor-qs in the well-

known case Drusilla v. 0. Julius Agripjuanus. 3. Fragment ('cols. 19 and 20) of a process against a

KiopoypappciTev^ before the .strateg us, early 3i-d century. 4. An agreement for a lease of a vineyard in the

IIcniKq^olite nomo, a.d. 512. Vier Papyri avs der Berliner-Sannalung^ in Aegyptus^ ix, 281-95.

Byzantine and AralK V. Martin has ^aiblished an imjiortant and interesting letter from the archive

of Dioscorus (jf A2>hrodito, which has for many years been in the Geneva collection. Its sjiecial value

lies in the fact that it was written at Goustantinoidc, and furnishes a good exam^Je of the handwriting

of the Iiiit)cri.d ci\il service. It is from ri high official, very likely, as Martin suggests, the praefectits

praetario (h'lentis, and it was clearly addressed to the Duke of the Thebaid. Its subject is one of

Dioscoriis’s uunieroiis law-siiits. A facsimile of this letter will .ippear in the next part of the New
Palaeogra[)hical Society. A LeW'r froni Consta ntinrgde^ in Journal^ xv, 96-102.

I refer here only for the sake of completeness to two tmhlications of C(q)tic 2>apyri, riz. P. Jernstedt,

Zirei none BrueLsfiieLe der koptMten EPOTAIIOKPISEIS, in Aegyptm^ X, 80-6, and A. MalloN, Nouvelle

*SVV5' d'or^fraen eT.uCTj'Aon, in Rei\ de VEg. anc.^ ir, 89-96 (a collection of ostraca from Karnak, con-

tain ing recei})ts similar to those in Wadi S<irga^ a taiblication which the editor seems not to know. For

see Wadi kiarga^ 2^- -e-evA op. c^V., 2>- -0 f.).

4. Political History, Biography, Administration, Topography and Chronology.

OeneraL W. B. AVesteumann’s article on Weie Historical Docunients in Greek and Roman History,

jiublislieil in Am. Hist, Rec., xxxv, 14-32, is almost entirely concerned with Egy^it and Cyrenaica, giving

a fairly full summary of 2ia2)ers which hrive a2>2>eared recently.

Further reviews (4 works .ilrcady noticed in the Journal are; of Kakrst’s Geschichte des Hellenismus, I

(see XV, 122), by h. Luhmeyr in Theol. Lit,-Z., Liv, 343-5; of JouguktN Vimperiallsme macedonien (.see

x\', 122), by O. G. VON AAesendonk in Klio, xxii, 485-8, who scarcely touches on the Egy2^tiaii side of

the book, by C. Preaux in Chron. d'Eg,, iv, 292-7, and by AV. AAC Tarn (on M. R. Dobie’s translation)

in CL Rev,, xliii, 27-8 ; of Bevan's History of Egypt (see xv, 122), by C. Preaux in Chron. eVEg., iv,

202-7, and Casper J. Kraemer in CL Weekly, Dec. 16, 1929. E, Stein’s Geschichte des spdtromiscken
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Reiches, I, bis been briefly noticed by E. IIohl in Hist. Z., cxxxix (102flj, .">80-2, and by M. Eesxier in

Joiirn, Sav., 1929, 79-80; it ha^ been reviewed )>y X. II. Baynes in J.R.S., xviii (1928), 217-28.

Political History and position of nationalities. An important paper l)y U. Wiia'Kkn on Ale.ia/tdfO's Zuy
in die Oase Siim is printed in Sitz^niysher. Prevss. Akad. xxx, r)7f>-()03. He holds that Alexander did

not go to Siwa to obtain recognition as the son of Ammon, but simply to consult the (UMcle, As King
recognized as a god in Egypt, but this had no influence elsewhere : and it may have

taken place before his visit to Siwa, which w.is the result of a sudden idea conceived while he was founding

Alexandria. At the temple ho was greeted by the pric>.ts as the .^on rjf Zeus, ])ut this was no part of the

oracular utterance: the accounts of the proceedings cle<irly distinguish tin; two items, and the actual

response was never known. The idea that the visit ^\as designed to get a sanction for political enterprise,

is due to the embroidery of the Bomance. Alexander never used for any practical purpose the soiiship

of Zeus which had been assigned to him : it w;is not till after his death that he became known as the

son of Ammon. The article is reviewed by A. Calderini in Aeyyptns, ix, 319.

Walther Schwahn's Pie Na<‘liJol(je Alexanders dns Grossea, i, in Klio, xxiii, 211-38^ has not much
about Egypt : he commeiils on the purely panegyristic nature of the accounts written in the interests

of the Ptolemies (p. 221).

L. R. Farnelt/s article on Hellenistic Puder-Cnit, with a note by Ah AV. Tarn, in J.ILS., xlix, 79-81,

though not primarily concerned with Egypt, should be noted.

Ptolemy II and Arahvt^ by Ah A". Tarn in Journal, xv, 9-2o, reconstructs the story of the cflbrts

of Philadelphus to get control of the incense-trade by holding X.Ah Arabia.

E. Cahen has written on Les Juifs d'Egypte au temps dc I' ere chretienne (Aix on Provence, 11)27,

b2 pp.), and A. AndrkaDKS on Oi ‘E/3paiot iv rw Rc^at'rtiuo Kgartt iii ’ETrer/ypts' tt)? 'Eraipfbs' Bv^avTivwi'

SttouSwv (1929, 23 pp. ;
information su})plied hy H. I. Bell).

Further reviews of works already noticed in the Jo nrmil arc: of 8chubart\s Grienhen in Aegypten

(see XV, 122) by S. de Ricci in Her. et. gr., xlii, 356; of Bell\s Jtiden nnd Grienhen (see xv, 123) by

P. P[eeters] in Anal. Lolland., xlvii, 404-5, by A. nh^LES in lien, et. gr., XLii, 117-19, and by II. 8. J[onesJ

ill J.R.S., XVIII, 127.

Administration. The discussion of the inscri})tions recently found at Cyrene throws some side-lights

on Egyptian history: articles to be noticed are by A. von Premerstein, Fnnf Edikte des Angnstus and

Senatsheschluss aas Kyrene, in Kilo, xxii, 162-4, by J. Stroux and L. A^^enger, Die AugnMns-Inschrift

auf dem Marktplatz ron Kyrene, in Ahh. Bay. A/ ., xxxiv, 2, by 1^. Taeger, Verfassungsdiagramm von

Kyrene, in Hermes, LXiv, 432-57, by A. 8eore, La i‘{>stitnziom; di Cirene, in Bull. Ist. Dir. Rnm., 1929, and

by J. A. 0. Larsen, Notes on the Constitutional Inscription from Cyrene, in Cl. Phil., xxiv, 351-68 .

M. Besnieh discusses the title correi‘tor in IJusurpateur Adiillcus ct Ic litre dc ^'‘corrector''' : he considers

that if Achilleus was called ‘'corrector,” as suggested by ATlcKen, he to<»k the title himself as a dignity

almost imperial: C.-R. Ac, Inscr., 1929, 216-21.

V. Charot’s in Rer, it. anc., xxxi, 7-12, deals with the Greek use of the term, hut may be con-

sulted for references in papyri.

B. A. VAN Groningen, writing Dc trihuto quod Gaipojjd dicitur in Mnemosyiu', lvi, 395-408, touches on

the late use in Egypt.

A. Segre has an article A proposlto di peregrini chc p/rest<fcano scrvizio nelle Icgioni romanc in AegypUi.^,

IX, 303-8.

Some information as to the organization of the Egyptian troops is obtained by F. 8cheul from an

iiivseription found at Termessos: Ein cig^f^iarpaTwp des praefectns Aegypti Valerius Eudaemon in Jahresh. d.

ost. arch. Inst., xxiv, 95-106.

In his book on The Roman Legions, Oxford, 1928, H. M. I) Parker argues that in Egypt the prae-

fectics castrorurn gradually advanced to the position of commander (>f the legion, and eventually bore the

title praefectus legionis. This conclusion is contested by E. vuN Xischer in Hist. Z., 140, 115.

P. OoLLOMp’s Chancellerie et diplomatique (see Journal, xv, 124) is reviewed by G. KoUILLard in Rev.

dc phil., 3, III, 221-2.

For the use of the terms a-rparr/yds' and crTparr]\dTT]s reference may be made to A’^. Ensslin’s paper on

Dalmatiiis Censor, der Halhhrwler Konst<tntius I, Rhein. Mus., X.F. Lxxviii (1929), 199-212.

H. I. Bell’s valuable summary of the evidence of the papyri for The administration of Egypt under

the '‘Umayyad Khalifs—a paper read at the (’ongress of Orientalists at Oxford, Aug. 28, 1928 - ha^ been

published in B.Z,, xxviir (1928), 278-86. Though the w'ork is not directly concerned with papyri,

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. XVI. 17
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reference in.iy ])C made to Walthkr Bjokkmann, beitrage :?</• Ge.^cliichte der St<(atskatizlei im ibhtinlschen

Aip/jiten. Ahh<ftuUin>rjeii nus dem Ochiet dt'r Auslaadskuade. ILimburgischo Uiiiversitiit. Band 28;
Ueilie B. VoUerk (idt\ Kultin'geschichte Htid Band IG. Hamburg, Friedriclibcn, Dc (Jniyter,

lb2S. Boviewed by F. Bulger in xxviii (192N}, 431-2.

Biogniplgf. W. AV. Tarn, in an article (^ttcen Ptolciiyns and Apama in Cl. i^uart..^ xxiii, 138-41,

Migge>t> that 1‘toleiny I married an Egy[)tiaii prince^> >oon after his arrival in the country.

Topiujiujplip. Fr. Zuckkh contributes an ess<iy Zvr Landeskiuide Aegpptens aus griechischea xind

’'inmsi'ftcn (ptdhjn to the Fe'itschr. Waltker Jiidddi 131-41), dealing with the occurronce of the acaciti

in place-names and especially the Khargeh oa^is.

F. A\ . VON Bissing has described 7Y?2C, efat ItxUenidUch-riuni&chK Fcatuiig la Mittelaeggptea in Sit,uagsher.

d. lager. Aka.d. d. 117**8., iy2S, Abh. 8.

Chrutiologg, J. K. Futheringham has a comprehensive article on The Calendar in The yaatical
A!nianae for Iffol (publ. 1929), 734-47, v'hich contains useful accounts and explanations of the Egyptian,
Greek, and Roman calendars.

J. B. Ghabot reviews Al. ChaisE, La Chro/tologie des temps chretlens de VEgypte et de VEthiopie., in

Joartt. Bav.^ 1928, 373-4. Reviews of works previously noticed are: of E. Meyer's Uatersuchungea (see

XV, 12.)) by AA . Kunkel in (Jlajiaon.^ v, 48-51, and of AA7 Kubitschek’s Urtiadriss der autikea Zeitrcchaang
isee XV, 125) by AI. P. XilsSOn in UM.A., 1929, 99-104.

5. Social Life, Education, Art, Econoyiic History, Nuyiisyiatics, and AIetrology.

(feaerad. J. A oGT s in Aeggptea: Eia Kapitcl zitni griechisehen Kulturheieussiseia is inehuled
in (jriu'thllakoa ^yilhelm Schniid.^ 97-137.

Reviews of wa)rks already noticed in the Jotirnal are: of AA'^. AA7 Tarn's Hellenistic Cirilisation (see

XV, 125) by F. KahrsTedt in Cdd.A.. 1928, 482-8; of P. ATereck’s Phdadeipheia (see xv, 125) by
O. Lenze in O.L.Z., xxxii, 551-3, and by F. AA7 von Bissing in Phil. Woeh., XLix, 17-21

; of AX. Rostovt-
ZEFF*. Soeial a,id Eeono'mie History (see xv, 12G) by D. Atkinson in Cl. Rev..^ xliii, 35-G.

G. OsTROGoRSKY^ ill his Aittrittscorlesimg (delivered in the Llnivcrsity of Breslau on 3 November 1928)
has discussed Die >eirtschattlhdie,i nod sozirdra Enticiekla ngsgnindlagen des hyzantinisehca Reiches, Viertel-

jakrsehrift far Sozial- and ^yirt.<ekaftsgesclichte, xxii (1929), 129-43.

Finance, Agricidture, Imlastry. AI. Rostovtzeff has wuitten on The Roman Exploitation of Egypt ito

the Lirst teoiary a.d. in the Jovrn. of Ecoa. and Easiness History, i, 337-64, and on The Origin of Serfdom
in the Roman Empire in the Joarn. of Land and Pahlic Utility Economics, 1926, 198-207.

Ihe interest ot Elizabeth Grier's Lacias JalinA Serenus, an Egyptian Lamloicner of the second century
after Christ, in CL Phil., xxiv, 42-7, is cliietly economic.

X. J. ClausuN publishes A Custums House Registry from Roman Egypt in Aegyptus, ix, 240-S0 (see
also 3).

G. Glotz treats of Le prix du papyrus dans I'antiquite greegue in Ann. dOdst. econ. et soc., i, 3-12.
A\ ARMING.Ton s Comnierre hetxeen the Roman Empire and India (see XV, 126) is reviewed by AI. Besnier

in Rer. de phil., 3, iii, 91-2.

Undei this head a lefercncc must be made to the important duiypagjjia on the sales of slaves published
by AVfstermann (see vj above, Ptolemaic).

In the held of Byzantine hnance the most important study is that of A. Andreadeis, Deux livres recents
sur Psnnanees hy:aatines, E.Z., xxviii (1928), 287-323, a review of F. DolgerAs Beitrage zur Gesihichte
der hyzaninusrhen Finanzvericaltang des .T und XI Jahrhunderts (Teiibner, 1927), and G. Ostrogorsky’s
Die landliche Steaergemciude des hy:n ntinischeu Reiches im X Jahrhundert {Vierteljahrschrift fur Sozial- und
II irt.^eha ftsgesrhichte, xx (1927j). This review is of real siguihcance for the study of Byzantine technical
tcrmiiiolog\ ^in general, not merely for the usage of the tenth and eleventh centuries, isee too ^6, A. iii.

11. Bott s dissertation on Die Grundzage der diokletarnischeu Stenerrerfassung has been favourably
reviewed by X. Heichelheim, Z., CXL (1029), 658-9—“eine solide und fruchtbare Erstlingsarbeit.'’
(t. Kolillards L administration eirile de I Egypte hyzantine has been reviewed by R. Draguet in Rev.
beige, viii ( 1929 >, 246-8, and by L, Gantarelli in Aegyptus, ix (1928), 313.

Education, Science, and Art, Glaire Preaux edits I^ettres privees greeques dHgypte relatives d Pe'du-
eation in Rev. beige, viii, 757-800 (see also 3).

G. Bendinelli discusses Influssi delP Egitto ellenistico salV arte romana in Bull. Soc. Roy. dLircL
d''Alex., XX rv, 21-38.
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Maria Kobylina, in a paper Zur (jesckiehtt^ der Alcxandritiisclt^^a Sk>dptur in Jafirb D.A.L, XLIII,

69-77, publishes a boy’s head at M<asoo\v, with illustrations from the Mo.scow and Hermitage collections.

Vk. Deonxa describes a head of Athena crowned with an owl and heads crowned with altars in the

Musee d’art et d’histoire at Geneva: Terrt's caib^s <jreco-ey^/iJticnH*j.'< in AVr. arch., 5, xxix, :lHl-90.

K. Breccia’s J/ormments de VEtjyjjte greco-rohiaiae.^ i, is noticed by S. lt[EiNACH] in liar, arch.., 5,

XXVIII, 343.

Nuniisniatics aad Metrology. Prince Soutzo’s Coniph'nieiit a Vetaxle de la momtaie des preniiers Lagtdes

ap})ears in G.-ll. Ac. 1028, 23-7.

J. G. Milne discusses Ptolpuiaic Coin.age ia Egypt in Journal.^ xv, 150-3.

SEGRh’s Circolaziofie monetarta (.see Jouriial.^ XV, 12G; is reviewed by A. Xeppi ^Iodona in HUtoriu.,

VII, no. 2.

6. Law.
A. General.

i. Bihliograpkies. welcome the resumption of the comprehensive bibliograi)hies of Buman law,

understood widely, formerly cnmpiled by Bertolini, Bull. 1st. Dir. Roni., xxxvr, 159-314, esp('cially

224-44. The present instalment, continuing from vol. xxix, 185-216, covers from about 1915 to the (uul

of 1923. E. Perrut’s annual bibliogra})liy has not appeared in Her. hist, dr. fr. at eV/’., Vlii. A valuable

aid to study (wrongly criticized Jooriad.^ XV, 127) is continued in Aegyptus.^ IX, 309-10; x, 97-101 : Testi

recenteiHcnte pubhlicati^ but under Bihliografa nietodica^ ix, 320-3, we find Judice dagli auturi for

X)revious numbers. B.Z.., xxviii, 230-2, 474-7, and xxix, 153-6, gives bibliograpliical imtes
;

also Byz,-

neugr. Jakrb..^ vi, 357-60 (Balkan tendency). There are bibliographies for 1925 and 1926 by M. Hombert

in Byza iition., Iii, 520-46 (law 532-3, 543-4), and there is said to be another in Chr^uapic d'Egygtc, 1929,

286 ff. (not seen). A necrology of F. Brandileone by P. B. in Bull. 1st. Dir. lloui.^ xxxvii, 125-7, gives a

list of the deceased’s chief works.

ii. Legal history of antiquity. The thesis advanced by L, Wenger in works chronicled Journal^ xv,

127-8, has given rise to considerable comment. First we must add a further statement by Wenger
himself: Wesen and Ziele der a ittikeu Recht'igeschicJde, an address to the O.slo Historic, d Ccmgrc'^.s, which

avenger has summarized in Z. Sac.-Stift., xlix, 688-91 (cp. 620), and published in Hiudi BonfantCj ii, 693

(Pavia, 1929, not seen). A critical attitude towards the philological orientation of modern romanistic

.studies, which he admits to be correctly reported by Wenger and to be largely inevitable, is taken up by

P. Bonfante, 11 rnetodo filologiro negli stadi di diritto romano [Scritti della Facultd giaridica di Ronia m
onore di Antonio Sahindra

^

Milan, 1928, 123-36), and there are reserves .also in L'histon'c da droH de

Vantupute {Melanges Paul Foamier, Paris, 1929, 787-805) by F. de Zelueta.

The core of the problem is the extent to which Roman imperial law was influenced by Graeco-oriental

law. Its Romanism is irnpres.sively defended by S. Riccobono, Storia del dintto autn’o e st<fdto dnl diritto

romano and Sarnmuui ius samma iniuria, being Italian translations with commentaries res[)ectively of

Mitteis’s lecture AatiJee Rechtsges(diichte, etc. {Jouriad, xv, 127) and of J. Struuxs monograpli, Sanminm

ius sumnia iniuria (offprint from Festschrift Paul Speiser-Sa rasui, Teubner, 1926): Amudi del BemuKtrio

giuridico di Palermo, xii, 478-637, 639-91. AVith these ivad Riccobono’s review of Stroux’s work m
Gnomon, v, 65-87. On the other side we luive P. (foLLiNEr s very judicious articles : Le role de la doetrine

et de la pn'atique dans le developpenient da droit romain pnre an has-enipire {Per. hist. dr. jr. et ttr., X.S.

VII, 551-83, viii, 5-35). Sec also the same authors Oslo address {Balletin of the Conunittce, no. 5, 623 31,

summary Z. Sav.-Stift., xlix, 691-2): Les fa<‘tears dr direloppemmt, etc. Relevant .iKo are two articles

noticed by F. ALvroI, Areh. Giurid., cii, 225-30, in .i review of S<-ritti Salandra, mentioned above: P. de

Francisci, Osservazioni snlle eoializioni della Iegi.dozLone nei sec. ir. e r. (13^-53, not seen), and L. ( arusi,

Rapportifra diritto romano c diritti greco-orientalt (155 -87).

Two addres.ses by orieiitali.sts to the Oslo Congress are notable in this connexion. F. IvosonAKER,

Forsehungen vnd Ergehnisse in dm hilsehriftlirhm RrrhUqneUen, Z. Sav.-Stift., 18S-2<d, emiihasi/e^,

the value of this branch of study for purposes of comparison, but rather with German and (Jreek laws

th.an with Roman law, at least in its learned stage. But M)Uiparative law does not lor Koscliaker involve

uuiver.sal legal liiMory, and as to causal connexions he holds that, while the fact, (ff Hellenistic and there-

fore (U'ieiital inllueiicc on Roman law i.s n<jt to bo denied, the uieasuro oi that iufluenee is dirticult to t.ake,

and that the proved borrowings of Greek law from oriental come to very little. But, he concludt^s^

Babvlonian-Assyri.an Icg.il historv, wiilened to include .all cuneiform documents, is in itself a wortliy

17—2
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field of study. The other aildress, by M. San Xtcolo, Eiaigeii tuis den nenhahyloniachen Rechtsurkundeii^

Z. Sac.-Stift.^ XLix, 24-54, announces the publication by himself and A. LTngnad, in a form accessible

to the profane, of the whole of the documents of the late Babylonian period (middle of cent, vii to latter

half of cent, iv) : yenhahylonit^e/ie Reehts- u/id Vera'tdtunfisnrkunden^ I, 1 (Leipzig, 1928), of which there is

an ap[)reciative review l>y P. Koschakkr in Z, Sac.-Stift

,

XLix, 647-55. In his article San Xicolo seeks

points of comparison rendered possible by these documents with contemporary (4reek and Egyptian law

(pp. 28-9, 3()-7, 47 tf., 52-31. He concludes that they have a part to jilay in the analy.sis of the complex

system known as Byzantine Liw.

The other side <.)f the picture is unveiled in a remarkably original study (also an Oslo address) by

E. Levy, Westen mid Osten in dcr uachkia ssiseltea Entwloklv tig des rbniUelteti RechU^ Z. Sar.-Stift.^ xlix,

230-59. There is a post-classical evolution in the West also, a preliminary exposition of which shows

that while reception moved mostly from East to West, sometimes it mo^ed the other way (Paul’s Sentences,

Western constitutions, papal letters). There is a valuable note on the written stipulation at p. 254.

The particular clause dealt with by M. San Xicolo in La elaesola di difetto o eccedenza di niisura

neVa vettdita intniohiliare secoado il diritta hahilonese iStadi Bonfante^ li, 41-50, Pavia, 1929) is repre-

scntoil in the })eriod of the Seleucidae and Arsacidae by a formula resembling that found in contemporary

Egyptian documents (the author’s Schhtsskiattsela^ p. ^09), and in Greek papyri till late in the B^^zantine

peril )d by
/} batu tiv wctlv. Here San Xicolo sees only coincidence, though in other matters he believ'es in

causal connexion {Jounifd^ xv, 127 h /.). We must chronicle also his appreciative and detailed review,

in Z. Sav.-Stift.^ XLix, 531-40, of P. Koschaker's Xeve keUschrifd. Rechtsurktitiden, etc. (Jonnud, xv, 128),

and liis Miazelle^ ihuL^ 461-2, drawing attention to a group of late Babylonian cuneiform tablets discovered

ill 1926 by the French Archaeol. Institute of Jerusalem in Syria, which he welcomes as evidence of a

possible westward diftusion of Babylonian commercial law, extending perhaps to Egypt. A bare mention

mu>t suffice of . 1 . Pirenne’s Essai snr Ve'colution da droit de faitiille en Egypte Vaaeien empire {Mel,

Fom'nier^ and his Xe lien vasmlique it I'epoqve de la premiere feodalite dans Vancienne Egypte

{Vl-Xr Dya.) (an address summarized in Rev. dddst. dr, fr. et kr.^ X.S. viii, 647-9).

iii. Miseellaiieons reviews. In Z, Sav.-Stift.., XLiX, 495-502, E. Latte has a rather fault-finding review

of G. M. Calhoun’s The growth of crindttal lav: in ancient Greece {Journal., xv, 128), whereas M. San
Xicolo welcomes Calhoun and Delamere’s Working bibliography of Greek lair {Z.f. cergleich. Reehtnnss,,

XLiv, 432. Cp. Journtfl., xv, 127). San Xicolo, ibid., 432-3, notices Opere di Contardo Ferrini^ I, ii (iii

al.^o has appeared
;
Milan, 1929), as does C. G. MoR in Riv. di Storia del Dir. Itcd,^ ir, 183-6. The first

volume on Romano-Byzantine law is relevant here. F. Stella Maranca, Btdl. 1st. Dir, Roin.^ xxxvi,

145-9, gives an analysis f)f A. Albertoni (t 1929), Per v.na esposidone del diritto bizantino con rignardo

air Itiditf, ,i book of which there is a thoughtful notice by G. S. Maridakis in Z. Stiw-Stift,., xlix, 518-25,

and to which X". B. adds a useful bibliograpliy in X.Z., xxviii, 475-6. M. San X'icolo, venfeich,

Reehtsinss.., XLiV, 438-9, speaks well of 4. IloLGER, Beitrage zur Geschichte der byzantinischen Finanz-

rerwaiting {Byz. Archir, Heft 9), as docs E. Stein, but with more reserve, in Z. Bav.-Stift.., xlix, 504-6.

Stein draws attention to a Heidelberg dissertation by Ostrogorsky (cp. Vierteljahrschrift f, Soz.- u,

Wirtsehafti^gesch.^ xx, 91-103) containing translation with commentary of the Byzantine tract published

by W. Ashburner, xxxv, 76-84, and re-edited by Dolger (see also § 5). In D. Lit.-Z., 1929,
1259-61 and O.L.Z., xxxii, 168-9 respectively M. San Xicolo also has .short notices of L. Wenger’s Avs
Xorkleninde.r^ etc. [Journal, xv, 128, 132), and of E. CuQs La condition juridique de la Coele-Syrie, etc.

{Jtntrmd, XI v, 155). He thinks better of Guq’s conclusions than of his argument. G. Beseler, Byz.-neugr.

Jahrli., VI, 547-55, deals in detail with To ikttikov fiiVoior ev rmy veapdis riov V^v^avrivuiv avroKparopfov

(Atiieiis, 1922) by G. S. Maridakis, agreeing in general with the author against a previous reviewer,

F. Brandileonk, Rir, ital. per le scienze gimo'd., 1926, 389 ff. (not seen). The host account of the issues is

Wenger's review of H. Monnier’s Les Xorelfes de IJon le Sage {Journal, xv, 128).

IV. Xev' juristic tewts. In Z. Sa r.-Stift,, xlix, 694, A. Segris gives a summary of his communication
to the O.slo Congress concerning three texts which will be published in Studi Bonfante (Pavia, 1929- )

and eventually edited in P.S.L They are scholia, half Latin, half Greek, which he judges to belon^y to

the period of the Law of Citations, and possibly to he a relic of the Alexandrian law-school.

V. Doemnents and comments. In Aegyptvs, ix, 281-95, H. Frisk, Vier Papyri ans der Berliner-Sarnmlung,
edits with commentary, amongst other documents, Inv. Xr. 7420+ 7424, ca. 139 a.d., relating to the case
of Drusilla r. C. lulius Agrippianus (Mitteis, Ghr„ 87 -8). Also, in Aegyptus, x, 87-95, Za einigen neu-
edierten Berlincr-Vapyri, he reviews an edition of 13 documents contained in a dissertation by S. Muller,
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Griech. Pap. mis dem Berlbier Museum (Goteborg, 1929; not seen). Frisk re-edits the tir^t document
(Inv. Nr. 11707), a fimXvort? of 300 a.d., which he says is the most important. The second piece (Inv.

Nr. 11808) is interesting as containing the beginning and end of E^. Oxy. xii, 1203.

M. San Nicolo’s review in Z. f. vergleich. Rechtswiss.^ xliv, 427-31, of the legal matter in P.S.I. viii,

especially 901-18, is important, but too compressed for summary. A good ra.iny of J. 0. Naber s 0}>serefi-

tmnculae ad papyros iuridicae^ continued in Mae'inosyoe.^ N.S. Lvr, 109-38; lvit, 73-101, 379-414, fill

under the present heading. There come under review chiefly ; P. Grenf. i, 11, P. Heal. 1280+ (Trenf. r, 17,

P. Taur. vir, 3-13, P. Grenf. i, 13, 21, 33, 44, 60, 62, P. Grenf. ii, 23, 67, 70, 76, P. Paris 5, 8, lo, 20, 32,

38, 62, 63, 65, and P. Aktenst. 1, 2, 3, 4, 11, 12.

vi. Diplomatic. Parts of Xaber’s la.st-mentioned articles might also be placed here.

H. Steinacker’s GmndJagen derfrdhmittebdterlicheii Pncaixrknade (Merlin, 1927; Journal^

XV, 129) has provoked important reviews from M. San Nicolu, Z. f. c^eghdeh. Reehtswiss.^ xliv, 433-8,

A. Steinwenter, Krit. Vierteljahresschrift /. Gesetzgehung u. Rechtswiss., N.F. 3, xxiil, 158-72, P. Kubler,
Phd. TToc/l, xlix, 1254-60, and G. Ferrari, Arch, storico ser. 7, xii, 3-17. All seem agreed on the
value of this excursion of a medievalist into antiquity. San Nicolo, while approving the author's method
in carrying the develo[)ment back to the ancient East, observes that the actual proof of the oriental

derivation of the Greek document is small, and that the extent of Greek influence on Rome in tliis matter
is controversial. He thinks the treatment of the oriental and pre-Greek Egyptian material the lofxst

successful. Steinwenter shares these re.-^erves: welcoming the application of the diplomatic method to

the ancient material, he judges the author too optimistic (p. 45) as to possible results in papyrology. He
notes the con.siderable treatment of dvaypaepr) and kutaypaifij), but regards Steinacker’s section on the

Roman document as more important. Here Brunner’s derivation from Roman practice of the Ger-

manistic traditio chartae is rejected: Steinacker holds that by a misunderstanding of Xov. 41, 1 the

Italian notaries treated dbaissio or enroXva-L^ as equivalent to traditio; he also argues that bisbaiatio in

the gesta municipalia arose in the East, not in Italy. Steinwenter doubts or dissents on both the last

points. Kubler, however, agrees as to the Eastern origin of the ius actorem. He praises the authoFs

mastery of the ancient material, giving a summary of his Egyptian results, but he considers that in its

main point, the refutation of Brunner, the book does not fully succeed: because insiauatio was a

necessary act (Xov. X al. 15, 3 of 444), it does not follow that traditio per chartam was erronerjus. Ferr VRI

(an article rather than a review) naturally concentrates on this main problem. After describing the

Germanistic traditio chartae (pp. 9-11) and stating Steinacker’s position, ciz. that tlie perfecting force

of this act, though recognized in central and southern Italy after Justinian, was due to non-Roman
infiuence.s, ho gives his own opinion that, nev^ertheless, the medieval tr. ch. is an ulterior development

of the tr. ch. found in the AVest during the later empire. Sixth cent. Ravenna documents no doubt lay a

hitherto unknown stress on tr. ch., but it is mentioned also, and earlier, in the East (P. Oxy. ix, 1200;

XIV, 1627, 1643; xvi, 2003. Freunut, Wertpap., i, 28, 1). Exchange of documents is after all a natural

thing, and what requires examination is the late imperial forms of contract inter ahscates. He then

explains Steinacker’s hypothesis of an Italian confusion between uiroXva-is and tr. ch., but shows that

in the East 7r\i]p(o(ns and inroXva-Ls were kept distinct (citing ndpa Eustathii Romani, xxxviii, 8, ed.

Zachariae, p. 167).

vii. Reception of Roraan Lav:. A. J. Buye, Le droit romaiii et les papyrus d^Egyptc, in L'Egyptc

contemporaine, xx, 529-59 (Cairo, 1929), after a general discussion of the relation of papyrology to the

study of Roman law, attacks the problem of reception by Egypt (^f foreign law in the Ptolemaio and e-arly

imperial (pp. 536-47) and Byzantine periods. The Ptolemaic temlency to fuse Greek and native law was

somewhat checked by the advent of the Romans, but, as in language, so in law Greek influence proved

stronger than Roman: in fact under Roman rule Hellenistic practice developed. Roman influence led to a

consolidation of private property, but commercial law, a department iu which Roman law itself was largely

Ilellenized, was mainly Hellenistic. The inclusion of Fgypt in the Eastern Empire reinforced Hellenistic

and oriental tendencies, which even penetrated into the official law. There is a good exposition of the

influence of oriental practice (cp. Const. Deo auctore, ^ 10). But we must not overlook the We.st (E. Levy,

ii, above), nor the force of the Roman tradition, which was revived iu the East by a scholastic reaction

at Berytus. This school may have eclipsed the Alexandrian ; at <iny rate the traces of Justinian’s lawbooks

in papyri are few, and there are not lacking signs of positive rejection in Egypt of his novelties. This

resistance coincides with a national Egyptian reacticui, begiiining iu the middle of the 5th cent., which

brought native legal ideas once more to the front.
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These general conclusions are borne out by R. TaUbenschlag, GescJfichte der Rezeption des rbmischen

Rechts III Aegifptf'ii^ Stadi Roaj<niU^ i, 3G9-440, in a .systematic study, divided into six sections: (1) the

Roman |)o}>ulation in Egypt, and (2) the legal practice of the Romans, before the Constitatio Antoni akina
^

(3) intiueute of Roman on popular law in the same period, (4) Roman law after the Const. Ant.^ (5) Justi-

nian s legislation, (G) popular law after Justinian In e.ich of sections 2-5 the departments of private law
are rovimved sucLe‘s'>ively

;
the rc[)etition i.'^ a little wearisome, but makes for chronological distinction

an<l ease of reference. There are original contriliutions in plenty, but the main value of the work, which
is great, is its rich documentation, which over the whole held of private law offers a ready answer to the

question ; what precisely is there in the papyri^

R. Ltiic of pt‘t'S(HiS.

i. (itnentl. Most of Caput et 'S.ojga by M. Radix in Mel. Fournier^ 651-63, is irrelevant here, but w^e

note the discussion of croipa as a technical term, with a reference to P. Jouguet 10 (p. 660, 20). P. Bon-
FANTE, Di utf influenza orientalr nel diritto runiano^ Rend. Acc. Lincei, ser. 6, iv, 273-86, has no difficulty

in showing that national Roman law sim[)ly ignored castrati., and that the story of their civil disabilities

belongs to the late empire. True the early classical law could no longer shut its eyes to this scourge,
but the regulations took the form of criminal penalties. The Gnomon certainly shows that provincial law
impo.^ed restrictions on succession to castratf but penetration into the official private law di<l not take
pl.ico till Justinian. The views which make the civil disabilities of oistrati classical are severely com-
mented on.

n. Slacery. (1. (Irqsso, ISn.lla flducia a xnapo di ^^manninUsiof^ Riv. ital. per le scienze giurid..^ X.S. iv,

fuse, lii, l-,ss (of offprint', makes use of P. Lips. 136 (pp. 7, 60 ffl, 70 ftl). C. G. Mor, La ^'‘inanuniis&io in

eolcfiia^'’ Rtc. di sturia del dir. ital,^ i, 81-150, btudies Greek precedents, using A. Calderixi, La mano-
uiisdone e hi eondrnom' dei liherti in (jreeia (Milan, 190^}, and P. de FranCIsci, Intorno alle origini della

Mantitnissio in eedeiiis. Rend. 1st. Lonih..^ XLiii, 619, concluding with the latter that the origin lies in
coiisecr.ition to and invocation of the gods, not in hierodulism or sale to the temple, as is often held. He
then (p. 85; deals with the papyri ( P. Oxy. iv, 722, 723. 51itteis, Orandz. 271 : Chr. 358-61).

iii. Lintas. [n Z. Sat\-Stift., XLix, 129-54, Das grteehische Bundeshiirgerrecht der hellenistischen Zeit.,

W . Kolbe argues in favour of the existence of legal communion between the component states of the
(Ti'oek leagues ot the Helleni.stic period. The material is not papyrological, but the question is relevant.

IX, 303-S, A. Segre, A jiroposito di peregrial eke prestaeano serrlzio nelle legioni roniane.,

aigues tiom the cLiira .P. B. 72) of the cliildren of M. Valerius Yalens, previously Psenemunis, to suc-
ceed theii fatlier, a legionary who seems to have died before honesta rnissio.^ that the father had not lost

Egyptian nationality; for, whether legitimate children horn before, or illegitimate born during,
service, they could have had no claim ti. succeed a citizen (Ononion, 34, 35, 52-4). The reference by
Slceel-Meyer, Zuin sagen. Uno,non, etc., p. 24, 5, of V.P.B. 72 to unde eognati is wrong, and B.id.C. 140
(Mitteis, Chr. :L3; is not in point, ILidriaifs epistle apphing only to a soldier’s or veteran’s citizen,
though illegitimate, offspring. The conclusion is that many Egyptians served in the legions, generally
after .service m the amrilia or fleet, hut remained peregrini till h. rnissio. As such they could be succeeded
<d) latestatij l)y their desceiidaiit.s, even illegitimate, eiusdem nationis.

rhe goveriung idea of E. Schuxbauer s ^tndien ziir Persoiaditatsprinzip im antiken Redd, Z. Bav.-
Hti ft., XLIX, 345-403, IS that this principle in ancient law must not be confused with iirivate international
law. rhe latter, a modern idea, rests on a duty to apply to resident aliens, in certain cases, their
native law. The former is simply exclusive: the law of a state applies only to its citizens, and if
practical considemtions re<piiro provision to he made for aliens, their special law will be a class-law,
u uch (// Jaito ma\ consist in some adoption of their native law, but de hire is simplv what the sovereio’n

cli„nse.s to ordain for resident aliens or classes of them. From this hasLs SchLnbauek in his thlt
two .sections (.•J45 -.0 !)) onoi-etically combats Bickehm.vxx’s conclusions {Jnnninl, x\\\ 151; xv, 12!l-:l(»,
1.50-1), that the racial .styles of the Greek.s in Ptolemaic Egypt were legally irrelevant, and that they
did not live l.y their racial laws, hut hy roy.d law. Scho.xb.vuer agrees that all were subject to royal
omy/.oM/aa, .ut holds that the Greeks outside the TrfXcr w^ere organized in racial n-oXirnVara, having, like
the 7r"X«v, TroXiriKcn'. The analogy drawn with the organization of the Macedonian array under
Ihilip and A exauder, aiM the use made of the now Cyreueau constitution (TroX.Vru^m, ^vviixns) deserve
c.uetul conoderation. ilenotcs memborshiii by de.scent of one of the subdivisions of the military
class, lersuuis of the .'pujone (;5.5!l-67) were Egypt-born desoou.laiits of Persian soldiers. For them we
expect a class-law, the TreXinx.;.- of their n.Alr.vpa, and the special law of execution which we find
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a2)plied to them from the 2iid cent, was .^ueh a and ih facto nut native Persian. This Liw cannot have

])een penal (vox \Vof:ss), but was probably voluntarily adopted by the TroXlrevfiu as a nie.in^ of improvini^

credit. A. Segre {Journal^ xv, 130} may be riylit in holding that Egyptians entering the army were

elevated to this, the lowest of the ‘‘classes/' which was the equivalent of the iii(r6o(j)opoi ^eVot t>f the

Alexandrian army, instead of to a TroXtVev/za of their own. Another section i'373-8) combats Bickku-

MANx’s rejection of the personality princi[)le for Greece proper, and the remaining sections deal with the

working of the principle by Rome. AYe have discussions of the tjcntnihi ;3S7-0G ; the ik farta influence

of cosmopolitan commercial practice seems umluly depreciated}, and of Augustus’s classqiolicy (39(5-403},

with special reference to the Gtajniou and the L'yrenean edicts.

iv. Family. The Karauis diptych published by H. A. Saxders, Amcr. Journ. Archarol (scr. *2),

309-29, is reproduced by R. Cagxat, Sa.c.^ 1929, 74-7, as a supplement to a previous article, iln\L,

1927, 193-202 {Jour/ialj xiv, 143; xv, 131. In the last place 1920 is an error for 1927). lie gives also a

fresh birth-certificate from 0. Gueraud, de VInst. fr. (.Varcheol. o/*., xxvii, 119, the chief interest

of which is its early date, 62 a.d. The Karams document reveals the hitherto unknown fact that the

1. Aelia et Papia Poppaca forbade Kpiirti to be entered on the album prof^sdonirni Uheroruht natoram

(Bruxs, Ab/ii'es'", p. 420, no. 193;. For full discussion see E. AA^’liss, Zar llc<‘ht-'istclhttaj der uiiehelichen

Kinder in der Kaiserzeit^ Z. Xiar.-iStift., xi.ix, 260-73, and E. Ci'Q, Lea lots dWyg*>Me rnr les declarations

de naissance^ Alel. Fourniei\ 119-33. The Latin document ends with derechtss
;

c[). Grkxfell, Bodb lna

Quart. Record., ii, 259-62, on which AIitteis, Z. Sav.-X^tlft.., XL, 359, proposed descriptuni et recogidtum eu:

e.reffiplis hiuis (CuQ e.v ej'cniplo bred) tahnhfc snpra scriptae. AVeiss prefers Dittmaxx's propos.d for the

present document : de ea re eodem ciemplo hinac tabulae sceiptae sn.nt., which is very plausible in view

of Bruxs, Fontes'^., p. 377, no. 171, and Apuleius, Apol
,
89.

In Z. Sav.-Stift., XLix, 115-28, Pic materna ^lotestas irn grako-agyptiscJicu Re<lit^ K. Taubexschlao

shows that over the person of her child the mother possessed many of the powers attributed by Roman

law to the father, though during the fathers life her powers were in abeyance or reduced to mere concur-

rence. In regard to the child's property her poGtion was not quite parallel, depending upon ap[)ointment

as guardian by marriage contract or marital testament; or she may a[)poar as i7TaKo\nv6r]Tpui by the side

of an officially appointed guardian. As to the reacti(Hi of these popular ideas on Roman Liw, Justunaii

vstill kept in principle to the ('•f the father, though even before him the mothers guardianship of

fatherless children was recognized. The Echjga made the great advance of turning th.it guardianship into

a veritable

^

0^65^^ so that Leo the AA'ise (X(»v. 27) could speak of e^oujn'a, which is to go turther,

at least in the sphere of property, than Graeco-Egypti.an Liw.

In Riv. di storia del dir. itaL, ii, 352-3, A". ( 'apocci gives tidings of the publication by G. Scherillo

of an Oxyrhynchus papyrus (P.S.I. 1075; of 458 a.h., relating to nuptial donation and suggesting

pudicitiae: Un papiro del v secolo in materia di r<ipporti paArimunial i tra comngt^ Ratd. ht. lxiit,

vii-x (1929) (not seen). The papyrus is republished by Scherillo in Pur. dt sti>ria del dir. dal.., ii, 4o7-

506, at the beginning of Studi suUa doiiazione nuziale Gasc. arrived as we were going to pr(\‘>^}.

AY. Kuxkel, art. Matrimoniu m., in P.auly-AA^Issowa's Pu’<d_e,uyk'lopadie., should bo imted.

0. Law of property.

E, H. SeligsohxLs dissertation, lusta possesno (Berlin, no date, 47 pp-), favourably reviewed by

G. Eisser, Sav.-Stift., xlix, 548-51, being a study of the history of the Roman idea of possession,

hardlv concerns us, save so far as in his prelimuiary survey ot pre-cl.assical sources the autlior is led by

the inscriptions dealing with boundary disputes between Greek states to comment (10-12; on the .ibseiicc

of a technical term for ownership, and to enquire how far Kvpuvciv conveys the notion.

The first part of L. AA'exger’s GriecJusehe liisch rifteu znni lv<fi.'<erktdt und zum (j r*fhrec!d^ Z.

xnx, 308-44, belongs to other departments. The second (328-44) discusses a recently discovered Ephcsian

sepulchral inscription (text 329 and 344), which shows the possibility of di-iiosing of a sareopfaign.<^., and

thus raises a question of the general theory of res religiosae. The text is also interesting diplomati(.ally

(338 ff.).

E. ScKuNBAUER, Bcitrage zur Ge'yzha'htc des Bergha)irec]ds., Mnech. Beitr. z. Papyrusforschv ng u. antikcn

Rechtsgesch., 12 Heft (Munich, 1929, xv-h20S pp.), attacks his theme from the point of view ()f continuity .

does a line run straight from Graeco-IIelleuistic through provincial Roman to mcdic\al mining Liw ? Aftei

an introductory survey of literature, and discussion of basic concepts and (rrcck mining law (13-32}, the

Roman sources, principally the ATpasca inscriptions, are studied (32-158}, and then the medieval (158-92).

The conclusion (193-208) is for continuity in some cases, against it in others and on the whole, the fact
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being that no general mining law existed which could have continued. The importance of the subject in

economic and administrative history make.s the hook not negligible by papyrologists, the more so that

a. the elucidation of various points the author makes use of his papyrologieal knowledge. In a very

judicious review by 13. IvciiLiiH, Sav.-Stift., .VLix, .509-75, the basic classiccil law and the post-cla.s.sical

changes are clearly .stated, and dissent from Sl'HO.vbauer’s opinion of the relation of the two Vipasca

inscriptions is expres-sed. The (^,>,Jl,niV€neirluuss enable.s the papyrologist to pick out his own points

e.usily, c.y. the c.xplanation (not accepted by Kl’iilek) of plttaciarium, the parallel between hbenilitus and

eiepyeaUi or (^tXro'^/^wTrta, tliG CuliHJQCUt Oil P. Hell. 1^ 106—14.

1). Lair of oh?/gat ions.

i. Oemral. In Z. Sac.-titift., XLix, 409-10, G. Beseler discusses, with some reference to papyri, o-rp-

(TvvdWaypci ill id the like.
, , .

In Arggptifs, x, 3-24, A. Segre, Sote snUu iyyvr] greco-rgKaf^ begins with a consideration of eyyvr^ in

the light of recent Gennanisric research. He then show-s in Ptolemaic state contracts the aiipearance

of the debtor hr.'st as correal with the eyyeGs, and then as avriyyvo^, a parallel with the Roman manceps

IdrnL ptxo's .striking as to suggest reception. He regards d\\T]\€yyvr} as of nativ^e Egyptian origin, not

Greek, being the nearert translation of indigenous solidary lia>>ility of members of family and other

groups. Finally he reviews Partsclds distinction between eyydrj and concluding that it was the

native contract of sale, not the (4reek, which produced the aut0'/3e/3aia)(r« of the seller. The last easily

ooale.sccd with the stlpnlatio daphie.

ii. Stiindatioa. F. Ckandileone, La stipulatio'' ndV eta impenah roniana e durante d /nedio ero,

liir, di Maria del dir. ital., i, 7-73, 270-31U, contends mainly that the classical oral stipulation i^ersisted

in the West till late in the middle ages. This hardly concerns us, but the argument is that it persisted

likewise in the East till Leo’s constitution of 472 (G. 8, 37, 10), wliich only reached the est tliiough

Justinian and to a limited extent.

(_h SCHEKILLO, La trasniissihilita della ^^stipalatio in faeiendod Bull. ht. Dir, Rom., xxxvi, 20-0i,

makes a strong case for the necessity in classical law of mention of heredes in stipulations of certain

kinds, if the obligation was to pass to or against heirs. The author does not raise the question whether

the same rule is found elsewhere (see however pp. 43, 2 and 70, 1). H. Kreller, Erhrechtlkhe Unter-

siaLungen, 26 ff., inclines to regard mc/diones heredtna in the pai>yri as being ca; ahundanti cauteki] but

ihe point might be worth examining. Gp. V. KoROsEC, Die Erhenhaftumj nach rbmischeni Recht, i, 115, 3

(Leipzig, 10271

iii. /Sale. fl. K. Hoetink contributes a thoughtful article, i^uelques remarques sur la rente dans le droit

qre<\ fTijdsefirift roar Rechtsgesehiedenis
{
= Hei\ ddust. da droit), IX, 253-70, the point of which is that the

view held by many modern writers (literature, 263, 2), that the Greek contract of sale was a real con-

tract, is extremely hypothetical. In this connexion he points to the relative infrequency of arrha in the

papyri (list, 257, 3).

iv. Lease. G. Sciiehillo, Rend. 1st. Lonih., LXii, 1-35 (in offprint), studies the relation of Locazione e

precario in Roman law. Loedtio may be derived from preearium, but in classical law they were distinct,

though the decay preearium is shown by the growing tendency to deny the po.ssession of the 2>recarist.

In 2
>'>«t-classical law they fuse, 1). 43, 26, de precario being mere homage to tradition. Precarium, in fact,

became loeatio at the will of the locator, the piaBodO-Ls €<p^ ocrov ^ovXei j^povov of the later paj^yri. Ct).

Journal, xiv, 154.

F. Koblers Der Teilhau irn roiuischcn und geltenden italienisehen Recht, init Berdcl'sichtigung des

franzosiseken Rechts (Marburg in Ifcsscn, 1026, xiv -h 145 pp,, not seen; is reviewed by B. Kubler, Z. f.

die Uesammte ^^taatsiriss., i.xxxvii, 166-8, and liy G. Eissek, Z. Sar.^Stlft., xlix, 552-5. Kubler is

fav’ourabic, st>ccialiy praising the author's ^la^iyrology. Eisser regrets the exclusion of 2>Hblie law and

of the late imperial dev^elojnnents, and the lack of distinction between countries. He (Eisser) gives a

list of the later
2
)apyri with coloeia partiaria (553, 1). From P. Oxy. ii, 277 and P. Loud, v, 1694, he

argues that the fruits were owned in common till jiartition. He also draws attention to Schonbauer’s

conijiarison {Bergh<iureeht, 54, 120) of the miner’s share of the product, which is not a2)proved by Kubler.

V. Negotiahility. A. SEGRk, A proposito della c. d. elausola al portatore nei dociimenti di credito Ureco-

egizi, Bell, Isf. Dir, Rom., xxxvii, 77-0, maintains against P, Kuschaker {Xeiie Keihchr. Rechtsurk., etc.,

42; Journa.l, xv, 128) his own jirevious v iew {Bidf, xxxiv, 138 ft.) that the clause Kvpta Travrl rw

pouTi did not cre<ite assignability, which existed by general law, but justified the debtor in jiayiiig the

holder without documentary proof of assignment. If Koschaker were right, the disappearance of
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the clause from the 4tli cent, ou^ht to iiieaii that dohts had ceased t<> he ah*^igiiahle, w}terca> what it show.^

its the influence of Roman ^orlIUllarle^, tliougii curiously enough the (‘]au>e appears later in the West.

In this connexion a short sunmitiry of how' the Romans compensated for their lack of hills of exeliange

is w^elcome: H. Levy-Bhuhl, Xo lettre de change a Rome^ Rev. hUt. dr. fr. et etr.^ X.S. Vlii, 638-D rei>'nne

of an address).

E. Lav) of succession.

J. C. Xaber in the second of the articles mentioned above (A. v) has a note 21, Maeninsynt^ LVII, 7h)

on a difference hetw’een EgN[)tian and Greek law. under tlie former a claimant heir could 'dimply effiti-

T€V€Lv, whereas the latter required eVto-roX/ia first, i.e. claimant must be properly Cstahlishc'd as heir.

G. Ferrari, Papin Ravenimti deW epoca (Jiustiniariea relatiri aJJ' apertura di tStudi

fante., Il, 633-44, contributes an important article, based on 1\ Marini Lxxv and Lxxiv, on the formalities

of making and oxiening wills in the By/antine
2
>eriod. P. lxxv is a normal wall, though not secret, under

the celebrated constitution of 436 (Xov. Th. 16, 1, 2-o). We sec how exactly the formalities (of opening

described by Paul, Sent. 4, 6, 1 w’ere observed in this (.ase. He then puts in their pictures(pie historical

surroundings the gesta preserved by P. lxxiv, wdiich he hold^ is a copy of the original kept at the public

archive: see Bruns, Fontes'^., 317-6; Girard, 815-7; Savionv, Verm. Schr.^ iii, 122-54. For

Egyptian wills of this period see TAUBEXsCHLAi^q op. c^V., supra A. ^ ii, p. 425.

F. Lav: of proce<lure.

L. Wenger, Z. Sar.-Stift.^ xlix, 477-8, gives a short notice of the publication by W. Sriegelueug

of a dem(_)tic procedural code (das einer tigyptischca Zirdprozessardnu ng der Ptuteinaen^.lt, Abh. U<ty. JG,
X.F. 1, 1629; cp. '»hid.^ 4, 1626 '. This now source is naturally one of the bases of K. Seidi/s disMTtation .

Der Eld ini ptolematschen Reeht (Munich, 1626; viiid-Hb pp.), a \vork wdiich deserves <i hmger notice

than can be given hero. The most interesting part of the book to a lawAcr is ch. 5, which ascribes to

Bocchoris (Diodor. 1, 79, 1) a distinction in procedure for recovery of debt according as there was docin

mentary evidence or not; in the latter event the defendant had the right to clear himself by oath, and

this, one gathers, is where the author waiuld find the origin of the o.itlnprc^grammes bv 6ft o/ido-ai,

e.g. MTlcken, C/cr., 110 (gb The comparison wuth other systems, wdiich prlma facie suggests itself, is

not drawui.

A. J. Boye, P. Oxy. XVII, 2130, Drditio opin.iuais ct Cappel en matilre de charges litn,rgiip>es.^ Studi

BonfantCy iv, 183-202, has the merit of being the first to confront 11. 24-7 of this pa})yrus 267 a.d.) with

Macer 2, de apipellatt.y 1). 46, 5, 6. The coiifronlatioii is illuminating, and the n'st is e.isy luetit for an

acknowdedged master of post-classieal pntcedure. For a short time opinio seems to have been technical

for the statement of grounds of refusal of ap[K'a] winch the judge had to give to the party on Ids demand,

but soon it wMs sw’alhuved up by tlie term /v/uO'o, wdiich humus tiu* jiuigi^'s nqmrt to bis superior, et)py

of wdiieli was vsu[)plied to the party. The caise here is one of inqiosition of liturgy, and BoVE asks. To wdiom

did appeal he? With MTlcken lie thinks in principle to the prefect, wdtii possibility of deh‘gati«)n to the

epistrategns. There are other interesting points for wdnch w'e lack space.

G. Pahlie lav:.

On the constitution of Cyrene wc have to record: La steb' (b'Ua costit^izioney Riv. fdol.y N.S. vi, 183

220, by G. Oliverio, and La costitnzioae di CirenVy Bn!!. Jst. l>ir. Rom
,
xxxvi, 5-28, ]>y A. Segre. TIk'

latter discusses first the date of the didyfiofx^ciy wdiich ho puts betw^een 322 and 313, and then the various

organs of the constitution. Some bibliogratihy on this sidtjcct is given by P. Cloche, Rev. historapft\

CLX, 332-4.

Of the new Cyrenean edicts (Journal, xv, 133; there is an inqiortant study by J. Stroux and

L. Wenger, Die Av.gustus-Inschrift anf dem }[<trktplafz roi> hyrene, Abh. Bay, J/*., xxmv, 2 '162'^,

145 pp. The contents are: general introduction wuth literature by Wkn<iEK
;
text, translation and philo-

logical notes by Stroux
;
Wenger on the senatorial province of Gyrenaica, wdlb not<‘s on tlie Sen.ite’s

p{_>wx*r to confer eiritas and di/fur0f;pm i pp. 55-7;, and on the compatibility of twai cn'ilatcfi (p[). 57 fl.;

;

a discussion by the same of Roman rule and of the n.iture of Augustus^s ordinances (doubtful if they <ire

all really edicts, in spite of Xeyet, and note that Gains 1, 5 is coutiruied)
;
the (.Ti'oek tribunals by engek :

the quaestiones lUid the governor’s jurisdiction by Stroux; and the new proccduri' de repetmtdis by

the same.

S. SoLAZZl, Di ana pretesa, legg^> di Augusta relativa all Egltto, Aegyptus, ix, 266-301, makes a good

for holding the clause quod datum est in LTpian D. 1, 17, 1 to be a gloss. It is clear from

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvi.

case
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Modestimi^ 1). 40, 2, 21 and Tac., And., 12, 60 that there \vari a eunbtitution of Augustus allowing the

prefect of Egypt to exercise the iurisdirtlo eohmtariu, D. 1, 17, 1 makes a lex give him the imperiuin

and regulate its enjoyment. Why a lex in this c.iso, which at the beginning of the empire was not distinct

from the other? A constitution is more likely, perha})S the same as that mentioned by Modestinus and

Tacitus, This would, however, be a lex in the speech of a post-classical glossator. The result is confirmed

by a critical examination of the passage.

D.Z., XXIX, G-34, contains the first part of Die reehtUehe Stellif/uj Udd Orga/usation der gnechmehea

Klnster each dem iiistuiianMied Recht, by B. Granic. Monasteries were first recognized in ecclesiastical

law by the Council of Chalcedon, which subjected them to the local ordinary. But de f<fcto they remained

independent and very ini})ortant. Hence Justinian's comprehensive regulation of monastic life, enforcing

the principle laid down at Chrilcedon. There follow sections dealing with various aspects of Justinian’s

law, but the treatment dues not touch papxrulog}', nor are papyri mentioned in the list of Quelled (pp. 6-7).

7. Palaeography and Diplomatic.

The mo.st im[)ortant }iublication for this section is A. S. Hunt’s ^1 Greek Crgptograin {Prueeedmys of

the British Ae<tde/inj^ xv), elucidating the problem of a magic papyrus (now at Michigan) written in a

curious “.secret alphabet.'' It has been reviewed by Preisendanz {Eid Fapgras in griecluseher Geheitu-

sehrift) in Gnoaion, V (1029), 457-8, and A. D. Nock in CL Uec,, XLiii, 23?^, both concerned chiefly \vith

the m.igical content. T. \V. Allen in CL i^nart

,

xxiv, 40-1 points out similarities between certain of

the .sign,^ employed in the papyrus and medieval tacliygraphic and other signs.

Schubart’s GrCchische Pulaenyruphie has been reviewed by 11, I. B[ell] in J.Il.S., XLix, 127-9

i^laud.itnry, with some criticism of detaiD).

J. G. Naber in Ohserrati a ncuJae ad yapgros luridicae at aa^syne, LYIT, 73-151, ctd. from LVi, 138;

discu.>'<es, among othm* points, the form employed in the subscriptions of witnesses.

I know only from a reference in Lit. Zentr<dbL of an article by J. Zeitler, Cher das Dekoratice id

den klassisehen Sekriften, in Jahrh. d. deutsehen Vereiiis f. BaeJneesen, 1028, 67-8.

Titles of (nldress in Christian Greek Epistohnjraphy to dE a. a. [Cath. Cnir. of AnierRa, Patriotic

Rtndies^ XVII
I )

by Sister hucTiJA Dinneen, S.S.J., should perhaps be mentioned here, .dthough it does

not deal primarily with pat)yrus letters.

8. Lexicography and Grammar.

J. 11. ^lut LioN and G. (Milligan’s \ ocahtdarg oh Lite Greek Testunient has been completed by the

publication of P.irt viii, vaKivOwo',,—wf/jcXi/xos', jjp. i-xxx (introduction, etc.) -h 617 705 (text). E. Puki-

.sigke’s \Vi>rterhn,h d> r grieehisehed Papgrasarkandeu, which at the end of vol. ll had rcriched the end
of the <dt)habet, has been carried a stage further by the publication of vol. in, parts 1 (Berlin, 1929,

t>[».
1-1 12; and 2 (same date, pt>. 113-224^. These commence the publication of the numbered LAbschnitte'

(imiinly lists of words) to which sy.stematic reference is made in the first two volumes. They cover

sections 1-10, ciZA 1. Latin Words; 2. Kings, Emperors and other rulers (a list of the chronological data

gi%en by the pajiyrij
; 3. Consuls (in chronologic.d order of their consulates Muth references to the papyri)

;

4. Indictions
;

5. Eras; 6. Months; 7. Days (ivc, etc.)
;

8. Offices, Officials and similar designations,

in alphabetical order ; 9. Titles of honour
;

10. Military terms down to rpu]pdpxiH’d.

B. XIeinersm.vnn, Die latemtsehen ^yorter and Eauien in den grieehisehed Papyri (see Journal, Xlil,

118; XIV, 156; XV, 135), is reviewed by M. Humbert in Pan', helge, viii, 560-2. A. 11. Salonics, Z///*

Apraehe der graehtsehen Papgrashrinfe (see Jou/uad, xv, 135) is reviewed by A. Juret in Reo. et. ane.,

xxxi, 1G6-7. E. 5Iayser, Granunafik der grieehisehen Papyri aas der Ptolentaerieit, ii, 1 (see Journal, xiii,

119, 217; XIV, 156; xv, 135), is reviewed by II. Meltzer in Indogenn. Eorschudgen, XLVi, 290 ffi, by
K. Dieterich in B.Z., xxix, 55— j iwho draws <itteiition to the beginnings of Modern Greek idioms), and
by H. Frisk in Gnomon, v, 35-41. Preuschen-Bauer, Worterhaeh (see Journal, xiii, 18; xv, 134), is

reviewed anonymously in Journal oj Religion, ix, 157 (inaccessible to me), and by P. Thomsen in Phil.

}\och., XLIX, 245- J, and this and 1. M. Abel, Graminaire du Grec Bihlique (see Journal, xv, 134), by
A. E. Brooke in Journ. 7heoL Stud., xxx, 201-2. L. Pohle, Die Sijrache des Redners Hypereides (.see

Journal, XV, 113), is reviewed by the late G. Ammon in Pidl. Woch., xlix, 1313-18.

ihe much-discussed word eVioi ertoy has been further discussed, this time by P. W. Schmiedel in

Phil. Woeh., 1928, 1530-6, and by A. Deissmann in the Reinhold-Beeherg-Festschrift, i, 299-306.
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The word do-rd? is discussed ))y V. Chapot in Rev. et. anc..^ xxxi, 7-12 (see 4). P. Jernstkdt

in A.Z.., LXIV, 129-35, g propo.<< of the form viro^pa “fruit” in P. Oxy. ii, shows that there is a

Coptic form oTnmp*., and traces the form in Lite Greek, etc. The same writer in Aerji/ptu^, x, 73-9, reads

in Momiiitery of Epiphanius^ II, Xo. G24, line 0: d ladj rov Kara KoX(We, ami undcrstandN kutu as

gen. of d Kaha^— KahoTTOLos. He also identities a word ^t^oTrciXtos in a ^[oscow itiechtti ni and in Soitinielh.

5825, 1 (
= “graumelier,” from TroXid?), and proposes dXoTrdXio? (which occurs in Malalas) for dXoTrdXtos in

P. Klein. Form., 141, 1. Lastly he recognizes the place-name Evcjypucrvyov in P. Loud. 1984, 4.

Chr. G. Pantelides has contributed an article entitled TTpocrST^icr] kuI ucfjatpetrts: a rrpo o'v/x<^d)i'oi» to

Byz.-iiengr. Jakrh.., vi, 401-31. This has reference to cases like Kavdapoi— ilod. Gr. and makes

no use of papyri.

Liddell and Scott, Part iv ('which a[»peared during the yeary is revieM’ed by E. Harrison in CL Rev..,

XLiii, 189, and by P. Maas in XLix, 298-300.

A work by (4iuseppe Sacco entitled La Jcoiae del Naovo Tedii nieato e ht tva>^iiii'<^inne del smevo te^to

(Rome, F. Ferrari, 1928, xxxi + 332 pp., 8”) is known to me only from a list of new i)Ooks printed on the

cover of Lidogerm. /br.s’e/o, xLvrr, Heft 4.

The large volume of essays entitled Doaani NataUeidtd Schrijtaai i92G ]>}>., X. V. T_)ekk(‘r and Van de

Vegt, Xijniegen-Utrecbt, 1929) contains several v/hich m.LV bo mentioned bore: G. X. Haizidaris, Zar

Entstchutig vitdgev Verhalfovnicii iui Xe^iyrieehlsclien (pp. 419-20 f; (J. AnaGNOStopulos, Eiv kleaaa'

Beitvag zur neugvleehisrlten Hyidax (pp. 421-2) ;
A. Meillet, Le?> adject grec?, ee -roj pp. 0*35-9}

;

IX C. Hesseling, Ti e/ioi Ka\ (toI ; i'pp. 065-s). The volume contains other essays on Greek (and Latin)

to[)ics, but neither they nor tliose named above refer directly to the pa[)yri.

Herman Ljungviks article “Ur Papyrusbrevons Siaak” in Eranon^ xxvn, lGG-81, is divided int(.

eleven .sections: 1. inflection of dvaL\ 2. in P. Oxy. 1837, G av^(TTaTT]iTev moans (h'ecrrdrco^jei'
;

3. con-

struction Kara (Tvvecriv, a jcvopos of P. Oxy. 1069, 9 fl., rd nopcpypeLv peru rcor avvepycov KfU'Tf, “the purple

and the materials arc lying rea<ly”'; 4. discussion of the phrase rov Beov anv in P. Oxy. 941, etc.;

5. use of the present subjunctive in prubibitions, and of pres, and aor. subj. in positive commands
;

C. accus. and infin. in indirect (piostion
;

7. on before indirect C[uestion
;

8. P. Oxy. 2154, 10 ft'., pi) tcara-

(^povi)(jtjs on €K ripljs kol pi] aTToo'rtXrys’ means “do not despise (the ^Yool) because it is dear and omit to

send it”; 9. in P. Oxy. 215U and elsewhere read
f}
rd^ov “as ^oon as possible”'; 10. evpcdfjvaL and (rvu€vp€-

Brjvcu in late Greek can mean simply “come yvith)'G 11. in P.G.L". 1081 ^vsnupiav evpcov rov Trpdv <re

(p^opivov means “having found a person who was setting out for where you arc (and ctudd carry my
letter).” The article contain.'^ other observations which it is impossible to include in a short summary.

9. General Works, Bibliography, Miscellaneous X^otes on Papyrus Texts.

P. Collomp’s La papyrologle {Journal^ xv, 135) has been reviewed by P. Collart {Rev. de pkiL^ 3 Scr.,

Ill, 76-7).

B. Olsson has published a general account (T the results of papyrology, particularly of the letters on

papyrus {De grekisJea Ragyva^fynden i Egyptea, SUckhdm, Wahlstrum e Midstrand, 1929, pp. llOi,

which I know only from a reference in Aegyptif^j x, 103. Xor have I seen an account by M. XoRs.v

of papj'rology in Italy, entitled Papiri e papivologla In Itaha^ which tip[>eared in llUtovni., iii, 2U8-37

(sec Aegyptifs.^ x, 103). For two useful and interesting sketches of letters on papyrus see § 3, (JeuevaL

B.Z..^ XXIX, 86-157, contains the usual bibliography, which includes r94~8) a s(^ction on papyri. A
bibliography in e/^//o’5., VI, also includes (279-93) a papyrological section; <uid papyrological

publications are further dealt with in a BUdiographUehe Bedage to Oaotnod (v). M. IIoMRi.ur continues

bis Bulletin papyrologkiue in Byzantion, iv, 25 pages, covering the year 1927-8. Reference may alst) be

made bore to Bursian'!^ Jahveshevieht^ Bihliutkeea phdfdogieo cfassort (Jahrg<ing LV, 1928), Leipzig,

Reisland, published in 1930 (not seen by me), which appeared as this was going to press. It dt‘als with

papyri and ostraca.

0. W. Keyes analyzes the papyri B.G.Lf. G07, C. P. Rainer IG and 1 1, and P. Lend. 332 with a view

to determining the character of the transactions to which they relate. The Ebanietal Tran.'^actious of

Didyidus: A neu: Jdtetpretatiod of B.ti.U. lV/7, in Journo f xv, lGO-3.

Robert C. Horn gives an emende<I and restored text, with a tran>lation, of P.8. 1. 798. Some of his

suggestions seem to me far from likely. P.S.I. L'ts’ ; Fraguiedts of DoeuidCiits regarding Fishoup in Cl.

Phil.., XXIV, 164-8.

For a note by Peterson on the of P. Oxy. 41, etc,, see I above.

IS -H
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III the cnursp of a series of notes under the general heading Kritisch-lexicalisches^ P. Jernstedt deals

with : Monastery of Epiphanius, ii, 6:24 (revised text) ; U. Iv.F. lol
;
S.B. 5825; P. Lond. V, 1684; P. Cairo

6706S, in Aeyyptus^ X, 73-9. Jernstedt has also published a note on the word v7ro>pa in P. Oxy. it,

29.S, fnr which see S above. For H. Ljengvik's notes on various (3xyrhynchus and one Berlin papyri

>ee xi S.

10. Mtscellaneou.s and Personal.

M. Hombert connnents sympathetically on Cradenwitz’s proposals for organizing the science of

pa})yrology in an article entitled Cojn/ne/it faroriser le th'celoppenietit de la papyrologie? in Chron.

d'Egypte, iv, 286 -92. A lecture on the same subject delivered by him to the Societe pour le Progr^is

des Ktudes Philologi(|ues et Historiqucs is summarized, under the title La papyrologie et la collaboration

inteniationale, in Iter, helge^ vrii, 665-6.

P. Tiereck, a propos of an excavation at Hermopolis undertaken by the llildesheirn Museum, which

i^ apparently to be of the systematic type, directed to the determiiMtion of the town plan, adopted by

the Cniversity of Michigan at Karanis, .speaks of his and ZucKEu's excavations at Pliiladel])hia and
ex[)re^>es the wish tint the Kgy])tian (xovernment would, before it is too late, safeguard the ruins of the

Fay yum villages from uttei* destruction. If only one could feel contideut that his words would find a

response I (Jrahungsiaetlioden in Aegyptrn, in Forschaageji *t,id Fortsc/iritte, vi, 33-4.

An article by H. Ibscher on Die WiederhersteUn ng der l\tpyriis-Bokmnente [Forscli, u. Fortschr.,^ 1929,

158-9; should be of some importance in view of its author's standing, but is unfortunately inacce.ssible

to me.

B[recg[aJ })ublishes an obituary notice of Theodor i: Keinach in Bull. Soc. Roy. dAirc/i. d\Ale:r.^

110.24,78-9.
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Members of the Egypt Exploration Society will learn with pleasure that their President,

Mr. Robert Mond, has been offered and has accepted the Honorary Degree of LL.D. in

the University of Liverpool. Mr. Mond has for many years been closely connected with

the work done by the University, through its Institute of Archaeology, in Egypt and

elsewhere in the Near East, and it is therefore peculiarly fitting that this recognition of

his services to Egyptology, and above all of his devoted work in the excavation, recording

and preservation of the private tombs at Thebes, should come from Liverpool.

The Society re-opened its excavations at Armant shortly before Christmas. The late

start of the season was due to the diflaculty of finding an excavator to take charge, more
particularly as none of the previous year’s staff was available. Eventually Mr. F. W. Green

consented to direct the expedition, with Mr. 0. H. Myers as his chief assistant in charge

of the actual excavation. They opened the work with the help of Mr. H. W. Fairman,

who took his Certificate in Archaeology at Liverpool last summer, and have since been

joined by Mrs. Green, Miss Nora Scott and Mr. Van de AValle, lecturer at Liege, who
took part in the Society’s work at Abydos in 1925-26.

The main work of the season up to date has been the continuation of the excavation

of the Bucheum, whose limits to the south-west are now defined. Six new burial-chambers

in that quarter have been excavated, but in every case the sarcophagus was robbed.

Two new stelae, one of Tiberius in its original position, have been discovered. At the

north-west end four new chambers together with their plundered sarcophagi have been

discovered. Although very little beyond scraps of gold foil, beads and bones was found

in the sarcophagi, the results are rapidly leading to a complete plan of the Bucheum.

Simultaneously with this work several tombs dating from the Earlier Intermediate

Period to the Roman have been excavated, and although all were robbed a number of

interesting objects has been recovered, including a considerable quantity of late pottery,

which will be important for a corpus,

Mr. Mond reached Luxor towards the end of January and has seen much of the work

in progress. How far the Bucheum is to be left open as a monument to visitors will be

decided after consultation with other excavators now in Egypt.

The lectures announced in our last number as having been arranged for the winter

(1929-30) are well in progress. The first, by Dr. John Johnson in November on “The
Search for Lost Literature in the Rubbish Heaps of Egypt,” drew a large and appreciative

audience. He described in detail the work of exploration and the successive steps by

which papyri have been discovered and saved from destruction, from the scientific

treatment of cliff-excavation to the removal of the papyri which had in many cases

been employed as wrappings round the buried mummies. On February 5th, under the

title “Cave Excavation in Palestine 1928-29,” MissD. A. E. Garrod, of Newnham College,

gave a full account of the exploration work carried out by herself and others on behalf
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of the British School of Archaeology in Jerusalem. This lecture was delivered in the

afternoon and was also well attended. Another afternoon lecture was given by

Dr. H. J. Plenderleith, of the British Museum Laboratory, on the ''Preservation of

Antiquities from Egypt.’’ Once more the Council of the Royal Society has allowed the

lectures to be held in its Meeting-room at Burlington House, a privilege greatly appreciated

by all who are able to attend them. Other lectures, promised by Professor Griffith and

Mr. Alan W. Shorter, had not been delivered at the time of going to press.

On November 11th, all members of the Society were invited to a Reception at the

Wellcome Historical Medical Museum in Wigmore Street. In the absence of Dr. Wellcome,

Founder and Director of the Museum, who was in America, Dr. C. M, AVenyon, F.R.S.,

Direotor-in-Chief of the AVellcome Bureau of Scientific Research, received the guests, who
must have numbered nearly two hundred. Mr. AYarren R. Dawson read a paper on

"Egyptian Medicine,” and short speeches were made by Dr. AVenyon, Sir Frederick Kenyon,

and Mr. Robert Aloud. A cablegram from Dr. AA^ellcome was read, in which he expressed

his regret at being unable to be present.

All the guests were enthusiastic in expressing their appreciation of the Aluseum

—

which is a veritable storehouse of medical appliances, illustrating the history of medicine

and surgery from the earliest times to the present day—and in their thanks to Dr. AVellcome

for his hospitality, and to Air. Alalcolm, the Conservator, for all the trouble he had taken

in making the necessary arrangements for this most enjoyable evening.

Air. Dawson’s paper has since been printed in Nature, A^ol. 124, pp. 776-7, and in the

Medical Press, A"oL 179, pp. 436-8.

Visitors to the Egyptian galleries of the Alanchester Aluseum and the British Aluseum

have doubtless both seen and admired the wonderful facsimiles of Theban tomb-paintings

due to the skill and industry of Airs, de Garis Davies. These form part of a much more
extensive collection of such facsimiles which Airs. Davies has made on behalf of Dr. Alan
Gardiner during the past twenty years. In the course of his stay in Egypt last year

Air. John D. Rockefeller, jun., acquired a keen interest in Egyptian colour-work, the

firstfruits of which were the munificent grant which he made to the Egypt Exploration

Society for the publication of the temple of Abydos (see Journal, xv, 272). This grant

he has now followed up by another of similar munificence, which will make possible the

publication in the finest conceivable style of more than a hundred of Airs. Davies’ copies

of Egyptian paintings. The work is to appear imder the auspices of the Chicago Oriental

Institute, which, under Professor Breasted’s untiring leadership, has initiated so many
great archaeological enterprises. The editorship and the preparation of the explanatory
text will be in the hands of Dr. Alan Gardiner. All lovers of ancient art, as well as all

being placed under a deep obligation by this grandly conceived under-
taking set on foot by our American friends.

The work of copying the temple of Sethos I at Abydos, reported upon in the last

number of the Journal (p. 272), is progressing well, though the departure of Mr. Beazley
on Feb. 1st reduced the staff to three. In view of the widening of our original plans

through the generosity of Air. Rockefeller and the arrangement with the Oriental Institute

of Chicago, it was decided to include in the first volume not only the religious scenes of

the seven central chapels but also the accompanying ceiling decorations, door-jambs, etc.
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For this reason it will be no easy task to complete the material for Volume I in the

present season, though Miss Calverley writes that this is still her aim and endeavour, and
that she is not without hope.

Dr. Alan Gardiner has been elected a member of the Commission for the great

German hieroglyphic dictionary, with the preparation of which he was actively connected

from 1902 to 1910.

Mr, H. I. Bell writes :

‘^When in 1895 Mr. H. Martyn Kennard presented to the British Museum a large

number of the Petrie Papyri, certain of those included in the selection could not be

found. As they had mostly been published, and in view of the possibility that they

might be discovered subsequently, provision was made for them when the papyri were

numbered for the Museum inventory, the fact of their disappearance being noted in the

Table of Papyri’ in voL iii of the Catalogue. The numbers assigned to them were:

—

505 = Petrie ii. 2 (1); 506= Petrie ii. 2 (2); 509 = Petrie ii. 3; 510 = Petrie ii. 4 (1);

511 = Petrie ii. 4 (2); 512 = Petrie ii. 4 (3); 515 = Petrie ii. 4 (G). As the years passed

and no trace of the missing papyri was found, the hope of their coming to light faded.

It is therefore very gratifying to be able to announce that they have at length re-appeared.

They were found a few weeks ago in the offices of a firm to which they had been sent

with a view to their being autotyped.

‘^They are now incorporated in the Museum collection. As already remarked, most

of them were published in the Petrie volume, but there are two or three unpublished

fragments. Mr. C. C. Edgar, who hastily examined several of them on a recent visit to

the Museum, has made some improvements in the texts.”

Mr. W. K. Dawson writes:

“Referring to the interesting bronze figure of Bes carrying a child described and

figured by Dr. Hall in the Journal (xv, 1, with PI. i), it is interesting to note that the

MacGregor Collection contained a small bronze statuette in which the position is

reversed—Bes, instead of carrying, is carried. The god is mounted astride on the neck

of an achondroplastic dwarf. The object is Lot 1310 in Sotheby’s Sale Catalogue of the

MacGregor Collection (1922) (p. 171 and PL xxxv), but no indication of age or provenance

is there given.”

We have received the following from Dr. H. R. Hall:

“On p. 159 of Journal, xv. Miss M. L. Tildesley writes that the anthropoid coffin of

Mut-em-mennu, No. 6703 in the British Museum, and the Roman female mummy 6701

found near (not in it), are both ^assigned by the British Museum to the Roman period,’

‘little doubt’ having been ‘entertained that they belonged together.’ This is no longer

correct, nor has it been so for the past year or two. Whether this mummy was really

found near the coffin or not I do not know, but they certainly do not belong together,

for while the mummy is Roman, as Miss Tildesley rightly says, the coffin is as clearly of

the Nineteenth Dynasty (less probably the Twentieth), to which period also such a name
as Mut-em-mennu belongs. The two objects have been separated in the exhibition cases

for some time past.

“On p. 284 M. Cerny notes that of the workman ‘Peneb the British Museum has two
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stelae offered to Mersegert, Nos. 272 and 273’ (HierogL Texts in the B.M., v, PL 42, and

VII, PI. 28). He goes on to say Hhe publication has mis-read the name of the donor as

hri is4 m S4 M^r-t
,
but it is certain that is to be read.’ I agree, but

M. Cernv gives the impression that the name was mis-read on both occasions of its

publication, whereas it is only in regard to No. 273 {H. T., vii, PL 28) that this is the

case. In 272 {H, T., v, PL 42) the name was correctly given as M. Cerny has

implicitly corrected the dates of these stelae, which it is interesting to find belong to the

late Nineteenth, not Eighteenth, Dynasty.’'

We learn that Professors Lake and Blake, who a year or two ago brought back from

Sinai the famous inscriptions in the proto-Semitic script, are now engaged in another

short expedition to Serabit el-Khadim, where they hope to find more material of the same

kind. They are accompanied by Professor Butin, who edited the texts found on the

previous occasion.

The excavations of the Egyptian University in the neighbourhood of the Gizah Sphinx,

under the leadership of Selim Bey Hasan, have met with immediate success. The most

important find is that of the tomb of a noble of the Fifth Dynasty called Eawer. The

tomb has two galleries giving access to a number of serdabs, about six large and fourteen

small. The portion of the tomb so far laid bare is 120 metres long and from 20 to 40 metres

wide, and contains over sixty chambers, including the serdabs. No fewer than forty

statues of the owner were found; of these three only are intact, cut out of a single block

of sandstone. The others are mutilated or completely broken up. No burial-chamber has

as yet been found.

Beside this tomb is a smaller mastabali-tomh belonging to another member of the same

family. In the sarcophagus of this tomb lay a necklace consisting of about three thousand

beads of gold and lapis lazuli.

We announce with very great regret the death of Jamieson B. Hurry, M.D., which

took }>lace on Feb. 13th. Dr. Hurry had made his name known to Egyptologists by his

admirable monograph on Imhotep, which went into a second edition shortly before his

death.

Adolf Erman’s delightful book. Mein Werden und lyiein Wirken, is a noteworthy proof

that a man can be an Egyptologist and yet write simple, straightforward, intelligible

prose, a fact which one is occasionally inclined to doubt. It is not surprising to find

Erman himself expressing his gratitude to those who in his childhood impressed on him
the importance of style in writing. The whole book is fascinating, and it is hard to say

what is most attractive, the romantic history of the earlier generations of the Erman
family, the pictures—not all favourable—of distinguished Egyptologists and Curators of

Museums, or the accounts of travel in Egypt and of the development of the great

German museums. Dr. Erman is all too modest about his own achievements, and a

stranger to Egyptology might read his reminiscences without realizing in the least how
much the science owes to his genius, his devotion and his untiring patience.
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Several writers on kindred studies have been kind enough to send us copies of their

books, which we regret we cannot review, owing to lack of space. Among these we
notice C. L. Woolley’s The Sumerians (Oxford, 1928) and C. J. Gadd’s History and

Monuments of Ur, It is indicative of how much is yet to be learnt about early

Mesopotamia that these two books are in complete disagreement both as to the age of

the early royal tombs of Ur and as to the nationality of its earliest inhabitants.

J. Garstang’s The Hittite Empire is a new edition of a well known book, which has

been almost completely re-written in the light of recent discoveries, and in particular of

the translations so far issued of the Boghaz Keui archives.

R. W. Rogers’s A History of Ancient Persia is a scholarly and comprehensive history

by one who is already known to orientalists by his History of Assyria and Babylonia.

With regard to the writing discussed by Dr. Cerny in his article on an ostracon

dated in the Renaissance {ivhm mswt). Journal, xv, 108, Dr. Cerny now notes that this

form is used in the London Medical Papyrus, 6. 1 and 8. 13. This papyrus is assigned

by Moller in A.Z,, lvi, 42, to the reign of Tut^'ankhamun, and, if this is correct, the

writing in question, previously known only from the ostracon and from a text of Sethos I,

goes back at least to the end of the Eighteenth Dynasty.

The official dates of appearance of the Journal are now May 1st and November 1st.

The dates, it will be seen, have been advanced each by a month, owing to the im-

possibility of getting proofs read and returned in time for an October issue while authors

are scattered during the Summer Vacation. Articles intended for publication in any
number should be sent in, if possible, before the appearance of the previous number, and

at latest within a month of this.

Those who so kindly consent to review books for us now receive with the book a

note of the date on which their review should be in the Editor’s hands. It will save

a great deal of annoying correspondence if they will do their utmost to conform to the

date given, or, on finding this to be impossible, write at once suggesting a later date.

Will authors please note that the Journal has no fount of hieratic or demotic type,

and that consequently all hieratic and demotic groups in articles have to be reproduced

by the making of what is technically known as a zinco. To make a good zinco it is

necessary to have a clear bold outline written in dead black (Indian ink) on white paper.

All such groups should therefore be drawn in this way on a separate sheet of paper and
marked with the scale at which they are to be reproduced; each should be given a

number indicating its position in the letterpress.

Many authors still cause unnecessary trouble and expense by failing to conform to

our conventions with regard to references, especially in citing periodicals. These should

be cited by their volume number, not their year; if it be thought necessary to add the

year it should be placed in round brackets after the volume number. The words volume
(vol.) and page (p. or pp.) should normally be omitted. This Journal should be quoted
as Journal, not J.E.A.

Among recent and much quoted books A. H. Gardiner’s Egyptian Grammar should

be given as Gardiner, Eg, Gramm,, and the new German Hieroglyphic Dictionary as

Wb, d. aeg. Spr,

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvi. 19
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In future the Zeitsckrift fiir dgyptische Sprache^ hitherto cited as Zeitschr. f. dg, Spr,,

will, in the interests of economy and in conformity with continental usage, be abbreviated

into A.Z.

The Library Committee wishes to call the attention of members to the fact that

there are in the Library a few duplicate volumes which can be purchased by members.

The Secretary will send lists of these books with prices marked to any would-be

purchasers. No printed catalogue of the Library exists, but lists of recent acquisitions

are to be printed in the Annual Report for the benefit of members not residing in town
and unable to consult the Library catalogue.
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NOTICES OF RECENT PUBLICATIONS

Egyptian Letters to the Dead, rtiamly from the Old and Middle Kingdoms, Copied, translated and edited
Alan H. Gardiner and Kurt Sethe. London : at the Offices of the Egypt Exploration Society.

A very remarkable and valuable book, this
;
the strangeness of its contents renders it one of the most

interesting Egyptological works that have appeared for some years past. Here we have, edited by two of
the foremost Egyptian philologists, a collection of extraordinary letters, several of wliicli are now first

published, and of which only one had previously been recognized for what it is. Thanks to Gardiner and
Sethe we now know that it must have been a fairly common custom for the Egyptians, when in difficulties

of a certain kind, to appeal to their deceased relatives for help by means of letters.

The whole business is beautifully logical. It often happens that a dead person will, fi’uin a grudge that
he bears us, afflict us with sickness or some other disaster

; for unfortunately the dead have wide powers
ill this direction. To deal with these lacings directly is difficult, the magical rituals devised for the purpose
being somewhat unreliable, especially when we do not know who our ghostly enemy is. Luckily there are

efficacious means of dealing with such spirits indirectly. Many tombs bear conspicuous warnings that
those who injure or defile them will be prosecuted after their death by the owners of the tombs before

^Hhat august Tribunal of the Underworld.’’ Very well: when we or those dependent on us are afflicted by
malignant dead persons, we will get our departed friends to [)rosecute them too in the next world, on our
behalf. After all, the dead are the best people to deal with the dead, especially since they can identify the

enemy when we cannot. This law-court of the L^nderworld, presided over by the Great God, is a very

valuable institution in other ways. On the death of a person who has treated us badly in life, and against

whom earthly authorities would luA or could not award us our rights, we can turn the matter over to a

departed parent or spouse, who will obtain justice fur us in that higher tribunal. Again : when it happens,

as it sometimes does, that it is our deceased relative himself who is afflicting us, we can deposit a written

complaint against him before the Assize of the ^Uest, though this is not such a simple matter.

We of course communicate with our departed friends by letter. That the dead can read is obvious, fia-

in the after-life they retain all their faculties
;
and if tlie addressee is illiterate, there are others who will

read the letter to him. As to transmitting it, since the dead, who spend much of their time in their

tombs, take the food-ofierings that we put down fin* theiii there, they can also take a letter if we leave it in

the same place; and if, by an artful ctJUibination, we write the letter on the bowl containing an ottering,

delivery is as good as certain. As to the form of the letter, it is a good thing to begin by recalling some
incident which shows that we, or the person on whose belialf we are writing, parted from the addressee on
good terms; we will then state our trouble, and, while calling on him to take the necessary steps, work in

a reminder that powerful as he is he depends on us for the upkeep of his tomb and the supply «)f his

otterings, so that if he does not help us we have the power to make things very unpleasant for him. This

is not perhaps veiy delicate, but it is necessary because the dead, in the very different circles in which

they now move, may easily lose interest in our affairs. Finally, quite apart from appeals for })resent help,

we can sometimes by means of a letter establish a claim on dead people^s good will for future contingencies

;

thus, if we befriend an orphan and assure his future, it will do no harm to lay before his parents a brief

statement of what we are doing.

Such are tlie beliefs and practices evidenced for me by these letters, which range from the Sixth to the

Nineteenth Dynasties
;
four of them are earlier than the iliddle Kingdom, two are of the Middle Kingdom,

and three of the New Kingdom. Two of them, however, are relegated to an Appendix because the Editors

are not sure that they were addressed to the dead. One only of the letters—and that the latest is on

papyrus
;
another—the oldest—is on linen, and the rest are on bowls. All are of course written in hieratic.

In their opening formulae they often reproduce or imitate those of ordinary letters to the living, which is

what might be expected.

19—2
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The work consists of a chapter of ‘‘ Translations and General Descriptions,” a chapter of “ Philological

Commentaries,” and the Plates. The first chapter ends with a very interesting section of “ Summary and

Conclusions” in which the beliefs shown by the letters are discussed and illustrated by passages from

other texts. The whole treatment is of the high order that one would expect from Gardiner and Sethe.

I hate to say anything about the price, because my copy was a gift from these two friends; but two pounds

ten shillings for 32 pages (though large) of text and 17 plates of which only two are photographic is, to say

the lea-^t of it, stiff. All students ought to possess this book, but all will not be able to.

Subjoined are a number of notes on tlie texts and the editors’ treatment of them :

I. The Cairo Linen Document.

Line 1. The whole analogy of epistolary greetings in Middle Kingdom lettei'S points to mj ?/i/T-/at the

bottom of the line meaning “as he (the writer) desires.” We have two writers here, a female and a male,

so that the suffix should refer to the latter, and it will be noticed on the photograph that the stands

somewhat to the left, under “a son says to his father.” Xow under this w apparently stood not, as the

editors have transcribed it, an oblique line—a kind of Fullstrich unknown, I believe, in hieratic documents—

but a damaged
^
b the suffix referring to the other writer, the mother. The proper disposition of the text

would no doubt have been /a/Vvs- ('referring to sat “a sister” at the top), mj mrr^f

(referring to .?/ “a son ” at the top)“ ;
but for some reas<ui the

p ,
as I take it to be, is misplaced.

On the left of the beginning of this line, visible in the photograph, is a much distorted vertical stroke,

dividing the tir.st line from the following text, as in the contemporary letters Hieratisrhe Papyrus...zu

Berfla.^ iir, PL ii ; Ana. Sera., xxv, 242 foil.
;
this has been omitted in the transcription.

Line 2. Tmr r. The translation reminder” is not perhaps very happy, since the expression,

whatever it may exactly mean, refers to written communit ations in all these case.s. To the examples cited

on p. 14 add 0^*=^ in an unpublished letter of the early Middle Kingdom at Cairo, where,

however, the context doc‘s not lielp to elucidate the meaning.

The editors’ translation of lines 2 -3 is as follows: “This is an oral reminder(?) of the fact that the

me.s.senger of Lehesti came to the couch when I was sitting at thy head, when they cau.sed...Iy to be

summotied..., and when tlnjii didst say ‘ Pnjtect him...!L” But the messenger came, not when ly was

summoned and when his father said “Protect him!” but before tho.se events. There is just the same

difficulty in tlie translation of IL, but in that of III. it is got round in the wrong way by reducing the

conjunction //i, which certainly means “ when,'’ to a mere “and.” Tiur r pic nu' and variants must there-

fore serve to recall not a single fact or event but a larger time-held comprising the successive events

narrated in lines 2, 3 of each of I., TI., ITT.

Msk?. The editors as.sume without discussion that this word here means “couch.” This seems to me
very doubtful because {a) mski lanvliere else has this meaning, (^) one would then expect the .suffix •/’,

ytair couch,” ir) we liave Ht “bed” in the next lino, and (</) the bed is .sliown by the reference to “the
worul of this my betl,” and by the determinativ^e of Ht to have been primarily a wooden structure. In view

of these points, it is difficult not to give mski its usual meaning and translate “the messenger of Behe.sti

came for s<»me leather.”

^ To read m rdjt'j “when I caused (with srhat^f) to be summoned,” gives a better sense.

Line 3. ,ShkH\ 1 suggest a meaning “ avoid ” or the like for this verb with the dative. The example
cite<l from the Berlin letter is too obscure to help much, but “avoid” is not out of the que.stion there.

Note that the verb is intransiti\'e
;
in the Berlin letter we have shklPn hot ss-Jc n mi-k Imj and probably the™ of the Coffin Text example is to be taken as dative : sbkk n-f spsii\ “the spsir keep clear of(?) him.” A

morpholngical parallel to sbkkk is the verb Ebers, 38. 1, 21.

1 Under the left-hand element of the sign is a tear in the linen, but on the right-hand edge of the tear is a small

trace of ink which just suits
p
written as in iijs, line 2.

- It may be felt that the first person would be more appropriate, mj inrr... being apparently part of the greeting

which addresses the recipient in the second person
;
there is, however, some analogy for this virtual anacoluthon

in unpublished letters of the early M,K. beginning h^k nj pr-dt X dd n Y : he hrt-k in mrr h/k hn.
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Sdh. A meaning “ to conceal ” seems more probable than “ to protect,” in view of the determinativ^e

which is also that of sdgi “ be hidden,” hn/i “ hide ” (references Gardiner, Gramma/^ Sign-List, A 4),

and which probably represents a man cowering. This meaning gives a good sense in the Pyramkh
examples, where the word has the same determinative :

“ 0 Kut, spread thyself over thy son Osiris K., to

bide him from Seth,” 777 ;
^‘0 Osiris, thy mother Nut has spread herself over thee, that she may

hide thee from everything evil,” 825. Cf. also the simplex dh in the passage Pyr. 459, which may well

mean : ‘‘men hide : the gods fly away,” and where the verb is determined in one text with and in the

other with what seems to be a small domed building (perhaps as a hiding-place). I would therefore

translate “hide him, for fear of ly the elder.”

“ For fear of ly the eldei’.” This may perhaps mean, as the editors assume, for fear of ly the eldeFs

anger if the child is exposed to danger, and this meaning is the only possible one if ly the elder is ly the

father of Srankhenptah who is later urged to avenge the wrong
;
but the more obvious surface-meaning is,

fur fear of what ly the elder will do to him if he gets him. There is possibly a difterence in meaning between

a hid and m md, study of which might clear up the matter.

It is difticult to see why a verb “to rot” should have the determinative but the normal Old

Egyptian writing of rjs “be watchful” and its causative with this same sign is equally obscure. In

discussing this word, the Roller Pap. 1. 2, apparently of brushing or trimming horses*

coats, might have been mentioned.

Lines 3-4. The sentence rp ht ndj'ivt’f is extremely obscure, the meanings of both rp and ndncO

being unknown. There are several objections to the editors’ translation : (u) if firt is, as it seems to be, an

adjective, it can mean only “which bears,” and the meaning “if it shouM bear” cannot possibly be read

into it, for the noun which it qualifies is strongly determined: Hwt-J ta\ “this my bed.” Only bed

which bears” could be equivalent to “a bed if it should bear”
; (5) it is most unlikely that ankhenptah

would speak (tf himself in relation to his own child as “one who keeps away a man’s son and not as “one

who keeps away his (own) son”; ic) it is difticult to see what relevance the reference to “one who keeps

a man’s son away from his l>edstead” can have to what precedes, or to the situation. Ndnrt.^ doubtless,

as the editors point out, derived from the verb itdi\ “ to carpenter,” may well mean “ furniture,” and thence

by extension “household property”; cf. “ pots ” — “ portable pro[)erty.” Hence I translate “may the

wood of this my bed which bears me.. .(some transitive verb)...one who keeps a man’s son away from his

household property.”

Line 7. L'nconsciously influenced by the fact that this begins a new line, the editors have

assumed it to begin a new sentence of a kind unknown to grammar. Translate: ‘"she has taken Va’set,

Yeti and ‘An^'ankhi away from you •/•)
;
she is taking away, etc.”

Line 8. Chapters I and II give contradictory explanations as to the interpretation of tra C/J- on p. 2 it

is stated to refer to the son, on }>. IG to the mother. As ic/i is masculine, the former is to be preferred.

That s/'/i.’ is used after instead of mi (ij being resumed by the pronoun is not an objection to this

view, for the collocation of “your son” and “the son of Isesi ” has more force than the use of a resumptive

pronoun.

For an example of f / “here” in Old Egyptian without determinative see Pyr. 248b.

It seems unnecessary to give this the meaning, otherwise unknown, of subjection. Why not the

usual meaning “with (cAa:)”? Warhet is apparently trying to transfer the whole household to her own

premises.

Line 10. ^
may also be kha-f, “ I come”

;
rh normally takes direct object, without the inter-

vention of 7ltt.

Hr here undoubtedly means “ for the sake of,” and it is difficult to see why the authors mention this

alternative on p. 16 only to reject it for a translation which contradicts their statement on p. 11, second

column. Irti comes asking her hitsband to litigate.

^ The Wdrterhuch gives '^ndrwt : ndric. Totb. Teile des Bettes.” The only example in the Book of the Dead

is ndnc, an error for sdrw as pointed out in the book under review, and the only example of lulnct would seem to

be that in the passage now being discussed. The article in the Wurterbuch should therefore probably begin:

“A.K.; Totb.”
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The following is a translation of the first 10 lines embodying the above remarks :

A slstersatistoherhrother\ , ,

A so, says to his fathe, }
^ Lord ofBut

?st
\

rial I

benefit (/Oil
^
as desires/

It is a reniinder of (the time vdiPii) a messenger of Behesti came for some leather when 1 was sitting by your

head^ and when I e(tvsed Irti's son ly to he c<dled in to avoid Behestfs messenger, and when you said Hide

him, for fear of ly the elder! Hay the wood of this my bed which bears me one who keeps a mcafs son

away from his household property !'' But see, VfaCbet came with Isesi, they devastated your house and she

tool' away everything that was in it to enrich Isesi ; they irished to impoverish your son while enriching Isesfs

/ Ya/set 1

son. jShe has taken i Yeti r away front you; she is taking all your Honoufs servants away after taking

[^AnCankhi]

awa^/ everything that was in your housp. ill you he calm about it? 1 had rather you took to yourself him

who is here before you than that I should see your son with Isesi^s son. Arouse your father ly against Behesti,

hasten against hini! You know I come to you here for litigation with Behesti and Ala's son ^A nCankhL Rise

up aydnst them, etc.”

The e}>is(>de described in lines 2-4 has become in my attempted translation something entirely different

from that envisaged by the editors. Beliesti sends a messenger to the house on a trivial errand while

ankhenptah is dying. The mother calls the son into the sick-room to keep him away from the messenger,

the hxther enjoins tlnit the boy be bidden and utters a curse against the man who would deprive him (the

son) of his property. I suggest that a visit from anyone connected with Behesti on whatever pretext was

regarded by the parents as a danger to their child. AVas Behesti trying to kidnap him ?

It may be objecteil that the episode in this form has no special relevance to what follows. But the

episodes introduced ])y tnu' r in the two other letters (II., III.) which employ that phrase are even less

relevant. In one the sou reminds his fatlier that the latter invited him to share a leg of beef, and in the

other he I’eminds his mother that she consumed seven quails, provided by him, at a sitting. Both these

reminders are preliminaries to complaints against the writer’s deceased brother. This is a very curious

fe<iture of these letters. The c)idy explanation that .suggests itself to me is that in the set form followed by
T., IL an<l III. it was necessary to begin by reminding the deceased of some situation shortly before his

deffth which evidenced the good relations between him and the person wronged. In IT. and III. we have

the incidents just mentioned, in I. we have the father’s solicitude for his son, on whose behalf the com-

plaint i.s being made. 4\"e may say that such letters began by pointing out that the two persons concerned

parted on excellent terms.

Line 13. The phra.se sin]/ lb possibly means "‘to .say ^ wd/ cf. “ be said

:

4JJI = said; MIod is most great

;

<jtJUI j^3 = “hesaid; ‘God is one.’”

The u^e once of the determinative ^ with Behcsti’s name tends to .show, as the editors point out, that

this man is dead; and ‘AnTankhi is piv>bahlv dead too. For in a judicial process each party must be

represented in some form
;
and how can tlie court of the dead cite a living defendant ? The evidence of the

mastaba-iii.scriptioiis, dealt with on p. 10, does not contradict this; I think the editors have not evaluated

it quite correctly. Two separate threats are there made against the evildoer. (1)
“ I will seize his neck as

though he were a bird
;

I will make the living who are on earth fear the spirits (with variants).” This wull

undoubtedly hapi>en on earth. (2) “I will be judged with him in that august Tribunal of the Great God”
(and alternatively, of the other kind of man, I will be his champion in the Necropolis, in the Tribunal of

the Great God ”). Surely this can happen only after the death of the tomb-visitor.

Such letters as 1. to lY. may well have been the outcome of tlie statements of type (2) in the tomb-
inscriptions, the petitioners arguing that if the dead can litigate in the Underworld against other dead in

their own interests, they can do so in tho.se of their own living relative.s.

11. The Kaw Bowl; In.side.

Line 4. I prefer to translate: “Am I }»eing injured in your presence by my brother, after I buried

him, and brought him,” etc.

Line 5. Read “ 6 gallons of,” not “ C (gallons of) ” in the translation p. 4.
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Line 6. One would expect the amount of flax to be specified. In one of the Ilelj^anakhte accounts the

unit of flax is the s^nf\ “bundle,” obviously the Coptic ujoA. It is difficult to take the word following

“flax” here as his i, “ one cake,” which would be too paltry to figure in the list of things owed. To read

9. (=. 1
,
with hir as a waiting of ujoA, has the objection that “ one bundle of flax” is also a rather paltry

item. I suggest as a possibility '‘one kilt” (wnth cd abnormal determinative, influenced by

in the preceding line), giving us “flax (for) one kilt,” although grammatically this is oi>en to

objection.

Line 9. After ffr, possibly with tw’o ci-signs run together? The sign is over-long for one

The transcription is quite doubtful; further the burial seems to have been too humble (see p. 3/
for its occupant to have been a master of scribes. One would expect a w'ord for relati\es of some sort,

analogously to I. 11.

Line 10. The sign after
[1

is hardly wiiich is made in the normal O.K. way in III. 3 by the same
hand.

III. The Kaw’ Boavl
;
Outside.

Lines 3-4. Embodying the correction made on p. 25 we may translate: “Am I Ijcing injured in your

presence? My children are unha})})y, and this your son is ill; who then shall pour out water for you?”

The failure to pour <^ut water is not necessarily a threat, but the result of conditions wdiich it is in the

mother’s power to remove.

Lined. *^(||^(|] perhaps Old Perfective, “I brought him from another town, he being (thereafter)

placed in his towm”—a familiar construction. To take it as sd/n-f] “I placed,” is difficult owing to the

absence of an object.

Line 5. Why not after hbs 1 The traces suit this at least as w^ell as the rarer form.

Line 6. The transcription of the sign after ^ calls for justification.

IV. The Hu Bow^l.

Line 2. iCrw. The editors translate this first as “(cry of) w’oe,” and then later in this line Unir n as

“ wa>e to... !,” an imprecation. It would be strange if it were u^cd in such different senses in tw'o consecu-

tive sentences. To support this translation of iCnv: n by references to iC njr //•/, in the Ikiokof the Dead and

Coffin Texts is not convincing, because an imprecation “ w^oc to you 1
” addressed to Rcr or any other god

is conceivable only as a means of magical compulsion, wdiilc the contexts of these examples aflbrd no

motive for such an expression of ill-wull. And again ICmv ii'f^ said of the thirsty desert-farer in the

text translated Journal^ iv, 244, with note 6, cannot mean “woe to him!” though it might mciin

“ W'oe is to him.” ICme seems to mean primarily “attention, consideration, solicitude”
;

it is in this sense

that it will have been used in iCyw: mk as a kind of salutation, and in icmr /c/as an expression of anxious

sympathy. Like similar woixis in other languages (e.g., cura^ care, souci^ Sorge) it will easily have taken

the secondary meaning, which it often has, of trouble, wmrry, and even woe. I suggest, then, that Umv i:^

to be taken in the passage before us as something like “attention,” Avhty.ag,

The early writing — for nil (it seems impossible to take it as mi nj) is interesting. In line 6 we

have the correct writing. In Y. 1 is the converse error, for mi nj.

Line 3. A better sense is obtained by taking beginning a new sentence. To take

as participle qualifying “my daughter” involves reading into it a meaning “wdio nevertheless makes”

which is somewhat un-Egyptian; one would exi^ect this idea to be expressed by
p p . Further, to refer

to the recipient of the letter as “ the spirit ” in the third person would be very strange. This sentence, far

from referring to the daughter’s “ exemplary piety,” is an unblushing statement, important for the study

of funerary cults, that ofterings to the dead demand a return in the form of ghostly protecti(ui of the

offerer.

Line 4. I hope to show elsewhere that ir mk sdjn seems to be used for specially urgent

injunctions.

^ However, the theory put forward on p. 12 would, if correct, remove this objection.
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Line 5. f ^ ^ is difficult. xV as dative after mr is unknown elsewhere, and the passage^ cited in

support of this construction lacks relevance. Since a transitive force of tnr is also unknown, we can hardly

read “what I have suffered.” Possibly “our (my and my daughters) suffering.

J//r is pi\)bably future
;
the writer means that she will triumph against any dead ]>erson who may be

causing the trouble. For “I am vindicated” one would expect rather hi'W'j or knt"j

Regarding the general j>urport of this letter, I do not agree with the editors that w’hile the wrong is

attributed to the malign influence of some dead person, there is “an obvious living culprit. Iheir theory

(expressed in more general form (»n p. 11, and resting only on these documents) of A, a spirit, impelling B

to do harm to C, may be correct, but it is not necessary to invoke it here. I suggest the following inter-

pretation : The unnamed person referred to in lines 2, 3, is now dead. The daughter is suffering from some

afffictiim, possibly illness, as in the Cairo Bowl, and the mother suspects that this man, who while alive was

evidently in close relations with the two women, may be the occult cause. Hence she directs her husband s

“ attention ” to him in connexion with the mischief. ^ A ^ grievance but

another reason why the unnamed man, if he is causing the trouble, is doing so without real provocation:

“he did not (have to) give anything to my daughter.” But the writer not being certain that this man is

the culprit further urges her husband to make his reckoning with whoever is doing the harm, for she is

sure of triumph against irhatever dead man or woman it may be.

The following translation embodies the above notes:

..1 sister says to her brother:

Great attention! attention to him irhom you cdu'ill he profitable^ 07i account of this ivhich is being

done {against) my daughter very lerongfully. I did him no harm; I did not consume his property ; he did

not {have to) give anything to my daughter. One makes funerary offerings to a spirit for the sake of protection

of the survivor! Make your reckoning {(juickly) with whoever is causing our{f) suffenng^ for I shall triumph

against any dead )nun or woman who acting thus against my daughter.

V. The Berlin Bowl.

Line 1. The erroneous ^ ^ may Ik; explained thus: The very inept scribe, copying from a draft,

liad got as far a.^ the when by distraction he jumped from it to the a few signs lower down and

cnj)ied what followed the latter, namely he then perceived his error and went back to ^ without

however tmubling to era,>e or cancel the superfluous q o. A better illustration of m rh't than those given

is “1 have not t<>ld lies m rhg.^ to my knowledge,” Brugscli, Thesaurus., 1225.

—3 cannot here be “together with,” a meaning which it has only of persons accompanying one

aniithcr. It must here mean “held by,” cf. jjr.,.ui wn m-C smr, “a house. ..which had been held by a Com-
]»anion,” Sinuhe, B. 2!).5-f). As de Buck, who read this text with me, saw, m-C h'diwt must be predicate to

pr: “the house is held hy your children.” Wgg mi perhaps exclamatory: “a fresh misery!”

Drawing a i>icture of the recipient on the bottom of the bowl had doubtless the same purport as tying

the Leyden Letter to an image of the recipient
;
both were symbolic ways of addressing the communication.

VI. The Cairo Bowl.

Lines 2, 7. The horizontal stroke before ij<=> (line 2) and ^ (line 7
2) may be in both cases — for

(|
— . In unpublished letters of the early ^[.K.

(|
— (j<=> followed by a noun is frequent, and in line 7 we

seem to need hi introducing the question.

Line 5. The tick on the left of is not part of the sign, and may be ci.

^ The dative with suffix after nht would be so abnormal that I suggest that here may be a summary writing

of :
“ I know everything whereby I may become blessed.”

2 Parallels for the curious use of wn here are ir wn followed by sdmf in V., and nn wh followed by dis-

cussed in my Studies in Egyptian Syntar, 124.
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VII, VIII. The Leyden Letter.

Line 1. Ikr is treated as a title.

Line 2. A good example of the very interesting nse of p^j'f with meaning that he should

hear,” in a syntactic-ally simiLir context, is
: wji-

nil r 1 1 1(5 khk ^1

1

^ Have I never done good to any one of you,” asks the deserted Ramosses of his soldiei's, “ that

you should leave me alone in the middle of the Lattle? How very dear to you is life, that you should

breathe the ail* while I am alone Poem of Petdain^ re
^
ed. Selim ILnsan, Pis. 124-5-t

Line 7. I sec no need to make any emendation in this line. The writer says: “I am laying a plaint

against you ((in the presence)) with words of my mouth in the presence <jf the Divine Ennead of the West,

and one shall judge between you and this writing.” I take this writing,” previously referred to (line 5) as

“this accusation,” to be not merely a personal letter to the dead wife, but also, as the editors themselves

suggest (p. 12), a juristic pleading of the wronged widow'er ]>efore the Ennead
;
being alive he is unable to

plead at the Court in person, and having apparently no dead friend or relative to plead there for him he

has no resource but to plead in writing. That no siiecitic charge is brought will be due either to luuddle-

headedness or to a feeling that the Ennead will know all about it without being told by him. The following

words seem very obscure : vmii =pPiat, “ because ” ?

Lines 11, 2o. The close parallelism of these two passages, the former referring to the writer’s youth,

the latter to his mature ago, suggests the rest(-)ration of
\ [ ^

after in lino 25, and the traces of the

missing word, as given in the margin, suit this pretty well. We then have

:

Liuell: ^ I Z.
Lmes24-5; J <? <? ^ JZ ===

I? [ I Zn] 'ti^ •

Taking as sdmf and hpr-s with for p^, we may translate as follows: Line 11
:
(When I was

a boy...) I did not desert you but said “ Slic shall grow u}) with me”—so I said. Lines 24-5: (When I

was placed in the position in which I now am...and they brought you your ointments and provisions

and clothes) I did not put them elsewhere^, but said “The woman has grown up^ [with me]”—so I said.

Line 21. Mdller s hicsimile suggests ^ ^ ^ (j ^ and almost excludes the reading
;

“ I did not let a chider chide me ”
t

Line 26. J ^ (a | ^ ^^ ^ ^ translated “thou dost not know the good that I

have done with thee.” In what sense is “with” meant ? The use of is very curious. Have we here an

idiom Irj m “to deal with” a person : “you do not know how well I treated you”

Line 27. <'m m perhaps “ to understand.”

Line 28. seems an ea.sier emendation.

Line 33. J/ as “in front of” a street-quarter would be very strange. I propose to read hpf d) as

in line 17, and to supply {m) as in lines 18, 21 : “I wept sorely with my people before you (/.e., before your

corpse or mummy) in iny quarter.”

Line 36. is left untranslated; it is evidently “until mnv” like

The Oxford Bowl.

Line 1. It is difficult to see in the ordinary Uha-lnf iovin^ which is always continuative.

The comparison with Sldpirreeke<l duAfoi\ 1, is not cogent, for it is certain, if considerations of style and

form are to count for anything, that the beginning of that story is missing. An informal beginning of some

^ Var.

^ The leaving alone and the breathing the air being (ebpecially the second) clearly in the present tense, it is not

possible to see in these passages examples of p/j
‘‘ to have ” auxiliary, which occurs in this text, op, cit., PI. 44, 1).

^ Examples of this, Sethe, Verhum^ ii, 168.

^ Meaning apparently that ho allowed his wife of long standing to use all these commodities freely, and did not

store them.

^ Hpr masculine Old Perfective because rmt is usually masculine ?

^ Mdller’s facsimile suggests a senseless altered into ^ to do duty for

Jouni. of Egypt. Arch. xvi. 2U
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early i[.K. letter.-, i-s
(|
— XN. = “ said by XX.,” and it may bo that we have here a survival of that

oKseure phiM>e, with lo.s.s of /* a.s in xe (Itherwi.'-e we luu.st surely take dd here a.s infinitive as in

The copy, if eorreet, make.s it necessary to read I] “my father.” The next word, according to the

improved copy, is po.ssibly^ |, the
5^

as in hjmH id the end of tlic line. The sign after this cannot bo

ri-ad After are two sign.s of which the second look.s like <= badly made as in at the end of

line '2 . The word ending in and an obscure determinative may easily be a I’erb in the Old Perfective

referring to Meiiiupii, and “lies wife*’ at the end of the line ni.iy l>e Meniiipu’>s wife.

Lines 1, 2 . The three finite verbs mict and /vy (first occurrence), which are nil in sdni't’, «TJe

assumed by the e<litors to bo in the past tense. But in a text (^f the early New Kingdom, appaiently

correctlv written, there is the strongest prolhibility that khii-d^f would be used in past narrative, and that

would be Used to express the present or future.

Line 3. The context renders ‘‘inherit from him” as a translation of tio^ sv' almost impossible; foi if

Meidupu has to live and die at other people’s expense there can hardly be anything to inherit from him.

1 propose to sec in here the meaning <if carrying out the duties of an heir rather than of inheriting-.

It is incumbent on a man’s heir to ensure the funerary offerings and ii})kccp of the tomb; cf. esj^ecially

J1 "91 “an ‘ heir ’ who shall make offerings and tend my tomb,”

52 -3
,
also: “I buried niy father...! embalmed him...! inscribed bis tomb, I set up his

statues, as should be done by a good heir {nij h’rt livC d'r)j Petrie, Athrihiif, PI. vi, lines 10-11,

The following trauslatum embodies these observations

:

,S(nd hy Tt tifo, soi* of Neni

:

MenUipn /los romr (/s a fuffitice. My father arxl my mother milt support hlm^ he {Menvtpu) beuuj ,

in resprrt off.) his'> wife Teti. When he dies my mother trill bury him, {for} her husband Neni has stiul to

hf r : '"bury him <ind art as an heir touatrd^'^ htniA

This rendering seems to giv^e as good a sense as that of the editors, and to have the advantage of

conforming somewhat better with Middle Egyptian grammar. The document is perhaps a letter, though if

so the <miission of any indication of the recipient is very strange
;

it has rather the appearance of a formal

statement.

One may inirigine some such setting of circumstance as follows: ]\[eniupu, a relative of Teti^o’s mother,

has arrived as a fugitive from justice, or an esea[)ed prisoner, or a deserter from the war with the Hyksos.

For .some reason- old age, sickness, wounds—ho is unable to support himself; this wdll he done by Teti^’o’s

parents. When he dies, Teti^n's mother wall, })y the express instructions or iiermission of her husband,

bury him and maintain hi'>' offerings and tomb.

If t]ii> IS a communication to the <10rul, we may imagine that it was placed by Teti^o at the tomb of

Meniu[)u’s deceased i>arent.>; an assurance that their son, in his helpless situation, would be well cared for

riiid eventually buried rind tended after his death could hardly fail to ensure their active good will towards

the beliefictors.

The Moscow Bowl.

Line 1 . That this text is not addressed to a relative is perhaps not an argument against its being a

Letter to the Dead. Khneniemvvaskhet lUriy well hav^e been Tita’s father—the best jjerson with wliorn to

comnmnieate in the eircunistaiices.

Line 4 . An argument against this being a Letter to the Dead which the editors do not take into

account is the request “ let my lord send to Tay to say that if she conics to me I shall hit her.” If Tay is

dead, it seems both futile <ind im[)rudent to try to hit a ghost; if she is alive, why send her the message

via the Fnderworld t

Line o, Hn nfr. Perhaps rather “benefactions”; cf. hn{ir) nfr nj yi RC, “a benefit of Rer,” cited in

Spiegclberg, Correspondanecs, 02.

A warning that inscribed })ovvls and dishes were not always votive in character seems to be afforded by

the dish published in RevilL^ut, Corpus Papyrorum Aegypti, PI. viii ; it is inscribed with an agreement

in demotic by which a woman sells herself into slavery.

' The preposition r disappears before d already in Dyn. VI; Firth-Gunn, Tcti Pyramid Cemeteries, 109, note 2.

- Compare the Old Egyptian use of the verb mCh in the two distinct senses (a) “ to exercise priestly functions,”

(L) “ to enjoy pne-^tly privileges.”
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The Liverpool Stela.

Line 2. Reference might have been made here to Zeitsrhr, f, ag, Spr.^ xxxviii, 109 foil., to prove that

i?i illustrate n ki nj smjt tn^ which may be more luci<lly rendered “for

the soul(s) of this family^ burial-place.” If the meaning of the following words were “according as they

may say” one would expect mj dthsa^ as often on M.K. stelae
;

I prefer to translate merely “they s.iy
”

following an unconditional prayer for their benefit.

Lined.
{|

be “my father,” /.e., to whom Ipi is making offerings below. Lan the signs

stand for Zist^ “ making light ?

Line 7. Mtr^ “ witnes.s,” is much to be preferred to hili because the latter word should have not

'=Q, at this period ((lardiner, Grammar^ 448). For “to appeal against some one as a witness,”’ cf. m CM r-j

m mtr, “do not appeal against me as a wutness,” Book of the Dead^ 30 a, b.

In the registers below, twelve persons are commemorated, but only a selection of them is represented.

This has not l)een clearly understood. Over the ofierings we have :
“ The Luticr of the Lread-hou^o, the

justified Innefret-. His mother, the justified hVitefi^.”' Over Ipi is “The Butler of the Meat-house, Ipi.”

Behind him is written: “The Butler of the Beer-house, luku, born of his nu^therb” the name of

the seated man before the ofierings, perhaps for ^ from a confusion quite possible in Middle

Hieratic^*. lpnvt~C nh^ the name of this man’s mother, is a common name^ and requires no emendation. In

the lower register, for the woman’s name on the left I suggest ef (m.in's name), Cairo

Stela 20427,/. The next name is not a woman’s but a man’s. !>*
P J ^ mistake for the which we

have everywhere else hero for the mother’s name?
(|
might perhaps* be mistaken for the M.K. ligature of J .

Misprints noticed :

(| p
(^recfd l\ p. lo

;

(rcrnf P> 5
Turin {read

now in Turin), p. 25.

Battiscombe Gunn.

llecueil des colophons des mannscrits chrtticds d^Kgppte, Par A. van Lantsciioot. T. 1 in 2 parts.

Louvain, 1029. Pp. xviii -1-378.

With this book, which obtained for him the doctor’s degree at Louvain, the author sets out upon

a considerable programme. He hopes to edit, in a series of volumes, all available colophons to be gathered

from Christian MSS. written in Egypt. Those from Sa<"idic MSS. being the oldest, he natur.dly begins

with them
;
but even they will need another volume to coordinate and summarize results. Then will

follow a volume (or more) of Bohairic, another presumably of Syriac—from the now extiiu-t c<jiiimmnty in

Xitria—and as much again of Arabic. If all are edited with as much care and commenttvl with as much
learning as those in the present volume, historians, theologians and linguists will one day be in possession

of a very interesting and valuable body of texts, in great part unpublished and, so far, all but entirely

uncommented. This volume is without translations, but where oft-recurring formulae play so large a part,

translation may well be postponed. There are various exhaustive indexes at tlie end of the book.

1 “Family” in the widest sense; see Zcitschr. J\ iaj. ^pr., xxxviii, 110.

- Cf. the name ^1 similar meaning.

^ Reading “ my father is great c;. the common epicene name and variants, Lange-Schafer,

Grab- u. Benksteiue (Cairo Catalogue), iii, 96.

Not “ born of Mutef,” as the editors translate. Frequently on M.K. stelae it was for some reason deemed not

desirable to give the name of a person’s mother; in such cases the form of filiation was iirescrvcd by writing

after a man’s name,
P

after a woman’s. If the reference to the “names”
P

in Lieblein, Diet. uoms^ be followed up, it will bo seen (u) that they occur only after ^^5 (^') fhat with

one exception, perhaps a modern copyist’s error (Petrograd Stela 66), follows only a man’s name

and
P

follows only a woman's name , Evidently Lange and Schafer have ^een tliat these are not

names, since they do not include them in the Index of Names, (*p. cP., iii.

5 Sn-pw (man) and Sicjt (woman) occur together, Cairo Stela 20598, e.

Lange-Schafer, op. cit., iii, 133.

2U—

2
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The arrangement of these 126 oolophons is geographical, from north to south, beginning ^^ith the MSS.

from the Fayyum (over half the total), followed by those from Akhralm (the M hitc Monastery) and those

from the Upper ThebaiJ, conspicuously those from Edfu and Esiiah edited by Sir Ernest Budge, On

slightly more than half of them precise dates are still to be road
;
many more can be dated approximately ;

together they range from about the sixth to the fourteenth eentnry. llie formulae of which they consist

vary considerably, but show fur the most part constant elements: the names of the donor of the MS., of

the monastery or ,'less often) church to wliich it had boon vowod, and of the seribo, with prayens for

the welfare, in this'life and the ne.xt, of all concerned. The b,.oks to which the colophons belonged were

of course all ecclesiastical : biblical, liturgical, hagiographical, and wore mostly dedicated in fulfilment of

a pious vow. The Linguage of the scribes, though nominally Sai'idic, is, in the case of the IMSS.^ from the

Fayyum, and indeed from Akbmim as well, often of very doubtful purity
;
and this is not surpri.sing seeing

that rnanv of the writers are pupils of the writing-school at Tuutuu (lebtyiiis), in the south of the F,iyyfim,

who .sold their handiwork to patrons f.ir to the .south of their native place. No.s. 7 {-2), 31, 42, 66 are

among the most strongly’ tainted specimens. The proper names left in blank (r. below) .show that tlie.se

,scn})es did not always work to a previous order.

As examples of the less foi'iiial pieces we may offer one or two in translation. Here is one (no. <4)

which terminated a copy of the >Saloin<)nic hooks and consists of two colophons, that of the original and

that of a subsequent donor: 1. “Think kindly of me, each one that shall read in this hook. Lo, here is

(my) obeisance cf. no. 113 vo.). For-ive me my errors wherein I have erred, for I am (but)

learning. Lord Jcsus ( ^hrist our Saviour, may He bless our pious brother and deacon {hlct/tk), son of the

departed ihhink)^ and his children, with every spiritual blessing; for he provided for this three-part bt»ok :

the Proverbs of Solomon and the Preacher and the Book of Job, that he might read (fieXerau) therein and

his children, to the protit and salvation of their souls. The Lord Jesus Christ keeji you and tiring y^oii to

a good end and perfect, and make you to be worthy of His gkd voice, when He saith, Come etc. (iMt.

XXV, 34), with all Christian brethren. Amen, so be it.^' II. “ In the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, God

and Sou of God, giver of the true wage unto every one that loveth Him. ^lay He accept this gift at the

hands of our brother Theodore, son of Mina, and our pious sister and (his ?) wife(?) Tdoux, daughter of

Pirothe (^Philotlieus), men of Psouiihai. For they it was did provide for the.se parts of the book {as ahooe)^

that the saints might entreat God for them, that God should accept of them their gift upon the altar of

our hither the prophet, Atia Shenoute, (T the Blount of Atripe. And may God bless them (?) with all

spiritual and heavenly blessing and their children and all that they have, and may they be blessed in their

going out and their corning in, and may He write their names in the Book of Life, even as they have done

by their good intention {rrpoaLpeai^), together with all the saints. And (he that gave) occasion for the

installing {(rvunrTiivcu) of this book in the monastery was our beneficent {lit. providing) brother Basil,

the monk and steward of the great congregation, the true Jerusalem, whereof he said (le^.'l it was said),

‘Thou art the true Jerusalem.’ God make him worthy to enter into that city with a countenance

devoid of >hamc, together with all such as have had a part in this good (work), which is this (book).

Amen.”

Xo. 102 is likewise fj'oin Slienoute’s monastery. It concluded a copy of the “ Great Life” of Pachomius

—

a designation the precise meaning of which we hope before long to learn from Professor Lefort. “ Have

mind of me, pray in kindness for me, my fathers the clerics, every one that shall read in this book,

mo this man, sinful .ibove all the world, Susinnius, unworthy <-'f the name of deacon. And do ye say, The

Lord have mercy up * >11 this wretch, that through your holy prayers and the moving of your pure lips, the

Lord may forgive me the great sea of my sins and (grant) me amendment of life henceforth, and may He
liave pity upon me in the <lay of need {mniyicT]), that day full of grief and groaning. So be it. Amen.”

Then, after citing Pss. Ixiv, 4 and c.xi, 1: “This good deed came about through the dov^ (or as name:

Ptoukes, </. Tdoux in the previous colophon;, that bought this Life of our father Apa PachOmo, at the

price of his own labours and gave it to the iiKuiastery of Apa Shenoute, for the .salvation of his soul.

Lord Jesus Chri'^t, the Son of God the king, bless and keep the life of our pious brother Abu Naser, son of

(hlank)^ the man Tampeti in the iiome of Pemje (Oxyrhynchus). For he it was bought this book with

what he posseted, (ff the Persians, at the time ^vhen (.'rod brought them upon the Egyptians. They robbed

their raiment and all that they had and seized their wives and their children and did lord it over all the

land, from Kakote (Alexandria) even unto the land of Pilak (Philue). And the day whereon they came to

Egypt was the second of ^lecliir, in the 883rd year of Diocletian
(
= a.d. 116G). Great violence wrought they

upon the lainl and slew a multitude of L'hrXtians and exhausted {lit. gleaned) the whole land of Egypt,
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because of the abuudance of the iniquities that the men of Egypt had wrought. And thereafter did God

remember His Christian people and His bride the church, and He scattered them ($l\ Persians) and brought

them forth from the land of Egypt, in the eighth month (of their stay), which is the month Thowt. For

this cause did the man whose name we ha^'e told and that bought this book of uur father Apa Paclioina

(.svV) send it to his monastery, that our father Apa P. should entreat the king C'hri^t on his behalf, that

He would bless him in this wi>rld and his children and all that he hath and that, when he shall go forth

from this world, lie would destroy the record (;(etpoy/ja</>or) of his sins and would grant unto him things

heavenly, in exchange for earthly, jvnd would repay him his vow an hundredfold in the heavenly Jerusalem,

city of the saints and righteous, and would write his name in the book of life, that he might rejoice with

the saints. Amen. This day is the 15th of Thowt, era of the Martyrs 889 and of the Saracens 5G0. This

humblest of sinners it is, the deacon Pegosh, of this same nome, that wrote. Remember him.” The Persian

tyranny here described is—as Mr. Guest had already shown—that of the (Jliuzz or Kurds, under Shirk iili.

It is indeed rarely that a Coptic colophon records an historical event as definitely as this.

There is but little to criticize in the details of Fr. van Lantschoot\s atlmirable work. One or two of the

recurrent phrases remain difficult and his interpretation will be interesting, ejj. the opening words in nos. 2

and 40 ^e(2^M)iipcs.uj€ etc., presumably com})aral>le Avith the <^\ MMoq of no. 1(X) and with

tnno c€i AVAioq of nos. 53, 80. In no. 96, line 25 ‘Hhe 10 books” of Shenoute (uimut ri'^s.cooJMe) are

referred to
;

it would be interesting to know what those were. The rare word (no. 54;, as to which

the editor speculates, appears to mean ‘Hlyer.” In no. 105, line 13 I read “licope, not Ktcpe, and wtuild

identify the saint with '::iU)mp€ of this same text. Finally the mysteriou'> Fayyumic list of pairs appended

to no. 11 may be translated as follows: am small, I am great; I am sweet, I arn bitter; 1 am poor.

I am rich = eAeavee*^)
;

I am putrid, I am perfumed (cth-) ;
[ slay (.vio^ST), I make alive

(t n0i>^)
;

I am higher than heaven, I am flatter (?) than earth (f.e. cfiioA None is

greater than I save God alone. i\[y name is
;
let a wise man interpret it.'^’ I at any rate am not wise

enough to do so. Let us hope that Fr. van Lantschout Avill succeed.

W. E. Crum.

Die Sprache des Pentateuch in ihren Beziehungen zvm AegypAischen. Erstes Buch. By A. S. \ ahuda.

Berlin und Leipzig, 1929.

Dr. Yahuda’s work is of the greatest importance from the point of view of Old Testament study, for if he

were to succeed in proving his thesis many of the results of the Higher Criticism W(juld at once fall to tlie

ground. What he undertakes to demonstrate is this. He sets out from the observation that the Babylonian

influence evident in the pages of Ezekiel, Ezra, Xehemiah and other books admittedly exilic in date is of

a much more marked type than that visible in the legcnids of Genesis. Consequently th(‘so last must

belong to a difterent date from the first, and the only period open for consideration is manifestly that of

the patriarchs. X<jw these early legends also show, according to Dr. Yahuda, certain signs of Egyptian

influence. How is this to be explained ? To this question he gives the following answer. The forefathers

of the Hebrews arrived in Canaan speaking an Aramaic dialect strongly tinged Avith Akkadian elements.

They then adopted the Canaanite dialect, which, in their mouths, under the influence of their Aramaic-

Akkadian idiom, began to develop into the literary language Avhich we knoAv as Hebrew. This language

they took Avith them into Egypt, where, under the influence of Egyptian, it underAvent those enrichments

and transformations which enabled it to become the language of the Pentateuch.

The evidence on which he relies to prove this is purely philological. It consists in shoAving in those

portions of the Pentateuch which must, on this hypothesis, have been taking shape during the sojourn in

Egypt the presence of Egyptian Avords, phrases, turns of speech and attitudes of mind. These are for the

most part, though by no means always, to be sought for among words and passages Avhich have given

trouble to the commentators owing to their unusual or foreign appearance, and have generally been re-

garded as corrupt. They are treated under several headings, such as court fcArmulae and expressions diMAvn

from Egyptian ceremonial and official speech, Egyptian titles and dignities, common expressions and turns

of speech taken o\'er from Egyptian, and so on. Under the first of these lieadings we at once find a

statement which gives us pause. Speaking of the various dialogues betAveen Pharaoh and Joseph,

Dr. Yahuda says (p. 5) : “All the expressions and turns of speech arc permeated Avith the spirit of the

Egyptian langu.ige, and the Avhole nature of the intercourse betAveen king and subject bears a thorouglily

Egyptian stamp.” Now these are strong words, so strong that (Uie Avonders Avdiether they could ever be

justified except in the mouth of an Egyptian sclioLirof tlu' very first order. Dr. Yahuda, it must be remoinbored,
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IS a Hebrew scholar^ and though he has clearly been at pains to equip himself with some knowledge of

Egyptian in onier to <iccomplish his present task, he would, I feel sure, be the first to admit that he does not

possess that intimate knowle<lge of the Egyptian language which can only come from years of devotion to

that toi)gu<“ and to that tongue alone. Consequently, when he writes that certain parts of the Pentateuch are

‘‘permeated with the spirit of the Kgypti,in language’’ (vom Geiste der iigyptischen Sprache durchdrungen)

we cannot helj) wondering whether he is quite in a position to make such a statement. On the other hand,

nothing short of tliis is of any for his purpo've, j^mce, as he himself clearly explains, he must sho'w not

only that Egyptian linguistic infiuence is present but also that, in those jjarts of the narrative which deal

with the sojourn and exodus, it is present in such a form as can be explained only by close contact with

the Egyptian people in Egypt itself.

Dr. Valiiula’s met la ><1 thus put^ a very severe strain on the philological ex^ierience and acumen of him
who employs it. We are inclined to think it is a method which could only be successfully employed by
two scholars, one of Hebrew and one of Egyptian, working in close colla}>oration. Dr. Yahuda shows great

ingenuity in choosing his examples, yet in almost every case his lack of intimate knowledge of Egyptian
betrays him

; the Egyptian word may mean what he says it means, but it does not mean it in the precise

sense which is neccss-iry for his tjurpu.'so. Let us take some examples, and, in order to be as fair as possible,

let them he the first vliicli Dr. Yahuda gives, taken in the order in which they occur.

1. In Gen. xli, 40 is a puzzling passage which is rendered in the A.Y. “according unto thy word shall

all my poo])le be ruled.’ For “be ruled” a marginal note has “be armed’’ or “kiss.” Y. states that the
ditJieiilt word is elsewhere known only in the meaning of “to kiss”; ho translates it here “to eat,”

and justifies this by givdng the phrase an Egy})tian origin. The Egyptians, he says, sometimes spoke of
“kissing ' offerings or foods iiiste.id of “eating.” In the two examples which ho quotes the verb .hi could
e<pially well, and probal4y iloes, have its eummuu meaning of “smell,’' and even if ht did occasionally, with
a direct (object, mean “eat"—ot which we have no proof—it would still be a very long way from here to

the absolute iisc of hi in the sense of “to eat” (alim^st “to live”) which Y. so lightly assumes.

2. In fren. xliii, dl Joseph gives orders to “Set on bread" for his brothers, a command so simple and
natural that one would hardly expect to find it adduced tis a proof iif Egyptian influence. Y., however, tells

iis th«it the use ot “bread" alone in the sense of “a meal" is characteristic of Egyptian. A Semite, he says,

would have spoken of “bread and water’’ or “bread and salt”: the Egyptians used “bread” alone not only
Ijoeause bread “was and is the chief nourishment in Egypt, as elsewhere in the cast,” but also because
tliey excelled all peoples in the production of bread of a large variety of kinds. Now it is true that the
Egy[)tian did (as do oil bread-eating peoples) speak proverbially of “bread” in the sense of “food”; the

nobles boasted on their tombbtones that they had “given bread to the hungry and clothes to the
naked . altei all watei could be h<id from the ncarcbt ditch. Hut I ihj nut see by vvdiat logical process we
can movti frt>iii this to the belief that when Jobei)h said “Set on bread,” instead of “bread and water’’ or
“food,” he was iibing an idiom essentially Egyptian.

;k In Gen. xli, 43, “he made liim ruler over all the land of Egypt,” the verbal form is infinitive.

tolls us th.it it is rightly to bo translated as a command (like the similar infinitives in xliii, IG). He
sees here “.i further example of the extraordinary exactness with which our text has been handed down ”

for, he explains, in the offiei.il Egypt i.in style the infinitive is used to convey roy.al commands. Now this
is .bimply not true. In an inscription like Merenptah’s Israel stela, which Y. himself quotes, the verbal
forms in the opening words “account (intin. of a verb) of his campaigns, making known (infin,) to all

lands, l»eli(Jding(nitiii.)t]ie glory of the warlike deeds of the king” are not comm.ands
;
they are infinitives

iiM'd as nouns in appositional dobcription of the stela and its contents, as if the king had said (“This stela
is) an account,” etc.

i. Gen. xli, IG tolls us thiit “.lo^eph was thirty years old when ho stood before Pharaoh. The verb for

“st.ind'’ is the usual Xow Y. attempts to make a point of the facts that this pas.sagc refers to a
ceremonial appe.aranco as vizier before Pharaoh, and tluit in Egyptian, too, the verb for to appear
ceremonially before Pharaoh is the common verb for “to stand,” namely r/,f. Suppo.sing that this were the
case, the use of the verb “to stand” in the .sense of “to apiio.ir” before the king is so obvious and natural
that it i.-. lianlly necessary to suppose tint the Ilclircw writi'r borrowed it from Egyptian. What is more,
tlie pa.ss.age.s given by Y.^ in support of this use in Egypti.ui (which I do not necessarily di.spute) are wholly
unconvincing. In the I, na passage it is not at all ceitain that /'(Ut fhc srw refers to the introduction of
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nobles into the king’s presence, tind in the phrase {ilec. tmo,^ xvii, 147 — Pap. Leyden I, 350, vs. 3, 17)

sdmio n CkCiv^ ChC <6*is, as the article pi shows, a singular, and is therefore ill-compared with “them that

stood by him’’ vSj? <>f Geii. xlv, 1. AVliy, in auy case, should this last phraso not be used quite

literally without auy technical implication at cdl ?

5. Ex. ix, IG has a passage which the A.V. renders '‘for this cause have I raised thee up for to show

in tliee my power,” which seems to make admirable sense in the context, Y. would translate “tor this

cause have I let thee continue to li\'e (habe ich dich stehen lasseii)*’ because the Hebrew word used,

nay, is parallel to the Egyptian CliC ‘^to stand,” a derivative of which (incidentally, is it certain that it is

a derivative?), means “length of time,” “length of life.” Now when by supposing Egy^itian

influence light can be thrown on an obscure or meaningless passage in the Hebrew there is something to be

said for this method. Here, however, not only is the Egyptian analogy forced, but the meaning of the

O.T. passage is altered not for the better but for the worse. Uod says to Moses, “For this caii.-^e have I

raised thee up, for to show in thee my power.” This makes admirable sense. It is on the contrary very

hard to see why God should here say, “For this cause have I let thee go on living, for to show in thee

my power,”

G. In this same verse occurs the word "l£D. a derivative of nsD “ to count,” to which the A.Y. give?5
. _ J — -j.

its usual meaning “declare” (my name). Y. would alter the meaning to “praise” or “glorify,” and goes

on to explain that we have here a remarkable pai’allel with Egyptian, in a corrupt passage of Pap.

Sallier III (3, 1) occurs the verb sip^ admittedly a causative of }p “to count.” The king says to Aiufin,

“Evil shall befall the man who o[>poscs thy de.sign, but it shall be well with the man who s thee

{slp-lc\ O Amtin.” Now it is (_>bvious that the gap might be filled with a hundred different verbs.

Y., however, chooses that which happens to suit his argument, namely “glorify,” and then says, in the

manner of ci conjurer producing a rabbit out of a hat, Lehold another instance of Egyptian expressions in

the Pentateuch ! if this is not Petitio Prmci})ii it is very near it.

7. In Gen. xl, 1, xhi, 30 and 33, and xliv, 8 we find a curious plural “Lords” (construct form)

used of Pharaoh or of his vizier as the case may be, where of course we expect the singular. On this

Y. remarks two things. Firstly, that since we have only construct forms of the word it may he a dual just

as well as a plural. iSecondly, that in old times Pharaoh was termed (liezeichnet) not only “Lord,” in

the singular, but also “Houide Lord” or “Two Lords, in the dual. The error which underlies this

statement wdl e-^eape no Egyptologist. It is true that the Pharaolfs titulary was double, ju^^t .is his

kingdom was theoretically double, but it is not true that he could be spoken either of or to a.'^ “Double

Lord” or “Two Lords.” Oonserpiently if there is an Egyptian allusion here it is a very inaccurate one,

and one which hardly supports Y.'s thesis that “the whole nature of the intercourse between king and

subjects shows a thoroughly Egyptian stamp.”

Space forbids that 1 should continue this detailed analysis. 1 believe, however, that 1 do Y. no

injustice in saying that almost eveiy one of his points lies open to criticism of the type here employed,

and that in almost every ease the weakness arises from his insufficient knowledge of the finer points of

Egyptian. Unfortunately he has not given us in this volume any definite statement as to just when and

how the Pentateuch came to be committed to writing. Until he tells us this it will be very hard to judge

his theory as ti whole, or to decide to what extent the lack of cogency of so many of his arguments will

affect the validity of his general conclusions.

For most of us the archaeological evidence seems to fit the conclusions of the Higher Criticism

remarkably well. The sojourn must somehow preserve a reminiscence of the Hyksos invasion, and for my
own part I come more and more to believe that Dr. Hall is right in holding that the Hebrews must liave

gone out with the Hykso>s when they were expelled from Egypt shortly after IGOO b.c. Nor do I see why

this need invalidate the identification of the Hebrews with the Khabiru of the Tell ol-Amarna letters,

even though it leaves unexplained their whereabouts between 160U and 140G b.c. Ou the other hand the

geographical and personal names of the sojourn and exodus are definitely late. They point to the ninth

century at the earliest for the writing down of the story in its present form. The knowledge of Egyptian

habits and customs shown in this narrative is very superficial and unconvincing, and, if part of the

original tradition, merely shows how appallingly inaccurate tradition can be, or, if due to later editors, as

seems mure probable, how incompletely these were informed as to their Egypti.iu neighiiour.s.
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Exactly how Dr. Yahiida proposes to attack this view will not appear until he has stated more

detinitely when and under what conditions the accounts of the sojourn and exodus were written down. He
will certainly have to hnd some explanation of the fact that while the archaeological detail is both late and

inaccurate the marks of Egyptian linguistic influence have been, according to his theory, perfectly pre-

served in the minutest detail. Further than this, in order to convince us that these marks are so numerous

and so uniiiistakable, he will have to produce linguistic arguments which are much more resistant to

criticism than the greater part of those in the present volume. For my part, while I do not deny the

po.ssibility of the direct survival of an occasional Egyptian word or phrase in the oral tradition, yet I find

in the story of the sojourn and exodus no Egyptianisnis veiila cerho) which could not be adequately

explained as due to the sriine authors who in the ninth century and later committed the story to writing

and gave to it its anachronistic geography and its pseudo-archaeological colouring.

T. Eric Feet.

Les Tettiples dc Karaak. Fragment du dernier ouvrage de George Legrain. Brussels, Fondation Egypto-

logique Heine Elisabeth, 1929. Pp. viii + 2T0.

One of the greatest services rendered to Egyptology was the work of Georges Legrain, Director of

Works for the Service dcs Aiitiquitcs de TEgypte. Twenty-two years of his life, from 1895 to 1917, were

spent in the patient exploration and restoration of the mightiest of Egypt’s ruins, the temples of Karnak,

and his de<ith occurred when he was preparing for the final publication of his titanic labours. This final

work w<is to have been preceded, so Professor Capart tells us in his Preface, by a general account of the

Karnak temples and their history, but after his sudden death certain of his manuscripts Avere unfor-

tunately lo.'it, and the present book represents the only surviving fragment, carrying us no further than

the thiiNl pylon of the groat temple of Amon. But this book, fragment though it is, makes ns mourn
all the mure its unhappy incom})lcteness, fur it is a truly magnificent account of the greatest of all Egyptian
buildings, the shrine of tlie Lord of Karnak.

Beginning Avith the quay and the avenue of sphinxes Avhich leatls up to the west pylon, M. Legrain
describes first the appearance presented by these ruins in the early days of archaeology, and the various

interpretations put upon them by students of th.it time, supplementing his account with highly interesting

photogiMphs which illustrate tlie gradual emergence of ther>e monuments from the soil of centuries. This
is the metliod followed by the author throughout, up to the great Hypostyle Hall, AAuth Avhich he end.s, in

every case leading up to the results of present-day inAxstigation.

He doe*> not, howcA’cr, stop here, hut enlarges the A'alue of his descriptions for the general reader hy a
good account of the .splendid scenes Avitnessed hy the various portions of the temple in ancient times,

as for instance tho arrival at the quay of Amuii’s sacred boat “ User-hat-Amun,” and the iiiqu-cssiA^e

receptions given to the Divine A otaress. These reconstructions of historical and religious eA^ents are
strengthened Igv cle.ir descriptions of sculptured scones, and translations of the most important accom-
panying inscriptions in all parts of the building.

Probably the most A^aluablo part of the book is the account of constructional methods emploA'cd
ancieiitlA in erecting the temple, o.g. il. Legrain’s remarks on the masses of brickwork built against the
Gre<it Pylon (35 ft’.), useful analogies from methods utilized by the Service in restoration A\a)rk (168 and
many photographs}, and reports on the foundations on Avhich columns Avere set (165-6 and Figs. 99-100).

Amid the undoubted general exeellence of this hook, however, there are seA^eral points which call for
comment. On page 16, in speaking of the two small obelisks flanking the quay, to Avhich great barques
Averc quite possibly tethered, Legrain suggests that the real prototypes of obelisks were Avooden pules
to whicli divine barques Avere fastened in Crirly times. This idea seems to us very far-fetched, and indeed
imposMble when avc recall the tradition of the Sun-god and the Benheii stone, miless of course the tall

obelisks of the later period Avere suiulcred in origin from the early s(piat forms found in the sun-terniftes
of Fifth Dynasty kings.

The old transliteration of the Heretic s name as ''Khouniatonoii” (165) is also rather surprising, and
mof>t of all the concealment of the name of Osorkon IPs son

j

7^, ^ under the form “Nimrod”
i } . Di. Hrdl infoiins me tlhit the actual A’^ncalization is shown hy the Assyrian reproduction of the

name of the prince of Ilermopolis in Ashurbanipal’s record as Lamntu to have been and not
ytmilof as often gi\'en.

But these are small errors in an otherAvise excellent book.

Alan W. Shorter.
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Ein namenloser Frauensarg des Mittlerm Reichs^ by Professor Glnther Roeder. Abhandlungeii und

Vortriige lieraiisgegeben von der Bremer Wisseuschaftlichen Gesellschaft
;
Jahrgang 3, Heft 4, Juni

1929.

This paper is a long and elaborate study of a wooden hox-cofHn in the Museum of Bremen, whicli the

author assigns to the beginning of the Middle Kingdom. Certain considerations fix its provenance as

Asyut without a doubt, and Dr. Boeder finds man}’ interesting similarities between it and the cotfin^ of

Ankhef and Nofru in the British Museum, and the series published in Chassinat-PalaiapK',

d’Assioitt.

After a full do.scription of the carpentry and painting of the coffin, Dr. Boeder draws conclusions from

the discolorations of the wood as to the position in which the body was originally laid within the coffin,

and then proceeds to translate and comment on the religious texts. These latter are not of very great

importance, perhaps the most interesting being the mention (209 and 217) (4“ ‘‘the Ernutet of her house,

ap[)arently referring to a household figure of the goddess of corn.

Next follows a detailed account of the deities depicteii and mentioned on the coffin, and the position-^

which they assume with regard to the dead body which it contains (see PL 5), and a description of the

hieroglyphs which are well represented by specimens on Pis. Gffi Finally, summing up the evidence

drawn from his long study, Dr. Boeder suggests (240 ffi) that the coffin was designed by the artist of an

AsyCit workshop who had in his mind some great lady well known in the district, but that in all pro-

bability it was never bought by its intended owner, but was sold to some member of the comt)any of

iXOficpaitx riches who abounded in the disturbed periled immediately preceding the rise of the Middle

Kingdom.

Dr. Boeder has provided a highly useful study based on the keenest observation, which will be welcom»*d

by those who are seeking a clearer view of Middle Kingdom coffins and their texts.

Alan AV. Shorter.

Topographical Bibliography of A ncient Egyptia a Hieroglyphir Texts^ Reliefs^ aud Pointings. II. Theb<(n

Temples. By Bertha Porter and Rosalind L. B. Moss, B.Sc., Oxon. Clarendon Press, 1929. Pp. xviii

4- 203.

This, the second volume of the great bibliography of the texts and pictorial records of ancient Egypt
initiated by, and carried out under the supervision of Profe.s,>or Griffith, comprises the tem[>les on both

sides of the river at Thebes, systematically arranged, and provided wuth general and sectional plans, each

record, great or small, found in books or manuscripts being succinctly described as to subject, and its

situation in the building clearly defined in words and marked also on a plan. In seubible arr.ingement

and clarity of .statement the book, on the face of it, gives an impression of fully correspomling to its high

ambitions, and under the te.st of use it does not fall behind in exactitutle and completeness, though the

mass of the material dealt with may bo judged from the fact that the temples within the limited field

concerned roach the amazing total of over .sixty. It is true that the real tests of constant use and con-

sultation cannot be applied to a newdy published book. But the first volume has been longer in our h.inds,

and the reviewer can report that the small slips and omissions he has so far discovert'd in it do not

amount to more than half a dozen. There may be more such flaws in the t^resent volume, since it deals

with a more straggling field and one that has invited a lai’ger display of human negligence by copyists.

Authors who follow the reviewer in apt>lying the ready test of citations from their own minor productions

may find, like him, that the volume is not quite faultless. They will have more difficulty in proving error;

so that the fault is at least on the right side. But the real irritation the book will more often afibrd will

be the discoveiy that identifications which readers suppostnl to be only within the range of their own
acumen have been embodied in the volume in the ordiiLiry way of business. Slairt of the iiuliccs, for

which we must necessarily W’ait (though in estimating tlu^ value of the Viook this large bonus which will

accrue before long must be taken into account), the volume seems admirably complete and provided with

sign-posts for the absent-minded at every turn. The happy combination of two authors, one for the library

and another ready to pursue evasive references into the field, has allowed the book to take such shape

that it is equally serviceable for use at home and for control of the actual monuments on the spot.

The addition of the simplified plans is of the utmost value for work in the field, and should render the

book a real incentive to future labour as well as fulfil its main aim of tabulating that of the past. The
stretches of temple walls, blank of ,dl the little numbers that indicate that some scholar lias laboured
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tlioro, visi})ly confront the young with the responsibilities bequeathed to them by those who hfive passed

away with unfinished hopes and projects. Tlie real magnitude of this task is of course only known to

tho^o who at home are conscious how much that lias }>een done must be re-done, and to those in the field

who soQ with their own eyes, and not merely with those of the new B<iedeker, what amount of these

unnoted spaces are blank or destroyed and what occu})icd by texts and scenes. How' many a wandering

.^oholar has ])een checked in a virtuous proposal to record an interesting fragment by the fear that he may

only be du[)Iicating an existing copy, perhaps in a less adequate way ! How many may be instigated to

action by th(‘ proof staring them in the face that a record of value has been ueglected !

This incentive to fruitful work is especially needed in the great conglomerate of depressing ruins

wdiich is Karnak. These simple diagrams might give the final impulse, converting inaidion into organized

concern witli this great archive of the Empire
;

for indignation at the treatment it has so far received is

becoming more and more real. If the great scholarly survey of the site is not yet po>ssible, there might be

a self-denying ordinance in force l)y which each trLiincJ visitor to Thebes would contribute twm or three

days’ w'ork towards the piihlicatioii by sketch, snap-shot, or hand-copy, accompanied by a minimum of

comment, of an assigned wall, court, or pylon. If only we had an Anglo-American Institute in Egypt

of the simplest l)ut most authoritative sort to allocate the tasks and incite to such a precise reconnaissance

hy all arms !

Xo one wdio uses this labour-saving book should fail to reflect what labour of compilation, revision,

ventication, it must liave entailed, both in the case of the undocketed, or wrongly docketed, sketches

in the unpuhlishod manusci’ipts and note-books which have been included in its >scope, and in

the more toilsome, though scarcely so irritating, running of the (sometimes ignoble) quarry to earth

on the temple walls, whether among the camel-thorns of Karnak or the bat-haunted walls of Dcr esh-

Shehvit. But neither should he forget the devoted labours of the past and the enthusiastic zeal—difficult

to ree<i])ture in its single-mindedness—wdiich animated those w'orkers of the past. The reviewer has had

the curiosity to take 16 typical pages here and there from this list of the contributions of many lands to

our science and to analyze them, so fixr as cititions go. Of this quantum France has contributed 189,

of wdiich (Jhampollion furnishes one third
;
England (including Navillc’s w'ork at DOr el-Bahrl), 165, of

wdiich Hay, Burton, and ^^dlkinson’s work forms one quarter; Germany, who only came into the field

when these protagoiiists had left it, 158, Lepsius being credited wdth nearly the third part. Italy has

given 73, hut, as 70 of these are from Rosellini, one may justly feel that her debt to his name remains

uiqiaid. America wdth 21, Belgium with 18, Switzerland wdth 8, wdll, w^e may be assured, not long remain

content with this; for the contributors arc almost confined to three or four men, all living. The rest

(if tile w'orld is n'presented by Spain wdth one entry. One feels that some small, but no less cultured,

nations, have not yet played their proper part in the eatente. Of course w^e are dealing here wdth records,

not wdth historical oi- philological research
;
hut the former, though nut at all a personal obligation, ought

to he a national one.

The elucidating plaii'^ being so important and so well equipped, it is a pity that that on p. 26 has been

allow'od to become almo->t illegible, and that the two halves of Luxor temple on p. 98 have been skimped

of their proper tw’o pages.

N. DE G. Davies.

A uiidfs of A rrfiaeolOffy and Avlhrofologn. Vol. xvi. Liverpool University Press, 1929.

ddie present volume i>f the Aanols contains much of Egyptological interest. Mr. Tlobert Mond and

Mr. Wrilter Emery contribute a preliminary report on the excavations carried out hy them at Armant,

the ancient Hernionthis, the seat of tlie cult of the Buchis laills. A provisional survey of the site w^as

m<i<ie in 1926 and an area marked out for excavation. The necessary concession having been obtained

from tlie Government, w'ork began in January 1927. The principal result of the season’s work was the

diM’ovT'ry of a great vault, containing a vast quartzite sarcophagus that had once held the mummified
body of a Bucliis bull, or rather, of the mother of a bull. The lid of the sarcophagus W'as raised by means
of mechanical appliances, and some idea of the gigantic size of the wdiole can be gained from the fact that

th(' w eight of the lid alone is estimated at over twenty tons.

I nfortunately the burial had been plundered, but the debris that remained shows that the great

mummy liad been lavishly bctlecked. There w'ore fragments of blue faience amulets, of beads, of gold foil,

and of the bier on wdiich the body wdthin the sarcophagus had rested. All the bones of the skeleton w'cro

found with the exception oi the skull, wdiich the ancient robbers had carried ofl‘; from this it is evident
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that most of the valuables must have been attached to the head of the mummy. A second vault contaiued,

like the tirst, a quartzite sarcophagus, and this in its turn cont^iined the headless skeleton of a plundered

mummy, with beads, fragments of gold foil and ]iortions of the bier.

The concession of this site was transferred to the Egypt Exploration Society, the results of who^e

campaign were exhibited in London Lst summer.

Dr. Hall describes and figures an interesting series of Egyptian statuettes of bronze and co[>pcr be-

longing to the Middle Kingd(jm or even earlier. Most of these are in tlie British Museum, Imt two kindred

specimens, one in [irivate ownership and the other in the Fitzwilluim Museum, Cambridge, arc included in

the series; also three feuiale figures, probably of Suite date, belonging to Mr. G. D. Hornblowcr. Dr. Hull

also publishes photographs of two animal-headed lids of Canopic j.irs that he considers, on the grounds

of their technique, to be of Middle Kingdom date. Hitherto no instance of animal-headed Ctinopic jars

anterior to the Nineteenth Dynasty (or possibly late Eighteenth; has been reeorde<l, and if Dr. Hall's

opinion as to the date of his specimens is correct (an opinion that is favoured by all the circumstances

of the case), it shows that the discontinuance of the use of huuian-lieaded jars, in favour of auimal-headed,

was not an innovati«Ri of the Nineteenth Dynasty, but a reversion to a far erirlier practice.

Mr. ^lond and Mr. Emery have given a full and detailcnl account of the excavations they carried out

in 1020 in the burial shaft of the Theban Tomb of Ameiiemliet (No. 97 of the (titalogue, ntit the more

widely-known No, -S2 ;. The inscriptions in this tomb have already been publif^hcd, but the court and shaft

have never before been completely cleared. The clear.ince of the site rcvtMled the fact that a Coptic

church had i>een built partly over the court of this tomb, and riuiid the ruins was found the bowl of the

font, sculptured in white limestone with a tioral border. The burial shaft, which Avas very deep, had been

re-used in later times, as bad also the ehambors commuuieating with it. Of the original Eighteenth

Dynasty burial equipment of Ainenemliet himself, nothing remained but insignitieant fraguieiits, ]>ut in

a recess in one of the walls was a treasure thiit the ancient rubbers had overlooked—a magnifieent “Tet''-

auiulet of blue faience and gold. The specimen is a particularly tine one, and well merits the dignity of

the coloured plate in which it is depicted.

The shaft and chambers were hlled with intrusive mummies of Liter date. Those the authors ascribe

to the tsaite period, but to the review'd* it would Lippear, from a Crireful examination of plates, that these

should be assigned to a slightly earlier period. The eotfins are nut of the “pedestal" t\pe that wms general

in the Tw'enty-sixth Dynasty, nor do the iiiseriptiuns contain the areliaistie plurals such as ^ ,
etc.

that were usual at that period. Moreover the treatment of the bodies themselves suggests the interval

betw'ccii the end of the Tw'cnty-seeond and the beginning of the Twenty-sixth Dyimsties. Saite luiummes

were carefully prepared w'ith resin, w hereas the mummies from the tomb of AnienemUet are described .is

“prepared wuth natron.’' They represent, in the review'cr’s opinion, the decrulent period during which the

elaborate technique of embalming that wms in vogue during the Tw’enty-Urst and early Twenty-second

Dynasties had degenerated, and before the new' style of the Twenty-sixth Dynasty had been introduced.

Such intermediate mummies, ow'ing to imperfect desiccation and the absence or paucity of resin, usually

fall to dust wdieii uuw'rat>ped. Of one of these mummies it is stated (p. 08
;
that the embaluiing-iueisiou

is oil the right side of the body. This is a detail of gre.it interest, as only tw'<i other instances of dextral

incisions are knowm. AVith these three exceptions all other mummies of w'hicb W'e have records w’ere

incised in the left flank. The authors do not state w'hether the brain had been removed through the

no-strils as w’as usual. As the nasal septum is damaged in many of the skulls pliotographed, it seems

probable that this procedure had been folio w'cd.

A striking and valuable feature that has always cliaracterized the An/ials^ namely the large series of

plates, is fully maintained in this volume, wdiich contains no less than eighty-uiic.

Warren R. Daw'son.

Lectures on Egyptian Art. By Jean Carart. Ch.apel Hill : The University of North Carolina Pre^s, lOi^s.

Pnifessor Capart’s name is a.ssociated wutli a scries of important and sumptuous volumes dealing with

Egyptian art, and to this he has added well-produced and profusely illustrated book containing six

lectures delivered by him during his visit to America in the winter of 1924-5. These lectures, although

each bears a specific title, cover the whole field of Egyptian art at its best, and they comprise di.scussious

of some of the well-know’ii masterpieces of sculpture, painting and handicraft, to our appreciation of

which the tomb of Tutankhainun has so greatly contributed. A very interesting chapter on Egyptian

aesthetics follow's, and another on selected masterpieces of industrial art. The ruins of Thebes, the visit

21—2
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(»f the Queen of the Belgians to the tomb of Tutankhamun, and a .summary of the most striking dis-

coveries made by excavators in Egypt during the last century, make up a charmingly written and

entert.lining book.

Professor (\ipart has ranged over the field of Egyptian art so often that one is apt to think of it as

worked out. In each of lii.'> books, however, he has presented new suggestions and new interpretations,

and those who kee[) his books at hand for reference and for study will gladly add the present volume to

the series, not only for the masterly ex[)o.sition of its subject, but for the large series of beautifully pro-

duced photographs, one hundred and eighty-eight in number, with which it is enriched.

Warren R. Dawson.

Bt.ricfd ffh’r dU' von der Ak'<jdv)nie dcr ^Vissc^^^cha ftea In Wien nach deni Westdelta entsendete Expedition

(JO. Jh’ic/nhcv 10J7 his A7. Fehruav JOJS). By Hermann Junker. (Akad. d. AViss. in AVien, Phil.-hist.

KLisse, J)enk‘sehvitten^ OH. Band, 3. Abhandlung.) A^ienna and Leipzig, 1928.

Tn archaeology it never rains but it pours. It is but a few years since the discovery of Badari took the

archaeology of the iiredyna'-tic ]>eriod a stage further back. This was at once followed by Miss Caton

ThompM Ill's tliseovcries in the Fayyum. The cx[>cdition of the A^ienna Academy revealed two early

stations which do not correspond (‘xactly to anything found either at Badari or in the Fayyum, and now
Air. Bruntoii has m.ido us acipiainted with a pre-Badarian stage in Upper Egyjit which he calls Tasian.

All these uovcltio'> arc very bewildering, and it will doulitless need some years of further exploration ami

excavation before the finds can be arranged in a correct cultural and temporal sequence.

Dr. Junker’^ report deals mainly with two sites, a microlithic station at Abu Ghalib and a neolithic

settlement at Alenmdah Beni Salainah. This la.st has, since the report Avas published, been excavated,

and the results have very closely borne out the opinions ba.sed by Dr. .Junker on the objects collected in

the '^urf<lcc exploiMtion.

The finds made at Abu Ghalib consist entirely of Hint inqilements, which by tlieir forms and small

size clearly belong to the Lite palaeolithic stage known in Xorth Africa as the Capsian. Other stations

a'-'^igned to this culture are known in Egypt, notably at Nag‘ Hammadt, Sebil near Kom Ombo, and
Ileluan. The tinder ot the .second of these has given the name Sebilian to the culture which is repre-

sented there, and has divided it into two stago.s. Junker would equate the Xag‘ Hanmiadi finds with the

earlier stage of Sebil, while Heluaii must be Liter than either stage. The new finds at Abu Ghalib do not

fall within thi'. .series; they are definitely later, though they are still to be classed within the wider limits

of the (^x[)sian.

Jhe settlement \isited by the expedition at Beni Salaniah is definitely neolithic
;

it produced no metal,

but it did produce lai'ge quantities of pottery. This shows considerable variety : there are polished and
uiqjolishcMl w.ires in red, black and reddish-black. There are even two fragments of stone ve.ssels. The
.stone inqJemeiits consist of cclt.s, mostly of flaked flint, sometimes partly poli.shed (one of porphyry and
another of nephrite?), ^.aws, arrowheads with concave base, and knife-blades. Junker, relying i^artly on
the technique and variety of the [lottery, refuses to [dace his station very early in the neolithic period.

It is later than the neolithic settlement at Helwau, and consequently than the still earlier Fayyfim-
culture.

As against the early stations of Lpper Egypt, Badari and its successor Xakadah, tho.se of Beni Salamah,
Helwan and the Fayyum (with winch may be grouped the rather later vases found in 1910 at Turah)
lorm, des[)ite point.s «)f difl'erence among them.selves, a com[»aratiA'ely homogeneous nortliern group. In
[mint of devehqiment Badari, with its faience, its co[)[>er, its ivory, <ind its slate palette.s, is later than the
northern group, though Junker very wisely remarks that a higher stage of devehqmient must not always
be taken as a proof of later date.

Junker has a valuable section on the r<?sults of the expedition for the pre-history of the Delta. Here
he [mints out that there i'> no evidence that the Delta Avas in early times mere marsh land, devoid of spots
suitable foi the dcAclopment of culture; nor is there reason to suppo.se that the neolithic ciAulizatioii of
the Delta was any loAA'er than that of U[)[)er Egypt.

P^®^^\kd^ts aaHI look foi'AAaid \Aith intere.st to the continuation of these researches, even if a little

ajipalled lu the feeling that the boundary of our science is being jmshed back Avith a rapiditv' which it Ls

almost inqiossible to follow.

T. Eric Peet.
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Die dgyptische Literatur. By Max Pieper. Published as part of Uandhuch der Literatiirivissenschafty

edited by Oskar AValzel. AVildpark-Potsdain, 1927.

Dr. PiepePs work is one of the very greatest importance, for it is, oddly enough, the tirst attempt

which has been made in any language to assess the literary value of the writings of the ancient Egypti.ins.

It will not, perhaps, receive the attention it deserves, partly because it has the outward appearance of an

aucre de vidgarisation, partly because it cannot, unfortunately, be bouglit separately from the series to

which it belongs. Nevertheless, it is a }>onk which every Egyptologist ought to read and ponder, for it

will be the basis of all future literary criticism of ancient Egypt.
T. Eric Peet.

Grundriss der antiken Zeitrechavug, By Wilhelm Kubitschek. In the seiies Ilaadhuch der Altertiuas-

irissensekn ft^ edited l)y Walter Otto. Munich, 1028.

This book is mainly concerned with methods of time-reckoning in the classical period. The earlier

history of the subject is, however, not shirked, and on pp. 87-90, under the heading Atifnng der Ixtrger-

liehen Jahresreekming^ is a very good summary «_)f our pi'esent knowlctlge <-if the Egyptian contributions to

calendar-making. The writer claims, however, that, at any rate from the Sixth Dynasty onw.ird, three

different years must be distinguished in Egypt : the movable civil year of 365 days, the Sirius year of

365J days, and a peasant or natural (seasonal) year “divided into months, as shown b}" the example uf the

inscription of Una and by that of the Canopic Decree, whatever ex^danation be given of it.’’ The problem

of Egyptian chronology is thorny enough as it is, and those who liave for the purposes of their work been

compelled to enter upon it in any detail will be sorry if it is to bo made still more difficult by tlio intro-

duction of yet a third year. Nor does Dr. Kubitschek convince me that this is necessary. Ilis tim'd, or

peasant year, he admits, “can have been nothing but a Sirius year, and must have been ijased upon the

Hooding of the Nile valley by the river and also upon agricultural work.'’ It is thus hard to see in what sense

these two Sirius years are to be, or can be, “kept strictly apart.” When Una states [Urk\ df^s Alien ReieJi^^

100) that there was no water in the canals in the third month of summer, he is speaking of the movable

civil year
;
that his statement seems to apply equally well to the Sirius year and therefore to tlic postu-

lated peasant ye<ir is a mere accident, due to the margin of error which his statement allows (he gives no

day of the mouth, and the peri<;d during which there was no water in the Crinals, or at least not enough

for his purpose, would be considerable), combined with the fact that his ex[)loit to<;k place at no great

distance from the beginning of a Sothic Period, when Sirius year and civil year were still but little

discrepant.

Nor can I Hnd in the Canopic Decree anything which necessitates the assumption of a third or peasant

vear. In the first place the decree does not say, as Kubitschek states that it does, that “festi\als which

belong in the summer {in den Ronimer gehoren^ p. 80j arc being held in the winter, and vice versa,” but

only that the same festivals are at one time being celebrated in winter and at another in summer. It is

just possible that the festivals referred to were such as l)y their nature and origin belonged rather to tlu;

one season or to the other, but none of the three texts expressly states this. In the second pLice, however

this may be, it is hard to find anything in the decree which reveals formal recognition of more than one

year, namely the movable civil ye«ir. Certain festivals, it states, were observed according to this year, and

were consequently altering their })osition in respect to the recurring agricultural or seasrmal events. But

we cannot deduce from this, as Kubitschek w(uild have us do, the existence in the minds of the Egyi)tians,

or any section of them, of a peasant year divided into months. The Egyptians dated normally by the

civil year. They realized, as the evidence of the Canopic Decree it^^elf would suffice to show, that this

year was discrepant with tlie seasons. We may go further, for it appears from the Ebers (Adendar that

the Sirius year, with which the >«easons are, within a very small fraction, in agreement, had its months

and days just as the civil year had. But of any third year, capable of division into months, there is no

trace.

T. Eric Peet.

Magician and Leech, By Warren R. Dawson, F.R.S.E. London, Methuen k Co., Ltd., 1920. Pp. x

+ 149.

The last three decades have witnessed a remarkable revival of interest in the history of the healing

art, and imposing volumes have appeared embodying the cumulative result of recent discoveries in many

countries.
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The voliuiic before us, although of more limited scope, forms a valuable contribution to the subject,

more especially as illustrated by the records of ancient Egypt. Its main viiiue lies in the judicious

elimination of secondary details and the resulting concentration of the reader’s attention on the essential

stages by which the magician gradually evolved into the physician. That evolution consisted of three

main phases: (c) the treatment of disease by magic, associated with spells and incantations, frequently

sup[)lemcnted by amulets and charms charged with occult power
;

(h) the association of spells and in-

cantations with a manual rite in the form of a drug; (c) the introduction of rational therapeutics, when

the scientific spirit was born in the days of the great tlreek physicuins. The evolution, however, is still

incomplete, since even to-day magic, clothed in modern garb, plays a share in the treatment of disease,

although often unrecognized even by its ex[)oncnts.

The value of the volume is enhanced by the fact that the author, a well-iead Egy}»tologist, has based

his narrative <.)n a careful study of the original texts, and especially on an intensive enquiry into the

process of mummificMtion, which has largely contributed to our knowledge of anatomy. One of the most

Useful chapters is that describing the earliest medic.d books known to the world, which were inscribed on

})apyriis and preserved during many centuries in the dry deserts of Egypt.

x\nother chapter deals with the uninterrupted use of the same drugs from predynastic days down to

the present century. Thus the ancient custom of administering mice to sick children can be traced down
through the ages, and even in the Eritish Isles the practice has lasted until recent years. This in all

prol)ahility useless remedy has persisted for more than sixty centuries I

Mr. Dawson presents his conclusions in an easily assimilable form, and the volume may be recom-

uieiKled as a first reading book to those who propose to embark on the ditficult problems of Pharaonic

medicine. The student may have full confidence tliat his guide is a well-equipped master of the subject,

who is writing from first-hand kimwledge. The abundance of references to authorities will assist readers

desirous for further details. Unfortunately some mis[)rints have crept in, which will no doubt be corrected

in the new edition which is likely to be called fur at an early date. The volume is enriched by four jdates

and by an adequate index.

Jamieson B, Hurry.
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TWO MIDDLE KINGDOM STATUES IN THE
BRITISH MUSEUM

By H. R. hall

With Plates xxv-xxvii.

The two stone figures here illustrated (Plates xxv-xxvii) stand side by side in the

Egyptian Gallery of the British Museum. One is a very fine achievement of the Twelfth

Dynasty, in grey granite, the other a rather rough work of the Thirteenth, in red

sandstone. Both have been published already; the first (No. 1237) by Dr. H. G, Evers

in his recent book Staat aus dem Stein (Munich, 1929), PI. 98; the second (No. 1229)

by Sir Ernest Budge in his Guide to the Egyptian Galleries {Sculptures), 84 (1909), and in

his Egyptian Sculpture in the British Museum, PI. xv. Its exhibition number is 289.

The first, whose exhibition number is 288, is said to have come from Benha, and so is

described by Budge {op, cit,, 83, sub No. 288) as ‘^an ecclesiastical or civil official of high

rank,” and by Evers {ibid,) as a ''prince,” of Athribis. There is, however, no inscription

on this figure of any kind, but we may perhaps assume that it came from Athribis,

which is probable enough if it was found at Benha. Dr. Evers considers it to be

certainly Lower Egyptian work, and its date is agreed to be Twelfth Dynasty

;

Dr. Evers, however, goes further and claims, on the authority of its style, that it belongs

to "the first half of the generation of Amenemhet III.” Similarly, the other figure,

stated to have been found at Zakazik, is presumably therefore of Bubastite origin.

It is inscribed, unlike the first, but the inscription (Fig. 1) tells us nothing on this

point. The figure carries a sort of shrine in front, on which are rudely cut the signs

"May the King give an offering and Anup on his hill, in Uot, lord of

Tazoser, funerary meals to the venerated.... May the King give an

offering and funerary meals to the venerated before the great god,

Nebper (?), whose good name is Iri.”

The inscription is also published in Hierogh Texts, v, PL 13

(cf. op. cit., V, 6).

Below are two male standing figures facing inwards and each hold-

ing a Icherp-sceptiei horizontally in one hand and a long staff, which touches the ground,

vertically in the other. The cutting of both figures and hieroglyphs is of the roughest possible

description, and the inscription is confused and rather illiterate. But it proves the date of the

figure, which otherwise from its appearance might have been taken to be Saite, with its

shrine in front, its plinth behind, and its shaven head. It is one of those figures of that

peculiar ty^e which belongs to the later Middle Kingdom, but was imitated so constantly

by the Saite, Sebennytite, and Ptolemaic sculptors that it is usually associated in our minds
with Spdtzeit, "la basse epoque.” The man wears, as in the archaistic imitation? of the

type, a long skirted garment girded up high round the chest and projecting in part

below (a characteristic male dress of the Old and Middle Kingdom): his head is shaven

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvi. 22
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and bare like that of the Sebekemsauf at Vienna (Steindorff, Kunst der Aegypter, 205-6),

also of the Thirteenth Dynasty and equally Saite-looking; he holds his shrine with both

hands, the arms at full length. The feet are broken off. The figure is 2 ft. 11 ins.

(88*8 cm.) tall. The plinth behind is cut away on both sides at the top behind the head

to form a couped gable. The stone is coarse and bad, of quartzite character, hard, with

nodules and holes.

That of No. 1237, on the other hand, is a very beautiful grey granite, a little too

spotty perhaps from overmuch distribution in it

of white quartz, but otherwise very pleasing.

The figure is well carved, and though the face is

not highly individual the dress and pose both

are. The sweep of the very unusual long cloak

that the man clasps about him is admirably

represented. The beard is rather more individual

than the wig, which is of the type usual at the

time and retained for funerary statues under the

Eighteenth Dynasty (note the British Museum
figures of Senenmut and Menkheperrarsenb,

Journal, xiv (1928), Pis. i-iii). It is of course a

funerary figure, probably an ex voto in the temple

of Hathor at Hettohribe, which the Greeks called

Athribis, as No. 1229 was probably an ex voto in

the temple of Bubastis. No. 1237 is 2 ft. 1 in.

(63*5 cm.) high. As in the case of 1229, its feet

also are broken off. It is a remarkably fine and
interesting example of the sculpture of the

Twelfth Dynasty.

Both 1229 and 1237 are figures of special

interest each in its own way
; both are unusual

works, and it seemed to me that they deserved

special attention apart from their original publi-

cations.

Further, I desire to draw special attention

to No. 1229 because Dr. Evers has in Siaat aus

deni Stein erroneously stated that the figure has
been misdated in the British Museum to the

Middle Kingdom, being in reality “Spatzeit”
Fig. 1

{Staat aus dem Stein, ii, 117, § 726: “Andere mit Unrecht ins Mittlere Eeich gesetzte
Werke ”). His reference is to Budge, Egyptian Sculpture in the Brit. Mus., PL 15. Of
course the first impression one has of the figure is that it is Saite or later, but this

impression is corrected by the inscription, which is obviously of the late Middle Kingdom
and of no other period, with its prayer to Anup and its

I

The British Museum dating of this figure is therefore correct. It is of the same date
and kind as the Sebekemsauf at Vienna, as has been said above.
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THE HOMAN REGULATION OF EXCHANGE VALUES
IN EGYPT: A NOTE

By J. G. MILNE

In the collection of administrative regulations known as the Gnomon of the Idiologus,

there is one which throws some light on the economic policy of the Roman Emperors in

Egypt. The copy of the Gnomon which has survived was compiled shortly after 150 a. d.,

but it includes decisions and precedents of earlier date, some clearly going back to the

beginning of Roman rule in the country, and as a whole it may be taken as indicating

the lines on which the government consistently acted.

The regulation in question (106) runs—vofitafia TfXiov ov Icrx^^^ ovic i^ov KepixarLl^eiv:

and this is evidently intended to regulate rates of exchange. The word vo/j-ia/jia, when
used without further qualification, in Egyptian documents of the first two and a half

centuries a.d., normally means the debased silver tetradrachm of Alexandria : Keppa was

the generic term for currency of lower values, which till towards 200 a.d. consisted en-

tirely of bronze of various denominations, from the drachma downwards. So the object

was to prohibit the tetradrachm being accounted as worth more than four drachmas of

small bronze change, or, in other words, being overvalued in terms of bronze.

The explanation of this must be found in Ptolemaic times, when practically all the

internal trade of Egypt was done on the basis of a copper or bronze currency : during

the latter half of the rule of the Ptolemies, prices were regularly quoted in hpaxf^cu %a\/coi},

which were equated with silver, when necessary, at a ratio of about 480 = 1^. But the

local bullion value of silver was so high that, even when the tetradrachm was debased to

only about 25 fine, it still contained more than four drachmas worth of silver at

Egyptian metal price, and there would be a continual risk of its being withdrawn from

circulation for hoarding or melting ; it would pay speculators to buy tetradrachms for

more than their nominal value in bronze. The government could, and probably did, meet
the difficulty to some extent by controlling the output and internal circulation of

tetradrachms^ : but it had to recognize the situation and offer a premium on payments
in silver by taking tetradrachms at an enhanced rate, usually 26^ obols instead of 24,

the nominal value.

The Roman conquest altered the position, as the authorities now wished to control

the exchange not in the interest of the Egyptians, but in that of outsiders : and so the

copper standard was abolished and prices were quoted not ;\;aX/co{} but apyvpiov. The
bronze coinage gradually dwindled and the debased silver became more plentiful, till

under Nero the country was flooded with tetradrachms^. The price of silver in Egypt of

course did not trouble the Roman Emperors : they had not to buy their silver outside

their dominions, as the Ptolemies had, but could ship denarii to Alexandria when neces-

sary, melt them down with three times their weight of base metal, and recoin them as

1 See Ptolemaic Coiaage in Egypt^ Jouriad^ xv, 150.

- Compare the control of the circulation of the gold coinage in England at present.
^ See Historical Studies (B.S.A. Egypt), ii, 30.
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tetradrachms. But it did concern the Roman merchant : and, if he had to buy Egyptian

currency, it was important to him that the local value of the tetradrachm should not be

in excess of its value at Rome or on other foreign exchanges.

Now, in spite of the large issues of tetradrachms, bronze continued to be in effect

the popular currency of Egypt : this is shown by the condition of the coins which have

been preserved. Gold was, as it always had been, purely bullion^ : Roman gold coins are

virtually never found in Egypt except in hoards before the fourth century. Ptolemaic

silver is also more commonly obtained in hoards than in isolated examples : and its

treatment as bullion, even in the earliest period of its issue, is shown by the way in which
a large proportion of the tetradrachms are punch-marked^. The tradition continued, and
the Roman bronze of Alexandria got much harder wear than the silver : it is easy to

obtain a series of Alexandrian tetradrachms in good condition, but no collector or museum
has yet succeeded in getting together any number of fine specimens of the bronze. The
casual finds on Roman sites also show an enormous preponderance of bronze over silver®.

It is most probable therefore that the tetradrachm was still regarded in Egypt as

worth more than its nominal value in bronze^. But its value abroad was regulated by
its silver content in relation to that of the Roman currency which was accepted in the

rest of the Empire : that is, it was treated as the equivalent of the denarius. And the

tetradrachm was the basis of reckoning for all business done in Egypt. The regulation

quoted from the Gnomon was therefore one made in the interests of the foreign merchants®,
to secure that they should not have to pay more highly for Egyptian currency in con-

sequence of its being forced up in the local market.

^ Sir t linclery Petrie drew my atteiitiuii to the fact that some Ptolemaic gold coins were scratched as if

by being carried in quantity as bullion, not rubbed by circulation : and this is true to a large extent of
Ptolemaic gold generally.

Punch -marks, as distinct from counter-marks, are characteristic of certain series of Greek coins which
circulated in places or under conditions where their guarantee of specie-value was not effective: such as
the early Lydian electrum, Persian sigloi (in certain areas), and early Eieian silver.

See, for instance, The Coins frohi Oj'i/rhynchiLS^ Jovrnal^ vill, 158 .

^ Ihe Ptolemaic formulae of equation recur occasionally in Roman papyri: but they may be merely
archai.stic survivals, though they are interesting as showing the lingering of tradition.

The Jewish merchants at Alexanelria would probably benefit as much as the Romans, by reason of
their international organization : so this may be one of the grounds of the grievance of the Alexandrians
against the Jews in the first century.
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A MISCONSTRUED PARTICLE IN THE
PYRAMID TEXTS

By R. 0. FAULKNER

In Wh. d. aeg. Spr., ii, 36, appears the entry “mj (mjj) belegt Pgr. viell. eine

Form des Fragewortes m in: ‘Wer da? sagen’ word in question occurs

in two instances only:

0 ’Inw Pgr. 264a.

Hail, Doorkeeper of Horus...C|^ ^
Now, if an attempt be made to translate these passages on the basis of the Wb,

rendering of considerable difficulties will be encountered. The first sentence, on

this view of the word, can only be translated ‘'0 say 'Who is therel’ to the

August One in this his name^/’ a rendering which is, to say the least, imconvincing, while

it is impossible to obtain a coherent translation of the second sentence on those lines
;
in

this case rn, not mii, is clearly the object of idd^. If, on the other hand, be regarded

as simply a variant writing of m "who?” and therefore as subject of dd, fresh difficulties

emerge. In the first place, in neither instance does the supposed question "who says...?
”

receive an answer; secondly, both sentences are introduced by a vocative, and the

combination of a vocative with the form i\^\ with prothetic
(|
in Pyr. 520b shows clearly

that the verb dd is in the imperative in both cases. On all grounds, therefore, it seems

impossible to interpret these two passages as questions.

If, however, the view that is an interrogative be rejected, it becomes necessary

to seek an alternative explanation. Now in Pyr. 597c the celestial ferryman is addressed

thus
: ^ ® ^^^ ® Announce the name of Teti to Re<', introduce

Teti to Ref.” Apart from the absence of the word the parallelism of the first part

of this sentence to the second passage under discussion {Pyr, 520 b) is striking, extending

even to the use of the prothetic in the verb-form, and suggesting that the latter passage

should be translated in the same way. Unfortunately it has a lacuna where the dative

would normally stand, but if it be translated "Hail, Doorkeeper of Horns... announce

the name of Teti [to the.,.] of Horus,’’ a straightforward rendering is obtained which is

quite in accord with the continuation (for) he has come bearing spittle for hair unto

this his hair^.” If now the passage Pyr, 264 a be translated along the same lines, again

an intelligible sense is obtained: "0 'Inw, announce to yon August One {sps im) this his

1 The text coutiimes “ Wenis is this one who belongs to the 4S2s-flower which springs up (2?) from the

earth.”

2 Other examples of rn name ’’ as object of dd are Pyr. 597 c
; 1223 b

;
1268 b—1274 b

;
Urk. v. 169, 1.

3 The damaged passage after “Horus” should probably be rendered ‘‘ who art at the portal of Osiris.”

^ This is an allusion to the use of spittle in folk-medicine as a means of healing
; Horns (or the...ir of

Horns) is going bald and Teti has arrived with the necessary remedy. Compare Pyr. 2055 ; 2056.
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name^/' the suffix in rn-/ anticipating the name of Wenis in the next sentence ‘'(for)

Wenis is he who belongs to the 2: 6̂ z^-flower/

The correctness of the translations proposed above seems attested by the fact that

they make sense, although they do not take into account the word which thus

seems to have little or no syntactic force, and appears to be simply a weak enclitic par-

ticle. The fact that in both cases it follows directly on an imperative points clearly to

its being the Old Egyptian prototype of the enclitic particle ^ which is used in Middle

Egyptian to reinforce imperatives (see Gardiner, Eg. Gramm.

^

§ 250), and confirmation of

this view is found in the Late Egyptian writing with the double as in the Pyr.,

a peculiarly apposite instance being its use after idd in ^ ^ /n

IQ <=><5^An aw “Now tell me the manner of thy father’s going,” Pap. Mayer A,

2, 18. The full form with :|sj survives into the Ptolemaic period; “behold
thy beautiful face in peace,” Mariette, Denderah, iv, 26/a, ajpud Junker, Grammatih der

Denderatexle, § 245, first example.

In conclusion, it may be remarked that the non-enclitic use of ^ as the first word
in the sentence, of which one instance has been noted in Middle Egyptian (Gardiner, op.

eit., §250, third example), is found also in the Ptolemaic texts (Junker, op. cit., § 245,

second example).

^ On the position of the dative before the object cf. (htrdiner, Eg. Gramm. § 507, 2, especially the fifth

example.

See Gardiner, Admo/utions^ 105, whence the references for the two following examples were obtained.
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NOTES ON THE RITUAL OF OPENING THE MOUTH

By T. J. C. BALY

The following article makes no attempt at a serious philological study of an exceed-

ingly difficult text but merely proposes to clear the ground for future work on the rite

by critically examining the order of the episodes and offering certain parallels in

explanation^.

Previous Work^

The work already published on this subject has been suggestive but invariably—I hope

to show—at least partially, erroneous. M. Moret has made certain remarks on the rite in

both Le rituel du cidte divin journalier and Mysteres egypiens. His theory seems to be

correct in so far as it refers to the capture of the soul but it is vitiated by his impossible

identification of the Sem sleeping on the bed with the Tekenu of other funerary scenes.

The main thesis exposed in Mysteres egyptiens is that the Opening of the Mouth is a later

form of those funerary rites in which the Tekenu appears, the transition being from human
sacrifice to a man representing the sacrificed one and thence from that man (the Tekenu)

to the Sem sleeping on the bed. His explanation appears to be that the Sera in so

wrapping himself up assumes a pseudo-embryonic form and so symbolizes the rebirth of

the dead man by passing for him through the sacred Meskhent, a view apparently de-

veloped from indications in an article by Maspero^. Here Moret appears to put aside

the opening of the mouth with the various implements though in his Rituel du culte divin

he refers to it as endowing the statue with the power of movement.

In this work, indeed, he takes up a more easily maintainable position as to the

general meaning, and on that foundation Frazer^ has developed a more accurate estimate

of the rite. Moret maintains that the Opening of the Mouth represents the search for,

and recovery of, the Lost Horus Eye. He continues as follows {Culte divin, 34-5): “La
restitution de Toeil, c’est-a-dire Tame qui y reside, au cadavre s’accompagnait de rites

solennels: on apportait a la momie un coeur, on lui amenait sa statue et son ombre, et

le fils d’Osiris ou du mort, prenant a deux bras la momie ou la statue, Fembrassait a com-

muniquer sa vie. A Forigine, on revet ait le mort ou le dieu de la peau de Fanimal

sacrifie, dans le ventre duquel on avait retrouve Fame, et Fofficiant lui-meme continua

a se vetir d’une peau de bete (panthere); on pensait assurer ainsi la force jadis redoutable

de Fanimal a celui qui se revetait de sa depouille. Des lors, Fame rendue au corps, la

momie ranimee etait prete a subir les autres rites.”

' I must acknowledge with gratitude the constant help of Dr. Blackman in the publication of this

article.

2 The locus classicus is of course Schiaparelli, II Lihro dH Fiinerah\

^ Revue de rhistoire des religions, xv, 159 ff. — Etudes myth, arch., i, 283.

^ Taboo and Perils of the Soul. {G. ii.)
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Frazer writes as follows^ ^ ^^The Ancient Egyptians held that a dead man is not in

a state to enter on the life hereafter until his soul has been found and restored to his

mummified body. The vital spark had been commonly devoured by the malignant god

Sit, who concealed his form in the likeness of a horned beast, such as an ox or gazelle.

So the priest went in search of the missing spirit, slaughtered the animal which had

devoured it, and cutting open the carcase found the soul still undigested in its stomach.

Afterwards the son of the deceased embraced the mummy or image in order to restore

his soul to him.”

There the matter rested until in 1924 Dr. Blackman opened up a new and interesting

line of thought by the publication^ of a parallel text from Babylonia, which, however,

did not contain the sleeping of the Sem or the slaughter of an animal, at least not in

the Egyptian fashion. He suggested that the Babylonian rite was an adaptation of the

Egyptian. This was followed by an article in which Mr. Sidney Smith gave a further

and fuller text of the Babylonian rite^.

Since then nothing has been published directly upon the text, but Sethe s Dtamatische

Texte have thrown much light upon the language used in it and shown that it is a text

of the same type as the two published by him and presumably of the same early date.

Copies of the Texts,

The copies we have are of varying date. The earliest reference to the rite is of the

Fourth Dynasty, in the Tomb of Methen (L., 2)., ii, 4), where it is just mentioned by

name. The next example to be found is in the Pyramid Texts, where, however—it is

worth noting—only the purifications and adornments, and the opening of the mouth with

the various implements appear. The possibility of this having any significance will be

discussed later. The Middle Kingdom seems to be completely blank with regard to our

text^ and the next example I have been able to note is that in the Tomb of Rekhmara.

After this we never lose sight of it, and it appears in Dynasties XIX, XXI, and

XXV-XXVI, and in Sai'te, Ptolemaic, and Roman times. The texts I have used for the

discussion of the order are^:

The Pyramid Texts Dyn. V-VI Pyr.

The tomb of Rekhmara „ XVIII E.

The tomb of Seti I „ XIX S.

The cofiin of Buthaiamon „ XXI B.

The tomb'Chapel of Imeniritis „ XXV XXVI Im.

The tomb of Petamonope Saitic P.

Pap. Cairo 36803 Late Ptol.-Early Eom. X.

Papyrus of the ‘^Hathor” Sais Eoman L.

^ Op. cit.., p. 68, referring to Moret, CuHe cUrin, pp. 32-5 an* I 83 ff.

^ Journal., X (1924), p. 47 ff.

3 J.R.A.S., 1925, p. 37 ff.

^ There are mentions of it, however, showing that it had not dropped out of use.

° Pyr: Sethe^s Edition. R: Virey, Memoires de la Mission frain^aise^ v. S: Schiaparelli, II Libro dei

Funerali. B : Schiaparelli, op. cit. Im : Rer. trav.., xxiii, 10. P : Biimiehen, Des Grahpalast des Fatuamenap,

u. X: Ann. Serw., xni, 257. L: Schiaparelli, op. cit. Two farther texts which are of no value for dis-

cussion of the order hut which may be noted are the Tomb of Amenemhet (Oardiner-Uavies, Amenemhet)

and that of Horemheb {Mem. Miss.^ v, 428), both Eighteenth Dynasty.
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Of these B and L (after 18) are the most complete, though P, when it has once

started, which it does with the first slaughter, is equally complete. Each of these con-

tains some episodes not given by the others, while X is very full until episode 28, when
it is broken off. K and S contain much the same episodes, though S is slightly fuller

than R in the main body of the rite; Im seems mainly to follow S. The Pyramids

occasionally enable us to control a reading. R, S, P and Im contain vignettes.

The Order of the Episodes.

Episodes l-8a are the ordinary Solar purification rites and need no annotation, as

they have already been discussed by Dr. Blackman.
The fact that only R disagrees as to the position of 9, together with the ease with

which a casual scribe could place so apparently introductory a note at the beginning of

his text, is sufficient reason for maintaining it here^.

It is tempting to follow R in putting 15 before 14 since the two passages concerning

the striking of the father would then fall together. This is, however, the first of a number
of cases where in one or more texts a couple of episodes have been reversed, and in view

of the fact that the signs in this type of text face in the opposite direction to that found

in normal texts it is quite easy to understand a hasty reader taking two episodes in the

wrong order, especially in a text like R where this reverse direction of the signs is not

rigidly maintained, since the direction is used to indicate the speaker in cases where a

block of writing divides the actors in a scene. It must also be taken into account that

by the time of R the meaning of the text was beginning to be lost and it is quite possible

that the scribe may have forestalled us with the amendment.
Only R is in any doubt as to the order of the subsections in episode 25, and it destroys

its own validity by placing 26 in the middle of the slaughter. This, combined with the

order in episode 48, makes the positions of the subsections clear.

Episode 27 is interesting as the only episode given by all the texts. From this it

seems likely that it was the most important.

Episodes 33-34 are reversed in Im, clearly wrongly, providing a plain example of

the reversal of a couple of episodes referred to above.

Episode 35a (vi) has no definite position but probably belongs here or after 28.

The material for the order of episodes 36-51 is somewhat involved, but on the whole

it appears to be sufficiently definite. I have inserted 39 between 38 and 40 because B and

the combined Im 34 seem to demand it, despite the likelihood of the two ^'/.’-episodes

coming together. It is of course possible that S 38 should come before S 36 since S 39-40

are clearly out of place, but this likelihood and the convenience of getting the Sa-meref

episodes together are hardly enough—in the absence of any textual evidence—to upset

the definite placing of so sound a text as S. The consensus of opinion as to the position

of 41 must outweigh B.

The order of Im, aided by the obvious mistake in the position of P 21^, indicates that

P 22 should be moved, and the identity of P 17 and P 22 suggests that the latter is

a misplaced doublet.

The worst confusion occurs in episodes 52-98 and the arrangement here is in the

highest degree tentative. The suggestion in S of a censing immediately after the adorn-

ment is plausible, but P, B and L agree in placing 52 here, and R, while omitting 52, places

1 See also below.

2 This though supported by L 26-27 is clearly wrong and is in all likelihood an erroneous attempt to give

an introduction to the second slaughter.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch, xvi. 23
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77, if not in B and L’s place, at least in the same ‘^censing series.” The anointing comes

next, and B is here clearly wrong as it places the Address to the statue after anointing”

during the process while P, whose order is adopted, has the general support of Pyr and L.

One would perhaps feel inclined to think that 60 belongs later in the clothing

series,” but B and L’s placing before 61 can hardly be altered in the absence of any

definite evidence against it.

S and B differ over the position of 77 but L confirms B, and R’s placing immediately

after the censing supports it somewhat.

In P, P 42 and P 43 must be reversed and P 44-45-46 read in the reverse order, a

mistake which is quite plain from the sense, despite L’s support, and clearly one depending

on the change of sign-direction referred to above. It is perhaps also possible that P 47-48

should, in reverse order, precede P 46, giving the order P 48-47-46-45-46, but there is no

evidence to counterbalance the support given by L for their present position except their

apparent lack of place as 103-104 and the plausibility of their coming after 100.

If this order is accepted the following scheme emerges:

I. The statue purified 1-8

II. The Sem sleeps ... 9-11

III. The statue is discussed 12-21

IV. Orders are given for the slaughter of an animal 22-23

Y. The slaughter takes place ... 24-25

VI. Parts of the animal are put for the deceased ... 25 (contd.)

VII. His mouth is partially opened 26-28

VIII. The son is heard calling his father 29

IX. Messages are sent to the son by means of the mother 30-33

X. The son comes and completes the opening of the mouth ... 34-42

XI. He feeds the statue 43-45

XII. He departs 46

XIII. The statue is anointed 52-59

XIV. It is clothed 60-69

XV. It is censed 70-76

XVI. It is fed 77-98

XVII. It is borne away to its shrine (etc.) ... 99-107

It will be noted that the second slaughter and its immediately following episodes are

omitted. This is because I am inclined to think that episodes 47-51 (or even 52?) are

an interpolated shorter version of episodes 25-46 (and if 52 be included, of the whole set

of episodes 25-46 and 53-69). This may perhaps explain S’s insertion of a censing before

the anointing. For a similar duplication compare the Daily Ritual.

Division of the Ritual.

Upon examination it becomes apparent that there are at least two elements in the

rite—a ceremony for opening the mouth” and certain additions from the dominant sun

cult.

In the first place the identity of the purifications (episodes l~8a) with those of the

Pr-dwid ritual suggests that they do not belong here, but this would hardly justify their

excision were it not supported by the fact that R—always, as we have seen, of dubious value

for the order of episodes—is the only text which gives the instruction ‘‘The Imi-khent

and the Kherheb go to the workshop” immediately after the title where one would a priori
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expect it. In the other texts it comes before the ''Sleeping Sem'’ episode. This placing

raises a problem. The latter position would seem to be the more likely as the texts are

four to one in its favour, and the fact that R’s position makes "Entering to see him” apply

to the purification strengthens this argument since the Imi-khent clearly does not see that

part of the rite. If however 9 is accepted as the correct number of the episode there is

still a diflficulty, as S has already shown the Kherheb in the purification scenes. To throw

over a good text like S is a counsel of despair, and the best solution appeara to be that

episode 9 marks the beginning of an original rite and that the Solar purifications are

a later accretion—a solution which well suits certain facts to be discussed later.

Episodes 52-98 also seem to be a version of the Solar adornment, etc., rites known
from the Pr-dw^4 and the Daily Ritual

;
so if episodes l-8a are an accretion it is probable

that these came in at the same time. The removal episodes refer to an Osiris-Set ritual

and hence may not belong here (having been added because the dead man is Osiris); but

this is immaterial to our point, since even in the event of its being original it is merely

a tail-piece to the text. In this case, allowing for the duplication of the slaughter, etc.,

the rite proper is constituted by episodes 9-46.

This core itself has the appearance of falling into two parts at the introduction of

the Sa-meref. In the first part the Sem appears to act as the son of the deceased while

in the second the Sa-meref naturally does this. It is noteworthy that while I have been

able to collect ceremonies which may be compared to ours from both Africa and Mesopo-

tamia none of them is parallel to the whole rite, and while the African parallels are to

be compared to the first section of our rite the Babylonian rite is parallel to the second.

Parallels.

As noted above Frazer has already pointed out that this rite appears to be a search

for the deceased’s soul and its return. In the same section of his work he provides an

interesting parallel to our ceremony of the Sleeping Sem^: "When a Dyak is

dangerously ill, the medicine men say that his soul has escaped away, perhaps to the

river; then they will wave a garment or a cloth about to imitate the casting of a net,

signifying thereby that they are catching the soul like a fish in a net. Or they may give

out that the soul has escaped into the jungle; and then they will rush out of the house

to circumvent and secure it there. Or again they may allege that it has been carried

away over seas to some foreign land; and they will play at paddling a boat to follow it

across the great water. But more commonly their mode of treatment is as follows. A
spear is set up in the middle of the verandah with a few leaves tied to it and the

medicine boxes of the medicine men laid at its foot. Round this the doctors run at full

speed, chanting the while, until one of them falls dowm and lies motionless. The bystanders

cover him with a blanket, and wait while his spirit hies away after the errant soul and

brings it back. Presently he comes to himself, stares vacantly about like a man awaken-

ing from sleep, and then rises, holding the soul in his clenched right hand. He then

returns it to the patient through the crown of his head, while he mutters a spell.”

In externals the parallel of the last ceremony with the Sleeping Sem seems to be

complete and it would suit the formulae of the Egyptian rite exceedingly well. The first

phrase
—

"I have seen my father in all his forms”—announces that the Sem has found the

deceased, and the next
—"Thy father does not betake himself to thee”—indicates that

the soul is not to be obtained without a struggle. The fact that this latter phrase is spoken

^ Op. cit., p. 47.

23-2
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by the Imiu-khent, who were only onlookers, presents some difficulty, and it is possible,

in view of the early date of the text, that it is a question indicated by the tone of voice

of the speaker only (Gard., Eg. Gramm., §491), for the next sentence
—

‘‘The Entrapped-

of-Face hath entrapped him”—would form a very good answer to such a question. The
next sentences are not clear since they would come better from the Sem than the Imiu-khent,

though they are not exactly suited to him. However, the phrase “She prevents his

running ” would suit this suggested meaning very well whoever spoke it. It is quite

possible that the translation of “ Entrapped-of-Face ” should be “ Woven-of-Face” and refer

to a woven trap—it is of course also possible that it reads “ She-who-entraps-the-face.”

Moret’s suggestion that it is a symbolic resurrection seems ruled out of court by these

words, of which he takes no account whatever. He also makes the mistake, already

suggested by Maspero, of supposing that the cloak worn by the Sem is an ox-skin—a view

for which there is no evidence whatsoever—and then identifying it with the Tekenu of

other funerary rites. There is no ground for this identification, and indeed the rites in

which the Tekenu occurs are so difierent from the Opening of the Mouth that it is

difficult to see how any confusion could occur. I can only suppose that it arose from the

extreme doubtfulness of the meaning of the ceremonies in which the Tekenu appears

—

a doubtfulness increased by the extremely inadequate nature of the publications of the

important tomb of Rekhmara^. It is true that in the present copy of this tomb there is

a superficial resemblance between the Tekenu on its bed and the Sleeping Sem, but this

is hardly enough to give ground for M. Moret’s theory since none of the other representa-

tions of the Tekenu bears out this resemblance. As a matter of fact this tomb is the best

argument against this “development” theory, for if one ceremony developed out of the

other why should they appear, each complete in itself, on the walls of the same tomb?
The only possible answer to this is that the tomb is a transitional one, and this is ruled

out of court by the fact that the Opening of the Mouth is mentioned fifteen dynasties

before; in any case one would expect to find the ceremonies at least put together and
not separated as they are in this tomb. The problem of the Tekenu is too complicated
to be solved by any such sweeping assumption. Certain African ceremonies lead me to

think that some of its difficulty arises from the fact that the Tekenu rites, as we have
them, are an amalgamation of an aboriginal custom with an intrusive one as I am
attempting to show to be the case in the Opening of the Mouth.

After this conversation the Sem assumes the A/i^-garment and the Poles and starts

to take measures for the recovery of the soul. This A^^-garment is an interesting dress

which is of great antiquity and practically only occurs in texts of the same early date as

ours. It has been discussed by Sethe, who quotes passages to show that it is a garment
particularly connected with the king. There is also an interesting passage in the Textes
religieux (not quoted by Sethe) in which it appears to be a kind of magical coat of pro-
tection. The passage in question occurs in T. r., 63/2 {Rec. trav., xxxi, 20) and is as
follows: “I am wrapped in the kni and I am not caused to enter the place of slaughter.”
Is it possible that we have here the last relic of a king-magician’s robe of office?

This portion of the text appears to deal with the making of a statue of the deceased
as a habitation for the newly discovered soul. The speeches there would suit this meaning
admirably. The Sem apparently commands the sculptors to make a statue of his father
and they seem to try and prevent his doing the work for them. This passage is strong
evidence for the view that the Opening of the Mouth was primarily performed on a statue

^ And at that time the poor publication of the tomb of Menthuherkhepeshef.
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and not on the mummy. It is usually assumed that it is of very little importance which

was the original object of the rite since they were treated and indeed considered as equally

‘‘the deceased/’ i.e., the statue was not a resting place for the soul of the dead man but

actually the man himself. But this overlooks the fact that the statue was not the dead

man until the Opening of the Mouth had been performed. If this rite actually is one for

finding and restoring the soul of the deceased the sequence of development was probably

as follows: there was a rite for curing a sick man whose soul was supposed to have

wandered away, and when it became a question of a rite for bringing the “ghost” of a

dead man back to the tomb the previous search-rite would obviously be used, and this

would do well for dealing with the body only
;
but when it became a question of a statue

something further had to be added, and what—anticipating a little™-may be called the

“African rite” began to take the form in which we have it. It is possible that what was

added was a “ craftsmen’s guild rite” for the making of a statue, and the usual guild preser-

vation of the craft secrets would then explain the prohibition of the son from taking part

in the making of the statue. In view of Sethe’s suggestion that the Kni-gaiment, here

assumed by the Sem, is essentially a royal attribute, it is interesting that he assumes it

just when he ceases to be a witch doctor seeking the soul to become the deceased’s son

and hence—since the ritual was presumably originally royal—the new king.

The killing of the animals, now commanded and performed, ostensibly to procure the

return of the Horus’ Eye, occurs in the same form in the Coronation Ritual published by

Sethe^ and it is probable that it is a ritual slaughter—not a sacrifice in its full sense.

Mr. N. W. Thomas has described^ some Nigerian ceremonies which may throw light

upon the occurrence of the slaughter in our rite.

P. 169: “In Enugu Ivitana when a man dies they bring a mat and Raphia Leaves;

the body is laid on a mat and covered with cloth; it is washed outside, and in the case

of a man a fowl is killed and the blood put on his eyes and hand, and feathers in his

hand; a goat is also killed and some meat roasted and put in Palm oil; this is put in

the dead man’s mouth and called ‘ throat meat ’
;
they say ‘ Eat it and go to the man who

killed you.’ The corpse is said to move its mouth when the meat is put in, then the body

is covered with cloth and tied up; for a rich man his grave is dug by four young men
in his house or garden; other people are buried in the farm; two grave-diggers carry and

two take the body down into the grave.”

P. 166: “At Obu the body is first of all washed and the face marked with black

to the end of the nose; the head is shaved just above the forehead and the hair put in

the mat with the body; a cock and a ram sheep are sacrificed and the blood put upon

the man’s eyes; chalk is put round the eyes and eagles’ wing feathers and parrots’ tail

feathers put in the hair. White cloth covers the body up to the throat; a he-goat is

sacrificed; the heart is cut out and put upon the man’s chest; the bodies of the victims

are kept on the top of the wall until the ceremonies are finished. The plank upon which

the body has been lying is put into the grave and a goat skin upon it; after the body
has been put in women and small children are sent away; men take sand in their left

hands, pass it round their heads, and throw it on the body saying ‘If you know who
killed you follow him.’ The victims are eaten on the next day but a man may not eat

the ram or the cock. Second burial takes place thirty-two days after the first
;

if another

person dies they wait for his burial until second burial is over, the rites of which must
be performed on Eke day.”

^ Dmmatische Texte^ ii. The form of this slaughter would provide an interesting held ot study.

2 8ome Iho Burial Customs^ in xlvii (1917).
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P. 161 (Awka-district) : ‘'If a man who has made Ajagija-titlQ dies they wash the

body {i.e., by the sisters and relatives by the same mother) as before in the court and

split a fowl's beak; the blood is put upon the eyes of the dead man; this is said to open

the dead man's eyes; a ram is killed with a knife and blood put upon the right hand of

the dead man; this is said to be to praise his hand. The brothers provide the victims

and kill them; if there are sons they call all the -members in Awka before

sacrificing, and each member provides two yards of cloth
;
the coffin is made by relatives

and is made of Oy^’-wood, and is a rectangular box; the grave is dug in the sleeping room;

all follow to the grave and afterwards wash; the friends lament for sixteen days; some

food is thrown upon the grave for all alose to eat there.” (alose = demi-god.)

P. 170: "In the Osili quarter they put a plank down in the house and take the body

up; a mat is put outside and the body is taken out and covered with cloth; a fowl is

taken and pointed at the dead person; blood is put upon the dead man’s eye and right

hand; they say ‘Look at the fowl; take it and eat; take it and go away’; then a goat

is brought and they say 'Look at the goat which we sacrificed to your Ci’; a piece of

the throat is cut out and the meat put upon the ground; then four bamboo leaves are

brought and the body of the goat put in; the piece of the throat is eventually put in

the mouth of the dead man; no Ozu, Eku or Gi may go to the grave, nor may a man
who has the same name.”

Of these descriptions the most interesting from our point of view is the third, which

actually speaks of the blood "opening the eyes” of the dead man, but the likeness of all

of them to our rite is most striking. They suggest that the slaughter in the Egyptian
ritual is to "give rest” to the soul, an explanation which would suit excellently. There

is also a ceremony, described on p. 167 of the same article, which appears to be for

bringing the soul to the simulacrum of the deceased and "giving it rest”—showing that,

though this tribe had not as developed a rite for the return of the soul as the Sleeping

Sem episodes, they had at least the germ of a ceremony comparable to episodes 9-26.
" If a man dies far away and his body cannot be recovered they take a palm leaf

and a chicken and go to the bad bush
;
holding the palm leaf in the hand, they kill the

chicken, throw it into the bad bush, knock the leaf on the ground, take it on the left

arm and go back, saying, 'Dead man follow me home’; if it is a man who has died they
put the leaf outside the yam store; if it is a woman they leave it outside the door; in

the case of a man a goat and cock are sacrificed, and blood is put upon the leaf exactly

as it would be upon the dead man’s eyes, the leaf is wrapped in cloth as if for a body;
in the case of a woman the goat’s heart is put upon a spot to represent the chest.”

The arrangement after the slaughter is interesting and somewhat mysterious. There
are first three "opening” episodes, then the entrance of the Sa-meref and then again
more "opening” episodes. It is difficult to suggest any explanation of this since there

is no doubt that the order given here was fixed by the Eighteenth Dynasty, for all the
texts give these episodes and, with two unimportant variations, in the same order

Episode 29 is interesting, and I can only suppose that it represents the son hunting for

his father and so gives the signal for calling the Sa-meref. 32 is not so easy to explain

since, though it seems out of place, it is given in this place by all the texts. On the face

of it the simplest way out would be to assume that it was a doublet of 18, which has
already been doubled in B. But the previous doublet in B seems to have been a mistake

1 It seeinh impossi]>le that the touching of the mouth with the foreleg has attracted the other two from
their proper place ^ince in theit c<x>q the other “Touching” epi^oderf should have come too.
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arising from the fact that 31 and 19 are the same, and this would hardly give rise to the

insertion of 32 where it plainly makes nonsense. I am inclined to take my courage in both

hands here and to excise 19, which seems somewhat out of place (and with it 19a), and

also 32, which is plainly misplaced. There are no real grounds beyond their unsuitability,

but something is wrong and this seems the only way out. It is interesting that with the

‘‘opening’’ episodes the unanimity of the texts comes to an end and they neither give

the same episodes nor when they do are they in the same order.

It is with the ‘touching” episodes that the Babylonian rite comes into question.

Mr. Sidney Smith has summarized the text he published as follows^ : “A new statue of

a god, or a statue considerably restored, has to be consecrated and installed in its shrine.

The priests proceed to the workshop where the statue awaits the finishing touches. The

first ‘ washing of the mouth ’ is performed in the workshop. The god is then informed

that he is to join the divine company of the father of the gods, Ea, and he is led out of

the workshop into the garden on the river-bank, accompanied by a ram, to symbolize

his emergence in power from ‘the grove.’ This first procession, by torchlight, takes

place at night. After the ram has been flayed, and certain offerings made to Ea, the

second ‘ washing of the mouth ’ is performed. The god is then seated on a reed mat, and

everything necessary to complete the work is put ready. It is not easy to suggest the

use of all the objects named; various oils and fats were obviously intended to be rubbed

over the surface, but the many kinds of stone mentioned were almost certainly for inlay,

perhaps not only in the eyes, but also in the mouth, or as a beard. While the carpenters

and masons are at work, the priests are engaged in making offerings to the gods, in the

order (1) The Nine Great Gods, (2) The Nine Minor Deities, the gods of various kinds of

craftsmen, including the god whose statue is being consecrated, (3) Certain planets and

fixed stars, divided into groups in an apparently haphazard kind of way. After each set of

offerings the ‘washing of the mouth’ is performed, presumably because some particular

piece of work is thereby concluded. The night has by this time passed, and at dawn
offerings of cereals, fruits, and fat, followed by the sacrifice of the ram, lead to the

announcement that the image is perfected. All those who have been engaged in work on

the statue now withdraw to the protection of their particular deities, and then the priest

himself ‘opens the eye’ of the statue apparently with a twig of tamarisk. The statue

is then invested with a divine headdress and a processional throne as a proof that the

statue is now deified; the god, now ‘in heaven,’ will no longer be called upon to stand,

he is free from the indignities of the workshop. The procession now leaves the garden,

passes along the street to the temple to the accompaniment of specified incantations of

a magical character. After the proper offerings have been made to the gate of the temple,

the god is installed in his shrine, in such a position as will bring him into close contact with

his ‘Father,’ Ea, and he is arrayed in the proper vestments; the object of the ceremony

is thus finally achieved, according to the priest’s first announcement.” The text given

by Blackman is preceded by a more complicated purification which he summarizes as

follows

:

I. “Honey, butter, oils, and precious stones were first collected by the priest. The
first act of consecration was the binding of strands of white, red, and bluish wool about

the statue’s neck. The priest, reciting a formula, then closed the door of the room or

building in which this part of the rite was performed. He then censed the statue, offered

it a lighted torch and sprinkled it with holy water. Then he swept the floor and sprinkled

^ 0/?. aV., p, 38.
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it also with holy water. He again burnt incense, put cypress- and cedar-wood in the

censer, poured a libation of wine, and scattered meal on the holy-water bowl—each

action accompanied by a thrice repeated formula.

“ Next came a formula specially connected with the holy-water bowl. The priest

made ready a cult-installation before it, offered a lamb, burnt incense and poured a liba-

tion. Then standing before it, he recited a formula apparently to identify its contents

with the Tigris.

II. The priest went to some temple or shrine on the river bank and, having set up
a reed altar, looked at the river.

III. He then returned to the House of the Craftsmen where the statue was
fashioned, and once more swept the ground and sprinkled it with holy water. He then

burnt incense and poured a libation of wine to Ea, Marduk and the statue. The priest

then washed and opened the mouth of the statue, censed the statue and sprinkled it with

holy water.

The episode ends with the threefold repetition of a formula expressing the joy of

Ea and the god whose statue was being consecrated, in one another’s presence. The priest

then knelt down and grasped the hands of the statue.”

In Beitrdge zur Assyriologie, i, 267ff. there is given a tablet describing the restoration

of the cult of Samas by king Nabupaliddins which contains a note of the dedication of

a new statue of the god: he made the statue of Samas, the Great Lord, out of pure

gold and shining crystal (?) truly (?) (lasting ?). With the purification of Ea and Marduk
before Samas in E-kar-saginna on the bank of the Euphrates, washed he its mouth and
set up his habitation for him. He offered offerings to his heart’s desire, being powerful

offering bulls and pure fat lambs, and he poured over the locks with honey, wine, and
hyssop.”

The purification ceremonies seem merely to be those common to all Babylonian rites.

Jastrow has described^ the following cleansing rite: “The exorcising priests wore special

garments —often in imitation of the gods in whose name they acted. Pieces of flesh and
a mixture of dates, Hour, honey, and butter and other viands were offered to the demons
as bribes that they might thus be made more kindly disposed. The rites were generally

performed at sunrise or shortly before—though occasionally also at night. The place
where they were to be performed was to be swept clean, a table and often several tables

were set, whereon the objects for the sacrifice were to be arranged. Torches were lit,

libations of wine were poured out and various other details are prescribed, some of which
are not at all clear. In connexion with each separate act of preparation a formula or
prayer was recited.”

Further on^ he describes the following ceremony : “After a king’s recovery from illness

the directions are specific that in addition to the ceremonies around the king’s bed the
palace was to be purified by passing through it with torches and censers. In the palace
court seven tables must be spread to the seven chief deities, with offerings of various
kinds of dates, meal, oil, honey, butter, milk with some sweet drink. Seven censers with
seven vessels of wine were furthermore to be provided and finally a lamb for sacrifice.

Elsewhere we are told that for the purification of a house that had become in any way
unclean the rooms, the threshold, the court roof, beams and windows must be touched
with asphalt, gypsum, oil, honey, butter or holy water. Similar ceremonies were enacted

1 of Religious Belief ond Practice in Babylonia and Assyria^ p. 316.
2 P. 318,
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to purify the image of a god before it could be put into use or after it had become

unclean.”

If we assume—as we are entitled to do—that these ceremonies have no particular

bearing on our rite but were merely used for the purification necessary in it, the essential

part appears to be the ceremony on the river bank, and it is this which bears some re-

semblance to the Egyptian Ceremony. The touching” of the mouth does not occur, but

there is quite clearly a touching of the eyes to ‘‘open” them, and in Blackman’s (earlier)

text the washing of the mouth is always associated with the opening.” It is further

a distinct coincidence that the two rites should turn on the same phrase “ Opening the

Mouth ” and it seems hard to resist the conclusion that there is some connexion however

shght. Dr. Blackman also pointed out in his article the likeness between the purificatory

episodes of the two texts, a likeness which is only more striking on further investigation.

The bearing of the parallels on the rite.

In working on the Egyptian rite I was at first inclined to leave the Babylonian ritual

out of account and concentrate on the other parallels which seemed to cover the early

part of our ceremony, but on consideration a possibly better explanation suggested itself.

This was that the apparent break in the rite was a real one and that the two sections

could be discussed separately. Under these circumstances the first section would be

aboriginally African and the second Semitic. The Sun-cult, which shows many signs of

Semitic origin, has, as we have seen, influenced our rite considerably and a further

separation of Solar material is a priori possible. It is by no means improbable that by

the time the Sun-cult entered Egypt it already had a developed rite for inducing a soul

to take up its habitation in a statue, and that when it conflicted with an already existent

Egyptian rite the two were combined in the typically Egyptian fashion. In this case the

purification and adornment episodes—which, as Dr. Blackman has pointed out, are grouped

round the “ core ” very similarly in both rites—may have come in attached to the other

rite and not have been simply tacked on to a “core” of episodes 9-46. That the ab-

original Egypto-African rite became embedded in the incoming rite is not dfficult to

understand since the statue needed purification before it was a fit place for the soul to

inhabit; and when the two ceremonies were still understood—for it is the essence of this

argument that they were combined because they were for the same purpose—the puri-

ficatory rite would have to come first. It is perhaps significant that in the (Solar) Pyramid

Texts the purificatory and adornment rites appear together with the touching of the mouth
with the various implements, but not the “ Sleeping Sem ” or the Slaughter. These texts

appear to come before the combination was effected just as they come before the

Osirianization of the Afterworld. This combination would explain the fact that if the

Egyptian rite is connected with the Babylonian it has gained a totally alien funerary

character, since in Mesopotamia the rite had only to do with the dedication of a statue

of a god. On this explanation it would have obtained its funerary character from the

rite with which it was amalgamated since, with the Egyptian outlook, the funerary

element would naturally be dominant. It is worth noting that in Egypt the gods' statues,

etc. also had their mouths opened, and this may perhaps date from the time of the in-

troduction of the Semitic rite and not be, as would at first seem likely, a part of the

general extension of Osiris’ funerary character—and hence ceremonies—to the other gods.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvi. 24
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Conclusions.

If the rite is looked at in the hght of the considerations stated above it appears to

have several sections which may be stated diagrammatically as follows:

I. Solar Purification.

II, African Rites for the return of the Soul, etc.

(a) Seeking the Soul.

(b) Preparing a Habitation for it.

(c) Giving it Rest.

HI. Solar (Semitic) Opening the Mouth rite,

IV. Solar Adornment, etc., rites.

ft

1

1

2

3

4

II (4«)

5

6

7

8

Title

Note of Kherheb and Sem wearin^^ the hii, etc. ...

Placing on the sand ...

Censing
Purification with vases ...

Purification with vases ...

Purification with 1 5?i’r-vase ...

Purification with Upper Egyptian natron
Purification with Lower Egyptian natron
Purification with unburnt incense
Censing

III (Sn)

9

10

11

Second censing
Entrance of Imi-khent and Kherheb into the
workshop

Sleeping and awakening of the Sem
Conversation between Sem and Imiu-khent. (I
have seen my father, etc.) ...

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

IV (lOu)

20

21

22
23
24
2.5

The Sem receives the C/iLgarment and poles
Conversation between Sem and sculptors. (Make

for me my father, etc.)

Further conversation between the Sem and sculp-
tors. (Do not strike thy father, etc.)

The Sem jiresses the statue’s mouth with his fincrer

Conversation between Sem and sculptors. (Do not
strike my(^) father, etc.)

The Sem stands before the statue and the butcher
(sic !) behind

The Sem speaks to the butcher. (I am Horus, O
Set, and I do not permit thee to brighten, etc.)

The Imiu-khent order Isis to go to Horus
The Sem to the sculptors: I am Horus, O Set,
and I do not permit thee to brighten mv
father’s head

The Kherheb orders the Sem to go and see his
father

The Sem takes off the Kni, etc., and assumes the
leopard skin

The Sera orders the Kherheb to ‘"rescue the eye”
The Kherheb says “ I have cut out (^) the eye,” etc.
The Smer and the Kherheb go outside
1st Sacrifice: w'hole texts

(</) 1, 2
, 3, 4. (See belowfor meaning of numbers)

w 3 ;

(c) 5

{d) 6,

7

;;;

(e) — ... ... ’.!!

(/) 1, 2. 4, 6

R S B Irn P X L Pyr

a a a a a
1(/

1 1 1 1 1

2 2
9 2 3 3 3 lOf/

3 3 4 4 4 106
lOc

4 4 5 5 5 ^^a-f
5 5 6 6 6 27a-€
6 6 i 7 7 28«-29c
7 7 8 2 8

8

b{Aa) 8 9 9 9
8 9 10 10 10

9 10 11 11 11

11 12 12 12

10 12 13 13 13

12 13 14 14 14
11 14 15 15 15

13 15 16 16 16

17 17

14 16 18 17 18
15 17 19 18 19 1

20

16 18 19 20 2

17 19 21 3
18 20 20 22 4
19 21 21 23 5

22

21

22

1 24 6
20
21 23 22 2 25 7

24 23 3 26 8
22

24
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R S B I Im P X L Pyr

26 Opening the mouth with the foreleg ... 23 25 24 23 4 27 9 11-12
27 Opening the mouth with the ntrtl 26 26 25 24 5 28 10 13-14
28 Opening the mouth with the wr-hkiw 25 27 26 25 6 2i) 11

29 Imi-is stands behind ‘"him” saving “Father,
father ” four times 27 28 27 y 12

30 “Announce him to his mother,” etc. ... 28 29 28 26 8 13
31 “ 0 Isis, go to Horns,” etc. 29 30 29 27 9 1

1

32 “ I am Horus and I do not permit thee to

brighten,” etc. 30 31 30 28 10 15
33 Going out to tind the Sa-meref 32 31 30

}”{
IG

34 Bringing in the Sa-meref :
“ I bring in,” etc. 31 33 32 29 17

V (34a) “ I bring in,” etc.

Opening the mouth with the ddtf

12

35 32 34 33 31 13 18
VI (35a) Opening the mouth with the divine Upper and

Lower Egyptian hii 306
36 Opening the mouth with the linger 33 35 34 32 14 19

36« Repetition of portion of above 41

37 Opening the mouth and eyes with an uimained
instrument 15

VII (Zla) Small vignette of priest facing statue ... 33

38 Cleaning and “founding ” the mouth ... 36
1 (

20
VIII (38a) Sem takes the nni^ and cleans the mouth and eyes 35

34 1

I I

39 Smer ordered to \(h his father 37 36 16

IX (38-39a) C'ombinatiou of 38 and 39 j 1 21

40 The Sa-meref ordered to clean his father’s mouth 38

41 Taking the 34 41 41 35 17 22
41« Repetition of above ... 22

42 Using the phikf 43 38
1 f

18 23
43 Presenting grapes ... 39 -36 19 24 30a

X (42-43a) Combination of above two J 1

44 Presenting a feather 42 40 37 20 25

XI (44c<) The Sem orders the Kherheb to “rescue the Eye”
}.{

!
26

XII (446) The Kherheb says “I have cut out(‘^) the Eye”. . 27

45
46

Offering water
The Sa-meref goes, given valediction by a priest

45
42

'

37
42 ; L|

23
24

28
29

47 30
XIII (45-47a) Combination of above three ...

{S}48 2nd Sacrifice : Whole text 39 25 31

(«) U 3 35 39

(6) 6 36 40

49 Opening the mouth with the foreleg 37 43 40 2() 32

50 Opening the mouth with the dn'i-ur and dicn-C... 44

51 Opening the mouth with the dini-C and dwi-ior,,. 38 45 45 27 33 1329c

52 Adorning with the nmk 47 46 28 34

53 Anointing ...
48 52 29 35

54 List of oils ... 30 36 j 50a~51c
\vS: 54a

55 Hymn to the oil 31 52a-536
56 An anointing address to the .statue 32

57 An anointing episode 54

58 Green eye-paint 55 33 37 54a~556
59 Address to the statue after anointing ... 53 34 38

60 >St/-cloth 47 41

61 Taking the clothing ... 40 49 48 35 42

62 Formula for adorning 39 50 49 36 43 1612-1614
63 Giving fresh (or “ green ”

1) clothing 50 44
64 ’/?i5-cloth ... 51 45
65 ’/(/mi-cloth ... 46

66 IF^^-collar ... 47

67 /m'-sceptre 51 56 48
68 .^rf-club 52 57 49
69 Giving clothing 58 50

24—2
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R s B Im P X L Pyr

70 The Sem receives the censer ... 59 39

71 Censing 54 60 40

72 Censing the Uraeus ... 47 55 61 51

73 Censing 31 gods 62 52

74 Address to gods and goddesses 63 53

75 Puritication with incense 64 54

76 Purification with incense 46 46 65 55

i 7 The Sem performs the “greeting” with the n/ns‘t~

vases 66 56

7^ The Sem pours water 67

79 Censing 68

80 Taking the oftering of tcf'1i 48 53 09 58

81 Giving a foreleg to the of 3" 59

82 Performing the purifications of the Pr-dic^^t 60

83 An offering formula ... 37

84 An offering foi‘mula ... 38

85 An ofi’ering formula ... 39

86 An offering formula ... 70

87 An ofiering formula ... 71 61

88 A purification formuLi 72 62

89 ' Consecrating offerings 49 40 63

9t) Libation 41 64 1

91 Offering f< )rmula 73

92 Slaughter of animals
1

74 57

93 Libatii>n formula 75

94 Offering formula 1 76 65

95 Offering formula 7 i ! 66

96 Offering formula 67

97 Hymn to Re^ 78 68
98 Making offering and opening the mouth

1

79 ! 69

99 Children of Horus ordered to bear their “father”
Osiris 50 43 71

100 Speech to Children of Horus and greeting to god 51 80 42 70
101 Putting the god in the /^rf-shrine 52 46 74
102 Closing the doors (1) 45 73
102« Closing the doors (2; 44 72

1

103 Address to Thoth about rescuing the eye 5 4 47 75
104 Raised are the beauties of this god 48 76
105 A censing ... 81

106 List of officiants 49
107 A general “ Opening of the Mouth ” formula 50

Xote on the Sacritice:

(1) Giving the .sign. (2) Cutting out the heart and foreleg. (3) The speech of the Great Weeper.

(4) Heheading the goat and goo.se. (5) The Kherheb says: I grasp them for thee/’ etc. (6) Giving the

priests the foreleg and heart to lay before the .statue. (7) “Take to the pupil (?) of the Horus-Eye/’ etc.
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PAPYRI OF DIO CHRYSOSTOM AND MENANDER

By H. J. M. MILNE

With Plate xxviii.

1 . Dio Chrysostom.

The text of Dio Chrysostom has descended to us in none too good a condition, the

result, who knows?, of too much thumbing in antiquity. An early witness, standing

outside the main tradition, is therefore doubly welcome. Indeed it seems surprising, when
we consider the widespread and lasting popularity of Dio from his own day in the first

century till the close of ancient culture, that we have had to wait so long for such first-hand

evidence as is now provided by Pap. 2823 in the British Museum (PI. xxviii).

This papyrus was acquired in 1926 and is of unknown provenance. It now consists of

nine fragments, the debris of at least five distinct leaves from a fourth century codex.

Originally the leaf would have measured perhaps 30 cm. x 18 cm. with about 43 lines to

the page, and the largest fragment still measures 20‘5 cm. x 11 cm. A diagonal crease,

avoided by the scribe, runs across fr. 1. The script, of medium size, slopes to the left.

Marks of elision are frequent and a fair number of breathings occur, occasionally also

accents {e.g., tl in 1. 39), but no signs of punctuation either by dots or by spacing. Iota

adscript is sometimes written, sometimes omitted, and initial iota and upsilon as a rule

receive a diaeresis. A curious curved line runs under oirp of SovXoTrpeireh in 1. 13, perform-

ing apparently the function of a hyphen. Frs. 1 and 2 at least must belong to the fixst half

of a quire, to judge from the text, which runs from verso to recto. For the other fragments

we have no means of knowing whether verso precedes recto or the other way about, and

whether they belong to the first or second half of a quire. It is just possible, however,

owing to the proximate position of worm-holes, that fr. 1 was superposed on fr. 3, recto to

recto, in which case fr, 3 belongs to the second half of the quire. This entails that fr. 5

should also belong there, for the worm-holes in frs. 3 and 5 coincide absolutely, verso to

recto, and this again fixes fr. 5 as belonging to the foot of a page.

At least three different works are represented by the fragments, the two extant

orations irepl fcal SouXeia? (nos. xiv and xv in reverse order) and a lost work or

works. The nature of the new fragments is difilcult to determine; frs. 3 and 4 seem
strictly philosophic while fr. 5 appears to be attacking philosophers {cf. 1. 140) and there-

fore to belong to Dio’s early and unregenerate period. The codex could hardly have con-

tained more than a selection from the voluminous works of the Golden-Mouthed, perhaps

a sort of Parva Moralia; but on this we can only speculate. In the extant MSS,, at all

events, the works dispose themselves in groups of similar nature.

A word must now be said of the relation between the papyrus and the traditional text.

The MSS. of Dio, as scholars now agree, fall into three main groups in accordance with the

classification of J. von Arnim, whose edition (2 vols., 1893, 1896; the speeches are in vol. 2,

pp. 227, 232) is here followed. Only two groups concern our purpose, and of the first, the
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meliores, only its sixteenth century representative, the codex M(eerniannianns). Of the

second group, the deteriores^ the eleventh century U(rbinas) and its fourteenth century

Paris cousin known as B need alone be mentioned. One outstanding distinction between

the two groups hes in the order of the speeches, but in this our papyrus differs from both

in the one place where it can be checked, namely in the order of the orations xiv and xv.

As would be expected from so early a witness several of its readings are obviously superior

to all MS. tradition, €.g., utt' avrov for avTov in 1. 24, fj
in 1. 25 (omitt. MSS.), ttXtjp TOVTO y

in 1. 46, elvai in 1. 61. Others less certainly so, as Trdvv /caXco? in 1. 3, hov\ov<; ovra^; in 1. 45. Its

good character shows itself in the support it often gives to the better reading, as koXw in

1. 31, St; in 1. 56, cra^eV in 1. 58. Strange to say, however, it shares the rather obvious

corruption of all the MSS. in 1. 10, wairep o eXevOepo^, and is not to be trusted in the

matter of particles and small words. Kightly or wrongly no countenance is given to those

editors who would wield the pruning knife as Herwerden does in 11. 42, 43 and Wegehaupt
in 1. 56, nor does the counter-tendency, e.^., the insertion of LTr^rov by Reiske in 1. 21,

receive any encouragement. On the whole the best MS. tradition is vindicated once again

and violent changes must still be deprecated.

Or. XV, 28.

10

lO

Fr. 1 verso, 11 lines missing?

fieyov^ KaT(OKiaav 7raX\_Lv~\ et? Xl[eaa7}V7)v /cat ravra ov]

Sei9 (pyatv aSt/ccoi; 7r€7rot7)/c€[vaL tou<? ©?;/3aiou9 aXXa]

Travv /caXctj? Kat ^iKatco^ (oo-[re eiTrep ovto<; o rpOTTo^ ov]

St/cato(f ecTTt tt;9 Krrjaew^ o\y Travre^ ot XotTrot

^PX[v^ KLvSvv€V€t /x[?;3e aXXo? pL7]Sei<; et]

vat fiTfSe Tcp ovTt Kar aXr)Oe\^tav SouXo? XeyeaOat aX]

Xa p,7) ov'^ oi/Tw? 7) Xejl^op,€vo^ ap')(^<; o hovXo^ virep o]

rov apyvptov Tt<; rov acoptalro^ /care/SaXev tj 09 av €/c Sou]

X(ov Xeyoptevcov rj y€yovcp[<i (oaTrep ot TroXXoi voptt^ov]

at TToXv Be ptaXXov oyairep o eX6[u0epo9 Kat SouXoTrpe]

7ri79 Toyv ptev yap Xeyoptevcov S[ouXft)u 7roXXou9 oyLtoXo]

ygaoptev B'girov etvat eXev6ep\_tov^ rcov Be ye eXeu]

depcov 7roXXou9 Travv BovXo7rp€7re[t(; eart Be 0)9 Trept T0U9]
yevvatovi; Kat TOU9 evyevet^ tout[ou9 yap ot e^

[wvo^fiaaav tou9 eu yeyovora^ 7rpp[9 aper-qv ovBev ttoXu]

[7rpayfio]vovvr€^ €k rtvwv etatv v[arepov Be ot eK rwu]

\^aXat Tr~\Kovat(jt}v Kat tcov evBo^cov [utto Ttvcov eu'y€2Tei9]

[eKXqdrjaav] tovtov Be aqptetov aa[<j>€aTarov eTTt yap]
[rcov aXeKTp]yovQ}v Kat rcov tTTTTcov [Kat tcov kvvcov Ste]

[fietve TO ov]gfia coaTrep Kat eirt rcdv [avOpcoTrwv et^e to]

[TTaXaiov o] yap deaaaptevo^ 6vp,o[etBq Kat yavpov Kat]

7rpo9 Bp[opov e]u e^ovra ov 7rv9opt[evo<; etre e^ ApKaBt]
ct9 o TraTqp avTov eTV'^ev etT €k M[T;Sf^a9 etTe 0eTTa]
X09 (f>qatv evyevT} rov tTTTrov air avT[ov Kptvcov o/xoia) 9]

3. trayKaXtiii M8S. 10. So MSS. oaTrep dv€\€v9€pos corrigit Reiske. 17. TraXaionXovTtov
suggested by v. Arnim, needlessly. 21. lttttov after ydp inserted by Reiske, perhaps needlessly.
23. JiT after ^tvx^v MSS. 24. omittunt MSS. airod then changed into avrov by editors.
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'25 S’ 09 av €/ji7r€Lpo<; 7]{t) kvvcov cap Kvva f[S7; rax^tav Kai\

irpoOvfjLov teat erwerr^v TrepL ro [ouSei/ eiri^rfl

reL TTorepov €k "Kapeop to 761/09 v Aa/caipa [r) aXXa%o0ei/]

TToOep aWa (f>rjcn yeppatap ttjp kvpcl to a\yTo Se toi/to]

eTT a\€KTpvopo^ KUi Tcop aW(OP ^cotcop ov/cgyl^p Br/Xop OTi]

30 ETt’ apOpCOTTCOp 0DTW9 CLP COaT 09 CLP TTpO^ [ap€TT]P^

Ka\(o^ [fyejopco<; tovtop 7r~\poar]fC€L y€ppat\^0p X676]

[c70ai KUP prfheL^ eirtcrTriTaL] tod9 yopeas av\Tov

Fr. 1 recto. 11 Unes missing?

[(j)€povTa<i Ta opopaTa aXXa] tod9 7roXXoi/9 t\wp aporf\

[^Tcop apOpcoTTcop Sta t^tjp airetpLav >» »>
35 [ Wipt eXev^depia^ Kat SouX67a9

Or. xiv. [ot apOpcDTTot €7rL6vpi~\ovai p,ep e\ev6epoi eipat paXidTa

[iraPTWP Kai (paert ttj^p eXevOepiap /jL€[yiaTOP^ to)p aya

[Ocop T7]P Se SoDXeiaJi/ aia^tcrTOP Kat hyaTvx^aTaTOP v

{rrapx^ip avTO Se touJto tl scttip eXevOepop etvat tj tL

40 [Soi/Xeuetz/ ovic laaai Kat t^oipvp oySe Trotovcrip ovBep

[0)9 e7ro9 eiireip 07rct)9 to] pisp aia^pop fcai ;)^aXe7roi/ €fc

[^ev^opTai TTjp SooXjeiaz/ o Se So/cet auTOi9 iroXXov a^i

\op €tpat KTTjaoPT^at ttjp eXevOeptap aXXa TovpapTiop

[raura 'TrpaTTOV<TL\p e^ ebz/ apayKr} tou9 €TriTr)hevop

45 [Ta9 hiaTeXeiv Sou]Xou9 oi/Ta9 top airapTa ^poi/01/ Kai

[/tT^SeTTOTe 6XeD0e]/3ia9 e7riTD%eii/ ttXt^z/ tovto y ovfc a

\^iop i<7€t)9 Oavfjbaa^aL oti ovt eXeiP ovt€ <pvXa^aa6at

[SvpaPTat o Tvy')(a]povaLP a7Pooi/i^T69 €t ovv eTvy\j(apov^

[aypoovvTe^ irpo^laTOP Kat Xvkop (o) eerTtv eKaT\^epop av\

50 [rotp opico^ Se 7}yov~\vTO to puep copeXip,op Kat \^KT7]<Tacr9at\

[ayaOop to Se ^Xa^^epov Kat aavpi<popop [ovk ap i]p davptaa^

[top ovSev €L to pt€p] TTpo^aTOp €<f)o^ov'^p^TO Kat [€(f)evyop ei/i]

[ore 609 XvKOp toi/] Se Xvkop 'irpoalepTo K[at vireptepov^

[popitaapTe^ irpo^^aTOP 77 yap ayvota Toz[aDTa epya^€Tat^

55 [tov9 ovk ef^Sora?] fcat avayKa^et TavapTta (pevyetp

[Kat StWKeiP 60J/] l3ovXopTat Kat tcop avptcpepopTcop <p€

[p€ hr) aK€yJro)pL€]6a et apa Tt ot TroXXoi eirtcTTavTat irept e

[XevBepta^ Kat] hovXetas craepe^i t 6reo 9 yap tol ptaTT^p av

[tou9 atTt(opLe]6a ot Se irapTO^i ptaXXop to avTO iaaatp et

25. i!
omitt. MSS. Added by Dindorf. 28. en>yev toi/ MSS. 29. Kal after on MSS., omitt. M

and perhaps Pap. 31 . fj
added above the line. After ui> in L 30 MSS. 39. oyTi ian TO ^ o,Tt

TO MSS. except M which omits ro with the Pap. Cf. 1. 60 below. 40. roi of toIvvv uncertain.

More like Kjat,? 42, 43. t^v SouXemv, r^v (XcvSepiav delet Herwerden. 45. dovXevovTas MSS.

46. pr^benwTron MSS., perhaps too long for space. Pflugk had already suggested ore. imTvyxaveiv

MSS. TovTots without ye UBM, rovrou? without ye T et vulgo. 48. et yovv MSS.
;

ijyovv M.

49 . o iibri ; o,rt vulgo. 56. koX t^v crvppepovrcov delet IVegehauiit. dXXa yap p^pe §17 UBT.
58. crapS)s UT. 59. ro avro Pap., rovra MSS. Perhaps read ro at'ro tovto ?
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6o [ovv epoiro r^?] avTOv<; on ean to eXevOepov eivac (j>at

[ev av ia(o<; to] p7
]
8€vo<i uvai vtttjkoov aXka Trparreiv

[aTrXo)? ra h^OKovvr eavrcdi rov Se rovr airoKpivape

[vov eav ri9] eirepayra^L^ €t ev ovra p7
) Trpoae

T(OL Ko^pvtpaioot

Fr. 2 verso.

Or. xiv, 6.

65 Sou]Xoo9 €ivat[

to]t’ avlarav^rai

] acpowrai [

] KUi eirlaai Kai ava'^^wpovai

aTpar7)ryo^v /ceXeoo’ai/To9 je

70 To]i9 iarpoi<; ov hia \tovto

o]o apiKpa 7[e

Trei^inqv Kai \ht'^7)v

Trjore to[i^ Kapvovra

]••['

Fr. 3 verso.

85 ] ... TO povov virep^oXai^ a\

hi7f\veKe(Ti Traura opoLco^ vypaLvov

Tcov ] . pap vTTrjpx^ to tov Koivov oXeOpov

a^(T^a\€aT€pov vTTTjpx^ Ta tcov avOpco

iroov vvv 8 ep^KT)^ yap /crjpe<; €(f>ecrTaatp

davaToco pvpt

90 ai flt 9 ovK 6crTi] (jovyeivovSevyevo^ avdpcoTrcov

ovK €V

jTTi TOVTcop airavTcov ovS* ovTOi Oavpa

CTTOV ^gTr)pLOv evpi
. [

ai^jao-^eTtoi' 01 tt .[

Foot of page.

Fr. 2 recto.

Or. xiv, 11.

75 ] 7r€pi 7roXXQ)[z;

apyvp^iop oc pev 7ro[Xe/ziOA9

T^r]V aVTTJV Tl\^p7}V

8ecr7ro]Tai9 Kai ov Stjttov Soo[Xot

aXXa p7)^v ov av e^rft €T€pcoi paaTliycoo-ai

80 Ka]c aXX oTi av ^ovXtj . .
. [

]
gvK €^e<TTl TOt9 [

Traces of 3 lines.

Fr. 3 recto.

. ] . . i^a TCOV a . . cov peiOpcov fcai . .
. [

95 .
]Xa Kat acrOevT] KaOaiTep avSpcov vo[

teat irpo^ e<TX<^T7}v rjhrj klv^vvov p . [

€vhov Kai XcTTTa acopaTa tot€ yap to . [

T7]v (fivaiv vTrep^aXeiv Kai Tore paXi(TT[a

TOi9 €v a^eial Kat <TKe7rr]t ytyveaOat TOT[e

100 vopevTj^ aet ttot€ t?;9 7779 ToaovTo p . [

^v€7rivaiTaTr\^

K^otXa Kat Ta vy\^pa

Foot of page.

60. flvai omitt UT. 61. 61vat omitt. v. Arnim cum MSS. 73. ro[v rather than ra)[t, in which

case r© tar^© of the MSS. is omitted. 77, rrjv aiV«v (aurcov M) TL^Tjv MSS. 89. ilietd, XII, 326,

100 . Corrected from too-ovto).
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105

1 JO

130

MS

150

Fr. 4 verso.

]t •KoXvy

.

[

]ot Kai 01/9 auT[

^icrdai 8r)\a^[7
}

jet S* ovTO) Se[

]o9 Kyaiwv vr]a
. [

]7?7t9 So/cet Be fi[

] . V ovTCo 7repi[

]i9 av6po)[7r

] . V a\taK€a6[at

~\v 08 ucr(7eD[9

6avfJLaT[

Fr. 5 verso.

]at T7]P TCOV KapTTCOvl^

] ,
’ o ap7]p Kat o \0709 ev

.

... PX^L

^j]pai /cat irpo^vpta^ €(j)7] yap Kat 7r[

]ou Tpo(f>7)p T€ Kat av^7)cnv eipat

,

[

]oD Te«ot'T09 6t pteWet rtva .

. [

]
. 7) KaWo^ TO OLKEtOP €l §€ /a[

rpe](l)opt€POP Bt aWoTpiov t[

"\a9ep€^ Se ytya . .
. [

One line missing, then foot of page?

Fr. 6 verso.

ovB' av^ .
. [

Kai %et/zaT[

T7]t Kat 7ra[

avTcot od[

pocrapQ
. [

Tt9 e0€X[

povcftp [

Foot of page.

Fr. 4 recto.

]7}B" aX[

115 ]’ ei^ oxXcpt [

]ar7]p aLTtay [

K^at arjBrj /caX[

] Kat Bvvapttp [

(T^vpi^aXeLp ouS[

120 ]7rC09 EK TtPO<i ov . [

] . p eytyvETo .
. [

To]v9 XtOov^ . [

] . airopop 66[

]7rtw9 edeX . [

125 \lop ye rpoiroly

] . . .
.
yyeTLK .

[

Fr. 5 recto.

135 ji^opTi patBuoc; ap y .\^

]
. TtX .... Se^t&)9 7rp[

]
. tpi€PO)p (f)tXocro(f)(Myp kXt)6 , [

~\rfr apo}({)eX7}<; etvat ^ovXopLep\_

] . t TTpo^ 7]Bov7]p irapra Kat
[

140 <^tXoao\<^ot re Kat ayvprat Kat TLve<; 'Tr\_

] . Se Kat (f)LXoaocf)ov^ avTov\j;

7r]o\u €KetP(ov r) vrj At ev[

]••[ ]appv[

One line missing, then foot of page?

Fr. 6 recto.

T^OVPaPTlOP

] piT
)
uTretpi

]

[to aW&>9

]oi/ reXw

155 o]d pa Ata

]9 /cat yap

jaf Bvax^

Foot of page.

107. The o of os bcas now flaked ofl’‘ hut was distinct when flr^t transcribed. The letter after vrju perhaps

5, not s. No doubt a line of the Iliad^ but which is uncertain. 142. Or t)v t] dt €v.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvi. 20
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Fr. 7 verso.

] . . . . \l6ov ajav ra? 7roX[

y^opac<; iraaav Ki^virrov a7ro[

i6o '\gv ireXa'yo^ ovro)^ ovv 7roXX'^[

]i^ airorerr}^ Oeo . , [

] . 7rpra[

Fr. 8 verso.

]fef[

Jrat 7[

170 ].Vt[

}voa[

]Acat[

] • i'7[

]oXX[

Fr. 9 verso.

JiVaXT^t? 77/[

TT^orafiov t[

Fr. 7 recto.

Jraz' vyp

JyLtez' 6/J49 TTj^Tji ra paXda/c[^a

165 ] . f
airavrcop S* aTroSei^rft

] 1/ Acaz (f>vTcov (f)a(rcv [

]i/ ia'^vv To[

Fr. 8 recto.

175 ]-?t[

].8ou.[

]toz9[

Traces of 4 Lines.

Fr. 9 recto.

]otra
, [

185 ^Jrjpacvopl^ev

To\v aepo<i r[

161. The letters erT/s $€ seem to be cancelled by dots above and below them.

2. The Georgos of Menander.

The following scraps (Brit. Mus. Pap. 2823 a) from a fourth century codex have been

identified with the Georgos of Menander on the strength of the coincidence between

11. 1-3 and a quotation from the Florilegium of Stobaeus, printed at p. 94 of Jensen’s

Menandri Reliquiae (1929). Very little can be deciphered with certainty owing to the

darkened and wasted surface of the papyrus, but for the sake of possible discoveries in the

future it has seemed worth while to publish even the faintest indications. The script is a

rather rough upright uncial of medium size with the letters o, e, 0, a very much com-

pressed laterally. Elision marks and accents are occasionally provided, and above 11. 10,

12 and 21 interlinear glosses have been inserted in a minute hand. Two other papyri of

the Georgos are extant, one at Florence (P.S.I. 100) of the fourth century and the other at

Geneva of the fifth to the sixth century. The present fragments may actually belong to

the Florentine codex, to judge from its description. Only a photograph could decide the

question.
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Fr. 1 verso.

Pap. 2823 a.

Fr. 1 recto.

€V€Ka\ fiovov ODT09 tov Xa^eiv

Kai] avKO^avTT}^ e[D0i;9 o to rpi^coviov

^aX6tT[ai fcav aSiKOUfievo^

Stobaeus, Flor,, xcvi, 5. MSS. ixovov.

jopar ....

]t?/? •

Fr. 2 verso.

] . . . . a)[

] . €LVOi; . [

] . a T7]v •yvvaiica jx]^

] .tt.

10 ] /oafS(oz/ . t&)p8’ o[

] vvvl rye KafCOV o Zeu9 [

<|>iXo(ro(|>iav

] <l)p0PTiS' €^€pya[^€Tat

^TT]v eav prf o‘dp[

]eai/ /IT) (TvvTpi^\_

15 ] W9 rd'^iara pioi ryet[

] . TT . . . . leLorir . . ag[

Fr. 2 recto.

]6m[ . ] apyvpiov d[

]p eo'/coTTet roTTOv
[

] . . Toy^ 0 aSi/cdyv 7r[

20 ] . ey . , gvjea [

]€i8oa'[

]gvv 6Ta/co[

] . Trt . fcare^aX . [

] . KaKeLVO<^ OTL 'IT , [

] . . . Kov .ye .,a\_

25 ] • • *
• [

Fr. 3 verso. Fr. 3 recto.

’>[

]a ^pav €(f>po . [

]«X6€9 XPVI-I^[

] ,

.

pvra[

30 8o/c6[

]ToSeofcj^[

]Tao-[

]a/C07r€L . .[

~\y9y£yx^\.

^tTLKOi)y\_

]e.T9 <x..[

] • • ml

10. Remains of a gloss above. 12. 0tXoo-o(/>iav inserted as gloss above (^povTtSa. 13,14. Obviously
dialogue. 15. y€p[ovl 21. ]6tSoo-[ inserted as gloss above raKo[.

25—

2
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THE STELA OF HEKA-YEB

Translated and annotated by HANS JAKOB POLOTSKY

With Plate xxix.

The funerary stela No. 1671 of the British Museum, published on PI. xxix for the first

time^, is of that characteristic type which enables us at once to confine its date to the

First Intermediate Period before the Eleventh Dynasty, and its provenance to Upper

Egypt Its inscription, which is the main subject of the present paper, has been styled

‘‘difficult and interesting” by Dr. Gardiner^, which verdict will, I hope, excuse the

marks of interrogation abounding in my translation, and justify the length of the

philological notes added.

Through the kindness of Dr. Gardiner I was able to use this inscription for my little

volume Zii den Inschriften der 11, Dynastie^\ I wish to offer him my thanks here for his

generosity in leaving the publication to me, and to Dr. Hall for his consent thereto.

Translation^.

The small numbers refer to the notes which follow.

(1) May the King he gracious and grant, {and also) Anuhis, he on his mountain, imi-wt,

the Lord of the Sacred Land, that an offering be given by the Great God, the Lord of Heaven,

to the honoured one, the Sole Coynpanion Heka-yeb; he says:

I ivas a good citizen speahmg (2) with his mouth and acting with his arm^, who makes

his town keep at a distance froyn him^, I was a noble one in Thebes, a great pillar in

Khenteyet^, 1 surpassed every peer of mhie in this city^ in respect of riches of every kind.

People (3) said, when I tvas making acquisitions by my [own) arm: is] one that is free

froyn robbing another^P 1 provided^ (4) this ivhole city with Upper Egyptian barley for

yyiariy{'\) years^, yiot to speak of the ...^. 7 gave bread to the hungry and (5) clothes to the

naked^. I did yiot caluynniate great ones; I gave ease^^ to little ones. (6) I gave a loan of

corn{'l)^^ to Upper Egypt and Upper Egyptian barley to this northern distficU'^. I gave

oil to the noyyie of El-Kdb after (7) my towyi had been satisfied^^. I made a ship of 40

[ciibits)^^ ayid{'l) a bark, for trayisporting cattle and for ferrying him who had no boat in

the seasoyi of inuyidation. 1 appointed^^ (8) a herdsman to [my) 200{%) head{%)^^ o/(‘)

cattle and [further) herdsynen to [yyiy) goats and to [my) asses. My people were more numerous

(9) ayid my .. ivere greater in nuynber than those of any peer of mine. I was a [real)

Hkydb (i.e., one masteriyig his hearU^) with respect to going forth in dangerous situations'^,

while everybody else was shutting his door. (10) When the ruler^^ counted my cattle, he found

1 It will also appear in the new edition of the Guide to the Egyptian Collections of the British Museum.
- Otherwise there is no information as to its provenance; it was bought for the Museum some years

ago, Dr. Hall tells me.

Letters to the Dead, UJ.

4 Vol. xr of >Sethe‘s Untersnehungen, Leip;'ig, 1929; referred to as Inschriften.

See PI. xxix, and, for 11. 3-12, the facsmiile on p. 19o,
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that my possessions had increased. As for everyone that had to deal^'^{'{) (11) with 7ne,

I caused him to bend his arm(1)^^. 1 have gone forth from my house and descended into

my tomh^^, my house being established^^ (12) and my heir^s arm being strong

What has been performed for him by his eldest son^ his beloved^^^ l7ii, the establisher of
his father^s house.

12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3

Notes.

1. nds ikr. dd m r^f, ir m hpsf, see Lnschriften

,

§§ 59 and 73/.

2. hsf cc. r, cf. keeps away a man’s son
from his bedstead (?)/’ Letters to the Dead, i, 4.

3. Cf. iwn ry m W^st, nhb kmf m Hntyt, Cairo 200016, 1-2 {Inschriften, § 55).

Hntyt does not occur elsewhere; for its meaning see Sethe’s suggestion, based mainly on
the etymology, ap. Inschriften, 71. sps appears in parallelism with iwn r/ in Brit. Mus.
159, 11.

L Cf. “I surpassed every peer of mine that had
been holding office in this house,” Cairo 20543, 19.
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5. Cf. hiscTiriften, § where this passage is quoted, together with several others,

to illustrate the idiom iri m hj)s- {ds-) “to acquire (honestly) by one s own arm as con-

trasted with inheritance i, 144; Brit. Mus. 1628^), royal gifts (Brit. Mus. 1164), or

robbing others. For the sign following ^ I still adopt the reading [I suggested by Lange

and Schafer for a likewise obscure sign of somewhat similar shape appearing in practically

the same context in Cairo 200016, 9. This reading, far though it is from being satisfac-

tory in palaeographical respects, admits at least of a reasonable translation. One might,

it is true, rather expect a sentence with pw (Gardiner, Eg. Gramm.

^

§ 128), the presence of

which would, at any rate, put Lange and Schafer’s interpretation almost beyond doubt.

Examples may, however, be quoted of pw being absent in sentences of exactly the same

character as the present one, i;/z.such medical diagnoses as

“Thou shalt say: ‘One suffering from an abscess on his neck,’” Ebers, 51, 22.

6. For fW, cf. Petrie, Qurneh Pk 10, 3, where
p f |

. . .]
says:

“I provided (with corn^) the temple of Amun in hard years.” The

determinatives ^ and x respectively may be quite legitimate; the metaphor would have

a parallel in the German durchhringen, “to nourish under, and in spite of, difficult

circumstances.” Such idioms as dH ry- m irtt “to suckle” are to be explained in a

different way, see Vogelsang, Kommentar, 228.

7. The purport of ^ is obscure to me. It occurs again in the following passage:

spent a long time there {soil, in Denderah), a great

number of years...,” Cairo 20543, 12. It seems tempting to refer
p
to the town, but

I cannot make sense of it.

8. The three strokes in are probably the plural-strokes, in spite of their

irregular arrangement. No such word appears to be known, nor is it in any way clear

to what kind of benefits it refers.

9. Cf. hischriften, § 46,

10. sJcbh is a rare word® and by no means an easy one to translate; cf. “Phiops

finds Khliivt approaching him with those four water-jars of hers,

—TT ky which she refreshes the heart of the Great God on his day of

awakening,” Pyr. 1180^^; sim. 1181a, “I am one wealthy amidst his city, a great one,

a lord of possessions, beloved of his city; living in easy circumstances in

every respect,” Cairo 20007, 5-6. Professor Kees draws my attention also to his

Opfertanz, 53,

11 . Ubt, see now Gardiner-Sethe, Letters to the Bead, ii, 5 n. (p. 18). Their new
rendering “loan (of corn)” is perhaps supported by the determinative -=57=. of our inscrip-

tion, while, on the other hand, “(some sort of) corn” would seem to be more appropriate

for parallelism with “Upper Egyptian barley”; see next note, end.

12. The interpretation of this sentence depends on the two groups which I have read

Smc “Upper Egypt^” and r “district” respectively; and it is owing to these two words

that my rendering differs so widely from that given by Gardiner-Sethe, Letters to the

Bead, ii, 5 n. (p. 18). For smc “Upper Egypt” written with the three grains, cf. e.g.

^ With ghi- instead of hp^-.

“ Implied in tlie second determinative.

3 According to the evidence of the Wt>. d. a(^g, Spr., for information about which I am indebted to the

kindnebs of Fraulein Ursula MacLean. The Pyr. exam})le is due to this source.

The horizontal element below the plant is not <=> but the “land”; it is replaced by /CD when
“ Cppcr Egyptian barley ” is meant, 11. 4 and 6.
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Serv,, xvii, 136 = Cairo entr. 43371, L 3^ (Sixth Dynasty). This misuse may
have originated in the sportive arrangement, found in our inscription, of the grains in

the word for “Upper Egyptian barley,” making them appear to drop from the hanging
top of the plant; eventually they may have come to be regarded as an integral part of

the hieroglyph smc. It certainly does not speak in favour of Gardiner-Sethe’s reading

—for which I propose c pn—that they were unable to make sense of The
thing placed upon the hand in ^ is, in my opinion, the stroke indispensable with the

word which I believe we have here.

Turning now to the sentence as a whole, nobody will fail to observe that the sense

thus obtained is not altogether satisfactory. More serious still than the incongruity of

Ubt and smc-corn—provided that Gardiner-Sethe’s explanation be accepted—is that the

scene of the deceased’s activity {pn “this... here”), which cannot by any means be

doubted to have been Thebes or its neighbourhood, should be termed ^ mhti “northern
district” (an expression sometimes used in the sense of “Lower Egypt”), in contrast with

sm<' “Upper Egypt.” I am much inclined to think that no reconciliation with normal
geographical terminology must be attempted, but that reality has fallen a victim to the

exigencies of style, i.e., to the need for parallelism. The fact that Thebes is more
northerly than, e.^., El-Kab {cf. 1. 6), is, of course, no reason for excluding it from sm<‘

“Upper Egypt^.”

13. “ I gave^ Upper Egyptian
barley to Hermonthis and to Asphynis after Gebelen had been fed,” Cairo 200016, 6.

^ stands for litp4{i),

14. “Having made a ship of x cubits” is one of the commonplaces in the autobio-

graphical inscriptions of this period. The following examples show three different degrees

of fullness in indicating the number of cubits: (1) Ann, Serv,, xv, 207 =
Comptes rendus Acad. Inscr., 1915, 369, 1. 2; (2) Amer. Journ, Sem, Lang. Lit.,

XXXVIII, 56, 9; (3) “I made a ship (of) 30 (cubits) and another ship (of) 30

(cubits),” Cairo 200016, 5-6. The absence of an indication of measure after dpt might
perhaps suggest that we should take it in apposition to

15. To introduce a new word of suspicious appearance into the vocabulary,

“to transport (cattle) across the river,” seems unavoidable.

16. The precise meaning of n66^ is difficult to catch, cf. J
sir f $ic ?

appointed my own herdsman to my goats,” Ann, Serv., xv, 207, 1. 4; also

Cairo 20001 6, 4, where, however, the meaning must be different, although the context is

similar.

17. A numeral would be appropriate in this place although there is none after ^nht{'i)

and ^m{4). The sign resembles rather the hieratic form for ^ than the hieroglyph

1 So arranged in horizontal line (kindly collateil by Dr. Schott).

2 Professor Sethe, with whom I had the good fortune to be able to discuss the text after this article

had been sent off, suggests an explanation of this difficult passage conveying a practically satisfactory

sense. The words hnC — C pn mhtl he would take not as a parallel member to ijbt n hnC, but as an
apposition to tiht, reading as n{i): '‘I gave a loan of corn to Upper Egypt, (consisting of) Upper
Egyptian barley from this northern district.”

3 Not V—o hrp, as was read by Gardiner, Eg. Gramm., ^ 327.

^ Read

® The feather on the breast of the bird is developed in a sportive manner, so as to resemble the phonetic
complement | ; cf. also Cairo 20001 h, 2.
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for the plural used with numerals see Gardiner, Eg. Gramm., § 261, paragraph 2. As an

alternative, one might imagine it to be another word for herdsman,” but a more definite

suggestion can scarcely be offered; moreover, the same word is actually used thrice in the

following passage: ^ j

placed a herdsman

behind my cattle, a herdsman behind my goats, and a herdsman [behind my asses?],”

Petrie, Qurneh, PI. 10, 4-5.

18. I cannot offer any explanation of this sign.

19. A play upon the deceased’s name; though not uncommon as a proper

name, does not appear to occur as an epithet elsewhere.

20. As for fryt, the antithetical parallel clause 8^ “while everybody else

was shutting his door” forbids, I believe, our going far beyond the primary meaning of

the stem fri “to go forth”; and which seems to do duty for a determinative, recalls

the hieratic sign usually transcribed appearing as such with certain words of evil

meaning in some texts of the First Intermediate Period and the Early Middle Kingdom,

c/. Anthes, Die Felseninschriften von Hatmib, 31; Gardiner-Sethe, Letters to the Dead, iii,

3 n. (p. 19); so one may provisionally venture the somewhat vague and periphrastic

rendering given above.

21. Father the nomarch than the king.

22 (6z 5), My rendering of msbh is a mere guess; for better ascertained meanings of

the stem see Wb. d. aeg, Sjpr., ii, 143. I have tentatively taken h{^)h as meaning a

gesture of reverence.

23. See Inschriften, § 47.

24. The expressions in which pr appears as (semantic) object of grg^ may be divided

into three groups. (1) The householder, on his decease, leaves his house established, cf.

{"“Td Td “'Neha Las come from his

city, Neha has descended from his nome^, his house being established and his seat being

firm,” Chassinat-Gauthier-Pieron, Fouilles de Qattah, 44; similarly 45;

“I have descended into the Beautiful West, my house being

established,” El Bersheh, ii, PI. xxi, below, 4-5
; the following example is interesting for

its developed wording, “I made a testament for my son exceeding that which my father

had made, i I P P
•=“ “7 being established

on its foundation, my field being in its place, there not being anything of it that had
gone astray, all my possessions being in their proper place,” Leyden V. 88, 11-2;

^ epithet of the deceased, Berlin Pap. 10482 (Early M.K.), ap. Grapow, Sitzungsber.

Berl. Akad.^ 1915, 379. (2) The son, having entered into his inheritance, establishes his

father's house, cf. ‘’May thy son establish thy house
as thou hast established the house of thy father,” Letters to the Dead, i, 12; ^

P P
''I established the house of my father, I filled it with riches,”

Amer. Joiirn. Sem. Lang. Lit., xxxviii, 56, 1. 8; perhaps grg means here rather “to keep
established” or “to establish anew.” (3) To establish an independent household, for

* The traces given in the publication do not suit ^4.

2 It must not necessarily be inferred from the fact of ^ actually appearing in our inscription that this

is the transcription to be adopted. The sculptor may, of course, likewise have been subject to some
iuicerbi.inty as to the true equivalent.

See Chirdiner-Sethe, Liters to tJo’ Don<l^ i, 12 n. ^[). 16) and vi, 5 n. (p. 22).

^ Note that m'igvij is preceded here by the formula of wliich provi m pra, m ud (see last note)
is the variant characteristic of Upper Egyptian inscriptions of the Intermediate Period {Inschriften, 47 h).
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which Prisse, 10, 8 (in connexion with marriage) and Vrk., iv, 3, 2^ (in contrast with

youth and unmarried life) are well-known instances.

25. Having grown ''strong of arm,’’ adult to a certain degree is the quality

by which an heir is enabled to enter into his inheritance and to fulfil the duties connected

therewith; cf, "The nomarch’s mother held the regentship ^
until her son had become a strong-armed one,” Siut, 5, 29; "I buried my father and

furnished his tomb must be done by a

good heir beloved of his father, who buries his father, his arm having grown strong,”

Petrie, Athribis, PL 6 (Late O.K.), end; this passage has been translated in a slightly

different way by Sethe, A,Z., lxi, 69, n. 4.

26. This is the concluding formula of some contemporary inscriptions, e.g., Amer.

Journ, Sem, Lang, Lit,, xxxviii, 56; Cairo 20001; in Brit. Mus. 1059 (collated with

photograph) the phrase is excluded from the main inscription and written above the

deceased’s son presenting a cup to his father.

The deceased is accompanied by his beloved wife, Sole Favourite of the King, Priestess

of Hathor, Senet and his beloved son Yeker. The steward Ren-yeker presents to him a

cup, saying: "For the ka of my lord^ Heka-yeb, the excellent one”; another man

presents the leg of an ox, but the inscription referring to him is illegible. References for

the proper names will be found in Lange-Schafer’s Index,

^ Without a suffix after pr.

2 Whether this degree was connected with a definite age, or differed in individual cases, is not to be

ascertained, so far as I am aware.

3 The papyrus-roll may indeed be intended to indicate a less concrete sense of the term.

^ Perhaps “for thy ka,” if u 1 may be read.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvi. 26
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EGYPTIAN PREDYNASTIC STONE VESSELS'

By a. LUCAS

The aspects of the subject that it is proposed to consider are, first, the nature of the

stones used, second, their place of origin and, third, the bearing of the facts upon the

problem of the home of the people who made the vessels.

The materials of which the vessels consist are shown in Table I, which is based upon

the description given in the archaeological reports to which reference is made, but includes

several modifications introduced by the writer. Thus, in order to simplify the matter as

much as possible, related materials are grouped together under one general heading, the

separate materials so treated being indicated in every case. Also, what is termed porphyry

in the archaeological reports is called by the writer porphyritic rock. The name porphyry

(derived from a word meaning purple) was originally applied to a certain kind of purple

tinted rock (imperial porphyry), but in geology this primary significance has given place

to one in which structure and not colour is the guiding characteristic, a porphyritic rock

being any kind of igneous rock in which there are conspicuous crystals scattered throughout

a differently coloured ground-mass or matrix of apparently homogeneous material.

One specimen of emery has been omitted, as this is not an Egyptian stone; also one

of gypsum, as the date is probably protodynastic, and several others, because either the

nature of the stone is not specified or the description is not sufficient for identification.

The writer has examined as many as possible of the stones used for vessels both in

Predynastic and early Dynastic times, but, as they were mostly museum specimens, the

examination was often necessarily limited to a naked eye inspection, or, at most, an ex-

amination with a lens. This, however, is not always sufficient to establish the identity

of a stone, for which purpose a microscopic study of a thin section is sometimes requisite.

In a comparatively large number of cases of the more doubtful materials broken fragments
of early Dynastic date were fortunately available^, and then a microscopic examination
was made^. In a few instances, too, a chemical analysis was also carried out to assist

further in the identification.

The various localities in Egypt where the stones mentioned in Table I occur and the
places from which they were probably obtained for making vessels in Predynastic times
are shown below.

The first two columns of Table II need no justification; the nature of the various

stones is that recorded in the archaeological reports quoted in connexion with Table I,

and the occurrence of the stones is vouched for by the geologists in the reports to which
reference is made. The statements in the third column, however, which are those of the
writer, require proof, and this will now be given. First, however, the term ‘‘Nile Valley
cliffs’’ used in that column must be defined.

^ Includes Bad.iriaii and Neolithic.

riie writer is particularly indebted to Mr. C. M, Firth an<l Mr. K. Engelbacli for these fragments.
- In many cases the writer’s identirtcaticai has been kindly checked by L)r. W. F. Hume, of the Geological

Survey of Egypt and by ^[r. (.r, W. Grabham, Geologist to the Sudan Government.
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TABLE 1.

Nature of Stone Remarks

Alabaster Galcite

Basalt Includes fine-grained dolerite

Breccia 2, 4-9,11 Chiefly red and white

Diorite^’ 2,9, 11, n Speckled

Granite ^ Includes red granite, black-and-white granite and syenite

Limestone Amorphous and variously coloured

Marble 1^2, 4 ,
s.ii Includes all varieties of crystalline limestone except calcite

Porphyritic rock^"^>® Includes porphyritic diorite

Schist 2A,
7-9 Includes various metainorphic rocks, such as tufl’ (volcanic ash),

mudstone and slate

Serpentine^’ Includes steatite

In contrast to the far desert, the home of the nomad, out of sight of the Nile and at

a considerable distance from it, there is a desert border lying within easy reach of the

river, often within sight of it and readily accessible to the valley dwellers. Any stone

occurring in this border could easily have been worked by the Predynastic valley people

from their homes, in the same manner as gypsum for plaster and limestone for building

purposes and for lime-making are now worked. The villages, too, at that period would

have been farther from the Nile and nearer the clifis than are the villages to-day, on

account of the marshes then fringing the river. No wholly satisfactory name to express

this region has been found, but the term ''Nile Valley cliffs” has been adopted as the

best available, although it is not sufficiently comprehensive, since the area it is meant to

describe includes not only the face of the cliffs that border the valley but the desert

side also, with the plateaux and low hills immediately behind, as well as the land for

a short distance up the side valleys.

For the small amount of stone of any one sort w^orked in any particular locality in

Predynastic times in order to make vessels extensive quarry operations would not have

been needed, and traces of this working are not likely to have persisted to the present

day. Doubtless, too, the stone used was often taken from blocks that had fallen from

the cliffs, rather than from the cliffs themselves.

The various stones may now be dealt with separately and this will be done in the

alphabetical order in which they are given in the tables.

^ Petrie, Pr^hiatoric Eijypt^ 35, 3G; Pis. xxxiv-xlii.

2 Petrie and Quibell, E'uqada and Jkdlas, 10, 36.

^ Petrie, AVainwright and Mackay, The Lahyrinth^ Gerzeh and Mazghttneh, 21, 22.

^ G. Brunton and G. Caton-Thompson, The Badarian Civdisatioa^ 28, 57, 58; PI. li.

^ G. A. Reisner in Arch. Surrey of Xnhia^ Rpt. for 1907-1008, 116, 119, 125, 128; PI. 64.

6 C. M. Firth in ditto fur 1910-1911, 192.

^ R. Engelbach, Harngeh., 7, 14.

^ T). Randall-Maciver and A. C. Mace, El Amrah and Ahgdos.^ 16-24, 48; Pis. viii, xvi.

^ Petrie, DiospoUs Parra, 19.

Ayrton and Boat, Predynastd CeiuHery at El Mahasva, 11
, 12, 16.

E. Naville, and others, The Cemeteries of Ahgdos, i, 14; Pis. ii, iii.

Miss Caton-Thompson writes: ‘‘...the Neolithic Fayurnis were using local basalt for stone vases as

well as axes.’’ Private letter, dated 1st Feb. 1930.

Quibell and Green, HierakonpoUs, ii, 50 ;
PI. Ixiv.

26—2
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TABLE 11.

Stone Occurrence Where obtained

Alabaster Xile Valley clilts^; Cairo-Suez desert 3; Sinai^ Nile Valley clifts

Basalt XearCairob^; Cairo-Suez desert i>^; Fayyumb°; Aswan
Baharia Oasis i*"; E. desert Sinai i*2>^^'ii

Fayytim

Brecci.v Nile Valley clilfs-; E. desert^ Nile Valley cliffs

Diorite Aswan®; E. desert Sinai Asw^n

Granite Aswan i»®; E. desert Sinai i»i^’ii»i-; W. desert i^ Aswan

Limestone Nile Valley clififs^*^ Nile Valley cliffs

Marble E. desert E. desert

Porphyritic rock Aswan®; E. desert®*®; Sinai i®*ii E. desert

Schist E.’ desert 1.®*®; Sinai ^®*ii E. desert

Serpentine E. desert 1.®*® E. desert

Alabaster (Caleite).

Alabaster is reported from four areas only one in the Cairo-Suez desert, where it was

worked for a short period in modern times but where there is no trace of ancient

working; a second in Sinai, where there is no evidence of its ever having been worked;

and the third and fourth near Helwan and in the district extending from about Miniah to

a little south of Asyut, respectively. In both places there are ancient quarries, those at

Helwan dating certainly from the Old Kingdom^®, and others near Tell EI-‘Amarnah from

at least the Third Dynasty A quarry in Wadi Asyut was worked at the beginning of

I Geological Survey of Egypt, Geol. Map.
- W. F. Hume, Explan. Notes to (Jeol. Map^\^\'2

]
alabaster, 46; basalt, 32, 33; breccia, 46; limestone,

46, 47 ;
marble, 47.

- T. Barron, The Topog. and GeoL of the District heticeen Cairo and Suez, 1^01

)

alabaster, 20, 93 ; basalt,

103-7.

* H. J. L. Beadnell, The Wilderyiess of Sinai (1927), 83.

^ Id., The Topog. and GeoL of the Fayam Province of Egypt, 1905; basalt, 15, 28, 34, 53, 56, 62.

« J. Ball, A Description of the First or Aswan Cataract of the Nile, 1907; basalt, 69, 86, 88, 89; diorite,

69, 79-80, PI. V (2) ;
granite, 68, 69-77.

' Ball and Beadnell, Baharia Oasis; its Topog. and GeoL (1903), 40, 63-4.

« Barron and Hume, The Topog. and GeoL of the Eastern Desert of Egypt, Central Portion, 1902; basalt, 52,

225, 228-9, 263; breccia, 169, 171 ;
diorite, 59, 118, 221, 230, 233, 239, 247, 265

;
granite, 49,62-3, 118-19,

225, 234, 247, 265; marble, 32, 119, 240, 266-7
;
porphyritic rock, 118, 227-8, 236, 238-40, 245, 262; schist,

217-21, 224, 226, 236, 238-9, 249, 264 ;
serpentine, 224, 265.

9 J. Ball, The Geog. and GeoL of South-Eastern Egypt, 1912; basalt, 310-13; diorite, 286-93; granite,

267-76; marble, 348-9; porphyritic rock, 276, 283-5; schist, 337-50; serpentine, 320-30.

T. Barron, The Topog. and GeoL of the Penin. of Sinai
( Western Portion), 1907

;
basalt, 198-9; diorite,

195-6; granite, 185-95; porphyritic rock, 185-6, 189-90, 192, 195, 197; schist, 203-4.
II J. Ball, The Geog. (did GeoL of Wrst-Central Sinai, 1916; basalt, 10, 122-4; diorite, 163-4; granite,

163-4; porphyritic rock, 163-4; schist, 164.

1-' AV. F. Hume, The Topog. and GeoL of the Penin. of Sinai {South-Eastern Portion), 1906; diorite 71-2,

168, 240, 242-3; granite, 154-62, 239-44.

1^ F. . Moon, Aotes on the GeoL of Hassa /lem Befs Bxped. to Solliun-Darfur in Geog. Journ.y Lxiv (1924),
388-93.

1^ See Table XL
IS T. Barron, The Topog. and GeoL of the District heticeen Cairo and Suez, 20, 93.
10 Petrie and Mackay, Heliopolis, Kafr Ammar and Shurafa, 39, 40.

I- O. -W. Fraser in Proc. Soc. Bibl. Arch., xvr (1893-4), 73-82; Petrie, A History of Egypt, i (1923), 45.
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the Eighteenth Dynasty^ and was possibly re-opened in the time of Mohammed Ali to

supply the stone required to ornament the Citadel mosque in Cairo^*^. From the above

considerations it may be accepted as practically certain that all the alabaster employed

anciently, including that for the predynastic vessels, was obtained from the Nile Valley

chfEs.

Basalt,

This includes fine-grained dolerite, which is merely a coarse basalt. Comparatively

large quantities of basalt were employed in the Old Kingdom; thus a pavement in the

Fourth-Dynasty mortuary temple of Kheops at Gizah was of basalt, as also the pavements

of a court, of a causeway, of two small chambers and of a small ofiering place in a

Fifth-Dynasty mortuary temple at Sakkarah^, and pavements in the mortuary temples

of two Fifth-Dynasty pyramids at Abusir (between Gizah and Sakkarah), the remains of

all of which may still be seen. A sarcophagus found in the Fourth-Dynasty pyramid of

Mykerinos at Gizah was also of basalt"^. As this stone occurs plentifully both in the

Fayyum^ and in the neighbourhood of Cairo ^—at Abu Za‘bal, about halfway between

Cairo and Bilbeis (Bubastis)
;
to the north-west of the Gizah pyramids (in the Abu Rwash

area) and in the Cairo-Suez desert, respectively—it is highly probable that the supply

was obtained locally, and, although the particular spot from which it came cannot be

fixed with absolute certainty, all the evidence points to the Fayyum as the source. This

evidence may now be considered.

Petrie states that the brown basalt of the early dynastic vessels ‘'is of the same

quality as that used in the Fourth Dynasty for building, coming from El-Khankah near

Bubastis®.” There is, however, no proof of this and no evidence of ancient working

at Khankah (or rather at Abu Za'bal near Khankah, where the quarries are situated).

So far as is known to the writer, the Fayyum basalt is the only one near Cairo

for which there is e\fidence of ancient working. The paved road leading to the quarry

is mentioned by BeadnelD and described in detail by Miss Caton-Thompson^, the

latter of whom tentatively suggests that it may be Roman. The neighbouring small

temple, however, according to Miss Caton-Thompson, possibly dates from the Old

Kingdom®’^, which period is well represented in the northern Fayyum^®. The writer,

therefore, ventures to think that both the quarry and the road are also of that date. Mis^.

Caton-Thompson points out that “none of the Graeco-Roman towns and temples of the

Fayyum show any trace of basalt in structure or decoration” and she cannot suggest for

what purpose it was required^. The writer, too, does not know of any use of basalt in quantity

in Egypt during the Roman period, but during the Old Kingdom, as already stated, this

stone was largely employed. It is true that the Romans exported imperial porphyry and

speckled granite from the eastern desert to Italy, and i\Iiss Caton-Thompson raises the

question of the possible export of basalt®; but imperial porphyry and speckled granite are

1 A. E. P. Weigall, The Alabaster (Quarries of Wadi/ in Ana. Serv.^ xi (1011 176.

^ W. F. Hume, The Alabaster Qvarry of Wadi Asiut., in (\iiro Sei. Joam., vi (1912', 72.

3 C. M. Firth in Ann. Serv., ixix, 65, 6H.

^ H. Yyse, The Pyramids of (iizeh^ ii (1840), 84. This .sarcophagus was lost at soa, but a small fragment

exists at the British Museum.
5 See Table II. Petrie, Royal 'Tombs, ii, 43.

‘ Beadnell, The Topog. and Geol. of the Fayum Frorivcc rf Egypt

^

PI. xviii.

*5 G. Cciton-Thompson in Aatiqifity, i (1927), 338-40.

^ G. Caton-Thompson and E. tV. Gardner in Geog. Joani.^ lxxjii (1929’, 45.

Op. dt., 42, 43.
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special .'atones used for ornamental purposes that do not occur in Italy, whereas basalt

does occur and there is neither evidence nor probability of this having been exported.

Miss Caton-Thompson has shown that the good quality gypsum used during the Old

Kingdom at the Gizah necropolis for mortar and plaster was obtained in all probability

from the Fayyum^, and the gypsum vases of Old Kingdom date found by Petrie at Gizah ^

were probably from the same place, since at that period such vases and dishes were being

made on a large scale in the Fayyum^. Thus intercourse is denoted between the two

places, which are only about 30 miles apart and easily accessible one from the other,

it being at the present time possible to traverse the intervening desert by motor car.

Hand specimens of four of the basalts mentioned, namely, those from the Fayyum^,
Abu Za'bal, the Gizah pavement and the Sakkarah pavement^ respectively, and micro-

scopic sections of the Abu Za‘bal and the Gizah material have been examined and
compared.

As seen in the hand specimens, the stone from all four places is very similar, the

most notable difference being one of colour, some pieces being black and others brown,

thus that from the quarry, whether from the Fayyum or from Abu Za'bal, may be either

black or brown, whereas that employed anciently is generally brown. This difference,

however, is not fundamental, the brown being merely weathered surface material. Another
difference is the size of grain, which varies in different specimens, some of the Abu Za‘bal

material being slightly coarser than the rest. If the Fayyum and Abu Za^bal basalts are

from the same How, which is possible, a great similarity between them is only to be
expected.

As seen in the slides, the Abu Za‘bal and Gizah specimens, though both typical

olivine dolerites and generally much alike, are not identical, the former showing a yellow
alteration product with little or no green, while the latter has a considerable amount of

green and very little yellow^.

The evidence, therefore, for the Fayyum having been the source of the Old Kingdom
basalt, although entirely circumstantial, is strong. To recapitulate, during the Old
Kingdom basalt was employed in large quantity in the necropolis stretching from Gizah to
bakkiirah. In the Payyum, within fairly easy reach of this necropolis, there is a basalt
quarry approached by a made road, and therefore, manifestly worked on a large scale,

and near the (piarry is a small temple possibly of Old Kingdom date. There is no
evidence of the use of basalt in Egypt in large quantities, except during the Old
Kingdom, and export is unlikely

;
there is, moreover, no evidence of the ancient

quarrying of basalt near Cairo, except in the Fayyum. The basalt employed in the Old
Kingdom, when carefully examined, is found to be more nearly like that from the Fayyum
than that from Abu Za bal®. During the Old Kingdom, too, another material (gypsum),
employed for plaster and mortar in the Gizah necropolis, was almost certainly procured.

* ( 'aton-T]ioni|is()n in xxviir, X(k SO,

- Petrie, (Hzth ai*d Rifeh^ 7; PL vi B.
’* Kindly fsiipplied ly Miss (Vitnn-Thonipson.

Kindly supplied l»y Mr. ( \ Firth.

Dr. J. W
Survey of Egypt,

^ Aliy iiioi-e dptiulod eianiiimtion than that here attempted is a matter for the petrologist.
KvaiiN hast President, (ieoh^ipal Society of London and Dr, “W. F. Hume, Geological Survey
both very kindly made a c-ursory examination of the material, both hand .speciniens and slide.s, and expimid
u'^n'onient with the writer’s conclu''inns.

•' [Mi>8 ( uton-TIi<»inpson writes:

' Miss Gardner and I ii.gree with Mr. Luca^' inference th.it the basalt used in Old Kingdom monuments
comes from the Fayxhm, a view wliieli we proposed to adcanee independently in our full publication, now
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in part at least, from the Fayyum, and probably certain gypsum vases found at Gizah

were also obtained from the Fayyum.
But, if basalt was obtained in large quantity from the Fayyum during the Old

Kingdom for paving purposes and for making a sarcophagus, it is not unreasonable to

suppose that the small amount required for the early dynastic vessels was procured from

the same place, and, if so, then it becomes exceedingly probable that this was also the

source of that employed for the predynastic vessels. This is rendered still more probable

by the fact that this basalt was actually used in small quantity for vases ^ and other

purposes 2 as early as the Neolithic period, which is proved by the basalt objects of that

date found by Miss Caton-Thompson near the quarry.

Beadnell states^ that the basalt, although generally hard and black, is frequently

decomposed, soft and of a brown colour at the base. The Abu Za'bal basalt, which is

now employed for road metal in Cairo, is also mostly black, with the inferior weathered

surface material brown.

At a comparatively late date, occurrences of dolerite (coarse basalt) in the eastern

desert became known, since in one place (Wadi Atollah, roughly midway between Kenah
and Koser) this rock bears inscriptions of Ramesses III^ (Twentieth Dynasty), and in

another locality, in about the same latitude as Asyut, but much nearer the coast than

the Nile and close to the imperial-porphyry quarry of Gebel Dokhan, there are dolerite

quarries almost certainly of Roman date^. There is no evidence to show whether this

stone was worked on a large scale or for what purpose it was required, though it may
have been for purely local use, for example, for building houses for those engaged in the

porphyry quarrying or stations and watch towers for those guarding the workmen. The
ruins of a temple and of a small town enclosed by a fortified wall (the town containing

a bath establishment with an eight-pillared hall and a plunge bath) still exist®, but the

nature of the stone employed is not mentioned, though in a chamber in a small stone

building near the quarry there are seats consisting of large dolerite blocks resting on
dolerite slabs

in hand, on the Fayyum. We can, indeed, considerably strengtlien this assumption as a result of our work
in 1927-28.

Mr. Lucas refers to the road from the basalt f^o^y of Widan el-Faras to Kasr es-Sagha, an acc<.nint of

which I published in Antiquity^ September, 1927. I agree with him that the probabilities are m fayour of

an Old Kingdom date, and some day, when I again hold that concession, the matter shall be gone into

fully. But this road leads south down from the scarp, a direction which does not elucidate the que.stion

of transport to the north. We think it more probable that an ancient and well-detined road, 25 yards wide,

which we followed for 12 continuous miles between the modern King’s Road and Dahshur, is the route

used.

A western continuation of this road, which we could not trace owing to obliteration by wadys, would
lead direct to the Widan el-Faras “quarries.” Inyestigation of the eastern terminus at Dahshur might
settle the matter.

^Microscopical examination of the FayyCim basalt and a specimen from the Fifth-Dynasty pavement at

Sakkarah shows them to be indistinguishable
;
and although the rock type is a common one, the presence

of similar inclusions in both supports their community of origin. This, in our opinion, would be established

beyond doubt if a comparison were made with a specimen of basalt from Abu Za‘bal, the alternative source.

To this end w^e are sending Mr. Lucas specimens of Fayyum b.isalt.’’ Ed.]
^ G. Caton-Thompson, see reference No. 12, Table I.

2 G. Caton-Thompson in Antiquity^ i, 331, and in Jovrn. Royal Antkrop. last.^ LVi (1926\ PI. xxxv.
Fig. 1, No. 4.

^ Beadnell, op. 61. ^ Barron and Hume, op. 52, 263.

Op. cit.^ 26. « A. E. P. Weigall, Trarola in the Upper Egyptian DeserU., 106, 107.
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Breccia.

A red and white breccia and another with little or no red colour are found abundantly

on the west bank of the Nile in several localities, for instance, north of Miniah, near

Asyut, at Thebes and near Esnah. A red and white breccia also occurs in the eastern

desert h There is no evidence to ^how from what source the small amount of this stone

required for the few predynast ic vessels was obtained, but the balance of probabilities is

strongly in favour of the Nile Valley cliffs, where it occurs plentifully.

Diorite.

The particular kind of diorite used for the few predynastic vessels made of this

material was a speckled variety, in which the component minerals (white felspar and
black hornblende) are fairly evenly distributed, the banded, mottled and often slightly

translucent varieties not being used, so far as is known, until Dynastic times. Diorite

occurs near Aswan, in the eastern desert and in Sinai and, although in the eastern

desert it is largely developed in the hills north of the Kenah-Koser road and was worked
in Wadi 8emnah (north-west of Koser) by the Eoinans-, there is no evidence of earlier

working. Aswan, where the speckled variety similar to that used for the predynastic

vessels is known to occur and where another stone (granite) was being worked from
an early date, seems the most probable source of the predynastic supply. Sinai, although
a possible source, appears very unlikely and no record of any stone-working in Sinai is

known to the writer^.

Granite.

Granite, including both the red and black-and-white varieties and also syenite, is very
widely distributed in Egypt but, as all kinds occur near Aswan and were worked there
in early Dynastic times, it appears highly probable that it was from this source that the
granite for the few predynastic vessels was obtained. The only other granites known
to have been worked anciently are the red granite of Wadi Foakhir^ (a continuation of
Wadi Hammamat, between Kenah and Koser), the date of the working of which is

unknown but probably late (Weigall says Koman)6, and the black-and-white granite
quarried by the Romans at Mons Claudianus'^.

Limestone.

As the clifis bordering the Nile Valley from Cairo to a little beyond Esnah, a distance
of about 500 miles, are of limestone, which includes almost every kind and colour, except
possibly black, there is no need to look elsewhere for the source of the limestone used
for the early vessels, even those of Predynastic date.

The colours of the limestone used for the predynastic vessels comprise white, grey,
yellowish, pink and black, the three first mentioned being very common colours in lime-
stone and occurring in most limestone areas; pink and black limestone, however, are less
usual and may be specially considered. Pink limestone has been noted in several places

1 Soc Table TI.

2 Bfirron ami Hume, op. cit., 2^1, 2^5.

2 J. Ball, The Asiran Cataract, PI. v (2).

‘ See p. 20 .. BaiTon and Hume, op. 265.
Weigall, TrnreU in the Cj^per Egyptian De,'<erts (1909), 50.

' Barron and Hume, np. rit,. 39, 2G4.
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in the eastern desert^, but it is not necessary to go so far afield as this, since some of

the limestone of the Nile Valley also weathers pink 2, one example being that of the walls

in the tomb of Tut^ankhamun^. A black crystalline limestone occurs near the convent

of St. Antony in the eastern desert^, where at some period it has been worked, and also

in the Cairo-Suez district^ and possibly elsewhere. The workings at the convent are not

likely to be connected with the few black limestone vessels of Predynastic date®, since the

cutting of such a small amount of material as was required to make these vessels would

not leave marks lasting several thousands of years.

Marble.

So far as is known, marble only occurs in the eastern desert, where it is recorded from

several localities^, a grey saccharine variety from Wadi Dib (west of Gebel Zet and fairly

close to the coast) and both a white and a colour-banded kind from Gebel Rokham (near

the upper part of Wadi Miah^, east of Esnah and roughly two-thirds of the way between

the Nile and the Red Sea), the latter of which was exploited to a small extent in Arab

times It was doubtless from one or both of these sources that the small amount of

marble used anciently was, at least in part, obtained, since a third occurrence in the far

south-eastern desert is a very unlikely source. A crystalline limestone, however, that is

practically marble occurs in localities other than those mentioned and probably even in

the Nile Valley clifis.

Porphyritic Rock.

Porphyritic rocks, varying considerably both in the nature and size of the conspicuous

crystals and also in colour, are widely distributed in Egypt and occur near Aswan, in

the eastern desert and in Sinai. Although this material was used in the Predynastic

period for making vessels, it was not employed to any great extent, the particular variety

generally chosen being black and white (white crystals in a black matrix). There is no

evidence to show from where this stone was obtained, though it was almost certainly either

from Aswan or from the eastern desert, and, as the latter offers more opportunities, it

seems the more probable source. Sinai, although possible, appears unlikely, chiefly because

most of the other stones employed for the predynastic vessels can be shown, with a high

degree of certainty, to have been obtained elsewhere, some of them from the eastern desert;

had one kind of stone been*obtained from Sinai, it seems probable that others, also, would

have been procured from the same place. Further, no record or trace of stone-working

in Sinai can be found at any period, whereas in the case of the materials that did come
from Sinai (copper ore and turquoise) records and proofs of the mining exist. In the hope

of obtaining direct evidence on the problem, the porphyritic rocks in the Cairo Geological

Museum have been carefully examined, but no specimen identical with the stones employed

anciently could be found, though Dr. Hume informs me that similar rocks do occur in

the eastern desert.

^ Barron and Hume, op, cit., 167, 169, 170, 177, - Op, dt., 171.

3 A. Lucas in Carter, The Tomh of Tut'aukh-Aaien^ ii, 164.

^ Hume, Explan, Sotes to Geol. Map^ 47.

° Barron, Cairo-Suez District^ 27, 99, 100, 101.

^ Petrie, /Jw,'^polis Farva, 19.
" See Table II.

s Wadi Miah enters the Nile Valley near Edfu.

J. Barthoiix in Mem, de Vlnst, d)Eyifptt\ v (1922), 33.

See Table II,

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvi. 27
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Schist.

There are many varieties of schist, but that used by the ancient Egyptians was

principally a fine-grained, compact, hard, crystalline, quartzose, metamorphic rock, very

like slate in appearance and generally of various shades of grey, ranging from light to

dark, with sometimes a greenish tint. The term schist is also here used to include tufi

(volcanic ash), mudstone and slate. The former is a fine-grained, bluish-grey, crystalline

stone, consisting of consolidated volcanic ash, which is sometimes calcified, that is to say,

has undergone alteration resulting in the formation of calcium carbonate as one of the

products. Mudstone, which is a compact clay rock, is probably the material for which

Petrie coined the term ''Durite’’; he describes it as an indurated mud or ash, which

is of the composition of slate but without a slaty fracture^.’’ Slate is generally a hard,

fissile clay-schist, though slate formed from volcanic dust and not from clay is known.

Schist occurs in various localities in Egypt being particularly plentiful in the neigh-

bourhood of Wadi Hammamat on the main road between Kenah and Koser, where there

are ancient quarries that were worked certainly in the Fifth Dynasty® and probably

earlier. Weigall found one inscription stated to be of the First Dynasty^. Slate occurs in

the low hill region to the west and north-west of Koser; at Gebel Mongul (west of Gebel

Zet) and elsewhere in the eastern desert^.

Serpentine.

The serpentine employed anciently was almost necessarily obtained from the eastern

desert^, since no other Egyptian source is known. A green variety occurs in Wadi Umm
Disi® (which is situated between Wadi Kenah, into which it opens, and the Red Sea) and
at the foot of Gebel El-Rebshi^, and a black variety in Wadi Sodmen®, both these latter

places being north-west of Koser. In the far south-eastern desert serpentine is much more
plentiful and covers an area of about 400 square miles’^. Steatite, which is very similar

in composition to serpentine, is found at Hamr near Aswan® and at Gebel Fatirah® (about

the latitude of Tahtah, but much nearer the coast than the Nile). In the former locality

there are ancient mines, and the mineral is still worked at the present day by the local

“Arabs,” who fashion it into bowls and pipes.

It would be valuable if we could determine what proportion of the vases made con-
sisted of each kind of stone, but this is hardly possible, as some of the archaeological

reports concerned do not give the number of vessels of the different materials. The
following table includes all that can be found. Although figures from reports published
earlier than Petrie’s Prehistoric Egypt are given in cols. e~k, these are not included either

in the totals or in the percentages, as they have probably already been incorporated by
Petrie. The sources of the figures given in the nine columns a-k are indicated im-
mediately after the table.

^ Petrie, A/rudets, 8.

- See Table II.

J, (’ouyat and P. Montot, Lcfi insrnptioyis /up'rogtyp/dques et hieratiqyes du. Oiiddi Hammmnat^ in Mem.
de VTnM frump d'arch, orient, dn Coire, xxxiv (1012), 122, 123.

^ Weigall, Travels in the Upprr Egyptian Dpserts^ 39.

Barron and Hume, op, cit., 217-8, 221, 226, 238, 264. c 265.
’ J. Ball, nth-Eastern Egypt

^ 320-30.

^ Mines and Quarries Dept., lleport on the Mineral Inrlustry of Egypt (1922), 37.
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TABLE III.

Stone a h c d Total 7 ,
e / 0 h k

Alabaster 27 10 4 47 17-0 2 5

Basalt 47 1 9 57 20-0 9 3 1

Breccia 14 1 1 2 18 0-5 2 3 2

Diorite 1 1 0-5 1 1

Granite 7 i 2-5

Limestone 83 4 15 102 30-0 1 0 1 2

IMai'ble 14 1 15 5-0 1 1

Porphvritic rock 5 1 0 2-0

Schist 0 4 10 3-5 1

Serpentine 19 19 7-0

217 28 1 30 282 100-0

____

j

2 21 12 2 5

a. Petrie, Prehistoric Egypt (1920), 35, 30: Pis. xxxiv-xlii.

h. R. Engelbach, Harageh (1923), 14.

€. C. M. Firth, Arch. Sv.rvey of Xuhin^ Upt. for 1910-1911 (1927), 192.

d. Bruntoii and C^atoii-Thompson, The Badarkm Civili^atkot (1928), 28, 57, 58; PI. li.

e. J. E. Quibell and F. W. (4reen, HierakonpjoJis^ ir (1902), PL Ixiv.

/. Maciver and ISlaee, Et Anirah and Ahndos (1902), 16-24.

g, G. A. Reisner, Arch. Surrey of Xuhkp Upt. for 1907-1908 (1910\ 110, 119, 125, 128.

h. Ayrton and Loat, El Mahasna (1911), 11, 10.

1-. E. Xaville and others, Ahydos^ i, 14 ;
Pis. ii, iii.

The information in Tables II and III may now be combined in tabular form. The
percentages can only be regarded as a rough approximation.

TABLE IV.

Stone Fayyuxi, Xile Valley, Aswan E. Desert

Alabaster 17-0

Basalt 20-0

Breccia 0-5

Diorite 0-5

Granite 2*5

Limestone 30-0

Marble 5-0 "
^

Porphyritic rock 2-0

Schist 3-5

Serpentine 7*0

82-5 7^

A statistical summary showing the Sequence Dates of the occurrence of the different

kinds of stone employed for the predynastic vessels would be most useful, but imfortunately

is not possible, owing to the absence in the archaeological reports of sufficient data. The
following table, however, has been compiled.
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TABLE y.

Early Prkdynastic^ Middle and Late Predynastic

Alcd)aster-> Alabaster'^’

Basalt B.i.salt 3.

Breccia ^ Breccia-’^’ ‘

Diorite-’^

Granite-’^

Limestone-’ Limestone

Marble Marble--

Porphyritic rock-**^ Por})hyritic rock^’^

Schist

Serpentine

Putting together the information contained in Tables IV and V, it is evident that

the stones employed for making vessels during the early Predynastic period included, not

only the comparatively soft alabaster, breccia and limestone, but also the slightly harder

marble and the much harder basalt, granite and porph3
n:itic rock, and that by far the

greater proportion of these stones was obtained from the Fayyum, the Nile Valley cliffs

and Aswan, only two (marble and porphyritic rock) being probably procured from the

eastern desert. During the middle and late Predynastic periods, most of the stones used

were identical with those of the earlier period and were doubtless obtained from the same
sources, but, in addition, three kinds (diorite, schist and serpentine) not used earlier, so

far as is known, were also employed. Of these, diorite and schist are hard and serpentine

soft, the diorite being probably procured from Aswan and the schist and serpentine from
the eastern desert.

Certain statements found in the literature of archaeology having reference to the early

stone vessel industry may now be quoted. These are:

^But as early as S.D. 38 a fresh influence came in... . Its origin has been provisionally

assigned to the Red Sea district as it introduced hard stone vases...

The home of this second civilization must have been mountainous by the supply of

stone instead of clay for vases...

Petrie has rightly insisted that the home of the stone vase industry can ultimately
only be sought in the mountains between Egypt and the Red Sea where all the stones
used for the purpose do actually occur...

1 Includes Bndnrinn and Neolithic. 2 Petrie, iJlospolis Partxi, 19.

Id., Preh^Monc do, dO
;

Pis. xxxiv-xlii. In this report Sequence Dates are given for the different
types of vessels, but fnr only a few of the materials. Among the^e, the breccia vessel (No. 167 ;

PI. xli) and
the pink marble voscUNo. 1 74 ; Id xli) may .specially be noted, as both these are early, namely S.D. 34 (p. 36).

^ Petrie and (,)uibell, Xapida und 10.

'* (h A. Bei.siier, The Burly Dynastic Conctcrics of Soya ed-Der, i, 1:^9.

T/a‘ Badanan Dirilisation^ .')7, oS
; PI. li.

• E! Aiarah Ah,/Aon, 10-24. ’ El Alahasnn, 11, 10.

“ Although not euji’hned for ve.ssels iu the earlie.st age, diorite was used for other purposes, both in the
early Predynastic period and even in Neolithic time.s, a di.se inace-head and a worked piece (probably part
of a palette) of tlie.se resi)ective dates being known. {Prehistoric Ei/ijpt, 23; PL xxv (6); (Jaton-Thompson
in Journ. Poyal Anthrop. Inst.^ i.vi (19:^6), 313.)

( 'aton-Thompson
; see reference No. 12, Table T.

Petrie, B<yypf and Meropotamiu^ in Ancient Byypt (1917), 33.
I- Prehistoric E,/,/pt, 48. H A. Scharff in Journul, .\iv (192.8), 273.
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‘'The only definite indication as to their home is the fact that their most character-

istic contributions to the prehistoric civilization are the stone vases and their pottery

imitations ;
and the region which is most likely to have bred people knowing how to work

stone and which is near enough to Egypt to allow permanent intercourse with the Nile

Valley... is the Arabian desert along the western shore of the Red Sea^.”

The above statements are contrary to the evidence that has been adduced, which

points to the home of the stone vessel industry being, not in the eastern desert, but in

or near the Nile Valley, whence the greater proportion of the material was obtained, two

of the three principal stones, alabaster and limestone, being typical of the Nile Valley, and

the third, basalt (which was one of the earliest^ and hardest stones used), being obtained

almost certainly from the Fayyum.
As a rule, the Nile Valley people of the present day dislike and fear the desert and

the desert dwellers, and rarely leave the valley unless obliged. In certain districts, however,

a comparatively small number, in order to gain a livelihood, are forced to make daily

excursions into the desert border to collect gypsum for plaster, limestone for building and

lime-burning and nitrous earth for their crops. Anciently, conditions were very different,

and during the Predynastic period the inhabitants of the Nile Valley were not the

specialized agriculturists they have now become, but were in part hunters and akin to

the desert dwellers; there can be little doubt that many of them were in the habit

of going considerable distances into the desert to hunt animals for food and skins, and

it was possibly during these expeditions that the earliest gold and other minerals, including

semi-precious stones, were found in small quantities and brought back to the valley.

There was constant intercourse, too, between the Nile Valley and the Red Sea coast, as

is proved, for example, by the Red Sea shells that are found in the earliest graves. These

wanderings in the desert in search of game and this intercourse with the Red Sea could

hardly have failed to bring the hunters and others into the localities where the few

stones (marble, porphyritic rock, schist and serpentine) that were procured from the

eastern desert occur, most of these places being either on or about the Koptos-Koser

road or in or near the large wadys leading from the Nile Valley.

It should not be forgotten, too, that not only was stone (including hard stone) em-

ployed for making vessels, but that it was also used, even in the earliest Predynastic

period, for palettes and mace-heads, the earliest palettes being of slate and the earliest

mace-heads (disc form) being of the very stones (soft alabaster, breccia and limestone, and

hard diorite, granite and porphyritic rock) that were used for vessels^, and wherever the

home of the stone vessel industry may have been, there also was the home of stone

mace-heads and stone palettes.

The fact that stone objects are made by certain desert “Arabs” at the present day

is sometimes quoted^ as evidence of the eastern desert origin of the stone vessel industry,

but it has no bearing on the problem. Thus, the stone employed by these people for

making bowls and pipes is steatite, a material so soft that it may be cut with a knife,

and it is obtained from the neighbourhood of Aswan

^ H. Frankfort, Studies in Earhf Poit>u')j of the Nenr Edstj I, 100.

- Soo reference No. Table I
;
also The Bddaridn Cicdtsution^ 28.

Prehistorie 23
;

PI. xxv.

^ Frankfort, op. eit.^ i, 101.

'* Mines aiul (juari’i(‘N Dept., Report the Mineral IndnMrif of Efji/pt (1922), 37.
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Conclusion.

The Nile Valley dwellers from the earliest period made and used vessels and other

objects of stone (some very hard), most of which was procured from the Nile Valley cliffs,

Aswan and the Favyum^, The few stones from the eastern desert that were employed

to a very limited extent may easily have been procured by the inhabitants of the valley

in their excursions into the desert in search of game, gold and minerals. There is no need,

therefore, to postulate a desert stone-vessel-making race and there is no evidence of any

break in the continuity of the stone vessel industry, but only evolution and progress,

more kinds of stone being used and more vessels being made as time passed, until the

culminating point in numbers, material and workmanship was reached in the early

Dynastic period.

^ There is no evnlenee to show whether the ])redyn<istic Ij.isalt ves'^els found in the Nile Valley were

iihide in the "FaNyuui, or whether oec.isi(tnally some of the Fayyuui basalt in use in the valley fur building

and other purpo'^es was there shaped into ves,>oLs.
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THE CEMETERIEkS OF ABYDOS: WORK OF THE
SEASON 1925-2G^

By H. FRANKFORT

With Plates xxx-xL

II. Description oe Tombs.

In publishing the results of our cemetery work we must, of necessity, revert to a method

which can nowadays but rarely be justified: we shall merely describe the tombs which

contained objects or information of sufiS.cient importance to make a full record of the

circumstances of the finding desirable. The cemetery-work in the season of 1925-26 was

entirely subsidiary to our main task, the final investigation of the Cenotaph of Seti I;

the number of tombs opened was thus comparatively small, and these were scattered all

over the site, in almost a dozen separate patches of ground, which were left over between

the bigger areas excavated by our predecessors Mariette, Petrie, Garstang and Peet. Thus

the modern method, in which all tomb-groups, without exception, and all objects found

are coordinated and dealt with statistically, could not be expected to yield any results,

for the material was both too scanty and too varied; and a full publication would have

put an unjustifiable strain on the resources and the space of the Journal. The few results,

moreover, which materially added to our knowledge by supplying new and valuable

dating-evidence are already incorporated in an outstanding recent publication, in which

the modern method is both lucidly explained and rigorously applied : Mr. Guy Brunton s

Qcm and Badari^,

Mr. Brunton gives us, for the first time, an unbroken series, based on several thousands

of carefully recorded interments, which shows the gradual change of burial rites and tomb

furnishing from the predynastic period down to the Twelfth Dynasty. It would have

been interesting to produce a parallel series from Abydos and to see to what extent the

two were identical. But such an undertaking would have to take the results of previous

excavations into account, and would therefore be hardly possible so long as those of Pro-

fessor Garstang’ s campaigns remain unpublished, while it would in any case far exceed

the scope of a mere publication of our finds. The evidence of these, as far as it goes,

points to a complete agreement with the observations made at Kaw. The types of tombs

and the attitudes of the bodies are in the following always indicated by the numbers of

Mr. Brunton’s indexes in Qaii and Badari, i, Pis. xxiv and xxv.

The characteristics of the tombs themselves, and especially their superstructures, are

not so well known from Kaw, and can often be better studied at Abydos. They are dis-

cussed by Peet in The Cemeteries of Ahijdos, and to his remarks we have nothing to add.

1 See JovraaJ, xir, 14:^; xiv, 2:35.

Especially pp, 7, 21.
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Pre- and Protodynastic Period.

The tombs of this period were found on the high ground immediately south of the

northern expedition house. The types of pots and slate palettes are numbered after Petrie,

Prehistoric Egjjpt Corpus, the attitudes of the body after Brunton, Qau and Badari.

1730. This was an undisturbed grave, 1*00 by 1*20 m., and about 1*00 deep, azimuth

130°. The body was that of an adult woman, lying in a tightly contracted position on its

left side with head towards the south, facing eastwards (attitude 2A"). It was covered

with reed matting. A few pots, amongst them a small short cylindrical one of mud, were

standing near the head. The others were placed against the western edge of the grave

or in the south-west corner. The following types could be ‘^sequence-dated”:

1 red-on-buff pot D 4a S.D. 49

1 black-topped saucer B lie 36-63

1 black-topped egg-shaped pot B 68a 37-61

3 black-topped vases B 53a 38-66

1 red unpolished pot E 85g 36-72

2 red unpolished pots E 65b 47-65

1 red saucer L 7a 53-58, 78

2 tall rough-faced pots E 76j (Kaw) 52-59

There were also one red-on>buff and one rough-faced pot which could not be dated. Thus

the interment should be placed between S.D. 53-58, well in the latter part of the second

predynastic period, but before the new influences became manifest which led up to the

early dynastic period (S.D. 63). The red-on-buff and the black-topped pots were wrapped

separately in matting. Near the hands there was a flint knife (Pi. xxxi, fig. 3), traces of

copper or malachite, and minute particles of what seemed to be lead. The most remarkable

object, however, was a diadem, in exquisite taste, which is shown in PL xxx, fig. 1, restrung

in the original order. The soil, at this spot, is particularly rich in salt, and this had pre-

served the skin and incrusted the hair of the scalp, and the minute beads had stuck to

this crust, though the thread was gone. At the back of the head there had been the

string only, which disappeared under the tresses
;
the beaded part in front went from ear

to ear, and seemed to hold a piece of cloth like a veil over the face of the woman. Four
strings of tiny gold beads alternate with groups of garnet enclosed by four or five tur-

quoise beads at each end. With the turquoise there are a few green glazed beads, while

some of the garnets look very much like spinel rubies. The gold beads are made in rather

a primitive way: the gold was apparently beaten out into a sheet, which was then cut up in

narrow strips which were cut across in small fragments, and these were curved round till

both ends met. The beads appear thus to consist of tiny bits of flat gold wire. This
group is now in the British Museum. For the pottery see PL xxx, figs. 2 and 3.

The other tombs in this section belong to the protodynastic period, i.e., to the very end
of the predynastic period or to that of the first dynasties.

1606. Oblong grave, no bones left. Fragments of small, narrow “barrel-shaped”
stone vase and fragments of black -topped and red polished pottery. Two L 31b pots,

and one W 47m. Fragments of small rough dish with malachite. Fine obsidian knife

(PL xxxi, fig. 1) which is now in the Cambridge Archaeological Museum.

1624. Oblong grave; of the body there remained only the pelvis and legs of an
adult woman which suggest attitude 3D”. Apparent traces of a wooden coffin. At the
north end of the grave stood five pots R 86p and one AV 47m; near them was the leg of an









4

Ab\’dos.

1. Obsidian knife from i6o6. Sadv c.

2 String of pendants from 1725. Smk c. ^
3. Flint knife from 1730. Srak r, -i.

4. Fish palettes from 1629 (abovej and 1627 rbelow). See
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OX. Between the two shins was placed a slate palette of type 57H, but of more debased

form. In front of the pelvis there were two stone vases : one squat type of grey limestone

(Peet, Cemeteries of Abydos, i, PI. ii, 9, middle; ScharS, Ahusir el Meleq, PI. xxii, 173),

and a bowl of porphyry, type 141, in which was found an ivory spoon.

1725 (PL xxxi, fig. 2). Oblong grave, no bones left. There were found the following

pots: R 86p; R 40d 2 (Kaw); R76p; R24m; R 75; and D 48c without decoration; and

furthermore 6 pierced pebbles and 2 black limestone(?) ''hammers,” now in the British

Museum.

The two following graves are described here to show once more the error of the

widely spread belief that stylistic merit in itself provides dating-evidence. Though it is

true, in general, that a short period of strongly creative work is followed by a long one

of decay, it is unsound to apply this principle to isolated instances and thereby to define

their place in a chronological series. The fish palette of 1627 (PL xxxi, fig. 4, bottom),

though fragmentary, is one of the finest known
;
the outline of the face, the place of the

eye, the shape of the gill are excellently rendered. That of 1629 (PL xxxi, fig. 4, top) is a

stifi if elaborate conventionalization. Yet both graves are, as the contents show’, contem-

porary, and there is no reason to believe that the better palette is an heirloom from an

earlier period, for a specimen from Abusir el-Melek, w^hich is, again, contemporary with

our two palettes, combines features of both of these (Scharfi, op. cit., PL xxxi, 295).

1627 . Oblong grave, with only a few fragments of bones left, one of which bears

traces of malachite or coppergreen. There were 8 pots o£ type R 86p; 2 of W 47a: 4 of

R 24a; 1 of B 53c, and 1 of L 17n. The fragment of the fish palette (PL xxxi, fig. 4,

bottom) shows traces of rubbing, and malachite adheres to it. With it \vere twm ignaceous

pebbles as rubbers. This palette is now in the Rijks-Museum van Oudheden, Leyden.

1629 . Undisturbed grave, measuring I* 70 by O' 75 m., and 1‘32 deep. Azimuth 95°.

Traces of cofiin (reed?). Attitude 3D”, skeleton of an adult person; the sex could not be

determined. There were 2 pots W 53; 3 W 47a; 2 R 86p; 1 I 53v. This last pot and

a slate palette (PL xxxi, fig. 4, top) were in front of the face; the others were lying along

the southern edge of the grave and in the north-west corner. Round the neck there was a

string of carnelian and green glazed beads, strung alternately. The palette is now in the

Chadwick Museum, Bolton.

Fifth Dynasty.

In the high ground on the very edge of the necropolis, above the path which skirts

the cultivation, there was a small group of tombs of the Fifth Dynasty, left over from

Mariette’s work. They lie about halfway between the Government rest-house and the

Kom es-Sultan, and they were obviously left because only men w’ere buried in this patch

of ground, and therefore the clearing of the neighbouring shafts and chambers must have

taught the workmen of Mariette that on this particular spot their hard labour did not

produce the reward in objects which in those days justified excavations. In all points

Brunton’s observations at Kaw are borne out, except that the chambers of these tombs

do not adjoin their shafts lengthways {Qau and Badari, i, PL xxiv, nos. 1-4) but wdth a

short side, such as is usual with the later tombs with sloping chamber {ibid., nos. 31 If.)

or in the earlier stairway-tombs of the Second and Third Dynasties. The chamber is on

the local south or north of the shaft (azimuth 140°). The remains of the superstructures

could not be disentangled because of the innumerable later graves and the havoc wrought
by the previous excavation. It w’as therefore uncertain to w’hich tomb belonged:

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvi.
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910 (PL xxxii, lig. 1). Serdab of mud brick, dome-shaped, standing for a height of

0*80 111 . on a round cutting in the desert surface, which is 0*50 deep, and measures about

1*00 in diameter. When found the dome was not closed at the top, and whether it ever had

been so could not with certainty be decided, though it is, of course, likely. The bricks

measured 0*28 by 0*13 by 0*075. Three wooden statues stood inside, but they were so

badly ant-eaten that they collapsed at the end of a day, which two members of our party

spent in an attempt to save them by strengthening them with paraffin wax, as they were

gradually uncovered. Only the head of the right-hand statue survived, and it is now in

the British Museum. The sand on the left-hand side of the photograph was seen later

on to cover a third statue, which had been broken off above the ankles, presumably by

falling bricks. In contrast with the ether two this wore the broad outstanding wig, and re-

mains of a -staff were found near it. The height of the face was 0*11, that of the figure

approximately 0*75. The base measured 0*50 by 0*20 by 0*10; those of the other two

0*65 by 0*25 by 0*10, and 0*58 by 0*18 by 0*10. As far as we could make out all were

uninscribed. Against the north side of the wall of the serdab (right-hand side of photo)

there stood two pointed pots, closed with caps of mud, but empty (PL xxxii, fig. 2). This

serdab may have belonged to either of two tombs described below (915 or 918).

915 . Square shaft, 1*10 by 1*10 m., and 4*80 deep, with chamber on the north,

measuring 2*95 by 1*60 by 1*10, in the western half of which stood the coffin, just as is

the case with the earlier stairway tombs (Brunton, Qau and Badari, i, 44); it measured
1*50 by 0*60 by 0*25. The wood was 0*05 thick, and covered with white plaster. The
body was that of an adult male, in attitude 6D. Against the west wall of the chamber,

near the entrance, stood a beautiful bowl of “red sealing-wax ” ware, 0*45 m. in diameter,

two smaller bowls of the same w^are and type {Qau and Badari, PL Ixxvi, 13B), and
a ‘‘bread pot’’ {ibid., 6R). Against the opposite wall were placed a pointed pot (type

62 P) and the leg of an ox, while a “red sealing-wax” ware pot of type 80 H was found
in the filling of the vshaft. The interment had never been disturbed, for the shaft was
sealed, as it were, with a second interment, which I think to be contemporary, and the

position of which affords interesting proof of the survival at this date of a most primitive

mode of burial. This interment is:

916 . Pot-burial, a large vessel (PL xxxii, fig. 4) being placed over the body of a male
adult person; the bones had slipped down a little, and were lying in some confusion
underneath the pot, perhaps as a consequence of the settling of the soil subsequent to

the burial. It was certainly not disturbed in any way. This interment was found almost
at the very top of the shaft of 915, in its eastern half, and immediately above there was
found a row of / rough pointed pots (PL xxxii, fig. 3). Obviously this interment must be
later than 915 or contemporary wdth it. As it cannot be much later and as it would have
been difficult to insert the pot-burial so neatly into the top of the shaft as long as the
superstructure of 915 was in anything like good repair, and as this, in fact, would have
entailed more labour than we may assume was spent on poor burials of this kind,
I feel inclined to think that the pot-burial was contemporary with that in the chamber
below, and was therefore made before the superstructure was closed; it may perhaps be
a last survival of the custom so common in the Royal Tombs of the First Dynasty by
which servants vrere, willingly or unw'illingly, sent with their masters to the realm of death.

918 (PL xxxiii). This deep tomb, though badly plundered, yet produced important
results, its type and its contents being dated by a mud sealing with the name of Unas. The
shaft measured D50 by 1*50 and w*as 10 m. deep. The bricks measured 0*28 by 0*15 by
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Plate XXXIV

3

Abydos.

I. Beads and glazed plaque with the name of Pepi I from 913. Sealer. .

2 Amulets from S29. Srah-
j.

3 Reads and glazed quartz pendants from 1755. -V





Abydos

Mud .calin- fmin Tomb 9i''^ (A-B) and seal-amulets from various tombs
Srair 1
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0*08. The chamber, to the south of the shaft, measured 3*65 by 2*15 by 1*85 and was

floored with limestone slabs. No trace of body or coffin was discovered, but along the

east wall of the chamber there ran a ledge which was but incompletely robbed of the

funerary oflerings which had been deposited upon it. There was left a standard set of

models, containing 8 groups, each of 9 or 10 identical tools, namely 9 axes, 9 daggers,

9 round-headed adzes, 9 straight-headed adses, 10 straight chisels, 10 splaying chisels,

9 narrow punches and 9 broader punches. In addition there was a full-size round-headed

adze, three model bowls, one model plate and a full-size incense burner with lid, all of

copper (PL xxxiii). In the filling of the chamber were found the mud sealing (PL xxxv,

figs. A and B), the bottom of a rough pointed pot, and some small bones, possibly of a

hare or rabbit. The seal bore perhaps the name of the owner, which would then have

been, probably, Unasshepsy; the animal above the cartouche seems to be four-legged

(Set?). This group is now in the British Museum. The censer was figured in British Museum
Quarterly, VoL i, PL xxxvi a.

Sixth Dynasty.

913 (PL xxxiv, fig. 1). Close by the tombs of the Fifth Dynasty there was a shallow

oblong grave, undisturbed, without pots, and with a very decayed adult skeleton, in attitude

8A or 8A9, the sex of which could not be determined. In it was found a plaque of light

blue glaze, with perforations at the back suggesting that it was stitched on to material

or w^orn as a pectoral. It bears the names of Pepi I, viz., Meryre<' Merytauy. When
the contents of the grave were sieved two beads, a shell and two amulets of a debased type

were found, one of which finds its place in Mr. Brunton’s series as a beetle (op. cit., type

40K6) and the other, perhaps, amongst the dogs and lions. This group is now in the

British Museum.

1735 (PI. xxxvi, fig. 1). This tomb lies to the south of the protodynastic tombs, to the

west of Cemetery E which Peet dug in 1909-10. The shaft measured 2*65 by 0*75 m., the

chamber, which lies on the south, 2*20 by 0*75. The shaft is 3*20 deep; azimuth 135^.

The skeleton was that of an adult man, in attitude 8D9. Near the feet was found a set

of three pots, which were covered with a black mottled glaze, obviously imitating the

effect of bronze. There were moreover pellets of clay imitating the rivets above the

spout of the jug. A similar jug and basin were found by Peet (Cemeteries of Ahydos, i,

21 and PL ii, 5 and 8). In our case there was also a /^c5-vase, not usually found in so

early a context (Brunton, Qaii and Badari, ii, 6; Mace, Naya ed Der, ii, 46). This group

is now in the Cairo Museum.

First Intermediate Period.

The tombs of this period lie partly to the south, partly to the west of Cemetery E.

The types of beads and amulets are all numbered after Mr. Brunton’ s corpus in Qaii and

Badari,

1755 (PL xxxiv, fig. 3). A shallow oblong grave, in which the tightly contracted

skeleton of a woman was found in attitude 2A. Bound one wrist was a string of very

debased green glazed amulets (types 15B27; 73A6 and 12; 74C5; 74F6; etc.). Round the

neck there was a long string of green glazed ring beads. In the middle of the string there

were, separated by carnelian beads, four quartz pebbles, glazed green, and not pierced,

but provided with loops of the green glaze itself. The beads leave no possibility of

doubt as to the date of this interment, and this adds interest to the unique pendants

as well as to the attitude of the body in the grave. On this late survival of the burial in

contracted position see Brunton, op. cit., i, 52. This group is now in the British Museum.

28- -2
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829 (PL xxxiv, fig. 2). Shallow grave, in which a supine fully-extended skeleton was
found, the sex of which could not be defined. The amulets were found when sieving.

There remain to be discussed a number of shaft-tombs of this period which contained

seal-amulets, Le., ''button-seals’’ and early scarabs, a class of objects which show Asiatic

affinities in their designs and which may well have been instrumental in bringing about

the transition from the cylindrical rolling seal of pre-Middle-Kingdom days to the scarab-

shaped seals, though many of them were not seals but amulets. The seal-amulets which

we found were drawn by Mrs. Winifred Brunton, whose drawings are reproduced in Pi. xxxv.

They were found, as at Kaw, in tombs containing nothing else (803; 823; 842; 850; 908;

1729) or only a few round-bottomed pots {Qaii and Badari, ii, Pis, Ixxxiiiff.) or beads (822;

853; 1637: 1715; 1719). They were worn round the neck and, as a rule, by women; in

four instances the sex could not be determined, in one, discussed below, they were worn by
a man. The bodies were lying in the supine, fully-extended attitude 8F11 (822; 823)

or, more often, in the older attitude on the left side with knees slightly bent (769). The
tombs have mostly no chamber and the body lies at the bottom of a shaft; exceptions,

with chamber on south and north respectively, are 1715 and 1719.

In two cases remains of a squared mud wig were found (Peet, Cemeteries of Ahydos, ii,

43 and PL vii, 4) ;
both were women, lying in the older attitude but wearing scarabs,

one (803) on the finger, apparently, the other (1637) on a long string of the typical black
and green glazed beads round the neck.

One early scarab was even found with a pot-burial.

1726 . Underneath a large pot (PL xxxii, fig. 5) the contracted body of an adult woman
was found, the head lying towards the south, the face towards the east. It is, of course,

possible that the body had fallen over and had originally been put upright underneath the
pot. This is the more probable as the orientation with the head towards the south is

very unlikely at this period. Three pots stood outside against the jar which served as

a coffin (Types 27H; 35X; 350 from Qau and Badari, u, PL Ixxxiii). The scarab was
found in sieving.

908 . Oblong shallow grave in which there were traces of a white plastered coffin,

measuring 1*80 by 0*55 by 0*45. The orientation is unusual (azimuth 225^) the head being
to the local west, face to the north, the body almost supine, so that the bent knees were
standing up. The skeleton is recorded as male, and near the hands were found two seal-

amulets. As to the use of the seal-amulets by men see Brunton, Qau and Badari, i, 58.

1715 . Undisturbed shaft tomb. Shaft measured 2-45 by 0*90 by 4*20; chamber, on
the south, 2'20 by 0’90 by 0*85, azimuth 128^. Traces of wooden coffin containing the
skeleton of an adult woman in attitude 7B6. In the shaft there was a pot of type 65L.
Hound the neck were two long strings of blue- and black-glazed beads, the two colours
being on separate strings. In front of the blue string were carnelian beads, interspaced
with blue ones, and in the middle was the carnelian seal-amulet. Round the wrist there
was a string of small blue-glazed ring-beads with carnelian and glazed schist barrel- and
cylinder-beads.

The seals of this period are divided as follows;

Cairo Museum: 803; 850.

British Museum: 822; 823; 853; 908; 1726; 1729.

Leyden Museum: 842; 1719: 1637.

San Diego, U.S.A.: 1715.
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Middle Kingdom.

A number of Middle Kingdom tombs were excavated, and })roduced a fine series of

bead-necklaces and some good scarabs. All these have, however, been published over and
over again in excavation memoirs. The two following tombs deserve special notice:

1607 (PL xxxvi, fig. 2). Oblong shallow grave, azimuth 125^^^ trace of wooden cofiin

containing the skeleton of an adult person (sex undetermined) in attitude 8A. Round the

neck were found amethyst beads and glazed hawk-pendants, and a fine silver pendant in

the shape of a hawk with the double crown. This group is now in the Leyden Museum.

1008 (PI. xxxvii). This grave was found immediately next to the road which runs along

the cultivation, and about 500 yards to the north of the temple of Ramesses II. It con-

tained the supine extended skeleton of a young woman, lying with head towards the east

and face upwards. Besides the bronze mirror and the beads, a silver torque was found

round her neck. The beads included garnet and carnelian '‘barrels’’ and a number of

cylinders of gold and silver leaf, and 1 silver and 4 gold cowries. The importance of this

tomb-group lies in the presence of the torque, an ornament common in the Caucasus region

and in Central Europe, but rare in Egypt. The one published specimen, a ])ronze one,

from El-Lahun, has sometimes been supposed to have come from Hungary, but the recent

discovery at Byblos of a hoard which included torques makes an Asiatic origin for the

Egyptian finds more likely. The matter is more fully discussed in my Studies in Early

Pottery of the Near East^ ii, 149 f. This group is now in the Cincinnati Museum Associa-

tion, Cincinnati, U.S.A.

Hyksos Period.

1802 (Pis. xxxviii and xxxix). A double tomb, to the north-east of the Shunat ez-Zebib.

The shaft, measuring 2*80 by 0*95, descends for 5*10 m. and has one chamber on the north

and one on the south, measuring 4*80 by 2*80 and 4 -00 by 1*90 respectively, each being

about 100 high. Both had been robbed. The pottery and the kohl-pots were found in

the shaft. In the northern room were found a glazed bowl, a large earplug of black clay,

small bronze tweezers, a scarab and a limestone statuette of Rensenb son of Tutu.

The inscription on the back-pillar is clearly visible in PL xxxviii. The base is inscribed:

u
/WVWVA

It is not only the coarse and barbarously proportioned statuette which suggests the

Hyksos period, but also the remarkable scarab, with the two crossed birds and the twigs

in front of them, designs common enough in Asiatic glyptic but rare or even without

parallel in Egypt. The statuette and the scarab are in the Cairo Museum; some of the

pottery, types of which are shown in PL xxxix, is in the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford.

Late New Kingdom.

1407 (PL xl, fig. 1). Shallow oblong grave, azimuth 60', containing the supine fullv

extended skeleton of an adult woman with head to the north-west. A bronze mirror with
ivory handle wrapped in linen and a kohl-stick were found between the knees; near the

head there stood the fine bronze jug, the handle of which ends above in a lotus flower;

and on the ribs was found the ivory plate. Fragments of a wooden head-rest stood near
the feet. This group is now in the British Museum.

This tomb was found immediately to the north of the southern expedition house. In
the rubbish on the same patch of ground, not in connexion with any tomb, the magnificent
fayence bowl of PL xl, fig. 2 was found. It was retained by the Cairo Museum,
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THE ORIGIN or CERTAIN COPTIC
GRAMMATICAL ELEMENTS

By ALAN H. GARDINER

I. The tense-formative epe- in Late Egyptian.

In his great work on the Egyptian verb, Sethe discussed {Verbum, ii, §§ 193-206) the
various Late-Egyptian periphrases of the old sdm^f form involving the use of the auxiliary

verb ^ iri ‘‘make/'' These he divided into three types, each employing the sdm-f
form of in a different writing, and following this by an infinitive. Such at least

seemed to be the position suggested by the facts, the three types in question being

(1) (2) nominal subj. +^^ (no examples with sufiix occurring), and

('^) these periphrases Sethe shows to be due to a growing
prejudice against forming special sdm'f forms of their own from verbs with four or more
radical consonants, as well as from compound verbs or those of foreign origin. It is as

though English were to confine forms like he sits, goes, enjoys to the simplest and shortest
stems, and to employ periphrastic phrases like he does desiderate, introduce, contravene for

all the longer verbs. I have nothing to add to Sethe’s convincing statement of the facts

concerning this first type of periphrasis. The second and the third types are, however,
much more puzzling, and I must confess that the third offers difficulties which still com-
pletely baffle me. My concern in the present article is with the second type, which proves
on closer examination to be not at all of the character which Sethe presupposed for it.

From the series of examples enumerated below—they are Sethe’s collection supplemented
by a few unearthed by myself in the course of a quite imsystematic and incomplete
search it will be seen that in a number of cases far too great to be purely fortuitous
the preposition appears before the infinitive. Reserving the explanation for later,
I will now let the evidence speak for itself, beginning with those examples in which the
preposition is written. I will only add here that the tense-form noun (+^) -h in-
finitiv^e always has reference to future events.

A. Examples showing -=> before the infinitive.

countries ^which beheld me shall relate concerning my name even unto distant lands
unknown, Kuentz, Bataille de Qadech, 128, 1. 51 [Luxor]. Of the other monumental
texts both show and one has <==> (op. cit., 84, 1. 53), while the second has room [<=‘1
for the preposition (op. cit., 38, 1. 46); Sallier III, 7, 1-2 has ^ but omits <=>.

(2) and (3) [ If a great man flee from the land of Egypt...] and they (sic) come
to^ the gre^hief of Khatti, J f q

J

g^ 4 j
^ —

-
(© I ^ the great chief of Khatti shall not receive them, the great chief of

Khatti shall cause them to be brought to Usimarer-setpenrer/’ Hittite Treaty, 22

L

J It seetiLs MiperfliKnis to (piote the defective exiunples .>f thi« construction occurring ibid. 12. 15. 16.
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Ibid. 24 exactly the same sentences occur, but with inversion of Egypt, Khatti and the

designations of their rulers.

^^ rSl ^ ^ ^ for him who shall not keep them {soil, these words)

a thousand gods of the land of Khatti and a thousand gods of the land of Egypt shall

destroy his house,” ihid. 31.

(5) ‘‘But as for him who shall keep these words

[I]
— ^ thousand gods of the land of Khatti

and a [thousand] gods of the land <of> Egypt shall keep him in health and cause him
to live,” ihid, 32. Here <=> is clearly the preposition, for the infinitive of di is written

ihid. 9. 16, as indeed normally in Late Egyptian.

(6) ''let my lord restore [lit. give) to me
all the wrong done to me,” Brit. Mus. ostr. 5637, verso 5-6 — Journal, xii, PI. xxxvii.

Conclusion of an appeal to the deified king Amenophis.

(
7 ) ^3_ ^

^ 4 i '=^37 ^ J] j::. ^ ^
i I 1 .ziW A JiiA J\ i ^ ^ ^ ^ Q ! A

^(3
- “let my lord cause to be brought the work-people who were left in Pernebthotp,

and let them be employed,” Anastasi VI, 48-9 (4, 8-9).

B. Examples without befoue the infinitive.

(8) and (9). These numbers are used to designate the second clauses in (2) and (3),

where r is omitted before .

(10) “If one or two men of Khatti flee, and they come to the land of Egypt,

i|>i !•" |™f Usimarer-

setpenrec, the great ruler of Egypt, shall not leave them, but he shall cause them to be

brought to the great chief of Khatti,” Hittite Treaty, 25.

(11) “I have given loaves daily to everyone who has been gathered together for the

harvest, and I have given ointment to anoint them three times (down) to the (present)

them shall accuse me to my lord on account of bread or of oil,” Saltier I, 5, 3.

=-fk(
12

)

^ know that iny lad would

come to thee, indeed I sent him to Sekhem-pahti; (otherwise) I would have caused a letter

to be brought to thee by his hand,” Pap. Bologna 1086, 6-8.

(13) “Year 1, etc. (full date); on this day examination of the thieves

A

1 q \\

la
-

I wv
against whom the chief of

police Nesamun will bring an information with their (full) list of names (he it was who
stood there with the thieves when they laid hands on the portable shrines) and V’ho will

be castigated (? ) by the examination^ of their feet and hands to cause them to state

exactly what they did,” Pap, Mayer A, 1, 3-5

1 The usual sinister eiiphemi!?ni.

- Ill the publication Feet (doubtless with my own approval) rendered )r hry Mdy etc. liy whom th(‘

chief of police had denounced ’’ and nty hcUv' etc. further d(nvn by whose feet and hands Avere flogged in
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(1-1) “ '£ ilT^ ®, “let my lord put

an end to these words which the Mayor of Thebes has spoken/’ Abbott, 6, 19-20.

(15) J my lord write <to> the steward

Yupa/’ Anast, Vi, hiO (^(3, 8).

(16) give to her my two-thirds in addition to her one-eighth, (|^^J

and no son or daughter

(of mine) shall raise objection to this action which I have taken on her behalf on this

day/’ Pap, Turitf 2021, 3, 13-4, 1 = Journal, xiii, Pis. xiv, xv.

C. Example with bepope the ixfixitive.

(it;
,

1^''

to enjoy {lit. make) a long life,” V, 12, 5-6.

‘'may Prer Harakhti grant thee

D. Examples mith FOR AND WITHOUT

(18)

BEFORE THE INFINITIVE.

^ rn3' [:

"as for all [officials?] in any city to whom any people of the House of Menmacrec
‘Contented-heart-in-Abydos’ shall come,” etc., Decree of Nauri, 11. 114-5 (= Journal, xiii,

PL xliii).

*<r=: <=> ^ C
) I I I

-1 OW 1
«55> 55fe=_ Ci \\

(19) [I MssggEii's-Mss.j
1

^tc., " [as for any person who] is in the entire land to whom any people of

the House of MenmaCre<" shall come saying,” etc., ibid. 109-10. Griffith shows the sign

after with cross-hatching, but has evidently thought that <=> is more probable than
he also rightly points out that tht is an obvious blunder for spr.

For the moment I have rigidly excluded from my examples all such as present the
verb iri in any other form than -a.-, though including the two early examples (18, 19)

where is substituted for iri. [For the later examples of this see below p. 228.]

Taking into account the variant texts noted under (1), the two passages designated (2) and
(3), and the double occurrence of -==> in (5), the evidence before us shows 10 cases of the
preposition being M^ritten before the infinitive, as against 12 cases without, these last in-

cluding the one example (17) with f. That the example with is entirely without
grammatical significance is clear from the fact that this preposition occurs before the

cxiimiiiutioii. My prose iit investigation having convinced me that the construction with ir could only be
futiiie I a coiiclii'^inn confirmed by nt?/ iW‘tu\ see below p. 224, n. 1), I conjectured that the protocol in
question must have been written at the very opening of the proceedings, that it was in fact the proch-verbal
of tlie trial

,
only on this h\pothesis could the accusations brought by Xesamun be regarded as lying in the

futuic. In lepl v to the quer\ I addressed to Feet on this matter I received the following interesting answer :

‘^Tliough the consequences of your discovery for the opening paragraph of Jla^er A at first rather startled
me, on further consideration I see no difficulty in accepting them. In B.JL 10052, which covers earlier
dates than ^1, no reference to the pr-a-sti trial is made, and it looks indeed as if this only opened at
the first sitting lecorded by Mupt>r A. Consequently, if we suppose that the scribe wrote these notes
actually during tlie trial, which seems highly probable, it would be natural for him at the outset to head
them with a statement in the future, for the prisoners were at that time still to be ‘pumped by beating
their hands and feet.’ As for the sentence c<mcerning Xes<imun you will have noted that in 1. 13 he actually
<q)i)ears and deiKxmces the men. This may be literally the dd sml which is promised in the relative sentence
above. This view would explain the wonls which I translated (1. 16) ‘and I bear witness against them this
<lay,’ /.c.. I now formally impeach them.'' The only comment I would add is to say that I would prefer
to render in the last sentence, ‘^and I vPl bear witness against them this day,” since the text has

i ^ ^ Tvvv i “'-'t 1 1 ct..
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infinitive as a pseudo-archaism in all kinds of Late-Egyptian constructions where

etymologically it does not belong (see Verbum, ii, 249, n. 1; Journal, xiv, 92); besides,

its isolated occurrence in a single passage would alone be sufficient to prove its lack of

significance. On the other hand, the frequent presence of <=> must necessarily have a good

philological reason, the more so since its absence in other examples can to some extent be

accounted for. Even if it could be proved that Late Egyptian still retained this <=> in

speech, yet its omission in writing could be explained (1) by the general tendency of Late

Egyptian writing to omit prepositions and other small words {e.g., genitival n), see Errnan’s

observations A.Z., xxxiv, 154; xxxviii, 4, and (2) by the fact that in Late-Egyptian

times the particular preposition <=> was pronounced e as in Coptic, and so might fall

under the general rule that vowels were not written in hieroglyphic and its derivative

writings. In point of fact, Sethe has shown {Verbu7n, n, § 568, c) that <=> is sometimes

omitted in Late-Egyptian texts in cases where its absence from speech would be most

improbable, e.g., in '*the Hathors came to see her,” JOrbineg, 9, 8; pj^
taught to sing,” Anast. iv, 12, 2. But it will be objected,

and as it seems with reason, that the number of omissions of ^ in our construction is

too great to be explained along the lines just mentioned. Nor indeed is any such ex-

planation necessary, for we shall soon see that the construction in question is one where

Coptic sometimes inserts and sometimes omits the equivalent of <=> before the infinitive.

The explanation of our construction leaps to the eyes on comparison of examples

no. 2 (or 3) and no. 10, both from the Hittite treaty, an especially old and good Late-

Egyptian text. Here we find that ^ is employed, either with or without following ‘=>,

when the subject is nominal; but when the subject is pronominal (no. 10) takes

the place of The two relative clauses in the passage from Pag. Maijer A
(no. 13) might also be used to point the same lesson, were it not for the awkward
parenthesis which makes the passage rather unsuitable as testimony. Further evidence

will be found in the Hauri decree, where there are many paragraphs with beginnings of

the type f) U* 42-3, 50-1, 74-5), and since these

relative clauses have a subject of their own (•/), albeit that subject is identical with the

antecedent, they are exact parallels to my quotations (18) and (19), save that here the

subject is a noun and not a suffix. The decree of Neskhons will later (p. 228, nos. 28-30)

provide additional proofs. Thus the conclusion seems assured that the (or at least a) Late-

Egyptian form of before nominal subject is '“so-and-

so shall hear,” and this conclusion is clinched by the fact that to Coptic eqecwTM corre-

sponds, with nominal subject, epe-npoo.ue cujtm or ectofM.

Thus far all is plain sailing, but from this point onwards we shall be confronted by all

manner of difficulties and puzzles. What is this epe- which takes the place of when
a noun replaces the suffix? One possibility is that ^ might really be the verb iri “do,”

for it is conceivable that a future tense might be derived from the meaning “X will act so

as to hear.” In this case ^^ould be a mere alternative to

It is a lacuna in this essay that I am quite xmable to say how often this latter

construction occurs in Late Egyptian. It is of course common in Middle Egyptian (see

my Eg. Gramm., § 332) and examples exist from the Old Kingdom, e.g.,

“My Majesty will do for thee something great,” Urk., i, 131, 1. In Pap. Beatty I, which

I am now engaged in editing, only two such examples occur, both without r before the

infinitive (15, 3; 15, 8). Apart from these I know of no examples of

from Late-Egyptian texts. Sethe quotes none in the Verbum (ii, § 568, c, y), nor does

Erman in his Neudgypt. Gramm. (§§235-7), and I, for my part, simply have not looked

Jourii. of Egypt Arch. xvi. 29
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out for them hitherto, and have now failed to discover any in the course of a rather

perfunctory search. Still, both Demotic and Akhmimic would appear to vouch for the

continued existence of the two alternatives. Demotic shows writings corresponding to

(a) and (6) respectively, see Spiegelberg, Demot. Gramm., § 164, while Akhmimic

has (a) ^ corresponding to and sub-Akhmimic (6) epe- corresponding to

see Till, AhJim.-Ko'pt. Gramm., § 128 and p. 158. Nevertheless, I do not believe that

represents an original ‘'so-and-so will act so as to hear” which has

survived side by side with “so-and-so is (i|^) towards hearing” in Akhmimic, but has

replaced the latter in Sa^'idic and Bohairic epe- (€)c(jotm. I lay little stress on the fact

that the commoner ^ is replaced by <=> in one or both of the earliest examples of the

construction (nos. 18 and 19 from the decree of Nauri, temp. Sethos I), but I shall now
proceed to quote other examples of an alternation between ^ and some of which

seem to preclude a meaning “shall do” or “shall act” for the latter. The examples in

question are all of the same class, belonging to the curses invoked upon infringers of decrees

or anticipated critics of unsatisfactory manuscripts. These curses have been collected,

though not very completely, by the late G. Moller in his article on the decree of

Amenophis, son of Hapu {Sitz. d. hon. prenss. Ahad. d. Wiss., 1910, 941-8). The examples

which concern us are as follows;

(20) “As for whosoever shall interfere ( with anyone among

them ^ m i
— ^ to shall the gods

and goddesses be adversaries, and as to whosoever shall be deaf to this decree,

Osiris will be {lit. is) after him, Isis

will be after his wife, Horus will be after his children,” L., D., m, 140, c, 17-19 (collated)

= Moller, D 5 (Sethos I).

(21) “[As to any person who] is in the entire land to whom any people of the House
of Menrnarer shall come, etc. etc ^ fm
^ ' 2 ^ ^^ Osiris Khentamenthes, the lord of people and the lord of

things, shall be {lit. is) after him, after his wife, and after his children,” Decree of Nauri,

1. 113 ^ Jouryial, xiii, PI. xliii. No. 19 above is the beginning of this passage (Sethos I).

'as for him who shall speak against this doctrine {sbiyt)1 W I 1 I

speak against this doctrine {sb/yt)

of the scribe Amenkhau, to him shall Thoth be (lit. is) an adversary (when) in the con-
dition of death,” Saltier IV, on the back of recto, p. 21.

for him who shall speak ^ against this (piece of) writing, to him shall Thoth be an
adversary,” d'Orbiney, 19, 9-10.

^ Tills VciricUit with hr, so obviously the e([ui valent of liv-f r mdt in (22), opens out an important question
wliicli I have not the time to investigate at the present moment. Since all cases which I have recently

enc-ounteiv,! of ^he future, and since the rare al«o, so far as I

c<in see, in\ariahl\ refers to the future, I am inclined to conclude that hr here is spurious, and that where
it occuis 01 wheie there is no ])rcp(>sition nty r sih'n must always be understood. So far as relative
clau.ses are concerned, 1 believe this view will prove to be sound. I am, in fact, inclined to suppose that
the three laumial modes of expressing a relative sentence with a subject of its own in Late Egyptian are

£:i\\
preiient time, (h) for futiu'e time, and (c) the relative form

f>2r;5u.,/ tiiiio. But if it .should prove that in
'f

is alway.s spurious

aud that this proposition should be replaced by =, new vistas of doubt open out. In that case perhaps
even in main clau.ses may .sometimes be a miswriting for
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^ -
i T1 ! i t 6 I 6 1 2=^ 1^ <=>

‘'as for him who shall speak against it, Amen-Ref, king of the gods, shall

be after him to destroy him^, Mut shall be after his wife, and Khons after his child,’’

L., D., Ill, 229, 19 (collated) ==Moller, D 6.

(25) “The lord of Egypt curses his name, Mauray is the abomination of White-Wall

(Memphis), even one after another of his kinsfolk for ever, V |? ^
Binere-Miamun shall be after his children, Meneptah-Hetphima^'e is given to him as

fate,” Israel stela, 9.

(
2«)

and shall speak against Amenemope-men, unto him shall Amfin be an adversary as

brother of all the people of his city,” Rec. Trav., iv, 149 = yi'.Z., xxix, 49-50.

I 1 i J ,! I 4 1 t I It Ho ! .

0 all men and citizenesses who shall come after us

In commenting on the passage from the Israel stela (25), Spiegelberg quotes the

parallels from Redesiyeh (20) and Anibeh (24) as evidence of a phrase irt m-s/ “to per-

secute” (A.Z., XXXIV, 17). But though such a phrase is possible, the parallelism of

^.,. 0:=:^ with in (21) raises a strong presumption that is some form of

or at least more closely connected with this than with In to do”; for further examples

of iw m-si “ persecute” and the correlated im m-si Spiegelberg quotes Brugsch, Thesaurus

1203, 43 and 46. This presumption is strengthened by the impossibility of regarding as

the verb “to do” in the formula {nos. 20, 22, 23, 26). “To act

as adversary to someone” would in Egyptian necessarily be irt (m) iry-n-cJu r, and since

Egyptian carefully distinguishes between irt n “to act on behalf of” a person and irt r

“to act against” someone, ir n-f X r iri-n-rJir could only mean “to act on his behalf so

as to be an adversary,” which is a contradiction in terms. Add to this that the proble-

matic ^ here illustrated occurs only in exactly the same type of texts, and indeed on two

occasions (the decrees of Nauri and Redesiyeh) in the identical texts, where ^ -f nom.

subj. + r 4- infinitive also occurs, and there cannot be the slightest doubt but that the

word ^ in both cases is identical.

Perhaps it was in such examples as (20) to (26) above that = epe- began to spread

to other tenses than the future. It is not unnatural to suppose that -- - = epe- originally

somehow contained an inherent future force, and hence was quickly transferred to such

sentences as which also had future force, but in form were ordinary non-

verbal sentences with adverbial predicate introduced by
^

(see my Eg. Gramm., § 117).

This may be the way in which cpe- before nominal subject, starting in the 3rd Future

eqectoTXi, next passed into the Coptic 2nd Present eqcwTM, and then into the 2nd Future

It is most disconcerting to find that in none of the Coptic dialects does the

Negative Future in show epe- as a component, the form of this before nominal subj.

being fme- in Saridic and Bohairic, and ite- in Akhmimic. But the origin of the Coptic

Negative Future is undoubtedly

conspicuous disagreement with Coptic that we find in nur nos. 2, 3, 10,

11, and 16.

What then is the origin of this troublesome ^ == epe-, which ultimately pervaded

Coptic to a far greater extent than I have hitherto indicated? On communicating my
discovery to Sethe, he at once suggested an explanation that had already occurred to me.

^ Probably emend simply but the scribe may have had some such reading as m-s/ J r in his

mind.

29~-2
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namely that ^ before nominal subject is due to the adhesion of the preposition ^ to

The proximity of preposition and auxiliary in eiectoTu, cKccoaTM, eqeco^TM will have

suggested a retention of that proximity in epe-X coc^tm, and it is a fact that where Coptic

employs epe* in Future iii, the preposition e- before the infinitive is more often than not

omitted, see Steindorff-, §289; Stern, §381. Sethe quotes as parallels the similar trans-

position forwards of tm in uTe-^-i\pco.ue beside ilqTMcojTM and of in ep^xn-

npto.ue cu)^i beside equjxitccofAv. A still earlier parallel would be the like transposition

of subject and negatival complement discovered by Gunn and illustrated in §343 of my
Grammar. It does not seem to be a necessary condition for the validity of this explanation

that the preposition r should not have been pronounced before the infinitive. As I have

said, Coptic hesitates between epe-npco.ue cccotm and epe-npooMC cwTIi and Late Egyptian

may have done the same, the existence of hv-f~r sdni eqecojfH being enough to produce

iw-r X (r) but not enough completely to banish the preposition before the infinitive.

It is unfortunate that one can repose no implicit confidence in the Late-Egyptian writings.

The presence of r before the infinitive in 10 of my examples and its absence in 12 cannot

definitely be taken as meaning that the scribe was failing to pronounce the r in pre-

cisely those cases where it is not written, but was pronouncing it wherever it is written.

On the contrary, there can be no doubt that the r was omitted in the writing in very

many cases where the scribe would have pronounced it, and it may therefore weU have

been inserted as a supposed historic writing (as hr so frequently is) in other cases where

the scribe would have spoken the sentence without r. In this connexion I will mention

that Pajy. Beatty 1 contains 36 examples of the future construction usually written iw-f

r Mm (only 2 of them with nominal subject), and of these 36 only 8 show the preposition

€-. Yet so far as the information given in the standard grammars goes, Coptic never

uses eqcwTM (with omission for e-) in place of eqecojYii, but confines its hesitancy as

regards the preposition to the cases where the subject is a noun.

Thus I cannot find the presence of <=> before the infinitive in examples (1) to (7) any
obstacle to Sethe’s view that epe- may have been the result of the adhesion of the pre-

position to iw on the analogy of the forms with suffix-subject. If I have a partial objection

to that view it is on difierent grounds. Such Late-Egyptian variants as for ^
{dOrhmey, 17, 10, quoted below no. 27) and for imperative

(Anast, VllI, 3, 6) prove conclusively that already in the Nineteenth Dynasty the preposi-

tion r was pronounced e (see too Sethe, De aleph prosthetico, 29). Further, the pronunciation
of is shown by such Eighteenth Dynasty writings as Bg, Gramm,,
§272) also to have been simply €. Consequently would at this period yield, not epe-,

but ee. It is very unlikely that the -p- entered in as a mere euphonic addition. Thus
while I incline to believe with Sethe that the desire to keep the preposition near the
beginning was one of the factors which created the form = epe-, yet I cannot believe

that it was the only factor. The really effective factor must, I am convinced, have been
the existence of some tense or paradigm of iri ‘Ho do,’’ in which the forms with
suffix had been reduced to the same pronunciation as

,
t.c., eq (Akhm. xq), while the

form with nominal subject was epe- or -xpe. If such a paradigm existed, the coincidence
of ^r-/= iiv-f = eq might have provided a basis for the analogical transformation of

before nominal subject into = epe-.

Now if we cast our eyes over the synopsis of Coptic tenses shown on pp. 158—9 of

rill s Ahhmimic Grammar, we shall at once recognize certain tenses which originally

contained the verb in “to do” and which may well have provided the required
analogy. Such are the so-called Present of Custom ^xk, ujxq, etc., with ^xpe- before
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nominal subject, and the negative form of the same tense, S. AveV, aick, etc. = A. aicwk,

etc. = B. Miiivi, AiuevK, etc., with the forms S. .uepc- == A. or = .unApe-

before nominal subject. Now of these two tenses the Negative Present of Custom is

probably the older, since the prototype of the aflirmative form hr ir^f sdm seems none

too common in Demotic (Spiegelberg, op. cit., § 133). The Negative Present of Custom,

on the other hand, goes back to a common and well-authenticated Late-Egyptian tense,

namely see Sethe, Verhum, ii, § 992, c. Perhaps it was this
,

pronounced cq or rather and its corresponding form ^ before nominal subject, pro-

nounced epe- or i>^p€-, which provided the analogy for our paradigm

But Sethe has shown (op. cit., § 990) that the form in

simply the common affirmative Late-Egyptian ‘ with the suppression of

- IS

the

prothetic Such a suppression would be as natural after J as it is after

the well-known

with (['

m
relative construction ‘‘that which he does^’ in place of

Now it may be mere chance, but it also may not be, that an example

for ^^epe- is forthcoming:

(27) Then the favourite said unto his Majesty: Swear by God,

saying, “what(ever) the favourite shall say,

I will obey it for her sake,” d'Orbiney, 17, 10.

No one with any knowledge of Late Egyptian could fail to see that the construction

of the relative sentence here is similar to
‘>1 ^ j

Sethe writes to me

that in his classes he has always explained the passage in the same way. In the light of

our present knowledge the passage in d'Orhiney differs only from the relative sentence in

no. 13 (2^^ X ^ |1
by the substitution of for ^ ^od the retention

of ^ ^ before ^

.

And here we are confronted with a thought which can only be described as a

grammatical nightmare. What if all future constructions of the type ^ ^ p ,

man shall say” should prove to be mere descendants of the older

^ primary objection to this hypothesis is that such writings are not

confined to nominal subject, but that writings with a suffix like ^re also

common in a future sense. But if, as I think is highly probable, pro-

nounced €q or A.q, then there seems no fundamental reason why ^l^ould

not occasionally be a writing of especially since Pap, Beatty I has taught

us how often the preposition may be omitted. Nevertheless, I see great difficulties in

the way of the suggestion here made, and the whole question of I'Oo

complex and obscure to me to be included in the present essay.

In order to give a more clear-cut appearance to the problem we have been discussing

I confined my examples at the start to such as contained the writing merely adding

those with «==> from the decree of Nauri on account of their age and their parallelism

with the cases showing <^. But now that I have quoted from d Orbincy an example

with I will add a few further writings. After the Twenty-first Dynasty and

both occur in place of Examples (28), (29) and (30) are drawn from the Decree

of Neskhons, of which there are two copies, one on papyrus, and one on a wooden

tablet; for the former see the photographs in Maspero, Mo^nies royales. Pis. 25-7, with

the new transcription in Golenischeff, Papyrus hieratiques, no. 58032, the numbering of

which I follow; the variants from the wooden tablet are derived from niy collation with

a photograph belonging to the Berlin Museum.
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(28)

¥1^^ [^'ar. ^] I ^ L® Is ^\ 1.2^ 1.^ ^

2

f\ A^ssIA'1 2

w © \
- ?[var. ^f|

(1

I ;s;^

^ cause it to be

that as for him who is on good terms with the heart of Neskhons and with her soul,

her heart shall not turn aside from him, her soul shall not turn aside from him, nor
shaO he turn aside from Neskhons,’’ 11. 75-7.

(29) [var.

var. rmt^^ \\ R. A

D
I Ji-A thing of any kind

which does wrong to a man or which is bitter to a man shall happen to Painudjem, nor
shall it (lit. happen) to his wives or his children or his brethren,” 11. 81-3,

(30) ‘ will do them to her at every time, so long as

the sky holds firm and the sun goes up, J and no evil

thing shall assail her,” 11. 93-4.

The same writing in yet another late papyrus:

(•^1)
iffi

“Assuredly, if I shall say it, no bull shall copulate, nor pregnant woman bear, nor ship
fare up or down stream, nor wind befall, nor birds lay eggs in the nest,” Pap. Boulaq VI,
11, 4-5^ Mariette, i, 35.

None of these examples possesses much interest except as showing how our epe- was
written in post-Ramesside times. It is noteworthy that in (28) and (29) and are
the forms used for nominal subject, while i| ^ is employed for the suffixes. Rathe^more
remarkable is the state of affairs in the IfVisdom of A.^yicyic'iiiopc. Here -=> occurs in all

exemplifications of the construction iwf r Mm where the subject is a noun, for example:

(32) ^ ^ “God will know how to requite him,” 5, 17. Cf.

too 5, 19-17, 16; 17, 1; 22, 8-23, 11.

No instances of
j

O’ -r suffix in the same construction seem to occur, but (|(? both with
suffix and with noun is common in other uses. This exclusive appropriation of <=> to the
future constiuction and to cases of it where the subject is nominal clearly prohibits us
from regarding it as a mere variant writing of

([
(? due to the identity in sound of the

preposition and of iiv at this period. It is, however, strange and inexplicable to me why
<=>, which, for the reason just given, serves for -e in a number of other cases (see above
p. 226 and cf. for example ^ i “to you,” a true phonetic writing e-ro-ten), should in one
construction, and one only, serve as ere-, are-. I do not think that anyone, after ex-
amining and weighing the evidence I have adduced, will put forward the theory that ^
in our construction is simply a writing of -c or -d. If it be asked on what grounds ^
was taken as a writing of dre-, I think one must point to the imperative, which
is the only form of the verb eipe so written in Late Egyptian, apart from the nega-
tival complement in Ainp. And this agrees very well with the fact that in Coptic
the imperative of “to do” is e>.pi-, epi-.
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II. The origin of with some remarks on method.

Students of Egyptian grammar have probably not yet realized to the full how radically

the most recent investigations have changed the appearance of the Late-Egyptian problem.

Until a few years ago it seemed the obvious and the right course to take Late-Egyptian

writings at their face-value, and to argue from them both as to their Middle-Egyptian

origins and as to their Coptic derivatives. Thus to Erman [Nencigypt. Gramyn., §§ 208-222)

mere inspection of such writings as aiid have appeared

a sufficiently good reason for placing both constructions under the heading of the

‘‘Hiilfsverbum and to Sethe, in spite of other ingenious and persuasive reasons for

his novel view, the spelling of the negation
J]

(? must have contributed largely to his

hypothesis that is the outcome of an ellipse of 7^, and properly means

there is no > place (old J^) that (z.e., where) he hears” (Fcr6?m?, ii, § 991). But since the

two fundamental works here cited were published, both authors, together with other re-

searchers, have made discoveries which go far to undermine the over-simple assumption

here criticized. And yet that assumption lingers on, fostered and encouraged by the fact

that Late-Egyptian writing is indeed most deplorably misleading. Who would have

believed, before Sethe demonstrated the point beyond a peradventure (A.Z., lxii, 5), that

coMd be a Late-Egyptian spelling for ‘'do not let” as well as for

the preposition m~di ‘’with,” in connexion with which Spiegelberg had already

{A,Z., LX, 59) discerned the truth ? It came as a great shock to myself that the conjunctive

proved to be the last relic of utmost very

remotely, connected with the pronominal formative [Jouryud, xiv, 8G). The connexion

of ^ in a particular construction with
^

as indicated in the first part of the present

article, was yet another shock, and has suggested the desirability of our adopting towards

Late Egyptian a somewhat novel standpoint, which will in future enable us to bear

similar convulsions in our ideas with greater equanimity. The fact of the matter, as

I now see it, is that Late Egyptian was habitually and perhaps even wilfully perverse in

its methods of spelling. Possibly the primary intention of the scribes was to substitute

phonetic writings for the old historic ones. Unfortunately the nature of the Egyptian

script was such that phonetic orthography could often not be adopted without the sug-

gestion of a false etymology^. Henceforth, accordingly, a new attitude will have to be

adopted towards all Late-Egyptian writing. Starting with the end-terms, Coptic and

Middle (or Old) Egyptian, we ought to ask ourselves whether the Coptic way of expressing

a given meaning agrees with, and can possibly be regarded as the outcome of, the Middle-

Egyptian way of expressing the same meaning. If this question be answered in the

affirmative, then the suggested Middle-Egyptian original may provisionally be adopted as

a working hypothesis, and it will then remain to be seen whether the Late-Egyptian

equivalent can be brought into line as a phonetic rendering of that original.

The history of Egyptological opinion in regard to the Coptic tense MTi*.Tq-cu3TM ad-

mirably illustrates my present contention, and I return to this topic the more readily

since I now realize that I have blundered over it not once only, but twice. Twenty-five

years have passed since Vogelsang discovered that Middle Egyptian expressed the sense

“he has (or had) not yet heard,” Lc., the same sense as MUJSTq-ctoTM, by the construction

discovery was orally discussed and known in Berlin for several years

before it was re-discovered and published by Blackman (A.Z., xlix, 103). The meaning

^ The substitution of phonetic for the tradition.il s])ellinLr in KnLch^b would doubtless have for effect

merely the obliteration of familiar etymologies, seldom the Miggestion of wrong ones.
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of unusual enough to have persuaded Egyptologists, had they at that

time possessed the standpoint I am here advocating, to feel morally sure that the Coptic

equivalent possessing the same meaning and the same ending, somehow exemplified

the same form. But this kind of argument was not at that time available, and in my
article on the origin of Mneq — J g pQ

^

= Middle Egyptian (A.Z.,

XLV, 73) I proposed for Mne^fq-ciofAv some such prototype as J {j(|

which no trace was forthcoming either in Hieratic or Demotic. It

was with much sounder sense that Sethe, having found in a late hieroglyphic text

(Ethiopic period?) the phrase ^1^
^ “before thou hadst (lit, when thou

hadst not yet) suffered me to arise (as king),” saw in this the original of Mn*.Tq-ctoTM

{A.Z., XLVii, 147). Sethe’s conclusion was confirmed by a comparison of this hieroglyphic

spelling with the demotic forms of previously indicated by Spiegelberg and Griffith;

Sethe showed that in the Persian period at all events the demotic writing

contained the group ^ i . But now Sethe in his turn overlooked the Middle Egyptian

and, interpreting his hieroglyphic example too etymologically, suggested a con-

nexion with the word “end,” “limit,” though not without recognizing the difficulties

which this derivation presented. It was left for Erman (A.Z., l, 104) to find the missing

link between the form and the Coptic MTiei.Tq in such Late-Egyptian examples

and thou hast not yet written to me concerning thy
health.” After this, there could be no further doubt that originated in

and exemplified one of those periphrases with m to which the first part of this article

was devoted. It was a singular and regrettable aberration on my part to have maintained,

as I subsequently did in a footnote in this Journal (xiv, 11, n. 1), that the origin of

.unjvTq was * ^^ ^ neither of this nor of any Late-Egyptian equivalent

have we any trace, whereas both Late Egyptian and Demotic present

synonyms of MncvTq which can, if with some little difficulty, be perfectly well equated
with that Coptic form.

The difficulty I have just spoken of turns upon the presence of n and the absence of

P in the Coptic form, since the n is found neither in J ^ nor yet in J^i while

the p seems vouched for by . I do not thinTthat Erman has done sufficient

justice to the form with ^i, which he considers was due simply to a scribe’s misinter-

pretation of the demotic group for But there is not much resemblance between the
demotic group in question and the contemporary writings of and I have no doubt,

for my part, that the demotic writers were really using the word P^s>-. This seems also

to be the opinion of Spiegelberg (Demot, Gramm., § 203). Nor does Erman take sufficiently

into account Sethe’s evidence for an intrusive
jp or h after m in Coptic {A.Z., xlvii, 151).

In the production of phonetic facts several causes are often operative, and I see no reason
for believing that the analogy of Mneq was the sole cause in the present case.

What account are we then to give of J^i ^^? I am inclined to think that it is,

like so many other Late-Egyptian writings, a would-be phonetic spelling. A possible
hypothesis might be that was pronounced ^m[h)ratef an euphonic 6, and
that under the influence of Aineq — old n where the p was etymological, this pro-
nunciation gave place to ^mpatef, cf. Xiinop from 7n-ir and Mii*.q (Boh.) from
The difficulty in the way of this suggestion is that, as we shall see in the third section
of this article, Coptic possesses a form uj^Teq containing the sd7nt-f ioim of m eipe “do,”
and in that form there is no trace of p. Hence in Sethe’s passage still remains a
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riddle, and all we can say is that it is likely to have some phonetic intention. In any

case, it is a sound generalization that Late-Egyptian spelling is on the whole more

phonetic than etymologizing, and that we are likely to obtain many interesting new

results by adopting that standpoint. The standpoint in question doubtless implies that

Late Egyptian is a much more difficult problem than we have hitherto imagined, but if

such be the reality, we shall have to face it. Only by a close comparison with Middle

Egyptian and with Coptic can the truth concerning any Late-Egyptian construction be

ascertained, and the etymologies suggested by Late-Egyptian spellings are to be regarded

with the greatest scepticism.

III. “ Until he hears ” in Coptic and Late Egyptian.

In dealing with the Coptic conjunctive and its Late-Egyptian equivalent {Journal^

XIV, 94) I had occasion to touch on that other tense-formative by which

Coptic expresses the notion “until he hears.” It was but natural that this formative

should always have been regarded as derived from the conjunctive which it so closely

resembles, but once the fact had been established that the Coptic conjunctive originated

in the construction became obvious that could not have

arisen from this by the simple prefixing of the preposition rela-

tionship of uj«wnT€- and the conjunctive hie- was to be maintained at all, it would have

to be less the relationship of child and parent than of brother and brother; the conjunctive

would be derived from ye^tiTq-coaTM from ^ until

his hearing,” a different preposition being used in the two parallel constructions. While

regarding this solution of the problem as quite possible, I did not fail to point out, as

others had done before me, that Demotic and Late Egyptian seemed rather to accord

precedence to the form without n which Akhmimic and Bohairic use side by side

with ai«s.nTeq. Furthermore, the suggested derivation from ^ 1^1^^^^^

under the grave disadvantage that not a trace of it was to be found in hieroglyphic or

hieratic texts, while there was a passage giving “until I have

gone” which completely defeated me.

The only Late-Egyptian writing known to me which contains an equivalent of ^xTcq-

cioTM or tgjwsiTq-ctoTu is the story of Wenamun, where the following examples occur:

(a) “If it were a thief belonging to my land who had come to thy ship

have replaced it for thee from my storehouse, until they should have found thy thiei

(1, 19-20).

(b) ^ remain cast away

here? lit. until what has come am I here cast away?” (2, 66).

(c) Wenamun asks the prince of Byblos to allow a scribe to be sent to Siiiendes and

Tentamun to fetch payment for the wood, and adds:

“fl: A< I 24

5^^ tii

.

“I send him to them to say, Let it (the payment) be brought (hither)

until I (shall) have gone (back) to Upper Egypt, and (then) will I cause all thy deficit

to be brought (i.e., restored) to thee; so said I to him (Le., such will be my message to

Smendes)” (2, 36-7).

{d) Wenamun has confiscated some silver which he has found, and states that he

will hold it until the people whom he is addressing find the thief responsible for the

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvi.
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theft against himself. The passage is damaged, but there can be no doubt as to its

.your silver; it shall remain with [me, un]til you find

correct restoration

:

m[y thief]” (3, 9).

But now let us leave these four examples for the moment and, following the principle

advocated in the second section of this article, ask ourselves how Middle Egyptian would

have rendered until he hears” or “has heard.” The construction with the

khnt'f form at once occurs to the mind (see my Eg, Gramm,

^

§ 407, 1), together with such

familiar examples as ^ ‘ ' ‘'until thou hast completed four months”

in the Shipwrecked Sailor (1. 118) or <=> “until the sun has arisen

over thy breast” on a number of Eighteenth Dynasty tomb-stones. It is undoubtedly

a far cry from to ^*.nTq-ctJOTM, but I hope, before laying down my pen, to

make out a very good case for the essential identity of the two constructions. In study-

ing the new Late-Egyptian story contained in Pap, Beatty //, I recently came across an

idiom hitherto quite unknown to me:

(e) The youth says to a certain herdsman: “Take thou such and such articles,

t = ,

and keep for me the

bull imtil I have come from the town.” Pap. Beatty 77, 7, 5-6,

As to the sense there could be no possible doubt, but it was less easy to see how
that sense could be grammatically obtained. It seemed not unlikely that was
some form of the suffix conjugation of iri “do” with the suffix of the 1st pers. sing,

omitted as often, and I ventured to conjecture that a preceding preposition <=> “until”

was omitted or had become blended with this verb-form. As regards the verb-form

itself, the choice seemed to lie between the sdm^f and the sdmt-f, and I inclined to the

former on the ground that the latter would in all probability have been written

Events have proved me to be wrong, for Peet has most generously placed at

my disposal a series of examples of which all proved, on examination, to yield

the same meaning “until” as the passage above quoted^.

(/)
‘ With regard to the letter which thou didst send about thy mother to the

efiect that she had died, thou saidst, ^Let the contribution which used to be made to

her be given to my sister, who has been a widow here for so and so many years.’ Do
a^ordingly;

until I come and see all that ought to be done and do it for

her.” Pleyte and Rossi, Papyrus de Turin, 16, 1^.

{g) The necropolis-workpeople are striking and appeal for rations to the Mayor of

Thebes as he passes by. The Mayor sends a message to say: ^
Q S

OQ ’A f + ‘ b^hold, I give to you these
50 sacks of spelt for (your) support until Pharaoh gives you rations.” Op, cit., 46, 16-17.

^ CoiiconiiDg thcbC Peet li;ul gone some little way towards discerning the truth. Commenting on the
passage in the tale ot the Doomed Prince {h) he writes {Jovraal, xi, ass'): I hav^e suspected for some time
that there existed in L.E. a periphr<isis with a form virTir) bearing strong future meaning.” In his forth-
coming book on the Tomierobbenes he has actually discerned the meaning “until” in the passage given
below under (/). I am indtd)ted to Peet for all luy examples of Wr'tv: with the exception of the two from the
Beatty papyri.

1 01 tlie last clause with compare the very similar ending of the passage from Weuavnuii quoted
above in (c).
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{h) The doomed prince protests against the precautions taken by his father to ensure
his safety

i ^M t ^
^ *

^1 i^ ^

^

‘'let me be left that I may act according to my lieart(’s desire), until the god shall per-

form what is in his mind.’’ Pajp, Harris 500, verso 4, 12-3

(i) Robbers of this pyramid of this god who are missing concerning whom command
was given to the high-priest of Amon-Rasonther to have them brought and placed as

prisoners in the dungeon of the temple of Amon-Rasonther together with their fellow

their lord has decided their punishment.” Amherst, 4, 2.

^ until Pharaoh

[j) A ferryman is making a deposition about the tomb-robberies; “I ferried them
over,” he says, “to the bank of the West-of-Ne, .](?

|

^

^ - e i ?'i

and they said to me, [‘Wait here] until we come to thee.’” Pap. ^CMus. 10054,

recto 2, 3-4.

On this passage Peet remarks that in the lacuna at the end of the line there may
be several groups missing, but hardly enough to leave room for 6vr as well as for the

obvious ‘'Wait here”; he further notes that for the suffix 1st plur. is common in

the Tomb-robberies papyri. As regards this last point see mtw-n below in (m).

(h) For this unpublished example, I give the context in Peet’s words. “An ‘enemy’
has just destroyed Prmbyt, and the Necropolis is in danger, and Mazoi from all round
are drawn in to guard it. The hri-M^dntv Mntw-ms is mentioned. ‘He said to the hwtiw
of the Necropolis.

1

Sill- ] [^VVVKvv, I

do
not go up until ye have seen what will happen.’ ” Pap. Turin 2044, 153.

(Z) The Vizier says: “Take this woman and make her prisoner

Po get someone to accuse

her.” Pap. Brit. Mus. 10052, 15, 8-9.

(m) “Then Seth swore a great oath to God j.i

.1 ^
, vv h\ ra

I I 1 I

\\
-

fl™rM g^^® Homs) the kingly office until

he has been cast forth together with me and we have built for ourselves some ships

of stone.’ ” Pap. Beatty 1, 13, 2-4. Seth swears that he will not consent to a judicial

decision until there has been a last trial of skill between him and Horus.

These examples prove beyond possibility of cavil that is a tense-formative

of exactly the same kind as lyevitTe- and with exactly the same meaning. That this

formative contains the old sdmt-f form is indicated, on the one hand by the consideration

that Middle Egyptian employs that form preceded by to render the notion “until,”

and on the other hand by the similarity of the Late-Egyptian writing both here and in

Ain*.Tq-cu>TAi (see above, section 2). Students who may
be sceptical as to the inherence of the preposition r “to” in ‘'until” will

perhaps be converted to my view by the use of the same verb-form preceded by the

preposition uj^- = old or in the third instance from

^ Previous translators have rendered “ the god will surely do whrit is iu liis heart,'’ see above p. 232, n. 1.

This makes a good sense, but the rendering here given makes a better.

2 For see my Py. Gramm,, ^ 179. Aformr-.^y ^'-r (cf. occurs in Pap. Mook, 2, I ;Dyii. XVII I)

= A.Z., Lxiii, 106.

30—2
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the story of Wenamun (c). On this showing, the forms
1

^.nd in

(a) and (6) will be mere phonetic writings of

respectively, and from them it may be inferred that already in the Twenty-first Dynasty

these forms were sounded and aj«.Te- as in Coptic.

To return to once again, this tense-formative may have as subject a suffix

(1st plur. ™ in j; 2nd plur. in k; implicit 1st sing, in e and /), a noun (g, h, i),

or the indeWte pronoun ^ (I, m). In the case of I the writing is a strange one, but

perfectly clear in the hieratic of the Beatty papyrus, and places the

reading in the other case beyond a doubt. The pronunciation may well have been atUe

and the triple may be due to a desire to indicate the doubling of the syllable -te at

all costs

The history of the Egyptian equivalents of English ‘‘until he hears,” “until he has

heard ” now presents itself in a consistent logical development as follows

:

(1) In Middle Egyptian “until he has heard” is employed, with a verb-

form which in its other uses appears as a specialized alternative of the Mm-n-f form

{Eg, Gramm,

^

p. xxviii, additional remarks in reference to p. 321).

(2) In Late Egyptian, just as old “he has not (yet) heard” is now

replaced by the periphrasis written “t® has not (yet)

done hearing,” so too is replaced by written

with graphic suppression of the preposition^.

(3) Bather later (Twenty-first Dynasty), the preposition <=> is replaced by the more
forceful synon}Tii old {ryS^r-r^ Coptic The resultant

may also be written phonetically

(4) The last writing indicates that ^^xTcq-cioTM was the accepted pronunciation as

early as the Twenty-first Dynasty and that the form without n is older than that with it.

(5) In Demotic of the Persian and Ptolemaic periods a writing closely analogous to

sfC-tw^ in Wenamun is usual (Sethe, Burgschaftsurkunden, 42; Spiegelberg, Demotische
Grammatik, § 148), and forms seeming to incorporate the conjunctive like appear
only in or towards Eoman times.

(6) The Saridic is thus clearly secondary, for it seems very unlikely that
there was a form existing in older times which then, in Coptic,

gained a popularity as great as or greater than its rival Probably
^^viiTq-ctoTAi is due to some contamination of ^jvTeq-cooTM with the conjunctive hTeq-cioTjw

the causes of which we are unable to discern clearly.

^ Bcciiiise of its difficulties I relegate to a footnote niy reference to J ^ ^ in a jotting on
the verso of Snllier I\\ 8 AV/. /AVa Pap. 2nd series, PL 117. I hazard the conjecture that this should be
rendered: to this }criti/fj^ it }ra<i not Jiiiished I had spent the second month of summer upon
If so, both Late-Egyptian uses of the old klmtf iovm, viz, (1) after and (2) after implicit <=>, wiU
here be exemplified side by side.

Ihe form in Pap, BeaWj //, 7, 6 (above e) is slightly abnormal, and the form iirtio-tw

discussed above is still more so.

^ In {(1) the t of iirtiv has been omitted before the suffix tn of the 2nd pers. plur.
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AN EIGHTEENTH DYNASTY OSIRIS BRONZE

By H. K. hall

With. Plate xli, fig. 3.

The photograph on PI. xli, fig. 3, shows a fine bronze figure of Osiris, recently

acquired by the British Museum (No. 59747), which, although of conventional type, is

interesting. The whole effect of the figure is good, and it would be probable enough from

this that it was pre-Saite and of a good period, more likely that of the Eighteenth

Dynasty than any other. But it is possible to go further than this if the face is examined

carefully. The heads of Egyptian gods were, it is well known, commonly portraits of the

reigning king; and more or less like him, according to the vogue of accurate portraiture

at the time. One of the periods when accurate portraiture was in vogue was the

Eighteenth Dynasty, and, if the face of this little figure is examined, I think it wiU be

apparent that it is intended for a portrait of a Tuthmosid. The outline of the face and

the delicately arched, sharply upcut nose in profile are characteristic of the family from

the time of Tuthmosis II and Hatshepsut to that of Tuthmosis IV; and personally I

think I can see even in this small and ordinary household god an attempt to reproduce

the features of Tuthmosis III. In any case I think the figure must definitely belong to the

Eighteenth Dynasty. It stands 8 ins. (20-4 cms.) high.



A PHALLIC FIGURE IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM

By ALAN W. SHOETER

With Plate xli, figs. 1 and 2.

I have to thank Dr. Hall for permission to publish the curious wooden figure repro-

duced on PL xli, figs. 1 and 2, which bears the number 60005 in the collections of the

British Museum. It measures 6*3 inches in length, and is carved out of a cylindrical piece

of wood which varies from 1*3 to 1*5 inches in diameter, remarkably few cuts having

been used by the craftsman to secure quite a striking effect.

Similar wooden figures were discovered in the ‘‘Aramaic quarter’’ at Elephantine by
the German excavators, two of which are published by Honroth Rubensohn and Zucker

in J.Z., XLVi, 33, and probably our example, like them, is meant to be in a squatting

position. The technique of execution, too, is remarkably like that of the figure in the

left of the German photograph, and there is resemblance in yet one more point, the round

hole which is bored just above the rounded base of the British Museum figure. According

to the German report {op. cit., 32) this hole was for a phallus, which, though broken off in

the two examples figured, was preserved in other specimens.

Since the Elephantine figures were found in company with a terracotta relief of what
may possibly be two foreign goddesses, the German article suggests that we have here

religious relics of the mixed beliefs of the motley population from abroad who besides the

Jewish soldiers and colonists, as we know from the famous Elephantine papyri of the

Persian period, inhabited the Aramaic quarter at that time {op. cit., 32-33).

ifowever that may be, on looking at our figure we are at once led by the cope-like

appearance of its garment at the back to think of the god Ptah, but on the whole it seems
more likely that an ithyphallic figure of Min or Amun is intended, an identification which
is favoured by the shape of the headgear.

To conclude, the very strong resemblance to the example published in the Zeitschrift

tempts us, with every reservation, to see the home of our figure in the “ Aramaic quarter
”

of Elephantine, without hazarding any particular date.
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WORKING PLAN FOR A SHRINE

By S. R. K. GLANVILLE

With Plate xlii, fig. 1,

The ostracon, B.M. 41228^, shown on PI. xlii, fig. 1, was found by the Egypt
Exploration Society’s expedition to Der el-Bahari in 1904 during the excavation of

the mound overlying the Eleventh Dynasty temple, and was among the large collection

of such objects presented by the Society to the British Museum. It shows a rough
drawing of the plan of a shrine with a semi-covered (?) court, probably made by the

architect for the builder’s foreman, or by the latter for his gang. That it had this

practical intention, and was not merely a casual sketch, seems to be indicated by the

measurements. It thus deserves to be added to the short list of published examples of

ancient Egyptian plans The style of the hieratic script suggests the very end of the
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Fig. 1

Eighteenth Dynasty or the beginning of the Nineteenth as the date of the drawing.

A number of objects of this period were found in the rubbish which covered the

Eleventh Dynasty temple.

The interpretation of the drawing offered in the accompanying figure is tentative.

The outer rectangle presents no difficulties, since the two main measurements are clearly

^ Measurements: 3^ ins. wide by 3| ins.

2 See Davies, An architect’s plan from Thebes, Joxtrnal, iv, 194 ff. and the references there quoted,

Winlock in Bnll. Met. Mns. of Art, Egyptian Expedition 1921-1922, 26 ff., Gunn in Anmdes du Service^

XXVI, 197, and Engelbach in Somers Clarke—Engelbach, Ancient Egyptian Masonry, 46 ff.
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indicated
—

‘‘ breadth 27,” ‘'length 27”^; but the thickness of the wall may only be guessed,

and the precise shape of the doorways is not indicated by their representation in eleva-

tion^. It is not even certain whether the two pairs of vertical lines which are cut short

by the broken top edge of the ostracon indicate merely a second doorway (as in Fig. 1)

or a passage leading to another part of the building as well. I can make nothing of the
marks immediately south of this doorway: that on the right is apparently part of the

plan ; the other is perhaps a sign. So far the plan shows a building 27 cubits square with
gateways in the centre of its north and south walls®, and possibly a passage extending

northwards from the former. The problem is to interpret the plan of the smaller building

enclosed by the main square.

This smaller building is also rectangular; it also has two doorways in its north and
south sides respectively and bridging the N.-S. axis as in the case of the outer construction.

The measurements given are “breadth 6,” “length 14,” and by analogy with those of the
larger rectangle should give us the two main measurements over all. Unfortunately a plan
drawn to scale of a room of these measurements (Fig. 1) bears very little resemblance in

“ a Xol-
2

general proportions to the plan on the ostracon (Fig. 2 and PL xlii, fig. 1). Since however
the numbers are clear, the only alternative is to assume that one or both of the measure-
ments are to be otherwise applied to the drawing. This is clearly impossible for the
length; the breadth might conceivably be referred to the distance from the east wall of
the building to the east side—or to the centre—of the doorway, but this would be a very
artificial and illogical method of planning (bearing in mind the other measurements) and
is only suggested by the accident that through lack of space the north doorway had to
be represented upside down, as it were. We are therefore compelled to interpret the
measurements in the normal and obvious way, and to explain the divergence between the
modern and ancient representations on the general grounds that the latter is only a rough

The woid cubit is rather an afterthought than the end of an upper line of which the beginning is lost.

The combination of plan and elevation in a single drawing is too well known to require further
comment.

As there is no clue to the actual orientation of the buildings it is convenient to refer to the plan as
if its upper side (as here shown) were the north.
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sketch, with no pretensions to scale drawing; and the particular excuse that the author

had to insert doorways into the north and south walls, which he therefore extended as

far as he could within the limits imposed by the plan of the outer building. For it is

quite clear from the generous spacing out of its measurements that the latter was drawn

first and the inner building afterwards.

The main details of the plan are now clear: a square court encloses a narrow rect-

angular room, each having a doorway at the north and south ends astride the N.S. axis.

The length of the inner room is in the same sense as this axis.

There remain six small and roughly square constructions, four of which are labelled

“columns." In spite of the fact that in the plan three of them actually touch the wall

of the outer court, and might therefore be taken for engaged pilasters or buttresses, the

distinctive label seems to show that they are free-standing columns; and as such they

are interpreted in the scale-drawing (Fig. 1). Their size and distance from the outer walls

are entirely a matter of conjecture. They would have carried architraves running north

and south, which with the outer walls would have supported a roof, thus forming

colonnades on the east and west sides of the court. This would be as much in keeping

with the general style of Egyptian architecture as to suppose that the whole space

between the walls of the court and the inner room was roofed over
;
and it would

account for the proximity of the columns to the outer walls in the plan. Nevertheless

the precise position of these columns is the most uncertain feature of the interpretation

offered.

The plan cannot be identified with any known existing building at Thebes. In type,

however, it closely resembles the sanctuary^ of Hatshepsut in the small temple at

Medinat Habu, with the surrounding court of Tuthmosis III, which latter is only a few

feet longer than that of the B.M. plan. Another example of the same type of cella is the

chapel of the sacred boat of Amtin in the temple of Khonsu at Karnak (C in the plan,

Baedeker, p. 270). There, however, as in the Eighteenth Dynasty temple at Medinat

Habu, the outer building is clearly connected in purpose with the cella, forming with it

a corridor leading to the innermost room of the temple. On the ostracon it seems that

the surrounding building was rather in the nature of an independent court, since it ap-

pears to have been open to the sky except for the colonnades on the east and west sides.

It thus resembles in miniature the outer court of the temple of Ramesses III at jMedinat

Habu. Whether the cella in the plan was actually the home of a sacred barge it is

impossible to say. Below the sketch the author wrote an instruction for the orientation

of the building. Unfortunately the end is lost and it is of no help to modern investigators:

“whoever is in front of it, its west rests (? on his...), ’ ^.c., as one stands in front of the

building its west^ would be on one s right or left or whatever it may have been.

^ K in Baedekers plan {^Aegyptea^ 1929; facing p. 337,

^
'‘miit't is “west^^ rather than ‘‘right’’; nty m hilyj requires a resumptive proiuuiu, and e.m tlierefore

only imply a statement with reference to the onlookers right nr lelt ; the onlookers orientation entireU

relative to the buildings, which therefore must be fixed—z.f., west ’ not “ right.” I owe the reading hip

for the sign after to Dr. Gardiner.

Journ. of Egypt. x\rch. xvi.
31
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NOTES ON THE DATE OF SOME BUCHIS STELAE

By H. W. FAIRjVIAN

With Plate xlii, fig. 2.

The excavations of the Egypt Exploration Society in the Bucheum at Armant have

yielded a large number of stelae recording the deaths of, and other events connected with,

the sacred Buchis-bulls^. The accurate dating of these stelae is naturally one of the most

important duties of the expedition. Hitherto the chief difficulty, in the case of those

earlier than the reign of Tiberius, has been to determine whether two bulls are mentioned

on any of the stelae.

The inscriptions fall into two groups, connected by two stelae (Ar. 28-29. 229, 228)

which have points in common with both groups. The earlier series comprises seven stelae

from the reign of Nekhthorheb to that of Ptolemy V Epiphanes. The text is very short

and straightforward, and records the date of death, the name, age, date of birth, and

birthplace, and the date of induction of the bull (see PI. xlii, fig. 2, Ar. 28-29. 55, bull of

Ptolemy II; the name of the birthplace is omitted). The expressions for “died,” “was
born” in all these stelae are pr^in {oxpT'n).,.r pt, 2̂ .ndi ms4W'f 0Tms-n4w^f, The inscription

in each stela quite obviously only refers to one bull. The same may be said of the two

intermediate stelae.

The second series does not present so simple a scheme. The first two lines contain

a date, the names and titles of the king and queen, and the name of a bull followed by
the phrase and the same date as that with which the stela began. Then
come a short description of the bull’s induction at Thebes, the date of that ceremony,

and the record of its arrival at Hermonthis. Finally the age of the bull is given, and
a brief reference is made to its death and burial. The phrase used is pr r pt, and it

should be noted that no date is given after this. In explanation of these facts it has

been suggested that two bulls are mentioned in these inscriptions. The first date is said

to be that of the death of the bull whose name is given, while all the remaining details

refer to the life of a second bull, whose name is said to occur twice in each inscription.

The new names are, (Ar. 28-29. 246);
ff|

(Ar. 28-29. 161);
(Ar. 28-29. 203).

This seems quite a reasonable suggestion until we come to examine the facts more
closely. In the first place, the earliest date recorded is year 26 of Euergetes 11(144 b.c.), and
the latest is year 35 of Soter II (82 n.c.). It is exceedingly difficult to fit five bulls into

this period when the combined ages of three of them amount to some 67 years, even
though the last date is that of the induction of a bull. It is also a remarkable thing that
in three stelae covering so short a period no bull mentioned in one stela is found in the
other two, though each stela is supposed to contain the name of a reigning bull and its

predecessor.

^ full copiers uf all the wtelae and inscriptions will be given in the forthcoming memoir on the Bucheum
and the Cemetery of the Cows,
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These doubts are increased when the suggested names are examined. The proposed

new bull names are in every case determined by a circle—it is not always possible to

determine whether the sign meant is © or ©. This fact in itself is suspicious since all other

Buchis names are determined either by a human figure or by a bull. Moreover, the full

form ms n N oi the suggested new name only occurs once in each stela, the name reading

n N in the other instance. The short form of the name appears immediately after the

second date: lirw ir n mwt’f hH^sp X n N, The full name occurs in the course of the

description of the installation of the bull and its journey to Hermonthis: ''Going in the

barque of Amun together with the boats of all the burghers of Thebes and Hermonthis,

prophets and priests being with him. He reached Hermonthis

28-29. 203, 11. 5-7; cf. 161, 2d6). Finally, if the first date on the stela is that of the

death of a bull the phrase pr r pt should occur. In no case is this so, but we always read

hH^sp X nisivt hit Y etc. pr hh N. Neither in the Buchis inscriptions nor in the Apis

stelae is pr alone used to express death. In the Buchis inscriptions pr r pt always occurs,

and is common in the Apis stelae. Pr surely can only refer to the birth of a bull.

In the face of the above facts it is difficult to see how the theory that each stela

mentions two bulls can be maintained. We seem to be forced to the conclusion that the

two dates at the beginning of the stelae refer to the birth of one bull only, the date of

whose death is not given. How, then, is the supposed second name to be explained? The

answer lies in the determinative to the "name,’’ for it is natural to expect the deter-

minative of a circle after an expression of time or place. The phrases ms n X, n N are

not the names of bulls, but contain the name of a town which is probably the birthplace

of the bull in question. This view accords perfectly with the requirements of the stelae.

The first occurrence of the phrase simply records the fact that the bull was born on a

certain date in a certain town^. In the second case we find a contrast between the

birthplace of the bull and the place in which he spent his life, and we can now translate

the passage, "He reached Hermonthis, his living place, he having been born in N.” {ms,

Old Perfective.)

This view has been confirmed by two of the stelae found in the course of the 1929-30

excavations at Armant. One of these (Ar. 29-30. B) records the death of a bull in the

first year of a Homan emperor whose cartouches are left blank. The inscription is in three

portions, the second of which comprises part of the late Ptolemaic formula. The whole

stela is not without textual corruptions and therefore may not be too reliable for evidence,

but it is significant that in the part where the Ptolemaic texts give ms n N we read

spr-f r iwnw smc ist-f pic m ^nh n ^hd 2 prt line 12. The second stela (Ar. 29-30. C) is of

the reign of Tiberius, and the text, which is well preserved, is a full and complete copy

of the late Ptolemaic type. Here, after the second occurrence of the date of birth, we

read n iwnw sm^, and further on iiv spr-f r iwnw sm<' ist-f pw m ^nh ms n iwnw sm^,

iwnw sm(^ in each case is spelt

Assuming, therefore, that only one bull is mentioned in these inscriptions, it is now

possible to calculate their dates. The full results will appear in the memoir on the

Bucheum, but it is worthy of note that, whereas on the theory of two bulls no dates

worked out satisfactorily, once it was assumed that each stela referred to one bull only

the three late Ptolemaic stelae were found to follow one after the other without the

interval of a day, and to connect up with the two intermediate stelae, which in their turn

fit on to the last stela of the early group, that of Ptolemy Epiphanes (Ar. 29-30. F.), so

that every year from 191 b.c. to 77 b.c. is accounted for.

^ For the use of n instead of ni cf. Junker, (JnDamutik dt^r Deuderatej'te, i20.
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THE TRUNCATED PYRAMID IN EGYPTIAN
MATHEMATICS

By KURT VOGEL

In their article Four Geometrical Problems from the Moscow Mathematical Papyrus

published in this Journal, xv (1929), 167-185, Gunn and Feet have made an exceedingly

close study of the most remarkable problem of Egyptian mathematics yet known to us^,

namely, Problem 14 of the Moscow Papyrus. This is the well known problem^ in which

for the determination of the volume of a truncated pyramid with square base the correct

formula appears to be arrived at step by step, the special values of the

sides of the squares being 4 and 2 respectively, and the height 6. This problem, dating

from about 1850 b.c., goes so far beyond what we otherwise know of Egyptian geometry

in that period that we are tempted to ask^ whether there may not have existed side by
side with the practical geometry of everyday life an esoteric geometry which was the

secret property of the priests. Gunn and Peet do not believe in any such highly developed

geometry in the Greek sense, and although they do not refuse their admiration^ to the

high level of Egyptian mathematics evinced by this problem, they nevertheless attempt to

give the simplest possible answer to the question ''How did the Egyptians arrive at this

formula for the truncated pyramid?” After reading the treatment of the first three

problems dealt with in their article one is very much interested to see how the authors
will answer this question: for they there express the opinion that no algebraical or even
purely arithmetical means are admissible^, since to allow anything of this kind would be
to give to Egyptian mathematics an abstract character wholly foreign to it®.

One cannot refuse one\s assent to the assumption made by Gunn and Peet that the
determination of the volume of the truncated pyramid involves a knowledge of the formula
for the volume of the complete pyramid, for in no other way, it would seem, could the
factor } have made its way into the formula for the truncated solid It is true that ^ Bh

^ From Archil laid, Bibliography of Egyptian and Babylonian Mathematics (in Chace’s new edition of
the Khind Pap.), we learn funder Struve, 1930) that Problem No. 10 of the unpublished Moscow Pap.
contains the correct formula for the surface of a hemisphere.

- See Archil )ald, op. cit., under Turaiev, 1917.

^ Cf. Rev, La science orientule a rant les Grecs, 277-8.
•* Gunn—Peet, op. cit, 178. J Gunn—Peet, op. cit., 169.
e It however, be ,',tated that it is no longer possible to deny to Egyptian mathematic.s a scientific

ch.aracter, if only in the germ. This has ),een clearly established by Wieleitner, Archibald, Key, Chace
and (dhers.

'I. Luke} {Anschavhche Summiervngen der Quadratzahleu imd Berechnung des Pyramideninhaltes, in
Zeitschr. f. math. u. natunv. CaUrr. alter Schidgattvngen, lxi (1930), U5-158) has recently dealt with the
question how the Egyptians could have discovered the formula for the truncated pyramid. In his treat-
ment of the problem the truncated pyramid is broken up into three smaller truncated pyramids each of

height -
. The further breaking up of these and the combination of them into simpler bodies are based
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(where B is the area of the base) does not actually occur in Egyptian mathematical litera-

ture; but it may be safely assumed that this formula was knownb From the fact that

Democritus found’' the formula for the pyramid we may perhaps conclude that this was

a piece of wisdom brought from Egypt, for his visit to that country is authenticated, and

he prides himself upon a geometrical knowledge equal to that of the Egyptians.

Gunn and Peet have described a remarkably ingenious method of o])taining this formula

\B}i for the pyramid. They imagine a right prism (see Fig. 5, p. 181) made of Nile mud
and cut into pieces by various sections made with a string. In this way a pyramid and 8

tetrahedra can be produced, 4 of which last can be united to form a pyraniid identical

with the pyramid produced by the sections. The authors suppose finally that the equality

of each of these two pyramids with the sum of the 4 remaining tetrahedra was established

by weighing, it being thus found that the volume of a pyramid was I of that of the

original prism. Now it can hardly be maintained that the method here described is a very

simple one^. I do not believe it was the method employed, for a number of essentially

simpler ones lie at our disposal. For instance, if the possibility of weighing is to be

admitted, the weight of a pyramid could by this means have been directly compared with

that of the corresponding prism. If on the other hand the use of clay models is envisaged,

it would have been possible in this plastic material to transform the p^Tamid into a prism.

Another method is perhaps still more probable, namely that of counting the number of

stones in a pyramid and in a prism with equal height and base respectively, or of

demolishing a small pyramid^ and with its stones building on the same base a prism,

whose height would be found to be that of the pyramid. In this last method the

slanting stones on the face would of course prejudice the accuracy of the result. A good

method for determining the volume of solids of irregular shape is given by Heron, the

preserver of Greek and Egyptian tradition : the solid whose volume is to be determined

is immersed in a tank of water, and the water which overflows determines the desired

volume^.

Which, if anv, of these methods, or what others the Egyptians actually used may never

be known. One thing alone seems certain, namely that it was mechanical ; for this very

formula is quoted b}" Archimedes, who himself made a number of discoveries on mechani-

cal lines, as an example of the truth that the same credit is due to him who first enounces

a proposition, even without proof (in this case Democritus), as to him who first produces

a proof of the proposition (in this case Eudoxus)^. The high worth set here upon practical

geonietrv is the more justified since the striving after knowledge which gives rise to such

attempts is already scientific in character.

In order to obtain the volume of the truncated pyramid itself the authors again make

use of a model made of Nile mud. The solid is divided into nine pieces by means of

on the assumption that the pyramids were built as “step-pyramids,'' and the steps afterwards tilled up.

This was, however, not the method of building. See L. Borchardt, Die EatsteJnf iig der Pt/ntniide,

Berlin, 1928.

’ The determination of the material needed to build a pyramid in itself demands a knowledge of this

formula. Cf. the second technical problem (number of men needed to transport an obelisk) in Pap.

Anastasi I (Archibald, Bibliography^ under Gardiner, 1911).

- Gunn—Peet, op. cit.^ 181, n, 1, penultimate line.

3 The Moscow truncated pyramid itself with its height of 6 cubits is a very modest structure.

* Heron, ife^r., II, 20. A method of determining the volume of solids of irregular form (lescribed in the

same chapter shows that models in plastic clay were then, if not earlier, in use.

® Archimedes, Method (ed. Heiberg, 428-431). Cf. too De sph. et cyl, \^ed. Heiberg, 5).
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sections at ri^ht angles to the plane of its base (see Figs. 2-4, pp. 179-180). These pieces

can be combined to form a parallelepiped abh and a pyramid — bfh, and in this way the

following formula is obtained^: V = abh +^{a — b)^h. This formula has now to be reduced

to the form in which it occurs in the papyrus; this can be done at once by anyone who
knows algebra,” but by no one else. We have only to ‘‘take out of the bracket” the

factor
^
to obtain the intermediate formula V — [Sab + (a — &)^J

Without algebra, how-

ever, that is to say, without the application of arithmetical operations to combinations

of quantities of various kinds (here pure numbers and space quantities), the conscious

taking out of the factor h and the reduction to the denominator 3 are impossible, at any

rate in the general formula. The Eg}q)tian could of course employ the law of taking out

factors or of reducing to common denominator without difficulty in the case of particular

numbers; but here, as the authors rightly insist^, it is a question not of a particular case

but of a general formula. How could it have been seen, for example, that the 24 which

arises out of the first term of [4 • 2 + 1(4 — 2 f\ 6 when the 3 is taken out was to be resolved

into 16 -
1

- 8 ? All the developments in question must, as the authors themselves agree,

have been performed on the general formula, and, if this is so, wffiat we have before us is

pure mathematics and algebra, the use of which Gunn and Peet from the outset deny to

the Egyptians.

Lastly the intermediate formula had to be reduced to its final form^. The transformation

of the factor Sab + {a —bf into -t- ab 4 6^ which is necessary for this purpose was, according

to the authors, carried out by a geometrical comparison of areas in a drawdng made to

scale or directly from figures cut out of pap}uus^. If we are to suppose that this trans-

formation, not in itself the least necessary, was carried out in this way, then we must see

in the striving after the simplest algebraical form of expression which it betrays one more
incontrovertible proof of the fact that Egyptian mathematics was by no means purely
concrete in character.

If, however, we are not prepared to agree with the explanation here outlined we are

bound to ask ourselves the further question what simpler method can be proposed, for the
fact remains that the Moscow papyrus gives the formula for the volume of a truncated

pyramid as (4 4 4 4 • 2 4 2 • 2) -
. Before I offer a new suggestion I should like to go further

afield and cast a glance over all that is to be found concerning our problem in the ancient
sources, including under this head not only the truncated pyramid but the closely related
truncated cone.

AVith regard to the volume of the pyramid there is nothing to be found in Egyptian
sou ices. Problems Xos. 56—59 of the Rhind Papyrus deal with the relation between the
height of a pyramid, half the side of the base, and the inclination of a face (seJced is the
batter per 1 cubit vertical height). AVe are told that Thales determined the height of the
pyramid by measuring a shadow. It is not until Democritus (fifth century b.c.) that
the formula Bh first appears, as mentioned above, a formula whose accuracy was proved
50 years later by Eudoxus by means of a method of exhaustion proof. Euclid too in the

1 The i*esolutinu Kuen^in Heron , .y*. further p. 245 below) is ba.sed on entirely different sections.
- Hankel’s dehnition, Zur Ges>'hic/t(e der Mathematik 5/ Alterthvm tihd Mittelcdte)\ 195.
•’ (binn— Peet, op, cit.^ 178, n. 8.

* The further (leveloptiieuts .like^vl^e ‘-by very sinijile lue.ujs”) are due to Ens^elbach. See Guiiu—
Peet, op. 182, n. I.

^ Hunn—Peet, op. dt.^ 183.
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twelfth book of his Elements deals with the volume of pyramids and cones, hut without

giving examplesh These are found, however, in large numbers and worked out in the

most various ways in the works of Heron, in whom Greek, Egyptian and Babylonian

tradition seem to meet. Here too appear for the first time in Greek mathematics formulae,

i.e., methods of working out the volume of truncated pyramids and cones. These are

collected in the following paragraphs together with what is known on this subject from

non-Greek ancient mathematical sources. We shall divide the material into correct (A)

and incorrect, i.e,, approximate (B), formulae.

A.

1. The volume of the truncateil solid can be determined as the difierence of two com-

plete solids without further special formulae, so long as one can first, by means of a

proportion, work out the height of the p}Tamid or cone needed to complete it. This

method is enounced by Heron in Metrica, ii, 7, ‘^as a general proposition’^ (KaOoXov) for

every truncated pyramid, and in Metrica, ii, 10 transferred to the determination of

the truncated cone {rf. also Metrica, iii, 20-22). The same method is employed by

Alhwarazmi (Hosen, The Algebra of Mohammed ben Musa, 1831, 83-84) in his problem

concerning the trimcated pyramid (square base and top, with the sides a ~ 4:, b = 2 and

the height A = 10).

2. A special formula^ for the volume of the obelisk (a wedge-shaped body with a

batter), which is closely related to the truncated pyramid, is developed by Heron in

Metrica, ii, 8. Here a iBayfilaKo^ {Ster., ii, 68) with rectangular but not similar base and

top (let the sides of the rectangles be (ti, a 2 and 61, respectively) is broken up by means

of sections parallel to two of the side faces into four solids, whose content is comprised in

the important formula ^

y ~ (^^1 + W 2" (^^2 + d- ^ (ui — bi) 4 (^^2 “ ^2) • 4]

When the base and top are square and not rectangular the obelisk becomes a truncated

pyramid, and the formula takes the simplified form

V==^^{a + h)}^^{Uct-hf-l\h,

which is used in a number of examples^. This last formula can also be extended to the

truncated cone; this is shown in Metrica, ii, 9, where the connexion between truncated

cone and truncated pyramid is very clearly brought out by the drawing. The circles

(diameters D and d) are circumscribed by squares. Correspondingly, in the working out

the formula is first exactly followed and the transition to the truncated cone accomplished

by multiplying by the proportional factor — Thus the formula now reads

v^[\4{D + d)]^ + ^0;^ • i] • u *

^ Euclid in Book xii of his Elements (Chap. V) gives an independent proof of the volume of the pyramid

by means of the resolution of a prism into three pyramids. Cf. the ‘‘modern’’ proof of (xunn Peet,

op. cit., 181, n. 1 .

^ Set out in full in Heath, A History of Greek Mathematics, ii, 332.

^ The numerical values of aj, a^, 62 ^ and h are here : 20
,
12

,
16, 3, 10 ; in Ster

,

i, 34 : 20
, 14, 4, 2

,

24 ;
in Ster., ii, 68 : 24, 16, 12

,
8

,
50.

1 The problems in Ster., i, 32 and ii, 58 take for a, b and k the values 10
,
2 and 7. Ster., i, 33 and

Mens., 42 take 28, 4 and \^63.

In Heron, Ster., i, 17 we find for D, d and h the values 28, 4 and 9 ;
in Metr., ii, 9 the values 20

,
12

and 10. In Ster., i, 38 a proportional factor (l+iV)’ obdng for n^3 the value is employed, and by this
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The same iormulae for truncated pyramid and cone also occur in an unpublished

papvrus in Vienna^ except that tt is given the value 3 instead of From the formula

given above for the truncated pvramid with square base it would not be difficult to derive

the formula of the Moscow papyrus V — {a^ 4- + 6^) by simple but again ‘‘algebraicaF’

transformations, yet it does not occur in Heron On the other hand the corresponding one

for the truncated cone does, though it is neither deduced nor proved. It appears in Stereo-

metrica, i, 16, in the form^

V={B'^ + cP + Dd)-l-^^^.

AVith this example we may leave the correct formulae in Heron and pass on to the

equally unproven—and in this case unprovable—approximation formulae. They clearly

arose out of the necessities of practical life—determination of the content of baskets, tubs,

tree trunks, dykes, etc,—and go back in part to Babylonian sources^,

B.

In all cases an approximation to the volume of the truncated solid is made by means

of a prism or cylinder. Two main cases are here to be distinguished:

1. The solid with which comparison is made has as base the section half-way between

top and bottom (mean section).

The formulae reached on this assumption are derived from the correct formulae dealt

with above by neglecting their second terms. The approximation formulae are neverthe-

less prior to the correct, and there is no reason for regarding them as conscious abbrevia-

tions of these In Heron, Ster., i, 25, we find the approximation formula in question for

the a(f)7jvlaKo^, identical with the above-mentioned ^cofjLiaKo^, namely®

{A («! + bi) 1 (aa + 62)} • h.

For the case when the base is square this formula appears in Brahmagupta"^ as a rule

designed for practical use ” in the following form:

F={i(a + 6)]2.A.

means the transition from square to equilateral triangle is achieved. Metr,, ii, 6 and 7 are further

examples of a truncated pyramid on a triangular base.

^ Cf. Archibald, Bibliogr., prefatory note. I must here express my thanks to Dr. H. Gerstinger of the

Vienna Xationaliubliothek for putting photographs of the papyrus at my disposal.

- The general formula V^(/jr+\'Gg-\-g)
^

first occurs in Leonardo of Pisa.

^ Fc»r we ha\*e here . For /), d and // we find in Ster,^ 1, 16 the values 6 (Heiberg gives 7), 2 and
4 ; >SY(?r IL 25 has 10, 5 and OJ. In this problem the factor |i has clearly been omitted.

^ A. Hertz {Les dt'huts de lu yeometne, in Rev, de synthese hist.^ xlvii(1929), 34) speaks of a spear-point

of electrum in the form of a truncated pyramid from a grave of the First Dynasty of Ur.
See Heath, op. cit., ii, 333.

The values of a,, 61, 60 and k are 7, 6, 5, 4, 25.

' For the Indian mathematics here concerned see H. Colebrooke, Algebra with Arithmetic and
Menmration from the Baascrit of Brahmegnpta and Bhascara, London, 1817 ;

M. Rangacarya, The
Ganita-SOra-Sangraha of Mahaxirdcarya, Madras, 1912. The three Indian rules are to be found in

(Alebrooke, op. eit,, 312-3. The rule for practical use is called in Brahmagupta Vyavaharica and in

:Mahav!ra Karmfmtika : the rough rule is called in B. Autra and in M. Aundra
;
the correct nde is called

in B. Suk';<ma.
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A further example is also to be found in old Babylonian mathematics, where the

volume of a siege-work is by means of the same method of approximation worked out as

an obelisk with trapezia as base and top^. For the determination of the truncated cone

the same method is still more frequently employed. If instead of a truncated cone a

cyhnder is constructed with the section half-way up for its base, the volume is found to

be, if the mean diameter ^{D + d) be denoted by d-^a and tt taken as -yb

V=d 2
• //^ j/i 14 •

In Heron we find a number of problems in which this formula is employed to determine

the volume of tubs, pitchers, columns, etc.^ Side by side with this, however—and this

seems to me particularly worthy of attention—appears a second and clearly older version

of the same formula. The difference between them lies in the fact that in the latter the

volume is obtained not as a function of the diameter or in particular the mean diameter

but as a function of the circumference. If we denote the mean circumference ((7 4- c) by

then the formula employed by Heron in Ster., ii, 12 becomes

y
gg

n, Cl c,,, n.

The values here are c = 8/^ and h = 24. The expression which occurs here and in

various places in Heron {Geoynetrica, 17) for the area of the circle is in my opinion of

Babylonian origin, for, if we take for tt the Babylonian value 3, we obtain for the circle

precisely the formula A = which Struve has shown to have been used in Babylonian

mathematics^ and which also occurs in Heron {Me^isurae, 9), To this last form may

perhaps refer the remark of Heron concerning the improvement of the formula (GfcOtacs)

by Patrikios, and the comment ''For the ancients did not take the mean value ^ of the two

diameters.” The same formula V = ^ occurs later in the Berlin papyrus P. 11529^

as well as in the Akhmim papyrus®. In the Oxyrhynchus papyrus 470 it appears^ in the

form ix.,

1 Cuneiform tablet No. 85194 of the Brit. Mus., dating from 2000 B.c. See, too, Archibald, Biblio-

graphy^ under Cngnad, 1916. A similar siege-work (rampart) is worked out in Mahavira (Rangacarya,

op. cit.^ 269).

2 The values of /), d and h in these various problems are as follows (the references are all to the

Steremyietmca) : I, 15
; 10, 4 and 30. i, 21 ; 3 (?), (?) and 21. i, 51 and ii, 7 ; 5, 34 and 6. i, 52 and ii,

8 and 9 ; 8, 6 and 10. ii, 10 ; 3, 2f and 24. ir, 22 ; 4, 3, A not given, ii, 24 ; 3, 2J and 6.

3 Quelleii \md Studien ziir Gesckichte der Mathematik, 1929, 86. Tropfke {Gesch, der Elementar-

matkematiky vii^), who sees in the Geometry of Heron “a good example of Egyptian achievement”

(pp. 4 ff.), regards the approximate value mean section x height as an old Egyptian formuli (p[). 5 and 23).

Probably, however, it originated in Babylonia.

4 This is the translation I would give to (Heron, Ster.y i, 21) instead of Heii^erg’s ^'add,” for

which the Greek generally uses GwriSlvai or Trpocm^ci/at. It is precisely by a process of combination

(mixing) that a mean value is here obtained just as in the case of goods of varying quality. For a further

treatment of mean values by Patrikios see below p. 249.

6 See Archibald, Bihliogr,, under Schubart, 1916. Here (7=7 cubits, 0=5, and A = 20 finger-breadths (I).

Instead of ^ the papyrus gives J, and there are other mistakes.

6 See Archibald, Bihliogr.y under Baillet, 1892, Here (7=20, c= 12, h = ^. For we here find ^ !

7 See Archibald, Bihliogr.y under Grenfell—Hunt, 1903. 7), d and h have the values 24, 12 and 18.

The formula given by Borchardt (^AltugypUsche Zeitiiiessungy in Bassermaiiii Jordan, Die Gesdi, d, Zeit-

7m%mng u, d. Uhreriy 11), namely 1^= A * 3 [4 (/i?-i-'r)}2, which is also taken over by Struve {op 87), does

not actually occur in this form in the text, though it does occur there in a form from which this can

easily be derived. Archibald indicates the connexion correctly in his Bihliogr.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvi.
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2. In a second approximation formula the arithmetic mean between the top and

bottom surfaces is taken as base of the solid with which comparison is made. The formula

obtained in this way, which is used only in a few cases, is, for the truncated pyramid,

It occurs in Heron, Ster., ii, 17 and 59^, and also in Brahmagupta, where it is given as the

‘‘rough solution-.” For the truncated cone it can be shown to have been known in

Babylonian mathematics^ in the form 1^= i

(

tV where once again occurs the

treatment of a circle as a function of its circumference, referred to above. When the

upper surface is equal to 0, f.c., when the truncated pyramid becomes a pyramid, the

volume becomes where B is the area of the base. This very rough approximation is

found in Aryabhata^; it reminds us of the late Egyptian method of regarding triangles as

limiting forms of four-sided figures and working them out with the formula

^ (a 4- 0) • i(c + d).

We have now com])leted the list of examples^ of truncated pyramids and cones in

ancient mathematical literature; I would only add that in Brahmagupta a third “correct”
formula corresponding to the solution of the Moscow papyrus, is very ingeniously brought
into connexion with the two other approximation formulae.

If we leave out of account the Moscow papyrus we may draw two conclusions from the
examples we have considered. In the first place we have seen that, unlike the correct

solutions, which first occur in Heron, the approximation formulae go back to ancient
Babylonian times. It has in addition transpired that though the theory of the subject

had in the meantime reached correct expressions for the volumes, these approximation
formulae still continued to be used, though probably only as rules for practical work, out
of which indeed they had sprung.

Before we make up our minds to see in the formula of

the Moscow papyrus an absolutely correct solution of unknown
origin of the problem, in contrast to the various approximation

methods—in which case it would fall completely outside the

time limits here dealt with—we must ask whether or no
among the Egyptians there occurred in everyday life truncated

pyramids from which a formula might have been developed.

To this question we must answer Yes, for, not to mention
heaps of earth and excavations, which would deserve considera-

tion under this head, many pyramids have along their edges a

series of such truncated pyramids, of particularly simple form in

that two of the sides are at right angles’ (Lig. 1). One would
])e inclined to expect that this simple special case would lead

to a particularly easy formula, from which by a generahzation. Fig. l

^ Where a, h and h are 3, 'Z and 8 ;iud 10, 0 and 37^*1 respectively.

“ Cf. 11. 7 on p. 240.

Struve, op. 87 with C'=4, c = 2 and 4 = 0.

< I’.cdct, Lerons cle- oilrul. cVAiy.ibhat'i {.hairn. asiutiqi/.y 1879, xiii, 398). C. Miiller {Die Mnthematik
d,;- in Abh. avs d. math. .Sem. der HamhanjischeH Univ., vii (19:i9), 174) regards this pa.ssage as
incoiTOctls read or intoipreted. Another incorrect .ii)i)roximation is found in Alhwarazmi (Rosen, op. cit.,

84; ;
there we are told to t.ike ]] {Ddp iii order to get the base.

•’ It inakey no claim to coiiipleteneyy. o 04

y

C<.ini)Hre, in Borchurdt, Die Entsteh.iny der Ibjramide, Piute 2, the comei-.stone in the south-west
corner, a truncated pyramid on a rectanguLir base.
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even if an unproved one, the form in question could be derived. Yet this is not the case,

as a little consideration will show, for the formula which here occurs (see Fig. 1) is again

Y b{a — b) {a — order to reduce this to the required form

(a^ + a6 + 6^)
‘ I

we should have to assume all the arithmetical and algebraical knowledge

described above. In this way we come no nearer to the solution of our problem, and

I therefore throw out for discussion an entirely different suggestion.

The approximation formulae, which, as we saw, can be traced back to the earhest

times, showed that the volume of the truncated pyramid could be dealt with by approxi-

mation to the prism in various ways, all of which assumed some kind of arithmetic mean.

Now the thought may have occurred to someone that a better approximation could be

reached if the mean of three surfaces were taken instead of the two (top and bottom).

If to the two squares and we add the rectangle ah formed by taking a side from each

of the two squares, then one third of the sum of the three surfaces would give the required

corrected value for the base of the figure of comparison, whose “formula” is thus at once

determined as ^ 4- ab -h • A. The fact that the factor I is here separated from h in no

way tells against my suggestion, since the law of commutation was perfectly well known

to the Egyptians in a particular case, though not as an algebraical principle b In the

formula of Alhwarazmi for the truncated pyramid mentioned above Ij is, in exactly the

same way, connected with the surface and not with the height.

The process of forming an arithmetic mean out of more than two terms is known to us

from other examples. In Heron, Mensurae, 59, a mean of four terms is taken, and the

process described in his Geometrica (xxi, 26, ed. Heiberg, 387) of working out an area by

the use of an arithmetic mean of three quantities, (7 + 5 4- 3), is attributed- as a theorem

to that very Patrikios to whom, as we saw above, an improvement of the approximation

formula for the volume of the truncated cone is ascribed. In the next section of the

Geometrica and by the Indian mathematicians the process is extended to any required

number of terms. Thus, for example, in Mahavira (Rangacarya, op. cib, 263) “The sum

of the depths (measured in difierent places) is divided by the number of places,” When
further we find in Bhascara (Colebrooke, op. cit., 98) a mean of six terms, consisting of

the top and bottom surfaces and four times the mean section, we must attribute it to the

same striving after an improvement of the result as is evinced by the Moscow papyrus.

We have two alternatives. If we see in the formula of 1850 b.c. the correctly derived

formula for the truncated p}Tamid then we must allow to the Egyptians, side by side

with a highly developed art of experiment, the arithmetical-algebraical equipment

necessary to such a derivation in its full extent. On the other hand if my suggested

explanation be accepted we are no longer compelled to attribute to the Egyptians con-

structions and mental processes outside their ken. This remarkable problem will then be

fully in place in a treatise of this date as an example of how men, while consciously

striving after accurate knowledge though still working on the lines of the research indicated

by Archimedes, succeeded in dealing with the problems of everyday life.

^ Compare, for example, in problem No, G1 of the Khind Papyrus, lines 2 and 3.

2 In Ster.^ Il, 52 Heron takes as the mean of three quantities I + + iiLste.id of I (^^ + 6-|w‘).

32-2
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BIBLIOGRAPHY; CHRISTIAN EGYPT (1929-1930)

By DE lacy O’LEARY, D.D.

The following abbreviations are used in this Bibliography :

H . /?. = A na Iectn Bollandiana. Brussels.

A.Z» = Ztdtsch rift fu r ayyptisch e Sprach e,

B.Z. = Bijzau tinisehe Zeitsch rift,

D. L.Z,= Deutsch e Litem tu rzeit n ng.

H. T. R.= Harvard Throlog ical Revie w.

J.A,—Journal asia tiqve^ Paris,

J.H.S.= Journal of Hellenic Studies.

J, R. A.S, = Journal of the Royal J siatic Society.

J.T.S.^ Journal of Theological Studies.

O.L.Z.^ Orienta Iistische Litera t ii rzeitung.

R.tLE. — Revue ddiistoire ecclesiastiqucj Louvain.

R,0.C. = Revue de V Orient Chretien,

I. Biblical.
{a) Old Testament.

H. A. Sanders, newly discovered leaf of the Freer Psalter appeal’s in H.T.R..^ xxil (1929), 391-3, and

gives the text of Ps. 146. 9—148. 1.

(L SoBHY, The Book of Proverbs (cf. Journal., xv (1929), 262), is reviewed by C. Schmidt in O.L.Z.

XXXHI (1930), 25-8.

H. S. German, The Sakidic and Bohairic Versions of the Book of Daniel., appears in the Journal of
Bib. Lit, XLVI (1929), 279-330.

W . Till, Die Achrnunische Versaai (of. Journal, xv (1929), 262), is reviewed by P. P(eeters) in A.B.,

XLVII (1929J, 399-100.

SANDEUs-ScHiiiDT, Minor Prophets in the Freer Collection (cf. Journal, xv (1929), 262), is reviewed by
K. Nasimlene in Athenaeum, vi (1928), 264-8, and by H. I. Bell in Classical Rev., XLiii (1929), 89-90.

{b) Fete Testament.

iVI J. liEGRANGE, Uii nouvmu papyrus evangeVque, appears in Rev. Bibh, xxxviii (1929), 161-72, and
deals witli Michigan, Xo. 1570, published by H. A. Sanders, Early Papyrus of the Gospel of Matthew, in

ILT.R., xrx (1926), 215-26.

Vs. Fill, Lin hayyuimsvhes Acta-Fragment, appears in Museon, XLii (1929), 193-6, and gives text,

notes, anil tninslition of Acts 16. 6-9 and 13—14 from Heidelberg Iluiversitatsbibl., 662. It is reviewed by
(_). Eissfeldt in D.L.Z, (X.F. vi), (1929;, 1468-9.

II. Apocryphal, Gnostic, etc.

A. Mingana, Voodbrook Studies, Ease. 6, Apomdypse of Peter, in Bull. Joh. Rylands Lihr., xiv (1930),
182-297, introduction (182-9), translation (189-241), and text (242-207). This apocalypse is an original
composition in Arabic, but is based on Coptic sources (p. 184), from which also an Ethiopic text was taken.

The Ciii-lier f.i,soicule« (cf. Journal, xv (l!)2y), 2G2-3;, so for as published in 1928, are reviewed by
D. Margoliouth in JR.A.S. (1930), 149-52.

A. 1). XOCK, Oreek Maijiral Papijrl, iu Journal, xv (1929), 219-35, shows that these papyri often
contain a mystic element akin to the teacliing of the Pistis Sophia.

( .. Si HMiDF, I (Stis Sophia (cf. Journal, xr (1925), 321), is reviewed in Bilychnis, xviii (1929), 280-1,
F. C. ISURKITT, lirlii/ion of the Manichees (cf Journal, xit (1920), 307), is di.scussed in Bili/c/mis, xvili

(1920), 2.S3-4.
^ ’

(a) Envhologion

A. 1). XocK, Lite rgival Notes:

J. T.S., XXXI (1 931 ) ), 38 1 -95.

III. Liturgical.

On the Anaphora of Serapion; on the Didache, fivTjaSrjTi, etc,, appears in
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J. M, Harden, The Anaphoras of the Ethiopic Liturgy^ Lond» (1928j, iv, 136, is reviewed by J. Simon
in XLVII (1929), 405-6.

H. Lietzmann, Ein lUurgischer Papyrus (cf. Journal, xv (1929), 263, is noticed by F. Z(ucker) in B,Z,,

XXVII (1927), 178-9.

H. Fuchs, Die Anaphora d. monoph. P. Johannan I (cf. Journal, xili (1927), 252), is reviewed by

S. Eubinger in Theol, Rev., xxvii (1928), 463-6.

(5) Lectionaries, Synaxaria, etc.

A. Badmstabk, Die (^uadragesimale Alttestamentliche Schriftlesung des koptischen Ritus, in Onens

Christianas (1929), 37-58, is a very complete analysis of the O.T. lessons used in the Coptic rite.

W. Budge, Book of Baints (cf. Journal, xv (1929), 264), is reviewed by P. P(eeters) in A.B., XLVii

(1929), 120-2.

(c) Hymns.

A. Baumstark, gnechische Passiongesange Agyptischer Liturgie, in Oriens Christ. (1929), 69-78,

deals with both Greek and Coptic forms.

D. Leary, The Difnar {Antiphoaariutii) of the Coptic Church, Part iii, Lond, (1930), vii, 61-6, con-

tains the hymns for the months Bashons, Baouneh, Abib, Mesre, and the days of Nasi, and some hymn
fragments preserved in the Bristol Museum. The previous part (cf. Journal, xv (1929), 264) is reviewed

by P. P(eeters) in A.B., xlvii (1929), 119-20.

{d) Various.

H. Linssen, geos 2QTHP, ill Jahrh. f Liturgie, Viii (1928), 1-75, suggests that P. Oxy. 405 is

liturgical.

IV. Church Literature and Theology.

(a) Patres xlpostolid.

R. VAN Deemter, Der Hirt des Hennas, Apokalypse oder Allegoric? Delft (1929), vii, 167, is reported,

but I have not been able to see a copy. It was reviewed by 8. Grevdanus in Oercfonaeerd theologisch

Tijdschrift, Aalten, xxx (1929), 140-1.

C. Schmidt, Stndien zu den Pseudo-Clenientinen (Die altcste rchuische Bischofsliste und die Pseudo-

Clementinen), appears in Texte u. Untersuch., xlvi, 1, Leipzig (1929), 398. It is reviewed l.>y H. Koch in

Theol. Lit. Zeit., Liv (1929), 483-7.

C. H. Turner, Notes on the Apostolic Constitutions, iir. The Text of the Eighth Book, in J.T.S., xxxi

(1930), 128-41. Parts i and ii were published some 14 or 15 years ago, and the author now resumes his

subject. He is directly concerned with the Greek text, but necessarily refers to the Saf'idic.

(5) Patristic Literature,

Ch. Martin, line homelie De Poeuitentia de Beverien de Galxda, in R.H.E., xxvi (1930), 331-43, deals

with a homily which is not connected with that bearing the same title in H. de Vis, llonielies coptes de

la Vaticane (1922).

G. D. Paul, Ein Bruchstiick des Urigines kber Genesis i. 28, Giessen (1928), 35 an<l one plate, has been

reviewed by F. Z(ucker) in B.Z.^ xxviii (1929), 429, and by B. Capelle in Rec. de tht^oL anc. et med.

(1929), 522.

L. Th. Lefort, 8. Athanase: Sur la virginite, in Mushn, xlii (1929), 197-275, deals with a passiige

from S. Athanasius contained in Paris copte 131-, ff. 90-113: 78, fF. 58-61 : 131-, f. 135, part of the same

volume as the four leaves of Fonds Borgia in Zoega, ccxlv, 197-212, introduction ; 213-39, text : 240-61,

translation : 265-9, Sup] 4. I. Nouveau frag, de la 1*^ ])seudo-Clcmentine, amongst the fragments at Paris

bound together as “(Euvres de Chenoute” (Paris copte 130-, tf. 101-102) : 269-72, 8u]t])l. II. La citition

de S. Athanase par Chenoute, Paris copte 13P, f. 26, which covers the last third of Leipoldt’s text (iii,

p. 108) and the fii*st two-thirds of the Brit. Mus. text: 273-4, note on this citation: 275, addenda et

corrigenda.

R. Lobent, De Egyptische Kerkordening en Hippolytus can Rome, Haarlem, 1929, 188, is a dissertation

for a doctorate at Leyden. Reviewed by J. A. Robinson, in J.T.S., xxxi (1930), 93-5, and by H. V. Meyboom
in Museum, xxxvii (1930), 84-5.

I. Meifort, Das Platonismus bei Clemens Alexandrinus, Tubingen (1928), 93. It is noticed in Bilychnis,

xviii (1929), 277-9.
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{c) Literary HUtory.

Amongst the announcements of ^‘Der sechste Deutsche Orieiitalisteutag” held at Vienna on 10-14 June

may be noted Section v, which deals with the Christian East. On Friday, 13 June, G. Graf read a paper

on “ Die Litteratur der Kopten in der arabischen ZeiU' Xo other patters announced seem to have direct

be/xring on Coptic studies.

The new fascicule ut ( Abrol-Leclercq, Diet. (Darcheologie chret..^ vili (1930), 1599-1635, contains an

article on Litterature copfe by D. O’Leary.

Y. History.

{ft) GeneraL

H. L Bell, Judea u. Urieehen (cf. Joitraal., xui (19^7), :^54), is reviewed by P. P(eeters) in A.B., xlvii

( 19:^9;, 404-5), and in J. iLomaa Stitd.y xvril (19:29), 127.

B. J. Kidd, C/mrckes of Eastern Christendom (cf. Joamaly xv (1929), 266), is reviewed by J. Simon in

XLVII (I929j, 114-15.

F. Hendrix, De Alex. Haeresiareh Basilides (cf. Journal^ xrri (1927), 252), is reviewed by C. Backvis

in Byzaationy iv (1929), 641-4.

Sever.d works deal with the history of the church of Abyssinia, which has a close bearing upon the

Coptic Church. J. B. Coulbeaux, Histoire politique et religieitse de rAhyssiniey Paris, 1929, 3 vols. i, 274-

356; II, 493
;

ill, plates.

Th. S. di S. Dkxole, Etiopia Erancescaiia nei docinnenti dei sec. xvii e xviiiy Quaracchi, 1928, 2 vols. in

one, clix + 493, is a work concerned with later history of Franciscan intercourse with the Abyssinian church.

It is reviewed by F. Willcox in /?.//. A7, xxvi (1930), 162-4.

H. MiddletoN'Hyatt, l^ie Church of Abyssiniay Lond. 1928, 302, is reviewed by C, Dumont in Rev.

des sci. philos. et theol.y Paris, xvin (1929), 711-12, by £. Lixtmann in O.L.Z.y xxxii (1929), 669-72, and

by J. Simon in AluseoHy xm (1929), 126-7.

An article, Reform in the Coptic Churchy by F. F., appeared in The Church Times for 16 May, 1930, 625.

It descril>es the Coptic Church as by no means moribund. There are at jii’csent 18 diocesan bishops under

the P.itriarch : in Cairo there are 58 churches.

In Cabrol-Leclercq, Diet, d'areh. chret. et de liturgies ix, the article Listes episcopales^ contains (viii)

Liste d^ilexandrie (1250-1), which makes use of Coptic as well as other material and gives a very full

bibliography.

A brief article in Oriente laodernoy x (1930), 38, describes a journey of the Orthodox Patriarch of

Alexandria to Abyssinia, and another (/5., 91) relates his return.

(b) Ilagiografthy.

E. A. W. Budge, George of Lydda (vol. xx of Luzac’s ‘‘Text and Trans.” series), Lond. 1930, xviii, 284,

210, 13 plates, 5 ilhist. (separately, trails, xviii, 284, plates, illiist.). “A study of the cultus of St. George
the Megalomartyr in Abyssinia.”

P. I. Dif Cavalieri, Aote agiografichey fasc. vii, Rome (1928), iv, 254. Includes notes on the Forty of

Sebaste.

\\ . E. Chum, Collutha.Sy the Martyr and his name, in B.Z., xxx (1930), 32.3-7. Analysis of the martyr’s
passion, notice of two encomia witli reference to healings, etc., examination of the various forms of the
name in Greek, Coptic and Arabic. C. shows that the equation KdXXoi/dos — can be acce^ited.

The demotic names K/liK^y, Gllu<2/ on certain bi-lingual mummy labels have KdXXoedov as Greek
transcription.

F. Halkin, Lcs vCs greegues de B. Pachome, in A.B., XLVii (1929), 376-88. Very important study,
directly bearing on the Coptic lives, “bans parler des textes orientaux (en copte, sahidique, et bohairique,
en arabe et en syriaque), il nous reste en grec tout un dossier pachoniien ” (376).

A. H. Krarpe, La leggenda di B. Lustachio, Aquila (1928), 38, reviewed by P. Grosjean in A.^., XLVii

(1929), 415-16. The reviewer regards the work as lacking in critical accuracy.

A. H. Krappe, La Tision de Burnt Lasile et la legende de la iuort de Vernp. JulieUy in Rev. beige de
phil. et ddiut.j VII (1928), 1029-34.

I. P(EErERs), La passion de B. I^ansopJios ddlexandne, in A.B.^ XLVii (1929), 307-37, has no bearing
on Coptic studies.

E. Schwartz, Cf/ril und der Monch Victor, in ^yieneT Ak. Wiss. (Pliil.-Hist. Kl. ccviii, No, 4), (1928), 61.

An impoitant study about the dubiously histoi’ical archimandrite of Tabennesi who is known only from
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the Coptic texts of the acts of the Council of Ephesus. S. proves the existence of a Victor, who may have

been the original of the Coptic legend.

CoLMAN-XoiiTON, Palludii Dmloijm de Vita S. loa/mis Ciiri/,soiito/ni^ Carnb. (1928)...... is reviewed by

E. C. Butler, in xxx (1929), 70-2, 93, and contains several items l>earing on Egy2)tian monastic

history.

(c) Mmiastieism.

B. Granic, Du' rachtUclie Stellung it. Organisation der grlech. Kloster nach detn J>tsfini<ttiischea Ilerht^

I, in B.Z.^ XXIX (1929), 0-34. Necessarily deals with the Apoplithegmata, Lausiac History, etc.

D. U. Berliere, Le iiomhre des moiaes daiu hs ancims monasteres^ in lice. BmM,^ xli (1929), 231-61,

and XLii (1930), 19-42, is concerned only with western monasticisin and makes no reference to the com-

munities in Egypt.

VI. Non-Literary Texts.

M. Hombert, Bidletin papgrologique^ iii (1927-8), in Byzantion^ iv (1927-8), 544-68, contains many
references to Egypt.

P. Jernstedt, Zwei ncue BnLchstucJce der koptischen EPGTAnOKPISKIS, in Aegyptus^ x (1029), 80-6,

gives (i) a fragment of the Hermitage containing 2 cols, of 8 lines each on recto, and 2 cols, of 9 lines each

on verso; (ii) Codex of Cairo Museum, recto 14 lines, vei*so 17 lines, with notes and translations.

A. VAN Lantschoot, Rec. des colophons (cf. Journal^ xv (1929), 267), is reviewed by P. P(eeters) in

A.B., XLvii (1929), 406-8, and by W. E. Cauii in Journal, xvi (1930), 15.5-7.

G. Manteuffel, EpisUdae priratac incditae, in Eos, xxx (1927), 211-15, contains a Christian letter

(
= P. Berlin 13897) ;

another mentions a Didymiis, perhaps thrit of P. Oxy. 1774.

K. Preisendanz, Papyri graecae inagicae, Leipzig, 1928, xii-200, 3 plates. The Co[)tic on p. 60 (in

III) is new, that on pp. 66, 70-6 (in iv) is from the Pans MS. Quito as interesting is the iiiculental use of

Egyptian words in Greek, not printed in Coptic type. The next volume was to ha^'e been ready by Easter,

but I have not seen a copy. It is reviewed by E. Pfisteu in PhiL ^Voc/t., xlviii (1928), 1395-6, by

Th. Hopfner in Gnomon, v (1929), 575-7, by J. Kroll in D.L.Z. ^930), 214-19, by O. AVeinrkich in

O.L.Z., XXXII (1929), 638, by P. ('ollart in Rev. de phil., iit (1929), 313-14, and (very briefly; by A. 1).

N(ock) in xlv (1929), 124.

H. J. M. Milne, Catalogue (cf. Journal, xv (1929), 267), has been reviewed by H. A. van Groningen

in Alitseum, xxxvi (1929), 40.

A. Mallon, Nourelle serie d'ostraca ETMOYAON, appears in Rci\ de VEgypte anc,, II (1929), 129-35.

H. Frisk, Papyrus grecs de la Bihl. municipale de Gothemhourg, Guteborg, 1929, 59, 2 plates, contains

several Christian fragments, some in Coptic and Arabic.

K. Preisendanz, Eia Papyrus in gricch. Geheimsehrift, in Gnomon, v (1929), 457-8, describes a jiapyrus

of magical purport.

L. Saint-Paul-Girard, Adversaria Coptica, appears in Bull, de Vfnst., Cairo, xxviii (1929), 25-32 and

99-102.

VII. Philolo(;y.

\V. E. Crum, Coptic Dictionary, fasc. i (cf. Journal, xv (1929), 267), has been reviewed by 4V. Spiegel-

BERG in O.L.Z., xxxri (1929), 921-4, by C. Kuentz in Bull. Soc. Ling, de Paris, xxx (1930;, 262-4, by

Th. Lefort in Museon, XLir (1929), 123-4, by S. Gaselee in Bull. Bchool Orient. v (1929;, 611-14

(very fully), and more slightly in J.T.S., xxx (1929), 444-6, and by W. Till in ]yiener Z. f. d. Kunde d.

Morg., XXXVI (1929), 305-7.

G. Heuser, Die Personennamen der Kopten, i (Stud. z. Epigr. u. Papyruskunde, Bd. i, 2), Leipzig, 1929,

is reviewed by v, Bissing in Phil. Wock., l (1930), 182-4.

L. Homburger, Les dialectos copies et mandes, in Bull, de la Soc. Lingidstigue de Paris, xxx (1930),

1-57, deals with a connexion between Coptic and the Mandingo dialect of Lower Gambia. 1-30, phono-

logy
;
39-53, morphology; 53-54, syntax. “Le Maude qu’on cite volonticrs comme un exemplc typique de

langue negro-africaine, apparatt avec evidence comme un rc[)resentant modorne du copte’' (54), a thesis

which hardly seems proved by the material presented.

H. Munier, La Scala Copte 44 de la Bihl. Xat. de Paris, Tome i, transcription (Cibl. dV4udos copies,

il), Cairo (1930), ix-H252. This is the long awaited edition of the Sa^idic scala (Greek with Coptic and
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Arabic translations), known since Tattain and Peyron, both of w’hom used it. In three divisions, (i) the

biblical vocabularv of John of Samanud, in Safidic; (ii) John’s “preface”; (iii) the main vocabidary in

•27 chapters, partly biblical, imrtly secular. The most important glos-s^vry extant. Paris copte 4.3 is mastly

identical, and the correspondences are given here by Muuier.

G. Steindorff, Koptische (jvcuiwK.itik u. Cki'cstoinitthic^ oH&TV^TZGxclniis r, Litaiutui (Porta Linguamm,

xiv), reprints the 2nd edit. (1930), xix + 350.

gpXEGELEEHG, Aeqyptologische Bemerkungen^ on Yahuda’s book Uber die Sprache des Pentateuch.^

appears in if. /. Semitistik u. venvindte Oebiete, vii (1929), 113-22, and deals with Yahuda’s theory that

Hebrew is a dialect of Arabic corrupted by a period spent in an Egyptian atmosphere. It has some

indirect betiring on Coptic. Yahuda’s book is reviewed by T. E. Peet in Journal, xvi (19.30), l.^T-eo, and

by P. Dhorme in Rev. Bib.., xxxviii (1929), 441-5.

W. Till, Altes Aleph und Ayin im Koptischen, in Wiener Z, f. d, Kunde d. Morg., xxxvi (1929), 186-96,

aims at showing that Akhmimic is not derived from Bohairic.

W. Till, Achmimhchd'opt. Gramnu (of. Journal, xv (1929), 268), is reviewed by L. Th. Lefort in

Aluseon, XLII (1929), 121-2.

M. A. Murray, Elem. Coptic Gramm, (cf. Journal, xv (1929), 268), is briefly reviewed in Oriens

CkrManus, (1929), 160.

VIII. Archaeology.

ig) Exploration.

H. M. DE ViLLARD, II monasterio di S. Simeone, I (cf. Journal, xiir (1927), 258), is reviewed by

P. P(eeters) in A.B., XLVii (1929), 124-6.

F. Ll. Griffith, Christian Documents from Nubia (cf. Journal, xv (1929), 269), is reviewed by

F. C. Burkitt in J.T S., xxxi (1930), 209-11, by A, Wiedemann in O.L.Z., xxxii (1920), 344-5, and

by A. ScHARFF in O.L.Z., xxxiii (1930), 28-9.

Crum-WiNLOCK-

W

hite, Monasteiy of Epiphanius (cf. Journal, xm (1927), 257).

{b) Art and Architecture.

C. Diehl, Part chretien (cf. Journal, xv (1929), 270), is reviewed by G. Stdhlfauth in O.L.Z., xxxiii

(1930), 127-9, by G. Soterios in Bgz. Neugr. Jahrb., vi (1928), 252.

Cl. Kopp, Vergangenheit und Gegenwart der Koptischen Kirche. Die ckarakteristischen Eigen-

sekaften der Kopt. Kirche, appears in Theol. u. Glaube, Paderborn, XXI (1929), 482-503,

P. Angelicu.s M. Kropp, Die Kreuzigungsgruppe des koptischen Papyrus Brit. Mus. MS. Or. 6796, in

Oriens Ckristianus (1929), 64-8, illustrates the conventional representation of the crucifix in Coptic art.

(c) Textiles.

N. P. Toll, Tissus coptes, Prag (1928), 44, 11 plates, 1 in colour.

{d) Folklore,

S. Gr^baut et A. Roman, (7/i passage dimonologigue du Qalementos, in J.A., ccxi (1927), 331-9. Noted

in B.Z., XXIX (1929), 119, “ Q. ist eiu wichtiges, aus dem Arabischen iibersetztes Denkmal der pseudo-

klemeiitinischen athiopischen Lit., das in 7 Biichern die Unterweisungen des Petrus an seinen Schuler

Klemens enthalt.”

J. Lexa, La Magie (cf. Journal, xiii (1927), 259), is reviewed by T. G. Allen in Amer. J. Sem. Lang,

and Lit., XLiv (1928), 58-61, and by J. ToutAtN in J. des Savants (1929), 126-34.

A. L. Schmitz, Das Totenwesen der Kopten, appears in A.Z., lxv (1930), 1-25. The literary material

(2-8), the evidence of the monuments (8-23), and history of religion (23-5).

C. A. AVilhams, Oriental affinities of the legend of the Hairy Anchoret (cf. Journal, xv (1929), 271), is

reviewed (not favourably) by P. P(eeters) in A.B., XLVii (1929), 138-41.

(e) Inscriptions, etc.

A. Tulli, Le stele copte del Museo Egizio Vaticano, appears in Riv. di arch, cristiana, Rome, vi (1929),

126-44, and 14 figs.
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ADDENDA.

1. Biblical.

O. Burmester et E. Devaud, Froverbes de S<dotaot(^ Vienna (1930;, xvi + 68. ( ’ontaining Prov.

1-14 and Prov^erb le.s.s(>ns from the Catanieron. Older texts than Lagarde : culLitod text, very full critical

apparatus : many variants merely errors in spelling.

V. History.

E. W. Brooks, The Patrinrck Paul of Antioek and the Alexandrine Schism of ij7A in the Heisenberg

Festschrift, in B.Z., xxx (1929-30), 468-7G.

A. Steinwenter, Zur Lehre von der Episcopalis Audientia, in the same Heisenberg Festsch., 660-8,

deals with Byzantine law : cf Cod. I. 4, 7 : Pap. Bond. Inv. 2217, and H. I. Bell in Byzant. (1924), 139.

A. Steinwenter, Die Rechtsstellung der Kirchen und Kloster nach den Pa.pyri, is an offprint from the

Z. der Savigny-Stift. {Kan. Abt., xix, 1930), 50.

VI. Non-Literahy Texts.

P. A. M. Kropp, Liturgiein Koptischen (1930), 60, offered as a thesis for a doctorate in Bonn, is a portion

of a larger book on “ Select Magical Texts in three vols. now in the press. It includes new texts, also

translations (not texts) of magical material found elsewhere. This offprint contains sect. 315-54 and

372-412 of the larger volume. It deals Avith (n) Ecclesiastical exorcism and prayers against demons

;

(5) Church and magical benedictions, consecration of oil, etc., for exorcism, blessing of nets, etc., cursing

of animals
;

(c) Magical and religious prayers.

VII. Philology.

W. E. Crum, Coptic Dictionary, is reviewed by H. Ivees in Gottiag. gelehrter Anz. (1930), 90-5.

W. Till, Koptische Chrestomathie fUr den Fayumischen Dialekt^ Wien (1930), ii4-30. First 9 pages

grammatical introduction
; pp. 9 fl’., texts, biblical and other, arranged according to purity or otherwise ot

dialect. All have been printed before.

S. CaseLEE, Greek n:ords in Coptic, in Heisenberg Festsch, (cf. above), 224-8.

VIIL Archaeology.

M. S. Dimand, in BidL of Aletrop. Hvseum of Art, May 1930, 126-31, 7 illustr., describes a Special

Exhibition of Coptic and Egypto-Aralnc Textiles in the Museum.

This Bulletin refers (p. 156) to an article on Coptic Tnmcs in the Metropolitan Aluseum Studies, ll,

Part II;, but I have not been able to see a copy of these Studies.

A new courtyard has been added to the Coptic Museum in Cairo.

A brief article in the Observer for 10^ 11,29 deals with Abyssinia and the Coptic Church. The Language

Problem.

J. Dunbar, Betmxt Egypt and Kubia, in Anc. Egypt (1929), 108-117, 6 illust., contains a passing

reference to Christian remains.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvi. 33
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NOTES AND NEWS

During the coming winter the Society hopes to carry on work simultaneously at the

three sites in its charge—Armant, El-‘Amarnah and Abydos.

The expedition to Armant will be in charge of Mr. Oliver H. Myers, who super-

intended the actual excavations there last winter. He will have as assistants

Mr. H. W. Fairman, who was one of last season’s staff, Mr. T. J. C. Baly, who

worked under Dr. Frankfort at Abydos in 1925-26, Mr. W. B. K. Shaw, who, with

Mr. D. Newbold, discovered the Oasis of Merga (Makhaila) in 1927, and who is to be

responsible for the survey work, and Mr. E. A. Buchanan, who has previously worked

in Palestine and Transjordania under Mr, J. W. Crowfoot.

The main work of the winter will be the completion of the Bucheum, and the

clearing of the Bakariya and the Roman Village, all of which excavations were begun

last year, and, if time permits, the exploration of two predynastic cemeteries, which

may prove of considerable importance.

The whole of this work is being financed by the President, Dr. Robert Mond, who
has in addition ensured the comfort of the staff by building them a house, which he

proposes to equip with an electric-light plant and a pumping apparatus.

The excavations at El-’Amarnah, which have been suspended since Dr. Frankfort

closed down in the spring of 1929, are to be re-opened early in November under the

direction of Mr. J. D. S. Pendlebury, who worked on that site with Dr. Frankfort and

who has since been appointed Curator of Knossos. He will have the assistance of

Mrs. Pendlebury, who was also there with him in 1929, Mr. H. Waddington, a trained

architect, Mr. C. J. C. Bennett, who has taken a course in Egyptology at University

College, and Mr. G. P. Phillips. He also hopes to secure for a short period the help of

Mr. Seton Lloyd, who was responsible for the excellent plans and reconstructions

published by Dr. Frankfort in his article on El-‘Amarnah in Journal, xv.

This work is dependent on the subscriptions of Members and others interested in

this particular site; the expedition has been made possible this season largely through

the generosity of Mrs. Hubbard, who has subscribed two thousand pounds during the

last two years.

At Abydos Miss Calverley and Miss Broome will continue the copying work in the

temple of Seti I upon which the Society has now been engaged for three seasons.

Great progress has been made towards the completion of the first volume, and both
Miss Calverley and Miss Broome have spent a considerable portion of the summer
months assembling and finishing the drawings of the scenes from the seven chapels, with

the result that forty-one of these plates are already in proof. The coloured plates, how-
ever, are not yet begun, and these and the architectural details of doors, ceilings, etc.

which were not originally included in the scheme for this volume, but have since been
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incorporated, will form the principal work of the coming winter. Further copying and
photographing will also be undertaken.

The volumes are to be uniform with those which the Oriental Institute of the

University of Chicago is bringing out on the Temple at Medinat Habu.

By the time these notes appear Volume xxii of our Graeco-Roman Memoirs will

have been issued. It is by A. S. Hunt and J. Johnson, and is called Two Theocritus

Papi/ri. The two documents with which it deals are the famous papyrus from Antinoe

and the more fragmentary one found previously at Oxyrhynchus. The publication forms

an important contribution to the textual criticism of the Idylls. It contains transcrip-

tions of the texts, with a commentary and two collotype plates.

The Committee of the Society has arranged the usual series of lectures for the

coming winter. They will be held in the Meeting Room of the Royal Society, Burlington

House, by kind permission of the Council.

The first two lectures will be as follows: Thursday, October 9th, 1930, at 5 p.m..

Professor F. LI. Griffith, on Christianity in Nubia; Wednesday. November 12th, 1930,

at 8.30 p.m., Mr. R. W. Sloley, on Primitive methods of measuring time, with special

reference to Ancient Egypt. The dates and titles of the other lectures will be announced

later.

Members of the Society resident in the British Isles receive for each of these lectures

a transferable ticket admitting two persons, A limited number of tickets are also available

for non-members; for these special application should be made to the Secretary.

On the 19th of June last our President, Dr. Robert Mond, and Mrs. Mond gave a

dinner at the Savoy Hotel in celebration of Professor Sir Flinders Petrie’s fiftieth year

of Egyptian research. It may be doubted whether so many persons directly interested

in Egyptology have ever before in this country been gathered together in one place.

After dinner the guests, over two hundred in number, moved into an adjoining drawing-

room, where many old friendships were renewed and new ones established. The host

and hostess can have been under no doubts as to the extent to which this thoughtful

arrangement was appreciated, for it was after midnight when the party broke up.

We congratulate Dr. Nelson and his colleagues on the appearance of the first volume

of their great publication of the temple of Ramesses III at Medinat Habu. In a vast

undertaking such as theirs is, it was to be expected that the first few seasons must be a

time of trial and experiment rather than of results. Now, however, their organization is

complete and publication should proceed steadily. The present volume leaves us in no

doubt as to the breadth of their conception and their ability to carry it out.

Sir Arthur Evans has produced yet another volume, Vol. iii, of his Palace of Minos
at Knossos. The speed at which this has followed on the two parts of Volume ii is a

remarkable tribute to the undiminished vigour of Sir Arthur's mind. Once again we
marvel at the fullness of the observations which must have been made at the time of the

excavation itself, the thoughtful study which has been devoted to even the smallest

points, and the wealth of comparative material brought forward from other regions.

33—2
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We regret that in announcing Professor Newberry's appointment to a professorship

in the Egyptian University last year we gave the title of his chair incorrectly. Its correct

title is that of Ancient Egyptian History and Archaeology.

The death of Eduard Meyer is a severe blow to the study of Ancient History in all

its branches. His combination of breadth of outlook with capacity for detail made him

unique as an historian. We hope in our next number to publish an account of his life

and an appreciation of his contribution to Ancient History.

Dr. H. R. Hall asks us to print the following note

:

In the last volume of the Journal (xv, 56) Mr. Winlock notes that Prof. E. Meyer

has in the new edition of his GescJiidite des Altertums, ii (1928), 110 ff. criticized ‘‘the

ingenious but rather artificial reconstruction of Hatshepsut’s period which has been

current during the last thirty years, and has reconstructed “the lives of Hatshepsut

and her immediate connexions in terms almost identical with those used in our Report”

{Bull. Metropolitan Museum, N.Y., Eeb. 1928, ii, 46 ff.), with the exception that he

regards Tuthmosis III as son of Tuthmosis I, whereas Mr. Winlock (“in agreement with

Maspero, Naville, and Petrie”) regards him as son of Tuthmosis II. May I point out

that I also, in The Ancient History of the Near East (1913), 286 fi., criticized the

“current” theory of Sethe and Breasted sixteen years ago at some length, and adopted

a simplified story not in entire agreement with either Naville or Sethe, but incidentally

regarding Tuthmosis III as son of Tuthmosis II (287, n. I; 288; 288, n. 1)? I took

the reference on the statue of Inebny in the British Museum to Tuthmosis III as the

“brother” of Hatshepsut as indicating marital relations between them, which the terms

“brother” and “sister” often seem to do. I still see no more reason to abandon this

view and accept that of Prof. Meyer than Mr. Winlock does.

Mr. W. E. Crum writes

:

On the 10th of August died, at the age of 81, the Rev. George Horner, a scholar to

whom Coptic studies owe a very heavy debt. On withdrawing, in 1891, from parish work,

Mr. Horner, whose interest remained primarily theological, decided upon the Coptic New
Testament as a promising and by no means overworked field of labour (see Sir Ernest

Budge’s letter to the Times, Aug. 14th). For a short time he studied at Berlin with Mr.

(afterwards Professor) Steindorff, but he was mainly self-taught, and without teachers

he further attained to a working knowledge of the other languages needful for his purpose,

Arabic and Ethiopic. His great edition of the Bohairic New Testament in 4 volumes,

then, with still more elaboration, that of the Sa'idic in 7 volumes, took in all 26 years

to appear. One has but to open any of these volumes to realize the immense preparatory

labour involved, where manuscripts—for the Sa'idic version nothing but scattered

fragments—had to be sought out and copied or collated in all the libraries of Europe
and Egypt and the results critically presented. Opinions will differ as to the system

adopted in publication, where, especially in the Sa4dic volumes, the text itself seems to

have interested its editor less than the exhaustive textual apparatus, and it may be doubted

whether the unflinchingly literal translation really serves its intended purpose as a

substitute for the Coptic text
;

philologists, however, agree as to the high value of the

vast collection of material which Horner’s untiring labours have made available.
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Histoire des gra'iids prHres d’Anion de Karnak jut^qv^d la XXIe Di/aastie. Avec 5 planches.

Insci'iptions concernant les grands prUres dAraoRj Romt-Roy et Anienhotep. Avec deux planches. Par

Gustave Lefebvre.

All Egyptologists will welcome the appearance of these works, which fill a serious want long felt by

students, who hitherto have only had at their disposal the treatment by Wreszinski, Die Hohrnpriester des

Amon^ an extremely useful little book but one now rendered insufficient by the mass of material which

has come to light since 1904.

M. Lefebvre divides the story of Amun’s High-Priests into three parts
;
from our earliest acquaintance

with the priesthood in the Middle Kingdom down to the acquisition of supreme power by Herihor in the

Twenty-first Dynasty
;
the period of the priest-kings belonging to Herihor s family and the line of

Bubastites; and lastly the epoch of Divine Votaresses from the reign of Osorkon III onwards. It is the

first part only with which the author is concerned in this work.

Chapter i contains a general account of the constitution of the Amun priesthood. M. Lefebvre is in

full agreement with the view that the lectors were of the same rank as the ice^eh priests, but thinks that

they constituted an independent order (p. 16). One is surprised, however, to see that he follows the old

interpretation of wnwt ht-iitr “ lay-priests,’* for the evidence is far more in favour of this expression

simply meaning “the temple-staff” and including all orders

h

After de.scribing the offices of High-Priest and Second Prophet, the methods of their appointment and

the large households which they were accustomed to keep up, M. Lefebvre concludes this introductory

chapter with an account of the female clergy, the “god’s wife,” “singers of Amun,” etc.

In the second chapter we are presented with a highly useful list of all the numerous personages who

went to make up the vast concourse which administered the Theban god’s domains, each title being

printed in hieroglyphs with translation, and bibliography in footnotes. It is a formidable array, and one is

astonished at the variety of the titles, which range from the man who “ boils the oil of the House of Amun ”

to a “ chief physician ” attached to the temple. The author then proceeds to tell us how little by little

during the Eighteenth Dynasty the High-Priests succeeded in securing for themselves the management of

this temporal power until, under Amenophis II, the High- Priest Mery obtained sole control over the

divine estates and treasuries.

Chapter iii contains a brief resume of all that is known of the Priesthood of Amun before the

Eighteenth Dynasty, the most important fact being that, although we have evidence of the regular con-

stitution of the priesthood in the Middle Kingdom, of the existence of ice^eh priests and prophets and even

of a “Second Prophet of Amun,” we have no actual instance of a “ First Prophet.” Indeed Sesostris III in

his well-known instructions to the Karnak temple with regard to offerings for Kebhapet Mentiihotep

addresses the personage in question, apparently the High-Priest, simply as “ Prophet of Amun.”

The shadowy Khoiisuemheb, a High-Priest who lived at some time between the Fourteenth and

Seventeenth Dynasties, the central figure of a Twentieth Dynasty tale, is also dealt with, and M. Lefebvre

regards the genealogy given in the tomb of Userhet as actually true, holding that, if we understand sj and

it to have the meaning of “descendant ” and “ ancestor ” respectively, there is no reason why there should

not be lineal connexion between Khonsuemheb, the Vizier Imhotep, the High-Priest of Amun Hapuseneb,

and finally Userhet himself of the Nineteenth Dynasty.

Chapters iv and v recount the part played by the High-Priests during the Eighteenth Dynasty, with

many corrections of and additions to statements of previous writers. At the beginning of the Dynasty

under Aahmes I Siamen is to be erased from the list of High- Priests (pp. 68 and 89) and Minmentu to l>e

added, probably after Thutiy.

^ See Blackman in Hastings ilnc. Eel. Eth,
;

article, Prietd, priei<thood viii, 3.
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In the time of Hatshepsut Panefer may have come after Hapuseneb (p, 82), and the widespread notion

that Menkheperrersonb, the pontiff of Tuthmosis III, was the son of the Vizier Rekhmarer is an error

(p. 85). Aahmose is to be inserted probably between Panefer and Menkheperrersonb, but his son Re<^ was

High-Priest not of Amun of Karnak but of that god in certain temples on the west bank of Thebes

(pp. 91 and 110).

There are, however, several criticisms of this section which we feel bound to make. M. Lefebvre takes

for granted Sethe’s elaborate theory of the Tuthmosid succession (pp. 72 ft.). Surely further study in

recent years has rendered this reconstruction very doubtful, the exhaustive investigations of Winlock

at Del* el-Btihri having provided us with a simpler and far more likely story b Secondly, the retention

of the form Saakare<" (p. 107) for the name of Akhenaten^s successor is strange considering that

it has now been definitely established- that it should be Smenkhkaref'. But above all we must

profoundly disagree when M. Lefebvre assigns the tomb of Raby-Rabyna a une epoque posterieure a la

XXYe dynastie.” First, the occurrence in the tomb of a carved wooden roundel of Mycenaean origin^,

which the author does not mention, dates the owner to about the end of the Eighteenth Dynasty.

Secondly, the gold ring of Akhenaten indisputably assigns him to that of Pharaoh’s reign, and lastly the

name Raby-Rabyna itself would be finnid just at that period. These three pieces of evidence maybe taken

as conclusive. This Semite, however, as M. Lefebvre rightly jjoints out, was certainly not High-Priest of

Amun at Thebes, but in the neighbourhood of Memphis.

In Cha]'»ters vi-vii, after dealing with the obscure period extending from Horemheb to Ramesses II,

M. Lefebvre gives us a carefully considered account of the High-Priests during the Nineteenth Dynasty.

Most impoi-tant is the section on Rome-Roy, in which the author once and for all proves that the

bearers of these two names were one and the same person, it being unthinkable that the two statues from

Karnak, on both of which the names Rome and Roy are alternative, could have been dedicated to any but

a single man. Roy, then, becomes a ‘‘diminutive” form, like Meh for Amenemheb and Huy for Amenophish

This at once disposes of the former theory^ that the High-Priestliood became hereditary at this time, and

that Rome i)assed on his oflice to a son called Roy. Nor can the prayer of Rome-Roy that his son may
stand in his place be })roved to be anything but the usual pious wish, or taken for evidence thiit his son

Bakenkhonhii succeeded as High-Priest of Amun. Rom6-Ro}^ however, deserves his reputation as one who

advanced the high-priestiy power, for, as M. Lefebvre points out (p. 158), he was the first to recover the

title ‘‘chief of the ijrophetsof Upper and Lower Egypt’’ of which the High-Priests of Amun were deprived

during the reign of Ramesses II, and by his inscriptions at Karnak, executed in his own name, he shows

that the power of the Amun clergy, somewhat restricted by the Crown ever since the days of Akhenaten,

was again on the rise.

Another very interesting point made by M. Lefebvre is that the towers of the eighth pylon w‘ere used

as residential quarters in the neighbourhood of the actual dwelling of the High-Priests, this being proved

by two inscriptions found by himself in the eastern tower of the pylon, and relating to two members of

Rome- Roy’s entouriige. They are published in the volume of inscriptions, pp. 40-41.

In the last three chapters (viii-x) the author describes the gradual rise of the High-Priesthood during

the Twentieth Dynasty, which culminated in the triumph of Herihor, the most imj^ortant correction being

that (pp. 185 and 205) of the statement sometimes made that Amenophis married Isis, a daughter of

Ramesses VI, and that therefore Herihor, being his son (for which there is no proof either), was a

descendant of the royal line‘'\ The volume concludes with full indices and a “Nomenclature” which

enumerates the names of all the High-Priests within the period studied, the sources for their lives, the

families of which they came, and the religious and civil titles which they bore.

The second volume collects all the inscriptions relating to the pontiff Rome-Roy and the most

important relating to Amenophis, many of these being published here for the first time, and others

corrected and improved after the author’s own copies
;
we have now, for instance, a revised text of the

^ See Winlock’s reconstruction of events in Bull. 2Ietr, Mus., 1925-1927, 47 ft’.

2 Newberry, Journal, xiv, 5-6. Also, during the Egypt Exploration Society’s work at Eb‘Amarnah in 1928-9,

a clay sealing was found which fully confirms this as the correct form.

3 Figured in H. Th. Bossert, Altkreta, 350.

See Sethe, A.Z., xliv, 87ft.

^ Breasted, Ancient Records, iii, § 618, and in Canibridfje Atic. History, ii, 184.

® See e.g., Cambridge Anc» Hist,, iii, 253.
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highly important “conimemorativ^e inscription’’ of Ro}’ s'pp. 32-33), to name only one of the useful texts

with which M. Lefehvre presents us. All these texts are accompanied by accurate translations, philological

notes and general commentary, which go to enhance the value of this appendix to the Histoire.

In the Histoire des grands prttres dAnion de Karnak M. Lefebvre has given to the Egyptological world

a standard work of reference which will remain such for many years to come.

Alan W. Shorter.

Die Entstekung der Pyramided an der Baiajescldehte der Pyraniuh bei Mejrlum naekgeiciesen. Von Ludwig

Borchardt. Berlin, 1928.

The study of Egyptian architecture, more especially of the technical side of it, owes much to

Dr. Borchardt. Not only has he an intimate knowledge of his subject and a power of imagination which

enables him to make the most of his observations, but he writes in a style which makes even the most

technical portions of his ext)Osition intelligible t<^ the layman.

The present work puts once for all on a firm basis the much discussed (|uestions of the various changes

in plan which were made during the building of the Medum pyramid and of the origin of the pyramid-form

itself as a royal burial monument.

Borchardt does full justice to the work of his predecessors, notably Petrie and Wainwright, on the

pyramid at Medfim. He starts out from the question “What is the explanation of the two bands of

undressed blocks in the otherwise smoothed surface of the lowest of the three surviving steps ?‘’ His

answer is that the structure as at first planned and constructed possibly consisted of nothing more

ambitious than a two-storey mastaba, and afterwards underwent a series of enlargements by the addition

of successive “mantles” of stone. The evidence for the original building and its earliest modifications is

locked up in the core of the pyramid. Of the last three developments, calle<i by Borchardt E 1, E 2 and E 3,

clear traces have been revealed by mediaeval and modern depredations in search of building-stone.

E 1 consisted of a step pyramid with seven steps, E 2 of a step pyramid with eight steps, and E 3 of an

ordinary pyramid with smooth sides.

On this hypothesis the existence of the upper rough baud in the lowest surviving step is explained as

follows : In E I that step ended with the uppermost course of smoothed blocks beneath the rough band.

In E 2 this step was considerably raised in height. Of the raised portion the upper part formed a step in

the new pyramid, and was therefore smoothed as we see it to-da}^
;
the lower part, however, like the old

smooth portion below it, was now masked by a new step built on outside, and, being invisible, was

naturally left iinsmoothed.

Precisely the same explanation, but one stage further back in the history of the structure, accounts for

the lower rough band. Thus the stripping of blocks from the pyramid by modern and mediaeval builders,

while reducing it to its present curious form, has incidentally left on the lowest step traces of no fewer

than three constructional periods.

Borchardt very cleverlv follows out the traces left by the various enlargements in the passage leading to

the underground burial-chamber. He gives good reasons for 1-elieving that Sneferu, the builder of this

pyramid, was buried not here but in the so-called Red Pyramid at Dahshfir, which was built after the

pyramid at IMedCim.

He connects the curious vertical depression observed long since by Petrie in the two lower steps of the

east face with the beginning of a ramp found by V ainwu'ight over ^ards from the pyramid. He shows

that the depression marks the point w^herc this construction-ramp met the face of the pyramid in stage

E 2. He thinks, however, that one ramp w^ould not sutlice for the carrying on of the wmrk, and assumes

at least two others, one of which has left a slight trace on the pyramid face at the south-west corner.

A section is next inserted by Herr Croon in which are some ingenious calculations as to the number of

men emnloved and the time necessary for the work assuming the existence of one and twm r<imps

respectively, devoted solely to the dragging up of stone, with another ramp or ramps for other purposes.

The duration of the work is found to be 33 years with one ramp and 20 with tw’o. The latter, Borchardt

remarks, would agree approximately with the fact that blocks apparently from the E 3 period of construc-

tion bear the quarry date Year 17 ;
he adds, however, that the longer period of 33 years would not l)e out

of place should the numeral 17 on the blocks be intended to indicate Year of the 17th numbering of cattle,

t.e., 33rd or 34th y^ear of the reign.

The success of his researches at Medhm led Borchardt to attempt a similar examination of the
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Step-Ma.staba of Zfwer at Sakkarah. Here three .'stages of construction can be traced. The first may have

been a large but .'simple inastaba, possibly finished off above in the style of a house-rooh The next stage

consisted of the clothing of this with a mantle less in height than the original building, giving it the form

of a inastaba or hoiiNe on a podium. The last stage involved a complete alteration of plan, which almost

doubled the area of the base and produced the step-ia.istaba known to us to-day.

Chnjiiologically llorchardt would place the Blunted Pyramid at Dahshfir between the Step-Mastaba of

Zoser and Sueferu’s pyramid at Mcdiim. He agrees with the suggestion made that it may possibly be the

tomb of King Hu. He believes that the immense brick niashiba found by Garstang at Bet Khallaf has no

claim to be considered as a tomb of Zoser, but belonged to one of his nobles, who received funerary gifts

from the royal vineyards, etc.

Boivhardt s conclusion, which ^eems to be justified by the evidence he brings forward, is that the

pyramid is not a form which established itself as the ty^ie for a royal tomb by reason of any inherent

suitability
;

it was ev'olved very gradually, and even indirectly, by the efforts of sev^eral generations of

architects, and the determination of its final form may have been almost a matter of accident.

T, Eric Peet.

Ln ud&e a niort du dieu ea Eyypte. Par A. MoRET. Paris, Geuthner, 1927.

This book is a reprint of the Frazer Lecture delivered at Oxford in 1926, and, as suits its origin, is an

examination of the views on Osiris given in The Golden Bough.

Starting from Fra/eFs view that men find themselves dependent on nature and so try to control it,

firstly by means of spells and later by the sacrifice of a god, Moret sets out to discover whether proofs

of this theory are to bo found in Egypt. In the first [)lace (Chcip. ii) he finds ample proof that spells were

used to cfuitrol tlu) Nile—thougli he notes that none of these have actually survived—and draws a com-

parison between the throwing into the river of statues of male and female Nile-deities and the custom of

throwing ,i maiden into it in Moslem times. It is perhaps worth noting here that the “Nile” which, he

says, piu-suod Bata’s wife in Pa]). D’Orbiney is actually the sea.

Proceeding, he discusses certain rites connected with harvest and suggests that the Min-festival of the

first month of summer is a sacred ilram,i of the putting to death and resurrection of the spirit of corn and

fertility. He draws an interesting coni])anson between the stj-t^ the later name of which, mr-t., he

suggests, means “The Belove<l,’’ and the mound of earth surmounted with corn washed away at the later

ceremony of “Cutting the Dyke,” noting that this mound was called the ^arihah or “fiancee.” When he

discusses the sorrow shown at the time of sowing I cannot help feeling that he lays too much stress on

the sotig of the she])herd containing the lines “He talks with the fish and greets the oxyrhynchus.” This

hardly seems to mean that the fish are eating liim, though Lehensmilde 66 might be quoted in support.

In the descrijjtit)!! of the Kites of the Barley-images there is a slip which I imagine is entirely accidental

;

the rites are said to culmmate in the festival of ti on the thirtieth of Khoiakh, whereas they actually

culminate in tlie liaising of the />4C pillar on the 30th of the month, the hhs ti falling on the 22nd. Cf. the

review referred to below.

The next point is the daily ritual, which M. Moret assumes to represent the resurrection of Osiris,and
he [Jassos from this to rUi exam in.it ion of the evidence for the slaughter of gods. The Apis is his starting-

j Joint, and he collects the classical evidence for the killing of the king until he finally arrives at the

Bed' festival, which he takes to bo the remnant of a ceremony at which a king in failing health was killed

ami a successor appointed. There is a certain amount of evidence for this view, and one might compare

the Roman Emperors’ {jretcnce of being reajjjjointed to office every ten years. The evidence adduced by
M. Moret is not, however, of a very convincing nature, as he begins by perpetuating the old mistake that

the king at the Sod- festival was Osiris. The connexion between the death of Osiris at the age of 28 and a

30-year (ajjjjarently) festival is hard to see ;
this 28 years always seems the strongest evidence in favour

of there having really been a king Osiris around whom other stories and legends had collected, since 28

years seems such a curious age to be chosen if it is fictitious.

In conclusion one can but warn all readers that M. floret ignores the important review of FrazeFs
Adonis ftnd Osiris by Dr. Gardiner in this Jounvd, ii, 121 ff’. This omission has a very damaging

effect iJii the book, as a large amount of it is based on evidence which is showm in the review to be either

untrue or misinter])reted.

T. J. C. Baev.
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Dramatische Texte zu altaeffi/ptischeii Mi/nterieui^plrlen, i. Das Detthinal tiv'itiphitisrhta' Tfirologv''^ d^r

Schahakosteia des Britisehea Museiftn, Von Kurt Sethe, Leipzig, 19:28.

Professor Sethe in the preface to this important work on the religion of Ancient Egypt, one of the

most important that has ever been published, rightly ex^iresses his indebtedness to I’rofessor Ernian, \vh(»se

admirable treatise on this ditticiilt text we had come to regard as almost the hnal word on the subject.

By collating the Breasted-Erman version of the text with a s<[uee/e made by Lepsius, winch was pre-

served in the Berlin Museum, but has now unfortunately been lost or mislaid, and two new sipieezes

supplied to him by the British Museum authorities, Sethe has obtained a certain number of new readings.

Thanks to these, but much more to his profound knowledge of the Psramid Texts and of Old Egyptian in

general, he has been able greatly to improve upon Erman's translation. Moi cover, [>rotracted investigations

have led him to a number of new conclusions as to the pur})Ose and date of the text, and the relationship

of its different sections to one another, conclusions that are of the greatest interest not only to Egypto-

logists, but to all students of the religion and history of the Ancient World.

Erman regarded the square fields under 11. 10c/-12t/, and those followed by one or two words under

11. 13(<-18t/, as marking further subdivisions of his Section A of the text, though he had to own tliat taken

thus no sense could be made of them. Sethe, however, eon\incingly .shows by reference to the Itamosseum

Dramatic Papyrus, the so-called Lists of Offerings, and the version of the Rite of Opening the Mouth jire-

.served to us in the tomb of PetamenOpe, that these sipiare tields C(Uitain wh.it we call st.ige-directions. He also

maintains that the one or two words in rectangular tields following the stag(^-direetious in 11. actually

continue the speeches of Keb to the Ennead in 11. 13u-18(/. That Ins view is correct is indicated by tlie

fact that these words taken thus no longer remain nie.iningloss as they did when left isolated ; moreover,

similar instances of the text of ri speech being broken by sttige-directions tiecur in the Uamesseiim

Dramatic Papyrus, c.^., 11. 102-103.

Equal!} convincing is his argument that Erman's Section (’ of the text is not a commentary on his

Sections A and B, and of a later date than these, but that the \Nhole t«ixt stands now in the form in which

it was originally composed, a series r>f dialogues linked together by a continuous n.irr.it iv<‘. This arrange-

ment finds a com^ilete parallel in the above-mentioned R.iuiesseuin Papyrus, in which each .scene is

preceded by a narrative beginning with “ It happened that, ' as, imbued, do certain of the n<uTatives in our

text. The Denkmal memphitischer Tfiealoijuj is therefore one of those religious dramas whieh we know to

have been regularly performed in Egyptian temples on the occasion of great festivals.

Sethe supposes that the narrative portions were recited by a lector {hrif-hh)^ the dramat ie e])isode.s

being enacted by players who declaimed their speeches to the <iccompaniinent of tlie gestures and move-

ments indicated in the stage-directions. Such a [icrform.incc', lie ajitly points out, Dxirs a closo resemblance

to the mediaeval miracle })lays, whieh also consisted of ,i merit's of dramatic (‘pisodes linki'd togetluT by a

narrative read by a priest, and to the modern iilm-dranm with its alternating Crqitions and moving

pictures.

Now for Sethe^s view as to the age of the play and tlie aim of its author. It is to ])e assigneil on

linguistic grounds to tlie same perioil as the Dur el-Pj.ihri texts which treat of the divine origin of the king

and his elevation to the throne, which are the oldest Egvjitiaii texts known to us and dati* probalily from

the very beginning of Egyptian history.

The fact that the Apis, essentially a Memphite god, is not mentioned in such a context as 11. of) -bl

(p. 68) assigns the author to the first half of the First Dynasty, for thougli Manetho assmds th.it the Apis

and other animal gods were not admitted into the Jigyptian I^^^tlleon till the Ix^gnining of the Second

Dynasty, the l^ilcrmo Stone sliows tli.it there was a n^cogiiized cult of the Apis as early as the secoml half

of the First Dynasty.

In view of this linguistic and arcli.ieologic.il evidence, .ind of the fact that the object of tlie play

obviously is to magnify Rtali .ind Mcnn>hi'' at tlie expi'ii^'C of tlic sun -god and Heliopolis, Setlie <’<iiiies to

this conclusion: our text is not a Memphite theological work of indefinite date, but the religion^, dogma

for the new capital Memphis, here contr.isted with the ohl Heliopolitan dogm.a dating from prehistoric

times
; a new dogma with a political background, such as w<is correspondingly propoumled when Heliopolis

became the capital of the roalui, and as later -ig.iin w.is propounded by Amonophis IV wlien lie est<abIisho<l

his new capital at El-‘Amarnah. Thus, if not dating from the reign of Menes himself, the Dcdkinal

memphitisrher Thjjoloyk cannot have been composed much later.

The way in which the Ilcliopiditan dogimi is dealt ^^itll in our text shows that it is older than the

Memphite. Consequently, if Sethe's driting of the text is correct, the period of the political and religious

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvi.
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predominance of Heliopolis must, as Sethe has long maintained, be placed in the predynastic age. Further

evidence for the high antiquity of this Heliopolitan predominance is afforded by the fact that the Helio-

politan dogma was so deeply rooted in the minds of the Egyptians that, even after the Memphite priest-

hood had expounded their highly intellectual conception of the origin of the world, it still remained the

more usual and generally held dogma, lasting as long as the Egyptian religion itself.

The importance of our text for the history of the Egyptian religion and the intellectual history of

mankind in general can hardly be over-estimated. The manner in which it has assimilated and at the same
time entirely transformed the old Heliopolitan teaching with its gross account of the creation of Shu and
Tefenet is most remarkable. As Sethe says, the role which it assigns to heart and tongue in creation, and
the pantheistic activity which it ascribes to the Creator in the heart and tongue of living beings as their

motive principle, display an intellectual conception of the connexion of things not to be expected at so

early a date. In this theory of the role played by heart and tongue we have, as Breasted has also seen

{A.Z., XXXIX, 54), a foretaste of the doctrine of the Logos.

The version preserved to us of this ancient text was inscribed by the order of King Shabako
{circa 700 b.c.) on a monumental granite slab, which was erected in the temple of Ptah at Memphis. The
inscription was probably still standing in its place and being read by learned priests even in the Ptolemaic

period, and through them the ideas of the ancient Memphite priestly teachers may have found their way,
in some form or other, into intellectual circles in Alexandria, where they would have undergone further

aiodification. Thus it is not altogether fantastic to suggest that the Denhnal memphitischer Theologie may,
indirectly of course, have been responsible for the Logos doctrine of Philo.

Sethe’s notes on the text are full of new philological and lexicographical information, and many of them
will prove most helpful to students of the Pyramid Texts and will make them all the more eager for him
to publish his promised translation (with commentary) of those important religious documents.

Deserving of special mention are the notes on the following points, philological and otherwise : Ptah
and Atum as the embodiments of Egypt, p. 21. The meanings of ich in the Pyramid Texts, p. 23. The
place-name p. 25. II vjtiv^ p. 29. 'Tppin^ p. 33, wdiere among much other information it is pointed
out that Tebtunis is derived from T^-nhuTn, pin being shortened to tn and, as was already the case in the
Eighteenth Dynasty, the preceding being omitted. Div, p. 35, the old masc. infinitive of wdl “to place.”

M dd “without delay,” pp. 37 f. The Memphite Ennead, p. 48. Ddp var. ddk, “also,” p. 53. Ilmwhct,
pp. 62 f., with accompanying photograph of a hitherto unpublished monument in the Hildesheim Museum.
The compound preposition kr-htw “upon,” “over,” pp. 69 f. !^nwt ntr “Granary of the God” and Cnh tiwy
“ Life of the Two Lands,” pp. 71 and 72. These names were assigned to Memphis, or to the royal residence
therein, because it was now the administrative centre and great store-city of the whole country,
Mnh m “marvel at,” p. 73. Phr-sn tp, p. 74, perhaps meaning “they paid attention.” B tr “at the right
moment,” “at once,” p. 74. Dkru\ p. 74, with following genitive.

The following examples will show how far Sethe has advanced beyond Erman in his understanding of
the text

:

P. 22. He is almost certainly right in rendering In ’Itmw, 1. 6, by “so sagte Atum.” As he points out,
Erman’s translation “Atum ist es, der die Gotterneunheit gebar” does not agree with other passages in’

this text which name Ptah and not Atum “fashioner of the gods” (ws ntrw), “creator of the gods” (Irntrw)
and “father of the gods” {Itf ntru-).

~ ’

P. 35. From the traces in Breasted’s facsimile he brilliantly conjectured that should be restored

above confirmed by the squeeze. he suggest.s, is an ancient form
of hnc, which in the demotic text of the Rosetta Stone replaces the badge of Upper Egypt.
Thus, instead of Erman’s meaningless “Es entstanden der...cfir und der grune dio am Doppeltor des
Ptah-tempel, we now have the interesting statement, “Es geschah dass man Binse and Papyrus setzte an
die beiden Aussentorbauten des Hanses des Ptah.” As Sethe aptly remarks, the placing of these two
badges in this foim s/if and io,’d are determined by J and

J respectively—in the temple entrance, as
symbols of the union of the Two Lands, finds a parallel in the two famous granite columns of Tuthmosis HI
at Kariiak.

Pp. 46 f. He is clearly right in translating ntrw hprw m Pth by “die Glitter, die in Ptah Gestalt
gewonuen haben ” as against Ermau’s rendering “ die Gotter die aus Ptah entstanden.”

Ihid. Hisemendationof Erman’s reading to is surely correct and forms a
parallel with the following Pth~N%vnt^ mwt^ ms ’Itmiv,
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Sethe’s exposition of the whole of the “Theological Narrative” is brilliant. His translation—there can

be little or no doubt as to the correctness of it—shows that the religious thought displayed in these

passages is even more advanced than the translations of Erniau and Breasted had led us to suppose.

P. 50. Sethe’s rendering of hpr m h,*ty^ hpr m ns m tit ^Itmw (1. 53), “ Es entstand in dem Herzen, es

entstand auf der Zunge, (ein Gedanke) in der Gestalt des Atum,” is immeasurably superior to Erinan’s

“...der zum Herzen wurde als Teil des Atum und der zur Zunge wurde als Teil des Aturn.” Erman
regarded these words as the continuation of the lost ending of line 47, and with Breasted took hpr to be a

participle referring to Ptah, both these scholars having overlooked the passages in Urk. iv, 261, and Destruc-

tion des hommes^ 60 f., which gave Sethe the clue to the real meaning of the passage in our text. Tit^

Sethe points out, means neither “emanation” (Breasted) nor “Teil” (Erman), but “Bild,” “Abbild,”

“Zeichen,” as he proves by many examples.

P. 55. He has obtained a far better sense than Erman for the passage hpr^n skm—nirrt'f^ owing to

his having been able to fill up two important lacunae from the squeeze.

P. 57. His view that the words Utmiv (1. 55) form a separate sentence, though standing in

relationship to the preceding psdt’f m hih-f m ,is obviously ccuTect and results in a highly satisfac-

tory translation.

P. 59. He agrees with Breasted in making sdni '^nisdnvy^ etc. the objects of tns'U psdy^ because

from Shu and Tefenet were descended only the last six persons of tlie Ennead, and because, furthermore,

if Erman’s rendering were adopted there would be no connexion between //i// Irty, etc., and the preceding

sentence.

Pp. 60 f. Su- before ms in line 56, and before Ir and /atn in line 57 is clearly, as Sethe points out, the

narrative particle, and ir and mta are in the passive sdin^f form and not active participles.

P. 61. Sethe’s insertion of ih prt m ns after mdt tn (1. 57) greatly improves the sense, and is, indeed,

demanded by the demonstrative tn which is preceded by nothing to which it can refer.

d\ t Tt •

P. 64. Sethe inserts sir „ ,
’ before hr , , (1. 57), holding that these or similar words have dropped

dl Isft n msdt ^ ^

out of our copy of the text along with the end of the preceding sentence. Plenty of evidence in support of

this really brilliant reconstruction of the passage is cited in the accompanying note.

P. 65. Sethe is clearly right in taking sw Ir (1. 57) as the particle sw followed, as above on p. 61, by the

passive sc?«i*/form, and Irt Cwy sm rdwy nmnm Ct nh infinitives followed by the genitive of the logical

subject, as are i^ty and sdm msdrwy (1. 56) on p. 59.

By emending greatly improves the sense of the whole passage,

which now is to be rendered : “Und so werden getan alle Arbeiten und alle Kiinste, das Handeln der

Arme, das Gehen der Beine, die Bewegung aller Glieder gemass diesem Befehl, der vom Herzen gcdacht

wird und durch die Zunge hervorgekommen ist und die Bedeutung aller Dinge macht.”

P. 66. Sethe’s translation of hpr-n dd ir ’Itmiv shpr ntrw r Pth (1. 58), “Es geschah, dass gcsagt wurde

‘der den Atum machte, der die (anderen) Gotter entstehen liess’ von Ptah,” is undoubtedly correct.

Erman’s rendering is not only grammatically impossible, but contradicts what the text says elsewhere on

the subject of Ptah’s relation with Atum.

Sethe’s reading of the bird-sign before as gm instead of DJm'ty^ as Erman read it, brings this

passage into dogmatic conformity with the rest of the “ Theological Narrative”; for, as Sethe points out,

Thoth in our text plays not the role of the discerning heart but the speaking tongue. AVe now have the

narrative particle sio introducing two parallel verbs in the passive sdni-f form, their subject being the

sentence C,’ phty ‘f r ntrw (see Gardiner, Eg. Gramm.^ 184, 1 and 2).

Sethe is surely correct in taking iht nh rd krhtw^f (1. 60) as finally completing in a general way

the enumeration of the materials in which the gods take visible shape.

P. 70. As he points out on pp. 23 f. hv Vh n-f ntru' nhw means “ Und so versammelten sich ihm alle

Gotter” (f.e., Memphis became the great religious centre of Egypt), and not as Erman translates “und so

versammelte er alle Gotter.” He also shows that the words htpy hnmy are not plural imi>erative forms but

contain a designation of Ptah.

P. 72. N lont (1. 62), misunderstood by Erman, is taken by Sethe as the equivalent of u ntt ^‘because”

(c/. Gardiner, Eg, Gramm,., § 233). The sentence introduced by this conjunction gives the mythological reason

for Memphis becoming the store-city of Egypt—the drowning of Osiris in that district.

34—2
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Just one or two suggestions :

P. 20. Sethe still adheres to the old rendering of dx Cnh df, ‘‘ daniit er mit Leben beschenkt sei,”

instead uf adopting the surely more correct translation, ‘Olay he make ‘Given-life’!” (see Gardiner,

Eg. Gnunm..^

Pp. 35 f. Sethe points out that the determinative of mhyH is not cn , as Erman supposed, but
,
the

hand balance. He also points out that Mh^t-tfv:y is not a name of the temple of Ptah, but of that part of

Memphis in which the temple was situated. As he rightly maintains, //^ in f't hnC mhw lm*s is

a perfect passive participle, and accordingly renders the words “die Wage der beiden Lander in der das ober-

agyptische und das unteragyptische Land gewogen wordcn siiid,” adding “namlich beim Teilungsakt von

8.9, der iin Gebiete von Memphis stattgefunden haben solltc.” His idea, I presume, is that Kcb weighed,

as it were, the Two Lands in the balance when dividing them between Horus and Seth. I venture to

suggest that inh/t in this passage bears the same meaning as it does in Newberry, El-Bers/ieh, PI. xiv, 1. 11,

the “place of toll,” the “customs house,” that is to say that merchants passing from Lower into Upper

Egyptian territory and idee versa here paid an import or export duty on their wares.

P.66. In his note on iin/h meaning, when used in reference to men, “Wiirde,” “Ehre,” “Wert-

schiitzung,” and in reference to things, “Wert,” “Geltung,” “Bedeutung,” Sethe has overlooked the fact

which Gardiner points out in hif^ Ey. Graram.^ p. 456, that the primary meaning of the word is “marrow,”

from which the other meanings were naturally enough derived.

Aylward M. Blackman.

Herudot in Aegyptea: Ei/i Kapitd zani griechischen Kulturheu'usstsein. Von Joseph Vogt. {Einzelausgahe

aits Genethliakon M ilhelm Sclnaidj Tkhinger Beitrdge ziir Altertamsivissenschaft^ Heft 5.) Stuttgart

:

W. Kuhlhammer, 1929.

This interesting monogra
2
jh is not concerned, exce^^t incidentally, with the credibility of Herodotus’

narrative—that question may be regarded as settled by the work of recent researchers, notably

Spiegelberg—nor yet, 2>rimarily, with his sources, but rather with his attitude to Egyptian culture and so

with his
2
>oint of view in respect of the relations between the (Ireeks and the non-Greek world generally.

Vogt deals also, by way of
2)reface, with the attitude of the Egyptians themselves towards the Greeks,

tracing it through its successive stages, which may be summarized as (i) hostility to foreigners, (ii) need

of foreign help (Saite dynasty), leading to (iii) the attempt to impress the Greeks with the superiority of

Egyptian culture, (iv) political co-operation due to the common hostility to Pensia, (v) the attempt to

prove ancient connexions between Greece and Egypt. Their efibrts were successful in the case of

Herodotus, who was comjjletcly “bluffed,” and was willing for the most part to accept the Egyptian

estimate ;
but he remained none the less a thorough Greek in his interpretation of EgAq)t in terms of the

Greek mentality. In a concluding section A ogt shows that in this res2)ect he was typical of his countrymen
generally, who, while always ready to acknowledge the priority of other cultures and to regard their own
institutions as borrowed, did so from no self-de2:>reciatory m(jti ve, but by interpreting the foreign in their own
s[)irit, which they treated as the norm of common humanity.

The monogi’aph is well written, with full knowledge of the relevant literature, and is a useful addition

to Herodotean studies.

H. I. Bell.

Ancient Painting from the Earliest Times to the period of Christian Art. By Mary Hamilton Swindler.
Yale University Press and London, Humphrey Milford.

In these days of expensive printing and book production it is indeed a relief to find a stout, well-bound
quarto volume of 500 p.iges with 16 plates (some of which are coloured) and 640 other illustrations, the

whole admirably produced, ofiered for twenty-five shillings. As its title implies, this sumptuous volume
covers the entire range of the history of painting from the Palaeolithic to the Christian period. Whilst in

this Journal any part of the woik other than that which deals with Egy
2)t is manifestly outside our

purview, it is as a whole admirably c(mcoived, for it is impossi])le to apjn’eciate the significance of the

artistic achievements of any one nation or race without considering them as part of a great whole, amongst
the elements of which action and reaction must have had, and demonstrribly have had, a subtle and
complex influence.
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The section of the book that deals with Egypt (pp. 13-33) may be taken as typical of the rest. It is a

clear and reasoned statement of the nature and development of Egyptian art and the shaping influence

exercised upon it by the peculiar physical, geographical and ethnic conditions of the Nile Valley. The
author has made herself thoroughly familiar with the technical literature of Egypt and the book is con-

sequently well documented. To Egypt are devoted over fifty well-chosen illustrations and one coloured

plate.

It is impossible to ofter anything but the highest praise to the author who has written, and the Cniver-

sity that has published, this admirable volume. It is a veritable treasury of the highest artistic, aesthetic and
historical value, and the wide range of its subject-matter will assure for it an honourable place in the

libraries of scholai’.s and institutions whose .ictivitios are concerned with the history of art, of culture and
of the specific civilizations with which it deals.

To roundofi‘a fine piece of work, evidently embodying great technical knowledge and a vast amount of

research, the author has appended to the volume a very full bibliography (which, judging by the section

devoted to Egypt, is very complete and shows critical acumen), a glossary of technical terms and an

extensive alphabetical index.

Barren R. Dawson.

The Rosetta Stone in the British Mvseum. By Sir E. A. Wallis Budge. Religious Tract Society.

The story of the Rosetta Stone and the decipherment of the hieroglyphs is a topic of evergreen interest,

not only to Egyptologists but to the growing class of laymen interested in the history of the ancient East.

Sir Ernest Budge has several times told the story in former works, and he now presents it in a

much fuller and very readable form in the present monogra})h. The centenary of the brilliant discoveries^

of Champollion was celebrated in 192^, and it was the occasion of a vivid revival of interest in the

particular branch of the subject from wdiich the modern science of Egyptology had its birth. Many
valuable memoirs appeared from the pens of Egyptologists both British and foreign in which the fircts of

the discovery and its history were marshalled anew^, and from these labours new interpretations and new
points of view emerged. Sir Ernest Budge has retold the story in the light of recent researches and has

expressed it in a well-illustrated book in which hieroglyphic type is freely used. A useful bibliography of

works dealing with the Rosetta Stone and the decipherment of hieroglyphs is printed at the end of the

volume, although it must be confessed that there are some notable omissions from this list.

As is well known. Sir Ernest Budge has hitherto remained faithful to the old doctrine that the

Egyptian alphabet contained vowels, and whilst he still uses vowels in transcribing Egyptian words, he

now does so merely in order to make the words pronounceable. In his former opinion, oiicc universal, he

stood practically alone, and conseipiently to Egyptologists the following paragraph (p. marks an

epoch

:

“Strictly speaking, all the letters of the Egyptian Alphabet are consonants, just as are the letters of the Hebrew,

Syriac and Arabic Alphabets, but certain of them, i iz.,
, (|

, ^ ^
(J?)’

treated ai.\owels, although

they are inMruth weak consonants. Birch and Brugsch, and some of the early Egyptologists transciibcd thebC

weak consonants as vowels, because in the transcription of Greek and Roman proper names they \\ ere used as

vowels. In reading a text the Egyptian reader himself supplied the vowels, and it is for this reason that we shall

never know accurately how the Egyptians pronounced their words.”

Sir Ernest Budge does not go the whole way towards adopting modern views on the nature and struc-

ture of the Egyptian language, but in the above-quoted paragraph he frankly admits the principles, if not

the whole system, of contemporary scholars.

Warren R. Dawson,

Wirtsc/iaftliche Schvxinhungeu der Zeit von Alexander his Au^Hstiis. You Fr. Heichelheim. Jena :

Gustav Fischer, 1930. Pp. 14:2, 2 plates (gra])hs).

Dr. Heichelheim has done a most useful piece of work in collecting and tabulating the evidence as to

prices in the Near East during the Hellenistic period. There are, of course, many ga^is in the records, and
the only place from which anything like a continuous series of figures can be obtained is Egypt : but Delos

and Mesopotamia supply enough material to be of service for comparison. As he recognizes, there are

many factors to be considered in discussing the meaning of variations in price, and it is rarely pos.'>iblc to

determine which of these factors might be operating in a given case : but he has succee<Ied in showing
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that the general trend of prices followed very similar lines in the places for which we have most evidence,

and he is justified in tracing an economic connexion between the movements, at any rate in Delos and

Egypt.

The section on currencies, particularly the Ptolemaic currency, might be made more convincing by

further investigation. For instance, the table on p. 24, intended to show the depreciation of Ptolemaic

silver, is of little value, beca’ose it is based on specific gravities, which are not a safe test of the composi-

tion of coins, and mixes up Cypriote and Phoenician issues, which were made for different markets : also

he takes Svoronos’ dating of the Ptolemaic coins, which is not in accordance with the evidence of finds.

The argument on p. 38 seems unsound, in view of the probability that Egypt did not import gold, which

was produced locally, but did import silver: and the respective values must have been affected by the fact

that the import of silver was controlled by royal decree. As regards Roman currency also it should be

noticed that Sulla’s ‘‘aureus,” mentioned on p. 39, was struck for Eastern use, and is not to be brought

into relation with the denarius
;
and that the issue of copper at Rome ceased in the last half-century of

the Republic, which weakens the conclusions on p. 43.

Though there is room for improvement here, however, the work as a whole is characterized by a sound

economic judgment and a cautious statement of conclusions which make it a valuable guide to the study

of the sixteen tables of prices which are appended to it.

J, G. Milne.

{}aii and Badam /, by Guy Brcnton, with chapters by Alan Gardiner and Flinders Petrie. London,

1928. (British School of Archaeology in Egypt.)

Since Sir Flinders Petrie inaugurated an archaeological method by which “tomb-digging” became

“cemetery work,” a number of younger men, both from wuthin and without his “British School of Archae-

ology in Egypt,” but all inspired by his writings and example, have greatly elaborated his procedure.

Everywhere the old custom of dealing with isolated finds of patent interest has now been superseded by a

statistical treatment of the complete inventory of a fully excavated group of interments. In no work,

however, is this new method carried out more rigorously, and its possibilities explored with greater

thoroughness, than in the book now under review. Mr. Brunton actually describes his method, but few of

his readers will realize the patience and firmness of purpose required to carry through to the end a scheme

which entails the tabulation of ail contents and details of several thousands of tombs, and the drudgery

of preparing full registers of all of them. Yet the latter are necessary to enable others to check the author’s

conclusions, and to use his material for their own work in the field
;
and the conclusions themselves are

based on the tabulations, seeing that the method is statistical. The objects are given, largely in corpus

form, in 60 plates of Mrs. 'Winifred Brunton’s unsurpassed drawings.

It is clear that this book possesses a great methodological value, apart from the results achieved by

the excavations, and this the more, since Mr. Brunton has elucidated in the few concise chapters wfith which

the book opens such general matters as the procedure follow^ed in digging and recording, and the complex

problem of “dating” the tomb-groups in a long series of finds, which lack explicit, f.e., inscriptional,

evidence as to their period. Thus we hear of the value of the type of tomb as evidence of date, and the

unreliability of stone vases for this purpose (a warning to Aegean archaeologists); also of the impossibility

of dating by the quality of the work, and other matters of principle, the interest of which is not confined

to the comparatively narrow circle of Egyptologists, but aftects all archaeologists. On one point we
must disagree with Mr. Brunton. We doubt the expediency of avoiding the cumbersome terms Early First

Intermediate Period, etc., and of adopting instead Seventh, Eighth and Ninth Dynasties. The dynasties,

after all, are historical entities, whether we moderns are able to recognize them as such or not, and a false

impression of precision is created if periods only distinguishable by certain phases of material culture are

thus labelled. This false impression threatens to become a confusion of facts if, as our knowledge
progresses, one or more of these historical entities should suddenly take shape again : thus, for instance,

it seems now that the Eighth Dynasty owed its existence to Asiatics, who had penetrated into the country

during the disturbances in which the Old Kingdom foundered
;
but nothing warrants the assumption that

the phase of material culture hero labelled “ Eighth Dynasty ” prevailed during their reign.

After a chapter (which makes good reading) on the activities of ancient tomb-robbers, and their effect

on the modern explorers’ finds, we reach the account of the results obtained at Kaw in three seasons of

work. Each time Mr. Brunton gives first the material of a certain period, and then, in a summary, its

outstanding features and the inferences he draws from it. The most important fact is that a series of
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gi’aves on one site was excavated which covers the periods from Predynastic times down to well into the

Middle Kingdom. Thus the life and development of a provincial town in Middle Egypt during ten

centuries is reflected, in so far as tombs are able to reflect it—a matter to which we shall still have to refer.

What strikes us first of all, and forcibly, is the gradual character of the changes which come to pass. Yet

we know this long period to have comprised more than one political upheaval of the first magnitude. The

conclusion, not unsuspected by some, but no doubt new to those who ascribe those upheavals to wholesale

invasions of foreigners, is that the life of the country possessed a strength of its own which made it fit to

resist sudden onslaughts, though it was in course of time aftected by influences that persisted. Very

interesting indeed is Mr. Brunton’s explanation (pp. 75 f.) of the fact that in the provinces the level of

prosperity moved differently from that in the capital, so that in Kaw the richest tombs, both as regards

quantity and quality (gold) of the equipment, are not those belonging to the great historical epochs, but

to the disturbed times by which these were separated from each other.

The gradual changes referred to above are observed not only in material culture but also in the world of

thought, namely in the burial rites. Yet one has to be careful before inferring too much
;
thus Mr. Brunton

makes it clear that ‘‘after the Sixth Dynasty the various modifications in the type of the tombs are due

to the desire to provide an underground abode which was not likely to collapse. ’ The attitude of the body

in the grave is another matter, and to this Mr. Brunton devotes a long and interesting chapter, ^^o greater

proof of the value of the statistical method could be given than the entirely new array of facts which show

how the attitude changed gradually from Predynastic times onward from contracted to extended, how the

old forms survived, how female burials show more conservatism in this respect than male, how the position

of the hands changes in a different way, and how rich and ])oor seem to adhere to ditterent rules.

We could continue to quote interesting observations :
“ the idea of the preservation of the name by

the carrying of a cylinder seal seems to have persisted in a very debased form. Plain cylinder beads are

often the only ornament
;
and it is common to find them in the centre of necklaces.” The ‘‘ buttons are

worn by women, not by men, and the patterns survive down to the earliest scarabs, while the form changes.

The ground covered by the book is very wide, because the observations have been carefully made and are

most conscientiously worked out. As an actual example, and also because the discov’^ery is to our mind

of supreme importance, we quote finally the billowing in full (Xo. 2058, p. 29) :

very rough hole only 11 inches deep had been dug in a tomb shalt and in it had been placed the

body of an adult male. He lay face downwards, legs slightly bent, right arm along side, left arm twisted

round over the back. The legs were at a rather higher level than the head. Under the face was a group

of bone implements consisting of two spatulae(^) and seven small polishers (?). No pottery. Round the

neck an assortment of beads which can, fortunately, be certainly dated ti) the bixth Dyna?5t\ . Such are

the large steatite C3dinders and the long steatite beads with square section. M ith them were a hawk s

head on a crossbar in carnelian, a very detailed grasshopper, and a cow being milked, the last two of green

glazed steatite. All three were well worn, and the last considerably broken. All the circumstances point

to the man having been hurriedly and carelessly interred. The grave is very shallow, not much more than

a chance hole, scooped out in haste. The body looked as if it had been flung in anyhow. There were no

offering pots of any kind. The man’s tools (?), perhaps once in a bag suspended from his neck, had fallen

close to his face. And the amulets are totally unlike any that we found in a regular burial. In fact

I know of no similar ones at all except perhaps the grasshopper, and that only in later times. It seems

certain that the man’s body was, for some reason, put away without any of the proper ceremonial, and

that his necklace and charms were what he was wearing when he met [u-obably a violent death.”

Here, by a fortunate chance, is lifted all of a sudden a tip of the veil which hides the living Egyptian

from our view. We find tools, amulets, differing from what we know, showing preoccupation not so much

with formal religion as with facts important in an agricultural life. There is more to be known than

cemeteries can tell us. Whatever Egyptian beliefs were, their tomb furniture does not reflect the whole

of their earthly existence. The next task for archaeology in Egypt, ungrateful perhaps, but which should

not be shirked, is the excavation of town sites of the classic. il Egyptian periods.

These last remarks do not, in anj"^ detract from the inteiest of Mr. Biunton s book. The %alue of

his observations stands unimpaired, the changes and peculiarities noted are illuminating and important.

Other work remains to be done y
in the meantime he has thrown a flood of light on a long and little known

period of development, and given us a book which will long remain the outstanding example of sound

archaeological method.
^ H. I HANKFORT.
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Die Onindhujat dcr ngyptischen Antli'iaetil: iti ihretii Zusaniinenhang init der '^\n-Tahelle des Papyrus

Rhind. Vou Dr. Kurt Vogel, ^[liiiclien, 1929.

The re-publication of the Rhind :\lathematical Papyrus in 1923 has led to a renewed interest in the

subject of Egy[)tiau mathematics and provoked a series of valuable works on it, beginning with Gunn’s clever

review of the edition in this Journal (xii, 123 tf.^ and Keugebauer’s enlightening if difficult Die Grundlagen

der agyptischea Bruchrechnung (Berlin, 1926). Dr. Vogel’s book is one of the latest of this series, and deals

with that portion of the Rhind Papyrus which has perhaps attracted the attention of mathematicians more

than any other, the table for the expression of 2 divided by n, where n is an odd number, as the sum of two

or more aliquot t>arts, i.e.^ fractions whose numerator is unity. It may be said at once that his book is

excellent throughout
;
it shows a fine insight, and a clearness of expression which only comes from clearne.ss

of thought. In his exposition of Egyptian mathematical methods, which only goes as far as is necessary for

the discussion of the 2 : n table, V. examines critically the views of earlier writers and has on almost

every point something to add to them. He thinks that Neugebauer goes rather too far in saying that the

Egyptian had no feeling for multiplication except as an addition. (K. in his jireface spoke of “die

aus.schliesslich additive Orundlage der iigyptischen Mathematik”.) He has an admirable discussion of the

vexe<l que.stion whether the Egyptians lirid any conception of fractions other than those whose numerator

is unity
; he decides that they bad, and even points to one or two attempts at expressing such fractions in

writing.

One of the best things in the book is a suggestion which V. makes with regard to the use of a common
denominator in the addition of fractions. He agrees with th<>se who have thought that the Egyptian process

of adding fractions rnu^t in essence he the same as ours of the common denominator, though the common
denoininatfu' chosen is not always the L.c.ii. or even the highest of the denominators, so that when it is

divided by these the results are sometimes fractional, as for example in Problem 23. He suggests that the

choice of what .•^eem to us unsuitable common denominators may be in part due to the influence of well-

known weights and measures on the method of adding fractions. Thus, in adding up a group of fractious

the smallest of wffiich is the common denominator used is not 15 but 30, the number of days in the

month, and the auxiliary numbers (Hilfszalileii) may therefore be regarded as days. Similarly fractions

whose denominators contained 7’s tended to be thought of in relation to the long measure, in which
1 forearm (cuhit; = 7 hand-breadths— 28 finger-breadths. Consequently, when such fractions are added, we
find the denominator 28 used even when higher denominators are present

;
the auxiliary numbers in this

case represent finger-breadths. So, too, the addition of a group whose denominators were powers of 2

might be put into mental relation with the dichotomous divisions of the Aekat or gallon. This is one of the

most illuminating suggestions in the book.

fhe discu'^sion of the 2:/i table is divided into two parts, the first dealing with it as a problem in

abstract mathematics, the second dealing with the solutions given in the papyrus. The shni which
accompanies each solution is regarded by V. rather as a proof than as an indication of the method followed

by the Egyptian in obtaining his solutioiu though he rightly points out that it may in some cases also

contain a hint of the method. He discusses very clearly the fusion of main- and side-working which has
led the writer of the pa])yrus in some cases to give us fractions in the body of his calculation wffiere in

other precisely similar eases he gives whole numbers. This fusion explains the apparent displacement of

certain columns in the calculations which Gunn, on p. 128 of his review, had characterized (unnecessarily
according to V.

j as illogical.

In the notes to his admirably accurate translation (if groups of figures can be called translation) of the
2-table.s A . has rightly pointed out a number of errors and inconsistencies in my transcription {Rhind Pap.^
Pis. to some of which I plead guilty. \\ ith regard, however, to the omission or insertion of dots in
the first line of each division it is fair to notice that I purposely, if unwisely, refused to follow the vagaries
of the papyrus, in order to make my transcrii)tion more intelligible to its users. Thus in the first lines
I invariably omitted the dot before the red figure>s and invariably inserted it after them, so enabling the
leader to 2>ick out at once the pair of figures, one red and one black, wffiich are to be taken together.

In some cases, however, V.’s corrections do not seem to me to be justified.

Ill the fii’st line of the table he remarks that the word s^nit belongs not to the first division, 2/3, but to the
next, 2 5. This is not strictly true. It belongs to all the divisions below it on the page, just as the same word
docs at the top of each page. On the first page, however, it was not written immediately after nls in the
right hand toi) corner because there is no shnt (“proof” or whatever it may mean) in the case of the first

divisiem, 2 3. V ith 2 5 begin the divisions which have a s^mt, and the word is therefore inserted in front
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of 2/5, but refers to all that follow it on that page as well. It is haril to sec Ikjw I could iiave indicated

this better than by placing it where I did. ^ly translation leaves no doubt as to its reference.

In the working out of 2/21 V. accuses me of reading instead of 42. Now it is clear U) anyone

who studies the hieratic script of this papyrus that the scribe had an aversion to pLicing the fracti«jnal

dot over the sign for 40 because there was already a dot there. 40 is correctly written ^ is nircly

ill the table correctly written _L (^/d3, 2/il, 2 71), much more often with only one dot, -i-, in which case

it is indistinguishable from 40. It is clear, however, that the scribe intendeil to bo rc<ul, for there are

numerous cases where the dot is missing only over the 40, being correctly inserted in all the parallel frac-

tions. The confusion between integral and fractifaial common in this table does not atlect my argument,

for the second dot over fails even in first lines, where this confusion is impossible.

In the first line of 2/3o Y. reads 30 instead of . It is true that in the facsimile there is no fractional

dot, but, had V. studied the original, lie would have seen that this has been destroyed by an injury to the

papyrus. The probabilities are therefore in favour of the restoration of the iiorni.d not the abnormal

30. Y. was doubtless influenced by the proximity of 42 in the same line Avritten with one dot only, which,

as we have seen, is a perfectly ordin.iry writing of

Similarly in 2 37 Y.’s objection to my in the first line is unjustified. The fractional dot has, it is

true, been destroyed, but there is little doubt that it sti>od here, as in the two p.irallel fractions
^ { j

and

..-Yf.
An even clearer case occurs in the first line of 2/50, where the papyrus shows an unmistakable trace

of the dot over the damaged 30-sign. Ab’s 36 should therefore read ^l;.

In 2/70 Y. corrects my reading of 237 in the first line to 227. He is certainly wrong. It is true that

the scribe has not made a perfect 3, for ho has omitted the dot which forms part of the hieratic sign foi

30. Nevertheless 30 was what ho sot out to write. The sign for 30 is in this i)apyrns made Avith two

strokes and a dot, The first stroke to be made is / ;
then \ is added and lastly the dot, and we get

7\ . 20 is made in tAvo separate simple strokes, /, \ ,
and a curved dash is added over the top /\ . Now

the scribe here Avrote A; this cannot possibly be a 20, complete or incomplete, but it can be, and cle<irly

i.s, an incomplete 30, the dot having been forgotten.

I have dealt Avith Y.’s table at some length, partly because it is so accurate that it seems well worth

while to make it oonipletely partly to insist on the fact that there exi.-,ts a science of palaeography

before which even mathematics must sometimes bow, and that its first principle is to work from the

oriu'inal, not from facsimiles, however good these may be.

Tn his division of the .solutions into chesses according to the nature of the which accompanies tlimii

V. ao-rees with tkiun, except for some small points of detail and for his further division of one of Cnmrs

classl-s into three .sub-cla.s.ses. He has an important section on the irregular .solution of do, wlierc a

method of auxiliary numbers (Hilfszahlcn) is used. He shows that 2, ill implicitly belongs to the same

catei^ory, and he de.scribes a method of .solving tlic problem which does in facd make u.so of precisely such

auxiliary numbers as are found in 2/35. It is o.xceedingly simple ;
once the first fraction of the resolutn.n

has been suitably cho.sen the first two auxiliary figures are automatically determined, .ind the third, which

at once gives the solution, i.s obtained by subtracting the second from twice the first. This method can

by a .suitable choosing of the first fraction of the .solution, be made quite naturally to yield the actual

solutions given in the papyrus, with the exception of 2,80 and 2 05. This re.sult is so striking that

V rii^htly^assumes it to be more than a coincidence, and supposes that this simple relation l.etweon tlie

auxiliary numbers was known to the mathematicians who gave the t.ible its final form and th.it ,it least

some of the less obvious solutions were actually obtained by its use. He would not, however, attribute

this knowledge to the earliest contributors to the table, wli.eli, in his opinion, goes hack to very primitive

beginnings and was put together gr.idually and empirically, and eventually given """

of the auxiliaiy-iiuiuber method.

Le, Prove,-bes de Salomon, Te.vte bohah'bjue. Edited by 0. H. E. Bdrmester and Euoene Hevauu.

Pp. xv’i + OB. Yiciiiia I Holzhau>>en, 1930.

The cirpital importance of the Egyptian vcr.sioiis for the study of the Septuagiut was early realized by

Paul de pYarde. It was natural that his projected editions of them should begin with the Loha.nc

wherein several complete books were still extant. But his texts are hardly of the critical kiml which would

to-day be expected; material difficulties presumably hindered him from making use of the best manu-

scripts-in the case of the Pentateuch this has proved a conspicuous drawback-and by now moreover h.s

publications are scarcely to bo had. The late Professor Devaud’s scheme therefore for re-cditmg by
^

35
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degrees the v.irious hooks of the Old Testament—not only those printed hy Lagaixle, but others now

ihnost e<iiMlly rare—was sure of a welcome. AVith the collaboration of Mr. Burmester he lived to produce

a text of the l^salter based on more than twice as many MSS. as Lagarde had used. The edition of

Prui'i'rhs however was not far advanced at the time of his lamented death last year, and the labour of

preparing an<l puhlidiing it fell chiefly upon Mr. Burmester. The labour has indeed been great. Lagarde

relied for hi.> text upon a single Berlin MS., written at the end of the eighteenth century
;
the present

edition is based upon live biblical MSS., containing all the book, so far as current in the Bohairic version,

l>esidcs twenty-three lectionaries, scattered through the various libraries of Europe and Egypt, which have

preserved les.'^ons taken from it. Of the biblical MSS. only one is of any antiquity : that in the Kylands

Library, ilating probably from the fourteenth century
;
its text is here printed, but wdth an apparatus,

recording every minutest variant and detail, down to the slightest alteration, uncertainty or dot, of all

these MSS. Surely no biblical text, in any oriental tongue at least, has had such microscopic care

expended on it
;

it is only to be regretted that here the scribes show an ignorance and carelessness even

below the accustomed low level.

Without a systematic study of this material it would not be possible to judge of the relations between

the one old and the four modern MSS.
;
a superficial survey however of the apparatus irresistibly suggests

that the Rylands MS. was the immediate progenitor of the others, which seem to reproduce so unfailingly

it.s misuiiderstaudings and misspellings. And in fact the apparatus shows that it is in the liturgical

losnns that practically all the variants are to be sought.

An external problem at once obtrudes itself in regard to the Bohairic text of Proverbs : the unanimity

with which all live MSS. come to an end, in the middle of chapter xiv. Herein the old and the younger

>ISS. coincide, thereby giving further ground for assuming them to be parent and offspring. Presumably

."•line aoeideiital interruption w'as responsible for bringing the translator’s (or scribe’s?) work to this sudden

halt. The only e\ idence for the former existence of a Bohairic version of the rest of the book lies in certain

of the liturgical excerpts. The occasional verses quoted by patristic writers from chapters beyond the

fourteenth .ipiMMr .is mere adaptations from the Saddle and are found in works which had been originally

eom])o>ed in, or translated into, that dialect (examples : v, 22, in De Vis, Homeliesj i, 146 ;
xv, 3, ih.

;

xvii, 7 (x/e in Evelyn-AVhite, Texts^ 180
;

xxii, 2, in ])e Vis, 166 ;
xxvi, 9, 76., 75). A significant

exception is the seventh- or eighth-century Life of the Patriarch Isaac {Patrol. Or. xi), where we fiud verses

cUmi-Iv drawn from the Bohairic version, albeit from the earlier part of the book (chs. iii and x). Half a

do/on, occurring in the Bohairic Life of Pachomius, are doubtful witnesses
;
one only {Corpus etc., 89, 127)

betrays a clearly Saddle origin, the remainder— all from chapters beyond the fourteenth—are less easy to

locate.

It will be interesting to see an inve.>tigatii)n of the relative charricter of the version, or versions, whence
the liturgical lessons were draw’ii. Tiioso printed on pp. 50 ff. are but superficially Bohairic

;
the original

S.i'uhe lu's so close below* the surface here that they need hardly be reckoned with in studying this version.

44ie ])ieees on pp. 47 and 59 on the other hand make a quite different impression
;
they seem to be

survi\orsof the independent Bohairic text.

The w'ork closes with an unusual gift to scholars : a full Coptic index. Too often an easily made index

ot incidtMital < Jrcek words is all that w’e are ottered, and our gratitude to the present editor should there-

fiu'e be more than usually heartfelt.

Both e<liti ug and printing have been carried through w*ith the greatest care
;
what elsewhere would

l>e t.iken for misprints may liere be safely accepted as the readings of the MSS. AV. E. Crum.

Si'vfptnre. By Miss M. X. Murray. AA4th a i>rcface by Professor E. A. Gardner. London;
Duckw^orth, 193U.

The Assistant-Profc‘>sor of Egyptology in the I niversity (tf London has written a short account of

Egyptian sculpture and related arts w*hieh will be specicdly useful to those w*ho wdsh to study the develop-

ment ot Egyptian art historically and to have a convenient summary of the styles of difterent periods in

chronological order. It is illustrated by photographs and line drawings, though hardly in sufficient

iiuiiibm’ to make the argument clear in all cases. AA^e miss illustrations of several pieces, well-known and
other, that might have been included, but on the other hand we can welcome some that are not often

shown. Among the latter are the wooden figure of Mentuhotep III (PI. xvi, 3), the figure of Takushet at

Athens (PI. xlii, 4), and .i l^okanaic head of a w'oman (PI. li, 1)
* wffiile among the former w'e miss the

splendid (piartzite head of an old man in the British Museum (Xo. 37883), w’hich is one of the great

masterpieces of the Twenty-fifth Dynasty style, and the statue of TJa-isi-nemau, also in the British
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Museum (No. 1682), which so admirably illustrates the imitative archaism of the Suites. More spuoe

could have been allowed for illustrations of sculpture had the book been coufmed to that subject as its

title state.s ; but Miss Murray devotes regular sections to painting uIm), and givt‘s illustrations of it, even

going so far as to illustrate an example of painting on papyrus (l‘l. 1) which is indeed Mithcumtly curious,

but hardly germane to her subject
;
and a landscape (a rarity indeed; <ui a funerary stela of late ^xTiod

(PI. xlix, 1), of which the same may be said.

Miss Murray carries out very well her main task, which is to bring out and ni.ikc deal* the special

characteristics of the sculptural styles of successive periods. Under the Old Kingdom (her bc'^t stvtion,

in our opinion), she notes such matters as the life in the tomb -reliefs, the use of the writing as ,i back-

ground for the reliefs, the splendid portraiture, the natural positiem in the statues of the ear ias opi)osed

to its unnaturally high position later), the good treatment of shoulders and legs, tlu‘ indication of tlesli

beneath drapery, the absence of the uraeus from the earlier kings’ headdresses and from those i)f tlu* gtnls

until quite a late period, and so forth; all indications of great use to the student whn desires critiuia of

date. The Middle Kingdom with its “tragic” royal i)ortraits, the natural ear of Senusret 1, the enornmus

bat-like ears of Senusret III, his successors and contemporaries, and other such indications, is also \\ell

treated. But the later periods, especially the Nineteenth to the Thirtieth Dynasties, receive less interested

treatment, the Saites especially being dismissed very summarily.

With regard to the art of ‘Amarnah Miss Murray perhaps attributes too much to fnreign ndluene<L

That existed, lU) doubt, but I think wo must not underrate the nativt' Egyt>tiaa character of the art. The

removal of the religious conventions will account for nuicli. After all we see tendencies in the "Amarnali

direction beginning before Akhenaten’s time
;
in liis day they had full liherty. Miss Murray ts no doubt

right in doubting any great influence from Crete
;
she siiys correctly that tlu* ^linoan artist did not draw

the human figure well, and had no sculpture. The only possible foreign influence that we know is tlien

Syrian. This may have played its t>art ;
but the facies of the ‘Aiaarnah art is still (pnte E;^yptian, des[»ite

its freedom from convention. Its destruction after Aklienateifs ileatli was, as she says, the d(‘ath- knell of

art in Egypt
;
the restonition of the coiuentions meant that no conformity was thenceforward [)ossihle till

the invasion of Greek ideas in the fourth century marked by the astonishing reliefs of the tomb of Ik*tosiris.

One point of detail in reference to the ‘Amarnah portraits on which I do n(>t think it possibhj to agree

with Miss Murray is her idea that the elongated heads of the princesses, Akhenaten’s dauglit<‘rs, are not

an artificial deformity as is generally (and I think rightly) su}>poseil, but a form of hainiressing, tlie liair

being turned over a cushion at the back. In order to maintain this view, Miss Murray has to assunu* tiiat

even the two baby princesses of the Ashmolean wall-p<iinting had their hair dressed in this way, wliioh

seems improbable. And in fact this painting to my mind proves the (uror of Miss Murray's \ lew, for

though hair dressed in such a way }di(jht not be visibly indicatcnl in stituary, in painting it wouM have to

be shown. But in the Ashmolean fresco we see no sign of it. The skulls of tlu* princcss(*s are as hare of

hair as eggs
;
the only marking on them is the shading that the ‘Ainarnah artist had invente(l. No, 1 am

afraid that Miss Murray’s kind attempt to explain away those nasty deformed skulls will not hold water.

The matter of the shading is important
;
chiarose/ao now first appears in Egyptian art (though ratlu'r

earlier than ‘Amarnah, as the tomb of Kenamun shows) and soon dis;ii)p(^ars.

The head of a young man with natural hair (not a wig) parted in the middle (which in SteindortEs

Kunst der Aegypter is wrongly said to be a wonian\s head), PL xliv, 3, Miss Murray <lates to the Twenty-

fifth Dynasty on the analogy of MentuemhaUs well-known head and certain Fifth Dynasty heads; slu*

considers it archaistic. I h()wever am unable to rule out the i)ossibilitv of its l>elonging to the Eightcentli

Dynasty, when the natural hair seems often to have been worn by men instead of a wig
;
we .see this in

the case of Amenophis, son of Hapu, for instance.

With the identification (made independently by ^Hss ^lurray and Dr. Evers) of the royal portrait figure

of a king Kheperkerc^ in the British Museum (No. 44), wiiich used to be attributed to Xeklit ne)>ef,

as Senusret I, I am now, after .some initial hesitati^ui, in entire agreement. It is undoubtedly Senusret,

and I have so relabelled it and moved it to its proper chronological position in the ^luseuni gallery.

The curious monstrous forms in proto-dynastic art, such as the serpo-pards ” ou the Ashmolean
“palette” from Hierakoupolis, Miss Murr.iy is no doubt right in attributing to Sumerian infliu'iict', which

we often see in Egypt at that time, e.g.^ in the grinning lions of the First Dynasty, so diflerent from the

usual Egyptian type with closed mouth, which first appears under the Old Kingdom, and is stcrcoty[)ed

by the time of the Fifth Dynasty.

The book is well produced. There are one or two misprints, c.r/., “ xlv” for xlii on \k Its, ;md
Amonardys ” on PI. xliii. II. R. Hall.
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